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There are encyclopedic reference books available in many sub-specialty areas of 
eye care, including pediatric ophthalmology. These large texts are most valuable 
when a clinician needs to quickly find a differential diagnosis, a list of treatment 
options, or the findings to look for when a particular syndrome is suspected. With 
Pediatric Ophthalmology: Current Thought and a Practical Guide, we have not at-
tempted to match the breadth of those exhaustive reference texts. Instead, we bring 
to the pediatric-oriented ophthalmologists a book they will want to read cover-to-
cover. We strived for enough depth and perspective in each chapter so that the book 
could be considered core reading for trainees and practitioners alike. 

When I first met with Marion Philipp, Senior Editor at Springer, to discuss this 
project, I told her that this book would be the most well-read book in the pediatric 
ophthalmology field because each chapter would be written by a respected thought-
leader who could give a concise overview of the most current thought and practice 
recommendations for that subject. I told her that each author would be recognized 
by the reader as one of the go-to people for that subject. I invited a true “who’s 
who” in pediatric ophthalmology. By being very persistent and not taking “no” for 
an answer, I was successful in getting the most sought-after writers. Once com-
mitted, each has delivered exactly what I had hoped for. The results are chapters 
that display the perspective of the author’s years of experience combined with the 
practicality needed for the busy clinician. I expect that the readers will absorb each 
chapter in its entirety instead of using it only to look up facts and treatments.

Each Chapter starts with a bulleted list of “Core Messages” and ends with “Take 
Home Pearls”. The best references are included at the end of each chapter but no at-
tempt is made to include comprehensive lists of historical references. I am thankful 
for this format, suggested by Springer, because it fits well with the intended scope 
and purpose of this work.

My Storm Eye Institute editorial partners have, more than anyone, made this 
project possible. Rupal Trivedi, MD, MSCR, has been with us at Storm Eye for 
nearly a decade. She began as a post-doctoral fellow, first with David Apple, 
MD and then with me. She received a Masters in Clinical Research degree here 
at MUSC (Medical University of South Carolina) and quickly became the go-to 
mentor for nearly every research project developed by one of our Ophthalmology 
residents or fellows. Her expertise in study design and data management is really 
remarkable. For this book, her attention to detail and her command of the literature 
gave us what we needed to bring this book to completion. The selection of index 
headings and sub-headings for the entire book were painstakingly selected by Dr. 
Trivedi singlehandedly.
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Credit for this book’s uniformity of style and format goes in large part to 
Dr. Richard Saunders. It took someone with Rick’s reputation and seniority to ac-
complish this task. His command of written English surpasses anything that I have 
encountered in the field of ophthalmology, perhaps in part because he was raised by 
two professional editors: his father served as Executive Editor for Forbes Magazine 
for 20+ years; his mother was Director of Publications for the National Association 
of Social Workers. He gently nudged many of the authors towards the uniform con-
tent and style we had envisioned. Rick was also the first pediatric ophthalmologist 
in South Carolina and among the first pediatric ophthalmologists in the USA to be 
awarded an endowed professorship. He is respected as a leader well beyond the 
bounds of the state of South Carolina. His knowledge and experience are superb, 
especially with regard to complex strabismus and retinopathy of prematurity. 

I have enjoyed working with the dedicated team at Springer. Marion Philipp, 
Senior Editor for Clinical Medicine was mentioned earlier. She initiated the project 
and shepherded it through a successful completion. Martina Himberger, Desk Edi-
tor, was in constant communication with us and gave the project her full support. I 
know she has many projects but she made us feel as though we were her first and 
only concern. Le-tex publishing services completed the copyediting (thanks to Ute 
Noatsch and Annegret Krap) and production editing (thanks to Petra Moews) work 
with precision and speed. The entire team assembled at Springer was first-rate and 
I thank them personally.

My final thanks must go to my family for supporting me and always trying to 
keep me grounded and balanced. They (my family) come first, no matter how ex-
citing the world of ophthalmology becomes. My wife, Donna, is the “CEO” of our 
household, making it possible for me to run a large academic department and the 
Storm Eye Institute. She is an expert at motivating me to be my best for the patients 
I serve and yet reminding me when it is time to let it go and spend time at home. 
She has taught me that only with balance can there be long-lasting meaningful suc-
cess. My son, Leland, has taught me more about being a good doctor than anyone in 
my formal education. Despite optic nerve damage and cerebral palsy, he has a way 
of bringing out a smile in everyone he meets. He believes, correctly, that everyone 
would be healthier if they had at least one hug every day.

For those in Pediatric Ophthalmology, I urge you to commit to lifelong learn-
ing, challenge conventional wisdom, and have fun. We have the privilege to take 
care of the eyes of children who will lead the world through many future crises. Do 
your job well and inspire others to follow. Don’t believe the old adage that nothing 
new ever comes out of Pediatric Ophthalmology. The authors of the chapters in this 
book believe that with constant innovation and high quality clinical investigations 
tempered by a careful “do-no-harm” motto, the field of Pediatric Ophthalmology 
will be constantly evolving.

 M. Edward Wilson, MD
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1.1 Introduction

I have heard it said that when it comes to the pediatric 
eye examination, a friendly manner, a little trickery, 
and a lot of praise can accomplish a great deal. These 
are essential elements in the art of examining a child. 
Residents, fellows, and geriatric ophthalmologists 
are usually facile and disciplined in the performance 
of the adult comprehensive eye examination; how-
ever, gathering useful data from an unfriendly toddler 
can seem as challenging as taming the wild beasts 
of Africa. After a few failed attempts to persuade a 
young patient to allow even a glimpse of the eyes, the 
ophthalmologist may ask how anything gets done in 
the pediatric ophthalmology office, at least without 
anesthesia.

This chapter offers advice on how to approach the 
pediatric eye examination. It is not meant to cover ev-
ery aspect of the eye examination of children. Rather, 

it deals in concepts, and some details. It is assumed 
that the examiner already knows how to perform a 
complete eye exam. The reader is referred to the or-
thoptic chapter (Chap. 4) for well-written advice on 
the ocular motility examination. Here, instead, I offer 
practical advice to allow the examiner, the patient, 
and the parent to enjoy the encounter with the pe-
diatric ophthalmology team. When dealing with a 
child, professional competence requires both art and 
science.

Contents
1.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

1.2 Developing a Plan 
at the Beginning of the Encounter . . . . . . . . . .  2

1.3 A Fine Line Separates Fear from Cooperation   2

1.4 The Attention-span Clock is Ticking . . . . . . . .  2

1.5 The Pediatric Ophthalmology Team  . . . . . . . .  5

1.6 Modeling Appropriate Behavior  . . . . . . . . . . .  6

Core Messages

The pediatric exam is not as methodical • 
and sequenced as the adult exam. Rather, 
it is carefully aimed at the most important 
findings and it is opportunistic.

 The care giver’s initial behavior should • 
be aimed at establishing trust and making 
the data collection fun for the child.

 Dilating the • pupils is an essential part of 
the complete exam of the child; however, 
it is used in follow-up only when it 
will potentially change management.

 Pediatric eye exams are done as a • 
team. The need to see more patients in 
less time has eliminated the luxury of 
having the pediatric ophthalmologist 
perform the entire exam him/herself.

M. E. Wilson et al. (eds.), Pediatric Ophthalmology, 
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-68632-3_1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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of Examining a Child
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1.2 Developing a Plan 
at the Beginning of the Encounter

Since children are not merely small adults, the tempta-
tion to proceed methodically and sequentially through 
each portion of the complete eye exam in each patient 
must be resisted. Remember that the doctor does not 
decide when the exam is over, the child does. Judg-
ment must be used to pick and choose portions of the 
complete exam most likely to yield useful data for 
that patient. For example, a careful slit-lamp exami-
nation may be essential to the evaluation of child-
hood uveitis but could be deleted in the patient with 
uncomplicated intermittent exotropia. In the later, a 
penlight examination can quickly scan for corneal 
luster, pupil size and shape, anterior chamber depth, 
and the absence of an afferent pupillary reflex with-
out forcing the child’s head into the slit-lamp. The 
retinoscope or direct ophthalmoscope can assess the 
quality of the red reflex from an arm’s length without 
forcing the child into a difficult position.

Use the limited attention span and cooperation of 
the child to perform the investigations most essential 
to the chief complaint and add less critical steps as 
patient tolerance allows. Restraint or sedation should 
be used only if absolutely necessary and only if the 
data will influence the management of the patient.

1.3 A Fine Line Separates Fear 
from Cooperation

For many children, a fine line separates fear from 
cooperation. The doctor’s initial behavior should be 
aimed at establishing trust and making examination 
data collections seem more like “child’s play”. When 
entering the examination room, the doctor should 
immediately be seated, so as not to stand over the 
child. Invite the child to sit in the BIG chair on a par-
ent’s lap or alone. Raise the chair quickly so that the 
child is at least at eye level with everyone in the room 
(Fig. 1.1). Do not surprise the child. Tell the child you 
are going to make him or her TALLER and say “here 
we go” as the chair elevates. Talk directly to the child. 
Comment on his or her clothing or ask a question you 
know he/she can answer, such as: How old are you? 
What grade are you in? What are you doing this sum-

mer? When a child begins to speak, his/her anxiety 
level drops dramatically. It is also helpful to show the 
child a toy and let the child hold it (Fig. 1.2).

1.4 The Attention-span 
Clock is Ticking

If the chief complaint is known, begin the exam im-
mediately, before taking additional history. The atten-
tion-span clock is ticking. Do not waste time asking 

Fig. 1.1 This young boy is sitting in his mother’s lap and the 
chair has been raised to place the child at the same or higher 
level compared with the examiner

Fig. 1.2 After showing this child a toy, he is allowed to hold it 
briefly before the exam is resumed

2 M. Edward Wilson



the parents questions. Move quickly from one inves-
tigation to another. Tell the child what to do. Be ani-
mated. Have colorful toys. Whistle, make noises, and 
call the child by name (Figs. 1.3, 1.4). Use an age-
appropriate vocabulary (e.g., phoropter = elephant 
glasses). Have fun and make sure the child is having 
fun, too. I have a foot switch that turns the overhead 
lights off and on. I will commonly ask the child to say 
“lights out” out loud. As he/she does so, I hit the foot 
petal and the lights go out, to the amazement of the 
unsuspecting child. The more curious ones will want 
to know how it works so I show them. They can then 
operate the foot petal themselves at the end of the 
exam if they let me do all I need to do. It is useful to 
have a visual acuity computer screen so you can show 
movies and then switch from the movie directly to 
ABCs, HOTV letters, or Lea symbols. We have fish, 
balloons, and other non-movie videos as well. It is 
essential to keep the child engaged and get good data. 
Random displays on the computer eliminate memori-
zation so re-testing can be done at any time. We use 
an occlusive patch to isolate one eye for visual acuity 
testing. I highly recommend it. Children are experts 
at peaking around an occluder. We tell the child that 
they can take the patch off as soon as the testing is 
completed. That seems to comfort them somewhat. 
They know the patch is temporary. I like to have ad-
ditional lighted noise-making animals mounted on the 
wall beside the computer screen. These are foot-petal 

Fig. 1.3 a A colorful toy is used for vision testing. This one 
makes noise, too. b A colorful toy is used for vision testing. 
A hand on the head can promote eye movement rather than 
head movement. c A colorful toy is used for vision testing. 
Move quickly and remain animated using whistles and click-
ing sound when needed

Fig. 1.4 A colorful toy is used and changed when needed. This 
toy also allows corneal light reflection testing

Chapter 1 The Art and Science of Examining a Child 3



activated and are a wonderful way to get the child to 
look in the distance for strabismus measurements or 
for the evaluation of ocular torticollis (Figs. 1.5, 1.6). 
Some pediatric ophthalmologists have eliminated 
these toys because they have images on the computer 
visual acuity screen. I believe they still have added 
value to hold the attention of the child and also in 
visual function testing in pre-literate children. With 
three “barking dogs” mounted on three vertically 
separated shelves, I can evaluate the quality of the 
vertical saccade produced when I activate each toy 

and deactivate the previous one, using a foot petal 
(Fig. 1.7). This is discussed in Chap. 22 in the context 
of evaluating visual function in children with partial 
cataracts. A brisk and accurate vertical saccade to the 
changing “barking dogs” indicates reasonably good 
visual acuity in a pre-verbal child.

When slit-lamp examination is needed, I ask them 
to hold the “handlebars” and put their chin in the chin 
rest. I get them into the proper position, with the help 
of a parent if needed. I quickly praise them for being 
“grown-up” and for doing great. Then I praise them 

Fig. 1.5 Foot-petal operated noise-making animals are used to 
direct this child’s gaze into the distance

Fig. 1.6 The alternate cover test can be started with the child 
fixating on the distant noise-making animals

Fig. 1.7 a The upper foot-petal operated animal is activated. b The middle foot-petal operated animal is activated. c The lower 
foot-petal operated animal is activated
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for having really “amazing” eyes. They will some-
times stay still if you say, “Can you see my eyes?” 
or “Look at my ear.” I usually throw in a few “al-
most done” comments to keep them in the head rest. 
Again, at the end, more praise is warranted, even if 
they did not do as well as you hoped. The initial exam 
will build on the next one. If a child has a chronic 
condition and will need multiple exams, it is impor-
tant to have the child feel reasonably good about the 
first exam, even if the evaluation was not fully ac-
complished. Build on that first encounter and push for 
a little more the next time the child is examined.

During the course of the exam, pause whenever 
you need a break or the child “demands” one. Re-
member, the child and parent will detect any hint of 
frustration in your voice. At the end of the initial ex-
amination, allow the child to climb down from the 
Big Chair. Additional history and explanation of the 
findings can then be completed. If pupil dilation is 
needed, have someone other than the examiner place 
the drops and make sure they are preceded with a top-
ical anesthetic. This too can be done quickly so the 
child can be consoled by the parent and can retreat to 
the comfort of a playroom or a toy-filled sub-waiting 
area.

Remember that each time a decision is made to 
dilate a child’s pupil, it adds the equivalent of one ad-
ditional patient encounter to the day. These children 
dislike the drops and they are often tired and fussy 
when the drops have finally led to cycloplegia and di-
lated pupils. I do not discourage pupil dilation when 
it is necessary and when it may change the course of 
therapy; however, I must have a reason for dilation 
more than just because it has been a year since the 
last one.

Fundus examination and retinoscopy are usually 
the parts of the examination that are done after the 
child’s pupils have been dilated. Again, as noted 
above, it is essential to know what information is 
needed. The child is often sleepy and cranky at this 
stage of the exam. Quickly performing an estimation 
of the refractive error using the retinoscope without 
any lenses is an invaluable skill. By learning to en-
hance the retinoscopic streak and then rotating it, the 
examiner can already know what lens with which to 
begin in the loose lens set. Rotating the enhanced 
streak gives the examiner the knowledge about 
whether significant astigmatism is present or not. Re-
tinoscopy is most accurate when the central reflex is 

evaluated. Having the child look directly into the light 
is the best way to retinoscope the macula; however, 
when the cycloplegia is incomplete, I use the movie 
at the end of the examination room as the fixation tar-
get instead of the light. Care must be taken to read the 
reflex as centrally as possible when this occurs.

Fundus evaluation can usually be done without re-
straining the child if the examiner uses a low-level 
light and makes it fun. I point out that I am putting 
on a “strange hat” that can look all the way into their 
“brains”. Then, as I view the optic nerve and macula, 
I often praise the child for being smart since they 
have “lots of brains”. In fact, their head is “full of 
brains”. When restraint is needed, having the parent 
help is best. Be efficient by getting the look you need 
as quickly as possible. I do not hesitate to schedule an 
examination under anesthesia if I see something that 
needs further study and intense examination.

1.5 The Pediatric 
Ophthalmology Team

Pediatric ophthalmology is, perhaps, the last holdout 
against the fast-paced, high-throughput, team-based 
approach to ophthalmic office examination. Many 
pediatric ophthalmologists still feel that they alone 
should do the majority of the gathering of data. Tech-
nicians are relegated to patient transport and dilation 
duties. With the need for more patients to be seen per 
hour, this approach is unsustainable. In addition, it 
is unnecessary. The modern pediatric ophthalmology 
office functions as a health care team. The families re-
turning for follow-up respect the technicians, orthop-
tists, residents, fellows, and the pediatric ophthalmol-
ogists as care givers. Pediatric ophthalmic technicians 
develop a special rapport with the patients and their 
families. The skills they develop (accurate visual acu-
ity, intraocular pressure measurement without squeez-
ing, contact lens management, teaching of the care 
instructions) can become so refined that the physician 
trusts the data as much or more than if he/she had 
gathered it him/her self. Refracting technicians can 
spend time with the verbal child and get an amazingly 
accurate refraction once the pediatric behavior skill 
set is mastered. The physician need only recheck the 
endpoint or compare the pre-dilation finding with his/
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her post-dilation finding. Orthoptists become masters 
of the ocular motility exam and the sensory evalua-
tion. A combination of school-based knowledge and 
on-the-job training lead to the level of trust needed 
for the team to manage patients together. 

The art of the exam discussed in this chapter must 
be learned by each member of the team. Using judg-
ment, the technicians and orthoptists learn to do as 
much or as little as is appropriate for the particular 
patient and the particular complaint. Then, the physi-
cian is brought in at the correct time to do the essen-
tial things he/she really needs to do to get to the deci-
sion making at the end of the encounter. The goals 
are to avoid unnecessary repetition and yet avoid im-
portant omissions. The patient and the parent should 
recognize the value of the care team and should get 
the sense that the physician and the staff are all “on 
the same page” and have “trained together” to de-
velop the protocols that lead to effective, efficient, 
and mistake-free care delivery.

1.6 Modeling Appropriate Behavior

Near the onset of ophthalmic training, residents and 
fellows should carefully observe practitioners who 
are skilled in the artful techniques of pediatric exami-
nation and develop a mindset and a game plan. Tech-
nicians and orthoptists should also model appropriate 
behavior they see in others. The staff should observe 

each other and give meaningful feedback. The team, 
together, should discuss the art and science of dealing 
with children and continuously improve their tech-
niques. Patient and parent feedback should be taken 
seriously and changes made accordingly.

Each team member (physicians and staff) should 
take what I call an “innovation trip” periodically. The 
purpose of such a trip is to observe the techniques 
of a respected colleague in another location across 
the state or across the country. Pick those colleagues 
that have been praised for “best practices” innova-
tion. Observe carefully and write down the details of 
anything you can bring home. This will help the team 
become a continuously learning group.

Pediatric ophthalmology is unique within ophthal-
mology. Those who work in pediatric ophthalmology 
know that “a friendly manner, a little trickery, and 
a lot of praise” may be a good beginning, but much 
more is needed for success. For those physicians or 
staff entering the field, success is achieved by hard 
work, continuous learning, and by having fun.

Early in their pediatric ophthalmology training, 
residents often ask why the children seem so much 
better behaved when the attending physician is con-
ducting the examination. At the end of their training, 
after modeling the best of what they have seen in the 
staff and the attendings, they too can make data col-
lection seem like “child’s play”. They discover that 
learning to tame the unfriendly toddler can produce 
a level of satisfaction and self-confidence not achiev-
able by scientific mastery alone.

Take Home Pearls

Sequence the pediatric eye exam based on • 
what are the most important parts of the 
exam for that child’s chief complaint.

Learn to put the child at ease by sitting • 
down quickly and raising the child 
up to where he/she is at least at eye 
level with everyone in the room.

When you get a child to vocalize, his/her • 
anxiety level goes down dramatically.

Use pupillary dilation when necessary, • 
but use it sparingly on follow-up visits.

Pediatric ophthalmology is no longer • 
a solo sport, it is a team game. Train 
the team so that everyone adopts 
the same child-friendly habits.
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2.1 Refractive Development 
and Emmetropization

Human infants are typically hyperopic at birth, with 
an average axial length of almost 17 mm, corneal 
power of 50−55 diopters, and crystalline lens power 
of 34 diopters; however, the range of resulting refrac-
tive error in the infant eye is significant, typically 
ranging from low myopic to moderate hyperopic er-
rors, with or without astigmatism. The majority of 
ocular growth occurs during the first 18−24 months 
of life, manifested by both corneal flattening and 
axial elongation, and resulting in a shift from hypero-
pia toward emmetropia. Emmetropization continues 
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Core Messages

Emmetropization is guided by genetics • 
but modified by environmental influences. 
No definitive treatments have emerged.

Dynamic retinoscopy is a valuable tool • 
in the evaluation of children (1) at risk 
for accommodative insufficiency, (2) 
with significant hyperopia, and (3) with 
non-physiologic visual complaints.

Prescribing for pediatric refractive • 
errors is complex and should take into 
account the child’s age, current refractive 
error, accommodative ability, degree of 
anisometropia, and ocular family history.
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after 2 years of age, albeit at a slower pace, such that 
most eyes are nearly emmetropic by 6−8 years of age. 
In some children, emmetropization fails and results 
in significant hyperopia, while in others emmetropia 
is overshot and myopia is the result.

It appears that emmetropization is guided by ge-
netics but is modified by environmental influences. 
Support for genetically guided processes comes from 
fraternal and identical twin cohort studies, as well 
as from differences in refractive errors observed in 
prevalence studies of pediatric populations in differ-
ent countries. Direct comparison of these prevalence 
studies is complicated by differences in methodol-
ogy and definitions, but still, general patterns have 
emerged. It appears that there is a bias toward myo-
pia in eastern Asian populations, particularly among 
the urban Chinese (as high as 75% in some studies). 
In comparison, Chilean children have an increased 
prevalence (14.5%) of significant hyperopia. Austra-
lian children of Caucasian origin also seem to have 
an increased prevalence of hyperopia, though not as 
dramatic as demonstrated in the Chilean study. In ad-
dition to hyperopia or myopia, certain populations 
seem to have an increased prevalence of astigmatism 
significant enough to cause ametropic amblyopia [1]. 
Genetic biases are further supported by studies that 
demonstrate a predictive effect of parental myopia 
upon the development of myopia in their offspring. 
The COMET study reported that children who devel-
oped high myopia during 7 years of post-study fol-
low-up were younger and had more myopia at base-

line. Children who developed high myopia were also 
more likely to have two myopic parents [2].

Studies of environmental influences on the devel-
opment of refractive errors have primarily focused on 
the development of myopia, and some of the potential 
aggravating factors identified include sustained near 
work, accommodative variability, accommodative 
lag, and decreased time spent outdoors [3]. Urban 
environment [4] and increased night-time ambient 
lighting [5] may also have an effect on the develop-
ment of myopia. In one recent report [6], parental 
cigarette smoking was associated with less prevalent 
myopia and a more hyperopic mean refraction with 
both prenatal and childhood exposure to tobacco 
smoke. Thus, the eventual refractive state of the 
eye depends upon both genetic and environmental 
influences. In addition, certain ocular and systemic 
disorders are commonly associated with ametropia 
(Table 2.1).

2.2 Examination

2.2.1 Refraction Prior to Cycloplegia

Accurate refraction of the pediatric patient is an es-
sential element of the ophthalmic examination of the 
child, not only to determine the need for glasses, but 
also to aid in diagnosis and treatment of a variety of 
systemic and ocular disorders. Cycloplegic retinos-

Table 2.1 Examples of ocular and systemic disorders associated with refractive errors
Myopia Hyperopia Astigmatism

Stickler syndrome Leber congenital amaurosis Congenital ptosis
Congenital stationary night blindness Myotonic dystrophy Periocular hemangioma
Congenital glaucoma Cornea plana Limbal dermoid
Knobloch syndrome Aarskog syndrome Corneal scarring
Weill-Marchesani syndrome Lens dislocation
Cornelia de Lange Ciliary body mass
ROP
Kniest dysplasia
Gyrate atrophy
Marfan syndrome and homocystinuria 
(with high astigmatism due to lens dislocation)
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copy is the most commonly used technique of refrac-
tion in children, but other methods of refraction, es-
pecially those used prior to cycloplegia, are important 
in the efficient evaluation of refractive errors in the 
pediatric population. Retinoscopy prior to dilation is 
useful in screening for large, uncorrected refractive 
errors that could affect measurement of acuity, stere-
opsis, or ocular alignment. With the child’s attention 
directed to a non-accommodative target at distance, 
an estimate of the refractive error can be made.

2.2.2 Accommodation in Children

Accommodation is present at birth but does not be-
come accurate until 4 months of age. In the pediatric 
eye, it is ordinarily expected that near objects can be 
focused onto the retina with accommodation. The pe-
diatric patient is rarely suspected to have accommo-
dative dysfunction, though this is probably because 
ophthalmologists rarely think to assess accommoda-
tion in the pediatric patient. Most ophthalmologists 
assess accommodative amplitudes with traditional 
gradient (minus lenses) or stimulus (near point) 
methods and limit their testing to adults and the oc-
casional older child. 

It has been increasingly recognized that certain 
children are at risk for accommodative insufficiency; 
more than half of children with Trisomy 21 [7] and 
cerebral palsy [8] have accommodative insufficiency. 
Children taking baclofen for bladder and skeletal 
muscle spasticity may also experience problems at 
near, and the pharmacologic accommodative insuf-
ficiency is often accompanied by mydriasis. Other 
medications may also cause accommodative insuffi-
ciency. Monocular accommodative insufficiency can 
also be found in some amblyopic eyes and may re-
quire an add for near to aid the amblyopia treatment. 
Fortunately, accommodation can be rapidly and eas-
ily assessed in most children using dynamic retinos-
copy, as discussed next.

2.2.3 Dynamic Retinoscopy

Pediatric ophthalmologists, more than any other oph-
thalmic specialist, rely upon retinoscopy for measure-

ment of refractive error, and are expert in static retin-
oscopy. Dynamic retinoscopy [9, 10] is an invaluable 
but much underutilized technique that allows rapid, 
objective assessment of accommodative ability, even 
in infants and young children.

With dynamic retinoscopy, neutralization of the re-
tinoscopic reflex can be detected when the patient fix-
ates on an accommodative target held adjacent to the 
peephole of the retinoscope. This rapidly performed 
test can (1) detect incomplete cycloplegia, (2) aid in 
rapid screening for astigmatism and anisometropia, 
and (3) guide therapy in a wide variety of patients: 
high hyperopia; eyes at risk for accommodative in-
sufficiency; and non-physiologic visual loss.

Dynamic retinoscopy should not be confused with 
near retinoscopy, which provides a measurement of 
distance refraction. The technique of near retinoscopy, 
as described by Mohindra et al. [11], is performed 
under monocular conditions and uses the filament of 
the bulb as the target. When the filament is used as 
the target, there is little or no accommodative stimu-
lus and an estimate of distance-refractive correction 
is obtained by empirically subtracting 1.25 diopters 
from the readings obtained.

During retinoscopy, the retinoscopist views the red 
reflex of the eye through the peephole of the retino-
scope while sweeping a linear streak of divergent light 
across the pupil. The observed retinoscopic reflex can 
be described as having “with” or “against” movement, 
or, when the retinoscopic reflex fills the pupil, as be-
ing “neutral”. Recall that the reflex observed depends 
upon the location of the far point of the eye. When the 
eye is focused beyond the peephole (behind the exam-
iner, or even beyond infinity) the retinoscopic reflex 
moves in the same direction as the intercept – “with” 
motion. When the far point of the eye is in front of 
the peephole (between the patient’s eye and the peep-
hole), “against” motion is observed. Finally, when the 
eye is focused in the plane of the peephole, all light 
returning from the retina passes through the peephole, 
and the red reflex appears to fill with light – “neutral-
ization.” During dynamic retinoscopy, when an eye in 
focus at infinity (“with” movement) attends to a near 
target held adjacent to the peephole of the retinoscope 
and accommodates, the far point of the eye is brought 
to the peephole of the retinoscope, and a neutral re-
flex is observed. Dynamic retinoscopy is the process 
whereby the retinoscopist observes the light reflex as 
it attends to the near target.
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In order to stimulate accommodation, it is neces-
sary to use letters (Fig. 2.1a) or an age-appropriate 
picture (Fig. 2.1b) of interest to the child with little 
delay. When using a small picture, the author finds 
it helpful to pose a playful, but argumentative, ques-

tion requiring the child’s observation of small details 
on the target. Most children will quickly and glee-
fully respond in order to correct the mistake. Pictures, 
rather than letters, are also of great value when evalu-
ating the child with difficulty reading, or presumed 
non-physiologic visual complaints, as the child rarely 
suspects that the cartoon figure is being used as an 
evaluation of their ability to see at near. An infant’s 
accommodation can usually be stimulated by draw-
ing their attention to a small toy held adjacent to the 
peephole of the retinoscope, sometimes using inter-
nal illumination in the base of the figure. Most infants 
can only be tested at near, as they are often inattentive 
for distance fixation.

Except for patients with moderate to large angle 
strabismus, both eyes of most children can be evalu-
ated nearly simultaneously. If refractive correction 
has been prescribed, it should be worn during test-
ing. With the child attentive to a distance fixation 
object, and with the peephole as close to the line of 
sight as possible (to avoid off-axis errors), the re-
flex is observed in the vertical meridian of each eye, 
and then rotated to assess the horizontal meridian of 
each eye. The reflexes in the two meridians should 
be approximately the same width, and a difference in 
width of the reflex indicates that astigmatism is pres-
ent. A small amount of “with” motion should be ob-
served when the patient is in focus at distance. Larger 
amounts of “with” motion indicate a significant resid-
ual hyperopic error, while “against” motion indicates 
myopia. Next, the patient is instructed to observe 
details on the near target as shown in Fig. 2.1a, and 
the observer should see the “with” motion neutralize 
rapidly as accommodation brings the far point to the 
peephole of the retinoscope. Failure to neutralize the 
reflex indicates an accommodative insufficiency and/
or a significant amount of hyperopia.

Attention is then directed again to the distance ob-
ject, and “with” movement should be seen. Finally, 
attention is redirected to the near target, and the child 
is queried about the details of the target as the re-
tinoscopist observes for and accurate and sustained 
accommodative response. The retinoscope and target 
are moved as a unit, and as they are moved toward 
the child, accommodation is further stimulated. The 
child should be able to sustain the accommodative 
effort and maintain neutralization easily as the target 
is studied for several seconds. When accommoda-
tion is normal, the results can be described as “rapid, 

Fig. 2.1 Dynamic retinoscopy with a the doctor holding a 
lettered target close to the peephole of the retinoscope, and 
stimulating accommodation by moving close to the teenager 
and asking her to read the letters. b The patient’s view of the 
retinoscope and a cartoon figure target
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complete, and steady OU”. When accommodation is 
abnormal, either the reflex will fail to neutralize com-
pletely or the patient will be unable to sustain the ef-
fort over time. The speed, symmetry, and sustainabil-
ity of the accommodative effort should be recorded 
in the patient’s chart. If abnormal accommodation is 
detected, the amount of near correction required can 
be determined by holding plus lenses in front of the 
patient and reassessing the retinoscopic reflexes at 
near. If dynamic retinoscopy is routinely performed 
on new patients and those at risk for accommodative 
insufficiency prior to cycloplegia, a post-cycloplegic 
evaluation can be avoided.

Dynamic retinoscopy can be used to evaluate how 
much hyperopia to correct in a patient with normal 
alignment and high hyperopia, and to assure that 
enough residual accommodation is available for near 
work. In a patient with strabismus that is large enough 
to cause off-axis errors in the retinoscopic evaluation 
of the non-fixating eye, it is necessary to test each eye 
separately and occlude the eye not being examined. 
Monocular evaluation is also useful in the evaluation 
of amblyopic eyes that are not improving with treat-
ment of the amblyopia. Some amblyopic eyes have 
deficient accommodation and may require correction 
for near in order for amblyopia treatment to succeed.

Finally, dynamic retinoscopy is quite useful in the 
evaluation of the pediatric patient with complaints 
that may be non-physiologic in nature. Taken in con-
junction with the history, other objective findings 
(normal papillary reactions, structural examination, 
and cycloplegic refraction), good stereopsis, and 
non-physiologic responses to stereo and color vision 
testing, dynamic retinoscopy can help to reassure the 
ophthalmologist when the findings are normal.

2.2.4 Assessment of Current 
Spectacles

Current spectacle correction should be measured at 
each visit to avoid surprise and confusion. It is al-
ways important to check that the lenses were made 
properly and that if the lenses have fallen out, they 
have been properly replaced. Sometimes children 
present for examination wearing old correction, a 
sibling’s correction, or wearing glasses where the 

lenses have been switched. Attention to accurate 
measurement of current spectacles is important for 
ophthalmologists who prescribe using the technique 
of over-refraction.

Ophthalmologists who write prescriptions in plus 
cylinder notation should instruct their staff to be vigi-
lant about measuring cylinder axis, as transposition 
errors made by opticians can result in 90° axis errors. 
Opticians routinely transpose prescriptions written in 
plus cylinder notation to minus cylinder, since lenses 
are manufactured with cylinder correction on the pos-
terior surface of the lens (minus cylinder).

The accurate measurement of bifocal power, es-
pecially in hyperopic correction, should be measured 
with the temples oriented toward the practitioner, in 
contrast to typical clinical practice. The distance cor-
rection is measured first (using the least hyperopic 
meridian if cylinder is present), and then measuring 
the power in the same meridian through the near seg-
ment. The bifocal power is the difference between the 
two.

Some children require large astigmatic correc-
tions, and proper cylinder axis is essential, particu-
larly for children with amblyopia. ANSI Z80.1-2005 
standards [12] require that cylinder powers 0.50-D 
cylinder power be dispensed within ± 7°, 0.75 di-
opters cylinder must be within 5° the prescribed 
axis, correction > 0.75 to ≤ 1.50-D cylinder within 
± 3°, and for greater cylinder powers its axis toler-
ance is ± 2°.

Attention should also be given to the general loca-
tion of the optical center of the lenses relative to the 
interpupillary distance, especially when a new or un-
expected ocular deviation is present. Some frame de-
signs have round or oval lens apertures, and the lenses 
can be placed in the frame with astigmatic correction 
at the proper axis but located temporally in the eyewire 
relative to its proper placement (Fig. 2.2). In a patient 
with high hyperopia and previously well-controlled 
accommodative esotropia, temporal displacement of 
the optical centers produces base-out prism, and can 
cause an exodeviation. A quick way to locate the opti-
cal centers of a lens while in the exam lane is to hold 
the lens below a ceiling spotlight and align the reflec-
tions of the light from the front and rear surfaces of 
the lens (Fig. 2.3). If a problem with the optical center 
of the lens is suspected based on the rapid chair-side 
assessment, the precise location of the optical center 
can be confirmed with a lens meter.
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2.2.5 Subjective Refraction

Subjective refraction of teens and older children is 
a useful adjunct to cycloplegic retinoscopy and can 
be particularly helpful in children with large amounts 
of cylinder where very small errors in cylinder axis 
can make a significant difference in visual acuity. 
Subjective refraction can be performed either using 
a phoropter or in trial frames. Some children will 
readily accept either technique, but the author usu-
ally prefers trial frames in order to be able to watch 
the child’s facial expressions during the refraction. A 
rapid and succinct subjective technique is especially 
important for children who may have a short attention 
span or who may lack self confidence when respond-
ing to the examiner. The rapidity of the response from 
the child is often a good indicator of her confidence 
in the answer: a rapid response in the anticipated 

a b

Fig. 2.2a,b Effect of 180° of lens rotation by improper replacement of the right spectacle lens in an 
oval frame. Typical, intended location of the optical center (dot). a Nasal of the geometric center of the 
eyewire; principle meridians of the spherocylindrical lens marked with dashed and solid lines. b With 
improper replacement of the lens in the frame, the axis of the spherocylindrical correction is correct, but 
the optical center (dot) is temporal to its intended location

Fig. 2.3a–c Reflections from the front and rear surfaces of a 
spectacle lens can be used to quickly locate the optical center 
of a lens. a,b The reflections from the front and rear surfaces 
are separated. c The reflections are superimposed over the opti-
cal center of the lens
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direction is usually a good indication of a reliable 
response. It is also helpful to have a quiet examina-
tion room, free from distraction by active siblings or 
a well-intentioned parent. Retinoscopic findings are 
usually the most efficient starting point and allow the 
examiner to guard against accommodation when the 
refraction is performed without cycloplegia. Subjec-
tive refinement of cycloplegic retinoscopic findings 
can help to refine axis and power.

Most children have large accommodative reserves, 
so special attention to control of accommodation is 
needed during non-cycloplegic refraction. During 
subjective non-cycloplegic refraction, “pushing plus” 
and making the child demonstrate the anticipated im-
provement in acuity with added minus (or reduced 
plus) correction can help guard against stimulating 
accommodation – about a line of improvement should 
be expected with each 0.25 diopters in the minus di-
rection. Control of accommodation can be confirmed 
while performing interocular balancing in most chil-
dren who are cooperative with non-cycloplegic sub-
jective refraction using the red-green (douchrome, 
bichrome) test.

Subjective refinement of static retinoscopic find-
ings prior to dilation and cycloplegia is particularly 
important for older children with lenticular dislo-
cation (e.g., Marfan syndrome or ectopia lentis) or 
corectopia (e.g., Rieger anomaly/syndrome or after 
trauma). After dilation, it is difficult or impossible to 
tell what portion of the cornea, pupil, and lens the eye 
habitually uses for viewing in eyes with these dis-
orders, so refraction with the lens and pupil in their 
natural positions is important.

2.2.6 Cycloplegia

Cycloplegia is essential for accurate refraction in 
young children. Due to their large accommodative 
amplitudes, a strong cycloplegic agent is indicated in 
the pediatric ophthalmic evaluation. Cyclopentolate 
is the most commonly used medication in the United 
States because of its rapid onset, relatively adequate 
cycloplegia, and short duration (compared with at-
ropine). Cyclopentolate 1% is the most frequent 
strength used, and it is often combined with phe-
nylephrine and/or tropicamide for pediatric patients 

with dark irides. In cases where cyclopentolate does 
not produce adequate cycloplegia in the office, an at-
ropine refraction may be needed. A common regimen 
is atropine 1% twice a day for 2 days prior to the ex-
amination, and again on the morning of the examina-
tion. Parents should be instructed to wash their hands 
after instilling the eye drops in their children to avoid 
inadvertent self-administration of the drug.

Some pediatric ophthalmologists recommend the 
use of a topical anesthetic prior to the instillation 
of the cycloplegic drops, as the anesthetic promotes 
penetration of the cycloplegic agent into the eye and 
reduces the stinging of the cycloplegic drops. Other 
pediatric ophthalmologists find that the instillation of 
an additional set of drops is not needed, and that since 
the anesthetic drops sting, they feel that the extra step 
does not contribute to a more positive office visit.

2.2.7 Vertex Distance

Vertex distance, the distance from the cornea to the 
posterior surface of the refractive correction, is clini-
cally significant for refractive errors greater than 5 di-
opters − a common finding in a pediatric ophthalmol-
ogy practice. Vertex distance is most easily measured 
with a Distometer (Haag-Streit Services, Waldwick, 
New Jersey) and trial frames (Fig. 2.4) or the child’s 

Fig. 2.4 A Distometer (Haag-Streit Services, Waldwick, N.J.) 
is used to measure the vertex distance in a patient with high 
hyperopia while wearing trial frames
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current correction. Practically speaking, however, it 
is nearly impossible to measure vertex distance in 
most younger children. For children with refractive 
errors greater than 5 diopters, refraction over the cur-
rent spectacle correction is the most accurate way to 
control for errors that result from vertex distance. Re-
fractive findings can be added to the current spectacle 
correction (mathematically, or measured through a 
lensmeter) and the optician instructed to duplicate the 
vertex distance of the current correction. The optician 
will not be able to measure and duplicate the vertex 
distance exactly, but the optician can fit the frames so 
that the vertex distance of the new correction closely 
approximates that of the old one.

Vertex distance is very important in contact lens 
fitting for aphakic infants. Consider the following 
example of a typical aphakic infant. If the refraction 
with measured with retinoscopy and loose lenses 
is + 22.00 + 2.00 × 80, what should the contact lens 
power be? If fitting a soft contact lens, the refraction 
is converted to its spherical equivalent: + 23.00. It 
is difficult, if not impossible, to measure vertex dis-
tance in a squirming infant, but if a 10-mm vertex 
distance is assumed, the contact lens power needed 
would be + 29.9 diopters. If a 12-mm vertex distance 
is assumed instead, the contact lens power needed in-
creases to + 31.8 diopters. Note the large (2 diopters) 
variation in calculated lens power depending on the 
vertex distance. It is easy to see how small differ-
ences in vertex distance could make a significant 
difference in the measured refraction. The examiner 
should select a contact lens with a power within sev-
eral diopters of the calculated power, and the refrac-
tion should be repeated and refined with the contact 
lens in place.

2.2.8 Refraction Under Anesthesia

Children who are refracted in the operating room 
while anesthetized should have cycloplegic drops 
instilled at an appropriate interval prior to the refrac-
tion if the eyes are phakic. Anesthesia per se does 
not produce cycloplegia, and accommodation may 
occur spontaneously. When performing retinoscopy 
under anesthesia, it is important to pay special at-
tention to the eye’s visual axis, and to refract that 

portion of the pupil that the child has been observed 
to use while awake. In children without corectopia, 
it is helpful to place the first Purkinje-Sanson image 
(the corneal light reflex) in a physiologic position, 
just nasal of the geometric center of the pupil. As a 
practical point, finding the position yielding the most 
plus (or least minus) refraction is “on-axis”. Off-axis 
refraction will reduce the measured plus sphere (or 
increase the amount of minus sphere), will cause 
cylinder power and/or axis errors in the refraction 
of an astigmatic eye, or will produce an astigmatic 
refraction in an eye with a spherical refractive error. 
Care should also be taken to maintain an appropri-
ate vertex distance, especially with larger refractive 
errors.

In children with difficult media and a poor retino-
scopic reflex, it is often necessary to move closer to 
the eye to “enhance” the reflex. An assistant should 
measure the working distance while the doctor per-
forms the refraction, and the working distance (in di-
opters) is subtracted from the retinoscopic findings. A 
useful distance is 20 cm, or 5 diopters from the eye. 
For instance, an eye with a retinoscopic reflex that is 
neutralized with + 9.50 sphere at a working distance 
of 20 cm (5 diopters) would require distance-refrac-
tive correction of + 4.50. It is important to measure 
an intentionally short working distance accurately, as 
small changes in a short working distance translate to 
larger dioptric changes in working distance compared 
with typical working distances.

2.2.9 Estimation Retinoscopy

Estimation retinoscopy (using sleeve position to vary 
the vergence of light leaving the retinoscope and es-
timate refractive error based on sleeve position) is a 
useful screening technique for children who are un-
able to cooperate with accurate measurement of re-
fractive error using loose lenses. Wallace et al. dem-
onstrated the accuracy of estimation retinoscopy in 
the evaluation errors less than 4 diopters of myopia 
and 2 diopters of hyperopia [13]. Uncooperative chil-
dren with larger suspected refractive errors detected 
by estimation retinoscopy may warrant examination 
under anesthesia if accurate measurements cannot be 
obtained in the clinic setting.
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2.3 Prescribing and Dispensing

2.3.1 Prescribing

The prescription of eyeglasses in the pediatric popu-
lation is more difficult than in adults, where a pre-
scription is usually given as a result of a visual com-
plaint – asthenopia or blurred vision at near and/or 
distance. Usually, an improvement in visual acuity 
with correction warrants a prescription for refractive 
correction. While older children may present with 
blurred vision, younger children usually offer no 
subjective complaints. Prescribing for refractive er-
rors in children is further complicated by the fact that 
many parents are resistant to their young child wear-
ing glasses at all, and that children anisometropia and 
good uncorrected vision in the better eye may not 
appreciate an improvement with correction. Glasses 
for children are the most commonly prescribed treat-
ment for vision disorders in children, and they can 
cause vision loss if improperly prescribed or can be 
a significant financial burden for families if not truly 
needed. The American Academy of Ophthalmology 
Pediatric Eye Evaluations Preferred Practice Pattern  
summarizes suggested guidelines for prescribing, and 
is reproduced in Table 2.2.

2.3.1.1 Prescribing for Myopia: 
School-aged Child

Myopia is common in the school-aged population, 
and the prevalence in the United States and west-
ern Europe increases gradually in childhood such 
that about 25% of the adult population is myopic. In 
some clinical situations, the indications for glasses 
are straightforward: the school-age child with moder-
ate myopic astigmatism that is having trouble seeing 
the board should receive full correction of the myopic 
and astigmatic error. For younger children and those 
needing smaller corrections, many practitioners use 
uncorrected distance acuity of worse that 20/40 as the 
threshold for prescribing; however, some children are 
symptomatic with better acuity, and correction should 
be offered for these children.

Some ophthalmologists have historically offered 
to undercorrect the myopic portion of the refractive 
error in the hope of slowing myopic progression; 
however, a recent study in school-aged children by 
Chung et al. [14] demonstrated that the myopia pro-
gression actually increased when myopia is inten-
tionally under-corrected by 0.75 diopters. Adler and 
Millodot [15] undercorrected myopia by 0.5 diopters 
and demonstrated a slight increase in myopic pro-
gression, but the increase was not statistically signifi-
cant. Thus, undercorrection of a myopic student will 
lead to blurred vision at distance, and may increase 
myopic progression, and should be avoided.

Some parents are especially concerned about myo-
pic progression and will ask if anything can be done 
to slow progression in their child. The Correction of 
Myopia Evaluation Trial (COMET) studied the ef-
fect of progressive addition lenses versus single vi-
sion lenses on the progression of myopia in children 
during a 3-year randomized clinical trial. Although 
the trial did show a small, statistically significant re-
duction in myopic progression during the first year 
of correction only (and none during the subsequent 
years), the progressive addition lenses only resulted 
in a mean 0.2-D difference in myopia at the end of 
the 3-year trial [16]. Progressive addition lenses add 
significant cost to the spectacle correction and result 
in a clinically insignificant reduction in myopic pro-
gression. Thus, progressive addition lenses do not 
seem to be indicated in the correction of most myopic 
children; however, there may be some benefit for a 

Table 2.2 The AAO PPP consensus guidelines for prescribing 
spectacles in children

Age (years)
0−1 1−2 2−3

Isometropia
Myopia ≥ – 5.00 ≥ – 4.00 ≥ – 3.00
Hyperopia 
without strabismus

≥ + 6.00 ≥ + 5.00 ≥ + 4.50

Hyperopia 
with esotropia

≥ + 3.00 ≥ + 2.00 ≥ + 1.50

Astigmatism ≥ 3.00 ≥ 2.50 ≥ 2.00
Anisometropia

Myopia ≥ – 2.50 ≥ – 2.50 ≥ – 2.00
Hyperopia ≥ + 2.50 ≥ + 2.00 ≥ + 1.50
Astigmatism ≥ 2.50 ≥ 2.00 ≥ 2.00

The unit of measure is diopters
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limited number of myopic children who have an eso-
phoria at near, accommodative lag, or a combination 
of the two in association with myopia [17].

Rigid contact lenses have been proposed as a 
treatment for the progression of myopia, and the 
Contact Lenses and Myopia Progression (CLAMP) 
study [18] reported that rigid gas permeable contact 
lenses slowed myopic progression in young children 
when compared with soft contact lens wear. The dif-
ference in myopia progression between the rigid and 
the soft contact lens wearers was 0.63 diopters, but 
there was no difference in axial growth between the 
two groups. The investigators reported that the rigid 
contact lenses kept the cornea from changing shape 
more than soft contact lenses, and hypothesized that 
the effect of rigid lenses on myopia progression may 
not be permanent.

2.3.1.2 Prescribing for Myopia: 
Infant and Preschool Child

Myopia in infancy and the preschool years should be 
treated if it is of a magnitude that it is likely to cause 
amblyopia through large amounts of isoametropia 
or more modest amounts of anisomyopia. An infant 
and toddler’s world is at near, and a younger child 
with symmetric amounts of mild to moderate myopia 
can be safely observed without correction. Miller and 
Harvey [19] surveyed AAPOS members and reported 
a prescribing threshold of 5 diopters of myopia for 
infants less than 1 year old, decreasing to a threshold 
of 3 diopters of myopia for children 2−3 years old. 
When anisomyopia of 2 or more diopters is present, 
glasses should be considered.

2.3.1.3 Prescribing for Astigmatism

Mild to moderate levels of astigmatism < 1.5 di-
opters decrease visual acuity only slightly, and do 
not require correction in younger children unless 
accompanied by a significant myopic or hyperopic 
error. School-aged children have greater visual de-
mands and may require correction for astigmatism if 
it is causing blurred vision at distance. Comparison 
of best-corrected and uncorrected visual acuity can 
guide the decision of whether to prescribe for an iso-
lated astigmatic error.

Evidence-based guidelines for prescribing for in-
fants and toddlers do not exist, but Harvey et al. [20] 
reported the prescribing habits of AAPOS members 
for astigmatism. The American Academy of Ophthal-
mology’s Pediatric Eye Evaluations Preferred Prac-
tice Pattern [21] suggests prescribing for 3 diopters 
of astigmatism in a child less than 1 year old, but 
AAPOS members have been reported to have slightly 
higher thresholds for prescribing in infants and tod-
dlers. Infants and preschoolers who require glasses 
for isoametropia and/or astigmatism should always 
receive their full astigmatic correction at the correct 
axis. Children do not complain about meridional dis-
tortion, and failure to fully correct astigmatic errors 
at the correct axis may cause amblyopia or hinder its 
treatment.

2.3.1.4 Prescribing for Anisometropia

Amblyopic children with anisometropia should re-
ceive balance correction of the error. If hyperopia and 
esotropia are present, the full hyperopic and anisome-
tropic correction should be prescribed. In the absence 
of an esodeviation, hyperopia should be corrected 
according to the guidelines below, with symmetric 
reduction of the error in each eye. The recommenda-
tions for anisometropic children without amblyopia 
are less clear, but Donahue [22] has nicely summa-
rized the evidence and uncertainties surrounding the 
correction of anisometropia in the absence of definite 
amblyopia. He recommended a threshold of 1−1.5 di-
opters of anisometropia; however, abnormal ocular 
findings and/or family history of amblyopia could 
lower threshold for spectacle prescription.

2.3.1.5 Prescribing for Hyperopia

Uncorrected hyperopia is associated with isoame-
tropic amblyopia, accommodative amblyopia, and 
strabismic amblyopia. Whether to prescribe correc-
tion for hyperopia is complicated by the consideration 
that most young children are mildly hyperopic, and 
the observation that not all children with moderate 
levels of hyperopia develop amblyopia and/or stra-
bismus. Atkinson [23] and colleagues have carefully 
studied the effects of infant hyperopia and its cor-
rection in a series of studies, summarized in a 2007 
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publication. The authors report that the prevalence of 
≥4 diopters of hyperopia in 8- to 9-month-old Cauca-
sian infants is around 5%. Infant hypermetropia was 
associated with increased strabismus and poor acu-
ity at 4 years of age, and spectacle wear produced 
better visual outcome than no glasses. The prescrip-
tion of glasses did not affect emmetropization. The 
hyperopic patients demonstrated poorer overall per-
formance compared with emmetropic controls on 
visuoperceptual, cognitive, motor, and attention tests. 
This work was corroborated in a study [24] of 3- to 
5-year-olds with a similar degree of ametropia, and 
the ametropic children scored significantly lower on 
test of visual-motor function.

Despite emerging evidence that moderate levels 
of uncorrected hyperopia in infancy can negatively 
affect ocular health and cognitive development, oph-
thalmologists have historically had a higher thresh-
old for prescribing in hyperopic children without 
strabismus. Miller and Harvey reported that 50% of 
pediatric ophthalmologists would prescribe glasses 
for children less than 2 years old with 5 diopters of 
hyperopia, and the threshold decreased to 4 diopters 
for children older than 2 years. The AAO PPP Pediat-
ric Eye Evaluation suggests a threshold of 6 diopters 
of hyperopia for infants less than 1 year old, 5 di-
opters for 1−2 years old, and 4.50 diopters for 2- to 
3-year-olds without concurrent strabismus. When an 
esotropia is present, the threshold suggested by the 
AAO PPP changes to 3 diopters of hyperopia for in-
fants < 1 year old, 2 diopters for 1−2 years old, and 
1.50 diopters for 2- to 3-year-olds.

Once a decision is made that correction is needed 
for hyperopia, how much of the hyperopia should 
be corrected? When an esotropia is present, the 
full hyperopic correction should be given. Children 
who have difficulty adjusting to their hypermetropic 
glasses can benefit from “pharmacologic encourage-
ment” – one drop of atropine in both eyes daily for 
5 days helps most children to accept the glasses. Chil-
dren with a residual esodeviation after correction of 
their full hyperopic error should be refracted again 
to check for residual hyperopia or an increase in the 
error. Bifocals are indicated for children with a high 
clinical accommodative convergence/accommoda-
tion ratio and should be fit with the top of the segment 
bisecting the pupil.

In children with significant hyperopia with nor-
mal ocular alignment, most pediatric ophthalmolo-

gists will reduce the correction by a symmetric 
amount – typically 1.5 diopters, unless there is a fam-
ily history of accommodative esotropia or evidence 
of accommodative insufficiency. When parents seem 
to resist correction of hyperopia, it can be useful to 
“demonstrate” the hyperopic state by putting up mi-
nus lenses in front of the parent, and directing their 
attention to a distance and then near target to stress 
their accommodation. Parents should be warned that 
they may begin to see an esodeviation without cor-
rection after hyperopic spectacle correction is insti-
tuted.

2.4 Dispensing 
Recommendations: Tints

Parents of children with albinism, aniridia, colobo-
mata, corneal scarring, treated ROP, or other dis-
eases associated with photophobia should be care-
fully questioned about light sensitivity. Children with 
photophobia can benefit from dark tints (80−90% 
tint /10−20% transmission) for outdoors, and lesser 
tints for indoors (20−30% tint / 70−80% transmis-
sion). Opaque side shields may be needed for children 
with more severe photophobia, particularly those with 
oculocutaneous albinism. The amount of tint desired 
should be specified on the prescription so that the tint 
density will be properly made; it is unambiguous to 
specify both transmission and blockage percentages 
as noted above. A special note for the tinted lenses 
may be needed for school. Hats with wide brims for 
outdoors can also help with photophobia.

2.5 Dispensing Recommendations: 
Protective Eyewear 
and Monocular Patients

Patients with unilateral vision impairment have an 
increased risk of vision loss in the better eye due to 
disease or injury. Thus, patients who are functionally 
monocular (best corrected acuity in the poorly seeing 
eye less than 20/40) should wear protective eyewear 
at all times, even if refractive correction is not in-
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dicated for the better eye. A frame approved by the 
ANSI (American National Standards Institute Stan-
dard No. Z87.1) with polycarbonate lenses should be 
worn for daily wear and low-eye-risk sports. Poly-
carbonate sports goggles complying with American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) should be 
worn for most ball and contact sports, and head and 
face protection should be added for higher-risk activ-
ities, as described in a Joint Policy Statement by the 
American Academy of Pediatrics and the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology (2003).

Monocular patients are at special risk for injury, 
and ophthalmologists should strongly recommend 
that athletes who are functionally one-eyed wear ap-
propriate eye protection during all sports activities, 
including physical education during school. Mon-
ocular patients should not participate in full-contact 
martial arts or boxing, as adequate eye protection is 
not available. Wrestling was previously contraindi-
cated for monocular patients, but custom eye protec-
tion can be fabricated to reduce the risk of eye injury 
for wrestlers. 

Parents of athletes, and older student athletes 
themselves, should be carefully apprised of the risks 
associated with athletic participation and the avail-
ability of a variety of appropriate and/or certified 
sports eye protection. Even though eye protection 
cannot completely eliminate the risk of ocular injury, 
appropriate eye protection has been demonstrated to 
dramatically reduce the risk of significant eye injury. 
Some sports (for example, ice hockey) have mandated 
eye protection as a condition for sports participation, 
and there has been a dramatic reduction of significant 
eye and related injuries after institution of such poli-
cies. Sadly, not all sports have taken such a proactive 
stance. 

Students and athletes with a history of intraocu-
lar surgery or significant eye trauma may be more 
susceptible to injury with even minor trauma; these 
children may require additional eye or face protection 
for athletic activity, or may need to be restricted from 

certain sports. It is important to inform the child’s pe-
diatrician or family medicine physician of necessary 
eye protection or limits on participation so that sports 
participation forms can be filled out properly.

2.6 Contact Lenses for Children

Contact lenses are important in the visual rehabilita-
tion of unilaterally aphakic infants and children, and 
should be fit as soon after surgery as reasonably pos-
sible so that amblyopia treatment can begin. A contact 
lens reduces the image magnification that an aphakic 
spectacle lens produces, though the more important 
barrier to binocular vision is usually dense amblyo-
pia due to the unilateral cataract and aphakia. Many 
bilateral aphakes use contact lenses with additional 
plus power to correct for near in infancy, graduating 
to bifocals as toddlers. Extended-wear soft or rigid 
lenses are generally well tolerated, though the fre-
quent power changes and lost lenses are a significant 
financial barrier for many families. Decreased acuity 
secondary to corneal opacities and scarring after cor-
neal laceration can usually be improved with a rigid 
contact lens if a good fit can be achieved.

Unilateral high myopia is another situation when 
contact lenses are sometimes recommended for young 
children, citing that the anisiekonia caused by the 
spectacle correction would prevent sensory fusion. 
In clinical practice, however, these children usually 
have dense anisometropic amblyopia that, even when 
successfully treated, prevents development of sen-
sory fusion. Contact lens correction of unilateral high 
myopia does prevent anisophoria caused by anisome-
tropic correction, but children are rarely bothered by 
this problem. Finally, children with unilateral high 
myopia typically have amblyopia and poor vision in 
the weaker eye, and so should be wearing spectacles 
for protection even if contacts can be successfully 
worn.
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Take Home Pearls

Spectacles alone improve best-corrected • 
amblyopic eye visual acuity by about three 
lines, so many patients do not need additional 
treatment with patching or penalization.

Penalization is a viable option to occlusive • 
patching in most patients with amblyopia. 
Penalization methods include atropine eye 
drops, optical penalization using a plano 
(blank) lens or excessive plus power lens, 
atropine with a plano lens, and Bangerter foils.

Atropine may successfully treat amblyopia • 
even when there is no apparent fixation 
switch to the amblyopic eye and when the 
atropinized sound eye near visual acuity 
remains better than amblyopic eye acuity.

After stopping patching or atropine, • 
about one in four patients will lose 
two or more lines of amblyopic eye 
visual acuity over the next 1 year.

Amblyopia treatment may have its greatest • 
benefit in later life, when sound eyes 
can sustain injuries or be afflicted by 
diseases of the macula or optic nerve.

The rapidity of the response from the • 
child is often a good indicator of her 
confidence in the answer: a rapid response 
in the anticipated direction is usually a 
good indication of a reliable response.

Refraction over the current spectacle • 
correction is the most accurate way to control 
for errors that result from vertex distance.

A quick way to locate the optical centers of • 
a lens while in the exam lane is to hold the 
lens below a ceiling spotlight, and align the 
reflections of the light from the front and 
rear surfaces of the lens (see Fig. 2.3). If a 
problem with the optical center of the lens 
is suspected based on the rapid chair-side 
assessment, the precise location of the optical 
center can be confirmed with a lensmeter.

In children with difficult media and a poor • 
retinoscopic reflex, it is often necessary to 
move closer to the eye to “enhance” the reflex. 
An assistant can measure the working distance 
while the doctor performs the refraction, 
and the working distance (in diopters) is 
subtracted from the retinoscopic findings.

When parents seem to resist spectacle • 
correction of refractive errors, it can be 
useful to “demonstrate” the child’s refractive 
state by placing error lenses in front of the 
parent. Minus lenses are used to simulate 
hyperopia, and parental attention is directed 
first to a distance, and then near, target to 
stress accommodation. Anisometropia can be 
demonstrated in a similar fashion, simulating 
the refractive errors with disparate lenses.
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Core Messages

Anisometropic amblyopia is an important • 
cause of visual impairment worldwide. 
Bilateral ametropic amblyopia can be 
severe enough to cause legal blindness 
in both eyes (20/200 or worse in the 
better seeing eye). Traditional treatment 
measures are ineffective in a significant 
number of affected children.

Excimer • refractive surgery is effective 
for correcting amblyopiogenic levels 
of severe anisometropia and bilateral 
ametropia when traditional treatment fails.

Excimer refractive surgery in children • 
usually requires general anesthesia. 
Specific modifications to the typical 
anesthesia protocol are needed to 
avoid the escape of inhalational 
anesthetic agents that will affect the 
excimer laser/tissue interaction.

Refractive lens exchange and phakic • 
intraocular lenses are just starting to be 
investigated in children with extremely 
high refractive errors that are outside 
the treatment range for excimer laser.
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3.1 Introduction

Children are born with immature visual systems, and 
for normal visual development to occur, they need a 
clear, focused image to be projected onto the retina 
where it is converted to neuronal signal and then 
transmitted to the developing occipital cortex via 
the optic nerve. Uncorrected refractive errors cause 
image blur, impeding this process, and may result in 
failure of normal visual maturation (amblyopia).

Amblyopia is commonly caused by anisometro-
pia, the condition in which unequal refractive error 
between fellow eyes results in image blur in one eye 
(form vision deprivation) and/or abnormal binocular 
interaction via projection of dissimilar images onto 
the fovea of each eye [16]. In general, anisomyopia 
of more than 2 diopters, anisohyperopia of more than 
1 diopter, and anisoastigmatism of more than 1.5 di-
opters can result in amblyopia [54, 55]. Studies of 
anisometropic amblyopia indicate a 100% prevalence 
of amblyopia in patients with 4 diopters or more of 
uncorrected hyperopia or 6 diopters or more of un-
corrected myopia [26, 50]. Anisometropic amblyopia 
associated with anisometropia of more than 4 di-
opters is also less successfully treated with traditional 
amblyopia therapy [20]. The severity of amblyopia is 
directly related to the degree of anisometropia [13, 
20, 26]. Successful treatment of anisometropic am-
blyopia with traditional therapy varies widely among 
practitioners and has been reported to be between 48 
and 82% of children [16, 20, 23−26, 28, 56].

Bilateral uncorrected high refractive error can 
also cause amblyopia. This condition, called bilateral 
ametropic (or isoametropic) amblyopia, though less 
common than anisometropic amblyopia, is even more 
of a disability as it affects both eyes. Unsuccessfully 
treated bilateral ametropic amblyopia is typically a 
disorder that affects children with neurobehavioral 
disorders and high refractive error who are tactilely 
averse and refuse to wear their prescribed spectacles. 
It is becoming a more common problem today as 
more extremely premature infants are surviving with 
the sequelae of severe ROP and subsequent high my-
opia. Visual impairment in these children with mul-
tiple special needs further isolates them. Tychsen has 
coined the term “visual autism” to refer to the resul-
tant severe visual isolation in these children [51].

Traditional therapy for anisometropic amblyopia 
includes refractive correction with spectacles or con-

tact lenses, minimization of aniseikonia with contact 
lenses, and amblyopia management with occlusion 
therapy and/or pharmacologic and optical penaliza-
tion of the sound eye [21, 24−26, 43]. Though these 
treatment strategies appear simple, they are fre-
quently problematic and unsuccessful due to induced 
aniseikonia or diplopia with spectacles, psychosocial 
stress, unacceptable cosmesis with spectacles in which 
one lens is much thicker than the other, impractical-
ity of contact management, and poor compliance with 
occlusion therapy [9]. Management of large magni-
tude bilateral ametropia is similar to anisometropia 
with regard to spectacles or contact lenses, though 
occlusion and penalization are not needed as both 
eyes have equal image blur.

Severe amblyopia causes a lifetime of visual hand-
icap with its associated economic and social costs. 
Refractive surgery is now being used with good re-
sults for severe anisometropia and ametropia in chil-
dren when traditional therapy fails.

3.2 The Excimer Laser

The excimer laser was invented in 1970 by Basov, 
Danilychev, and Popov in Moscow [31]. Excimer is 
short for “excited dimer”, as the laser uses a com-
bination of electrically stimulated inert gas (argon, 
krypton, or xenon) and reactive gas (fluorine or chlo-
rine) to create energized molecules which generate 
ultraviolet (UV) laser light. The UV light emitted by 
excimer laser is absorbed by organic material and 
disrupts molecular bonds, resulting in ablation, rather 
than burning, of surface tissues; thus, excimer lasers 
can remove exceptionally fine layers of surface tissue 
with almost no heating of or damage to the underly-
ing tissue, which is left intact. These properties make 
the excimer laser well suited to precision corneal re-
fractive surgeries.

For almost two decades, excimer refractive sur-
gery, performed as an outpatient procedure under lo-
cal anesthesia, has been an accepted method of treat-
ing myopia, hyperopia, and astigmatism in adults. 
Prudent selective use of excimer laser refractive sur-
gery is now being investigated in carefully designed 
study protocols for children with severe anisometro-
pia or bilateral ametropia in which traditional therapy 
failed and the visual results without any other treat-
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ment would be effective blindness. This conservative 
approach is being used because of concerns regarding 
both the long-term refractive stability in the growing 
eye and the long-term corneal health. 

With the advent of the excimer laser, corneal re-
fractive surgery has evolved from incisionally based 
techniques to ablative procedures. Rather than altering 
the corneal curvature at discrete locations, photoabla-
tive procedures provide smoother and more uniform 
reshaping of the corneal surface. In myopia, excimer 
treatment flattens the central cornea to decrease its 
refractive power. In hyperopia, treatment indirectly 
steepens the central cornea by removing tissue from 
the periphery and flattening the peripheral cornea, 
which increases the cornea’s focusing power. Astig-
matism is corrected by differentially steepening the 
flattest meridian or flattening the steepest meridian.

Modern refractive surgery treatments are per-
formed either as conventional or custom procedures. 
Conventional laser ablation patterns are calculated 
based on a patient’s manifest or cycloplegic refrac-
tions, while customized (or “custom”) laser ablation 
patterns incorporate computer-aided wavefront tech-
nology to deliver a more precise treatment. Wavefront 
science is a newer technology that has been incor-
porated into laser refractive surgery since the early 
twenty-first century. Using wavefront-guided tech-
niques, a patient’s subtle refractive errors, known as 

aberrations, which may not be detected by traditional 
refraction can be measured. In custom laser refractive 
surgery, the laser ablation pattern can be programmed 
to treat a patient’s individual aberrations, as well as 
those induced by the refractive procedure itself. Un-
fortunately, aberration measurement requires a very 
cooperative patient and, for this reason, is often not 
possible in children. Fortunately, conventional abla-
tion treatments still provide excellent results and are 
the most commonly used form of refractive surgery 
in the pediatric population today. Both conventional 
and custom treatments are available for a wide range 
of refractive errors (Table 3.1).

To date, approximately 270 amblyopic children 
(Table 3.2) who have undergone excimer refractive 
surgery for severe anisometropia and 15 who have un-
dergone these procedures for bilateral severe ametro-
pia have been reported (Table 3.3). Much more is 
now known about how children respond to treatment, 
making photorefractive keratectomy (PRK), laser in-
situ keratomileusis (LASIK), and laser-assisted sub-
epithelial keratectomy (LASEK) increasingly viable 
alternatives to conventional management in the sub-
set of children with severe anisometropia or bilateral 
ametropia. In current practice, refractive surgery is 
generally considered in the severe bilateral ametropic 
and anisometropic pediatric population only when (1) 
traditional treatment measures have been exhausted 

Table 3.1 Conventional ablation ranges for laser in-situ keratomileusis (LASIK) and photorefractive keratectomy (PRK)
Conventional ablation ranges
LASIK VISX 

Star S4
Alcon LadarWave WaveLight 

Allegreto Wave
Myopia Sph ≤ –14.0 D ≤ – 9.0 D ≤ –12.0 D

Cyl – 0.5 to –5.0 D – 0.5 to –3.0 ≤ – 6.0 D
Hyperopia Sph + 0.5 to +5.0 D ≤ + 6.0 D ≤ + 6.0 D

Cyl ≤ +3.0 D ≤ – 6.0 D ≤ + 5.0 D
Mixed astigmatism Cyl ≤ 6.0 D ≤ – 6.0 D –

Conventional ablation ranges
PRK VISX 

Star S4
Alcon LadarWave WaveLight 

Allegreto Wave
Myopia Sph ≤ –12.0 D ≤ –10.0 D

Cyl – 0.75 to – 4.0 D – 0.5 to – 4.0 D
Hyperopia Sph + 1.0 to + 6.0 D

Cyl + 0.5 to + 4.0 D
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or fail, or (2) chronic noncompliance with, or intoler-
ance of, traditional treatment endangers normal vi-
sual development.

Visual and refractive results of excimer laser pro-
cedures in children have been moderate to excellent 
depending on the study evaluated [3, 5−10, 32, 33, 
35, 36, 42, 44, 51, 52]. By and large, the younger 
children tended to have better visual results while the 
refractive results were equivalent at any age. In some 
studies, social interaction and behavior were reported 
to have improved.

3.3 Excimer Surgical Procedures

PRK and LASIK are the most common ablative pro-
cedures performed in adults and children. For PRK, a 
topical anesthetic is first applied and the corneal epi-
thelium in the ablation zone is removed mechanically 
with a spatula (which may be combined with alco-
hol-enhanced epithelial loosening), brush, microker-
atome or, less commonly, via laser scrape. The laser 
is then applied to the corneal stroma to resurface it 
(Fig. 3.1). After the procedure, a topical antibiotic and 

Table 3.2 Summary of PRK, LASIK and laser-assisted sub-epithelial keratectomy (LASEK) performed in children with severe 
anisometropic myopia. NR not reported, BCVA best-corrected visual acuity, D diopters, SE spherical equivalent
Reference Year Procedure Mean age 

(years)
Age range 
(years)

No. of 
patientsa

Mean 
Pre-SE 
(D)

Mean 
Post-SE 
(D)

Mean 
Pre-BCVA

Mean 
Post-BCVA

[47] 1995 PRK 12.9 10−15 9 – 12.13 – 2.92 20/81 20/44
[32] 1997 PRK 12.4 11−14 5 – 7.9 – 1.55 20/400 20/72
[4] 1998 PRK 6 5−7 6 – 9.58 – 2.42 20/114 20/35
[42] 1999 LASIK 9.4 7−12 14 – 7.87 – 0.55 20/50 20/25
[10] 1999 PRK 11.5 7−15 13 – 8.9 – 1.12 .51 0.61
[2] 2000 LASIK 8.4 5−11 16 – 14.88 – 1.44 20/37 20/37
[33] 2001 LASIK 11.5 8−15 9 – 7.22 – 0.22 NR NR
[44] 2001 LASIK NR 9−15 38 – 6.00 NR NR NR
[34] 2001 PRK/LASIK 11.9 9−14 14 – 7.96 – 0.67 20/125 20/121
[6] 2002 PRK 6.3 1−6 27 – 10.68 – 1.37 20/70 20/40
[7] 2004 LASEK 8.27 1−17.4 25 – 8.03 – 1.19 20/80 20/50
[35] 2004 LASIK NR 2−12 6 – 10.2 – 3.0 20/142 20/63
[36] 2004 PRK 6.1 2−11 11 – 13.75 – 3.3 20/316 20/126
[9] 2004 PRK/LASEK 5.4 4−7 27 – 8.25 – 1.61 20/95 20/26
[39] 2004 LASIK 13.4 8−19 5 – 9.05 – 0.90 20/30 20/30
[52] 2005 PRK/LASEK 8.4 4−16 35 – 11.5 1.26 20/87 20/47
[51] 2006 LASEK 10.2 3−16 9 – 16.6 – 8.7 20/133 20/60

a A total of 269 patients

Table 3.3 Summary of PRK and LASEK performed in children with bilateral ametropia. BCVA best-corrected visual acuity, 
D diopters, SE spherical equivalent
Reference Year Procedure Age 

(years)
No. of 
patients

Pre Se 
(D)

Post SE  
(D) 

Mean pre 
BCVA

Mean post 
UCVA

Behavior

[51, 52] 2005, 
2006

PRK, LASEK 3−16 10 – 3.75 to 
– 11.5

89% within 
1 D of goal

20/133 20/60 Improved

[8] 2006 PRK, LASEK 1−7  5 + 2 to 
– 10

100% within 
1 D of goal

20/100 1−2 lines 
BCVA in 4 
patients

Improved
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steroid are applied and a disposable bandage contact 
lens is applied. Until the corneal epithelium recov-
ers the patient may experience some discomfort and 
photophobia (3−5 days). A topical antibiotic is used 
for a week and topical steroid is used for 6 months in 
children. Visual acuity gradually improves as the epi-
thelial defect and stroma heal and typically stabilizes 
by 3−6 months. Reliable refractive results are limited 
to 10−12 diopters of myopia, 5 diopters of hyperopia, 
or 4 diopters of astigmatism.

PRK carries the risk of several complications. 
Glare, halos, and dryness are common initially but 
generally diminish or resolve by the sixth postopera-
tive month. Corneal haze is a potentially serious com-
plication of PRK that tends to occur more often in 
patients with high myopia who require a larger laser 
ablation. The risk for developing this complication 
appears to be related to higher expression of collagen 
type-IV α3. Children may be at risk for this complica-
tion for a longer period of time postoperatively than 
adults. For this reason, they may require topical ste-
roids for a longer period of time (4−6 months).

LASEK is a procedure similar to PRK. In this pro-
cedure, the corneal epithelium is first preserved with 
an alcohol solution and then peeled back as a single 
sheet to expose the corneal stroma (Fig. 3.2). The 
corneal stroma is then reshaped by excimer laser. Af-
ter photoablation is complete, the preserved epithe-
lium is replaced so that no corneal epithelial defect 
occurs. Postoperatively, patients are managed simi-
larly to those who receive PRK. LASEK is supposed 
to be less painful than PRK postoperatively, though 
this has not been extensively studied. Visual and re-

fractive outcomes and potential risks of LASEK are 
equivalent to those of PRK.

LASIK is a procedure in which a microtome or 
femtolaser is used to create a corneal flap typically 
100−180 µm thick and 8−9 mm in diameter. This flap 
is reflected to reveal the underlying stroma. The ex-
cimer laser is then used to photoablate the exposed 
stroma to reshape the cornea (Fig. 3.3). Afterward, 
the flap is returned to its original position. The flap 
is stabilized by the natural tissue dehydration that re-
sults from the action of the corneal endothelial pump 
rather than by sutures. Because no corneal epithelial 
defect is created, patients report less postoperative 
pain and faster recovery. LASIK, however, carries 
the risk of more serious complications such as flap 
dislocation, corneal striae, and keratectasia [5, 14, 15, 
18, 22, 27, 40, 42, 46, 48, 49]. Because children tend 
to rub their eyes frequently, which increases the risk 
of lamellar flap dislocation following LASIK, PRK 
and LASEK are currently preferred in the pediatric 
population.

The newer excimer laser models may include in-
frared cameras that image the eye intraoperatively. 
Image processing software identifies the pupil, and 
the excimer laser tracks the pupil margin during 
treatment to accurately align the ablation pattern 
with the cornea. The laser machine also has a fixa-
tion target for the awake patient to fixate on during 
the procedure. The risk of treatment decentration in-
creases with loss of fixation or the inability to fixate. 
This risk is naturally higher in children who require 
general anesthesia and must have the eye manually 
centered (see below).

Fig. 3.1 In PRK ablation is performed 
directly on the corneal surface. (Courtesy 
of J. Van Luu)

Fig. 3.2 In LASEK, the epithelium is 
moved over to the side after it is loos-
ened with alcohol (shown here). Then 
a surface ablation like in PRK is per-
formed and the epithelium is reposi-
tioned. (Courtesy of J. Van Luu)

Fig. 3.3 In LASIK, the laser is applied 
to the stroma after a flap is cut and lifted. 
The flap is then replaced. (Courtesy of 
J. Van Luu)
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3.4 Setting up a Pediatric Excimer 
Refractive Surgery Program

3.4.1 Preoperative Guidelines

The first step in establishing a program to perform 
PRK, LASIK, and/or LASEK on pediatric patients 
must be to clearly define the criteria used to determine 
candidacy for such procedures. In general, refractive 
surgery in children should be considered for patients 
with anisometropia greater than 3−4 diopters when 
chronic noncompliance with and/or intolerance of 
traditional treatment endangers normal visual devel-
opment or when standard therapy has failed to im-
prove vision. The refractive treatment dose needed 
should ideally be within the limits of the specific 
excimer laser being used, typically 12 diopters of 
myopia, 5 diopters of hyperopia, and 4 diopters of 
astigmatism. Until recently, because there was no 
other treatment to offer, children with even higher 
levels of refractive error would still undergo these 
procedures up to the maximum dose, even though it 
would leave some residual refractive error because 
the lower residual refractive error would create less 
image blur which in turn would translate into less 
severe amblyopia. There are some new refractive 
surgical procedures, such as refractive lensectomy 
with or without lens exchange and phakic intraocular 
lenses, that are just beginning to be investigated in 
children with severe refractive error falling outside 
the dose range for the excimer laser. These procedure 
had great promise.

Absolute and relative contraindications to excimer 
refractive surgery include glaucoma, uveitis, recur-
rent conjunctivitis, tear film insufficiency, endothe-
lial dysfunction, corneal scarring, keratitis, signifi-
cant macular or optic nerve anomalies, or systemic 
inflammatory disease.

During the preoperative evaluation, care must be 
taken to ensure that patients and their families have 
reasonable expectations of what excimer laser sur-
gery can achieve. During the preoperative consulta-
tion, the physician should discuss the range of visual 
acuity that the patient can expect to achieve but also 
explain that refractive surgery is not risk- or compli-
cation-free and that some patients may have some re-
sidual postoperative refractive error that would ben-
efit from some refractive correction, especially if the 
amblyopia is severe and safety is an issue.

A comprehensive ophthalmologic examination 
should be performed on all pediatric patients being 
considered for refractive surgery. Special attention 
should be paid to the following:
1. External examination. This is necessary to rule out 

anatomic abnormalities and inflammatory condi-
tions such as acne rosacea, though this is rare in 
young children.

2. Visual acuity. This should be measured at distance 
and near with and without correction, if possible.

3. Slit lamp examination. Corneal scarring within the 
treatment zone is a contraindication to the surgery. 
Herpetic viral infections can be reactivated by the 
ultraviolet radiation of the excimer laser.

4. Corneal pachymetry. This should be measured af-
ter the refraction has taken place to prevent sur-
face disruption. Excimer refractive surgery may 
be contraindicated if the cornea is too thin to allow 
the needed treatment dose which varies depending 
on the refractive error and procedure type. Con-
troversy exists regarding the minimal required re-
sidual thickness of the postoperative stromal bed 
necessary to minimize the risk of keratectasia in 
LASIK and haze in PRK. Currently, for LASIK, 
a residual stromal bed thickness of 200−300 µm 
with an absolute corneal thickness of 500 µm 
is considered reasonable. For PRK, a residual 
stromal bed thickness of 360 − 400 µm with an ab-
solute residual corneal thickness of 475 − 500 µm 
is considered reasonable.

5. Pupils. Patients should be checked for a relative 
afferent papillary defect and pupil diameter should 
be measured in the dark, preferably using a pupil-
lometer. Some surgeons feel that the planned treat-
ment zone should extend beyond the edge of the 
dark-adapted pupil to minimize night vision symp-
toms such as halos and glare postoperatively.

6. Keratometry. These values are used to calculate 
the postsurgical corneal contour to avoid overflat-
tening the cornea to less than 35 diopters, which 
will cause aberrations [19].

7. Corneal topography. This test is used to screen 
for an abnormal corneal contour, asymmetry in 
astigmatism, inferior corneal steepening, or other 
evidence of forme fruste keratoconus, which can 
be difficult to diagnose, especially in children. Pa-
tients with keratoconus should not have excimer 
refractive surgery as it increases the risk of post-
operative keratectasia.
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8. Dilated fundus examination. Patients with optic 
nerve or macular disease severe enough to explain 
their vision loss should not undergo the procedure 
as the likelihood of visual improvement is low. 
Mild abnormalities however, do not preclude pro-
ceeding with refractive surgery.

An explanation of the refractive procedures and pos-
sible complications should follow the physical ex-
amination on an initial visit, and patients and their 
families should have the opportunity to ask questions 
and consider the risks and benefits of all traditional 
and surgical options. Physicians should take care to 
emphasize that while refractive surgery is expected to 
improve vision and decrease dependence on refrac-
tive correction, it may not eliminate a patient’s need 
for spectacles entirely. Furthermore, it should be em-
phasized to parents that long-term results of pediatric 
excimer laser procedures beyond 5 − 6 years are not 
known, and there is a possibility of unknown compli-
cations occurring later.

3.4.2 Operative Guidelines

In our practice, pediatric PRK is performed as follows: 
General anesthesia is usually required for children 
under 11 − 12 years of age. Anesthesia is first induced 
in an induction room using sevoflurane and nitrous 
oxide and oxygen by mask inhalation. An intravenous 
line is placed after the child is asleep, and a laryngeal 
mask airway is inserted into the posterior pharynx; 
sevoflurane is discontinued, and a propofol infusion 
is started. Intravenous ketorolac tromethamine and/
or rectal acetaminophen are administered for analge-
sia. An adhesive, nonporous drape is placed over the 
laryngeal mask airway to minimize escape of the in-
halational anesthetic agents which may interfere with 
laser-tissue interaction. The child is then transported 
to an adjacent operating room fully monitored and 
breathing oxygen through a Jackson-Rees circuit. 
Before entering the operating room, the inhalational 
anesthetic is discontinued.

In the operating room, the child’s head is posi-
tioned in the supine position with the plane of the 
iris perpendicular to the laser beam. For the children 
requiring general anesthesia, the surgeon fixates 
the eye manually with forceps, taking care to avoid 

globe compression or rotation. For myopic PRK, la-
ser or manual scrape is used to remove the epithe-
lium. For hyperopic PRK, the entire epithelium is 
removed manually. PRK is then performed. The laser 
beam is centered on the entrance pupil using the la-
ser machine’s own tracking mechanism. Centration 
is assured by the laser tracking mechanism during 
the procedure. To further ensure that the iris plane 
remains perpendicular to the laser beam during the 
procedure under general anesthesia, an observer posi-
tioned on one side of the patient continually monitors 
the eye position.

After the procedure is completed, topical ketoro-
lac 0.5%, fluorometholone 0.25%, and a fourth-gen-
eration fluoroquinolone are placed in the treated eye 
and a disposable contact lens is placed on the cornea. 
A fox shield is then placed over the eye.

3.4.3 Postoperative Guidelines

Postoperative medications for PRK include the fourth-
generation fluoroquinolone and fluorometholone 
0.25%, four times a day in the treated eye until the 
corneal epithelium heals (3 − 5 days). Topical ketoro-
lac and tetracaine can be used up to four times a day 
as needed for discomfort for the first two postopera-
tive days only. Hydrocodone oral elixir is also pre-
scribed as needed for severe discomfort for the first 
few days. The fluoroquinolone is discontinued after 
1 week, and fluorometholone 0.25% is continued four 
times a day for 2 months, followed by a slow taper 
over the next 4 months. Oral vitamin C (age-depen-
dent dosing) is also prescribed to decrease the risk of 
corneal haze.

The children are examined postoperatively 
4 − 7 days after the procedure, then at 1 month and 
2 months postoperatively and then every 2 − 3 months 
for 12 months and again at 24 months following the 
surgery. Cycloplegic refractive correction is pre-
scribed as needed at the 1-month postoperative ex-
amination and updated as needed thereafter. Occlu-
sion therapy of the sound eye is recommended if 
needed up to full time except 2 h a day based on the 
child’s age and visual deficit. Postoperative corneal 
topography is performed as indicated as patient co-
operation allows to assess for centration and healing 
changes.
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3.5 Refractive Lens Exchange 
and Phakic Intraocular Lenses

Refractive lensectomy with or without lens exchange 
and phakic intraocular lenses are just starting to be 
investigated in children with extremely high refrac-
tive errors that are outside the treatment range for 
the excimer laser or with corneas that are too thin 
for excimer laser treatment. These procedures have 
been used in adults with good results, but their use in 
children has been very limited to date.

Thirty three children who have undergone refrac-
tive lensectomy with or without lens exchange in one 
or both eyes have been published in the literature; 
those who had the procedure in both eyes had neu-
robehavioral disorders [3, 53]. The published visual 
and refractive results at 4+ years postoperatively in 
these children have been impressive with few compli-
cations. Eighty-two percent of the children achieved 
a refractive error within 2 diopters of the goal [3, 53]. 
Complications reported included one retinal detach-
ment that was successfully repaired without visual 

loss and one hyphema that resolved with medical 
therapy. Major disadvantages of refractive lensec-
tomy with or without lens exchange include the in-
duction of monofocality and an increased risk of reti-
nal detachment [37].

Recently, there have been individual case reports 
and pilot studies in the U.S. and abroad on phakic 
anterior chamber and posterior chamber intraocular 
lens implantation for treatment of severe anisome-
tropic myopia [1, 12, 17, 29, 41, 45]. Implantation 
of a phakic anterior chamber lens without removal 
of the natural lens is an innovative approach in the 
treatment of high anisometropia, as it has the benefits 
of reversibility and maintenance of accommodation, 
and it may have fewer side effects in comparison with 
other currently existing and proposed surgical tech-
niques [30, 38, 41]. Major risks of phakic intraocu-
lar lenses, however, include corneal endothelial cell 
damage, secondary glaucoma, and cataract. Recent 
studies in children demonstrate good visual and re-
fractive results and give us reason to remain optimis-
tic about the future of phakic intraocular lenses in 
the management of pediatric amblyopiogenic levels 

Take Home Pearls

In current practice, refractive surgery is • 
generally considered in the treatment of 
bilateral high ametropic and anisometropic 
pediatric population only when (1) 
traditional therapeutic measures have 
failed, or (2) chronic noncompliance 
with or intolerance of traditional therapy 
endangers normal visual development.

A comprehensive ophthalmic examination • 
should be performed in all pediatric 
patients being considered for refractive 
surgery with the additions of pachymetry, 
keratometry, and corneal topography.

Excimer laser techniques reliably treat up • 
to 10−12 diopters of myopia, 5 diopters of 
hyperopia, and 4 diopters of astigmatism.

Setting up an excimer refractive • 
surgery center is complex, requiring 
a team approach involving the 
ophthalmologist, anesthesiologist, 
nursing staff, and administration.

Visual and refractive results with • 
excimer laser techniques in children can 
be excellent. Treating earlier when the 
amblyopia is presumably less severe 
may result in better visual outcomes.

Refractive lensectomy with or without lens • 
exchange and phakic intraocular lenses 
are exciting and potentially important 
surgical approaches in the management of 
extremely high refractive error in children.
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of refractive error that are outside the range for the 
excimer laser (Table 3.4).

Research on these procedures in children is in the 
early stages and further prospective case-control stud-
ies are indicated to determine the long-term safety 
and efficacy of these alternative refractive procedures 
in larger pediatric populations. If, however, found to 
be safe long term, these procedures could be very ef-
fective in the treatment of severe refractive errors in 
children who are outside the treatment range of the 
excimer laser [12, 17, 29, 30, 45, 51].

3.6 Summary

Refractive surgery, only a few years ago, was consid-
ered only possible for adults. Excimer laser refractive 
procedures have been shown to be effective for treat-
ing severe anisometropia and bilateral high ametro-
pia associated with amblyopia in children when tradi-
tional therapy has not been successful. With follow-up 
now approaching 10 years, few serious complications 
have been reported. These procedures have resulted 
in improvements in vision, refractive error, and even 
behavior. Other refractive procedures, such as refrac-
tive lensectomy with or without lens exchange and 
phakic intraocular lenses, may also soon become ac-
cepted treatment alternatives for a small subset of 
children with extremely high refractive errors outside 
the range for the excimer laser. Treating earlier ap-
pears to yield better visual results; therefore, it is now 

more prudent to consider refractive surgery for these 
conditions earlier if traditional therapy is not work-
ing, rather than continuing to observe the progression 
toward irreversible severe ambylopia in the noncom-
pliant or nonresponsive child. Indeed, in the near 
future, severe anisometropia and bilateral ametropia 
may be primary surgical disorders.
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4.1 Introduction

Amblyopia is reduced visual acuity in one or both 
eyes due to reduced visual input or abnormal binocu-
lar interaction early in life. Amblyopic eyes also have 
deficits in contrast sensitivity, accommodation, and 
spatial orientation [56]. The prevalence of amblyopia 
is 3−5% [4]; it is usually unilateral and associated 
with anisometropia or strabismus (or both). Its onset 
is in the first decade of life, but its effects can last a 
lifetime [4]. Amblyopia is best diagnosed and treated 
as early as possible, but data from clinical trials have 
challenged the notion of a significant age effect of 
treatment [35, 36].

4.2 Types of Amblyopia

4.2.1 Anisometropic Amblyopia

Anisometropic amblyopia is reduced visual acuity in 
one eye due to a difference in refractive error between 
the eyes. Its mechanism is active inhibition within the 
retinocortical pathways to eliminate sensory interfer-
ence from a defocused image [56]. It is usually due 
to anisohyperopia or anisoastigmatism, or both. Uni-
lateral high myopia typically causes a dense form of 
amblyopia, and it can be associated with myelinated 
nerve fibers [10, 16].

4.2.2 Strabismic Amblyopia

Strabismic amblyopia is reduced visual acuity in one 
eye due to misalignment of the eyes. Its mechanism 
is active inhibition within the retinocortical pathways 
originating in the fovea. This mechanism is similar 
to that of suppression, but suppression is a binocular 
phenomenon, whereas amblyopia is unilateral [56]. 
Strabismus is not uncommonly associated with ani-
sometropia in what has been termed “combined 
mechanism” amblyopia. In fact, some patients diag-
nosed with purely anisometropic amblyopia are found 
upon closer inspection to have microstrabismus.

4.2.3 Deprivational Amblyopia

Deprivational (or occlusion) amblyopia is secondary 
to occlusion of the visual axis early in life, resulting 
in a lack of foveal stimulation with well-focused im-
ages. It can be caused by problems such as cataracts, 
severe ptosis, hemangiomas, corneal scars or leuko-
mas, and vitreous hemorrhage. Its onset is usually in 
the first year of life, and visual acuity reduction is 
often severe.

4.2.4 Organic Amblyopia

Organic amblyopia is associated with recognizable 
structural anomalies such as optic nerve hypoplasia 
or macular coloboma. It is important to recognize 
that patients with organic diagnoses may have some 
component of amblyopia which may improve with 
treatment.

4.2.5 Ideopathic Amblyopia

An unusual presentation is a patient with apparent 
amblyopia but with no history of strabismus, ani-
sometropia, or visual deprivation. It has been hy-
pothesized that such patients had an amblyopiogenic 
factor early in life, such as anisometropia, which re-
solved prior to presentation [56].

4.2.6 Bilateral Amblyopia

Bilateral ametropic amblyopia is due to uncorrected 
significant hyperopia or astigmatism, or both [62]. Its 
mechanism is presumed to be pattern vision depriva-
tion; that is, failure of either eye to achieve a clear fo-
veal image results in abnormal cortical development 
[56]. Bilateral amblyopia due to uncorrected myopia 
is rare because these children typically are able to 
achieve clear vision at near with at least one eye.
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4.3 Diagnosis

4.3.1 Screening for Amblyopia

Amblyopia is best detected and treated early in life. 
Consequently, various screening programs have been 
developed for children prior to school entry, and 
many states sponsor these programs. Lay screeners 
use different tests such as assessment of visual acu-
ity, stereopsis, and autorefraction. The Vision in Pre-
schoolers study compared 11 commercially available 
screening tests and found that their performances 
varied widely. With 90% specificity, the best tests 
detected nearly 90% of children with the most im-
portant conditions [45]. They also found that nurse 
and lay screeners achieve similar results in detecting 
preschool children in need of a comprehensive eye 
examination [52]. Donahue reported an association 
between older age and depth of amblyopia, suggest-
ing that earlier detection of amblyopia may result in 
better outcomes after treatment [9].

4.3.2 Preliterate Children

Several techniques are used to diagnose amblyopia 
in preverbal children, including assessment of fixing 
and following, preferential looking techniques, and 
tests of fixation preference. A child’s ability to fix and 
follow is often assessed as an initial step, but this test 
is relatively insensitive unless amblyopia is severe. 
Preferential looking techniques and sweep visual 
evoked responses can quantify visual acuity, but they 
are not always readily available. Fixation preference 
testing is another technique which is commonly used 
in preverbal children.

Selecting the right test of fixation preference 
depends on whether a patient is strabismic or non-
strabismic. For strabismic patients, an assessment of 
binocular fixation pattern is performed in which the 
examiner determines the length of time that the non-
preferred eye can hold fixation [21, 32, 67]. Several 
grading schemes have been devised to quantify the 
results of this test, such as the one shown in Table 4.1. 
Şener et al. found that monocular fixation pattern cor-
relates with visual acuity in older children [46].

For patients without strabismus or those with 
small angle deviations, the induced tropia test is use-

ful [7, 12, 30, 65]. This test was originally described 
by Wright et al. as the 10-diopter fixation test. They 
reported a sensitivity of 100% (13 of 13) and a speci-
ficity of 97% (64 of 66) in the detection of amblyopia 
using this test. For patients with small angle tropias, 
they found that the 10-diopter fixation test was supe-
rior to binocular fixation pattern, which had an unac-
ceptably high false-positive rate of 40% [64].

There have been many modifications to the original 
description of the 10-diopter fixation test, including 
variations in fixation target, technique, prism power, 
prism orientation, and interpretation of results. The 
induced tropia test is typically done with the prism 
in the base-down position, but some examiners place 
the prism base-in and look for a horizontal saccade as 
evidence that the eye behind the prism takes up fixa-
tion. The base-up orientation is particularly useful in 
the presence of ptosis, because the ptotic patient is 
less likely to gaze upward through the prism because 
the eyelid may block the image from view [63]. Most 
examiners choose a prism power between 10 and 
20 diopters. The larger prism has the advantage of 
inducing a larger saccade that is easier to observe, 
but it has the disadvantage of inducing more visual 
artifact in the second image. Results of the induced 
tropia test can be quantified using the technique 
shown in Fig. 4.1 and the grading scheme elaborated 
in Table 4.2 [59].

4.3.3 Older Children

By age 3 years, most children are able to perform 
tests of recognition visual acuity, such as Allen or 
Lea pictures, tumbling E, HOTV, or Snellen letters. 

Table 4.1 A scheme for grading binocular fixation patterns in 
strabismic patients. (From [46, 59]
Grade Description of response
0 Will not hold fixation with non-preferred eye
1 Holds fixation momentarily with non-preferred eye
2 Holds fixation for 2−3 seconds (or to a blink) with 

non-preferred eye
3 Holds fixation through a blink (or during a smooth 

pursuit) with non-preferred eye
4 No fixation preference; alternates spontaneously
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Isolated letters and those at the beginning or the end 
of lines are more easily identified because of the 
crowding phenomenon. Crowded bars can be used 
around individual letters to account for crowding, 
and such a technique along with a standard testing 
protocol has been used by the Pediatric Eye Disease 
Investigator Group (PEDIG) for amblyopia clinical 
trials (Fig. 4.2) [18]. When a child graduates from 
one testing method to another one (e.g., Allen pic-
tures to Snellen letters), it is important to consider 
that visual acuity may initially appear to be worse 
when it is reality no different. One study found that 
visual acuity by Allen pictures was on average 1.5 
lines better than by Snellen letters with visual acuity 
levels of 20/60 or better and 2.5 lines better by Allen 
pictures with acuity levels worse than 20/60 [24].

4.3.4 Amblyopia Suspect

The diagnosis of amblyopia is usually based on find-
ing at least two lines of visual acuity difference in 
the presence of an amblyopia risk factor, such as 
anisometropia or strabismus. In the preliterate child, 
establishing a firm diagnosis may be difficult, since 
measures of visual acuity such as fixation preference 
are probably not as accurate [59]. In these cases, re-
sults of serial examinations are considered, and as-
sessment of risk factors becomes more important. 
Some patients may be classified as “amblyopia sus-
pects” and followed closely without occlusion or pe-
nalization treatment. Once they are able to perform 
recognition visual acuities, the diagnosis can be more 
readily established.

4.4 Treatment

4.4.1 Elimination of Cause 
of Visual Deprivation

Prompt removal of a visually significant obstruction 
of the visual axis is necessary in order for amblyopia 
treatment to be successful. Sometimes the decision of 
whether or not to do surgery is difficult because de-
privation is not the sole cause of amblyopia, such as 
when a mild cataract coexists with anisometropia or 

Table 4.2 Grading scale applied to each eye for the induced 
tropia test. (From [59])
Grade Fixation response
– 2 Fixes with OS only
– 1 Alternates but prefers OS

0 Alternates freely
+ 1 Alternates but prefers OD
+ 2 Fixes with OD only

The total induced tropia test (ITT) score equals the sum of the 
scores for prism placement over the right and left eyes. For 
example, fixation with right eye only with the prism over the 
right eye (+ 2) and then the left eye (+ 2) gives an ITT score of 
+ 4, indicating that amblyopia is likely

Fig. 4.1 a With a prism over the right eye, this child gazes 
upward to maintain fixation with the right eye. b With a prism 
over the left eye, he gazes straight ahead to maintain fixation 

with the right eye. The Induced Tropia Test Score is +2 +2 = +4, 
meaning that he fixes with the right eye only, and amblyopia of 
the left eye is very likely. (From [59])
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a hemangioma partially obstructs the visual axis and 
induces amblyopiogenic astigmatism. In these cases, 
a trial of conservative treatment, such as spectacles 
and patching, can help to determine the amount of 
visual acuity reduction that is due to visual axis ob-
struction.

4.4.2 Spectacles

Spectacles, when needed, can be a powerful treatment 
for amblyopia. The spectacle phase of Amblyopia 
Treatment Study 5 (ATS5) enrolled 84 children age 
3−7 years with previously untreated anisometropic 
amblyopia and treated them with spectacles alone 
[41]. After 5 weeks, children had improved an aver-
age of almost two lines, and 59% had improved two 
lines or more. Many children continued to improve 

for several weeks, and the mean improvement based 
on best measured acuity at any visit was almost three 
lines. One of most interesting findings of this study 
was that even patients with strabismus improved with 
spectacles alone [8].

Based on these results, one reasonable approach 
is to start patching immediately only if poor follow-
up is expected or if parents are very anxious to start 
more aggressive treatment. Otherwise, spectacles 
alone can be used until there is resolution of amblyo-
pia or improvement stalls. There are some advantages 
to this approach. Firstly, some children will not need 
patching or penalization because glasses alone will 
result in resolution of amblyopia. Secondly, if patch-
ing is needed, the visual acuity is likely to be better 
when patching is started compared with starting it 
at the same time as spectacles. A child may be more 
likely to wear a patch when the amblyopic eye is 
20/50 rather than 20/100. Finally, it is ideal to intro-

Fig. 4.2 Technique of displaying HOTV with crowded bars on a computer screen used by the Pediatric Eye Disease Investigator 
Group
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duce one new treatment at a time, instead of initiating 
spectacles and patching at the same time. In this way, 
parents can focus on getting the best compliance with 
one treatment.

Bilateral amblyopia is effectively treated with spec-
tacles. Amblyopia Treatment Study 7 (ATS7) found 
that binocular acuity improved almost four lines after 
1 year in 113 children between 3 and 9 years old with 
bilateral refractive amblyopia. Children with baseline 
acuities of 20/100 or worse showed the greatest im-
provement.

4.4.3 Refractive Surgery

There may be circumstances when a child with a 
severe refractive error and amblyopia is unable or 
unwilling to wear spectacles because of behavioral 
problems or severe developmental delay. In these 
cases, unilateral or bilateral corneal refractive surgery 
may play a role to reduce anisometropia or severe bi-
lateral ametropia [33, 54]. Clear lens extraction has 
also been performed for children with severe bilateral 
myopia [55]. In these select cases, the risks and ben-
efits should be carefully evaluated prior to surgery. 
When considering refractive surgery for children 
with anisometropic amblyopia, many factors should 
be considered. These factors include the presence of 
co-existing strabismus or other causes of amblyopia, 
the need for post-operative patching, and the likeli-
hood of compliance with treatment.

4.4.4 Patching and Its Effectiveness

Patching is generally considered to be the gold stan-
dard for amblyopia treatment. Most children use an 
adhesive patch, which has the advantage of completely 
occluding the sound eye as long as the child does not 
remove it. Disadvantages of an adhesive patch include 
skin irritation and cost, especially if the child removes 
patches frequently. An alternative is a felt patch that 
fits over one lens of the spectacles. It has the advan-
tages of less cost and no skin irritation, but many chil-
dren will allow their glasses to slide forward so that 
they can look over or around a felt patch.

Visual acuity can improve for reasons other than 
patching, such as concurrent spectacles wear and im-
proving test performance with age and experience; 
therefore, ATS5 compared 2 h of daily patching to a 
control group of spectacles alone for children with 
baseline acuity between 20/40 and 20/400 [38]. After 
5 weeks, the patching group had better acuity, with 
a mean improvement of 1.1 lines compared with 0.5 
lines for control. A secondary cohort had only two 
lines of intraocular difference at randomization, or 
three lines of IOD with a 20/32 amblyopic eye and 
a 20/16 sound eye. Although it was expected that 
these patients would improve less because there was 
less room for improvement, the treatment effect rela-
tive to control was similar, reinforcing the fact that 
many patients who reach near-normal visual acuity 
wearing spectacles will benefit from the addition of 
patching.

4.4.5 Initial Patching Regimen

Patching has traditionally been prescribed full-time 
or nearly full-time, but many clinicians now prefer 
to prescribe 2 h daily or some other part-time regi-
men when initiating patching treatment. Their ra-
tionale has been that randomized clinical trials have 
shown similar improvement with part-time or full-
time patching, and part-time patching is easier for 
families to accomplish. One trial randomized patients 
with amblyopic eye visual acuity between 20/100 and 
20/400 to full-time prescribed patching versus 6 h of 
daily prescribed patching, and both groups improved 
almost five lines after 17 weeks [37]. Those children 
with moderate amblyopia, defined as 20/40 to 20/80, 
were randomized to 6 h prescribed patching vs 2 h 
prescribed patching daily, and both groups improved 
2.4 lines after 17 weeks [36]. Although many of the 
patients in this effectiveness study did not wear the 
patch as much as prescribed, inconsistent compliance 
is one the factors that affects amblyopia treatment re-
sponse in clinical practice, so the results are directly 
applicable to the “real world.” Fewer daily hours of 
patching may work by providing sufficient stimulus 
for many children to reach their maximum rate of 
improvement, which is probably limited at the bio-
chemical level in the ocular−cortical pathway.
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4.4.6 Follow-up Patching Regimens

Figure 4.3 is a flow chart showing one method for 
monitoring and adjusting amounts of patching. If 
improvement stops after 2 h of prescribed patch-
ing, then the patching dose could be increased to 6 
or more hours of prescribed patching. Some parents 
and children are initially enthusiastic but become 
fatigued after several months and compliance suf-
fers. In these cases, switching to another treatment, 
such as atropine, may be useful. Some children stop 

improving before normal vision is achieved despite 
good compliance with patching. Once the maximum 
visual acuity has been established, treatment may be 
weaned while monitoring to insure that visual acuity 
does not worsen. For example, 6 h of daily patching 
might be weaned to 2 h daily patching for 6−8 weeks 
prior to stopping treatment. Treatment is stopped 
with or without weaning if amblyopia resolves, and 
one definition of resolution is visual acuity of the am-
blyopic eye within one line of the sound eye.

Patch 2 hrs/day or 
weekend atropine

Improved Not improved

Amblyopia
resolved

Not
resolved

+/- taper 
then
discontinue

Good
compliance

Poor
compliance

Switch
treatment

Increase intensity 
of current treatment

Not improved 
(residual amblyopia)

Consider “final push”
with same/different/ 
combined treatment

Not improved

Improved

Continue until 
resolution

Fig. 4.3 Algorithm for treatment of moderate amblyopia in children
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4.4.7 Non-compliance with Patching

The most common reason for ineffectiveness of patch-
ing is non-compliance, since many children refuse to 
wear an eye patch. Some children, particularly those 
old enough to attend school, refuse to wear a patch 
because of the social stigma. Others have recurrent 
problems with skin irritation. However, the majority 
of non-compliant preschool children refuse to wear a 
patch because they do not like it, and their parents are 
unable or unwilling to force them to wear it. Awan 
et al. included compliance data in their report of a 
randomized controlled clinical trial of unilateral stra-
bismic and mixed amblyopia using occlusion dose 
monitors [3]. They reported mean compliance rates 
of 58 and 41% for 3 and 6 h of prescribed daily patch-
ing, respectively. Other authors have reported that 
compliance is a major problem with regard to occlu-
sion therapy [15, 23, 29, 47, 50].

4.4.8 Penalization

As a result of poor compliance with patching among 
many children, other treatments collectively known 
as penalization are commonly used [5, 60]. Types of 
penalization include atropine eye drops [13, 14, 28, 
43, 44, 51, 57], optical penalization using a plano 
(blank) lens or excessive plus power lens, atropine 
with a plano lens [66], Bangerter filters (or “foils”) 
[19, 22], and translucent tape. There are several fac-
tors to consider when deciding whether to prescribe 
patching versus penalization, including (1) age of the 
child, (2) depth of amblyopia, (3) need for glasses, 
(4) amount of hyperopia, (5) presence or absence of 
strabismus, and (6) family dynamics. Age is an im-
portant consideration because penalization is used 
less frequently in preverbal children in whom visual 
acuity in the normal eye cannot be reliably measured 
and closely monitored. Penalization is rarely required 
in infants, because they are unable to successfully re-
move a patch. Depth of amblyopia is considered be-
cause some forms of penalization may not be success-
ful in cases of severe amblyopia. The need for glasses 
is considered because some forms of penalization 
such as Bangerter foils rely on the patient wearing 
glasses. The amount of hyperopia is important when 
deciding whether to replace a prescription lens with 

a plano lens: the greater the hyperopia, the greater 
the reduction in vision. Strabismus is sometimes a 
consideration when deciding whether to use atropine 
or not, since some physicians prefer to avoid atro-
pine in the presence of esotropia, particularly when 
it has an accommodative component. However, one 
study found no difference in the occurrence of new 
strabismus or the resolution of existing strabismus 
in patients treated with patching versus those treated 
with atropine [35]. With regard to family dynamics, 
the physician or orthoptist can often get a sense at 
the first office visit whether or not patching is likely 
to be successful. If the child does not follow direc-
tions from the parent(s) and/or the parent(s) express 
concerns about being able to get the child to wear a 
patch, then penalization is likely to be the best choice 
for initial therapy.

4.4.9 Atropine

The most commonly used form of penalization is at-
ropine. The dosage of atropine for amblyopia treat-
ment is one drop of 1 or 0.5% in the fellow eye as 
infrequently as once weekly [48] or as frequently as 
once daily. The best patients to consider for atropine 
treatment are (1) those who refuse to wear a patch, 
(2) those with hyperopia, and (3) those old enough to 
allow the sound eye visual acuity to be closely moni-
tored. Patients with hyperopia are ideal candidates 
for atropine penalization. Even if glasses correct 
their full amount of hyperopia, their near vision is 
always blurred after atropine, and they cannot clear it 
by removing their glasses. One study found that mean 
visual acuity at 33 cm after cycloplegia in children 
wearing their full cycloplegic correction was 20/120 
[61]. Conversely, myopic children using atropine can 
see well with their fellow eyes through their glasses at 
distance, and many of them can remove their glasses 
to see better with their fellow eyes at near, depending 
on the amount of myopia present.

Many clinicians now routinely use atropine as first-
line amblyopia therapy. Several PEDIG studies have 
provided data on the effectiveness of atropine for 
amblyopia, and Table 4.3 summarizes the results of 
these and other PEDIG amblyopia studies [58]. ATS1 
randomized 419 children age 3 years to <7 years with 
amblyopic eye acuity of 20/40 to 20/100 to at least 
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6 h of daily patching or to once daily atropine [35]. 
Treatment intensity was increased or decreased based 
on interim visual acuities. After 6 months, amblyopic 
eye acuity had improved about three lines in both 
groups. Improvement was initially faster with patch-
ing, but atropine was better tolerated by many fami-
lies based on results of a questionnaire (the Amblyo-
pia Treatment Index) [17]. Among the non-strabismic 
children, sensory outcomes were similar after 2 years 
[42].

Weekend or daily atropine dosing appears to pro-
vide similar improvement, and weekend dosing has 

the advantage of providing a short break from blur 
late in the week for many children. Amblyopia Treat-
ment Study 4 found that weekend (once on Saturday 
and Sunday) or daily atropine improved acuity an av-
erage of about two lines after 4 months in children 
age 3−7 years with moderate amblyopia [34]. Inter-
estingly, age, iris color, sound eye refractive error, 
and visual acuity in the sound eye after cycloplegia 
were not predictive of visual acuity improvement.

Some physicians believe that atropine is not ef-
fective in patients with severe amblyopia, but this 
premise is controversial. Traditional teaching is that 

Table 4.3 Summary of study designs and results of randomized clinical trials conducted by the Pediatric Eye Disease Investiga-
tor Group
Short title Ages 

(years)
Baseline ambly-
opic eye acuity

Primary out-
come measure

Initial treatment 
prescribed

Results  
(improvement)

Primary conclusion

ATS1 [35] 3 to < 7 20/40 – 20/100 Lines 
improvement 
after 26 weeks

Daily atropine 2.8 lines Atropine and patching 
are equally effective as 
primary treatment for 
moderate amblyopia

At least 6 h 
daily patching

3.2 lines

ATS2A [37] 3 to < 7 20/100 – 20/400 Lines 
improvement 
after 17 weeks

6 h daily 
patching

4.8 lines 6 h prescribed daily 
patching produces im-
provement similar to full-
time patching for severe 
amblyopia

Full-time 
patching

4.7 lines

ATS2B [36] 3 to < 7 20/40 – 20/80 Lines 
improvement 
after 17 weeks

2 h daily 
patching

2.4 lines 2 or 6 h of prescribed 
daily patching produce 
similar improvement for 
moderate amblyopia

6 h daily 
patching

2.4 lines

ATS3 [39] 7 to < 18 20/40 – 20/400 Proportion 
of responders 
(improvement 
> 2 lines) after 
24 weeks

2 − 6 h 
daily patching 
(+ atropine if 
< 12 years)

Response rates: Older children often 
improve with patching 
± atropine, especially 
when they have no prior 
treatment

Age ≤ 12 years: 
53%
Age ≥ 13 years: 
25%

Spectacles 
alone if needed

Response rates:
Age ≤ 12 years: 
25%
Age ≥ 13 years: 
23%

ATS4 [34] 3 to < 7 20/40 – 20/80 Lines 
improvement 
after 17 weeks

Weekend 
atropine

2.3 lines Weekend and daily 
atropine produce similar 
improvement for moder-
ate amblyopia

Daily atropine 2.3 lines

ATS5 [38] 3 to < 8 20/40 – 20/400 Lines im-
provement 
after 5 weeks

2 h daily 
patching

1.1 lines After a period of spec-
tacles wear, 2 h daily 
patching is superior to 
continuing spectacles 
alone

Spectacles 
alone if needed

0.5 lines
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the visual acuity of the sound eye after cycloplegia 
must be worse than that of the amblyopic eye in or-
der to cause the switch in fixation to the amblyopic 
eye necessary for visual improvement [27, 49]; how-
ever, near visual acuity after cycloplegia was mea-
sured in ATS1 and ATS4, and it was found not to 
be predictive of success with atropine treatment [34, 
35]. It is possible that the dynamic accommodative 
demands of everyday life are not simulated well by a 
static test of near visual acuity. Consequently, many 
patients for whom the cyclopleged sound eye acu-
ity exceeds the amblyopic eye acuity probably still 
switch their fixation to the amblyopic eye under cer-
tain conditions that are not simulated by a near visual 
acuity test.

4.4.10 Optical Penalization

Optical penalization of the sound eye can be accom-
plished with or without atropine. When used with 
atropine, optical penalization is done by reducing or 
eliminating the hyperopic correction for the sound 
eye [20]. This method is most often used in patients 
with significant hyperopia whose amblyopic eye vi-
sual acuity has not improved with atropine alone. In 
those patients who are not hyperopic but who wear 
glasses for other reasons, it is possible to replace 
the fellow eye lens with one containing more minus 
power; however, this may encourage non-compliant 
children to remove the glasses. If atropine is not used, 
optical penalization can be attempted by replacing 
the lens over the fellow eye with a fogging plus lens 
[11]. Another technique is sometimes useful in chil-
dren with bilateral aphakia who wear contact lenses. 
To treat unilateral amblyopia, the contact lens of the 
better eye can be removed for a few weeks. The best 
patients to consider for optical penalization are (1) 
those who have stopped improving using atropine 
alone, (2) those already wearing glasses or contact 
lenses, and (3) those who are aphakic, pseudophakic, 
or unable to accommodate with the fellow eye for 
any reason (e.g., third-nerve palsy). Optical penal-
ization can be particularly effective in patients who 
cannot accommodate, because they are dependent on 
optical correction to allow proper focus at various 
distances.

4.4.11 Bangerter Foils

Bangerter foils are blurring filters of different densi-
ties that can easily be placed on the back surface of 
a spectacle lens to degrade the visual acuity of the 
sound eye and promote use of the amblyopic eye [19, 
22]. Clinicians use different techniques to determine 
the density of filter to use for amblyopia treatment. 
Some clinicians choose a filter that will reduce visual 
acuity in the fellow eye to a level below that of the 
amblyopic eye; others assess fixation preference and 
choose a filter that results in a fixation switch to the 
amblyopic eye. A third method is to choose the initial 
filter empirically, selecting, for example, a 0.2 filter 
as a starting point for all patients. The best patients 
to consider for Bangerter foils are (1) those already 
wearing glasses, (2) older children or teenagers who 
are averse to wearing a patch, (3) those with mild, 
residual amblyopia, and (4) those with a history of 
amblyopia recurring when treatment was stopped. 
Advocates of Bangerter foils believe that they are 
particularly beneficial in maintaining visual acuity 
improvement and in preventing recurrent amblyopia, 
but data are sparse comparing them to patching or 
atropine.

4.4.12 Penalization Treatment 
Regimens

In general, penalization is used for similar lengths of 
time (weeks to months) as occlusion therapy and is 
continued until visual acuity stabilizes or amblyopia 
resolves. Bangerter filters are often prescribed for 
longer periods of time than occlusion, and they are 
often used as a form of maintenance therapy. Eyes 
penalized by Bangerter filters, atropine, or other tech-
niques should be monitored the same way that patched 
eyes are monitored. Assessment of visual acuity and 
ocular alignment should be performed at least every 
2−3 months during active treatment of older children 
and more frequently for younger children. It is useful 
to discontinue atropine at least one full week prior to 
each examination, or its lingering cycloplegic effect 
can prevent accurate assessment of both visual acuity 
and ocular alignment. Generally, breaks from treat-
ment are not needed when using penalization unless 
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reverse amblyopia is confirmed in an older child or 
suspected in a young child who is unable to perform 
recognition visual acuity.

4.4.13 Amblyopia Treatment 
in Older Children and Teenagers

Many ophthalmologists were taught that amblyopia 
treatment is not effective beyond ages 7−10 years; 
however, recent evidence shows that some older chil-
dren and teenagers will respond to amblyopia treat-
ment, particularly if they have had no prior amblyopia 
treatment. Amblyopia Treatment Study 3 randomized 
507 children age 7−18 years to optical correction 
alone or to augmented treatment with 2−6 h of pre-
scribed daily patching (and daily atropine for those 
age 12 years or less) [39]. The results showed that 
treatment with patching and atropine was superior to 
optical treatment alone in children age 7−12 years, 
with 53% of those who had augmented treatment im-
proving by at least two lines. There was a significant 
age effect, as younger children showed a greater ef-
fect of augmented treatment relative to control than 
the older children. Although there was no significant 
difference between augmented and optical treatment 
in children age 13−17 years, 47% percent of teenag-
ers without prior treatment improved by at least two 
lines.

4.4.14 Complications 
of Amblyopia Treatment

Reverse (iatrogenic or occlusion) amblyopia is un-
common [6]. Test−retest studies of visual acuity as-
sessment in children indicate that a one-line reduc-
tion in acuity is likely due to chance [18]. A reduction 
in the sound eye by two or more lines may be due to 
reverse amblyopia or to other factors such as poor 
performance, residual cycloplegic effect, inadequate 
relaxation of accommodation, or incorrect spectacle 
prescription. If reduction in visual acuity of the sound 
eye is suspected, visual acuity can be retested after 
giving the child a break. Minus lenses may be held 

over the glasses if persistent accommodative tone is 
suspected in a child with hyperopia. Finally, repeat-
ing a cycloplegic refraction may be useful, and if the 
sound eye visual acuity is still reduced by at least two 
lines, then reverse amblyopia should be suspected 
and treatment should be discontinued. It is extremely 
rare for reverse amblyopia to be permanent.

Patching can cause skin irritation, particularly if 
the patch is frequently removed and reapplied or if 
the child has sensitive skin. Some brands of patches 
are purported to be gentler to the skin, but they have 
a disadvantage of coming off more easily. Skin emol-
lients, breaks from patching, and changing the orien-
tation of the patch may be helpful if skin irritation is 
problematic.

Side effects of atropine are classically described 
as “hot as a hare, red as a beet, dry as a bone, blind as 
a bat, and mad as a wet hen” [25]. More specifically, 
adverse effects include dryness of the mouth and 
skin, fever, delirium, tachycardia, and development 
of amblyopia in the sound eye [1, 26, 31]. Atropine 
should be avoided in patients with a history of a topi-
cal allergic reaction to it. Sunglasses with ultraviolet 
protection and/or a hat with a brim should be used 
when atropine-treated patients are exposed to bright 
sunlight, since it can make them uncomfortable and 
there is a hypothetical risk of lens and/or retinal dam-
age from ultraviolet light entering the eye through a 
dilated pupil. For this reason, other treatments may 
be preferable for children who are frequently outside, 
such as those who go to the swimming pool often in 
the summer months. Atropine should also be pre-
scribed cautiously or dosed relatively infrequently 
for children in school, since continuous blurring of 
the sound eye can significantly impact their academic 
performance. In such cases, a bifocal for the sound 
eye may be prescribed for schoolwork. Finally, Down 
syndrome children may be more susceptible to the 
side effects of atropine [2].

4.4.15 Treatment Outcomes

After treatment with spectacles, patching, atropine, 
and/or other modalities, many children obtain nor-
mal or near-normal visual acuity of the amblyopic 
eye; however, a sizable proportion fail to achieve 
normal vision even after increasing the dosage or 
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switching treatments altogether. These patients have 
“residual” amblyopia, and it can be frustrating to 
parents who view normal vision as the goal of treat-
ment. Two years after children were randomized 
into ATS1, 181 of 363 (50%) still had amblyopic 
eye acuity no better than 20/32 [35]. It is unknown 
whether an intensive final push with treatment such 
as combined patching and atropine with or without 
a plano lens for the sound eye will improve visual 
acuity in these cases.

Some children show little or no improvement with 
any type of amblyopia treatment. In these cases, a di-
lated examination should be repeated with attention 
to subtle signs of organic disease, such as macular pa-
thology or optic nerve hypoplasia or atrophy. Patients 
with unilateral high myopia often respond poorly to 
amblyopia treatment, and it is likely due to associated 
retinal abnormalities. If amblyopic eye visual acuity 
fails to reach 20/40 or better with treatment, then pro-
tective polycarbonate lenses should be prescribed if 
they are not already worn.

4.4.16 Amblyopia Recurrence 
After Cessation of Treatment

A sizable proportion of children get recurrence of am-
blyopia after treatment is stopped. Amblyopia Treat-
ment Study 2C prospectively followed 156 children 
who had improved at least three lines, and for whom 
investigators were ready to stop amblyopia treatment 
[40]. During the 1-year follow-up, reduction of acu-
ity of 2 lines or more occurred in 21% of patients, and 
40% of these recurrences occurred in the first 5 weeks 
after treatment was stopped. For those patients who 
had been treated with 6−8 h of daily patching, wean-
ing prior to cessation of treatment seemed to reduce 
the chance of recurrence.

4.5 Effects of Amblyopia 
in Adulthood

Intuitively, it is better to have excellent vision in two 
eyes instead of only one eye; however, binocular vi-

sual acuity (i.e., measured with both eyes open) is 
typically unchanged with amblyopia treatment, so 
some parents may wonder what effect amblyopia 
treatment really has on their child’s quality of life. 
Many of the rewards of amblyopia treatment may 
not be recognized until much later in life. One study 
showed that the risk of serious injury to the normal 
eye is increased in patients with poor visual acuity 
in the other eye [53]. Older adults often develop eye 
diseases, such as macular degeneration or glaucoma, 
which reduce their functional capacity. These dis-
eases are often asymmetrical, so that the amblyopic 
eye may become the eye with better visual acuity in 

Take Home Pearls

Spectacles alone improve best-• 
corrected amblyopic eye visual acuity 
by about three lines, so many patients 
do not need additional treatment 
with patching or penalization.

Penalization is a viable option to • 
occlusive patching in most patients 
with amblyopia. Penalization methods 
include atropine eye drops, optical 
penalization using a plano (blank) lens 
or excessive plus power lens, atropine 
with a plano lens, and Bangerter foils.

Atropine may successfully treat amblyopia • 
even when there is no apparent fixation 
switch to the amblyopic eye and when the 
atropinized sound eye near visual acuity 
remains better than amblyopic eye acuity.

After stopping patching or atropine, • 
about one in four patients will lose 
two or more lines of amblyopic eye 
visual acuity over the next 1 year.

Amblyopia treatment may have its greatest • 
benefit in later life, when sound eyes 
can sustain injuries or be afflicted by 
diseases of the macula or optic nerve.
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later life. In addition, amblyopia treatment is asso-
ciated with improvement in stereopsis, which is an 
important component of depth perception. Finally, 
amblyopia often co-exists with strabismus, and it has 
been hypothesized that better visual acuity and stere-
opsis may be associated with better long-term align-
ment after strabismus surgery. For these and other 
reasons, the benefits of early screening and treatment 
of amblyopia are well worth the cost [4].
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Core Messages

The prevalence and cause of blindness • 
in children are related to levels of 
socio-economic development and 
the availability of primary health 
care and eye-care services.

There are ten times as many blind • 
children per million total population 
in poor communities compared 
with affluent communities.

The major preventable causes of blindness • 
in children are declining in poor countries 
as a result of large scale public health 
interventions and cataract is becoming a 
relatively more important avoidable cause.

Retinopathy of prematurity is an • 
important cause in Latin America and 
Eastern Europe and is increasing in 
the emerging economies of Asia.

Control requires comprehensive • 
eye-care services, from community 
interventions through to specialist 
tertiary levels services.

Worldwide Causes 
of Blindness in Children
Clare Gilbert
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5.1 Introduction

Although much rarer than blindness in adults, control 
of the avoidable causes of blindness in children is a 
priority of VISION2020 – the Right to Sight [15, 43]. 
VISION2020 is a global initiative of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the International Agency 
for the Prevention of Blindness, the latter being an 
umbrella organization which includes professional 
groups, organizations of, and for, the blind and inter-
national non-governmental organizations who sup-
port prevention of blindness activities. Children have 
been included in this initiative because the causes of 
blindness are so different from those in adults, and 
different strategies are required, from community 
level through to tertiary eye-care services. Another 
factor to consider is that most blindness is age re-
lated, whereas blind children have a lifetime of blind-
ness ahead.

5.2 Sources of Data 
and Their Limitations

Designing and carrying out population-based stud-
ies of rare conditions is challenging, as large sample 
sizes are required. As far as blindness in children is 
concerned, sample sizes of 20−30,000 children would 
be needed to provide precise estimates of the preva-
lence, and the sample would need to be increased 
even further to obtain meaningful data on causes. 
There are additional challenges when studying chil-
dren since measurement of visual acuity in young 
children in a field setting can be extremely difficult 
and school going children are not at home during the 
day except during the school holidays. For all these 
epidemiological and practical reasons there are only 
limited prevalence data from population-based sur-
veys [8, 14, 28]. The available data are also difficult 
to compare and compile as some of the studies were 
undertaken several decades ago and different defini-
tions of childhood and of blindness have been used. 
Some highly developed countries maintain registers 
of the blind which include children, and these can 
provide data on the incidence and causes of blindness 
in newly diagnosed children [19, 20, 31]; however, 
as with all registers there is likely to be under-report-

ing, and many observers are involved in categorizing 
the causes which can lead to misclassification and 
observer bias. In the U.K., the British Ophthalmo-
logical Surveillance Unit provides a mechanism for 
ophthalmologists to report new cases of rare condi-
tions, and a recent study provided national data on 
the incidence and cause of blindness in children [30]. 
More recently, some data have become available 
from population-based sources in poorly developed 
countries, e.g. from house-to-house surveys and from 
studies using Key Informants who identify children 
who are blind in their own communities [5, 24, 47].

In 1993 a new system for classifying the causes 
of blindness in children was adopted by WHO which 
uses a descriptive, anatomical classification as well 
as an aetiological classification [10]. Information on 
the anatomical site can be obtained from all children 
examined but obtaining information on the underly-
ing cause, which depends on the time of onset of the 
condition leading to blindness, is far more difficult. 
This is particularly true in poorly developed coun-
tries where the medical history may be difficult to 
obtain, where the child may present very late and the 
clinical signs may be difficult to illicit, and because 
facilities and expertise for diagnostic investigations 
are limited. Since the WHO classification system was 
published many thousands of blind children have 
been examined. Most of the data have come from ex-
amining children attending schools for the blind, the 
advantage being that a large number of children can 
be examined quickly and easily; however, these data 
are subject to bias, since in poorly developed coun-
tries it is estimated that less than 10% of blind chil-
dren are receiving any kind of education: those who 
are in school may be blind from different conditions 
from those who do not attend school. Examining chil-
dren enrolled in community-based rehabilitation pro-
grams provides community-based data on causes [37] 
as does data obtained from studies using Key Infor-
mants as case finders [25]. These population-based 
sources are likely to provide more reliable informa-
tion than facility-based studies.

A major limitation of the WHO classification is that 
at the time of its development WHO classified blind-
ness on the basis of “best-corrected” visual acuity 
rather than “presenting” visual acuity. This means that 
the data collected to date do not include uncorrected 
refractive error as a cause of blindness. To address this 
limitation the WHO has recently revised the categories 
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of visual loss, and presenting visual acuity is now be-
ing used [46]. The Refractive Error in Children Study 
Group used presenting and best-corrected visual acu-
ity in their standardized population-based prevalence 
surveys which have been conducted in all regions of 
the world [27]. The sample sizes were too small to 
give precise estimates of the prevalence of blindness, 
but pooling the data across eight of the sites reveals 
that the prevalence of severe visual impairment and 
blindness (< 6/60 in the better eye) due to uncorrected 
refractive errors was 2.5/10,000 children [18].

5.3 Prevalence of Blindness 
in Children

In this chapter childhood is defined as 0−15 years, 
and the majority of data on the causes have used a 
definition of blindness which also includes severe vi-
sual impairment (i.e. < 6/60 in the better eye).

The prevalence of any condition in a population 
is determined by the rate at which new cases develop 
over time (i.e. the incidence) and the duration of the 
condition to resolution (as a result of treatment or the 
natural history), or death. Prevalence data can, there-
fore, only give a “snapshot” of the proportion of the 
population who are affected at any one point in time. 
This is of relevance when considering blindness in 
children, since many of the conditions that lead to 
blindness are also causes of child mortality. Few data 
are available on mortality rates among blind chil-
dren, but it has been estimated that in poorly devel-
oped countries up to 60% of blind children die within 
1−2 years of becoming blind and in the U.K. surveil-
lance study mentioned above 10% of newly diag-
nosed children were no longer alive 1 year later [30, 
43]. The implication of this is that prevalence data 
underestimate the magnitude of the problem, as the 
data cannot take account of children who have died.

The available evidence suggests that the preva-
lence of blindness among children is closely associ-
ated with levels of socio-economic development. In 
highly developed countries the prevalence is in the 
range 3−4/10,000 children while in the least-devel-
oped countries of sub-Saharan Africa the prevalence 
can be as high as 12−14/10,000 [47]. In countries 
with low development the prevalence is likely to be 

7−9/1,000, and 5−6/1,000 in countries with medium 
levels of development [14, 43]. The prevalence of 
blindness in children correlates reasonably well with 
under-5-years mortality rates, which is what one 
would expect, particularly as under-5-years mortality 
rates are now being used to predict whether countries 
have significant levels of vitamin A deficiency [35]. 
Where prevalence data are not available, under-5-
years mortality rates have been used as a proxy to es-
timate the prevalence (Fig. 5.1). Although currently 
limited, these estimates show that there are approxi-
mately 1.4 million children worldwide who are blind, 
and that sub-Saharan Africa has the largest number of 
blind children (almost 320,000) [23, 43]. The Former 
Socialist Economies of Eastern Europe is the region 
with the lowest number of blind children (40,000), on 
account of the relatively small child population and 
the moderately low prevalence.

5.4 Available Data on Causes

As already indicated, most of the data on the causes of 
blindness in children come from examining children 
in schools for the blind, and data are available from 
over 15,000 children who have been examined in 38 
countries since 1993. The distribution of causes using 
both classification systems are shown in Tables 5.1 
and 5.2. The data are presented using World Bank re-
gions rather than any other grouping of countries, as 
the World Bank groups countries by levels of socio-
economic development.

Retinal conditions are the commonest cause of 
blindness worldwide, accounting for a quarter of 
cases. The majority of these children are blind from 
retinal dystrophies, but approximately 50,000 are 
blind from retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). Cor-
neal conditions are the second commonest site, the 
vast majority being blind from acquired conditions 
of childhood which lead to corneal ulceration and 
scarring. Congenital abnormalities of the whole eye 
(i.e. anophthalmos, microphthalmos and coloboma) 
account for 18.5% of blindness and they are a par-
ticularly important cause in Asia. Just over 200,000 
children are blind from disorders of the lens, princi-
pally unoperated cataract, but also dense amblyopia 
following delayed surgery, complications of surgery 
or from associated ocular abnormalities.
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0.2-0.3/1,000 children
0.4-0.6/1,000 children
0.7-0.9/1,000 children
1.0-1.5/1,000 children

Fig. 5.1 Estimates of the prevalence of blindness in children, based on the association with under-5-years mortality 
rates

Table 5.1 Estimates of the proportion of children who are blind, by anatomical site and World Bank region. EME Established 
Market Economies, MEC Middle East Crescent, FSE Former Socialist Economies, OAI Other Asia and Islands, LAC Latin 
America and Caribbean, SSA sub-Saharan Africa
WB region EME FSE LAC MEC China India OAI SSA ALL ALL
No blind 50,000 40,000 100,000 190,000 210,000 270,000 220,000 320,000 1,400,000

Richest region (%)     Poorest region (%) Number Percentage
Retina 25.0 44.3 46.4 42.4 24.9 16.7 15.8 20.0 353,000 25.2
Cornea 1.0 2.3 8.4 5.8 4.3 24.6 24.3 36.2 265,400 19.0
Whole globe 10.0 12.0 11.0 16.0 25.4 33.3 16.5 8.8 258,900 18.5
Lens 8.0 10.8 7.5 16.7 18.9 9.7 27.4 10.0 205,400 14.7
Optic nerve 25.0 14.8 11.7 7.4 13.6 6.1 7.5 9.6 136,700 9.8
Glaucoma 1.0 2.8 8.3 6.4 9.0 2.4 4.6 6.2 77,600 5.5
Other 28.0 8.0 4.4 2.6 2.3 3.0 1.5 4.8 58,200 4.2
Uvea 2.0 5.3 2.3 2.7 1.5 4.3 2.3 4.5 44,800 3.2
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1,400,000 100

Compiled from a database held by C. Gilbert at the International Centre for Eye Health, LSHTM
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In all regions of the world an underlying aetiol-
ogy cannot be determined in a large proportion of 
instances. This situation arises because the time of 
onset of the condition is often not known (e.g. con-
genital abnormalities can be due to chromosomal ab-
normalities or genetic defects, or they may be due 
to exposure to teratogens), and for the reasons given 
above (Sect. 5.1). Acquired conditions of childhood 
are important in the poorer regions of the world, 
while the consequences of prematurity are important 
in countries with high and medium levels of devel-
opment; in the former, cortical visual impairment is 
more common than ROP [20, 23, 30, 38], while in 
middle-income countries ROP is more common than 
cortical impairment. Hereditary conditions predomi-
nate in countries in the Middle East Crescent [2, 12] 
and intrauterine causes are unusual in all regions.

Globally it is estimated that almost 45% of chil-
dren are blind from avoidable causes, i.e. those that 
can be prevented (vitamin A deficiency, measles, 
ophthalmia neonatorum, use of harmful traditional 
eye remedies and ROP), and those that can be treated 
(e.g. cataract and glaucoma). In the least-developed 
countries the proportion that is avoidable can be as 
high as 70% [22] but is much lower in countries with 
high levels of development.

5.5 Reasons for the Variation 
in Prevalence

There are three main reasons why the prevalence of 
blindness is higher in children in countries with low 
and medium levels of development compared with 
highly developed countries:
1. Some conditions only occur in very poor commu-

nities (e.g. vitamin A deficiency; use of harmful 
traditional eye remedies).

2. Conditions which can lead to blindness are being 
prevented in highly developed countries but are 
not being adequately controlled in poorer coun-
tries (e.g. measles infection, ophthalmia neonato-
rum, congenital rubella, retinopathy of prematu-
rity).

3. Clinical services to restore sight or prevent blind-
ness are less well developed in poor countries, and 
parents may not understand the need for surgery 
or may not be able to afford the treatment (e.g. 
cataract and glaucoma).

Table 5.2 Estimates of the proportion of children who are blind, by aetiological category and World Bank region. EME Estab-
lished Market Economies, MEC Middle East Crescent, FSE Former Socialist Economies, OAI Other Asia and Islands, LAC Latin 
America and Caribbean, SSA sub-Saharan Africa
WB region EME FSE LAC MEC China India OAI SSA ALL ALL
No blind 50,000 40,000 100,000 190,000 210,000 270,000 220,000 320,000 1,400,000

Richest region (%)     Poorest region (%) Number Percentage
Unknown 14.0 43.8 32.1 36.5 53.0 54.7 50.0 36.9 612,800 43.8 
Hereditary 45.0 17.8 22.1 55.1 30.7 19.3 20.0 20.0 381,300 27.2 
Childhood 10.0 5.0 9.9 6.1 14.0 21.7 22.6 34.6 277,000 19.8 
Perinatal 24.0 27.8 27.8 1.3 2.3 1.5 6.3 5.9 95,100 6.8 
Intrauterine 7.0 5.8 8.1 1.1 0.1 2.7 1.0 2.5 33,800 2.4 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1,400,000 100 

Compiled from a database held by C. Gilbert at the International Centre for Eye Health, LSHTM
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5.6 Causes of Blindness 
Associated with Poverty

5.6.1 Vitamin A Deficiency Disorders 

Vitamin A (retinol) has many functions apart from 
phototransduction, and it plays an important role in 
embryogenesis, haemopoesis, growth, the immune 
system, epithelial differentiation and as an anti-
oxidant [34]. Preformed retinol is found in animal 
sources (e.g. breast milk, dairy products, fish oil) and 
vitamin A precursors (e.g. carotenoids and carotenes) 
are found in yellow and red fruit and vegetables, red 
palm oil and dark-green leafy vegetables. Young chil-
dren have disproportionately high daily requirements 
for vitamin A as they are growing and this is the sector 
of the population most vulnerable to deficiency. They 
are also totally dependent on their care givers for the 
foods they eat. Young children can become vitamin A 
deficient as a result of several mechanisms which of-
ten occur in combination: poor dietary intake of vita-

min A rich foods, malabsorption (diarrhoea being the 
commonest cause), increased demand for vitamin A 
due to infectious diseases and loss of retinol in the 
urine or feces (as can occur in measles). Severely 
malnourished children with protein energy malnutri-
tion also lack carrier proteins which reduces delivery 
of retinol to target tissues. More distal predisposing 
factors include large family sizes, lack of maternal 
education, poor water supplies and sanitation and lack 
of land ownership against a backdrop of poor climate 
and soils, lack of infrastructure for transporting food, 
poor governance, political instability and displace-
ment. The global distribution of vitamin A deficiency 
disorders in children is shown in Fig. 5.2 [42]. Chil-
dren who are deficient in vitamin A may or may not 
have the clinical signs (xerophthalmia), but all those 
who are deficient are at increased risk of infectious 
diseases and higher mortality rates. Indeed, children 
who are deficient can enter a vicious cycle: they are 
more prone to infection on account of changes to the 
immune system and reduction in epithelial barrier 

Fig. 5.2 Countries stratified by joint prevalence of vitamin A deficiency, defined by serum retinol concentra-
tions (<0.70μmol/L), or abnormal conjunctival impression cytology, and xerophthalmia (all active stages 
combined) among preschool aged children. (With permission from  kking@nutrition.org; West KP Jr. Extent 
of vitamin A deficiency among preschool children and women of reproductive age. J Nutr. 2002 132 (Suppl): 
2857S–2866S)
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function which, in turn, leads to increased demand 
for vitamin A, loss of intake an account of malaise, 
and possibly decreased absorption if they have diar-
rhoea. The child most at risk of acute, life-threatening 
vitamin A deficiency (and blindness) is a young child 
whose mother was vitamin A deficient during preg-
nancy, who was not adequately breast fed, who was 
weaned on foods low in vitamin A, who has a diet 
low in vitamin A and who then develops an acute in-
fectious illness.

The ocular features of xerophthalmia are night 
blindness (XN), conjunctival xerosis (X1A), Bitots 
spots (X1B) corneal xerosis (X2), corneal ulceration 
and keratomalacia (X3A and B), corneal scarring 
(XS) and fundus changes (XF). Conjunctival xero-
sis and Bitots spots are signs of chronic deficiency 
and tend to occur in older children while the corneal 
changes reflect acute deficiency and usually occur in 
children below the age of 6 years [34]. In 2002 there 
were estimated to be 4.4 million children with xe-
rophthalmia 127 million with subclinical evidence of 
deficiency (low serum retinol levels or with abnormal 
impression cytology) [42].

In the 1980s several large-scale population-based 
clinical trials were undertaken to determine whether 
vitamin A supplementation reduced child mortality 
and morbidity. These trials demonstrated conclu-
sively that improving the vitamin A status of vulner-
able populations of children markedly reduces child 
mortality [4]. These findings provided the evidence 
and impetus for global partnerships for control. In the 
long term, prevention of vitamin A deficiency requires 
socio-economic development and elimination of pov-
erty in all its guises. In the medium term the follow-
ing strategies are being adopted: food diversification, 
fortification of commonly consumed foods, promo-
tion of home gardening, nutrition education and food 
supplementation for preschool age children [40]. 
Short-term strategies include supplementation with 
high-dose retinal palmitate of women immediately 
after delivery and of children aged 6−72 months of 
age. Many countries now have large-scale programs, 
with vitamin A being given to infants and children at 
the time of immunization, and targets have been set 
for eliminating vitamin A deficiency as a public health 
problem. Control of vitamin A deficiency is one of the 
factors responsible for declining under-5-years mor-
tality rates in many of the least developed countries of 
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa [21] and for the reduc-

tion in childhood corneal blindness being observed in 
many of the poorer countries of the world [41].

5.6.2 Traditional Eye Remedies

The use of traditional eye remedies is an important 
cause of ocular morbidity in adults and children, 
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa; however, deter-
mining the extent to which traditional remedies con-
tribute towards blindness is difficult, as patients are 
often reluctant to admit they have used them and the 
diagnosis is often one of exclusion.

The WHO has defined traditional medicine as “…
the sum total of all the knowledge and practices, used 
in diagnosis, prevention and elimination of physical, 
mental or social imbalance and relying exclusively 
on practical experience and observation handed down 
from generation to generation, whether verbally or 
in writing. Traditional medicine might also be con-
sidered as solid amalgamation of dynamic medicine 
know-how and ancestral experience. Traditional Af-
rican medicine might also be considered to be the 
sum total of practices, measures, ingredients and pro-
cedures of all kinds, whether material or not, which 
from time immemorial has enabled the African to 
guard against disease, to alleviate his suffering and to 
cure himself.” [45].

People’s understanding of the causes of disease 
vary. For example, in animist societies some condi-
tions are believed to be supernatural in origin (e.g. 
angering ancestral spirits, the result of witchcraft or 
the “evil eye”) or they may arise as a result of con-
flict, tension, jealousy, immoral behaviour or break-
ing local customs or taboos, or they may be passed 
down within the family (usually attributed to the 
mother). Other conditions are thought to arise as a 
consequence of lack of respect towards parents or 
elders, or weakness or eating unclean food. These 
beliefs influence whom people turn to when they 
become sick, and what they do about it. The use of 
traditional eye remedies is common, particularly in 
sub-Saharan Africa, where allopathic medicine has 
only been available for the past few generations. In-
deed, it is a common practice for patients to use tra-
ditional and allopathic medicine concurrently, or they 
may only seek allopathic medicine once traditional 
remedies have failed.
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Traditional practices may be benign (e.g. ritual 
bathing, dances), beneficial (e.g. steam baths, inha-
lations) or harmful. The use of harmful traditional 
remedies, either home remedies or prescribed by 
traditional healers, is an important cause of corneal 
blindness in children, particularly in sub-Saharan Af-
rica [7]. Traditional remedies can lead to visual loss in 
children through several mechanisms: adnexal inju-
ries (from thermal, acid or alkaline burns) can lead to 
exposure keratitis and secondary infection. Exposure 
keratitis can occur if parents hold the eyes of their 
child open, a practice believed to prevent blindness 
from measles in parts of West Africa. Mechanical 
damage and burns can result from objects and mate-
rial being inserted into the eye (e.g. twigs and leaves, 
ground up cowrie shells, acidic or alkaline liquids, 
toxic sap or infusions made from plants). Fungal in-
fection can occur if plant material is inserted into the 
eye, and gonococcal keratoconjunctivits can compli-
cate instillation of infected urine. Even harmless tra-
ditional remedies can lead to blindness indirectly, as 
a consequence of delay in seeking more appropriate 
treatment. 

The practice of traditional healing varies enor-
mously from locality to locality and the tradition and 
remedies are often passed down within the family. 
Some healers develop specific areas of expertise (e.g. 
mental health) and payment is often in kind. Even in 
settings where eye care services are available mem-
bers of the community often consult the traditional 
healer first, or want to discuss decisions with them 
having already seen an eye-care worker. Given their 
local standing, workshops for traditional healers have 
been held in countries in sub-Saharan Africa and Ne-
pal where they have been advised regarding which 
harmful practices to avoid and they have been shown 
which cases should be referred for surgery (e.g. cata-
ract).

5.7 Causes Where Prevention 
is Inadequate

5.7.1 Measles-Related Blindness

Measles can lead to corneal ulceration and scarring 
through a variety of mechanisms including acute vi-
tamin A deficiency with corneal ulceration and kera-
tomalacia, secondary bacterial infection, exposure 

keratitis, secondary herpes simplex virus (HSV) ker-
atitis, measles keratitis and the use of harmful tradi-
tional eye medicines. Measles is perhaps the most im-
portant infectious disease that can precipitate a child 
with subclinical vitamin A deficiency into acute blind-
ing and life-threatening deficiency. Measles increases 
the metabolic rate and utilization of vitamin A; intake 
of vitamin-A-rich foods may be low, due to anorexia, 
feeding taboos and customs, and painful herpetic oral 
ulceration; infection of the gastrointestinal tract can 
cause malabsorption and protein-losing enteropathy 
(with loss of carrier proteins), and infection of the 
urinary tract can lead to loss of retinol in the urine. 
Measles infection affects all epithelial tissues and 
so retinol is in great demand during epithelial repair 
[36].

Measles infection of the corneal epithelium usu-
ally causes a mild, self-limiting (albeit symptomatic) 
keratitis, but occasionally more extensive corneal 
erosions can occur. This loss of barrier function pre-
disposes towards secondary bacterial infection and 
suppurative keratitis. Measles infection depresses 
cell-mediated and humoural immunity, which prob-
ably explains the secondary herpetic infection, which 
can become amoeboid, or involve the corneal stroma. 
Severe measles can lead to dehydration and prostra-
tion – the child may develop exposure keratitis and 
secondary infection. In Africa measles is known to 
be a severe condition and there is often local knowl-
edge that measles can cause blindness. Parents try 
to prevent this by using traditional remedies (see 
Sect. 5.6.2).

In poorly developed countries measles has a far 
higher mortality rate than in highly developed coun-
tries (7% or higher compared with < 0.1%) with mor-
tality being higher in infants and older children. The 
severity of measles in poorly developed countries is 
due to overcrowding (which increases the infecting 
dose of virus) [1], pre-existing malnutrition and vi-
tamin A deficiency, and inadequate health services to 
manage life-threatening complications (i.e. pneumo-
nia and diarrhoea). 

Measles is also highly infectious, with a basic re-
productive rate of 15 which means in “virgin”, non-
immune populations, one infected individual passes 
the infection on to 15 others, on average. To prevent 
epidemics, very high levels of immunity are, there-
fore, required. Measles immunization coverage has 
increased dramatically in many countries, with a 
concomitant drop in the number of cases of measles 
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and measles related deaths; however, there are still 
approximately 450,000 cases annually, and 15 coun-
tries (most in sub-Saharan Africa) have an incidence 
of ≥ 50/100,000 [44]. Measles immunization cover-
age was < 50% in 5 African countries in 2004, and 
50−79% in > 20 other countries: measles epidemics 
are, therefore, still likely in these countries.

5.7.2 Retinopathy of Prematurity

Retinopathy of prematurity is emerging as an impor-
tant potentially avoidable cause of blindness in chil-
dren in the middle-income countries of Latin America 
and eastern Europe [13, 16], and it is also becoming a 
problem in cities in the emerging economies of Asia 
(e.g. Thailand, the Philippines, India, Vietnam and 
China) [6, 11, 29, 33, 39]. In Latin America the pro-
portion of blindness in children due to ROP varies but 
can be as high as 60% (one province in Argentina), 
and in eastern Europe almost 50% of new cases of 
blindness in children in Moscow and Poland is due to 
ROP [32]. The available data seem to suggest that the 

proportion of blindness due to ROP is associated with 
infant mortality rates [17]. In countries with very low 
IMRs (< 9/1,000 live births), which include North 
America, western Europe, Japan, Australia and New 
Zealand, approximately 10% of blindness in children 
is due to ROP. In these settings standards of neonatal 
care are high and there are programs in place to detect 
and treat babies with type-1 ROP. At the other end of 
the socio-economic spectrum, where IMRs are high 
(> 60/1,000 live births), blindness due to ROP is very 
unusual. Most of these countries are in sub-Saharan 
Africa, where neonatal intensive care services are ei-
ther not in place, or premature babies do survive long 
enough to develop severe ROP [3]. The last group 
are middle-income countries with IMRs in the range 
9−60/1,000 live births, and it is these countries where 
ROP is emerging as an important cause of blindness 
(Fig. 5.3). This has been referred to as the “third epi-
demic” of ROP [13]. 

This “third epidemic” of ROP blindness has sev-
eral explanations. Firstly, rates of preterm birth tend 
to be higher in middle-income countries than in high-
income countries, particularly in Latin America where 
teenage pregnancies are common. Secondly, in mid-

Infant mortality rate Risk of ROP blindness

<9/1,000 live births Low: excellent neonatal care and effective ROP programs
9-60/1,000 live births High: neonatal care and ROP programs not always adequate
>60/1,000 live births Low: little provision for premature babies

Fig. 5.3 Likelihood of retinopathy of prematurity being an important cause of blindness in children, using 
infant mortality rates as a proxy indicator. (Reproduced with permission from Eye (2007) 21:1338–43 by 
the Royal College of Ophthalmologists, London)
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dle-income countries a high proportion of deliveries 
are in health facilities and premature babies are likely 
to be admitted to neonatal intensive care. Thirdly, 
rates of severe ROP are higher in premature babies in 
low- and middle-income countries, even when wider 
screening criteria have been used, suggesting that ba-
bies are being exposed to risk factors which are now 
largely controlled in highly developed countries. For 
example, in Latin America neonatal care is provided 
by a range of service providers, with some units hav-
ing excellent facilities and high staff:patient ratios; 
however, many neonatal units in low- and middle-
income countries do not have enough equipment for 
continuous monitoring of all babies on supplemental 
oxygen, and nursing shortages mean that one nurse 
can be responsible for several high-dependency ba-
bies. Variations in levels of neonatal care mean that 
some babies are cared for in “first epidemic” envi-
ronments, whereas others are in “second epidemic” 
environments – this is why the third epidemic of ROP 
affects babies with characteristics of both (Fig. 5.4). 
The final important factor is that screening and treat-
ment programs for ROP are not uniformly in place. 
Reasons for this vary: in some countries there is a real 
shortage of ophthalmologists while in other countries 
ophthalmologists are not skilled in indirect ophthal-
moscopy. In many middle-income countries ophthal-
mologists suffer loss of income if they screen in their 
own time, as government employees need to work in 
the private sector to supplement their low incomes. 
Fear of litigation is also emerging as a demotivating 
factor; however, many countries in Latin America are 
expanding and improving their ROP programs, are 
using national guidelines and have established na-
tional ROP committees. Much more needs to be done 
to reduce rates of ROP in middle-income countries, 
by improving neonatal care for babies at risk partic-
ularly in relation to the delivery and monitoring of 
supplemental oxygen.

5.8 Causes Where Treatment 
is Inadequate

Cataract, and to a lesser extent, glaucoma, are im-
portant potentially avoidable cause of blindness in 
children; however, good outcomes are determined to 

a large extent by patient as well as provider consid-
erations.

Most studies, including those from poorly devel-
oped countries, indicate that the majority of cataract 
in childhood is sporadic, which provides little op-
portunity for prevention. Challenges to improving 
outcomes in resource-poor settings are that children 
often present very late [26], parents may not be able 
to afford the inpatient and surgical costs, consum-
ables for children are not readily available, surgical 
management can be sub-optimal as sub-specialty 
ophthalmology is not widely practiced, optical and 
low-vision services often do not cater to the needs 
of pseudo/aphakic children and children often do not 
return for follow-up. An additional challenge is that 
in many poorly developed countries many more boys 
present for cataract surgery than girls [9], despite 
there being no evidence that there are significant gen-
der differences in the incidence. This almost certainly 
reflects the fact that poor parents are more willing to 
use their scarce resources for health care for their 
sons rather than for their daughters.

Reasons for late presentation include lack of 
awareness on the part of parents that their child has 
a treatable condition, and in some countries there is 
a belief that children who are born blind cannot have 
their sight restored (M. Muhit, unpublished data). 
There is also lack of awareness among general physi-
cians, who are often the first point of contact, who 
tell parents that their child is too young for surgery, 
or that the cataract needs to mature. As late presenta-
tion adversely affects the visual outcome, it is impor-
tant that providers of surgical services for cataract in 
children also provide low-vision services so that the 
children’s residual vision can be maximized.

However, much has been achieved since the launch 
of VISION2020 in 1999. One of the VISION2020 
targets is to establish one tertiary eye care facility for 
children for every 10 million population, with a well-
trained, well-equipped clinical team. Training cen-
tres which offer high-volume, high-quality, hands-
on clinical training have been established in India, 
Tanzania and Pakistan, and Child Eye Care centres 
are being set up, with support from the international 
non-governmental organizations. Resource centres 
which bulk purchase high-quality, low-cost equip-
ment, consumables and low-vision devices have also 
been established in Hong Kong and Durban, South 
Africa. In Bangladesh a national program has been 
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Fig. 5.4 a Birth weight and gestational age (GA) of infants reported with threshold disease 
from countries with high UNDP HDIs between 1996 and 2002. b Birth weight and GA of 
infants reported with severe retinopathy of prematurity from countries with low/middle HDIs 
between 1996 and 2002. The horizontal and vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the United 
Kingdom screening criteria. (From [16] reproduced with permission from Pediatrics (2005) 
115:518–525 by the American Academy of Pediatrics)

Mean birth weights in industrialized countries 737−763 g
Mean gestational ages in industrialized countries 25.3−25.6 weeks

Mean birth weights in low- and middle-income countries 903−1.527 g
Mean gestational ages in low- and middle-income countries 26.3−33.5 weeks

(Reproduced with permission from Pediatrics 2005 115: 518–525 by the American Academy 
of Pediatrics.)
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initiated with support from Sightsavers International 
in collaboration with ORBIS International. The im-
petus for the program came from studies using Key 
Informants which showed that an estimated 40,000 
children were blind in the country, almost one third 
of whom were blind from unoperated cataract [25]. 
Since late 2004, six new Child Eye Care centres have 
been established, and active case finding of cataract-
blind children is being undertaken using different 
approaches, including Key Informants. Between the 
start of the project in late 2004 and the end of 2006, 
8,776 children have had cataract surgery, 3,154 of 
whom had bilateral cataracts.

5.9 Magnitude by Cause

Combining data on the prevalence and causes of 
blindness in children allows the likely magnitude of 
blindness by cause to be estimated (Table 5.3). There 
is likely to be a tenfold difference in the number of 

children who are blind in populations in the poorest 
countries of Africa compared with highly developed 
countries. The pattern of causes also differs. In the 
least-developed countries of Africa corneal scarring 
due to vitamin A deficiency, measles infection, use of 
traditional eye remedies and ophthalmic neonatorum 
is important, while in affluent societies the evidence 
suggests that the consequences of prematurity (cor-
tical blindness as well as ROP) are the commonest 
potentially avoidable cause of blindness in children. 
Countries in Asia which are in transition can have a 
situation where corneal blindness is still a problem in 
underserved rural areas, whereas ROP is emerging as 
a cause in urban areas [11].

5.10 Changing Pattern of Causes

The available evidence suggests that the major avoid-
able causes of blindness in children are changing in 
response to changes in socio-economic development, 

Table 5.3 Estimates of the number of blind children per 10 million population and major avoidable causes, by level of socio-
economic development

Per 10 million total population
Level of development Population aged 

0−15 years (%)
No. of 
children 
(million)

Prevention  
of blindness

No.  
of blind

Major causes No. affected

High income 20 2 0.3/1,000 600 Scar 0
Cataract/glaucoma 60
ROP 60
Others (mainly CNS)a 480

Middle income 30 3 0.6/1,000 1,800 Scar 0
Cataract/glaucoma 360
ROP 450
Othersa 990

Low income 40 4 0.9/1,000 3,600 Scar 720
Cataract/glaucoma 720
ROP 0
Othersa 2,160

Very low income 50 5 1.2/1,000 6,000 Scar 3,000
Cataract/glaucoma 900
ROP 0
Othersa 2,100

Compiled from a database held by C. Gilbert at the International Centre for Eye Health, LSHTM
aMostly unavoidable causes, such as congenital anomalies, optic atrophy, cortical visual impairment and retinal dystrophies
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improvements in health care delivery and specific 
public health interventions. Over the past few de-
cades there have been major initiatives, partnerships 
and programs to control vitamin A deficiency and 
measles. In many poorly developed countries these 
efforts are having a major impact not only on reduc-
ing child mortality, but they are also reducing cor-
neal blindness in children [41]. In many countries in 
Africa and Asia cataract is now the leading cause of 
new cases of avoidable blindness in children. As al-
ready alluded to, ROP is already an important cause 
in Latin America and Eastern Europe, and it is likely 
to become a significant cause in India, China and 
other emerging economies of South East Asia as their 
provision for premature babies expand.
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Take Home Pearls

The sub-speciality of paediatric • 
ophthalmology needs to be expanded. 
Well trained, well equipped teams need 
to be established at tertiary level for 
10 million population, with provision 
of low vision and optical services.

Awareness of the risk of retinopathy of • 
prematurity needs to be increased among 
those caring for premature babies in 
neonatal intensive care in middle and low 
income settings. Screening programs need 
to use screening criteria that are based on 
local evidence of the population of babies 
at risk of type-1 retinopathy of prematurity.

Health education and training at • 
primary level are needed to improve 
early identification and referral of 
children with cataract for surgical 
management and follow up.

Continued momentum and commitment • 
are needed to ensure that the 
avoidable causes of corneal scarring 
are eliminated by 2020, even in the 
poorest countries of the world.
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6.1 Introduction

The pediatric population has unique ophthalmologic 
needs. Challenges that are intrinsic to the detection 
of eye disease in the pediatric population include the 
vast number of children (nearly 5 million children 
born in the United States per year), the relatively 
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Core Messages

Screening of ocular structure and function • 
is necessary to detect pediatric ocular 
disease. Screening examinations, repeated 
throughout childhood, detect disease 
when treatment is most effective.

The sensitivity and specificity of a • 
screening test or device may vary 
appropriately with respect to the 
severity and impact of the disease to be 
detected. The choice of test sensitivity 
should take into account the importance 
of timely detection, and the relative 
decrease in treatment effectiveness 
that would result from a delay in 
diagnosis if the pathology is missed. 

Since most pediatric eye screening is • 
performed by the primary care physician, 
screening methodologies need to be 
coordinated between the primary care 
physician and a pediatric ophthalmologist.

Screening for Pediatric 
Ophthalmologic Disorders
Sean P. Donahue
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low number of specially trained doctors (fewer than 
2000 active pediatric ophthalmologists in the United 
States), and the inability of children to describe 
symptoms that indicate pathology. These difficulties 
highlight the importance of vision screening in the 
pediatric population.

The ophthalmologic diseases that occur in the pe-
diatric population change with the age of the child. 
Premature infants are at risk for retinopathy of pre-
maturity (ROP). All neonates are at risk for con-
genital cataract, glaucoma, and retinoblastoma. The 
preschool-aged child is at risk for amblyopia, which 
is typically associated with anisometropia, high bilat-
eral refractive error, or strabismus, whereas the child 
in elementary school may possess uncorrected bilat-
eral refractive error that decreases acuity. The diver-
sity of disorders in these age groups requires different 
techniques for screening (Table 6.1). The purpose of 
this chapter is to review the screening methodolo-

gies appropriate to each age group’s condition, while 
highlighting the newer screening technologies.

6.2 Screening Guidelines

The development of screening methodologies to de-
tect ocular pathology in children requires a consensus 
regarding the conditions to detect, and the best test 
methodologies to detect these conditions. Pathology 
detected using screening of the visual system should 
be considered to have similar guidelines as for all 
types of screening. The World Health Organization 
has mandated guidelines for a successful screening 
program as part of a Public Health Program (Ta-
ble 6.2). Generally, the guidelines require that the 
condition being screened for is relatively common, 
a public health concern, and that successful detection 

Table 6.2 World Health Organization guidelines for screening
The condition sought should be an important health problem
There should be an accepted treatment for patients with recognized disease
Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available
There should be a suitable latent or early symptomatic stage
There should be a suitable test or examination
The test should be acceptable to the population
The natural history of the condition, including development from latent to declared disease, should be adequately understood
There should be an agreed policy on whom to treat as patients
The cost of case finding, including diagnosis and treatment of patients diagnosed, should be economically balanced in rela-
tion to expenditures on medical care as a whole
Case finding should be a continuous process and not a “once-for-all” project

Table 6.1 Age-based disorders detectable with vision screening
Age group Premature infant Perinatal period Preschool child School-age child
Pathology Retinopathy of prematurity Congenital cataract, 

anterior segment 
pathology, glaucoma

Amblyopia, strabismus, 
anisometropia, high 
bilateral uncorrected 
refractive error

High uncorrected 
refractive error causing 
blurred vision

Location 
for screening 
detection

Neonatal intensive care 
unit, ophthalmology office

Newborn nursery, 
primary care physician 
office

Primary care physi-
cian office, preschool, 
daycare

Primary care physician 
office, school system

Detection 
methodology

Extended ophthalmoscopy 
using scleral depression 
and indirect ophthalmo-
scope through dilated pupil

Direct ophthalmoscopy 
or retinoscopy, pen light 
evaluation

Automated refraction, 
photoscreening, tradi-
tional vision screening 
using optotypes

Traditional optotype-
based acuity
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and treatment exist. These guidelines were designed 
to be applied to all types of screening, and most are 
also applicable for pediatric vision screening. Most 
pediatric eye diseases and test methods listed in Ta-
ble 6.1 fit the WHO guidelines, although for some 
conditions (particularly amblyogenic factors), the 
natural history remains somewhat unknown, and the 
latent period is quite prolonged.

6.3 Retinopathy of Prematurity

A major cause of visual impairment in premature 
infants is ROP. In developing countries, ROP is 
the leading cause of visual impairment in children. 
While the development of cryotherapy substantially 
decreased the amount of ROP-related blindness in the 
United States and much of Europe [13], it remains the 
second most common cause of childhood blindness, 
following cortical visual impairment. Laser photoco-
agulation is now the primary treatment modality for 
severe, acute ROP (prior to retinal detachment) [29, 
54]. The role of anti-VEGF medications being ad-
ministered systemically or locally to aid in the treat-
ment of advanced disease is evolving rapidly. The 
American Academy of Pediatrics recently revised its 
guidelines for screening premature infants at risk for 
ROP (Table 6.3) [48]. Screening for retinopathy of 
prematurity should be done by an experienced oph-
thalmologist, typically using scleral depression and 
indirect ophthalmoscopy, and should be performed 
through a dilated pupil. Children should be screened 
beginning at 31 weeks gestational age, but this var-
ies depending upon the postnatal age. Screening is 
normally continued until there is complete maturity 
of the nasal retinal blood vessels (zone III) or the risk 
of serious disease has passed (45 weeks postconcep-

tional age) [48]. Detailed discussion of diagnosis and 
treatment of ROP is given in Chap. 26.

Screening for retinopathy of prematurity requires 
highly trained ophthalmologists and is typically done 
by pediatric or retinal sub-specialists. Decreasing 
availability of these specialists along with increasing 
numbers of patients meeting screening guidelines, 
and liability concerns by screening and treating phy-
sicians, has caused a near crisis in some geographic 
areas. New technologies, such as telemedicine, show 
promise in helping to alleviate this imbalance, how-
ever. The RetCam is a wide-angle camera that can be 
used in the neonatal intensive care unit, potentially by 
nurses or other hospital staff [19, 43, 56]. Because the 
new ET-ROP guidelines essentially allow the pres-
ence of “plus disease” (significant vascular dilation 
and tortuosity; see also Chap. 26) to guide treatment 
decisions [42], posterior pole retinal images obtained 
using the RetCam may be adequate for some screening 
purposes [45]; however, the lack of agreement among 
trained ophthalmologists about what constitutes “plus 
disease” [7], and the relative inability of the RetCam 
to view the peripheral retina (where the pathology ex-
ists) [49], are issues of significant concern. Finally, 
the extremely high sensitivity to detect treatable ROP 
that is demanded by the United States legal system 
(100%) currently limits the ability of telemedicine 
and wide-angle fundus photography to play any more 
than a minor role in current ROP screening.

6.4 Screening the Term Neonate

Screening of newborn infants is necessary to detect 
treatable anterior segment pathology, such as cata-
ract, glaucoma, and other congenital structural abnor-
malities. Untreated total bilateral congenital cataracts 
typically cause the development of nystagmus within 
the first 8−10 weeks of postnatal life. The develop-
ment of nystagmus is typically a poor prognostic 
sign, despite clearing the visual axis and correcting 
the aphakia. For unilateral congenital cataract, ap-
proximately age 17 weeks is the latest time a cataract 
can be removed and 20/20 visual acuity still regained 
despite adequate optical correction and institution 
of amblyopia therapy [6]; thus, detection of anterior 
segment pathology at either the nursery examination 
or at the 2- or 6-week well-child examination is vital. 

Table 6.3 Revised screening guidelines for retinopathy of pre-
maturity. (From [48])
All infants with birth weight < 1500 g
All infants with gestational age < 30 weeks
Selected infants with unstable clinical course
Initial screening at 31 weeks gestational age if at least 
4 weeks postnatala

a Details provided in reference
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This requires that these examinations be performed in 
the neonatal nursery by the admitting physician and 
by the primary care physician in the office setting.

Detection of congenital cataract is typically per-
formed by red reflex testing. The current recommen-
dation from the American Academy of Pediatrics [47] 
is that red reflex screening by primary care doctors 
occur within the first 2 months of postnatal life. In ad-
dition to the neonatal visit, the 2- and 6-week outpa-
tient examinations are appropriate times for screen-
ing. The presence of glaucoma in the neonatal period 
is unusual, but observation of the anterior segment 
for buphthalmos, enlarged, or hazy corneas is neces-
sary. Epiphora is a relatively late sign of congenital 
or acquired glaucoma.

Some pediatric ophthalmologists recommend that 
primary care doctors screen children for retinoblas-
toma using red reflex testing with pupillary dilation. 
This trend likely is due to the poor visual outcome 
expected for children who present in the classic man-
ner (leukocoria or strabismus) with sporadic retino-
blastoma [26]. Invariably, even though the affected 
eye with monocular retinoblastoma is retained, func-
tional vision is almost always lost. Implementing 
such a screening process in the primary care office is 
challenging for several reasons. Firstly, the sensitiv-
ity of primary-care-physician red-reflex testing at any 
age to detect a small retinoblastoma before it enters 
the macula is unknown. The age at which the screen-
ing should optimally be performed is also unknown; 
although most children with sporadic retinoblastoma 
present before age 18 months, it is unclear when 
the best time for such screening should occur, and 
it is likely different in different individuals. Earlier 
screening would likely detect more patients with-
out macular involvement, but the smaller tumor size 
would decrease sensitivity. Finally, the extreme rarity 
of sporadic retinoblastoma (in the absence of family 
history) makes the likelihood of detecting most chil-
dren with disease, while not producing massive num-
bers of false-positive referrals and overwhelming the 
primary care eye care system, unlikely.

6.5 Preschool Vision Screening

During the preschool age period (up to 6 years), the 
most common ocular conditions are strabismus, ani-
sometropia, and high bilateral uncorrected refractive 

error such as hypermetropia or astigmatism. All of 
these, if untreated, can produce amblyopia. Classic 
testing has involved optotype-based screening of vi-
sual acuity for these children; however, such screen-
ing is difficult in the pediatrician’s office and is there-
fore often not performed until at least 3.5 years, if at 
all [53]. Thus, prior to this age a child is at risk for the 
development of amblyopia but it cannot be detected 
by traditional means. While some studies have dem-
onstrated the ability of traditional acuity screening to 
detect amblyopia in 3-year-old children, most do not 
show good success rates until at least age 4 years.

The issue of what levels of refractive pathology 
should be detected with preschool vision screening 
is becoming clearer. The prevalence of high myopia 
in this population is low. Since most preschool chil-
dren have a working distance of <1 m, myopic refrac-
tive errors in the range of –1.50 diopters or less are 
functionally irrelevant. Symmetric, low-magnitude, 
regular, meridional astigmatism likewise produces 
minimal visual blur, does not usually cause amblyo-
pia, and also probably does not need to be detected. 
High-hypermetropic refractive error, high-magnitude 
bilateral astigmatism, as well as anisometropia rep-
resent pathology that should be detected. Studies by 
Atkinson and others have suggested that the risk of 
strabismus and amblyopia in children whose refrac-
tive error exceeds +3.5 diopters is 13 times the risk of 
the general population, and that spectacle correction 
reduces substantially the risk of strabismus and am-
blyopia in this population [4]; however, techniques 
for detecting uncorrected hypermetropia have not 
been perfected. In addition, the relationship between 
high hyperopia, accommodation, and the develop-
ment of accommodative strabismus is not well under-
stood, as some children with moderate hypermetropia 
do extremely well, while others with only normal or 
moderate magnitude hypermetropia develop strabis-
mus and amblyopia.

Traditional optotype-based vision screening is the 
standard method for detecting amblyopia [9, 21]. Tra-
ditional screening programs use LEA symbols, Allen 
cards, Sheriden-Gardiner cards, HOTV letters, and 
Teller acuity cards for children who are too young 
to read Snellen letters. Testing personnel include 
trained lay volunteers, pediatricians, pediatric nurses, 
school nurses, and sometimes orthoptists. In addition 
to optotype-based acuities, tests for ocular alignment, 
such as a cover test or a light reflex test, and tests 
of stereopsis, are occasionally added to many testing 
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protocols. As a result, there is no standard guideline 
or mandate for preschool vision testing methodology. 
This has resulted in a relatively low compliance with 
published screening guidelines [21].

A significant limitation of picture-based acuity 
tests is that they often overestimate acuity compared 
with standard Snellen letters. This is important be-
cause mild and even moderate amblyopia may not be 
detected.

An additional limitation of all optotype-based tests 
used for the detection of amblyopia is the crowding 
phenomenon seen in amblyopic eyes; acuity is ob-
served to be much better when isolated optotypes 
are shown to the child than when an entire line of 
optotypes is presented. The crowding phenomenon is 
observed with all methods of optotype-based screen-
ing; however, it is more commonly a problem when 
screening personnel “help” the younger child read the 
eye chart by isolating a single optotype in a line with 
hands, papers, or other objects. This well-intentioned 
“assistance” causes amblyopia to be missed. There-
fore, acuity testing should be performed with the 
fellow eye occluded by a stick-on patch or adhesive 
paper tape to prevent peeking.

In 1998 an extensive retrospective review of pre-
school vision screening literature was performed by 
Stewart-Brown and Snowdon [5]. Their review re-
vealed deficits in our knowledge of how amblyopic 
patients report their specific visual disabilities, a lack 
of prospective data evaluations of treatments, and the 
lack of natural history data. Thus, despite the multi-
tude of retrospective studies demonstrating that vi-
sion screening could efficiently identify amblyopic 
children, and that amblyopia treatment could improve 
visual acuity, their report concluded that “screening 
is not effective… because there is no evidence that 
treatment is either effective or necessary.” This report 
understandably created a firestorm of controversy 
across Europe and the United States, but served as 
the impetus for many studies that have since dem-
onstrated conclusively the success of screening for 
and treating of amblyopia. Several of these studies 
are summarized below. 

Kvarnstrom et al. demonstrated that a Swedish vi-
sion screening program reduced the prevalence of sig-
nificant amblyopia (visual acuity less that 20/60) from 
2 to 0.2%, and that 47% of amblyopic children could 
achieve visual acuity better than 20/30 with treatment 
[24]. A similar screening program using orthoptists 
in Haifa, Israel, compared a population screened at 

infancy with a population having no screening [18]. 
Amblyopia prevalence in the screened group was 
1.0% compared with 2.6% in the unscreened group; 
moreover, the prevalence of 20/60 or worse ambly-
opia was less than 0.1% in the screened population 
compared with 1.7% in the non-screened population. 
An additional study of intensive screening using or-
thoptists (the ALSPAC study team) demonstrated that 
intensive vision screening reduced the prevalence of 
amblyopia at age 7.5 years to 0.6% compared with 
1.8% prevalence following a single orthoptic screen-
ing at age 37 years [55].

The original report by Snowdon and Stewart-
Brown also suggested that there were no data study-
ing either the natural history of amblyopia or the 
effectiveness of treatment. These notions have also 
been debunked by multiple studies. Simons and Pre-
slan evaluated 18 children aged 4−6 years who had 
been screened for amblyopia and had not complied 
with their prescribed treatment [51]. When re-evalu-
ated at a repeat screening 1 year later, only one child 
of the 18 (who wore glasses sporadically) showed any 
improvement in the amblyopic eye. No other children 
showed any improvement; 7 of the 17 showed dete-
rioration in acuity, and three who had no amblyopia 
developed it during their non-compliance.

The Pediatric Eye Disease Investigator Group (PE-
DIG) has performed several randomized controlled 
prospective masked evaluations of amblyopia treat-
ment. Results from studies performed by this multi-
center group showed that atropine and occlusion 
produce significant improvement in visual function 
of amblyopic eyes [30, 31, 32, 37]; even with lim-
ited treatment [33, 34]; that this visual improvement 
remains relatively stable over time [35, 37, 40]; that 
amblyopia can be treated, although to a lesser extent, 
in children older than age 7 years [36, 38]; and that 
amblyopia does not resolve without treatment [39].

The cost-effectiveness of amblyopia screening 
and treatment has also been clearly demonstrated. 
Konig and Berry performed an economic evalua-
tion of several methodologies of screening and found 
binocular visual acuity screening to have favorable 
cost-effectiveness compared with other types of vi-
sion screening [23]. Membreno et al. showed that 
amblyopia treatment when measured by cost per 
quality adjusted life year gained was approximately 
US$2281. This compares favorably with nearly all 
ophthalmic interventions for all conditions, with the 
exception of screening and treatment of retinopathy 
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of prematurity [14, 27]. Membreno et al. also demon-
strated that amblyopia screening and treatment would 
return US$22 to the economy for every US$1 spent, 
and that loss of vision in the fellow eye of amblyopic 
individuals leads to a decrease in yearly U.S. Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) of US$7.4 billion. Perhaps 
the greatest risk of not treating amblyopia lies in the 
potential for loss of vision in the healthy eye at a later 
stage in life. A United Kingdom surveillance study 
of individuals with unilateral amblyopia who had ac-
quired vision loss in their healthy eye found that the 
projected lifetime risk of vision loss (to 20/40 or less 
that precludes driving) was at least 1.2%, and that 
65% of the people who lost vision in their healthy eye 
were unable to continue paid employment [41, 52].

It is now clear from a multitude of studies that am-
blyopia is a significant visual disability, that it can 
be detected by screening, and that treatment is both 
successful and cost-effective.

6.5.1 Techniques of Vision Screening

Traditional vision screening using optotypes is the 
time-honored technique to detect decreased acuity 
and amblyopia in young children. The lack of wide-
spread acceptance of traditional screening in the pri-
mary care pediatrician’s office however, implies that 
there are limitations to these methodologies. These 
limitations include the relative maturity of the child 
needed to perform the screening, the relatively large 
amount of time needed to perform it, the require-
ment for extensive cooperation by the child, and the 
lack of insurance reimbursement for most traditional 
screening. It should be noted that a new CPT code, 
99173, for objective screening of visual acuity, has 
been available in the United States for approximately 
3 years; but it has not yet been linked with a formal 
RVU value or reimbursement.

As a result of the limitations of traditional acuity 
screening, recent developments in technology and the 
desire to detect abnormalities before they cause am-
blyopia have led to the development of new instru-
ments for preschool vision screening. Primarily, these 
instruments involve either automated retinoscopy, or 
photoscreening. There are several instruments which 
are commercially available and which have various 
levels of validation. The remainder of this section re-

views the data regarding these instruments, recogniz-
ing that this is a rapidly evolving field.

6.5.2 The Vision In Preschoolers 
(VIP) Study

The Vision In Preschoolers (VIP) study was an evalu-
ation of several, different types of traditional screen-
ing and new screening methodologies [46, 57]. The 
first phase of this multicenter prospective evaluation 
of over 1000 preschool children demonstrated four 
methodologies to have the best sensitivity to detect 
decreased visual acuity and high refractive error: 
non-cycloplegic retinoscopy; the Welch Allyn Sure-
Sight (Welch Allyn, Skaneatelas, N.Y.); the Nikon 
Retinomax (Nikon, Melville, N.Y.); and LEA sym-
bols [46]. Non-cycloplegic retinoscopy requires the 
skill of a trained professional, and therefore is not 
an adequate technique for wide-scale screening of 
preschool children. The SureSight and Retinomax 
are examples of auto retractors, and are discussed 
below. The LEA symbols represent a commercially 
available type of optotype-based traditional acuity 
screening. A major difference between traditional 
acuity screening methodologies for vision screen-
ing is that the former detects decreases in acuity di-
rectly, whereas the latter detects problems that may 
lead to decreased visual acuity. These problems have 
been termed “amblyogenic factors” (Table 6.4). The 
detection of amblyogenic factors, rather than direct 

Table 6.4 Amblyogenic factors to be detected by screening
Anisometropia (spherical or cylindrical) > 1.5 D
Any manifest strabismus
Hyperopia > 3.50 D in any meridian
Myopia magnitude > 3.00 D in any meridian
Any media opacity > 1 mm in size
Astigmatism > 1.5 D at 90 or 180° > 1.0 in oblique axis 
(more than 10°eccentric to 90 or 180°)
Ptosis ≤ 1 mm margin-reflex distancea

Visual acuity: per AAP (age-appropriate standards)

ª Margin-reflex distance is the distance from the corneal light 
to the upper lid margin, and is the standard objective mea-
surement of ptosis
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detection of decreased acuity, points out a major lim-
itation of these newer technologies. The natural his-
tory of amblyopia development in children with am-
blyogenic factors is unknown, and as a result, since 
some children who are at risk for amblyopia never 
develop it, these technologies inherently over-refer 
children. Factors that are recognized to contribute to 
the development of amblyopia include high, uncor-
rected refractive error (hypermetropia and astigma-
tism), high myopia, and anisometropia. Recently, a 
consensus has evolved with respect to the magnitude 
of such factors that should be identified using new 
technologies for preschool vision screening, and the 
Vision Screening Committee of the American Asso-
ciation of Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus 
(AAPOS) has published a policy statement that man-
dates those refractive errors that should be detected 
with preschool vision screening [16]. This policy 
statement also allows studies of these instruments to 
report results uniformly, allowing for direct compari-
son of sensitivity and specificity data for these new 
techniques.

6.5.3 Photoscreening

Photorefractive screening utilizes a flash of light and 
the observation of the reflection of that light from the 
blur circle of the fundus to detect ocular misalignment 
and refractive blur. Several types of photoscreening 
instruments are available commercially. Most instru-
ments make use of an off-axis flash, which produces 

an abnormality in the red reflex when the eye is not 
aligned, or not properly focused. The abnormality in 
the red reflex can be interpreted to determine if re-
ferral is appropriate. Initial techniques captured the 
image on color film, and evolved to utilize Polaroid 
film, and now digital-image capture. All systems 
require interpretation of the flash image, however, 
and concerns about interpretation limit acceptance 
of photoscreening. Most commercially available 
systems require trained personnel for interpretation, 
although new software is developing that automates 
some of the interpretation. Each of the commercially 
available photoscreening systems has some degree of 
validation (Table 6.5).

The MTI Photoscreener (MTI, Cedar Falls, Iowa) 
is perhaps the most well-evaluated automated visual 
screening instrument. There have been several large 
studies that have evaluated this instrument. The field 
studies generally report positive predictive value 
(since normal children are not referred) while the 
clinic-based studies report sensitivity and specificity 
(since predictive value depends upon disease preva-
lence). The Alaska Blind Child Discovery project uti-
lizes the MTI photoscreener in urban and rural com-
munities in Alaska [2, 3]. Screenings are performed 
by lay personnel and interpreted by a pediatric oph-
thalmologist, based upon the size of the flash cres-
cent in each eye. Over 10,000 screenings have been 
performed thus far in Alaska, and the positive predic-
tive value has approached 90%. Recently, the ABCD 
project has begun using commercially available digi-
tal cameras with standard off-axis flash photography 
[25]. Widespread use of such handheld digital cam-

Table 6.5 New technologies for preschool vision screening
Manufacturer/instrument Method Interpretation Referral criteria References
Photoscreener (MTI, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa)

Polaroid off-axis photoscreener Centralized, manual Various [2, 3, 15, 17, 
20, 46, 57]

Vision Research Corp. 
(Huntsville, Ala.)

Analog off-axis photoscreening Centralized, manual Proprietary [28]

iScreen (Memphis, Tenn.) Digital off-axis photoscreening Centralized, manual Proprietary [22, 46]
Plus Optix  
(Munich, Germany)

Autorefractor Automated Can be altered [8, 46]

Retinomax (Nikon, 
Melville, N.Y.)

Autorefractor Automated Proprietary [12, 46, 47]

SureSight (Welch Allyn, 
Skaneatelas, N.Y.)

Autorefractor Automated Various (see text) [44, 46, 57]
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eras for photoscreening, however, is limited due to 
lack of uniformity in flash design.

A larger field-based vision screening program us-
ing the MTI PhotoscreenerT began in Tennessee [3, 
15]. This program also uses volunteer screeners and 
a central reading center. Referred children are evalu-
ated by local optometrists and ophthalmologists. This 
program has been expanded by the Lions’ Club In-
ternational Foundation to include other states, and 
several foreign countries, and to screen over 500,000 
preschool children with excellent results [17]. Nev-
ertheless, the widespread acceptance of photoscreen-
ing with this model remains hindered by the lack of 
a centralized reading center, and universal agreement 
of criteria for referral and interpretation.

The VIP studies evaluated photoscreening with 
the MTI Photoscreener as one methodology in a pro-
spective trial of over 1000 children with an enriched 
proportion of ocular pathology [46, 57]. In that study, 
photoscreening had a lower sensitivity than the Welsh 
Allyn SureSight and the Nikon Retinomax when 
specificity was fixed retrospectively at 90 or 94%; 
however, the relatively high sensitivity for these other 
instruments was likely a result of a retrospective re-
analysis of the data using a set of referral criteria for 
the autorefractors (but not the photoscreeners) that 
was determined by re-evaluating the study results. 
Other issues with respect to the methodology of the 
VIP study which biased against photoscreening tech-
nology have been discussed extensively in the litera-
ture [1, 17, 20].

Vision Research Company (Huntsville, Ala.) has 
made photoscreening of elementary school children 
a commercial entity. Their company uses a 35-mm 
off-axis photograph to screen children for factors that 
can be associated with decreased visual acuity. Vi-
sion Research typically tests children enrolled in el-
ementary school who are typically past the traditional 
age for amblyopia development. An anecdotal report 
of poorly validated results from referred children was 
published based upon early screening data [28]. This 
company remains the most commonly used photo-
screening instrument. iScreen (Memphis, Tenn.) is a 
company which uses digital photography and a high-
quality photograph with off-axis photoscreening to 
detect amblyogenic factors. Their marketing plan 
places the screening device in the primary care doc-
tor’s office, with remote image transfer to a central-
ized location for interpretation. The VIP study found 

the iScreen device to have nearly identical sensitivity 
as MTI photoscreening [46].

Plus Optix (Munich, Germany) has recently in-
troduced a photoscreening instrument (the Power 
Refractor) which also allows detection of ocular mis-
alignment. An earlier version of this instrument was 
tested in the VIP study and found to have sensitivi-
ties that exceeded the other photoscreening devices 
but fell short of autorefraction [46], likely due to the 
lack of retrospective alteration of the referral criteria 
for the Plus Optix (as was done with autorefraction). 
Field validation of this instrument is underway [8].

Several other photoscreening devices are in vari-
ous levels of development and validation. These new 
systems will combine digital cameras with image 
capture and automated analysis systems that produce 
instant interpretation. An important step in this ad-
vance is a new CPT code for vision screening, 99174, 
which became effective 1 January 2008. While this 
code does not yet have an assigned RVU value (and 
therefore does not have universal reimbursement) 
the recognition of photoscreening as a useful adjunct 
in the primary care office will drive further capital 
investment, leading to increased research and de-
velopment. A statement encouraging the use of pho-
toscreening for preschool vision screening has also 
been published by the American Academy of Pediat-
rics [11], and is currently being updated.

Automated refraction is another method of pre-
school vision screening. Two autorefractors were 
formally validated by the VIP study [46, 57]: the 
Nikon Retinomax, and the Welch Allyn SureSight. 
Both instruments utilize ultrasonic measurements of 
the wavefront to estimate refractive error. These esti-
mates can be used to predict the actual refractive er-
ror in the screened children. The biggest current limi-
tation with the commercially available autorefractors 
is that the estimates of refractive error have only a 
good correlation (i.e., not perfect) with the measured 
refractive error; thus, there is an inherent over- and 
under-referral with these devices. Since the referral 
rate and predictive value as well as the sensitivity and 
specificity depend upon the actual criteria that have 
been proposed, multiple referral criteria have been 
proposed for each instrument. Some of the validation 
studies are summarized below and in Table 6.5.

The SureSight has been much more extensively 
studied than the Retinomax. Multiple referral crite-
ria have been proposed for the SureSight device [44, 
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46, 57]. The VIP study demonstrated that the manu-
facturer’s referral criteria have a sensitivity of over 
90% [46], but the low specificity produces substantial 
over-referrals and a positive predictive value under 
10% [44]. The VIP study proposed a second set of re-
ferral criteria for the SureSight that are commercially 
available as a software upgrade for the device and 
are called the 94% specificity VIP criteria [57]. Their 
implementation is associated with a higher specific-
ity, a lower sensitivity, a much lower referral rate, and 
a higher predictive value than the manufacturer’s cri-
teria [44]. Raising the referral criteria for suspected 
astigmatism from 1.7 diopters (the 94% VIP criteria) 
to 2.2 diopters decreases the referral rate substan-
tially and increases the predictive value to over 50%. 
This modification reduces the referral rate to under 
8% and improves predictive value to over 50% [44]; 
however, these criteria are not currently commer-
cially available.

It is incumbent on any purchaser of the SureSight 
instrument to specify the desired referral criteria soft-
ware at the time of purchase. Various referral crite-
ria may be appropriate, depending on the screening 
situation; specifically the suspected prevalence of the 
disease of the population, the availability and cost of 
subspecialty providers for referred patients, and the 
net direct and indirect cost of over referrals. Areas of 
the country that have low access to providers and re-
ferral subspecialists, and high direct and indirect costs 
of obtaining care (such as rural Alaska) need to bal-
ance a low sensitivity with extremely high specificity 
and low referral rates, while areas with high popula-
tion density and adequate primary pediatric eye care 
capacity may seek a high specificity with less regard 
for over-referrals (false positives). Further evaluation 
of autorefraction and adjustment of referral criteria in 
the future to maximize both sensitivity and specific-
ity will likely continue to increase acceptance of this 
technology.

6.5.4 Required Eye Examinations 
for Preschool Children

Comprehensive eye examinations have been man-
dated by state legislatures for at least three individual 
states in the U.S. Such legislation is usually proposed 

as a method for visual evaluation with extensive sup-
port from the optometry and optical manufacturing 
lobby. While in theory such legislation may appear 
appropriate, there is a lack of legislative mandate for 
what conditions should be detected, how they should 
be detected during an examination (i.e., cyclople-
gia or not) and how identified conditions should 
be treated. Finally, there is a significant issue with 
manpower with respect to the vast number of chil-
dren needing to be evaluated. Recent data regarding 
the results of this vision screening law in the state 
of Kentucky have been published [58]. These results 
demonstrate that spectacles were prescribed for 14% 
of all children, including 11% of 3-year-olds. This is 
bothersome because no data demonstrate that 11% of 
otherwise healthy 3-year-old children require specta-
cles, and our anecdotal experience from seeing many 
of these children for second opinions is that cyclople-
gic refraction is only rarely performed on such chil-
dren and many spectacle prescriptions are incorrect. 
The expense of unnecessary spectacle prescribing for 
such children has not been fully determined but is 
substantial [14].

6.6 Electrophysiologic Testing

Electrophysiologic detection of decreased acuity has 
been performed in laboratories for many years using 
visually evoked response recording. Only recently 
has this technique been suggested for primary vision 
screening. The Diopsys device is a portable screening 
instrument that can be placed in pediatrician offices 
to screen for amblyopia and other causes of decreased 
unilateral or bilateral visual acuity. The testing is per-
formed by the clinic staff, and interpreted in real time 
by integrated software using a proprietary set of refer-
ral criteria to determine if a child should be referred. 
An advantage of this screening instrument to the pe-
diatrician is that the visual evoked response testing 
is reimbursed by many payers. Disadvantages of this 
device are a relatively prolonged test time, the need 
to place scalp electrodes on the child’s head, and the 
requirement for an attentive and cooperative child. 
Only one validation study has been published: Simon 
et al. found that 94% of 122 children aged 6 months 
to 5 years could be tested, with a sensitivity of 97% 
and specificity of 81% when this device was evalu-
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ated in a pediatric ophthalmology clinic [50]. This 
low specificity means that most children referred 
with the current software will have no pathology.

6.7 Screening School-aged Children

As children reach elementary school, their visual sys-
tems are relatively well developed. Screening in this 
population presumes that amblyopia has been detected 
and treated prior to this time and, therefore, the pa-
thology that should be detected in this age group typi-
cally is refractive error. Most myopia tends to appear 
and progress during elementary school. Screening 
for refractive error in school-age children is typically 
done both within the school system and the pediatri-
cian offices. The typical test is Snellen visual acuity 
charts. These charts are time honored, despite the lack 
of formal field validation. Current standards for el-
ementary school screening suggest referral for acuity 
worse than 20/30 in either eye [10]. At later ages, and 
in the known myopic child, relying upon subjective 
symptoms of blurred distance acuity, and traditional 
acuity screening either in the pediatrician’s office, or 
by the optometrist or ophthalmologist, is sufficient. It 
is noteworthy that, in contrast to preschool children, 
lack of treatment of refractive error, either unilateral 
or bilateral, will not lead to permanent afferent visual 
system dysfunction such as amblyopia. 
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7.1 Introduction

Inevitably, an ophthalmologist who cares for children 
will be challenged by an infant with apparently poor 
vision. In most cases, the causes can be divided into 
three categories. The first category is comprised of 
infants in whom the abnormality is apparent after 
thorough ocular examination. Anterior segment ab-
normalities may suggest microphthalmus, aniridia, 
albinism, cataract, or glaucoma. An abnormal fundus 
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Core Messages

Children with apparently poor vision • 
can usually be divided into three 
categories: (1) those with abnormal 
ocular examination; (2) non-existent 
retinal findings but abnormal ERG; or (3) 
those with normal ocular examination.

Common causes of non-ocular visual • 
impairment include congenital ocular 
motor apraxia (saccade initiation 
failure), cortical visual impairment, 
and delayed visual maturation.

Understanding the clinical presentation, • 
assessment, and prognosis for 
each entity is essential for proper 
diagnoses and counseling.
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examination could reveal optic nerve abnormalities, 
abnormal vitreous or retinal pathology suggestive 
of Leber’s congenital amaurosis, achromatopsia, or 
congenital stationary night blindness [6, 42]. The sec-
ond category consists of those infants with subtle or 
non-existent retinal findings but abnormal ERG. The 
third category of infants present with the suspicion 
of blindness and a normal ocular examination. These 
children are particularly challenging. They are a chal-
lenge diagnostically due to frequently associated de-
velopmental or neurological deficits [26]. They are a 
challenge emotionally for parent and physician be-
cause the diagnosis to be given varies widely prog-
nostically from a sighted life to one of severe visual 
impairment.

Caution should be used in labeling a child as blind 
because the definitions vary between organizations, 
academic and educational fields, and the public. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines blindness 
as a corrected visual acuity in the better eye of < 3/60 
(20/400) and severe visual impairment as a corrected 
acuity in the better eye of < 6/60 (20/200) [15, 16]. 
Both of these acuity levels are far better than com-
plete loss of sight, which can be inferred by the term 
“blindness.” The WHO epidemiology studies of child-
hood blindness underscore the discrepancy between 
causes of visual impairment in regions with higher 
versus lower socioeconomic status. Westernized 
countries have significantly higher numbers of non-
ocular, central nervous system (CNS)-related causes 
of blindness, a difference which has been attributed 
both to improved treatment of ocular disease and to 
perinatal intervention resulting in an increased sur-
vival rate of low-birth-weight and premature infants. 
This change in epidemiology brought cortical visual 
impairment (CVI), vision loss due to bilateral CNS 
damage, to the top of the list of childhood causes of 
blindness in the United States; however, CVI must be 
distinguished from other forms of visual impairment 
with normal ocular examinations such as congenital 
motor apraxia and delayed visual maturation.

This chapter focuses first on history and examina-
tion of the child who presents with suspicion of blind-
ness. The more common entities of non-ocular visual 
impairment are then discussed including congenital 
ocular motor apraxia, CVI, and delayed visual matu-
ration with attention to particular aspects of clinical 
presentation and assessment in each condition.

7.1.1 History

A thorough evaluation by the pediatrician should and 
most often does occur prior to ophthalmological ex-
amination. Particular attention should be paid to birth 
history such as prematurity, birth weight, and adverse 
perinatal events. Discussion of family history may 
uncover history of consanguinity which is helpful 
in investigating for evidence of autosomal-recessive 
retinal diseases.

7.1.2 Examination

The absence of “fix and follow” behavior is often the 
first clue to parent or pediatrician of a visual prob-
lem. Infants without this behavior often present after 
approximately 2 months of age when normally de-
veloping children lose the excused “inattention of in-
fancy.” It is an important initial physical examination 
finding. Fixation and pursuit may be accomplished 
even in most newborn infants, although its absence 
may be caused by the infant’s state of alertness. The 
ideal target is the human face. The physician’s face 
or, if unsuccessful, the face of the child’s parent can 
be used during the examination [24]. After the human 
face, bright toys or patterns are useful targets. Once 
established that the child does not have normal visual 
responses, it is important to next establish if the child 
has nystagmus.

Careful examination for nystagmus provides a 
branching point for common ocular causes of severe 
visual impairment (Fig. 7.1) [23]. The presence of 
nystagmus implies anterior pathway disease with the 
most common anterior causes of severe vision im-
pairment in the U.S. being Leber’s congenital amau-
rosis, congenital stationary night blindness, bilat-
eral optic nerve atrophy, and achromatopsia [6, 42]. 
An ERG may be needed to further evaluate retinal 
disease. Magnetic resonance imaging is useful for 
structural examination of optic nerve and chiasmal 
pathology. Only rarely is nystagmus associated with 
cortical visual impairment. It is important to keep in 
mind that it is possible for infants to have both poste-
rior and anterior visual pathway damage resulting in 
a combined clinical picture of nystagmus and CVI. 
Because a relatively intact posterior visual pathway 
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is needed to generate nystagmus, the CNS damage is 
typically mild in these cases [11].

The importance of refraction cannot be overstated 
in children with apparently poor vision. High refrac-
tive error can be a cause of visual inattention in infants 
[44]. It can also lead the clinician to suspect a retinal 
or systemic abnormality [26]; therefore, careful retin-
oscopy should be performed after cycloplegia.

In children without nystagmus, the next step is to 
determine whether they can generate saccadic eye 
movements. Determination of the infant’s ability to 
generate saccades may first be established by test-
ing the vestibulo-ocular reflex. This can be done by 
spinning the infant at arm’s length while facing the 
physician, and observing slow-phase nystagmus to-
ward the infants’ direction of spin with fast-phase re-
fixation in the opposite direction. The fast phase does 
not develop until approximately 45 weeks gestational 
age [5]. Normal full-term infants of 7 days will show 
both slow and fast phase of nystagmus with rotation; 
however, premature infants may have deficient or de-
layed responses [5, 10]. If the infant fails to develop 
a fast phase, this is evidence that they cannot generate 
saccades and there can be no conclusions drawn from 
the “fix and follow” test. These children may have 
congenital ocular motor apraxia or forms of sacca-
dic palsies which may be seen in children with CNS 
damage [24]. It is also important to consider that the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex can occur occasionally in the 
absence of vision, i.e., it is a brain-stem reflex.

If the infant without nystagmus demonstrates the 
ability to generate saccades and has a known history 
of CNS damage, the diagnosis of cortical visual im-
pairment should be considered. Evidence by imag-
ing of damage to the occipital cortex or radiations 
confirms the suspicion. The diagnosis of CVI applies 
only to those infants with damage limited to the vi-
sual pathways, rather than more generalized neuro-
logical disease.

Finally, in the infant with normal ocular examina-
tion, no nystagmus, and without evidence of neuro-
logical injury, application of the term delayed visual 
maturation is appropriate. In these children, vision 
improves quickly, usually within 3−5 months of age.

7.2 Congenital Ocular Motor Apraxia 
or Saccade Initiation Failure

7.2.1 Definition

Congenital ocular motor apraxia (COMA) is a condi-
tion described first by Cogan as a deficit in the vol-
untary initiation of horizontal saccades [8]. Children 
with COMA show an abnormality in both the initia-
tion and amplitude of voluntary and optically induced 
horizontal eye movements, characterized by a failure 
of quick-phase nystagmus. Vertical eye movements 
typically remain normal, but vertical saccade initia-
tion can occur and suggests more serious CNS dis-
ease. The term “intermittent saccadic failure” was 
later suggested by Harris et al. [22] due to the fact that 
a “true” apraxia consists of abnormal voluntary sacca-
des but normal reflexive movements upon testing.

7.2.2 Clinical Presentation

Children older than 3 months with COMA exhibit a 
characteristic horizontal head thrust associated with 
attempted ocular refixation. When they attempt to 
look at an object, they first turn their head toward and 
beyond the object of interest while their eyes rotate 
in the opposite direction appearing “left behind.” The 
head thrust forces the eyes to initially deviate even 
further away from the target, and the child must turn 

Fig. 7.1 Evaluation of the apparently blind infant. (From 
[23])
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the head past the object (“overshoot”) in order to en-
gage the object. When their eyes engage the object of 
interest, they then unwind their head counter to the 
direction of the thrust allowing the eyes to remain 
fixated on the object. A prominent blink may accom-
pany the saccadic movement. This “synkinetic blink-
ing” represents an adaptation used primarily in older 
children to aid in the initiation of saccades (Fig. 7.2) 
[34]. The head thrust is essentially the child’s use of 
the vestibulo-ocular (doll’s head) reflex to generate 
horizontal movement. The head thrust diminishes 
during the first decade as ability to initiate saccades 
improves or as the child adapts to the saccadic de-
ficiency [35, 45] Nevertheless, virtually all children 
with COMA experience difficulty reading.

The diagnosis of COMA may be more difficult in 
infants younger than 3 months of age [14] prior to 
development of head control and ability to execute the 
head thrust. These children with COMA seem simply 
visually inattentive. They often present early in life 
with a diagnosis, from the referring physician, of poor 
vision or failure to fix and follow because of their lack 
of normal ocular refixation movements [34].

7.2.3 Assessment

Direct observation of the characteristic head and eye 
movements in children with COMA is often enough 
to make the diagnosis. Testing of vestibular-ocular 
reflexes and OKN drum can be helpful in confirming 
and differentiating the diagnosis from other entities 
with head thrust such as gaze palsy, slow saccades, 
visual field defects, or poor eccentric gaze holding 
[22]. The OKN drum should demonstrate normal ver-
tical saccades and pursuit. The affected child’s eyes 
appear “locked up” with OKN spun horizontally. 
This occurs as the eyes are driven toward the direc-
tion of movement but do not show normal fast-phase 
saccade recovery. It is important to note that testing 
with a handheld OKN in the clinic may give the false 
impression of deficient saccades because the eyes are 
not driven to the limit of gaze. Full-field OKN will 
demonstrate the characteristic deviation.

The vestibulo-ocular reflex, together with the 
opto-kinetic system, is responsible for holding im-
ages steady on the retina. This reflex is driven by 
movement of endolymph fluid in the semicircular 

Fig. 7.2a,b Eye and head movements in congenital ocular motor apraxia. a Head 
thrusting. An abrupt turn of the head in the direction of the object (3) induces a 
vestibulo-ocular reflex and causes the eyes to rotate in the opposite direction. The 
head continues to rotate until the eyes are able to fixate on the object (4), then the 
head unwinds back to primary position with the eyes fixating on the object (5). 
b Synkinetic blinking. Older children may use an exaggerated blink to initiate sac-
cades. (Adapted from [5])
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canals and is not visually mediated; therefore, it can 
be elicited in the dark [5]. In children with COMA, 
testing of VOR by rotation of the infant will cause 
the eyes to deviate and remain in the furthest extent 
of the slow phase (toward the direction of the infant’s 
rotation).

Vision, ERG, and VEP should be normal in chil-
dren with COMA. Any abnormality on these tests 
should prompt further investigation for associated 
neurological disease [5].

7.2.4 Etiology

COMA is described as a sporadic disorder, although 
familial cases have been documented [9, 35, 45] in-
cluding a suggested autosomal-dominant transmis-
sion pattern in one pedigree [35]. The pathophysi-
ology of COMA is unclear. It may occur in an 
idiopathic form or in association with structural or 
systemic neurological disease. The most commonly 
reported structural abnormalities include agenesis of 
the corpus callosum and cerebellar hypoplasia [5, 8, 
14, 22, 34]. Structural abnormalities in the cerebrum, 
cerebellar vermis, brain stem, mid-brain, and basal 
ganglia, as well as perinatal insults such as hypoxia, 
cerebral palsy, and hydrocephalus, have also been 
associated [8, 22, 14, 38]. The finding of vertical 
saccade failure suggests these more ominous condi-
tions.

In addition to a congenital etiology, ocular mo-
tor apraxia can occasionally be acquired and asso-
ciated with (1) neurodegenerative disorders such as 
ataxia−telangiectasia, Gaucher’s disease, and linear 
sebaceous nevus syndrome; or (2) acquired disease 
such as posterior fossa tumors, ischemia, and herpes 
encephalitis, among others. These children initially 
exhibit normal development, followed by unex-
plained neurological decline.

7.2.5 Prognosis

As stated previously, congenital ocular motor apraxia 
may be idiopathic or associated with underlying 
structural or systemic neurological disease. In chil-
dren with underlying disease, the deficits are most of-

ten attributed to the underlying abnormalities. There 
is evidence that even children with isolated COMA 
may still have associated developmental delay in mo-
tor, speech, or behavior [32, 34].

Older, school-age children tend to show less clini-
cal signs of the condition. It is not known whether 
the condition itself improves or if the improvement 
is due primarily to the child’s adaptive capabilities. 
There is a diminished use of the head thrust in older 
children, as well as use of an exaggerated blink prior 
to fixation on a target (synkinetic blinking) to replace 
or augment head movement [5, 22].

7.3 Cortical Visual Impairment

7.3.1 Introduction

Cortical visual impairment (CVI) is defined as bilat-
eral loss of central vision due to damage to the CNS. 
Anterior visual pathways (globe, optic nerve, chiasm) 
are spared, while damage to posterior visual pathways 
(lateral geniculate body, optic radiations, primary vi-
sual cortex, visual association areas) produces vari-
able visual deficits. Cortical visual impairment is the 
leading cause of bilateral vision impairment in chil-
dren in Western countries This is believed to be due 
to higher survival rates of children with perinatal hy-
poxia and ischemia as well as improved treatment of 
previously lethal diseases [17, 20].

A discussion of cortical visual impairment cannot 
occur without clarification of terminology. Although 
the terms cortical or cerebral “blindness” have been 
used to describe patients with visual impairment re-
lated to CNS injury, it should not be used as a diag-
nostic term for children. Blindness implies total loss 
of vision and is not typical of children with CVI. In 
contrast to adults with acquired CNS injury, children 
with CVI routinely preserve residual vision. Consid-
erable debate has also surrounded the use of cortical 
versus cerebral to describe the site of impairment. 
It can be argued that cerebral impairment is a more 
accurate term since the CNS damage can occur an-
terior to the visual cortex. At this time, “cortical vi-
sual impairment” is our preferred description of the 
condition due to the emphasis on the striate cortex 
as the ultimately disrupted endpoint of the posterior 
pathway.
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7.3.2 Etiologies

Perinatal hypoxia/ischemia is the most common cause 
of CVI [4, 17, 20]. The pattern of CNS damage dif-
fers for premature infants versus full-term infants and 
is best explained by examination of the difference in 
blood supply in the developing brain.

In infants prior to 34 weeks gestation, the wa-
tershed zones between the major cerebral arteries 
(posterior, middle, anterior cerebral arteries) are also 
supplied by meningeal anastomoses [28]. This pro-
tects the area between the three major arteries, called 
the para-sagittal region, from infarctions. However, 
another watershed zone exists transiently in the pre-
mature infant in the periventricular area (choroids 
plexus). It is supplied by ventricular branches of 
deep penetrating arteries. Ischemic damage occurs 
to this periventricular white matter adjacent to the 
lateral ventricles resulting in involvement of optic 
radiations (Fig. 7.3). Periventricular leukomalacia 

(greek origin. leuko “white” + malakia “softness”) 
is the most common form of hypoxic damage in pre-
mature infants. Risk factors in the premature infant 
include first-trimester hemorrhage, maternal urinary 
tract infections, neonatal acidosis at birth, meco-
nium-stained amniotic fluid, and premature rupture 
of membranes [28]. Full-term infants manifest the 
para-sagittal watershed zones between the three 
major systems as described above, but they lack 
the additional meningeal anastomoses protective in 
the premature infant (Fig. 7.4). The areas between 
the parieto-occipital lobe as well as the body of the 
caudate nucleus are most vulnerable to both hypoxia 
and hypotension as they are “triple” watershed zones 
[4]. 

Causes for cerebral dysfunction after hypoxia 
are largely unknown. Proposed pathophysiological 
mechanisms include glutamate toxicity, free radical 
injury and macrophage-mediated cytokine damage, 
interruption in protein synthesis in neural or glial 

Fig. 7.3 Chronic, severe periventricular white mat-
ter injury. T2-weighted axial magnetic resonance 
image of the brain at the level of the lateral ven-
tricles. Note marked white matter loss in the poste-
rior periventricular white matter with lack of space 
between ventricles and overlying cortex. Ventricles 
are dilated posteriorly with an irregular and scal-
loped border. (Adapted from [46])

Fig. 7.4 Patterns of brain injury after hypoxic/isch-
emic insult. The premature infant brain (left) has a 
periventricular area, supplied by deep penetrating 
arteries, which is vulnerable to ischemic damage. In 
the term infant (right), the parasagittal “watershed 
zone” between the three major arteries is the most 
susceptible to injury. (Adapted from [47])
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cells, abnormal myelination, and delayed dendrite 
formation [4, 28].

Postnatal ischemia can affect the infant brain 
through anatomical reasons similar to those of the 
term infant. Causes are many including profound hy-
potension, cerebral angiography, cardiac surgery, air 
embolism, and embolism due to congenital cyanotic 
heart disease. Hypertensive crisis may constrict pos-
terior cerebral arteries. Transtentorial herniation, as 
may occur from hydrocephalus or ventricular shunt 
failure, can compress posterior cerebral arteries. 
Vascular malformations may also directly compress 
intercranial vessels. Thrombotic disorders may also 
cause hypoxia [4].

Periventricular/intraventricular hemorrhages oc-
cur primarily in pre-term infants before 34 weeks of 
gestation. These hemorrhages are a result of small 
vessels in the ventricular wall in which the cells that 
eventually become brain tissue are produced, called 
the subependymal germinal matrix. These vessels 
may hemorrhage into ventricles and brain paren-
chyma causing damage to posterior visual pathways. 
Because the matrix involutes around 34 weeks of 
gestation, it is a rarity in infants after this age.

Malformations of the brain, such as porenceph-
aly (focal cavity without surrounding glial reaction 
occurring during first 20 weeks of gestation), en-
cephaloceles, and Chiari malformations, may cause 
involvement of the posterior visual pathway [4].

Metabolic disorders, such as lead poisoning, co-
caine, nitrous oxide poisoning, carbon monoxide poi-
soning, hemodialysis, and hypoglycemia, have been 
reportedly associated with acute CVI. It has also 
been noted in conditions such as MELAS (mitochon-
drial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and 
stroke), Leigh’s disease and X-chromosome-linked 
adrenoleukodystrophy. In these conditions anterior 
pathway disease may coexist and contribute to the 
CVI component. 

Seizure-related loss of vision has been reported 
but is most often transient [1, 20]. Infantile spasms, 
which feature myoclonic seizures with deterioration 
of the EEG, may cause severe vision impairment 
which tends to recover with seizure treatment. Rarely 
do children remain visually impaired and profoundly 
developmentally delayed as a result of seizures 
per se.

Head trauma is a rare cause of “permanent” vi-
sual damage. More commonly it may cause transient 

visual loss recovering within a matter of minutes to 
hours. Younger children may not complain of visual 
loss but appear agitated, disoriented, or confused. The 
“shaken-baby syndrome” is a form of head trauma 
that may cause permanent CVI [20]. A child with the 
combination of CVI and unexplained trauma needs 
careful investigation for signs of child abuse, includ-
ing retinal pathology.

Infections, such as meningitis, encephalitis, and 
sepsis, are rare causes of CVI.

7.4 Clinical Presentation

The most typical clinical picture of a child with CVI is 
the preterm infant with CNS damage that is often co-
existent with other types of motor, speech, and physi-
cal developmental delay. On history, parents show 
concern for lack of attention to faces and objects. 
They may also report lack of blink response to threat, 
and it is important to reassure parents that this is not 
evidence against vision. This response is a learned be-
havior not present until 3 months of age and may be 
developed even later in children with CVI [17].

History of gazing at lights is common in children 
with CVI, and some flick their fingers in front of the 
light source or blink excessively [20, 30]. Some de-
gree of photophobia has also been reported in children 
with CVI, although not as severe as may be seen in 
certain retinal conditions [4, 31]. Children may show 
a preference for brightly colored and moving objects 
rather than static objects [20, 29]. They may also turn 
their head away from a target when reaching, sug-
gesting a preference for peripheral vision. In familiar 
surroundings, a relaxed and well-rested child often 
exhibits better vision [17]. Luminance conditions 
may also affect visual acuity, with a recent investiga-
tion suggesting that low luminance conditions may 
improve visual acuity in children with CVI [19].

While not technically CVI, unilateral cerebral 
damage may result in preserved visual acuity but pro-
found visual field defects causing visual impairment. 
These children are usually able to adapt to their en-
vironment. They can manifest a head turn away from 
the affected field. Children with bilateral cerebral in-
volvement characteristic of CVI may have asymmet-
ric involvement and show preference for the lesser 
involved field [20].
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7.4.1 Assessment

Careful ophthalmic examination of children with CVI 
typically reveals normal ocular examination with 
poor visual behavior. These children may exhibit 
other head and eye movement abnormalities such 
as strabismus, gaze palsies, eye movement apraxia, 
problems with pursuit eye movement, and visual field 
defects [26]. Coexistent anterior pathway disease can 
occur, including optic nerve atrophy, nystagmus, 
strabismus, and refractive error [26, 36]. Clinical 
judgment is then required to determine to what extent 
the ocular findings contribute to the overall vision 
deficit. 

Measurement of infant vision can be accomplished 
by a variety of simple to extensive methods. Most 
children have associated severe neurological abnor-
malities which make traditional measurements of vi-
sion difficult. In clinic settings, techniques relying on 
fixation and pursuit can be used to identify both vi-
sion and basic motor and behavioral capabilities. Use 
of brightly colored objects, movement, or lights may 
increase the effectiveness of examination.

Forced-choice preferential looking is an option for 
quantification of infant visual acuity based on the in-
fant’s preference to look at a pattern stimulus rather 
than a blank stimulus of equal luminance. The test 
involves an observer who sits behind a screen and 
presents a series of cards with varied grating lines 
on one side and a blank field on the other. The child 
will usually look toward the card with grating lines 
until the lines presented are fine enough that they do 
not draw attention. Acuity is determined by estimate 
based on the smallest grating to which the infant 
showed fixation (Fig. 7.5). In children with CVI, the 
usefulness of this test may be limited by coexistent 
motor problems or inattention [3, 17]. It is, however, 
a commonly used tool to both quantify and evaluate 
progression of visual recovery in CVI.

Visual evoked potentials may also offer a quantita-
tive tool to measure vision in pre-verbal or speech-
impaired children. Its use in cortical visual impair-
ment has focused largely on the usefulness in either 
confirming the diagnosis or influencing prognosis 
for outcome [21]. The results of flash or pattern VEP 
should be interpreted with caution as prior studies 
have shown responses even in the absence of a func-
tioning visual cortex [24]. Steady-state (sweep) VEP 

measures may someday provide a means of estimat-
ing visual acuity in children with CVI [17, 19].

OKN, while still a useful tool in evaluating infant 
eye movements, has its limitations particularly with 
CVI infants. It has been shown that optokinetic ny-
stagmus can be generated even in the absence of an 
intact visual cortex [24].

Neuroimaging is useful to identify the site of 
damage in CVI. Ultrasound is useful for initial ex-
amination of the premature infant due to portability. 
Computed tomography and MRI may demonstrate 
hypoxic−ischemic damage, infarction, or cerebral 
anomalies [20]. An EEG can also be used to evalu-
ate children with CVI. The most common finding is 
absence of the alpha rhythm, which normally devel-
ops by 3 months of age and is elicited by eye closure 
and extinguished by eye opening. Patients with alpha 
rhythm tend to have more residual vision [20].

7.4.2 Prognosis

Improvement is seen in the majority of children with 
CVI, although normal vision is not regained [20, 36]. 
The presence of periventricular leukomalacia carries 

Fig. 7.5 Forced-choice preferential look test using Teller acu-
ity card stage. An observer watches the behavior of the infant 
through a peephole as Teller cards are presented through the 
gray screen. Increasingly finer gratings are presented through 
the aperture until the infant is no longer seen to direct attention 
preferentially to the side with gratings. (Adapted from [48])
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a worse prognosis in comparison with damage to the 
visual cortex [17]. It is important to remain optimistic 
with patients and family regarding the possibility of 
improvement, while realizing that most children will 
continue to have a significant visual handicap.

7.5 Delayed Visual Maturation

7.5.1 Definitions

Delayed visual maturation (DVM) is a term intro-
duced by Illingsworth in 1961 to describe infants who 
appeared blind but had improvement in their visual 
function with maturation [27]. In its pure form, DVM 
is a retrospective diagnosis given after observation 
of improved visual attention in a child with normal 
anterior and posterior visual pathways. The definition 
has since been expanded beyond the isolated form to 
include children having DVM with coexistent ocular, 
developmental, or systemic disorders.

7.5.2 Clinical Presentation

These children tend to present after 1−2 months with 
the presumption of severe visual impairment due to 
lack of visual responsiveness. Classically, they ap-
pear to be relatively normal infants with an abnormal 
delay in visual development. Many infants will show 
signs of general motor development delay or may 
have a history of prematurity or be small for gesta-
tional age [25].

Ophthalmological examination is normal, al-
though some authors have reported gray coloration 
of the optic discs at presentation [2, 37]. Severity of 
the visual inattention can be quite variable.

7.5.3 Assessment

ERG, OKN, and VOR should be normal in children 
with DVM [23, 37]. By 7 days of life, normal full-
term infants should demonstrate the oculo-vestibular 
reflex due to rotation [10]. If they do not develop nys-

tagmus with fast phase, it may be concluded that they 
do not have normal oculomotor reflexes, and diagno-
ses, such as ocular motor apraxia, should be consid-
ered. Interestingly, in a small cohort, six of the eight 
infants with DVM exhibited a lack of fast-phase sac-
cades on testing of VOR. The majority of these chil-
dren were pre-term or small for gestational age and it 
has been suggested that these children may have had 
underlying neurological issues contributing to DVM, 
although all children did reach normal visual acuity. 
An overall developmental delay may be a more plau-
sible explanation [25].

VEP may be normal or abnormal in children with 
DVM [4, 25, 33, 37]. Several arguments exist to ex-
plain the discrepancies. One argument includes the 
fact that the waveform varies even in a visually atten-
tive infant, making establishment of “normals” a dif-
ficult process. Also, many of the infants tested were 
preterm or small for gestational age and were not 
compared with age-matched controls. It is important 
to note that different types of VEP were employed 
in each study and various testing conditions; there-
fore, the presence of a normal VEP is comforting, but 
an abnormal VEP does not reject the possibility of 
DVM.

Normal vernier acuity has been demonstrated in 
children with DVM using sweep visual evoked po-
tential which provides a continuous patterned visual 
stimulus as opposed to the single flash of light used in 
a flash VEP [18]. During sweep VEP, the stimulus is 
changed gradually from perceptible to imperceptible 
and provides an advantage over flash VEP by allow-
ing quantification of visual acuity thresholds.

There is evidence that hearing impairment due to 
delayed auditory evoked potentials may be present in 
children with DVM. This condition is known as audi-
tory neuropathy/dyssynchrony and exhibits a range 
of hearing responses with absent or severely abnor-
mal brain-stem auditory evoked potentials and nor-
mal cochlear function [1]. While the hearing impair-
ment is known to be permanent when associated with 
other conditions, it appeared to show improvement 
over time in one report of a child with DVM.

Imaging studies may be warranted to investigate 
structural causes in infants older than 4 months pre-
senting with the clinical picture of DVM.
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7.5.4 Etiology

DVM has been associated with a number of ocular 
and systemic anomalies such as nystagmus, albinism, 
prematurity, perinatal problems, and mental retarda-
tion. As previously mentioned, the more common 
use of the term refers to its isolated form; however, 
several classification systems have been created to 
include those infants with associated abnormalities 
[13, 41]. The classification by Fielder describes four 
groups. Group 1 is isolated abnormality with normal 
ocular exam, with subdivision 1A for purely isolated 
and 1B for those with history of perinatal problems. 
Group 2 exhibits persistent neurodevelopmental 
problems. Group 3 includes albinism and idiopathic 
congenital nystagmus, and group 4 includes severe 
associated ocular disorders [12]. 

Several theories have been proposed regarding the 
etiology of DVM. Immaturity of the visual associa-
tion areas was suggested by Lambert et al. in a study 
showing normal flash and pattern VEP in structur-
ally normal, behaviorally blind children [33]. Foveal 
immaturity and delayed myelination of the posterior 
pathways have also been proposed [2, 4]. The fact 
that improvement in vision occurs at around the time 
when the early infant begins to develop certain corti-
cal functions has led some authors to suggest a defect 
in the subcortical visual pathways [7, 25]. There might 
be some combined level of involvement in the cortex 
and subcortex [7] which may account for inconsistent 
study results. Some authors have suggested a neu-

rochemical rather than structural problem based on 
the rapidity of visual recovery [7]. Given the normal 
ERG and VEP shown in many studies[18, 33, 43], it 
may also be that the problem lies in visual association 
areas that mediate visual attention, not in the primary 
visual cortex [33]. 

It is noteworthy that occasionally DVM has been 
confused with epileptic blindness in an infant [39]. 
These children, however, tend to exhibit normal vi-
sual behavior which then deteriorates with time.

7.5.5 Prognosis

Most infants with DVM start to demonstrate visu-
ally guided behavior between 3 and 5 months with 
a mean of approximately 5.5 months of age [33]. If 
broken down into groups 1−3, group 1 tends to show 
improvement by 7−24 weeks, group 2 by 22−78 
weeks, and group 3 by 13−28 weeks [40]. The im-
provement in visual attention can occur rapidly over 
1–2 weeks [37], with significant improvement seen 
even over a few days [7]. Children with otherwise 
normal developmental and neurological exam should 
be reassured but monitored carefully by a pediatri-
cian and an ophthalmologist. If associated structural 
or developmental deficits are present, they should 
be dealt with appropriately. By definition, children 
with isolated DVM achieve normal levels of visual 
acuity.

Take Home Pearls

Use caution in labeling a child as “blind” • 
based solely on behavioral measures.

High refractive error can be a cause • 
of visual inattention in infants.

Children with delayed visual maturation • 
have rapid improvement of vision, 
usually by 3−5 months of age.

Congenital oculomotor apraxia may be • 
confused with poor vision in infants younger 
than 3 months prior to development of head 
control and ability to execute the head thrust.

Lack of blink response to threat in children • 
with cortical visual impairment does 
not indicate that the child is blind.
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Core Messages

Age of onset, duration of the condition, • 
and neurologic status are important factors 
in determining the response to surgery 
and the binocular sensory outcome.

Congenital esotropia is actually • 
“very early acquired” esotropia. 
Intermittency may be present initially, 
but only for a brief period.

Accommodative esotropia typically • 
begins at about age 2−2.5 years, but 
earlier onset is not uncommon.

Quantitative determination of the • 
AC/A ratio is not necessary for 
management. The distance-near 
alignment comparison remains useful as 
an approximation of the AC/A ratio.

Decompensation of accommodative • 
esotropia can occur through delayed 
diagnosis, poor compliance, or despite 
timely and excellent management.

Decompensated esophoria has a later • 
and more gradual onset, unlike the 
acute esotropia that should raise the 
suspicion of serious neurologic disease.
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8.1 Introduction

The term comitant esotropia applies to several ocular 
motility disorders having in common (a) a convergent 
misalignment with no observably limited horizontal 
rotations, and (b) substantially the same magnitude in 
both lateral gazes. Not all of these entities are spe-
cific for children. When planning surgical correction 
of the horizontal disorders comprising this chapter, 
the reader should include the appropriate refinement 
when either an A or V pattern is part of the clinical 
picture. (Chap. 13 considers A and V pattern horizon-
tal deviations and their associated features in detail.)

Guidelines for surgical quantities are provided in 
this volume and other texts which deal with strabis-
mus [29], and are subject to each surgeon’s variations 
in technique and experience. Surgical tables gener-
ally are based on the location of the original inser-
tion, which, especially for the medial rectus, does 
not always conform to textbook descriptions. This 

has generated controversy over whether recessions 
should be more properly measured from the limbus 
rather than from the original insertion site. Neither 
argument has prevailed, and if the surgeon adopts the 
principle that experience governs the choice, the sig-
nificance of this debate fades.

Botulinum toxin (Botox, Allergan, Irvine, Calif.) 
as a substitute for surgery has some advocates for use 
in comitant strabismus [12], but this agent finds its 
best use in paralytic deviations.

The references provide just a small sample of what 
is available to the interested reader. The earlier ones 
continue to be cited and still represent current think-
ing on their subjects.

8.2 Primary Classification

It is very helpful to classify the child patient with co-
mitant esotropia with respect to two major features 
that guide treatment and the expected results; these 
are onset age and duration, and neurologic status.

8.2.1 Onset Age and Duration

While in many cases onset age and duration are dif-
ficult to ascertain reliably, precise dating allows a 
reasonable prediction about the likelihood of a sat-
isfactory outcome that includes some degree of bin-
ocular cooperation. For example, an esotropia of 
12−15 prism diopters (PD) that might be cosmetically 
acceptable without further attention would neverthe-
less call for a recommendation for surgical correction 
if a delayed age of onset suggests the probability of 
a better binocular sensory outcome. This may be the 
only information available when the patient is too 
young for formal sensory testing. One of the charms 
and burdens in the practice of children’s eye care is 
that important decisions often must be made based on 
such inferences.

8.2.2 Neurologic Status

Inquiry into neurologic status essentially involves 
whether the child is developmentally normal or im-

Undercorrected esotropia after surgery • 
done for appropriate reasons requires 
completion of treatment, once it is 
certain that resulting alignment is not 
within 8 prism diopters of orthotropia.

Initial overcorrection of exotropia • 
is appropriate surgical strategy, but 
persisting overcorrection is a risk to 
a good binocular sensory result.

Cyclic esotropia is distinguished • 
from other forms of intermittent 
esotropia by its relatively late onset, 
repetitive cycle length, and lack of 
dependence on accommodative effort. 
Surgery is effective before or after 
the deviation becomes constant.

Divergence insufficiency•  can either 
describe an unusual setting for esotropia 
characterized by the distance deviation 
being greater than that at near, or an acute 
presentation with diplopia suggesting 
a serious neurologic abnormality.
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paired. A familiar prototype for the latter status is ce-
rebral palsy, one of whose characteristics is esotropia 
that is variable and that frustrates obtaining reliable 
and reproducible alignment measurements. More-
over, these patients respond unpredictably to conven-
tional amounts of surgery [18], leading most pediatric 
ophthalmologists, even if advocates of early correc-
tion, to delay until the deviation stabilizes and can 
be properly assessed. The pediatric ophthalmologist 
without formal training in child neurology can gain 
insight by observing overall muscle tone. The normal 
infant will resist the effects of gravity by a visible and 
palpable increase in chest and limb muscle contrac-
tion when held in either position shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.3 Primary Infantile 
(Congenital) Esotropia

“Congenital” is a misnomer, as such cases have not 
been encountered literally at birth [1]. The working 
definition of this entity for purposes of clinical re-
search is a large, constant angle of esotropia, con-
firmed to be present by age 6 months, in an otherwise 
neurologically normal infant (Fig. 8.2). As a practical 
matter, cases fulfilling these criteria often first pres-
ent for examination between 6 months and 1 year of 
age, or even later, and there may be a brief period of 
intermittency before the full picture is evident [17]. 
The more meaningful distinction is between acquired 
and “extremely early acquired,” one which rests on 
the likelihood of achieving normal binocular interac-
tion and refined stereopsis once proper alignment has 
been restored.

8.3.1 Features

Features include a normal refractive error for this 
age range (+ 2.00 to + 2.50 D spherical equivalent) in 
most patients, perhaps a family history of some form 
of strabismus, and easily improvable amblyopia, if 
any. Cross-fixation of each eye (Fig. 8.3) can cause 
abduction to appear limited, inviting confusion with 
sixth-cranial-nerve palsy. Eliciting abduction when 
the opposite eye is occluded resolves the issue in 
most cases; in some, stiffer than normal or more for-

wardly inserted medial rectus muscles impose some 
degree of restriction to abduction that disappears im-
mediately after these muscles are weakened.

Motor nystagmus, with or without a null point and 
a latent component, is another accompanying feature 
(see Chap. 18). Inferior oblique overaction and disso-
ciated vertical deviation (DVD) are considered strong 
indicators of the diagnosis [39], especially when both 
are present. However, they usually occur closer to 

Fig. 8.1 Evaluating an infant’s skeletal muscle tone

Fig. 8.2 Infant with congenital esotropia

Fig. 8.3 Bilateral cross-fixation and apparent abduction defi-
ciency
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age 2 years or later, whether or not there has been 
prior surgical correction of the horizontal deviation; 
therefore, they are only occasionally useful in the ini-
tial assessment. In the author’s experience, these fea-
tures appear with sufficient regularity in other forms 
of strabismus as to discount somewhat their specific 
diagnostic value for infantile esotropia.

8.3.2 Management

Years ago, treatment regimens stressed deferring sur-
gery in favor of prolonged treatment of presumed ab-
normal binocular sensory patterns when allowed by 
the child having reached sufficient maturity. In most 
cases this led to no binocularity at all, whether or not 
the delayed straightening resulted in normal align-
ment.

Present management is based on the strong pre-
sumption that spontaneous cure of a large, constant 
estropia will not occur and emphasizes that satisfac-
tory alignment should be established by about 2 years 
of age to afford an opportunity for the establishment 
of binocular sensory cooperation that includes some 
degree of refined stereopsis [5, 6, 34]. While some 
observers have advocated correction as early as age 
3 months [2], the age at which proper alignment 
has been accomplished counts more than when ef-
forts begin. Throughout this 2-year time frame, this 
scheme probably necessitates more repeated surgical 
procedures than would later attempts because of un-
der- or overcorrections and the delayed appearance 
of the accompanying vertical deviations discussed 
above. The expectations from early treatment are not 
defeated by having to repeat surgery. When counsel-
ing the families of patients with congenital esotropia, 
the ophthalmologist should focus their attention on 
the ultimate desired outcome and not on the number 
of surgical steps required.

Comparative fixation ability remains the principal 
criterion for determining the presence or absence of 
amblyopia in these infants. Monitoring by preferen-
tial looking techniques has its enthusiasts, but this 
may not be practical in a busy setting that does not 
include an individual dedicated principally to this 
determination. Amblyopia is best addressed before 
operation, since occlusion when the eyes have been 
newly aligned frustrates the opportunity for the exer-

cise of binocularity. (A word of caution: if occlusion 
of the preferred eye does not result in improvement 
after a brief period, the ophthalmologist should re-
peat the ophthalmoscopic evaluation, as subtle find-
ings indicating an organic abnormality may not have 
been previously appreciated. If present, this alters 
both the surgical approach and the expectations from 
treatment.) Once equal fixation ability is apparent, 
whether alternation is spontaneous or demonstrated 
by the cover test, daily alternate-eye occlusion for 
brief periods as a short-term measure until surgery is 
carried out is helpful to maintain equal vision.

Most ophthalmologists elect recession of both 
medial rectus muscles. Resection of the lateral recti 
as a first procedure is not generally favored. When 
one eye has uncorrectable poor vision, monocular re-
cession/resection is advisable to avoid exposing the 
good eye to serious surgical complications, although 
the risk is generally low.

The approach to undercorrections is discussed in 
Sect. 8.6 of this chapter. Overcorrections call for re-
cession of the lateral rectus muscles when the first 
operation involved both eyes; otherwise, recession/
resection of the horizontal recti of the previously 
unoperated eye usually is chosen. Resection or ad-
vancement of previously recessed medial recti is an-
other option, but it gives less predictable results and 
offers no advantage when postoperative adduction is 
not reduced.

Can a two-muscle procedure overcome a deviation 
of any amount? Should the plan include recession of 
each medial rectus 7.0 mm or even more, or would 
a limit of 6.0 mm and addition of a resection of one 
lateral muscle be better? One study concluded that 
recessions up to 7.0 mm make inclusion of a third 
muscle unnecessary even for esotropia of more than 
70 PD [38], but this is not a typical outcome in the 
author’s experience, and recessions of 7.0 mm or 
more in extremely young patients present a consider-
able risk of limited postoperative adduction; hence, 
my preference for a 6.0-mm limit. If the three-muscle 
procedure results in an overcorrection, the operated 
lateral rectus muscle can be employed again as though 
never touched; thus, “using up a fresh muscle” is not 
a strong disadvantage.

Correction of inferior oblique overaction or DVD 
(see Chap. 12) should be done simultaneously if al-
ready present, with the caveat that weakening of only 
one inferior oblique often precedes, although it does 
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not cause, the onset of overaction in the opposite one 
[39]. The best explanation for such an occurrence is 
that the first inferior oblique weakening was done 
fortuitously between the non-simultaneous appear-
ances of the components of a bilateral disorder. Al-
ternatively, one study suggested that some inferior 
oblique weakening procedures involve reattachment 
that limits elevation in abduction, causing apparent 
overaction of the opposite inferior oblique by Her-
ing’s law [32].

In an otherwise typical case of congenital esotro-
pia in which above-average hyperopia is also present, 
it is highly unlikely that the entire large-angle, con-
stant deviation is the result of perpetually sustained 
accommodative effort at an age when the need for 
obtaining refined visual information is not yet well 
developed. Whether the customary “trial of the full 
refractive correction” is indicated is debatable in this 
setting. Postoperatively, this can change importantly. 
Accommodative esotropia (see Sect.  8.4) occurs as 
a sequel to infantile esotropia at high frequency and 
usually earlier than expected [3, 21], especially if 
hyperopia determined with cycloplegia is more than 
3.50 D. The ophthalmologist should warn parents of 
this prominent possibility, or they will not understand 
the return of a deviation that, to them, seems identical 
to the earlier condition.

8.4 Accommodative Esotropia

Accommodative esotropia is the most common form 
of childhood strabismus [15]. It can be present by it-
self or in combination with other strabismus entities. 
Intermittency of the deviation in a neurologically 
normal child between 2 and 3 years of age strongly 
suggests this diagnosis, although earlier presentation 
is certainly not rare (Fig. 8.4). With time, the devia-
tion in the untreated patient becomes constant as ab-
normal sensory adaptations become established.

8.4.1 Features

One variety of this disorder occurs because of an ex-
cessive demand for accommodation in a hyperopic 
patient whose innervation for accommodation and its 

associated obligatory convergence (AC/A ratio) is in 
proper balance. The second category consists of pa-
tients whose hyperopia usually is in the normal range, 
but in whom the AC/A ratio results in an abnormally 
high convergence response. Normal and high AC/A 
ratios are distributed equally among patients with ac-
commodative esotropia [21]. As a third variety, an 
occasional patient will present an identical clinical 
picture because of increased effort to overcome an 
insufficient accommodation ability. The extreme ex-
ample of this is the aphakic child undercorrected for 
near vision, who despite loss of the organ of accom-
modation does not cease to exert neurogenic output 
in response to hyperopic blur.

Evaluation of accommodative esotropia requires 
cycloplegic refraction as well as measurement of the 
fusion-free alignment (e.g., by prism and alternate 
cover or corneal light reflex estimation). A rapid in-
dicator that there is at least a partial accommodative 
component can be gained even before knowing the 
refractive error by observing a response to an empiri-
cally chosen + 2.50 or 3.00 D that reduces the near 
deviation below that at distance in the uncorrected 
state [20].

The preferred drug for cycloplegia is still disputed, 
with cyclopentolate and atropine each having strong 
proponents. Using cyclopentolate and examining af-
ter the appropriate interval of about 45 min, dynamic 
retinoscopy (comparing distance and near measure-
ments) will seldom show more than a fractional de-
gree of residual accommodation, giving a reliable 
result for most patients and obviating the need for 
multiple instillations, prolonged blur, and systemic 
side effects associated with atropine.

Amblyopia is uncommon prior to decompensation 
(see Sect. 8.4.3), unless there is the additional caus-

Fig. 8.4 Early-onset accommodative esotropia in a 1-year-old 
child
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ative factor of anisometropia. About 30% of cases of 
accommodative esotropia persist beyond the expected 
time of resolution of about 10−12 years of age. There 
are no reliable predictors of this occurrence; these 
cases show no differences in associated findings from 
those that do resolve by that time [26].

8.4.2 Management

Purists continue to debate the proper measurement 
of the AC/A ratio. This should be of minor concern 
to the practitioner. No method directly measures the 
simultaneous innervational events of both accom-
modation and convergence. It is more useful to re-
gard the AC/A as a concept rather than as a quantity. 
Whether the so-called gradient method is more ac-
curate than the commonly employed distance-near 
alignment comparison [35] does not stand in the way 
of appropriate management decisions. Much of the 
dispute would evaporate if users of the distance-near 
comparison referred to it as just that, and not as the 
AC/A ratio.

Discouraging accommodative innervational ef-
fort is the cornerstone of management. The goal is 
to reduce the esodeviation to 8 PD or fewer, a re-
sult that allows the development of at least periph-
eral fusion [16]. Glasses or contact lenses (less usual 
in the young child) that correct substantially all of 
the patient’s hyperopia are worn during all waking 
hours. The author’s personal guide is to “hit hard, 
and ease up later.” It is unlikely that decompensation 
(see Sect. 8.4.3) will occur during the subsequent 
18 months, allowing for fewer monitoring visits, e.g., 
every 8−9 months, than is usually advocated [27]. 
Less secure control requires closer scrutiny.

The controlled patient can receive periodic graded 
reduction of the initial prescription to facilitate ac-
quiring a gradually expanding amplitude of fusional 
divergence that will maintain straight eyes under 
binocular conditions. Reductions are possible only 
unusually before age 5−6 years. They should not be 
arbitrary but instead determined by the measurement 
by simultaneous prism and cover while wearing the 
intended new power and with accommodation con-
trolled. This need not be confirmed by a correspond-
ing decrease in the cycloplegic measurement of the 
patient’s hyperopia. It is irrelevant whether there is a 

corresponding change in the cycloplegic refraction, 
since the aim is to provide the least strength that will 
maintain proper alignment. It is the author’s practice 
to limit any single reduction to 0.75−1.00 D, even if it 
appears that more can be tolerated. If successful, the 
attempt is repeated at 4- to 6-month intervals. Many 
parents report transitory loss of control shortly after a 
prescribed reduction, but only occasionally is it nec-
essary to reverse the reduction.

Bifocal additions, initially 2.50−3.00 D, are appro-
priate for high-AC/A cases, and under the “hit hard” 
guideline should be part of the original prescription 
when it is clear that the distance-near comparison 
calls for this measure, rather than being deferred until 
the effect of just the distance correction can be deter-
mined. It is important that the lower segment be set 
at about pupillary level, and specific instructions for 
this should be part of the prescription. Some ophthal-
mologists have been enthusiastic about progressive-
addition “lineless” bifocals [31], but these can cause 
monitoring difficulties. The bifocal strength can be 
periodically reduced in the same manner as indicated 
for the distance correction. While bifocals are no 
longer needed by age 10 years in many wearers, for 
some the need persists indefinitely [10]. 

Topical anticholinesterase “miotic” drugs, whose 
use in accommodative esotropia depends not on mio-
sis but on facilitation of accommodation, once were 
considered an equally effective alternative treatment. 
They are less popular now, in part because of diffi-
culty in obtaining them but also because they proved 
to be less reliable for diagnosis and were not useful 
for anisometropia or for incorporation of small de-
grees of vertical prism that are sometimes needed. 
These agents were thought to overcome non-compli-
ance with the wearing of glasses, but this often merely 
substituted one parent−child conflict for another. The 
author considers the best indication for the use of mi-
otics to be as a temporary measure on occasions when 
wearing glasses would be awkward, such as in sports 
or, in older children, for social events. The dangers 
of retinal detachment and cataract formation from 
the use of these agents have been overstated for this 
age group. Pupillary cysts are the principal adverse 
side effect. They usually regress when the drops are 
discontinued or when topical 2.5% phenylephrine is 
included in the regimen.

Most ophthalmologists would decline to substitute 
extraocular muscle surgery for cases responding to 
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the measures described above. Very limited excep-
tions may apply to the patient requiring bifocals for 
an accommodative esotropia present in near viewing 
only [13], or in indefinitely persisting cases [11].

8.4.3 Decompensation (Deterioration)

Surgery is indicated when through neglect, non-
compliance, or even with all appropriate treatment 
measures and full cooperation, a previously con-
trolled patient no longer maintains straight eyes. The 
onset of this decompensation is gradual, distinguish-
ing it from the acute, totally non-accommodative 
esotropia that can strongly imply serious neurologic 
disease. Decompensation may not be complete, so 
that the esotropia still responds, but only partially, 
to anti-accommodative measures. Decompensation 
is not a complication, but rather a disappointing, 
although foreseeable, feature of this entity, with 
a reported occurrence rate between 13 and 40% in 
various series [9, 23]. Whether a high AC/A ratio is 
a predisposing factor is disputable, but onset of ac-
commodative esotropia prior to age 2 years suggests 
this outcome [4]. Because of normal early binocular 
visual experience, the existence of the capacity for 
at least peripheral fusion should be presumed, even 
when it cannot yet be tested reliably. This reinforces 
the need for vigorous therapeutic efforts to restore 
binocular single vision.

Base-out prisms address the sensory consequences 
but do not restore alignment and are, at best, only 
a temporary measure. Surgery is required, not to re-
place glasses but to allow optical treatment of the 
residual accommodative component to continue to 
be effective. Medial rectus muscle recessions are the 
first choice of most ophthalmologists, who adjust 
their customary quantitative schemes somewhat up-
ward, either adding 0.5−1.0 mm of recession to each 
medial rectus, averaging the distance and near devia-
tions, or basing the amount on the near esodeviation, 
which generally is the larger one. Preoperative prism 
adaptation is useful in planning surgery, not only in 
this disorder but in other settings as well [28], despite 
its disadvantages of multiple visits and additional de-
lays. The accommodative portion that persists after 
surgery has a natural course similar to that of a purely 
accommodative deviation [24].

8.5 Essential Intermittent Esotropia

This form of comitant esotropia presents as a recur-
ring lapse of control of an underlying esophoria due 
to tonic imbalance of the horizontal rectus muscles. 
Fusional divergence amplitudes are unable to com-
fortably overcome the tendency at all times, par-
ticularly during fatigue or ill health. This condition 
should be distinguished from the acutely presenting 
esotropia in children or adults that is constant from 
onset and that raises the suspicion of an abnormal in-
tracranial process calling for neurologic consultation 
and imaging studies.

8.5.1 Features

Patients with decompensating esophoria usually pres-
ent at age 10 years or later, in contrast to the much 
earlier onset of accommodative esotropia. Diplopia 
and refined stereopsis are common and imply a long 
period of prior stability. Inferior oblique overaction 
and DVD are not prominent [14]. The monofixational 
fusion status occasionally seen may be an adaptation 
or an independent sensory state [16].

8.5.2 Management

Non-surgical treatment of decompensating esopho-
ria has limitations. Expansion of fusional divergence 
through orthoptic measures is difficult due to the mod-
est limits of even a normal amplitude and because of 
the prolonged rigorous effort required. Prisms base 
out to compensate for most or all of the esophoria can 
give symptomatic relief but tend to promote further 
erosion of the patient’s own control mechanism [36]. 
Above-average hyperopia can add an accommodative 
component to the existing stress on alignment and 
should be relieved optically. 

Surgical correction is indicated when symptoms 
are severe and non-operative measures are ineffec-
tive. Recession of the medial recti or a unilateral re-
cession/resection can be chosen, planned to correct 
the entire deviation, regardless of whether it is be-
coming constant or remaining intermittent and symp-
tomatic [14].
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8.6 Undercorrected Esotropia

This designation refers to esotropia that continues 
after an attempt at elimination by surgery. To sim-
plify management, if the undercorrection falls into 
the range where at least monofixational fusion is pos-
sible, i.e., 8 PD [16], it is for practical purposes a 
satisfactory result and does not require further treat-
ment, as whatever binocular cooperation is possible 
is unlikely to be improved by a smaller misalignment; 
in addition, the cosmetic effect usually is acceptable 
as well.

Larger residual deviations are a different matter. 
If it was correct to begin the surgical task, it should 
be completed, provided that the conclusion that an 
undercorrection has occurred is deferred until it is 
present after the usual healing period of 6 weeks, as 
there is no urgency about recovering lost or slipped 
muscles.

If the undercorrection occurs after bilateral me-
dial rectus weakening, lateral rectus tightening can 
be the follow-up operation. Prior unilateral recession/
resection on one eye can call for the same procedure 
on the other eye. Some surgeons have supplemented 
a less than maximal medial rectus recession, ascer-
tained preferably by direct exploration of its position 
rather than from operative reports (Fig. 8.5), by fur-
ther weakening, guided by the observation that the 
effect of the last few millimeters of recession is more 
profound than that of the first several. This procedure 
and double marginal myotomy should be last resorts 
because of their unpredictable results. Posterior fixa-
tion has been suggested [33] but is technically diffi-
cult if done posteriorly enough to be effective.

8.7 Consecutive Esotropia 
(Overcorrected Exotropia)

It is generally accepted that initial modest overcorrec-
tion of exotropia is desirable because of anticipated 
postoperative outward drift, and that the likelihood of 
persisting esotropia is far less than that of recurrent 
exotropia if the eyes are straight or exodeviated imme-
diately after operation [25]. These observations were 
derived from patients receiving bilateral lateral rectus 
recession but are considered generally valid after uni-
lateral recession/resection procedures as well. This 
type of overcorrection is not related to lateral rectus 
slippage, as abduction, although often limited just af-
ter operation, usually returns to normal quickly.

An occasional variant occurs when even success-
ful correction of the exotropia unmasks an accom-
modative esotropia of the high AC/A ratio type [22]. 
One author has suggested that identification of these 
patients can be aided by determination of the AC/A 
ratio after occlusion has dispersed proximal fusion 
[8], but while this is useful for purposes of informed 
consent, the result is not avoidable by a modifying 
the surgical scheme.

Regarding management, initial overcorrection is 
appropriate surgical strategy, but the young patient 
is susceptible to a poor sensory outcome. As preven-
tion, the author’s regimen includes majority-time 
occlusion for a deviation of more than 20 PD at the 
first (2−3 days) postoperative visit. Overcorrection 
of 10−20 PD still present after 2-week calls for con-
tinuing occlusion, which in both instances is main-
tained until alignment is within the range where fu-
sion (mono- or bifixational) is possible. Monitoring 
is done at 2-week intervals. Initial overcorrections 
of <10 PD are observed without this treatment. Try-
ing to correct a varying alignment with prisms during 
this period has been less useful. Accommodation-
lowering measures are not employed unless they un-
equivocally affect alignment immediately, an unusual 
occurrence.

If the overcorrection has not improved at all 
in the first 2 postoperative weeks, this suggests its 
likely permanence; however, at least 6 weeks should 
be allowed to pass before reaching that conclusion. 
Treatment requires additional corrective surgery, 
preferably on muscles not included in the prior pro-

Fig. 8.5 Explora-
tion of extraocu-
lar muscle 
insertion position, 
through a cul-
de-sac incision
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cedure. Accommodative esotropia unmasked by sur-
gery to correct exotropia is managed as described in 
Sect. 8.4.2.

8.8 Cyclic (Periodic) Esotropia

The hallmark of this unusual condition is a cycle of 
straight and crossed eyes, described as “alternate day 
esotropia” but often with a different interval [37]. The 
cycles are strictly repetitive, unlike the early variabil-
ity of accommodative and essential intermittent es-
otropia. The condition usually is benign but has been 

observed in children and adults with central nervous 
system disease [19].

8.8.1 Features

Inferior oblique overaction, dissociated vertical de-
viation, and motor nystagmus are not characteristic 
of this entity. Abduction is not limited either in the 
straight or the esotropic phase. Adults may experi-
ence diplopia, but children usually have no symp-
toms. When the condition is still cyclic, the eyes are 
usually not misaligned long enough so that ambly-

Take Home Pearls

Binocular vision and moderate grades • 
of stereopsis are possible for congenital 
esotropia patients if treatment restores 
proper alignment by age 2 years.

If present, oblique muscle overactions • 
and A or V patterns should be addressed 
in the surgical correction of esotropia.

About 30% of patients with accommodative • 
esotropia retain their disorder beyond 
the age of expected disappearance. Such 
cases cannot be reliably predicted.

Full control of accommodative esotropia • 
should be gained before reducing 
optical correction to the minimum 
necessary to maintain straight eyes.

Surgical correction of decompensated • 
accommodative esotropia should be 
done for only the non-accommodative 
portion. Management of the remaining 
accommodative component is the same as 
for the patients without decompensation.

While prism correction may have a role, • 
surgical correction of decompensated 
esophoria is the most effective treatment 
for the patient with troublesome diplopia.

Occlusion to avoid abnormal sensory • 
adaptations in overcorrected exotropia 
is necessary until either the anticipated 
“exodrift” occurs spontaneously or 
further surgery is accomplished.

When divergence insufficiency esotropia • 
presents acutely, thorough investigation 
and imaging studies should be obtained.
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opia or loss of fusion is a concern, unless there is 
anisometropia. Most such patients finally evolve to a 
constant esotropia.

8.8.2 Management

There are no effective non-surgical measures. Sur-
gery is required and is equally effective whether done 
in the cyclic or the constant state [37]. The surgeon’s 
preferred procedure for other types of esotropia is ap-
propriate here as well.

8.9 Divergence Insufficiency

The term divergence insufficiency most often does not 
indicate a true abnormality of divergence, but rather 
is a shorthand description of an esodeviation that is 
larger at distance than at near. This is a somewhat 
unusual presentation in an untreated case; it is more 
to be expected in an undercorrected esotropia patient 
when the prior operation has been recession of the 
medial recti. 

8.9.1 Features

Especially when associated with the sudden onset of 
diplopia, a deviation with these characteristics sug-
gests divergence paralysis and the possibility of prior 
head trauma, or an intracranial abnormality with or 
without elevated intracranial pressure [30]. This pat-
tern is also seen in unilateral or bilateral sixth cranial 
nerve paralysis, in which observable abduction defi-
ciency is present and/or the esotropia in right and left 
gazes is greater than in the primary position. Unless 
clearly long standing and asymptomatic, this condi-
tion calls for neurologic investigation and appropri-
ate imaging studies [7].

8.9.2 Management

Base-out prisms may be of limited help. For cases in 
which the designation is descriptive only, surgery is 

more effective and usually emphasizes lateral rectus 
tightening. The author has noted that such patients 
may also show a usually modest A pattern, for which 
horizontal rectus displacement upon reinsertion is ap-
propriate.
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The decision whether to treat should • 
be based on control, and how to treat is 
based on the magnitude of the deviation.

Burian’s classic treatment • 
recommendations and classification 
of exotropia are based on some 
assumptions that are probably incorrect. 
They need not be strictly followed.

Intermittent exotropes with a true • 
high AC/A ratio are uncommon but 
do exist. Standard surgery based on 
the distance angle frequently results 
in an overcorrection at near.

Patients with fusional convergence • 
insufficiency are different from exotropes 
with accommodative convergence 
insufficiency; the latter have a low 
or absent AC/A ratio and are difficult 
to treat surgically; the former do 
well with orthoptic exercises.

Patients with intermittent exotropia • 
and monofixation syndrome have a 
poorer sensory outcome after surgery.

Core Messages

Exotropic deviations include • 
exophoria, infantile exotropia, 
sensory exotropia, consecutive 
exotropia, intermittent exotropia, 
and dissociated horizontal deviation.

Exotropic Deviations
Burton J. Kushner
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9.1 Prevalence and Epidemiology

Exodeviations occur about one third as frequently 
as esodeviations, are more frequent in females than 
males, and have a higher prevalence in sunnier lati-
tudes [18, 19, 29]. Exodeviations also occur more 
frequently in children with craniofacial anomalies 
(Fig. 9.1), neurologic impairment, or if there was a 
history of maternal smoking during pregnancy [13, 
20]. There is probably a genetic component to the 
development of exotropia; however, it is most likely 
multifactorial [27].

9.2 Etiology and Classification

Historically there has been disagreement about the 
etiology of exotropia. Theories have included an 
imbalance of the normal reciprocal relationship be-
tween convergence and divergence, mechanical and 
anatomic factors, and a combination of the two [55].

Traditionally exodeviations have been classified 
according to the relationship between the distance 
and near deviation. Burian’s modification of Duane’s 
classification is classic, [9, 10, 11, 17]; however, it 
implies some etiologies that are probably incorrect 
[34, 37, 38, 41]. In spite of this, these categories are 
descriptive and have some clinical utility. They are:
1. Convergence Insufficiency Pattern: The distance 

deviation is at least 10 prism diopters (PD) less 
than the near deviation.

2. Basic Exodeviation: The distance deviation is 
within 10 PD of the near deviation.

3. True Divergence Excess Pattern: The distance 
deviation exceeds the near deviation by at least 
10 PD.

4. Simulated Divergence Excess Pattern: Initially the 
distance deviation exceeds the near deviation by at 
least 10 PD; however, special tests to suspend near 
fusion reveal a near deviation that will be within 
10 PD of the distance deviation.

This classification has more recently been modified 
by Kushner to include the role played by the fusional 
mechanism as well as accommodative convergence 
(see Sect. 9.4.5.6 for further discussion) [34, 37, 38, 
39, 41].

9.3 Sensory Adaptation

With intermittent exotropia, suppression is typically 
facultative. This means that when the eyes are aligned 
there is no suppression, and when the deviation be-
comes manifest the deviating eye is suppressed. The 
suppression scotoma may be regional in that it can 
include the fovea and much of the periphery. All the 
visual field of the deviating eye that overlaps the fix-
ing eye may be suppressed [24, 25, 50, 51]. Of great 
clinical importance is the fact that most exotropic 
patients suppress while the image of regard falls on 
temporal retina of the deviating eye, but immediately 
see double if the image falls on nasal retina. This has 
important implications for the management of exotro-
pia, as many patients will have persistent diplopia if 
they are permanently overcorrected surgically. Re-
sults of testing for retinal correspondence are incon-
sistent in exotropes. Many patients with intermittent 
exotropia have normal fusion with 40 s of stereopsis 
when they are aligned, and manifest suppression with 
no stereopsis when tropic.

Some patients with exotropia will experience pan-
oramic vision (a wider binocular field) when tropic. 
In fact, unlike patients with esotropia who experi-
ence an expansion of their binocular visual field after 
surgery, some exotropes will indicate that they miss 
this wider field of vision after successful surgery. Von 
Noorden described the interesting case of an exotro-

Fig. 9.1 This boy has an exotropia shown here with his right 
eye deviating. He was born with multiple congenital anomalies 
and craniofacial abnormalities
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pic rural mail carrier who was unhappy after his eyes 
were successfully aligned surgically [59]. Prior to 
surgery, he was able to watch the road with his domi-
nant left eye, and simultaneously scan the mailboxes 
at the roadside with his right eye. After surgery, his 
binocular field was reduced to a normal range, but he 
missed the ability to use this panoramic vision.

9.4 Types of Exodeviations

9.4.1 Exophoria

An exophoria is a latent exodeviation that, by defini-
tion, is only manifest in the dissociated state, e.g., 
under cover, or with red-green glasses. Many adults 
have small-angle exophorias that are clinically insig-
nificant, and they do not need treatment. Depending 
on the magnitude of the deviation and the patient’s 
fusional convergence amplitudes, an exophoria may 
cause headache or asthenopia. In this situation, or-
thoptic exercises or prisms incorporated in spectacles 
may be helpful. It is important to optimize visual 
acuity with a careful refraction, and to correct any 
anisometropia. If a patient reports intermittent diplo-
pia, the deviation must be intermittently manifest and 
hence is an intermittent tropia instead of a phoria.

9.4.2 Infantile Exotropia

Infantile (or congenital) exotropia shares many fea-
tures with infantile esotropia, and some important 
differences. It is characterized by a constant exotro-
pia that is present by 6 months of age. The deviation 
is often large, in the range of 35−60 PD; however, 
smaller deviations may be found. It is much less com-
mon than infantile esotropia and is much more likely 
to be associated with neurologic problems or devel-
opmental delay (Fig. 9.2). The child’s primary care 
doctor should be alerted to this frequent association 
and should pay careful attention to the child’s devel-
opmental milestones. If there is any doubt, referral to 
an appropriate specialist is advised. The guidelines 
for treating infantile exotropia are similar to those 
recommended for infantile esotropia; however, they 

are not based on as sound clinical data due to the 
relative infrequent occurrence of this disorder. These 
guidelines include providing proper optical correc-
tion if appropriate, treating amblyopia, and operating 
to restore alignment. This should be done between 
6 months and a year of age, provided that there are 
no medical or neurologic issues that require prior at-
tention. A standard surgical formula for other forms 
of exotropia can be used to treat infantile exotropia; 
however, many surgeons prefer to not exceed 7 mm 
for bilateral lateral rectus recessions in infants. Sen-
sorially, patients with infantile exotropia are simi-
lar to those with infantile esotropia. They typically 
develop subnormal fusion with deficient stereopsis, 
even after successful surgical realignment, and they 
have a high incidence of subsequently developing 
dissociated vertical divergence and dissociated hori-
zontal deviations [22, 60].

9.4.3 Sensory Exotropia

The normal anatomic configuration of the orbits tends 
to favor an exotropic position. If there is unilateral 
or bilateral vision impairment the fusion reflex will 
be impeded, and these anatomic factors will tend to 
cause an exotropia. This is referred to as a sensory 

Fig. 9.2 This 5-month-old child has a constant exotropia, 
shown here with her right eye deviating, that was present since 
2 months of age. She had been born prematurely and subse-
quently was found to have periventricular leukomalacia
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exotropia, because it results from a sensory disrup-
tion. Sensory exotropia is seen with congenital mon-
ocular media opacity and other causes of congenital 
monocular vision loss. It also occurs later in life after 
vision loss from trauma, monocular media opacity, as 
well as other causes of acquired vision loss.

9.4.4 Consecutive Exotropia

When a formerly esotropic patient develops an ex-
otropia, they are said to have a consecutive exotro-
pia. Most commonly this occurs as a result of prior 
surgery for esotropia. If a patient with a consecu-
tive exotropia has good fusion potential, and if the 
deviation is small, orthoptic exercises to improve 
convergence may be helpful. Many patients can be 
managed optically by a small decrease in their hyper-
opic correction, or overcorrecting any myopia (see 
Sect. 9.4.5.4 for further explanation), possibly com-
bined with base in prism. If the deviation is large, or 
if the patient’s age and accommodative amplitudes 
make this type of optical manipulation impractical, 
surgery is generally necessary. If a consecutive ex-
otropia follows esotropia in a child with substantial 
hyperopia, decreasing the plus power of their specta-
cles by three or more diopters may be an appropriate 
temporizing measure; however, typically this is not a 
long-term cure [36]. As the child gets older he or she 
will need an increasing amount of the hyperopia cor-
rected optically. When that happens the consecutive 
exotropia will recur. In addition, many patients with 
substantially undercorrected hyperopia or overcor-
rected myopia show variability of their alignment, 
depending on whether they are fully accommodating 
or relaxing their accommodation at any given mo-
ment.

In general, guidelines for operating on other types 
of exotropia can be applied to patients with consecu-
tive exotropia, provided that versions are full and 
there are no limitations of rotation. If so, either a slip-
page of a previously recessed medial rectus muscle, 
or a restriction of a resected lateral rectus muscle, 
should be suspected and addressed surgically. If ver-
sions are full, the patient can often be treated as a 
“fresh case,” and previously unoperated muscles can 
be operated upon as is appropriate for the patient’s 
motility pattern. However, it has been reported that 

if the near deviation exceeds the distance deviation 
by even a few prism diopters in a consecutive exo-
trope, symmetric lateral rectus recession results in a 
high undercorrection rate [35]. This finding should 
be taken as a subtle sign of medial rectus underac-
tion. The previously recessed medial rectus muscles 
should be explored and advanced.

9.4.5 Intermittent Exotropia

9.4.5.1 Presentation

Most cases of intermittent exotropia present between 
18 months and 4 years of age; however, presentation 
at younger or older ages can occur. In the majority of 
patients it is characterized by an intermittent outward 
drifting of one eye, but free alternation with either 
eye intermittently drifting does occur. Typically the 
child does not report diplopia because they suppress 
the eye when it deviates. The deviation is character-
istically worse when the child is outdoors or viewing 
distant objects, and initially the deviation is minimal 
or absent at close fixation. For this reason, intermittent 
exotropia is often overlooked by primary care physi-
cians who typically do not have access to long ex-
amination lanes. Many children with intermittent ex-
otropia tend to close their non-dominant eye in bright 
sunlight. This sensitivity to light is termed photalgia. 
It has been thought that eye closure is a mechanism 
to avoid diplopia; however, because many patients 
continue to exhibit photalgia with eye closure after 
successful surgical correction of the exotropia, this 
explanation is probably incomplete. Also, photalgia 
may be present in some individuals with normal ocu-
lar motility; however, it is more prevalent in patients 
with intermittent exotropia. Parents should be told 
prior to surgery that squinting in sunlight may persist 
despite a successful outcome.

Many patients with intermittent exotropia dete-
riorate over time, both with respect to the magni-
tude of the deviation and the frequency with which it 
manifests [1, 46]. When this occurs, it tends to do so 
slowly. Consequently, there is often no urgency for 
treatment. Although many children with intermittent 
exotropia are asymptomatic, some report intermittent 
diplopia, asthenopia, or headaches. If present, these 
symptoms may imply the need for earlier interven-
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tion. Such complaints are more likely to be reported 
by adults with intermittent exotropia than children. 

Most intermittent exotropes have normal visual 
acuity with appropriate optical correction. Amblyo-
pia is uncommon unless anisometropia is present. 
Stereopsis is frequently normal when the eyes are 
aligned, and it is absent when the tropia is manifest 
(Fig. 9.3). Retinal correspondence is frequently nor-
mal; however, anomalous retinal correspondence can 
occur. Suppression is typically facultative in that it 
is present when the eyes are tropic and absent when 
the eyes are aligned. As discussed previously, if the 
image of regard falls on the temporal retina of the 
deviating eye, suppression is apt to occur. Once sup-
pression is triggered, it probably involves all of the 
retina of the deviating eye that corresponds to the fix-
ing eye, or else peripheral diplopia would be pres-
ent. Conversely, if the image of regard falls on nasal 
retina of the non-fixing eye, suppression does not oc-
cur, and diplopia is present. For this reason the sup-
pression in intermittent exotropia is described as hav-
ing a hemiretinal trigger [50]. Approximately 20% 
of patients exhibit the findings of the monofixation 
syndrome (see Sect. 9.4.5.9 for more details) [3, 48].

9.4.5.2 Motility Exam

Patients with intermittent exotropia may have varying 
degrees of control over their deviation, depending on 
time of day, fatigue, and general state of health. If a 
child with intermittent exotropia is ill or unduly tired 

at the time of the examination, this should be noted to 
help with future assessment of progress or deteriora-
tion. Prolonged occlusion of either eye may dissoci-
ate the patient to the degree that they may have a hard 
time regaining control over the exotropia; thus, one 
should assess ocular motility before checking visual 
acuity.

Because many patients with intermittent exotropia 
have good visual acuity in both eyes and may control 
the deviation well during the examination, it may be 
difficult to determine which is the habitually deviat-
ing eye. Sometimes parents are unsure. This can be 
determined in most cases by observing the refixation 
behavior of each eye. If the habitually deviating eye 
is occluded and allowed to deviate, and the occluder 
is removed, there will be a slow refixation movement 
of that eye. There will be no movement of the contral-
ateral dominant eye. On the other hand, if the habitu-
ally fixing eye is occluded and allowed to deviate, 
and the occluder is removed, the dominant eye will 
briskly adduct to pick up fixation. Simultaneously the 
non-dominant eye will briskly move to an exotropic 
position and then slowly converge to refixate.

In general, the magnitude of the deviation will de-
termine what treatment is needed if the strabismus 
requires treatment, but the frequency of the deviation 
determines if treatment is needed. A large angle of 
strabismus that is infrequently manifest may not need 
intervention. A smaller angle of strabismus that is 
frequently manifest should be treated. Therefore, in 
addition to measuring the magnitude of the deviation 
with the prism and alternate cover test, some assess-

Fig. 9.3a,b This girl has an intermittent right exotropia. a When her eyes are aligned she has good fusion and 40 s of stereopsis.  
b When she manifests the exotropia she suppresses her right eye and has no stereopsis
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ment should be made of the patient’s control of the 
deviation. This in turn is a reflection of how often the 
eye deviates. Each clinician should develop his or her 
own set of criteria for assessing control. In addition, 
parental or caregiver assessment of control can be 
helpful in determining how frequently the deviation 
is manifest on a day-in day-out basis. One useful set 
of guidelines are listed in Table 9.1. Distance stere-
oacuity testing has been shown to provide an objec-
tive assessment of control and fusion [58]. Normal 
distance stereoacuity indicates good control and little 
suppression. Many clinicians, however, do not have 
ready access to distance stereoacuity testing. There is 
a need for a better objective way to assess control in 
patients with intermittent exotropia.

9.4.5.3 Distance−Near Differences

A comparison of the distance and near measurements 
plays an important role in the management of intermit-
tent exotropia. For esotropic patients, the difference 
between the distance and near angle of misalignment 
can usually be attributed to the normal linkage be-
tween accommodation and convergence as manifest 
by the accommodative convergence to accommoda-
tion (AC/A) ratio. This is not the case for patients with 
intermittent exotropia. Many intermittent exotropes 
have a slow-to-dissipate fusional mechanism at near 
fixation which masks an underlying larger deviation 
and prevents it from becoming manifest with a sim-
ple cover test. This has been called tenacious proxi-
mal fusion (TPF) [34, 39]. In 1952 Scobee pointed 
that intermittent exotropes must undergo a prolonged 

period of monocular occlusion to unmask the full de-
viation at near [57]. Initially Scobee recommended 
24 h of monocular occlusion; however, subsequently 
it was determined that 45−60 min was sufficient [32, 
45]. This post-occlusion measurement must be made 
with one or the other eye constantly occluded. If the 
patient is permitted fixate binocularly for even a mo-
ment, the effect of the prolonged occlusion may be 
negated. Although some investigators have attributed 
most distance-near differences in intermittent exotro-
pia to the AC/A ratio [6, 12, 25]. more recent studies 
suggest that is not the case [15, 16, 39]. Cooper and 
co-workers [15], and Kushner and Morton [39], have 
pointed out that AC/A ratios in patients with intermit-
tent exotropia can be calculated in all the usual man-
ners, provided that any near measurement used in the 
calculation be made after prolonged monocular oc-
clusion to eliminate the contaminating effect of TPF. 
Consider the following patients:

Case 1. A child has an intermittent exotropia that 
initially measures 30 PD at 6 m and 10 PD at approxi-
mately 0.33 m. After 1 h of monocular occlusion, the 
near measurement is 30 PD of exotropia. Bilateral 
lateral rectus recessions resulted in orthophoria for 
distance and near. This example is a realistic repre-
sentation of a very commonly encountered patient. If 
one calculates the AC/A ratio with the heterophoria 
method using the pre-occlusion near measurement 
of orthophoria for the calculation, the AC/A would 
be high. Depending on the exact size of the patient’s 
inter-pupillary distance, it would be approximately 
12/1. After surgery, the AC/A would be normal with 
a value of approximately 5/1. If this pre-operative 
calculation of the AC/A was valid, one would be left 

Table 9.1 Assessment of control of intermittent exotropia
Assessment at home by caregiver Assessment in office examiner

Excellent Exotropia seen rarely, is mainly with fatigue or 
inattention, and only at distance

Exotropia only present after cover test; recovery 
occurs rapidly and prior to a blink or refixation

Good Exotropia up to five times a day, but only at distance. 
Eye only stays deviated for brief periods

Exotropia only present after cover test; recovery is not 
immediate but occurs in 5−10 s and prior a blink or 
refixation

Fair Exotropia occurs more than five times a day, may 
persist for longer periods, but is still only at distance

Exotropia occurs spontaneously but intermittently. 
It does not persist past a blink

Recovery often requires a blink or refixation
Poor Exotropia is frequent, for prolonged periods, 

and occurs at near and distance
Exotropia occurs spontaneously and frequently 
and may persist through a blink
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with the conundrum that weakening the lateral rectus 
muscles decreased the AC/A ratio. This would not 
make sense. However, if one uses the post-occlusion 
near measurement of 30 PD for the calculation, it 
would appear the AC/A ratio was normal before and 
after surgery. This is a much more credible scenario.

Much attention has been paid in the past to the use 
of +3.00 D lenses at near to uncover a masked devia-
tion, and some have utilized this as a substitute for 
prolonged monocular occlusion for classifying inter-
mittent exotropia [6, 7]. However, as Helveston has 
pointed out, monocular occlusion and +3.00 D lenses 
work differently [21]. Monocular occlusion suspends 
fusional convergence and +3.00 D lenses suspend ac-
commodative convergence. The use of +3.00 D lenses 
can be useful for assessing the near measurement to 
calculate the AC/A ratio, provided that they are used 
after prolonged monocular occlusion. Consider this 
example:

Case 2. A child has an intermittent exotropia that 
measures 30 PD at 6 m and is orthophoric at ap-
proximately 0.33 m, which increases to 30 PD with 
+3.00 D lenses. After 1 h of monocular occlusion, 
the near measurement is 30 PD, and with +3.00 D 
lenses after prolonged occlusion, the near deviation 
is 35−40 PD.

If one calculated the AC/A ratio using the pre-oc-
clusion measurements, the 30-PD increase in the near 
deviation with +3.00 D lenses would indicate a high 
AC/A ratio of 10/1; however, if one bases the cal-
culation on the near measurement after occlusion, it 
only increased 5−10 PD with the additional +3.00 D 
lenses, and hence indicates more normal AC/A ratio. 
This is an example of a pseudo-high AC/A ratio.

There is a relatively uncommon subset of patients 
with intermittent exotropia that have a truly high 
AC/A ratio [34, 39, 41]. They can be diagnosed by 
the usual methods for calculating AC/A ratios, pro-
vided that all near measurements for the calculation 
be made after prolonged monocular occlusion. Con-
sider the following patient:

Case 3. A child has an intermittent exotropia that 
measures 30 PD at 6 m and is orthophoric at approxi-
mately 0.33 m. After 1 h of monocular occlusion, he 
is still orthophoric at near. With +3.00 D lenses at 
approximately 0.33 m after monocular occlusion, the 
near measurement is 30 PD. In addition, the distance 
deviation decreases to 20 PD when measured with an 
additional –1.00 D.

Case 3 has a true high AC/A ratio as determined 
with both the +3.00 D lens test at near after prolonged 
occlusion, and the minus lens test in the distance. In 
addition, patients such as this often show a small eso-
phoria if tested at a very near distance such as 3 or 
4 in. Intermittent exotropes who do not have a truly 
high AC/A ratio typically show and exophoria at 
very near range, as the fixation target is closer than 
their near point of convergence. As is described in 
Sect. 9.4.5.6, it is important to identify intermittent 
exotropes with a high AC/A ratio before planning 
treatment, as they need to be managed differently 
than other patients.

9.4.5.4 Non-Surgical Management

Many patients with intermittent exotropia can be 
managed non-surgically. The first and perhaps most 
important step is to institute proper optical manage-
ment. If a child has a low and symmetric hyperopic 
refractive error, no glasses are necessary. Unequal 
vision inputs are extremely destabilizing for patients 
with intermittent exotropia [28, 35]; thus, any sig-
nificant astigmatism or anisometropia should be cor-
rected. Also, myopic refractive errors should be cor-
rected. 

Many young intermittent exotropes can be man-
aged with overcorrecting minus-lens therapy. This in-
volves incorporating 1.5 or 2 D of additional minus-
lens correction in their spectacles. This stimulates 
accommodative convergence and improves control 
over the deviation [12]. Caltreider and Jampolsky 
[12] initially recommended up to 3 diopters of over-
minus therapy. I have found that by also incorporat-
ing 2.5 or 3 PD of base in prism in each lens, one can 
obtain the same control with less minus-lens power, 
and the latter is tolerated better by patients. Because 
many intermittent exotropes are myopic, and because 
myopia normally progresses in children, some have 
speculated that overcorrecting minus-lens therapy 
causes myopia to worsen. In my own experience, I 
have found this not to be the case [40].

In most children, minus-lens and prism therapy 
are only temporizing measures that allow one to defer 
surgery for several years. On occasion they provide a 
lasting cure. Although these treatments are useful in 
younger children, by the time a child is a teenager he 
or she often does not tolerate them.
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For the same reason that anisometropia should 
be corrected in intermittent exotropia, monovision 
should be avoided [35, 42]. Consider the following 
two cases which point out the importance of properly 
balanced optical correction.

Case 4. This woman had a well-controlled intermit-
tent exotropia since childhood. She was myopic with 
approximately -3.00 D in each eye and was prescribed 
monovision contact lenses at age 45 years to treat 
presbyopia. This resulted in her exotropia decompen-
sating. She underwent strabismus surgery at 46 years 
of age, initially with a good result. Her strabismus 
recurred and within 1 year she underwent a re-opera-
tion. Again she initially had a good result which only 
lasted 6 months. When I saw her for the first time at 
47 years of age she had a poorly controlled intermit-
tent exotropia of 25 PD. I took her out of monovision 
and prescribed a bifocal. Her exotropia immediately 
improved and within 1 year her tropia converted to an 
exophoria of 10 PD which has been well controlled 
and asymptomatic for 9 subsequent years.

Case 5. A 4-year-old boy presented with a poorly 
controlled left esotropia of 20 PD. He was anisome-
tropic with a refractive error of OD plano sph and OS 
-2.50 sph, which was prescribed.; however, the opti-
cian had made a mistake. He reversed the prescrip-
tion and dispensed the -2.50 sph for the right eye and 
plano sph for the left eye. Although this had the child 
in over-minus therapy for his fixing eye, his angle of 
strabismus increased to 30 PD and his control decom-
pensated. The deviation became constant. The error 
in the prescription was then corrected. One month af-
ter he received his proper glasses, he was controlling 
a 10 PD exophoria.

The foregoing examples point out how crucial op-
tical management can be.

There are some high hyperopes (usually over 5 D) 
with intermittent exotropia who will control their 
deviation better if most of their hyperopia is cor-
rected [23]. At first this seems counter-intuitive, as 
one would think that the accommodation needed with 
uncorrected hyperopia would help control the devia-
tion; however, dynamic retinoscopy in these patients 
reveals that they are in fact not fully accommodating 
and are experiencing blur. This in turn destabilizes 
their fusion and worsens the deviation. Guidelines 
for these patients include correcting most of the hy-
peropia by leaving approximately one diopter uncor-
rected, and fully correcting astigmatism.

For younger children, occlusion therapy is very ef-
fective in improving a their control over an intermit-
tent exotropia, even if they are not amblyopic [14, 
54, 59]. A useful protocol is to start patching approxi-
mately 3−4 h a day. If the child freely alternates, it 
should be done on alternate eyes on alternate days. 
If there is a fixation preference, but no amblyopia, 
a program of patching 2 or 3 days over one eye and 
1 day over the other, in sequence, is advised. If am-
blyopia is present, patching should be used to treat 
it in the usual manner. This treatment almost always 
results in an initial improvement in both the size 
and control of the deviation within a month or so. 
If so, the occlusion should be tapered over a month 
or two and then discontinued. Occasionally the effect 
is curative. More often, the deviation recurs over a 
number of months or years. In this case, the treat-
ment can be repeated, and overcorrecting minus-lens 
therapy can be added. Although either overcorrect-
ing minus-lens and occlusion therapy are more of-
ten temporizing than curative, there are situations in 
which one may wish to delay surgery, as indicated 
in Sect. 9.4.5.5. Also, some parents may wish to try 
non-surgical treatments before feeling comfortable 
with a recommendation for surgery. The mechanism 
by which occlusion therapy works is thought to be 
due to the anti-suppression effect of patching; how-
ever, that explanation is probably incomplete as it 
does not explain why the angle of deviation typically 
improves, as well as the control. Occlusion therapy 
in this manner is most useful in ages that parallel the 
ages at which amblyopia treatment is most success-
ful. It usually is effective in young children and be-
comes less effective by 7 years of age.

In older cooperative patients with small-angle in-
termittent exotropia, orthoptic exercises to improve 
convergence can be useful.

9.4.5.5 Surgical Management

If control over an intermittent exotropia is deterio-
rating to an unsatisfactory level, and non-surgical 
means are not successful, surgery should be consid-
ered. Many people use the guideline that surgery is 
indicated if the deviation is present 50% of the time 
or more; however, this is quite hard to determine clin-
ically [59]. The appropriate age at which to perform 
surgery has been the subject of some controversy. 
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Jampolsky recommended delaying surgery in visu-
ally immature children because even a short duration 
of an esotropia after surgery may result in a loss of bi-
foveal fusion [25, 27]. Until the child is visually ma-
ture, the deviation can be controlled with occlusion 
therapy and minus lenses. Other authors have recom-
mended early surgery [31, 49, 53]. Although studies 
suggest poorer sensory results in children operated 
under 4 years of age, [4] it is impossible to tell if chil-
dren who need surgery at an earlier age have a poorer 
underlying fusional mechanism pre-operatively than 
those who decompensate later. Nevertheless, at least 
some infants with early decompensation have the po-
tential for bifixation after early surgery [56]. It seems 
prudent to defer surgery in a visually immature child 
if adequate control can be maintained with non-surgi-
cal means, and to operate early if it cannot be.

If a patient had been previously managed with 
overcorrecting minus-lens therapy, or if their hypero-
pia had been intentionally undercorrected, and sur-
gery is now planned, the patient should be measured 
in proper optical correction prior to the operation.

The goal of surgery is to have an overcorrection of 
approximately 10 PD on the day after surgery [50]. 
This will prevent suppression from occurring in the 
immediate post-operative period and also compensate 
for the exotropic drift that typically occurs. If this de-
sired overcorrection occurs, the patient will usually 
have diplopia, and patients should be advised of this 
possibility before surgery. Patients who are slightly 
undercorrected, or are in fact orthophoric immedi-
ately after surgery, have a poorer long-term prognosis 
than those in whom this overcorrection occurs [47]. 
If the overcorrection persists for more than several 
weeks, it can be managed by occlusion, prisms, miot-
ics, or a combination of all three.

9.4.5.6 The Role of Distance−Near 
Differences in the Planning 
of Surgery

Burian recommended that surgery be based on his 
classification of distance-near differences [8−10]. 
Because he felt that symmetric lateral rectus reces-
sions gave more correction at distance than near, he 
recommended that operation for treating divergence 
excess patterns. He felt that unilateral recess−resect 
surgery gives equal correction at distance and near, 

and advocated it for basic patterns. In addition, he 
believed that simulated divergence excess patterns 
really had a deviation at near that equaled the dis-
tance, albeit masked, and thus felt they also should be 
treated with a recess−resect procedure. For the con-
vergence insufficiency patients he advocated bilateral 
medial rectus resections based on the belief that they 
provided more correction at near than distance. Al-
though this is a time-honored algorithm, the validity 
of its recommendations has been called into question 
[38].

A newer classification of intermittent exotropia re-
lies more on the role of the strength of near fusional 
mechanism and accommodative convergence. A com-
parison of the two classification systems is shown in 
Table 9.2. This newer system does not consider a 
patient in whom the distance exotropia exceeds the 
near deviation as having an excess of divergence, 
but rather as having strong near convergence or TPF 
that masks an underlying near deviation. There are 
compelling reasons that suggest such a patient does 
not have an excess of divergence. Typically such a 
patient will have approximately 30 PD more exotro-
pia when under deep anesthesia with pharmacologic 
paralysis than they have in the awake state at distance 
fixation (Fig. 9.4) [2]. One cannot attribute the dis-
tance deviation to an excess of divergence, if the de-
viation is even larger when all neuromuscular tonus 
is eliminated.

Surgery according to this newer classification is 
predicated on the concept that the presence of TPF 
implies a stronger fusional mechanism, and allows 
the surgeon to choose his or her preferred operation, 
either lateral rectus recessions or a recess−resect pro-
cedure. On the other hand, if the distance and near 
deviations are the same, TPF is absent and fusion is 
not as strong. In this case a recess−resect procedure is 
preferred because of its stabilizing effect and the in-
comitance it produces initially. With symmetric sur-
gery, an undercorrected patient is typically undercor-
rected in all gaze fields; however, with a recess−resect 
procedure, an undercorrected patient may still be eso-
tropic in side-gaze toward the recessed muscle. This 
helps break up suppression but may induce bother-
some diplopia in side-gaze. The validity of these 
newer surgical recommendations were confirmed in 
a clinical trial which revealed that patients with ba-
sic patterns had better outcomes with recess−resect 
procedures as Burian had advocated; however, it also 
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showed that patients which Burian would classify as 
simulated divergence excess did as well with lateral 
rectus recessions as with recess−resect procedures 
[38]. A recent study suggested that patients with a 
basic pattern do well with lateral rectus recessions, 
if the standard surgical formula is augmented by in-

creasing the usual amount of recession by 1−2 mm 
per muscle [43].

Patients with an intermittent exotropia and a true 
high AC/A ratio (if diagnosed according to the prin-
ciples in Sect. 9.4.5.3) will predictably have a persis-
tent esotropia at near fixation after surgery that cor-

Table 9.2 Burian and Kushner’s classification of intermittent exotropia
Burian’s classification Burian’s treatment 

recommendations
Kushner’s classification Kushner’s treatment recommendations

Divergence excess Recess LROU Proximal convergence  
or 
High AC/A

Recess LROU

Optical management
Simulated divergence
Excess (based on monocular 
occlusion)

Recess−resect Tenacious proximal fusion Recess LROU or recess−resect 
(surgeon’s choice)

Simulated divergence
Excess (based on + 3.00 D 
at near)

Recess−resect Tenacious proximal fusion 
with pseudo-high AC/Aa 
or 
High AC/Ab

Recess LROU or recess−resect 
(surgeon’s choice)

Optical management
Basic Recess−resect Basic Recess−resect or recess LROU with 

augmented formula
Convergence insufficiency Resect MROU Accommodative con-

vergence insufficiency 
(low AC/A)

Recess LROU for distance angle with 
inferior transposition, or recess−resect 
for distance angle

a If near measurement also increases with prolonged occlusion
b If near angle does not increase with prolonged occlusion alone but then does with +3.00 D

Fig. 9.4a,b This patient has an exotropia in which the distance 
deviation greatly exceeds the near. This is a divergence excess 
pattern according to the Burian classification. a In the awake 

state with distance fixation he measures 30 PD of exotropia. 
b Under anesthesia with pharmacologic paralysis his exotropia 
is substantially greater
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rects the distance deviation [41]. They will require 
a bifocal after surgery to control this overcorrection 
at near. It is therefore important to identify this rela-
tively uncommon type of patient before planning sur-
gery. Because they have a high AC/A, they respond 
very well to overcorrecting minus-lens therapy. A 
small amount of minus lens corrects a lot of exotropia 
in these patients. They will, however, be esotropic at 
near with overcorrecting minus-lens correction and 
need a bifocal. Most of these patients normalize their 
AC/A by the end of adolescence, and the bifocal can 
be discontinued. At that time they can be treated in 
a standard manner. Brodsky and Fray have reported 
good results in exotropes with a high AC/A by per-
forming standard lateral rectus recessions, combined 
with simultaneous posterior fixation of the medial 
rectus muscles [5].

Convergence insufficiency pattern exotropia is a 
special category. Unfortunately, the same term is used 
to describe two somewhat different groups of patients. 
Those who have a negligible distance deviation, a 
small exophoria at near (typically under 10 PD) and 
decreased fusional convergence amplitudes at near 
as measured with base-out prisms, have a fusional 
convergence insufficiency. They respond well to or-
thoptic exercises. Another group of patients have a 
moderate intermittent exotropia at near fixation, typi-
cally 15−25 PD, and a smaller intermittent exotropia 
at distance, typically 10−15 PD. They will also have 
what appears to be decreased convergence amplitudes 
at near if one simply considers the amount of base-out 
prism they can overcome. Consider this case:

Case 6. A patient has 10 PD of exotropia at distance 
and 25 PD of exotropia at near. Testing his fusional 
convergence amplitudes at near reveals he can over-
come 8 PD of base-out prism before he is diplopic. 
At first glance a fusional amplitude of 8 PD seems 
low. However, he is also using fusional convergence 
to overcome his underlying 25 PD of exotropia; thus, 
he actually has the ability to overcome 32 PD with fu-
sional convergence, which is a high normal amount.

If tested in the manner outlined previously, most 
of these patients will be found to have very low or 
absent AC/A ratios and should be thought of as hav-
ing an accommodative convergence insufficiency. 
They tend to do poorly with surgery. If the near de-
viation is surgically corrected, they are usually over-
corrected at distance; if the distance is corrected, they 

are typically undercorrected (but improved) at near. 
If one considers that these patients have very little 
accommodative convergence, it is not surprising that 
they respond poorly to surgery. Bilateral medial rec-
tus resections have been the recommended treatment 
since Burian’s classification was popularized. Today, 
many ophthalmologists prefer to treat convergence 
insufficiency exotropia with either lateral rectus re-
cessions or a unilateral recess−resect procedure, us-
ing the distance deviation as the targeted angle. The 
residual near deviation is then managed with prisms. 
Edward Buckley, MD, described a useful technique 
for treating this patient group. He recommended 
performing lateral rectus recessions for the distance 
angle, and transposing both muscles inferiorly to in-
duce a V pattern. This post-operative V pattern will 
further decrease the exotropia in down-gaze and help 
with reading. This approach has been found to create 
approximately 5−7 PD of V shift (E. Buckley, pers. 
commun.).

9.4.5.7 Additional Important 
Measurements

Many patients with intermittent exotropia will have a 
larger deviation if they fixate on a far distant outdoor 
target while looking out a window. In some patients 
this phenomenon is related to the increased light, in 
others the increased distance, and in some it is both 
[37]. In addition, some intermittent exotropes will in-
crease their angle at 6 m if measured after a 1-h patch 
test. It has been shown that in both situations there 
is a higher surgical success rate if surgery targets the 
largest deviation found. All patients with intermittent 
exotropia should have a measurement made on a far 
distant outdoor target, and at 6 m after prolonged oc-
clusion. Both tests should be done, as they are not 
interchangeable. The largest measurement found 
should be used for surgical planning.

9.4.5.8 Lateral Incomitance

Moore reported that if the primary position measure-
ment exceeds the deviation in both the right and left 
side-gaze by more than 10 PD, there is a high inci-
dence of overcorrection with standard surgery [44]. It 
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is sometimes recommended that the surgery formula 
be decreased by 1 or 2 mm if this degree of lateral 
incomitance is present. This admonition was based 
on patients undergoing surgery for the first time, and 
it is unclear how it should be applied to patients with 
lateral incomitance after prior exotropia surgery. The 
prevalence of lateral incomitance is a matter of con-
troversy, and a more recent study has suggested that 
it may be an artifact of measuring [52].

9.4.5.9 Intermittent Exotropia 
with Monofixation

Some intermittent exotropes show the findings of the 
monofixation syndrome prior to surgery [3]. These 
patients almost invariably continue to be monofix-
ators after surgery. It is important to identify mono-
fixators pre-operatively, as expectations should be 
lower with respect to their final sensory outcome. It 
is unclear if the majority of patients who are mono-
fixators after surgery are patients who were monofix-
ators pre-operatively.

9.4.6 Dissociated Exotropia

Dissociated horizontal deviation (DHD) is usually in 
the form of a dissociated exotropia and is part of the 
dissociated horizontal complex. The DHD is char-
acterized by a larger exotropia fixing with one eye 
than the other, in the absence of either uncorrected 
anisometropia, muscle paresis, or restriction. (It is 
discussed in detail in Chap. 12.)

9.5 Surgical Formula

A surgical formula for treating exotropia is presented 
in Table 9.3. The use of adjustable sutures may in-
crease the success of surgery in exotropic patients if 
they are sufficiently cooperative [26, 30, 33].

Table 9.3 Surgical formula for treating exotropia. PD prism diopters
Angle (PD) Recess LROU (mm per muscle) Resect MROU (mm per muscle) One LR recess/one MR resect 

(mm per muscle)
15 4 3 4/3
20 5 4 5/4
25 6 5 6/5
30 7 6 7/6
35 7.5 6 7/6
40 8 At 40 PD and above add lateral 

rectus recession
8/6

45 7 plus MR resectiona − 8.5/6b

50 7 plus MR resectiona − 9/6b

55 7 plus MR resectiona − 9.5/6b

60 7 plus MR resectiona − 10/6b

65 7 plus MR resectiona − 10/7b

70 7 plus MR resectiona − 10/8b

80 7 plus MR resectiona − 10/9b

Surgical numbers are designed to give an initial overcorrection of 5−10 PD of esotropia immediately after surgery
a  Resect one MR 3 mm for 45 PD, and add one 1 mm per 5 PD increment in the deviation up to 6 mm. At 65 PD or greater add 

resection of second medial rectus
b For unilateral surgery in large-angle exotropia with amblyopia
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10.1 Overview

In the broadest sense, the purpose of the sensorimotor 
exam is to efficiently gather information on eye align-
ment, ocular motility, and binocular function in order 
to aid in diagnosis and formulation of an appropriate 
treatment plan. The orthoptic assessment will help 
establish whether the case is surgical or non-surgical. 
If surgical, the exam will assist in the determination 
of the target angle as well as predict the response to 
surgical over- or under-correction. The exam will also 
appraise the existing sensory state, ascertain the po-
tential for binocular vision, and forecast the sensory 
outcome of strabismus surgery. Perhaps most impor-
tantly, the sensorimotor evaluation should clarify the 
patient’s symptoms (or caregiver’s complaints) and 
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Core Messages

The sensorimotor examination • 
clarifies the patient’s symptoms and 
expectations, precisely quantifies the 
ocular deviation, and determines the 
potential for binocular single vision 
in a focused, efficient manner.

The goals of orthoptic therapy are to • 
minimize the risk of post-operative 
over- or under-correction, to improve 
comfortable control over a non-surgical 
deviation, and to alleviate symptoms 
of diplopia and visual confusion.
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aid both the clinician and the patient in forming rea-
sonable treatment goals and expectations.

A pre- and post-operative sensorimotor exam is 
recommended for all patients undergoing strabismus 
surgery. It is mandated for any patient with persistent 
binocular vision complaints (such as diplopia, visual 
confusion, or asthenopia) neither attributable to de-
fects in the ocular media nor ameliorated with appro-
priate refractive correction. The sensorimotor exam 
can be worthwhile pre-operatively for patients sched-
uled for cataract or refractive surgery. But the orthop-
tic evaluation, particularly the sensory component, 
is invaluable in any surgical candidate beyond the 
age of visual maturity with a history of long-stand-
ing strabismus. It is this subgroup of patients that is 
most likely to suffer the consequences of pre-existing 
anomalous binocular vision, resulting in diplopia in 
spite of alignment of the visual axes.

This chapter is not intended to be a step-by-step 
comprehensive tutorial on how to perform the vari-
ous steps and tests in an orthoptic exam, nor is it in-
tended to present an exhaustive menu of all possible 
tests and methods used in the orthoptic evaluation. 
A familiarity with commonly used tests is assumed. 
Rather, while some new methods will be presented, 
the balance of the chapter covers the finer points 
of some universally used tests, avoiding common 
sources of error, presenting new ways to use standard 
tests, and alternative ways to interpret the results. The 
focus is on exam efficiency: learning the most from 
the exam in the least amount of time, utilizing a mini-
mum number of well-known methods. 

This chapter is organized in what is hoped the 
reader will find to be a logical fashion, covering 
the Motor Evaluation first, followed by the Sensory 
Evaluation, and concluding with Treatment. Some 
clinicians feel strongly that sensory testing should 
be done prior to any other exam component with 
the exception of the History. They argue, in spite of 
evidence to the contrary, that even testing vision has 
the potential to “break fusion,” dissociate the eyes, 
and destroy any trace evidence of a fragile binocu-
larity[29] . However, there are several sound reasons 
for, at minimum, quantifying visual acuity and eye 
alignment in primary position at distance and near 
before any sensory testing is done. Without some in-
formation on acuity and alignment, it is difficult to 
select the appropriate fixation target or sensory test, 
and even more so to interpret the result obtained. 

By doing the sensory evaluation first, the examiner 
works in an open-loop system, without appropri-
ate input or feedback guiding clinical judgment. To 
avoid inadvertently omitting some critical test, one 
is forced to perform every test! This is an inefficient 
approach to the sensorimotor exam, which at best re-
sults in wasted time, at worst in lost cooperation from 
the patient. In short, the motor exam can direct and 
even predict the course of the sensory exam, but the 
converse is not true.

It is conceivably more important to find evidence of 
strong, but anomalous fusion in a pre-operative sen-
sorimotor exam, than any vestige of a brittle binocu-
larity in the post-operative evaluation. Deep-rooted 
fusion ability will not vanish irretrievably with brief 
occlusion during vision testing or even with alternate 
cover testing. Moreover, binocularity that is as tenu-
ous as to be unrecoverable following vision testing 
may be of no consequence to the patient and should 
not impact any management decisions.

10.2 The Motor Evaluation

While most clinicians equate an orthoptic evaluation 
with the sensory exam alone, the motor exam is an 
equally important and necessary component, requir-
ing expertise and attention to detail. The purpose of 
the motor evaluation is threefold: (1) to detect and 
quantify an eye misalignment; (2) to evaluate the 
function of each extraocular muscle; and (3) to as-
sess control over the deviation. Results of the motor 
exam will determine if the patient is a candidate for 
surgical vs non-surgical therapy and, for the surgical 
candidate, which muscles should be targeted and how 
much should be done. There are many case-selective 
tests that may be used in the motor evaluation, some 
requiring special equipment, but the two basic meth-
ods used universally are the cover tests and version/
duction testing.

10.2.1 Cover Tests

The cover tests in all their variations are the corner-
stone of the motor exam. They are very familiar even 
to the dabbler in strabismus, yet they are deceptively 
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difficult and easily done incorrectly. Performed well, 
they may obviate the need for other motor tests. But 
under the right circumstances, small errors in ex-
ecution may lead to large errors in measurement! A 
review of proper technique is therefore appropriate. 
There are three primary sources of error in cover test-
ing: (1) errors in fixation target selection; (2) errors in 
prism placement; and (3) errors in occlusion.

An ideal fixation target is one that both stimulates 
and controls accommodation. For a patient with 20/20 
vision in both eyes, this means a target no larger than 
20/40 [39]. For those with reduced vision in one or 
both eyes, a target no larger than two Snellen lines 
above the visual threshold for the poorer-seeing eye 
must be used.

Once the target has been identified by the patient, 
it will lose much of its accommodative power. Staring 
at the same 20/30 letter for minutes at a time does not 
control accommodation! The ideal target is a com-
puter screen with multiple, randomized lines of 20/30 
letters that can be refreshed frequently as the patient 
reads aloud during the cover test. Modern computer-
ized vision testing has made this easy to accomplish 
for distance fixation.

Near fixation is more problematic, as most reduced 
Snellen cards or sticks present optotypes over a wide 

scale from 20/400 to 20/20, with relatively few lines 
qualified to be in the “accommodative target” range. 
In answer to this, the Snow fixation stickers were de-
veloped (by J. Snow, C.O., Penn State Hershey Medi-
cal Center, Hershey, Pa.). These stickers feature near 
targets with multiple lines of 20/30 to 20/60 letters 
(Fig. 10.1). They can be applied to a tongue depres-
sor, to the bridge of the examiner’s glasses, or directly 
onto the examiner’s nose for fixation. The latter two 
methods are favored because they do not require the 
patient to hold the fixation target, which can be dif-
ficult for both the very young and the very elderly, yet 
they free both of the examiner’s hands for prism and 
cover testing.

When examining the very young it is even more 
important to have one’s hands free! It is also more 
difficult to find a true accommodative target that will 
capture the child’s attention long enough for testing. 
Finger puppets, small toys, and most reward stick-
ers tend to be too large to be considered accommoda-
tive. Small, detailed stickers affixed to the examiner’s 
nose are ideal for this purpose. These may be found in 
gift, card, or stationery stores (Fig. 10.2).

The second common error in cover testing is in-
correct prism placement. These errors include in-
advertent rotation of the prism around the x-, y-, or 

Fig. 10.1a,b Snow fixation stickers. Multiple lines of 20/30–20/60 letters in sticker form (a) may be affixed to the 
examiner’s glasses or nose (b) to allow hands-free examination of the patient on an accommodative target
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z-axis, or errors in vertex distance in which the prism 
is held too far away from the eye. 

The strength of any given prism is determined by 
the index of refraction of the optical medium and 
the angle formed at the apex of the prism. The la-
beled value on the prism is the minimum deviation 
of a light ray that can be produced by that particular 
prism; however, the prism diopter value stamped on 
the base is only accurate if the prism is held in the 
position for which it was calibrated. The effective 
power of a prism can be altered by rotating the prism 
before the eye to increase or decrease the angle at 
which light rays will strike the surface. The larger the 

angle at the apex of the prism, the greater the poten-
tial error in measurement with only slight alterations 
in prism position.

Most loose prisms in use today are plastic and 
calibrated for use in the position of minimum devia-
tion (PMD; Fig. 10.3). This is the position in which 
the same amount of refraction will occur at both the 
anterior and posterior surfaces of the prism. When a 
plastic prism is rotated away from the PMD, the ef-
fective power of the prism is increased, and the devia-
tion being measured will be underestimated. Rotation 
of a prism around the z-axis will cause measurement 
errors in eso- and exodeviations, and rotation around 

Fig. 10.2 Near fixation stickers. Most stickers are not small enough to stimulate and control accommodation during 
a prolonged cover test. Even the smallest sticker pictured is, at best, equivalent to a 20/60- to 20/80-sized target

Fig. 10.3a,b The position of minimum deviation. Plastic prisms are calibrated for use in the position of minimum 
deviation (a) which is difficult to reproduce consistently. Positioning the prism in the frontal plane (b) is an acceptable 
alternative that minimizes measurement error
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the x-axis causes errors in vertical strabismus mea-
surement.

Unfortunately, the PMD is awkward as it requires 
the examiner to hold the prism in a slight rotation 
that is difficult to estimate quickly and repeat through 
frequent prism changes during cover testing. Hold-
ing the prism in the frontal plane position (FPP), in 
which the posterior face of the prism is parallel to the 
orbital rim, is easier to locate, more comfortable for 
the examiner, and is close enough to the PMD that it 
is used interchangeably. Errors in prism rotation may 
be minimized by using a prism bar or rotary prism.

Measurement errors due to accidental prism ro-
tation are particularly common when horizontal de-
viations are measured in right or left gaze, or when 
vertical deviations are measured in up or down gaze. 
Care must be taken not to rotate the plastic prism 
with the head into these secondary positions of gaze, 
as this will move the prism out of the frontal plane 
(Fig. 10.4). This error occurs with particular fre-

quency when measuring large exodeviations in side 
gazes, and may reveal a false lateral incomitance 
[34].

When measuring large deviations in the second-
ary positions of gaze, it is also important to remem-
ber that the globe does not have unlimited freedom 
of rotation due to the considerable elastic and sta-
bilizing forces within the orbit. Underestimation of 
the deviation may occur if the prism is placed in 
such a way that it forces the eye to rotate beyond 
its capacity in order to take up fixation. The eye will 
stop shifting with repeated alternating cover because 
the eye has reached its limit of rotation, not because 
the deviation has been completely neutralized. The 
larger the deviation, the more of a problem this may 
cause. To avoid this testing artifact, place the prism 
over the eye with the greatest room to move. For 
example, base-in prism should be placed over the 
adducted eye when measuring large exodeviations 
in side gazes. The important exception to this rule 

Fig. 10.4a−d Measurement error due to prism rotation I. Inadvertent rotation of a horizontal prism around the z-axis in 
side gazes (a) or rotation of a vertical prism around the x-axis in vertical gazes (b) can create the illusion of incomitance. 
Care must be taken not to rotate the prism with rotation of the eye (c,d)
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is found in the case of restrictive or paralytic stra-
bismus, in which the prism must be placed over the 
affected eye regardless of the gaze being measured. 
Again, the examiner may not observe a shift during 
cover testing because the affected eye simply cannot 
move into the position of gaze being tested. Putting 
the prism over the restricted eye moves the image to 
meet the eye, rather than forcing the eye to move to 
the image.

Inadvertent rotation of a horizontal or vertical 
prism around the y-axis will not only overestimate 
the deviation, but will also create the appearance of, 
or exacerbate, a multiplanar deviation. The examiner 
must be acutely mindful of y-axis rotation when mea-
suring a deviation in head tilts, as only small changes 
in measurement of a vertical strabismus are often 
used to determine if the result is positive or negative. 
The prism base should remain parallel with the floor 
of the orbit, not the floor of the room, with head rota-
tion to the shoulder (Fig. 10.5).

The effective power of a prism will also change 
with a change in the distance of the prism to the eye. 
Though obviously not possible, the ideal position for 
the prism would be the center of rotation of the eye. 
In lieu of this, the prism should be held as close as is 
reasonable to the eye: typically no more than 1−2 cm 
away from the cornea. The distance must be appropri-
ate but also consistent throughout the cover test. It is 
helpful to brace the side of your middle finger against 
the patient’s brow bone, while holding the prism be-
tween the index finger and thumb. If the patient wears 

spectacles, the prism can be held directly against the 
frame of the glasses.

Errors in prism position may also occur when 
measuring deviations that exceed the largest prism 
available. Two plastic prisms with the base in the 
same direction cannot be stacked back to back as this 
completely alters the angle of incidence and, conse-
quently, the angle of refraction. To some extent, the 
errors induced by stacking can be minimized by split-
ting the power with one prism before each eye; how-
ever, angles measured in prism diopters are not addi-
tive, and so even this method is not entirely accurate. 
The deviation measured by the sum of two prisms 
will always be greater than the sum of the calibrated 
values. There are tables that display the total value 
for prisms held in this manner [38]. Alternatively, the 
true deviation in prism diopters can be calculated by 
multiplying the tangent of the total angle of deviation 
in degrees by 100.

In general, all measurement miscalculations due 
to inaccurate prism placement have the potential of 
being exaggerated at near fixation. Because of the 
shorter working distance, the often larger deviations, 
and the natural inward rotation of the visual axes, er-
rors can be magnified.

Inadequate occlusion is the final, and possibly the 
most common, type of error leading to inaccurate mea-
surement of strabismus. In order to reveal the entire 
deviation, the eyes must be maximally dissociated. 
To accomplish this, an opaque or translucent occluder 
held close to the eye is recommended. This is prefer-

Fig. 10.5a,b Measurement error due to prism rotation II. Inadvertent rotation of a prism around the y-axis in head tilt 
will create the illusion of a multi-planar deviation as well as overestimate the vertical deviation (a). The base of the 
prism should be held parallel to the floor of the orbit (b), not the floor of the room
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able to the popular “thumb” occluder (Fig. 10.6), or 
other variations held away from the face. Occlusion 
methods such as these may be adequate for vision 
testing, because they do successfully obstruct the fo-
vea, but they do not sufficiently block the peripheral 
visual field. This is necessary in order to minimize 
peripheral motor fusion. Motor fusion (also known as 
fusional or disparity vergence), the ability to align the 
eyes in such a manner as to image the object of regard 
on corresponding retinal points to allow sensory fu-
sion, is driven primarily by matching input from the 
overlapping areas of our visual fields. Non-foveal 
input from the central and peripheral retina has the 
most powerful influence on vergence, simply because 
there are more retinal elements to match [18]. Foveal 
input has comparatively little influence on motor fu-
sion. This can be easily demonstrated by occluding 
the fovea of one eye using a remote thumb, and intro-
ducing a 14−16 Δ base-out prism over one eye. Even 
in the absence of foveal input, fusional convergence 
will be observed in the subject with average fusional 
vergence ability as long as adequate peripheral input 
remains. In contrast, if the subject now fixates through 
a single pinhole mounted in a trial frame as base-out 
prism is introduced, convergence is not induced and 
diplopia results.

A good cover test requires patience and repetition, 
particularly in the case of intermittent or latent devia-
tions, or in cases with decreased acuity. The occluder 
should be held in place for a few seconds to ensure 
that the patient is able to achieve fixation before it is 

rapidly transferred to the other eye without allowing 
a period of binocularity. It must be kept in mind that 
high-powered prisms will degrade the vision of the 
eye viewing through it. The occluder may have to be 
left in place over each eye a bit longer to allow the 
patient time to fixate through a high-powered prism. 
Measuring to reversal, meaning the prism and alter-
nate cover test is continued, adding prism past the 
point where no shift in the visual axes is observed, is 
also recommended. The full deviation is then the last 
prism value that produced no shift in fixation.

Variations of the cover test used in certain specific 
situations include the cover−uncover test, the simul-
taneous prism and cover test, and diagnostic occlu-
sion. The cover−uncover test is often used not only to 
detect a manifest deviation, but to assess control over 
an intermittent deviation by estimating how easily fu-
sion is disrupted and how quickly it is regained once 
the cover is removed (see Sect. 10.2.4).

The simultaneous prism and cover test is used to 
quantify the manifest deviation when a latent devia-
tion is also present. As the name of the test suggests, 
it is important to simultaneously place the prism over 
the deviating eye as the cover is introduced over 
the fixating eye. In other words, it is not equivalent 
to holding a prism over the deviating eye during a 
cover−uncover of the fixating eye. By definition, 
those who have both a manifest and a latent compo-
nent to their deviation have motor fusion (fusional 
vergence). By maintaining a prism over the deviating 
eye while the patient is binocular, motor fusion is re-

Fig.10.6a,b Proper occlusion. In order to uncover the full deviation, particularly in cases of phoria or 
intermittent tropia, all peripheral visual input must be blocked from view. Occlusion with a thumb (a) is 
not as effective in achieving maximal dissociation as an opaque or translucent occluder (b) held close to 
the eye
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cruited in order to maintain the image of the fixation 
target on the preferred perifoveal retinal point. If per-
formed in this way, the test results will over-estimate 
the manifest deviation.

Diagnostic occlusion (Marlow occlusion [29] or 
the Patch Test), is prolonged monocular occlusion 
and is, essentially, a protracted cover test. The patch 
is kept in place over a period of 30−60 minutes, but 
it may be continued over 24−48 hours. The better the 
patient’s control over the deviation, the longer the 
period of diagnostic occlusion necessary in order to 
fully appreciate the deviation. Diagnostic occlusion 
is most commonly used pre-operatively in cases of 
exotropia suspected to be of the pseudo-divergence 
excess type. It is also valuable in the symptomatic 
patient with a phoria, or the child whose parent sees 
a deviation that is not apparent with standard cover 
testing. Rules of fixation targets, prism placement, 
and adequate occlusion apply to these cover-test 
modifications.

10.2.2 Ocular Rotations

The motor exam includes the evaluation of the func-
tion of each individual extraocular muscle by observ-
ing version and duction movements. The standard 
method of grading function compares muscle action 
relative to its yoke and is based on a -4 to +4 scale. 
If mobility is restricted such that the eye is not even 
able to move into primary position, negative num-
bers larger than -4 may be used. Investigating ocular 
rotations in this manner may be technically easy to 
do, though the results are sometimes difficult to in-
terpret. Variations in soft tissue or orbital anatomy 
may result in the strong illusion of muscle imbalance, 
particularly in the secondary and tertiary positions of 
gaze. In addition, this system assesses comparative 
muscle function. Limitation of movement may be un-
derestimated if it is bilateral (whether symmetric or 
asymmetric), except in the case of obvious and severe 
under-action. Though there is little inter-observer 
reproducibility with this method, it is the one most 
commonly used and is probably adequate for most 
cases. Certainly in the case of muscle “over-action,” 
this method is clinically useful. 

Another method of quantifying ocular rotations 
estimates function in degrees based on the same scale 

used for the Hirschberg test (1 mm ≈ 7º). As the ex-
aminer holds a transilluminator or penlight held at 
the midline of the face, the patient follows a fixation 
target as it moves into the diagnostic positions of 
gaze. The corneal light reflex should remain in ap-
proximately the same location in each eye if there 
is no over- or under-action present. If a limitation is 
present, the reflex in the affected eye will become 
displaced. The amount of limitation in degrees can be 
estimated based on the amount of displacement of the 
light reflex in millimeters. This method may be a bit 
more precise but suffers from the same drawbacks as 
the conventional method, though perhaps to a lesser 
degree.

For the purposes of measuring change over time, 
more meticulous and reproducible techniques are pre-
ferred. One of these methods uses the cervical range 
of motion (CROM) device, an instrument originally 
designed for the purpose of measuring the range of 
motion of the cervical spine. The apparatus consists 
of three meters representing position with respect to 
the x- (chin elevation or depression), y- (head tilt), 
and z- (face turn) axes, mounted in a spectacle frame 
and secured to the patient’s face with Velcro straps. 
Rather than comparing function to the yoke muscle, 
the CROM quantifies the degrees of excursion or 
range of movement with the fellow eye occluded. 
The head is rotated into the primary field of action of 
each of the extraocular muscles as the patient fixates 
an accommodative target. When the limits of rotation 
are reached, the image will slip off the fovea, causing 
blur. The degree of excursion into that field can then 
be read directly off of the dials on the apparatus. This 
method has proven to be reliable and repeatable [24].

10.2.3 Other Tests of Motor Function

While the motor evaluation typically starts with cover 
testing and observation of versions, results of these 
tests may indicate the need for further motor evalu-
ation in some cases. Additional tests may include 
prism adaptation, diagnostic occlusion, calculation of 
the AC/A ratio, tests for torsion, and Lancaster red-
green or Hess/Lees screen testing.

Prism adaptation is accomplished by offsetting the 
manifest deviation with temporary prisms. After a 
period of hours to days, the alignment and binocular 
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vision is re-assessed through the prism. If the devia-
tion has increased, the prism is increased accordingly 
and the process repeated until the deviation either 
stabilizes, exceeds the amount available in a tempo-
rary prism, or over-corrects the strabismus. The goal 
of prism adaptation is to determine the target angle 
for surgery, and to predict the sensory and motor out-
come with realignment of the eyes.

Both diagnostic occlusion (described in 
Sect. 10.2.1) and prism adaptation can be used to 
confirm the full angle of strabismus measured with 
the cover test. One method may be better than the 
other, depending on the case. For example, patients 
with some control over the deviation, particularly if 
the deviation was observed to build up gradually with 
prism and alternate cover testing, are best evaluated 
with diagnostic occlusion. Prism adaptation should be 
used with caution in these cases, as those with good 
motor fusion, including patients with strabismus and 
anomalous correspondence (see Sect. 10.3.2) may 
undergo phoria adaptation in which the tonic ver-
gence system adapts to the prism, temporarily reset-
ting the baseline eye alignment and resulting in an 
“eating up” of the prism [27]. In these cases, prism 
adaptation is less a test to determine the full angle 
than a test of the limits of tonic and fusional vergence 
amplitudes. These patients will be at increased risk 
for over-correction if surgery is done for the prism-
adapted angle.

Cases of distance-near disparity, where the mag-
nitude of the deviation changes by 10 prism diopters 
or more with a change in fixation distance, may be 
investigated using diagnostic occlusion or prism ad-
aptation. Diagnostic occlusion is typically used more 
for the exodeviation that is greater at distance, and 
often reveals a larger near deviation approaching or 
even exceeding the distance angle. Prism adaptation, 
on the other hand, is advised for surgical esodevia-
tions that are greater at near. When prism adapted 
for the larger near angle, the distance esodeviation 
may build or the prism may over-correct [2, 25]. This 
method is very useful in predicting the likelihood 
of over-correction if surgery is done for the larger 
angle.

In cases of horizontal strabismus in which the 
distance and near deviations differ by more than 
10 prism diopters, it is often necessary to calculate 
the AC/A ratio. Just as one would never assume that 
all exodeviations greater at distance are caused by a 

high AC/A, one should never take for granted that the 
ratio is high in all cases of near esotropia exceeding 
the distance amount. Accommodative convergence is 
only one type of convergence contributing to the near 
alignment. Abnormalities of proximal, fusional, and 
tonic convergence are also possible, and it is impor-
tant to distinguish between them, as this will impact 
management options.

There are three methods that have been used to as-
sess the AC/A ratio. The first is the Clinical Method, 
which simply entails a comparison of the distance 
and near measurements in primary position. Though 
quick and easy, it is the least accurate of all the meth-
ods and is not recommended. It does not control for 
the effect of proximal or fusional convergence, does 
not quantify the ratio, and should not be used to pre-
dict if bifocals would be effective.

The Heterophoria Method is based on the dis-
tance-near disparity in measurement, and the geom-
etry of convergence using the interpupillary distance 
as the base of a triangle whose apex is at the fixation 
point. Like the Clinical Method, this method neither 
accounts for nor controls proximal or fusional con-
vergence. It is based on the faulty assumption that 
accommodative convergence contributes 100% of 
the convergence necessary to maintain bi-foveal fixa-
tion at near, and therefore results in an artificially 
high AC/A ratio. The Heterophoria Method predicts 
a normal AC/A would be equal to the interpupillary 
distance. It further predicts that a normal AC/A will 
increase over time with growth and increased separa-
tion of the orbits. Both of these predictions have been 
shown to be false [7].

The Gradient Method is the only direct measure 
of the amount of convergence generated per unit of 
accommodative effort, which is the very definition of 
the AC/A ratio. The Gradient is also the most accu-
rate method, as it is the only one that controls for both 
proximal and fusional convergence because measure-
ments are taken at a fixed testing distance. The Gradi-
ent Method not only yields a precise measure of the 
ratio but can be used to predict whether optical meth-
ods may be used successfully to manage the strabis-
mus, and how much the spectacles must be altered to 
achieve the desired effect. The Gradient AC/A can be 
calculated by repeating measurements through plus 
lenses at near or minus lenses at distance [4], sub-
tracting the difference in alignment and dividing by 
the change in accommodative demand.
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A test for torsion should always be included in the 
motor evaluation of a patient with any acquired verti-
cal strabismus. Expected in cases of superior oblique 
palsy, it should be remembered that a cyclotropia 
can also occur in other paretic or restrictive vertical 
strabismus. Torsion testing is also advisable in any 
patient with diplopia not resolved with offset of the 
deviation.

For diagnostic purposes, the double Maddox rod 
test is the recognized standard. Because this test is 
very disruptive to fusion, it is excellent for revealing 
and quantifying the full measure of even small cyclo-
tropic deviations. It is also ideal for quantifying large 
degrees of torsion. The Awaya cyclo-deviation near 
test (S. Awaya, M.D., New Cyclo Tests, Handaya Co., 
Sendai, Miyagi, Japan) though not quite as dissociat-
ing as the double Maddox rod, has the advantage of 
ease of interpretation. Small degrees of torsion can 
be difficult for the examiner to read on a trial frame 
but are easily identified on the Awaya. There are two 
main disadvantages to this test. Firstly, the maximum 
amount of torsion detectable is 12º, and secondly, it 
can only record net torsion. If a cyclotropia is present 
in both eyes, this test will report the sum of the two.

Patients with measurable cyclodeviations are not 
always symptomatic, however. It is therefore neces-
sary to determine to what extent the cyclodeviation 
is interfering with fusion. For this, a less dissociating 
test should be done in addition to the Maddox rod or 
Awaya test. The simplest way to do this is to mount 
individual loose Bagolini striated glasses in a trial 
frame in the same manner as is done with the Mad-
dox rods [36]. For this test, unlike the Maddox rods, 
the room should remain illuminated and feature con-
toured peripheral cues to stimulate and assist fusion 
(see Sect. 10.3 for more information on preferred vi-
sual environments for fusion). If significant torsion 
is detected in this way, it may have to be addressed 
surgically in order to restore fusion.

Cyclodeviations can also be detected and inves-
tigated using the amblyoscope. The amblyoscope 
is less dissociating than the Double Maddox rod or 
Awaya test but is more so than the Bagolini glasses. 
There are two principle advantages of the amblyo-
scope over the other tests for torsion. Firstly, the cy-
clodeviation can be offset, leaving no doubt that the 
patient is capable of fusion. Secondly, the amblyo-
scope is the only tool with the ability to quantify tor-
sional fusional amplitudes.

Tests such as the Lancaster red-green, the Hess 
screen, or the Lees screen yield a graphic represen-
tation of strabismus in multiple fields of gaze, fa-
cilitating quick comparisons over sequential visits in 
cases of evolving strabismus. These types of tests use 
foveal projection to map out the strabismus, so that 
the position of the resulting fields corresponds to the 
position of the eyes. (This is in contrast to diplopia, 
in which the double image is located in the field op-
posite to that which the eye is directed.) Primary and 
secondary deviations, incomitance, patterns, over- 
and under-actions, paresis, and restriction can all be 
diagnosed at a glance with these types of tests; how-
ever, prerequisites for testing include normal retinal 
correspondence, the absence of suppression, foveal 
fixation in both eyes, and the ability to comprehend 
and comply with the test instructions, all of which 
preclude the use of these tests in a large percentage 
of the pediatric population. These tests offer the ad-
vantage of controlled and repeatable fixation distance 
and positions of gaze, and in the hands of an experi-
enced practitioner, they are much faster to complete 
and record than prism and cover testing in multiple 
fields.

10.2.4 Assessment of Control

Though quantifying the magnitude of eye misalign-
ment is important, it is often the assessment of con-
trol that determines whether treatment is needed at 
all, and if so, when it should be done. Control can be 
evaluated in several ways: the cover/uncover test, the 
use of control scales, and measurement of fusional 
amplitudes are the most widely used. Stereoacuity 
may also correspond to control, but as it is not a di-
rect measure of control, it is covered in the Sect. on 
sensory testing (see Sect. 10.3.1).

A qualitative measure of control can be made us-
ing the cover/uncover test. Though highly subjective, 
this method is simple and practical. Control is typi-
cally graded as good, fair, or poor as the patient main-
tains fixation in the position of greatest concern. Mo-
mentary occlusion of the non-dominant eye is used to 
ascertain how easily control is disrupted. Once disso-
ciated, the patient is observed to determine how read-
ily fusion is regained. This may be quantified to some 
extent by estimating the time interval between the 
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loss and recovery of fusion. The examiner should also 
look for assists such as blinking, saccades, change in 
fixation distance, or head movement that the patient 
may recruit in order to regain control.

Several scoring systems have been described spe-
cifically for use in evaluating control in intermittent 
exotropia, though presumably they could be used in 
any type of strabismus. These systems typically fea-
ture varying combinations of two or more of the fol-
lowing: input from the parent or caregiver; observa-
tion during the exam; and results of a dissociating test 
such as a cover test. Results are combined to reveal a 
score indicating level of control, with higher numbers 
representing poorer control, and zero representing 
excellent control. Studies have shown these systems 
to be sensitive, reliable, and repeatable [14, 30].

Measurement of motor fusion amplitudes can be 
used to quantify control [5]. Diminished control is 
evidenced by a low “break point” (point at which ver-
gence demand exceeds fusional reserves, resulting in 
a manifest deviation), or a remote “recovery point” 
(point at which fusion can be recovered as vergence 
demand is lessened). These values are determined by 
introducing a rotary prism or prism bar at the lowest 
value, held with the base in the direction opposite to 
that which was used to measure the strabismus (i.e., 
base-in for an esodeviation). This simulates an in-
crease in the strabismic angle. The prism is slowly 
increased until fusion cannot be maintained (break 
point), then slowly reduced until fusion is regained 
(recovery point). The break point may be marked by 
appreciation of diplopia. While this should never be 
used as the sole indicator of the break point by the 
examiner, the absence of diplopia at the break is sig-
nificant. Breaking fusion with suppression is another 
indication of poor control.

What would be considered a normal break point 
varies with the magnitude and direction of the under-
lying strabismus but ideally should be at least equal 
to the degree of misalignment to ensure comfortable 
control. A recovery point more than 5 prism diopters 
away from the break point would be considered re-
mote [40]. With the exception of monofixation syn-
drome, constant deviations are so because they far 
exceed their fusional reserves. A phoria is such be-
cause fusional vergence far exceeds the degree of la-
tent misalignment. But those with intermittent devia-
tions are likely near their motor fusion threshold and 
have the most to gain by vergence amplitude testing.

Poor control is one of the defining features of tropic 
deviations so it is often erroneously assumed that 
control does not need to be evaluated in these situa-
tions; however, the presence of a manifest deviation 
does not preclude fusional vergence ability, and it is 
useful to identify it, no matter how limited or fragile. 
The cover/uncover test and the control scales are gen-
erally not useful for constant strabismus; therefore, 
the fusional vergence amplitudes method should be 
used. This is done by offsetting the deviation with a 
prism bar, rotary prism, or on the amblyoscope. The 
prism amount is then gradually reduced until the pa-
tient breaks fusion and becomes tropic. The process 
is then repeated by increasing the prism until fusion 
is once again broken, with or without diplopia. This 
method defines the alignment range over which the 
patient’s fusional ability may be sufficient to main-
tain orthotropia.

10.3 The Sensory Evaluation

The sensory exam is the oracle of the orthoptic evalu-
ation: it can clarify the current sensory state, give the 
examiner a glimpse into the past, and predict possible 
sensory and motor futures. However, the ultimate pur-
pose of the sensory exam is to determine if the patient 
has fusion, or the potential for fusion. The answer 
may change or refine treatment goals, and may figure 
prominently in the decision whether to treat at all.

There is more than one type of fusion, and it is 
possible to demonstrate one type without others. Tests 
are available to detect and measure motor fusion (ret-
inal image disparity-driven vergence), sensory fusion 
(two-dimensional, flat fusion), and stereopsis (retinal 
disparity sensitivity resulting in three-dimensional 
fusion); however, it is not always possible or even 
necessary to test for all of these forms of fusion on 
every exam. The sensory exam can be done very effi-
ciently if the right tests are chosen, and most sensory 
tests can be used to answer more than one diagnos-
tic question. The direction of the sensory exam will 
depend on (1) the patient’s history, symptoms, and 
capabilities, (2) the results of the motor examination, 
and (3) the examiner’s own experience and expecta-
tions for the case.

A thorough sensory evaluation can be done with a 
modest collection of tools: a set of prisms (may be in 
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the form of a box of prisms, a prism bar, or a rotary 
prism); a red filter; a stereotest; and the Worth 4-dot 
or Bagolini glasses. An after-image test is helpful in 
some cases but not absolutely necessary. A complete 
exam can also be done − and in some instances done 
better and faster − with a single piece of equipment: 
a haploscopic device such as an amblyoscope or syn-
optophore.

10.3.1 The History

The sensory exam begins with the often difficult task 
of deciphering the patient’s description of symptoms. 
It is an important step because the patient’s account 
may provide significant clues to sensory status. Along 
with the results of the motor evaluation, the history 
will help the examiner select the appropriate sensory 
tests to employ. A careful interview is also imperative 
in order to assist the patient or caregiver in generating 
realistic expectations so as to maximize satisfaction 
with treatment.

One of the most frequent complaints associated 
with strabismus is diplopia. Though it is not the only 
unpleasant and debilitating consequence of strabis-
mus, it is currently the only one assigned its own 
diagnostic code in the International Classification 
of Diseases, 9th edn. (ICD-9). When investigating a 
complaint of diplopia, in addition to the obvious ques-
tions (e.g., “Is it constant or intermittent?”, “Does it 
disappear when you close one eye?”, “Are the images 
side by side or up and down?”) there are a few less 
obvious questions that will clarify much. 

“What do you mean by ‘double vision’?” 
Many − particularly older children − use this phrase 
because they have been told they have double vision, 
or because they lack the vocabulary to describe what 
they are really experiencing. The phrase “double vi-
sion” is also occasionally used erroneously to de-
scribe the eye misalignment, and not necessarily the 
sensory consequences of that misalignment.

Some patients will deny double vision, but when 
asked to elucidate their symptoms they describe 
classic diplopia. For example, torsional diplopia is 
particularly difficult for the patient to describe, be-
cause the fixation point may be single while images 
in the periphery are twisted or tilted. These patients 
may actually complain of disorientation or dizziness 

when in motion. Some patients complain of blurry 
vision, ghosting, or glare. There are also those who 
deny diplopia yet unwittingly engage in diplopia-
avoidance behavior, such as head posturing or clos-
ing one eye.

The most challenging cases of diplopia are those 
in which the patient appreciates a double image but 
is unable to locate the object in space relative to the 
fixation point. This is sometimes referred to as lost lo-
calization [19]. Taking a history from these patients is 
as frustrating for the patient as it is for the examiner. 
These patients are often looked upon with suspicion 
and told that their visual experience is not possible. 
In fact, not only is this type of diplopia genuine, it 
is a sign of early-onset strabismus with anomalous 
correspondence and loss of suppression in the non-
dominant eye.

Diplopia is not the only symptom of strabismus. 
When asked, many patients will describe difficulties 
resulting from a loss of stereopsis or fusion. For ex-
ample, some report difficulty walking down stairs, up 
a curb, or even across a level surface if it features a 
boundary created by a change in color, texture, or pat-
tern that might suggest or create the illusion of depth. 
Some patients express their symptoms as the inabil-
ity to locate things where they should be or expect 
them to be. Other patients report stationary objects in 
their peripheral visual field suddenly and unexpect-
edly moving. Still others have problems reading due 
to moving print.

Visual confusion, another consequence of strabis-
mus, is the result of stimulation of corresponding ret-
inal points with dissimilar images. It may be just as 
common as diplopia, but it is rarely reported because 
it can be so difficult for the patient to describe. As 
a result, clinicians rarely ask about it. Patients with 
visual confusion may recount a bizarre jumbling or 
confusion of images that resembles retinal rivalry.

Finally, those with alternating suppression or fixa-
tion switch diplopia may report images jumping sud-
denly in front of them from the peripheral field, or 
losing their place and skipping lines when reading.

“Does the double vision change with alterations in 
the ambient illumination?” Symptoms that change in 
different visual environments are an important clue to 
etiology. For example, it is natural for double vision 
secondary to strabismus to be more noticeable under 
mesopic (dim illumination) or scotopic (darkness) 
conditions, particularly when viewing a brightly il-
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luminated stimulus. Double vision should be worse 
when driving at night, for example, because there are 
fewer peripheral visual cues that assist both fusion 
and suppression. Diplopia that worsens under pho-
topic (bright illumination) conditions, on the other 
hand, is uncommon and may actually signify macular 
pathology, with or without an overlying strabismus 
(see also Sect. 10.3.5).

“Is there any way you can hold your head to either 
make the images come together or make the double 
vision become less bothersome?” It is surprising how 
many patients have never tried this. The answer to 
this one question goes a long way in establishing a 
diagnosis and determining fusion capability.

Finally, “Does the double image appear to move?” 
Images that are not only double, but appear to move 
or float, particularly when they are near the “real” im-
age, signal poor fusion ability. This symptom is in-
dicative of a central disruption of fusion. The patient 
should be questioned about head trauma or brain-
stem vascular event.

10.3.2 Sensory Fusion

One of the objectives of the sensory evaluation is to 
determine if the patient is capable of sensory fusion, 
the ability to integrate two separate, but similar, vi-
sual images into a single impression. Sensory fusion 
is more than the absence of diplopia, and it should 
not be assumed that because a patient claims to be 
diplopia-free or is orthophoric, images from the two 
eyes are necessarily being fused into one perception. 
The detection of sensory fusion is singularly impor-
tant in two clinical situations: (1) the strabismic pa-
tient who does not complain of diplopia; and (2) the 
strabismic patient who has recently been re-aligned, 
whether by surgical or optical methods. In the former 
case, the lack of diplopia may be explained by the 
presence of anomalous correspondence; in the latter, 
evidence of developing sensory fusion at the new an-
gle of alignment may provide some assurance that the 
eyes will remain aligned over the long term. Testing 
for sensory fusion is also worthwhile in the young, 
otherwise normal patient to document the presence 
of binocular vision. 

Sensory fusion testing is a step in the sensorimotor 
exam that should not be overlooked in patients with 

strabismus secondary to very poor vision or large vi-
sual field defects. Though these patients are not likely 
to have good quality fusion post-operatively, they are 
actually at increased risk for bothersome diplopia. 
The more the visual field is missing or degraded, 
the harder it is for the visual system to match up the 
fields, and the more likely it is to result in bothersome 
diplopia once the eyes are aligned.

The Worth 4-dot test was originally designed to de-
tect sensory fusion, but because it is so dissociating, 
it is actually a test that challenges the sensory fusion 
mechanism. It is, however, quite effective in detect-
ing foveal suppression, estimating the depth and ex-
tent of the suppression scotoma (see Sect. 10.3.6), and 
detecting anomalous correspondence (Sect. 10.3.7). 
There are some weaknesses to the test that must be 
kept in mind, but if used judiciously, and performed 
and interpreted correctly, it can yield a wealth of sen-
sory information.

One disadvantage of the test is that it is too easy 
for the patient to discover the “correct” answer with 
repeated use over consecutive examinations, peek-
ing around the glasses, or an inopportune slip of the 
tongue on the part of the examiner (as the answer 
lies in the very name of the test). It will be most il-
luminating the first time it is employed. If the patient 
becomes too familiar with the test, the responses be-
come less reliable. In giving the anticipated answer, 
whether that may be one indicating fusion, suppres-
sion, or diplopia, the child may receive positive feed-
back from the examiner. This positive reinforcement 
will increase the likelihood of that answer being given 
again at a future visit, even if it does not reflect the 
true sensory status at that time. Therefore, the Worth 
4-dot must be used in moderation, particularly with 
children. The other major drawback is that the Worth 
4-dot utilizes a color-based (anaglyphic) format. This 
can lead to false-positive or false-negative responses 
in patients with uncorrected refractive error [37]. Fi-
nally, the test may yield false or variable responses 
due to discrepancies in luminance and contrast be-
tween the red and green filter.

The Worth 4-dot test should be performed initially 
in normal room illumination. This test is slightly less 
dissociating under these conditions; it will therefore 
be easier for the patient to appreciate sensory fusion 
(or suppression). Begin at distance fixation using the 
same flashlight that is used for near testing. It is not 
recommended to use the wall-mounted light boxes or 
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computer-based Worth 4-dot stimuli for this purpose, 
as these targets form a retinal image large enough to 
project beyond the limits of a foveal suppression sco-
toma. The fovea measures about 1.5 mm in diameter, 
so to test for foveal fusion or suppression, the image 
should subtend an angle no larger than 1.5º. For ex-
ample, the Worth flashlight held at distance subtends 
an angle of 1.25º [31]. The average wall-mounted or 
computer-based Worth tests feature light stimuli that 
are up to seven times larger than the flashlight stimuli. 
To subtend an angle of 1.5º, the light box would need 
to be mounted over 40 ft. away from the patient! 

Figure 10.7 illustrates one useful strategy for uti-
lizing the Worth 4-dot to obtain the maximum amount 
of sensory information. The appropriate first question 
to the patient should be, “How many lights do you 
see?” The answer to this question will determine the 
next step in the exam. If the patient gives a fusion 
response at distance, no further testing with this par-
ticular instrument may be necessary as foveal fusion 
with peripheral retinal suppression is unlikely. If the 
patient reports five lights, which suggests diplopia, 
he should be questioned carefully whether all five are 
illuminated simultaneously, or whether the lights al-
ternate from two to three. Patients with alternating 
suppression do not always appreciate this difference. 
The patient should be asked to first concentrate on the 
lights presented to the dominant eye to determine if 
the other set of lights disappears. The patient should 
then be encouraged to switch fixation (either sponta-
neously or with the assistance of a cover−uncover) 
and the results under two test conditions compared. 
Those who habitually fixate with one eye may not 
demonstrate a measurable suppression scotoma in 
that dominant eye. Consequently, they will appre-
ciate suppression when fixating with the dominant 
eye, and diplopia when fixating with the habitually 
deviating eye. These patients are at increased risk for 
fixation switch diplopia [23]. If true diplopia (rather 
than alternating suppression) is found, prism can be 
introduced to attempt to restore fusion; however, it 
is easier and less confusing for both patient and ex-
aminer if this step is done using a red filter and light 
source rather than the Worth 4-dot test.

The next step is to repeat the Worth 4-dot at near 
fixation in the same matter, and compare the distance 
and near responses. Strabismic patients who report 
suppression at distance and near fixation on the Worth 

tests have a very large suppression scotoma. Patients 
with suppression at distance but fusion at near may 
have anomalous correspondence. If diplopia second-
ary to macular pathology is suspected based on the 
patient’s history, then the Worth 4-dot test should 
be repeated at 33 cm, and again at distance and near 
with the room lights extinguished. The diplopic pa-
tient with macular pathology may sometimes report 
diplopia at distance and fusion at near under photo-
pic conditions, and the reverse under scotopic condi-
tions. In contrast, the patient with diplopia secondary 
to strabismus will be more likely to appreciate diplo-
pia under scotopic conditions whether tested at 6 m 
and 33 cm.

10.3.3 Detecting and Quantifying 
Motor Fusion

Of all the types of fusion, disparity vergence is argu-
ably the most important because this is the type of 
fusion that maintains eye alignment. Without motor 
fusion, a patient cannot enjoy the benefits of sensory 
fusion or stereopsis. Without motor fusion, patients 
with accommodative strabismus have little hope of 
weaning out of their hyperopic spectacles or bifo-
cals. It may also be true that without motor fusion, a 
successful surgical outcome may not remain so over 
time. Motor fusion is also the type most easily tested 
in a patient not capable of a subjective response. Yet, 
of the three major types of fusion, motor fusion is the 
one least likely to be tested and monitored on a regu-
lar basis. A test of motor fusion is most valuable in 
the following types of patients: (1) the infant who is 
incapable of demonstrating binocular vision in other, 
more subjective ways; (2) the strabismic patient who 
may have anomalous correspondence; (3) the patient 
with accommodative strabismus (eso- or exotropic) 
who is attempting to wean out of glasses; (4) the or-
thotropic patient with asthenopic symptoms; and (5) 
the adult with long-standing strabismus who is sched-
uled for surgery.

The basic procedure for detecting and measur-
ing motor fusion using a prism bar or rotary prism 
is reviewed in Sect. 10.2.4. For a quick and simple 
method to detect motor fusion, introduce a 16−20∆ 
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base-out prism over the dominant eye while fixation 
is secured and maintained on a near target [22]. This 
is sometimes referred to as “jump convergence.” A 
convergence response to re-acquire the target should 
be observed, followed by a divergence movement 
when the prism is removed. A 20Δ prism is used be-
cause smaller prisms may induce a convergence re-
sponse that is too difficult to see, and larger prisms 
may exceed the patient’s normal fusional conver-
gence amplitudes, resulting in a false-negative find-
ing. This simple test is the preferred method for de-
tecting binocular vision in the infant and young child. 
Motor fusion amplitudes can also be measured on the 
amblyoscope, but this method is more difficult for 
children. In order to recognize the fusion break point, 
the patient must be able to appreciate and communi-

cate subtle changes in the fixation target’s appearance 
or position.

The jump convergence method is also useful in the 
strabismic patient who may have anomalous corre-
spondence if the angle of strabismus is <20Δ. Those 
with larger deviations are best tested on a haploscope. 
The jump convergence test evaluates the retinomo-
tor value of a peripheral retinal point relative to the 
“pseudo-fovea” of the deviating eye. (“Pseudo-fovea” 
is a term given to the non-foveal retinal element of 
the deviating eye that has acquired a correspondence 
with the fovea of the fixating eye under binocular 
conditions.) Anomalous motor fusion is an important 
feature of anomalous correspondence. Patients with 
anomalous correspondence and motor fusion are at 
elevated risk for an early surgical under-correction or 

Fig. 10.7 The Worth 4-dot flow chart
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recurrence of the pre-operative angle as the fusional 
vergence mechanism seeks to restore correspondence 
between the fovea of the fixing eye and the pseudo-
fovea of the non-dominant eye. These cases are also 
likely to “eat up” prism with prism adaptation, build-
ing to the limits of their convergence amplitudes (see 
Sect. 10.2.3). If surgery is then performed for this 
larger angle, an over-correction is highly likely.

Both the strabismic patient attempting to wean out 
of spectacles and the asthenopic patient should be 
tested with a prism bar or rotary prism, as their fu-
sional vergence range may be too low to be detected 
with jump vergence. The base of the prism should 
be placed in the direction opposite to that used to 
measure the deviation so as to increase the vergence 
demand. For example, divergence amplitudes are 
necessary to control an esotropia. To measure diver-
gence, the prism will be held base-in and gradually 
increased in power until fusion is broken. This will 
result in a manifest esotropia, with the patient report-
ing either diplopia or suppression. In this example, 
the base-in prism effectively simulates an increasing 
esodeviation, and the break point estimates just how 
much esodeviation the patient can manage before be-
coming esotropic.

The visual system, both sensory and motor com-
ponents, operates on a “use it or lose it” principle. 
The brain is unlikely to expend the energy to main-
tain a pathway, network, or system that is not being 
utilized regularly. It is a waste of effort and resources, 
and the central nervous system is nothing if not effi-
cient. Adults with long-standing strabismus illustrate 
this point well. Motor fusion amplitudes in the same 
direction as the strabismus (i.e., convergence in eso-
tropic patients) are likely to be subnormal, and it is 
important to detect this prior to surgery if the goal is 
to achieve a small over-correction in the immediate 
post-operative period. While the child with a small 
surgical over-correction usually recovers, the adult 
with the same small over-correction may not. Mea-
suring the fusional amplitudes pre-operatively will 
help to determine the risk of persistent post-operative 
diplopia secondary to a small over-correction. For 
example, a patient with a long-standing exotropia 
may demonstrate convergence amplitudes that are 
above the norm, even though they may be insuffi-
cient to control the deviation completely; however, 
this same patient will have poor or absent divergence 
amplitudes because there has been no need for the 

vergence system to maintain that ability. This patient 
will have difficulty overcoming even a small angle 
over-correction.

10.3.4 Detecting and Quantifying 
Stereopsis

Stereopsis is the ability of the visual cortex to utilize 
retinal image disparity to localize objects in space 
relative to the horopter. (The horopter is the curve 
described by the distribution of matching retinal ele-
ments.) It is the most complex and highly developed 
type of binocular vision, and the type most suscep-
tible to insult to the visual system. Restoration of ste-
reopsis in the formerly strabismic patient is typically 
considered the pinnacle of success, and is often the 
single criterion of binocularity included in final out-
come measures in surgical studies. It is also the type 
of binocularity most often tested on a routine exam. 
Because it is so sensitive to decreased vision, sup-
pression, and ocular misalignment, it has also been 
used as a vision screening tool. Stereopsis has also 
been used effectively to monitor control of an inter-
mittent deviation, particularly intermittent exotropia, 
for the purpose of determining appropriate timing for 
surgery [15, 17]. As the patient spends more time in 
the tropic state, suppression gains a foothold and be-
comes deeper. Suppression is present under binocu-
lar conditions, even when the eyes are in the phoric 
state [32], so a suppression scotoma has the potential 
to reduce stereoacuity by blocking the disparity sig-
nal. Decreased stereopsis, therefore, may indicate an 
expanding or deepening suppression scotoma, which 
typically results from a loss of control over an in-
termittent deviation with an onset during childhood 
[42].

Stereopsis can be detected and measured a num-
ber of different ways. Each stereotest has its own 
strengths and weaknesses. Because there is no one 
ideal method, the choice of test will depend on the 
question the examiner is seeking to answer. Most of 
the methods require glasses (polarized or red-green) 
or a septum to control the image presented to each eye. 
The right- and left-eye images are typically identical 
in contour and size, but with one image displaced by 
a small amount horizontally. It is not necessary that 
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each eye be presented with an identifiable image [13]. 
The depth effect can be achieved with visual noise 
alone, though these types of tests are typically more 
challenging for the patient.

It is very difficult to isolate pure disparity sensi-
tivity in a clinical setting. Most tests available to-
day suffer from monocular clues to depth that may 
lead to false-positive results or artificially enhanced 
stereoacuity. The Titmus Stereotest is probably the 
most well-known example of a stereotest flawed by 
these artifacts. A stereoblind patient may demon-
strate deceptively good stereoacuity due to the non-
stereoscopic, image displacement cues. In spite of 
this, the Titmus test continues to be the most popular 
and accessible test of stereoacuity worldwide. Like 
the Worth 4-dot test, if used judiciously and meticu-
lously by an examiner familiar with its limitations, 
this stereotest can be reasonably effective. The infa-
mous Titmus Housefly, in particular, can actually be 
quite useful. Because it is designed with such a large 
degree of disparity (3000 s of arc at 40 cm), even 
those with the most insubstantial disparity sensitivity 
may be able to appreciate the image in depth. It is 
also effective as a qualitative test of stereoacuity in 
young children who may be incapable of understand-
ing instructions. Without any coaching at all, the dra-
matic and unpleasant image provokes curiosity and 
occasionally fear in the young child. A strong reac-
tion is often indicative of a positive response. In fact, 
it is often when the examiner must instruct the patient 
that the Titmus test loses some of its effectiveness! It 
is very difficult to explain the test without inadver-
tently leading the patient to the correct answer. Some 
children have a need to please, and may be better at 
reading the examiner than they are at reading the test! 
Moreover, those who have worn the polarized glasses 
and stared at the fly two or three times per year over 
a decade or more tend to respond affirmatively be-
cause they have learned the “correct” answer. Like 
the Worth 4-dot test, the Titmus fly will be most ac-
curate the first time it is used, and with increasing ex-
posure will come a higher false-positive rate. Those 
who have never enjoyed stereopsis do not understand 
what the sensation is like, so asking the patient if the 
stimulus is “three-dimensional” or “elevated” from 
the page is meaningless; however, these patients are 
sometimes able to tell that there is something differ-
ent about the stimulus and may assume that this dif-
ference is what we mean by depth or “3D” effect.

Another point that must be emphasized is that this 
test is calibrated for use at 40 cm, not the customary 
33 cm otherwise used for near fixation. Advancing 
the book to 33 cm will increase the retinal disparity 
produced, and overestimate the degree of stereopsis. 
For those patients with either very poor or very fine 
stereopsis, the effect on stereoacuity produced by the 
shorter test distance is probably negligible; however, 
for those in monofixation range, repositioning the test 
book by several centimeters could mean the differ-
ence between fine and gross stereopsis and possibly 
change the diagnosis.

If in doubt of a patient’s positive response, the ex-
aminer can rotate the book 90º and repeat the test. 
This changes the disparity from horizontal to vertical, 
and collapses the 3D effect. Those with true dispar-
ity sensitivity will notice a dramatic flattening of the 
image occasionally accompanied by the sensation of 
vertical diplopia; those without disparity sensitivity 
will report no change in the image.

The only stereotest of true depth available for use 
in the clinic is the Frisby Stereoacuity Test, a series of 
clear plastic plates divided into four square segments 
with random blue shapes printed on one side. One of 
the square segments features a hidden circle pattern 
that is printed on the back side of the plate, thereby 
displacing it off of the plane of fixation (horopter). 
This test has several advantages. Firstly, it does not 
require dissociation by glasses or septum to create 
the illusion of an image positioned off of the plane 
of fixation. Such dissociation could potentially break 
fusion and result in artificially poorer stereoacuity. 
Secondly, because the plates can be rotated to change 
the location of the circle and turned over to change 
the disparity from crossed to uncrossed, it is not pos-
sible for the patient to memorize the correct answer. 
Finally, the Frisby test can measure over a wide range 
of disparities simply by changing test distance, and is 
one of the few tests available that has been modified 
to test distance stereoacuity (Frisby-Davis 2).

Like the Titmus test, there are monocular clues to 
depth on the Frisby test. Both the plates and the pa-
tient’s head must be kept steady to avoid the motion 
parallax cue to depth. The plate should not be placed 
on a flat surface. In addition, recent comparison stud-
ies have found that while the Frisby test may be very 
good at detecting stereopsis, other types of random 
dot stereotests may be better at quantifying and moni-
toring changes over time [28].
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10.3.5 Investigating Diplopia

Examination of the diplopic patient has several goals: 
(1) to determine if the diplopia corresponds to, and 
can be explained by the strabismus; (2) to estimate 
the impact of the diplopia on the patient’s quality of 
life; and (3) to determine if the diplopic patient is 
capable of single binocular vision. The pattern and 
type of diplopia should fit with the pattern and type 
of strabismus revealed by the motor exam. Placing a 
red filter over the dominant eye will assist the patient 
in determining the precise location of most types of 
diplopic images. Exceptions include torsional diplo-
pia, monocular diplopia, or diplopia secondary to lost 
localization (see Sect. 10.3.1). If there is a discrep-
ancy between the motor exam and the type of diplo-
pia found on sensory exam, the diplopia may be para-
doxical. Paradoxical diplopia typically occurs with a 
change in alignment in the patient with anomalous 
correspondence. Post-operative paradoxical diplopia 
is a common but temporary complication of strabis-
mus surgery in adults with a history of childhood-
onset strabismus, good visual acuity, and anomalous 
correspondence on pre-operative sensory testing[9]. 
Anomalous correspondence may persist in the early 
post-operative period and produce a double image 
that corresponds to the pre-operative position of the 
fovea of the deviating eye.

Documenting the impact of diplopia on quality of 
life can be important for several reasons. For exam-
ple, the examiner will inquire about any restriction of 
activities or deterioration in performance of activities 
that require depth perception. The answer to these 
questions may play a role in the decision to inter-
vene with treatment. There are also situations where 
documentation of the impairment must be provided 
to a third party prior to treatment. This is one reason 
why plotting the field of binocular single vision can 
be useful. In the past this was most commonly ac-
complished using the Goldmann perimeter, but these 
manual perimeters have all but been replaced by 
automated models that are difficult to adapt for use 
in recording diplopia. Moreover, the Goldmann pe-
rimeter charts diplopia on a concave surface steeper 
than the curve of the horopter, which may not be as 
authentic a representation of visual space as a flat sur-
face. Finally, the Goldmann apparatus cannot detect 
or plot torsional diplopia without special adaptations 
to the stimulus, which may be costly or cumbersome. 

To address these concerns, the Matta map was devel-
oped (N. Matta, C.O., Family Eye Associates, Lan-
caster, Pa.). This method of diagramming diplopia is 
a modification of the Lancaster red-green test utiliz-
ing the screen and one torch without the red-green 
glasses. While keeping the head in primary position 
seated 1 m from the screen, the patient views the ex-
aminer’s red line image as it is projected to each of 
the markers on the Lancaster screen that represent the 
nine positions of gaze. The patient indicates whether 
a single or double image is seen at each location, and 
the examiner maps out the field of single vision on 
graph paper. Like the Goldmann method, the Matta 
map can be used as a static test (as described) or as 
a kinetic test to precisely define the boundaries of 
single vision.

The cervical range of motion (CROM) method has 
also been described as an alternative to Goldmann 
diplopia fields (see also Sect. 10.2.2) [16, 24]. When 
using the CROM to map a diplopia field, the patient is 
asked to binocularly fixate an accommodative target 
with the head held in whatever position allows single 
vision. The head is then rotated away from this posi-
tion as fixation is maintained until diplopia is noted. 
The head position in degrees can be read from the di-
als. One of the advantages of the CROM is that it can 
be used with real targets in free space as a stimulus, 
rather than lights projected onto the inside of a bowl 
(Goldmann) or a screen (Matta Map). The targets and 
backgrounds used for both the Goldmann and Matta 
methods impart more of a challenge for both fusion 
and suppression, and therefore may overestimate the 
diplopia experienced on a day-to-day basis. In addi-
tion, the CROM can be used to measure the field of 
single vision at distance fixation and is more precise 
in its quantification of the range of motion. On the 
other hand, the CROM device is more cumbersome 
and less comfortable for the patient than the other two 
methods, and it does not produce the simple graphic 
representation of the field of single vision. It is also 
a more expensive piece of equipment than the Matta 
map.

Just as one should not assume that the diplopia-
free patient is fusing, neither should it be assumed 
that all diplopic patients are capable of sensory fu-
sion. The most common method used to determine 
if the diplopic patient is capable of fusion is to off-
set the deviation with prism in “free space” (natural 
viewing conditions). The problem with this technique 
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is that it cannot distinguish between fusion, suppres-
sion, and simple inattentiveness to the second image. 
If the deviation is large, the neutralizing prism may 
simply blur or distort the diplopic image, making it 
easier to ignore and resulting in elimination of diplo-
pia without necessarily restoring fusion. An offset-
ting prism may also move the diplopic image into a 
suppression scotoma. The ideal way to distinguish 
between these three very different diplopia-free con-
ditions is to examine the patient on a haploscope us-
ing fusion slides. Although still artificial, the stimuli 
are closer to natural viewing conditions than those in 
some other tests, and the slides feature fusion con-
trols enabling the examiner to detect suppression. If 
an amblyoscope is not available, the patient can be 
given a test for sensory fusion or stereopsis through 
an offsetting prism.

To investigate diplopia in the patient complaining 
of intermittent double vision, testing is begun in a 
“fusion-friendly” environment. This means as close 
to natural viewing conditions as possible: normal 
room illumination; a visually busy surround featur-
ing multiple contours; and similar images presented 
to each eye. If diplopia is not present under these 
conditions, binocular vision can be put under pres-
sure to estimate the vigor of the fusion ability. The 
first step is to make the images dissimilar by intro-
ducing a red filter over the dominant eye. The filter 
reduces both luminance and contrast, and thus, if 
placed over the non-dominant eye, it will be more 
likely to result in suppression. If fusion can be main-
tained despite the dissimilar images, the next step is 
to extinguish the room lights, thus eliminating pe-
ripheral cues for fusion. This method of gradually 
increasing dissociation to put the fusion ability under 
stress can be modified for use with almost any of the 
sensory tests.

There exist two subsets of diplopic patients who 
will prove incapable of sensory fusion using the tech-
niques described above. They are those with central 
retinal pathology and those with central disruption of 
fusion. In these situations, determining if the patient 
is capable of sensory fusion is necessary not only for 
management, but for diagnosis.

A small number of diplopic patients have a macu-
lar wrinkle, neovascular membrane, or central serous 
retinopathy with or without a true overlying strabis-
mus [8, 10]. These conditions may cause a spreading 
or bunching of retinal elements in the fovea resulting 

in a shift in foveal localization relative to the periph-
ery. Under normal photopic conditions, this creates a 
sort of disconnection between foveal and peripheral 
fusion as though the two were out of phase. When 
the foveal images are fused, the peripheral elements 
are diplopic, and vice versa. Rather than a true myo-
genic or neurogenic strabismus, the misalignment 
that results is caused by inappropriate activation of 
the disparity-driven vergence system in its attempt to 
reconcile peripheral and foveal fusion.

These patients can be identified clinically by their 
atypical symptoms and response to prism. For ex-
ample, they may report that their diplopia becomes 
worse under photopic conditions. The “lights on/
lights off ” test illustrates this well [10]. The diplopia 
is present with the room lights on, but when extin-
guished, minimizing peripheral visual cues to fusion, 
the second image disappears.

Patients with diplopia secondary to macular pa-
thology also tend to “eat up” prism. Prism offset 
may initially relieve symptoms, only to return at the 
original magnitude over a period of minutes to hours 
as the vergence system adjusts the eye alignment to 
restore peripheral fusion.

As with macular diplopia, double vision second-
ary to central disruption of fusion typically cannot 
be alleviated with prism, amblyoscope, or strabis-
mus surgery. These patients can be identified by their 
medical history, which may feature severe closed-
head trauma with or without loss of consciousness, 
brain-stem stroke, or long-term monocular occlusion 
due to media opacity. They are recognized on exam 
by the constant movement of the diplopic image, 
particularly noticeable when the diplopic image is in 
close proximity to the image from the dominant eye. 
When the strabismus is neutralized with prism un-
der natural viewing conditions, the diplopia not only 
persists but may become more bothersome as the sec-
ond image floats around the true image. A cyclotro-
pia may also result in persistence of diplopia with 
prism offset, but can be differentiated from central 
disruption of fusion based on this movement of the 
diplopic image. Central disruption of fusion is best 
diagnosed on a haploscopic device for several rea-
sons. Firstly, cyclotropia can be offset ruling out tor-
sion as the cause of the persistent diplopia. Secondly, 
central disruption of fusion displays a characteristic 
binocular behavior best described as a lack of cor-
respondence between the two eyes. In some cases, 
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the images may be manipulated to be perceived in the 
same approximate location but are never truly fused 
into one visual perception.

10.3.6 Suppression

Detecting suppression, particularly in the adult, is 
valuable for several reasons. The presence of sup-
pression frames the onset of strabismus within the 
early childhood years. Quantifying the depth of sup-
pression may further refine that timeframe, as deep 
suppression takes longer to develop. In addition, 
measuring the boundaries of the suppression scotoma 
will provide clues to changes that have occurred in 
alignment over time. Delineating a suppression sco-
toma will also assist in defining the diplopia-free 
zone of alignment, which will assist in planning the 
management strategy.

Once the ability to suppress is learned, it is re-
tained throughout life, barring any anti-suppression 
intervention (see Sect. 10.4.2). The depth and dimen-
sions of the suppression scotoma may also remain 
stable in spite of treatment of the strabismus. Only 
the most superficial suppression is cured by realign-
ment of the visual axes. The suppression scotoma 
can enlarge, however, should the angle of strabismus 
change. The suppression mechanism is designed to 
eliminate only that input that is in direct competition 
with the dominant eye. This includes the fovea and 
the deviation point of the deviating eye (the deviation 
point is the peripheral retinal element of the deviat-
ing eye on which the image of the target being fix-
ated by the dominant eye falls), as well as all points 
in between; therefore, the size and shape of the sup-
pression scotoma is directly related to the magnitude 
and direction of the strabismus. When the location 
and size of the scotoma is compared with the current 
angle of strabismus, it can provide a clue to eye align-
ment earlier in life. If the deviation changes, either 
spontaneously or secondary to intervention, the sup-
pression scotoma will adapt. How quickly it adapts 
likely depends on the age of the patient, with younger 
patients responding faster.

It is important to remember that if a patient com-
plains of diplopia, a suppression scotoma may still 
be present. The presence of diplopia only means that 
the images are now falling on non-suppressed retinal 

elements. Locating a suppression scotoma will aid 
in diagnosis and may save the patient money, time, 
and the needless anxiety that often accompanies a 
systemic work-up for new onset diplopia. Similarly, 
a strabismic patient who denies diplopia does not 
necessarily have suppression. If the image from the 
deviating eye is far enough away from the true im-
age, it can often be ignored. It remains necessary to 
detect any suppression ability, even in these cases, 
as suppression may either assist or interfere with the 
management of the strabismus.

Evidence of suppression can be found with use of 
almost any sensory test, but certain tests are intended 
specifically for this purpose. The 4Δ base-out test is 
one example. It was originally designed as a screening 
tool [20] to detect small angle strabismus by revealing 
foveal suppression, and has two principle advantages 
over other sensory tests. Firstly, it is more objective 
than most. Secondly, it requires minimal cooperation 
on the part of the patient. This test is of little value 
in asymptomatic patients with moderate- to large-
angle manifest strabismus. It is very useful, however, 
in patients who appear orthophoric on cover testing 
but have decreased stereopsis, decreased vision, or 
other finding that suggests lack of bi-foveal fixation. 
Although it cannot be used to diagnose amblyopia, a 
positive test may confirm the examiner’s suspicions as 
to the nature of the decreased vision, as suppression 
is often found in an eye with amblyopia. The 4Δ base-
out test can also confirm bi-foveal fixation in a patient 
too young to participate in optotype vision testing or 
perform a stereotest. It can be difficult to distinguish 
a small-angle tropia from a phoria or intermittent tro-
pia, and the 4Δ may assist in this as well.

In general, it is easier for the examiner to appreci-
ate the combination version and vergence movement 
induced by this test if the patient fixates at distance, 
but it can be performed at near fixation as well. It is 
important to use a 4Δ prism for this test, as larger 
prisms will shift the image outside a foveal suppres-
sion scotoma, and a smaller prism may induce eye 
movements that are too small for the examiner to see. 
The prism may be held base-out even in the presence 
of an exo- or hyperdeviation, as foveal suppression 
scotomas will often encompass and extend slightly 
beyond the fovea into nasal retina even in exodevia-
tions. Rarely, a patient with small-angle strabismus 
will alternate fixation. In these cases, the 4Δ may 
yield a false-negative response.
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As previously noted, suppression is present un-
der binocular conditions, whether or not the patient 
is currently manifesting a strabismus. Though a sup-
pression scotoma may be virtually undetectable dur-
ing the phoric phase of an intermittent deviation, it 
should never be assumed that the suppression sco-
toma has disappeared entirely as long as the patient 
is binocular. In fact, identifying a suppression sco-
toma coexisting with a latent strabismus may be sig-
nificant to prognosis. This can be done indirectly by 
monitoring stereoacuity (see Sect. 10.3.4), or directly 
by using a haploscopic device. Haploscopic instru-
ments are ideal for investigating suppression, and in 
fact, are designed to do so using the fusion (Worth’s 
Grade II) slides. These slides feature similar images 
to encourage fusion, with monocular controls that are 
seen only by the left or right eye on each slide. The 
size of the suppression targets on the slides varies so 
that even small scotomas can be detected.

Detecting suppression during the phoric phase of 
an intermittent deviation is problematic without an 
amblyoscope; however, if the suppression scotoma 
is large and dense, it can be exposed using a simple 
physiologic diplopia exercise. Have the patient hold 
one index finger at arm’s length, and the other index 
finger 18−20 cm. from the midline of the face. While 
wearing the red-green glasses, the patient should fix-
ate on the distant finger. If no temporal retinal sup-
pression is present, the patient should observe the 
closer finger as double: one red and one green. If sup-
pression is present, only one near finger will be seen 
at a time: one red or one green. To detect nasal retinal 
suppression, the patient should be instructed to fix-
ate on the near finger and attempt to appreciate the 
distant finger as double. If only one finger is seen at 
distance, nasal suppression is present. The red/green 
glasses will allow the examiner to determine which 
eye is being suppressed.

When it is necessary to perform a thorough dissec-
tion. of the suppression scotoma, a great deal of in-
formation can be learned using only filters and lights. 
For example, the depth of the suppression scotoma 
may be estimated by repeating the Worth 4-dot test 
with the room lights extinguished and comparing 
the results with those obtained under photopic con-
ditions. In a dark room, those whose suppression is 
fragile may report diplopia. Similarly, those whose 
fusion is tenuous may report suppression or diplopia. 
If the depth of the suppression must be more precisely 

quantified, the patient should fixate a light source as 
the examiner gradually increases the density of either 
the red or the neutral density filter over the dominant 
eye until diplopia is appreciated. Alternatively, an 
amblyoscope may be used. Using the rheostat feature, 
the illumination of the target over the dominant eye 
is gradually reduced until the image from the non-
dominant eye is appreciated.

The size of the scotoma can also be calculated us-
ing the Worth 4-dot test, based on the distance from 
the patient at which fusion is first noted [12]. The ex-
aminer should begin with the flashlight at distance, 
and gradually move closer to the patient until four 
lights are appreciated. If greater precision is desired, 
the examiner can use a red filter and prism bar. Place 
a red filter over the dominant eye as the patient views 
a target at a fixed distance. Gradually increase the 
prism power until the patient reports diplopia, and re-
peat this procedure with the prism base in the oppo-
site direction. If using the amblyoscope, begin with 
the arms of the device set at the angle of strabismus, 
so that the images are being projected onto both fo-
veas. From there, the arms are moved slowly out of 
this position until the non-dominant eye appreciates 
the image.

10.3.7 Determining Retinal 
Correspondence

Retinal correspondence refers to the cortical match-
ing of similar input from compatible retinal areas 
and the concomitant anatomical linkage of their 
sensory neurons in the visual cortex. For example, 
if correspondence is normal, then both foveas will 
have identical visual directions and retinomotor val-
ues under binocular conditions. The sets of neurons 
in the primary visual cortex that receive input from 
the fovea of the right and the left eye will be physi-
cally linked as well. Correspondence is what defines 
the horopter and retinal image disparity, and is the 
foundation for all binocular interaction, both normal 
and anomalous. Both human and animal studies have 
demonstrated that stereopsis, the most sophisticated 
corollary of correspondence, has an abrupt onset in 
the first months of life, regardless of the position of 
the eyes [6]. This implies that normal correspondence 
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is a default state that is programmed to commence 
functioning once the eye-of-origin information is 
available with the formation of ocular dominance 
columns early in the critical period. (The critical pe-
riod is a two-phase period of rapid growth and devel-
opment from birth to age 9–10 years during which the 
visual system is extremely susceptible to insult but 
also highly responsive to treatment.) Normal corre-
spondence can be lost, however, if eye misalignment, 
and the resulting incompatible input, is allowed to 
persist [11].

It is generally believed that anomalous retinal 
correspondence (ARC) is an adaptation to this mis-
matched input that allows the strabismic individual 
to enjoy sensory and motor fusion and occasionally 
stereopsis. The ARC is a shift in subjective visual 
directions of the retinal elements of the deviating 
eye, relative to those of the fixating eye, that occurs 
only under binocular conditions. This creates a new, 
anomalous horopter and Panum’s area, allowing bin-
ocular vision. (Panum’s area is the zone surrounding 
the horopter in which binocular single vision is pos-
sible, though similar images are stimulating non-cor-
responding retinal elements.)

A lack of correspondence, though certainly ab-
normal, is not typically categorized as ARC. A lack 
of correspondence results in the absence of normal 
or abnormal sensory fusion, motor fusion, and ste-
reopsis, and the presence of intractable diplopia (see 
Sect. 10.3.5) These signs and symptoms are reported 
in cases of central loss of fusion, horror fusionis, and 
following aggressive anti-suppression therapy in a 
patient with poor fusion ability. (Horror fusionis is 
described as active rejection of bifoveal stimulation. 
As the stimuli are manipulated to approach projection 
onto both foveas, the diplopic images appear to move 
further apart.)

Discerning the state of retinal correspondence is 
valuable for several reasons. Firstly, like suppres-
sion, the presence of anomalous correspondence 
fixes the age of onset during the critical period. In 
order for the brain to “rewire” in this way, a patient 
must have a relatively long-standing, constant, and 
stable deviation with onset early in childhood. Sec-
ondly, the presence of ARC, by definition, confirms 
that the patient has the capability for some type of 
fusion in spite of an ocular misalignment. This abil-
ity may increase the likelihood of long-term stable 
eye alignment in a formerly strabismic patient. Fi-

nally, strabismic patients with ARC are at increased 
risk for postoperative paradoxical diplopia. Though 
the pattern of retinal correspondence will eventually 
adapt to the new post-operative angle of strabismus, 
the retinal elements of the non-dominant eye will re-
tain their abnormal visual directions and anomalous 
correspondence for a time. In this situation, an object 
located at the fixation point will fall on points that 
are not yet corresponding, and paradoxical diplopia 
will result.

Though the rewiring that occurs in ARC is not 
necessarily limited to the fovea and the deviation 
point of the non-dominant eye [41], the subjective 
visual direction of these two points are the most con-
veniently tested in the clinic. If the examiner is seek-
ing evidence of fusion, the subjective visual direc-
tion of the deviation point should be compared with 
that of the fovea of the dominant eye. These types of 
tests are sometimes referred to as fovea-to-periphery 
tests. If the examiner is seeking to estimate the prob-
ability of post-operative paradoxical diplopia, the 
subjective visual direction of the fovea of the deviat-
ing eye should be compared with that of the fovea 
of the dominant eye [9]. These tests are known as 
fovea-to-fovea tests. It is entirely possible − and in 
fact common − to demonstrate ARC with one type 
of test and not the other, indicating that not all reti-
nal elements are rewired simultaneously in all types 
of ARC. There is some evidence to suggest that the 
visual system selectively chooses certain points to 
rewire, presumably based on a maximum visual ben-
efit for minimum effort strategy. It has been shown 
that patients with small to moderate angle strabis-
mus (up to 20Δ), particularly esotropic patients, are 
more likely to show anomalous correspondence on 
fovea-to-periphery tests. Those with larger devia-
tions, particularly exotropia, are more likely to show 
anomalous correspondence on fovea-to-fovea tests 
(Fig. 10.8) [3].

Anomalous correspondence in the form of acquisi-
tion of a pseudo-fovea accompanied by fusion is most 
commonly associated with esotropia ≤20Δ; however, 
retinal correspondence should also be evaluated in 
those with deviations outside of this narrow range, 
particularly if the patient is an adult scheduled for 
strabismus surgery. Though it may be both easier and 
more beneficial for the visual cortex to adapt to mod-
erate angles of esotropia, ARC does occur in larger 
deviations, in exodeviations, and even in small hy-
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perdeviations. The binocularity that results may not 
be as rich or robust as that found in small-angle es-
otropia, but it may be more likely to cause problems 
following realignment of the visual axes. Those with 
large-angle horizontal deviations and ARC are at in-
creased risk for post-operative paradoxical diplopia 
because they tend to have the type of ARC that results 
in a modification of the subjective visual direction of 
the deviating fovea under binocular conditions. This 
subgroup of patients should be tested specifically 
with a fovea-to-fovea test prior to surgery.

All that is needed to prove the presence of ARC is 
a fusion response on any sensory test in the presence 
of a manifest deviation. Though almost any sensory 
test can be used to determine retinal correspondence, 

the two discussed here were designed specifically for 
this purpose. The choice of test should be made on 
a case-by-case basis, based on the type and magni-
tude of the deviation, the duration of the current eye 
alignment, and the rationale for testing, whether to 
detect evidence of fusion or to predict the likelihood 
of post-operative paradoxical diplopia. The first is the 
Bagolini glasses test, a fovea-to-periphery test. This 
test evaluates correspondence by testing for the pres-
ence of sensory fusion. Unlike other tests of sensory 
fusion, this one is favored because the level of disso-
ciation is very mild. As noted previously, it is much 
easier for a patient to achieve sensory fusion under 
viewing conditions that are as close to natural as 
possible. Those patients with brittle fusion may test 

Fig. 10.8 Patterns of ARC in horizontal strabismus. In anomalous retinal correspondence (ARC), not all 
retinal elements of the deviating eye “rewire” to acquire a new visual direction. Only those deviations be-
tween XT 15 and ET 20 are compatible with the formation of a “pseudo-fovea,” while the deviating fovea 
is more likely to rewire in larger angles of strabismus. Deviations between ET 15−20Δ, and XT 10−15Δ 
may show ARC on both fovea-to-fovea and fovea-to-periphery tests, indicating that the deviation point and 
the fovea of the misaligned eye have both been rewired
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positive with the Bagolini glasses, when other tests of 
sensory fusion produce suppression or diplopia. The 
Bagolini glasses test can be converted to a fovea-to-
fovea test by neutralizing the deviation with prism.

The second test is the after-image test. This fovea-
to-fovea test is highly dissociating. It is advised to 
use this test pre-operatively in any adult with a his-
tory of childhood onset strabismus, even if the pa-
tient does not show ARC on any other test. Those 
who display ARC on this test have a very deep-seated 
anomalous correspondence and are likely to experi-
ence post-operative paradoxical diplopia. The after-
image test is ideal for determining the visual−spatial 
localization of the deviating fovea, particularly in 
deviations that are long-standing, of larger magni-
tude, and in exotropia. When performing this test, it 
is important to flash the dominant eye first, orienting 
the line stimulus parallel to the direction of the stra-
bismus (i.e., a horizontal light stimulus for patients 
with eso- or exotropia). If ARC is present, the ha-
bitually deviated eye will often have a suppression 
scotoma dense enough to lose the after-image by the 
time the dominant eye is stimulated, if the deviating 
eye is exposed first.

10.4 Orthoptic Treatment

The non-surgical treatment of binocular vision and 
ocular motility disorders has a long history, beginning 
with ophthalmologists in the late nineteenth century, 
then orthoptists in the early twentieth century, and 
more recently, with some branches of optometry. The 
history is predominantly one of trial and error, anec-
dote, and hearsay, as most of it predates the modern 
age of evidence-based medicine. Through personal 
experience, teaching passed down from mentor to 
student over generations, and case reports, we have 
learned that several common sensory and motor con-
ditions can be addressed with non-surgical therapies. 
We have also learned − the hard way − that many of 
them that can be treated should not be treated. The 
urge to repair something that is anomalous, regard-
less of whether it is causing symptoms, is sometimes 
overwhelming. Giving in to this temptation may cre-
ate a problem where none existed.

There are two major risks to non-surgical therapy. 
The first major risk is insuperable diplopia, the inevi-

table result of aggressive treatment of suppression or 
ARC in a patient incapable of normal binocular vi-
sion. The second major risk of non-surgical therapy 
is a delay in appropriate diagnosis and medical care. 
There is little risk if the therapy is supervised by a 
pediatric ophthalmologist; however, if undertaken 
without an initial medical evaluation to rule out 
causative or coexisting systemic or ocular disease, 
at best the therapy may cost the patient money and 
time, and at worst it may cost binocularity, vision, 
or worse.

One of the surprising areas of controversy re-
garding non-surgical therapy is where the treatment 
should take place. Some doctors believe that the ex-
ercises should be done under supervision in the prac-
titioner’s office, with or without supplemental home 
exercises; others believe that home-based therapy 
with proper instruction is just as effective. To date, 
most studies comparing home- vs office-based thera-
pies suffer from a design flaw that compares a rigor-
ous and multi-faceted in-office program with unso-
phisticated and monotonous “pencil push-ups” done 
at home. These two regimens are not equivalent and 
should not be compared.

Most office-based exercises can be effectively 
adapted for home use. Assuming that the therapist 
then puts the same amount of effort into instruction, 
the essential difference between these two treatment 
regimens is simply a matter of compliance. If the 
treatment is done in the office, the clinician is assured 
of compliance for at least that amount of time per 
week. If done at home, the patient or parent must take 
responsibility for doing the exercises, and the clini-
cian must accept the patient’s or the parent’s word 
that the prescribed regimen is being followed.

10.4.1 Criteria for Patient Selection

The most important aspect of orthoptic therapy is 
not where it is done, or perhaps even what specific 
exercises are prescribed, but rather who is chosen to 
receive this type of treatment. This is another impor-
tant area of disagreement regarding orthoptic therapy. 
Some clinicians believe that non-surgical therapy is 
never appropriate for any condition, just as there are 
those who believe it is just as effective as, or more 
so, than surgery for almost anything, including con-
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ditions not directly related to vision or ocular motil-
ity. The reality is somewhere in between these two 
extremes. Orthoptic therapy is effective, but only in 
carefully selected cases.

Candidates for orthoptic therapy include those 
with modest angles of misalignment, good to fair 
control of the deviation, and good binocular vision 
ability or potential. Candidates must also be in good 
health, have sufficient intelligence to understand the 
instructions, and possess a long enough attention 
span to complete the exercises. The candidate must 
also possess stamina and determination, because sig-
nificant improvement in symptoms may take weeks 
to months to realize.

Non-surgical treatment is contraindicated in those 
with onset of strabismus in early childhood, with no 
history or sign of fusion ability, or with a history of 
a long-standing constant deviation even if they once 
had good fusion. This group is at significant risk for 
intractable diplopia with orthoptic therapy.

These restrictions and stipulations realistically 
limit orthoptic therapy to healthy patients, between 
the ages of 5 and 70 years (with exceptions), with 
symptomatic phorias, small-angle intermittent esotro-
pia, intermittent exotropia ≤ 20Δ, and accommoda-
tive esotropia that has been well controlled with plus 
lenses. Taken all together, these criteria markedly 
restrict the number of patients who might be success-
fully managed with non-surgical treatment alone.

Convergence insufficiency is a vergence disorder 
that deserves special mention. This is the one condi-
tion for which there is sufficient proof of efficacy of 
orthoptic therapy [33]. In spite of this, treatment of 
convergence insufficiency is not without controversy. 
One of the major areas of disagreement, surprisingly, 
is the criteria used to diagnosis the condition. Some 
eye care practitioners will make this diagnosis based 
solely on the presence of symptoms (such as head-
ache) no matter how vague or non-specific, even if 
the eye examination is entirely normal [35]; others 
require some clinical sign of pathology such as a re-
mote near point of convergence, weak convergence 
amplitudes, low AC/A ratio, or exodeviation at near 
fixation. Yet even those who rely on the presence of 
clinical signs cannot agree on what defines a remote 
near point, or low fusional convergence amplitudes, 
for example. Consequently, convergence insuffi-
ciency is considered uncommon in some practices, 
while it approaches epidemic proportions in others!

10.4.2 Anti-Suppression

Suppression is curable, but in almost all cases, sup-
pression is beneficial and its treatment contraindi-
cated. There are some specific cases in which suppres-
sion can be counterproductive and treatment might be 
considered if conditions specified in Sect. 10.4.1 are 
met. One such case would be a patient with an inter-
mittent deviation whose control may be improved by 
reducing a large suppression scotoma. The vergence 
system, which functions to keep similar images on 
corresponding retinal points, initiates a vergence re-
sponse only if it receives a retinal image disparity 
error signal within the patient’s motor fusion range 
[26]. In this way, the vergence system maintains eye 
alignment. If the signal is suppressed due to corti-
cal inhibition of the disparity input, the closed-loop 
disparity-driven vergence system remains inactive, 
even if the patient has more than adequate motor fu-
sion amplitudes to make the adjustment. This initi-
ates a cycle whereby the lack of vergence adjustment 
allows the non-corresponding points to continue to 
be stimulated, which only deepens the suppression 
scotoma, making it easier for the eyes to deviate. By 
reducing suppression, the visual system has access 
once again to the normal vergence feedback loop 
which may improve control.

The second type of patient who may benefit from 
anti-suppression exercises is one who has recently 
undergone successful strabismus surgery. The persis-
tence and adaptable nature of suppression may lead 
to a recurrence of some types of strabismus. Realign-
ment of the eyes does not automatically eradicate 
moderate to dense suppression in most cases. Be-
cause of the vicious cycle of suppression followed by 
loss of the disparity signal leading to inactivation of 
vergence, over time the original strabismus may re-
cur. Anti-suppression therapy, by breaking this cycle, 
may increase the probability of long-term correction 
following surgery.

Anti-suppression therapy may be passive or ac-
tive. While the risk of diplopia is not zero with pas-
sive anti-suppression, it is certainly lower than with 
the active variety. Passive therapy is easier to do than 
active therapy, is minimally disruptive to daily activ-
ity, and can be done even in very young children. It 
does not require a prescribed daily interval of exer-
cise. On the other hand, because it is not direct or ag-
gressive, it may require months of use for maximum 
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effect. In addition, passive anti-suppression is not 
recommended for the post-operative patient as these 
methods typically deny the patient the binocular ex-
perience necessary to develop or maintain fusion.

The best example of passive anti-suppression 
would be alternate patching. This can be done full 
or part-time, depending on the patient’s diplopia risk 
and whether or not surgery is planned. The principle 
is simple: alternate patching eliminates the binocular 
competition resulting from eye misalignment in order 
to avoid reinforcing sensory adaptations such as sup-
pression. A similar passive anti-suppression method 
entails penalizing the preferred eye with the applica-
tion of a blurring film or filter over the lens worn by 
the dominant eye.

Active anti-suppression typically involves a regi-
men of specific exercises done for a prescribed time 
interval on a daily basis. Unlike alternate patching, 
most active anti-suppression exercises require that 
both eyes be used simultaneously and asks the pa-
tient to actively seek the second image. The patient 
must be binocular during the therapy, and one of 
several methods is used to present a slightly differ-
ent image to each eye. The risk of diplopia is higher 
with active treatment, and for this reason it is used 
less frequently. This type of anti-suppression treat-
ment can be used both pre- and post-operatively, if 
necessary.

An inclusive review of anti-suppression exercises 
would fill an entire volume. Potential techniques 
are limited only by the imagination of the examiner. 
There are some classic models, however, that illus-
trate the principles well. For example, suppression 
is easiest to maintain under the same conditions that 
are conducive to fusion (see Sect. 10.3.5); therefore, 
the easiest way to break through a suppression sco-
toma is to dim the ambient illumination and present 
dissimilar images to each eye. For those with dense 
suppression, this can be accomplished in the office 
using a haploscopic device, as the rheostat feature 
will allow the examiner to preferentially dim the il-
lumination of the image over the dominant eye. At 
home, the patient may use a red filter over the domi-
nant eye, with or without a prism to separate the im-
ages, and a flashlight. In a dimly lit room, the patient 
must attempt to see both the red and white flashlights 
simultaneously.

For those with mild suppression, one example of 
active anti-suppression for use at home requires that 

the patient wear red and/or green filters while draw-
ing or coloring with red and green markers or cray-
ons. Other anti-suppression methods employ physio-
logic diplopia to present a different view to each eye. 
Stereograms and bar reading are two examples of this 
technique. More sophisticated, though not necessar-
ily more effective, methods using computers and po-
larized glasses have also been developed.

10.4.3 Vergence Training

Probably the most common non-surgical therapy pre-
scribed by orthoptists is fusional vergence training. 
Vergence training can be used to manage a symp-
tomatic phoria, to eliminate the need for strabismus 
surgery in an intermittent deviation (or postpone it in-
definitely), or to improve the ability to control slight 
surgical over- or under-corrections. Regardless of the 
case, however, the patient must have some vergence 
ability at baseline upon which the exercises will build. 
As with anti-suppression, vergence training should 
only be done on patients with fusion potential. In ad-
dition, the patient should have equal or near-equal vi-
sion in both eyes, and no significant suppression. In 
order for vergence training to be successful, the pa-
tient must be able to discern when fusion has broken, 
typically by the appreciation of diplopia.

Vergence exercises can be divided into three types: 
sustained vergence; pursuit vergence; and saccade 
vergence. Regardless of the method, the patient must 
maintain fusion throughout the exercise in order for 
it to be effective. Sustained vergence exercises, such 
as reading with prism, necessitate prolonged fixa-
tion through increased vergence demand at a fixed 
distance. Pursuit vergence techniques, such as pencil 
push-ups or stereograms, involve tracking of a target 
moving in depth. Saccade vergence methods require 
quick changes in vergence, either with changes in 
fixation distance (dot cards or Brock string) or with a 
change in vergence demand at a fixed distance (prism 
rock or jump vergence). All three types are highly 
effective and may be prescribed in combination, or 
individually, to address a very specific symptom or 
clinical sign.

Over-exuberant pre-operative convergence train-
ing for intermittent exotropia can result in conver-
gence spasm with a large, variable over-correction 
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[1]. The secondary esotropia may occur even if the 
vergence training had been discontinued months or 
years prior to surgery. In some cases, the esotropia 
and diplopia may eventually resolve on their own, but 
many require cycloplegia to break the spasm. In rare 
cases, repeat surgery may be necessary. To avoid this 
complication, it is wise to avoid vergence training al-
together in larger exodeviations or in any patient who 
is destined for strabismus surgery.
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Take Home Pearls

Special attention must be given to prism • 
placement when measuring a deviation 
in the secondary, tertiary, and head-tilt 
positions to avoid significant measurement 
errors due to inadvertent prism rotation.

To reveal the full deviation on a cover • 
test, motor fusion must be suspended 
through adequate occlusion. To do this, 
the entire peripheral visual field must be 
occluded for a few seconds before the 
cover is switched to the opposite eye.

The only accurate way to determine • 
the AC/A ratio is by calculation with 
the Gradient Method, using either plus 
lenses at near fixation, or minus lenses 
at distance fixation. The presence of a 
distance to near disparity in measurement 
is insufficient evidence of a high AC/A.

A pre-operative sensory examination should • 
not be overlooked in patients with strabismus 
secondary to vision loss, unless the deviating 
eye has light perception vision or worse.

The sensory component of the exam should • 
be carried out in a visual environment as close 
to natural viewing conditions as possible: 
normal room illumination; visually busy 
surroundings featuring multiple contours; 
and similar images presented to each eye.

Almost any sensory test can be used to • 
determine retinal correspondence. One 
need only look for the evidence of fusion 
in a patient with a manifest strabismus.

Though most often overlooked, of • 
all types of fusion, motor fusion may 
be the most important because it 
functions to maintain eye alignment.

Determining if a patient is capable of fusion is • 
necessary for both diagnosis and management, 
as there are two types of diplopic patients 
largely incapable of binocular single vision: 
those with central retinal pathology and 
those with central disruption of fusion.

Orthoptic therapy should only be attempted • 
on patients with good fusion potential. 
This includes evidence of bi-foveal fixation 
ability and some degree of vergence ability.
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Keep an open mind until the diagnosis • 
is certain. Do not try to fit the patient 
into your first diagnostic impression.

Allow time for thorough evaluation, • 
and measure ocular motility yourself. 
Schedule a return office visit, if necessary.

Additional diagnostic tests are selectively • 
chosen as needed; orbital CT scan to rule 
out fracture, chronic sinusitis and view 
extraocular muscles, MRI scan of brain, 
tensilon test, laboratory tests for thyroid 
function, and rheumatologic disease.

Final diagnosis may await the • 
intraoperative assessment, including forced 
ductions to rule out fibrosis, restrictions, 
or weakness, and direct visualization of 
the extraocular muscles to rule out trauma, 
malposition, or healing abnormality 
following prior strabismus surgery.

During surgery, be flexible in approach to • 
allow for unexpected findings. After repair, 
use spring-back test to assure centration 
of the eye, and reposition muscle(s) if 
necessary. Use non-absorbable sutures 
when poor healing is suspected or 
tendons are under high tension.

Postoperatively tailor steroid use to the • 
condition, and use adjunctive procedures 
such as motility exercise and in-office 
forced duction to expand range of motion.

Core Messages

Perform a thorough history. Most of the • 
information needed to manage complex 
strabismus is obtained by the history.

M. E. Wilson et al. (eds.), Pediatric Ophthalmology, 
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-68632-3_1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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11.1 Introduction

All strabismus cases require a thorough diagnostic 
approach, but some cases are unusually complex 
and those are the focus of this chapter. Some diagno-
ses may seem straightforward on initial impression, 
but due to incomplete information, complexities are 
overlooked, and outcomes are unsuccessful. Method-
ical acquisition of information combined with careful 
observation is the key to success. Complex cases are 
less daunting if they are approached methodically, 
and enough time is allotted to obtain an adequate 
history and complete exam. It may not be possible 
to achieve the full range of ocular motion in every 
patient, but just about every eye can be centered and 
many can have restoration of functional motility.

11.2 History

The patient’s history is the most important factor in 
diagnosis (footnote), yet we often allow little time 
for the history and proceed directly to the exam. In 
most cases the history will suggest the diagnosis pro-
vided that the correct questions are asked. Was the 
onset abrupt or gradual? Was there any trauma pro-
ceeding onset of symptoms? Patients usually need to 
be prodded on these questions, as they often forget 
seemingly minor, but significant, blunt trauma. When 
strabismus occurred due to trauma, was there loss of 
consciousness? How long? Was there facial trauma, 
skull or facial fracture, or ecchymosis? Did the face 
hit an air bag?

Is there a history of smoking, chronic disease, re-
current sinusitis, hyperflexibility, poor wound heal-
ing, or poor nutrition? Is the strabismus worse with 
fatigue or upper respiratory infection? Is there asso-
ciated pain or eyestrain? Is there a family history of 
strabismus?

Acute onset of strabismus will occur with a vas-
cular event, and the patient should be able to recall 
exactly when he or she first noticed symptoms. The 
entire motility deficit develops in one event, followed 
by stable alignment or gradual improvement, with 
vascular or traumatic cranial nerve paresis.

Subacute onset followed by stability of alignment 
is the usual time course of strabismus due to partial 

avulsion of an extraocular muscle by blunt trauma 
(flap tear) [7, 8]. The motility deficit usually develops 
as the muscle fibroses to surrounding connective tis-
sue. Subacute onset followed by progression of align-
ment abnormality would be the pattern usually seen 
with accommodative esotropia, intracranial compres-
sive lesion, raised intracranial pressure, acute sinus-
itis, orbital myositis, orbital floor collapse, or some 
cases of thyroid ophthalmopathy.

Chronic, gradually progressive onset of strabis-
mus is the most common form of acquired strabismus 
and the patient’s history of onset is usually vague. 
There may be years of prism wear with gradual in-
crease until the prism requirement becomes too great 
and the patient is referred for surgery. Increasing 
head tilt or head turn may cause neck pain, prompt-
ing the patient to seek treatment. Old photographs 
may be needed to document the time of onset of head 
tilt or turn. Some patients notice periods of stability, 
with bouts of exacerbation, which they associate tem-
porally with upper respiratory illness. Patients who 
have had successful alignment after prior strabismus 
repair may develop gradual consecutive strabismus 
from stretching of the scar between the sclera and 
muscle tendon, which may accelerate during bouts 
of illness, malnutrition, and pregnancy [6, 9]. Condi-
tions that usually present with chronic onset include 
presumed sinus-related strabismus [10], myasthenia 
gravis, and slow-growing intracranial lesion. Some 
congenital syndromes, such as Duane’s syndrome 
and congenital fourth cranial nerve palsy, may dete-
riorate gradually. Consecutive exotropia in monofix-
ation syndrome without prior strabismus surgery, and 
stretched scar due to prior strabismus repair [6, 9], 
usually have a slowly progressive time course. Ex-
traocular muscle fibrosis syndromes, such as thyroid 
ophthalmopathy and chronic orbital myositis, may be 
gradually progressive.

Variable onset and variable expression of strabis-
mus is seen in some patients with chronic strabismus 
and good fusional vergence ability. These patients 
may have symptoms that seem out of line with the 
minimal or no strabismus manifest in the office. For 
example, a child’s parent sees esotropia in the eve-
ning, but the office exam shows minimal esophoria. 
An adult complains of severe diplopia but has mini-
mal phoria on exam. The history can alert you to the 
possibility that strong fusional vergence is masking 
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the true deviation, and suggest the need to perform 
prism adaptation. Myasthenia gravis should always 
be considered in the differential diagnosis of acquired 
strabismus, especially when symptoms and alignment 
measurements show variability.

11.3 Examination

Measure motility carefully, including alignment in 
all directions of gaze, cover–uncover and alternate 
cover test and version testing. Stereopsis is measured 
as well as subjective torsion (double Maddox, Bago-
lini lens, or Lancaster red-green test), and objective 
torsion (dilated fundus exam).

The Parks’ three-step test [11] is a tool to identify 
a single paretic muscle. It does not apply to muscle fi-
brosis or direct muscle trauma. Fibrosis of an inferior 
rectus of one eye may produce the identical pattern 
on the three-step test result as superior oblique palsy 
in the contralateral eye. It is important to discriminate 
this for each patient. Mild extorsion in the lower eye, 
rather than marked extorsion in the higher eye, may 
be a clue that a fibrotic, rather than paretic, etiology is 
present. Forced duction may be needed to distinguish 
between the two. Large fusional vergence has tradi-
tionally been considered as diagnostic of a congenital 
paretic etiology but may also be present with vertical 
deviations of gradual onset.

In office prism adaptation is a useful tool to un-
cover the full deviation in patients with suspected 
large fusional vergence, and reduce the frequency of 
surgical undercorrection. The measured deviation is 
placed into trial frames with loose prisms and best 
correction (with near add if necessary). The patient 
reads for 20 min, the deviation is remeasured, and 
prism increased accordingly. This process is contin-
ued until a small deviation in the opposite direction 
is produced. The trial frames are then removed, and 
alignment testing is performed in all gaze directions 
both distance and near. This “adapted alignment” is 
used to calculate the surgical correction.

Repeat evaluation on a different date and prefer-
ably at a different time of day is useful when variabil-
ity or active progression or regression is suspected, as 
with myasthenia gravis, evolving thyroid ophthalmo-
pathy, or improving cranial nerve palsy.

11.4 Diagnostic Testing

If orbital disorder or thyroid ophthalmopathy are sus-
pected by exam, imaging of the orbits may be needed. 
A CT scan best demonstrates the bony orbits and si-
nuses, but intrinsic orbital lesion is better seen with 
MRI. Select the technique that corresponds to your 
leading differential diagnoses [2]. Laboratory tests 
may be performed to rule out thyroid dysfunction or 
rheumatologic disorder. Tensilon test should be per-
formed if myasthenia gravis is suspected. Negative 
antiacetylcholine receptor antibody test is frequently 
negative in ocular myasthenia and is only helpful in 
diagnosis if positive.

Presumed sinus-related strabismus is a form of 
atypical acquired strabismus that may mimic cranial 
nerve palsy, high AC/A ratio, or thyroid ophthalmo-
pathy [10]. Acute or chronic sinusitis may lead to 
adjacent fibrosis of the extraocular muscles and sur-
rounding orbital tissues as well as secondary strabis-
mus. Warning features include atypical age of onset, 
no family history of strabismus, normal refraction, 
and evidence for normal development of binocular-
ity. Some patients relate the onset of strabismus to 
an upper respiratory infection, but others are unaware 
of sinus symptoms. If ongoing sinusitis is the cause 
of strabismus and is not treated, recurrence may oc-
cur despite good initial surgical correction. Sinus CT 
scan is the most accurate method to rule out sinus 
disease (Fig. 11.1). Sinus and nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma, mucoceles, and other sinus lesions are rare 
causes of gradually progressive strabismus, which 
will also be detectable by imaging. 

Malposition of extraocular muscles may be con-
genital (orbital malformation, pulley abnormalities) 
or acquired (high myopia with lateral rectus displace-
ment). Coronal sections on orbital CT or MRI scan 
will demonstrate these abnormalities [2].

11.5 Preoperative Discussion

Prior to undertaking surgery, discussion with the pa-
tient needs to stress that you are undertaking a re-
constructive process, which may require multiple 
procedures to achieve final success. Most patients are 
relieved to learn that you are committed and will not 
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abandon their case if the first procedure is not fully 
satisfactory.

Patients may have systemic disease, which will in-
fluence surgical decision making, and they should be 
involved in any related discussion. Systemic antico-
agulation will increase the risk of bleeding from local 
anesthetic injection, but that may be preferred rather 
than the increased risk of embolic event if antico-
agulants are discontinued. Strabismus surgery under 
general anesthesia is usually possible with moderate 
anticoagulation, and this route may be preferred for 
some. Systemic disease may preclude general anes-
thesia in some patients, who may safely receive lo-
cal anesthetic. Eyes with substantial deviations and 
increased fibrosis, such as post-retinal detachment or 
glaucoma surgery, are very difficult to operate with 
local anesthetic.

11.6 Intraoperative Assessment

Forced ductions are tested in all directions, including 
intorsion and extorsion, as well as exaggerated forced 
duction of the oblique muscles. The torsional forced 
duction test is performed with two forceps grasping 
the eye at the three o’clock and 9 o’clock positions. 
The eye is then extorted and intorted while being 
gently proptosed. Normal rotation is 60–70º of extor-
sion and intorsion before resistance is met. Decreased 

rotation may signify tightness of the anterior fibers of 
the oblique muscles, or abnormal adhesions between 
extra- and intraconal tissues. The exaggerated forced 
duction test of the oblique muscles is performed with 
the eye gently retropulsed and provides information 
about the posterior fibers of the oblique muscles.

The next step is direct observation of the ex-
traocular muscles by surgical exploration. If prior 
eye muscle surgery had been performed, the den-
sity of overlying scar tissue is assessed. Unusually 
light, non-adherent scar, with unusually easy dis-
section, suggests poor wound healing [6]. Measure 
the distance from the scleral point of attachment of 
each muscle to its original insertions. Compare that 
to previous operative reports to rule out scar migra-
tion (see later) [6]. Inspect the muscle for evidence 
of scar stretch [6, 9], slipped muscle [13], missing 
muscle tissue [7, 8], or erosion by retinal band. Dense 
scar tissue may indicate excessive inflammation or 
adhesive syndrome [12] due to posterior disruption of 
Tenon’s capsule by prior surgery or trauma.

11.7 Surgical Repair

In general, the best initial approach is to directly 
repair the original cause of strabismus, such as re-
attaching a lost muscle or repairing a torn muscle. 
Other muscles are then operated as necessary to cor-

Fig. 11.1 a Child with esotropia acquired at age 2 years (right) with his identical twin brother (left). 
b Cause of esotropia ultimately assumed to be severe chronic sinusitis, as seen on CT scan. (Reproduced 
with permission from the Trans Am Ophthalmol Soc in Ludwig IH, Smith JF (2004). Presumed sinus-
related strabismus. Tr Am Ophth Soc 102:159–167)
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rect residual deviation. Examples include recessing 
a contractured antagonist muscle, or using a Faden 
suture in one eye to balance motility restriction in 
the other eye. Sometimes several procedures are per-
formed simultaneously, if the need is obvious, but 
frequently the additional muscles are operated later, 
after the response to the initial procedure is gauged.

11.8 Management of Scar Tissue

Scar tissue is obviously necessary to heal the oper-
ated extraocular muscle in its new position, but when 
scarring is excessive due to heavy-handed prior stra-
bismus surgery, trauma, RD repair, etc., the scar tis-
sue needs to be managed along with the muscles. 
Steroids will delay scar formation, but scarring will 
always eventually recur. It is better to control the po-
sition and direction of restriction generated by the 
scar rather than attempt to prevent scar from form-
ing. Scar is first dissected free from the globe in or-
der to operate on the muscle. If scar is neglected at 
this point, it will reform and often change an initially 
good alignment result. Instead, scar needs to be su-
tured directly to sclera using a fine-gauge absorbable 
suture, in a position where it will not interfere with 
the alignment outcome. This is a handy technique, 
and with practice, it can even be used to enhance the 
effect of the muscle surgery.

Tenon’s capsule and intermuscular septum allow 
normal sliding of orbital tissues and capsule disrup-
tion increases fibrosis and can restrict motility. Dis-

secting the minimal amount necessary to expose the 
muscle insertion and repair strabismus is a principle 
which will reduce restrictive strabismus complica-
tions. Conversely, when capsule disruption has oc-
curred, direct repair is advisable.

11.8.1 Stretched Scar

Consecutive strabismus following prior strabismus 
surgery is a common complication occurring in 2−8% 
of cases in which good initial alignment was achieved 
[6]. In many of these cases, gradual lengthening of 
the scar between the sclera and muscle tendon has 
developed, causing the surgical over correction [6, 
9]. Some limitation of motility in the direction of ac-
tion of the involved muscle(s) may be seen, but this 
may be mild and is not always present, especially if 
the stretch is 3 mm or less. During initial dissection 
to isolate the muscle, scar tissue is surprisingly mild 
and easily stretched in these patients. Once hooked, 
the muscle can usually be lifted away from sclera 
with ease (Fig. 11.2). Recognition of the transition 
between scar and normal tendon may be difficult, as 
the scar assumes a striated appearance, which mimics 
tendon (Fig. 11.3). Knowledge of the normal tendon 
length for the muscle will help to guide the surgeon 
to the transition between normal tendon and scar. 
Non-absorbable suture is placed through secure ten-
don (Fig. 11.4), scar tissue anterior to the suture is 
excised, and the muscle securely sutured to sclera, 
using standard surgical tables as a guide to the best 

Fig. 11.2 As muscle hook is pulled away from sclera, medial 
rectus stretched scar lifts upward

Fig. 11.3 Stretched scar of medial rectus. Arrows indicate 
transition between scar and tendon. Lower hook indicates 
scleral attachment site
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location to reattach the muscle (Fig. 11.5). Adjust-
able suture use increases the risk of stretched scar 
and is not recommended for these patients. Steroid 
use should be avoided, as it impedes wound healing. 
Patients are asked to avoid stretching the eyes into 
extremes of gaze for several months, and daily vita-
min C supplementation is recommended.

Stretched scar cases were frequently confused with 
classic slipped muscles (see later) but have been doc-
umented to occur despite proper surgical technique, 
and to restretch frequently if absorbable sutures are 
used [6].

11.8.2 Scar Migration

When the operative report from prior strabismus sur-
gery is available, it is sometimes observed that the 
extraocular muscle is attached at a position other than 
where it had been attached. Muscle scars under ten-
sion can migrate during the healing period. Migration 
of attachment position is commonly seen after Jensen, 
Hummelsheim, and traditional Faden procedures [6]. 
This problem can usually be prevented by the use of 
non-absorbable sutures.

11.9 Other Complex Strabismus

Paralytic strabismus, Duane’s syndrome, and dissoci-
ated deviations may be complex. These are discussed 
in other chapters and will be omitted here. The slipped 
muscle, as described by Parks and Bloom [13], is 
similar in concept to stretched scar in that the tendon 
is not attached directly to sclera but is separated by a 
segment of other tissue − in this case a long segment 
of muscle capsule. This is defined as due to improper 
surgical technique, incorporating only capsule in the 
suture, which causes the muscle to retract posteriorly. 
The resultant deviation is large, occurs quickly in the 
postoperative period, and usually responds well to 
prompt repair with standard sutures.

Regarding partial avulsion of a rectus muscle (flap 
tear).

11.9.1 Partial Avulsion of a Rectus 
Muscle (Flap Tear)

With blunt trauma to the face, partial avulsion of one 
or more rectus muscles may occur [7, 8]. Traction 
from the bending or fracturing orbital wall may pull 

Fig. 11.4 Stretched scar of inferior rectus. Braided polyester 
suture is placed through tendon, prior to excision of scar r. (Re-
produced with permission from the Trans Am Ophthalmol Soc 
in Ludwig IH (1999) Scar remodeling after strabismus surgery. 
Tr Am Ophth Soc 92:583–651)

A B

C

Original insertion

Attachment point to sclera

Stretched scar segment

Demarcation between scar
and healthy tendon

Fig. 11.5 Illustration of stretched scar repair calculation. 
Planned millimeters of resection/advancement from sur-
gical tables = A+B. C–B = mm behind original insertion 
where sutures are placed
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on the orbital septae and tear the outer or orbital layer 
of the rectus muscle from the inner or global layer [3]. 
In other cases, perhaps due to sudden muscle contrac-
ture, a portion of the tendon is disinserted from the 
sclera (Fig. 11.6). This avulsed “flap” of muscle may 
then heal to surrounding orbital soft connective tis-
sue leading to restrictive strabismus (Fig. 11.7). The 
motility defect may simulate muscle paresis, usually 
with decreased action of the involved muscle, due 
to a tether effect created by the scarred portion of 
avulsed muscle. Orbital fracture is frequently, but not 
always, present. Partial avulsions are also seen fol-
lowing retinal detachment repair and direct trauma to 
the muscle insertion.

The most common partially avulsed extraocular 
muscles are the inferior and medial recti, but superior 
and lateral rectus flap tears have been seen. The size 
of the avulsed flap is variable.

History is critical to flap-tear diagnosis. A patient 
with blunt head or facial trauma with no loss of con-
sciousness may be more likely to have suffered direct 
muscle trauma rather than cranial nerve palsy. His-
tory of ecchymosis or periorbital edema is sugges-
tive. Diplopia may be immediate, but usually does 
not develop until several weeks after injury, when 

scar tissue begins to create restriction of gaze. Cra-
nial nerve palsy due to head trauma from a motor ve-
hicle accident is sometimes combined with flap tear 
caused by facial impact with an air bag.

Flap tears produce incomitant strabismus. The 
most common form is hyperdeviation greatest on 
downgaze due to partial avulsion of the ipsilateral 
inferior rectus. This may be confused with fourth 
cranial nerve palsy, which is ruled out by the lack 
of extorsion in the hyperdeviated eye. Inferior rectus 
paresis is ruled out by a normal inferior rectus force 
generation test. Bilateral inferior rectus flap tear may 
produce “A” pattern exotropia, convergence insuffi-
ciency, and vertical strabismus. Exotropia with con-
vergence insufficiency has also been seen with me-
dial rectus flap tears.

Orbital CT scans are useful to rule out orbital 
fracture, but traditional MRI scans are usually not 
helpful. Newer, high-resolution MRI scans, which 
produce images of the extraocular muscles in multi-
ple-gaze positions, may eventually prove more useful 
to pinpoint the flap-tear abnormality [2].

To repair a partially avulsed rectus muscle, first re-
view the anatomy and repair literature [7, 8]. Forced 
duction will usually demonstrate restriction toward 

Fig. 11.6 Proposed mechanism of flap tear, showing 
traction on inferior rectus (arrows) during orbital frac-
ture

Fig. 11.7 After tear has occurred, the flap heals to sur-
rounding orbital connective tissue, restricting motion
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the field of action of the involved muscle move-
ment of the eye, and torsional forced duction usually 
shows marked restriction to intorsion and extorsion, 
presumably due to the abnormal adhesion between 
the intra- and extraconal spaces.

A standard inferonasal fornix incision allows in-
spection of both the inferior and medial recti. Dis-
ruption of the normal muscle capsule is an important 
clue to the presence of a flap tear; therefore, only 
the minimum dissection necessary to see the muscle 
should be performed. The attached portion of in-
ferior rectus is placed on the muscle hook, and the 
Desmarres retractor is used to expose the muscle, 
capsule, and intermuscular septum. The partial avul-
sion appears as either a narrowing of muscle width or 
muscle thinning. Both types show capsule disruption 
(Fig. 11.8). When in doubt, compare the anatomy by 
viewing the same muscle of the contralateral eye. The 
avulsed “flap” of muscle is found external to the Des-
marres retractor and adherent to orbital connective 
tissue. The flap edge is freed from adhesions to sur-
rounding tissue, attempting to preserve the avulsed 
capsule with the muscle flap. Tissue layers should be 
handled gently. Non-absorbable suture (braided 6-0 
polyester) is placed through the distal end of the flap, 
with locking bites (Fig. 11.9). The flap is sutured to 
its normal anatomic position, directly to sclera. Cap-
sule is repaired with running 8-0 polyglactin suture 
(Fig. 11.10). If an external rent in Tenon’s capsule is 
present, with prolapsed orbital fat, the fat is reposited 
and the rent closed with 8-0 polyglactin. 

If orbital fracture coexists with partial muscle 
avulsion, it may be repaired through a separate inci-

sion and on the same day, if possible. Best results 
have been obtained with muscle repair alone or si-
multaneous fracture and muscle repair. Patients with 
a significant delay between orbital fracture repair and 
muscle repair have worse results, perhaps due to or-
bital tissue fibrosis or secondary changes in antago-
nist muscles.

If flap tear is suspected by history and forced 
ductions, but cannot be located during surgery, it is 
best to resect the remaining attached portion of the 
involved muscle. This will reduce the flap’s tether 
effect. Recession of the antagonist muscle does not 
improve tether restriction but may be needed as a sec-
ondary procedure.

Postoperatively, exercise of motility in the in-
volved gaze directions is critical to reduce the risk 
of restriction from to adhesions. The use of steroids 
could reduce adhesion formation, but as they inhibit 
healing of tendon to sclera, they are usually avoided.

11.9.2 Lost Muscle 

A lost extraocular muscle has lost all direct or indirect 
connection to the sclera [14]. Most lost muscles occur 
during ophthalmic surgery while the muscle is under 
traction. Sometimes, in patients with weak connective 
tissue, the muscle may rupture at the musculo-tendi-
nous junction. This is known as the “pulled-in-two 
syndrome” (PITS) [4]. The proximal portion of the 
muscle retracts posteriorly, and becomes “lost.” Dur-
ing strabismus surgery, the suture may pull through 

Fig. 11.8 Flap tear of medial rectus (a) and inferior rectus (b). Arrows indicate missing tissue. (Reproduced with permission 
from the Trans Am Ophthalmol Soc in  Ludwig IH, Brown MS (2001). Strabismus due to flap tear of a rectus muscle. Tr Am 
Ophth Soc 99:53–63)
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the tendon after muscle disinsertion, thereby creating 
a lost muscle. Sinus surgery may lead to lost muscle, 
by eating away a portion of the muscle, and creating 
a lost proximal end as well as a length defect. In blunt 
trauma, the muscle may completely avulse from its 
insertion, without losing its attachments to intermus-
cular septum, and lost muscle may occur with direct 
penetrating trauma.

If the lost muscle retains its septal attachments to 
the oblique muscles, these can be traced back to the 
lost rectus muscle. This technique is useful for the 
inferior, superior, and lateral recti. The medial rec-
tus lacks these indirect attachments and is therefore 
the most difficult muscle to recover when lost. It is 

sometimes possible to follow Tenon’s capsule poste-
riorly to the point where the medial rectus originally 
penetrated Tenon’s capsule to locate the lost muscle. 
Avulsed lost muscles are usually found near the globe 
and adherent to orbital soft connective tissue. When 
dehiscence at the musculotendinous junction has oc-
curred, the torn tissue is fragile and lacks strength to 
support sutures. Repair is to the surrounding muscle 
capsule, which allows better support due to connec-
tive tissue in the capsule. It also reduces tension and 
vascular strangulation in the damaged muscle tissue. 
Orthopedists use this principle in tendon repair [5]. 
Lost muscle following sinus surgery usually involves 
significant tissue loss, which prevents direct repair. 
Non-absorbable sutures to bridge the gap may be 
used. If the lost muscle cannot be repaired, the an-
tagonist muscle is weakened, and transposition of ad-
jacent muscles is performed.

Thyroid ophthalmopathy patients are complex 
strabismus cases due to their frequently severe ex-
traocular muscle fibrosis. Most patients will achieve 
almost full functionality if surgery is planned and ex-
ecuted carefully. The goal is always to obtain the best 
balance of alignment with as wide a field of single 
vision as possible while operating the least number 
of muscles possible. When there is a large vertical de-
viation, it is best to avoid a large recession of a single 
inferior rectus, which will restrict downgaze. Smaller 
recession of the inferior rectus combined with reces-
sion of the superior rectus of the contralateral eye (if 
it is intorted), or recession/anterior transposition of 
the inferior oblique of the contralateral eye (if it is 
extorted), will usually allow more functional range 

Fig. 11.9 Flap tear from muscle in Fig. 11.8 (right). Flap has 
been dissected free, and braided polyester suture has been 
placed through its distal end d. (Reproduced with permission 
from the Trans Am Ophthalmol Soc, in Ludwig IH, Brown MS 
(2001). Strabismus due to flap tear of a rectus muscle. Tr Am 
Ophth Soc 99:53–63)

Fig. 11.10a,b Flap tears after repair. Medial rectus from Fig. 11.8 (a), and inferior rectus from Fig. 11.8 (b) ). ( Reproduced with 
permission from the Trans Am Ophthalmol Soc in Ludwig IH, Brown MS (2001). Strabismus due to flap tear of a rectus muscle. 
Tr Am Ophth Soc 99:53–63)
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of single binocular vision in up and downgaze. Care 
should be taken to not disturb Tenon’s capsule and 
intermuscular septum beyond the bare minimum 
necessary to isolate the muscle, thus minimizing 
the inflammatory response. Powerful muscles, such 
as the inferior and medial recti, should be operated 
with non-absorbable suture to reduce the high risk 
of stretched scar. Oblique dysfunction is commonly 
overlooked − especially intorsion due to fibrosis of 
the superior oblique(s). Simple, graded, hang-back 
recessions of the superior oblique(s) at their inser-
tions are highly effective in relieving torsional diplo-
pia due to SO overaction.

Prior retinal detachment (RD) repair patients 
may experience diplopia due to visual distortion 
as well as strabismus. Strabismus may result from 
muscle fibrosis due to surgical trauma and foreign 
body reaction and encapsulation of the encircling 
hardware. Flap tears have been observed in post-RD 
patients, presumably due to aggressive stripping of 
Tenon’s capsule from the muscle during RD repair [7, 
8]; these create a deviation away from the field of ac-
tion of the torn muscle. Erosion of a rectus muscle by 
an encircling band which has migrated anteriorly is 
also seen. The eroded muscle is usually found to have 
reattached itself posterior to the band, but with re-
duced function due to its recessed position. Repair of 
an eroded muscle or flap tear is best performed with 
non-absorbable suture. Bulky exoplant material may 
mechanically interfere with muscle function and may 
need to be debulked. The superior oblique tendon is 
frequently caught in, or scarred to, the retinal band, 
altering its function, and may need to be released. 
Each case is evaluated individually and any repair 
should attempt to correct the pathology with minimal 
dissection. Excessive scar tissue should be addressed 
with the scar principles outlined previously.

Glaucoma valve procedures may cause complex 
strabismus due to muscle fibrosis. Usually exotropia 
is seen as the implants are placed in the superotem-
poral quadrant, causing lateral rectus fibrosis. Hyper-
tropia is also frequent due to superior rectus fibrosis. 
A large recession of the lateral rectus combined with 
anterior transposition of the inferior oblique through 
an inferotemporal fornix incision will improve ex-
otropia and hypertropia, and reduce the risk of inter-
fering with the bleb and valve. Bleb rupture may oc-
cur, leading to decompression of the eye. To prevent 
this, combined surgery with the glaucoma surgeon 

allows temporary tying off of the valve stem before 
strabismus repair.

11.10 Helpful Hints

Torsion is under-evaluated and underappreciated in 
strabismus management. Torsion may be symptomatic 
and may also contribute to vertical misalignment. In 
planning the surgical approach to vertical strabismus, 
torsional correction may require no additional surgery 
other than selecting the appropriate muscle (such as 
recessing an inferior rectus in a hypotropic, extorted 
eye), or transposing a muscle as it is being recessed or 
resected to adjust the torsion. Advancing the tendon 
of the superior oblique at its insertion 3−4 mm will 
correct large extorsion with little vertical effect.

Balance restrictions to obtain the widest possible 
field of single vision. Upgaze restrictions are the easi-
est to deal with through the handy antielevation ef-
fect possible with the inferior oblique. When no fur-
ther improvement of upgaze can be achieved in one 
eye, graded anterior transpositioning of the inferior 
oblique [15] of the other eye will often correct diplo-
pia by creating a balanced restriction. Downgaze re-
strictions are more difficult to correct and sometimes 
it is better to convert a downgaze restriction to an 
upgaze restriction with an inferior rectus resection, 
sufficient to correct downgaze diplopia. Contralat-
eral inferior oblique surgery can later be performed 
to balance upgaze. Faden sutures are also helpful to 
balance restrictions. A new method of Faden suture, 
which creates restriction through restricting muscle 
pulley movement, has been described [1]. This seems 
to be a useful approach to achieve the restrictive re-
sult without the risk of scleral perforation or exces-
sive muscle fibrosis.

Balance incomitance in motility measurements by 
choosing muscles, which will produce the most ef-
fect in the field(s) of action where deviation is the 
greatest.

Use scar tissue to help align the eye. Scar tissue 
layers may be sutured directly to sclera to redirect the 
restrictive pull and enhance surgical outcome.

Stabilize shifted muscles in myopes with pulley-
type Faden sutures [1].
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11.10.1 Absorbable vs Non-
Absorbable Sutures

As described previously, non-absorbable sutures are 
advised to prevent recurrence of stretched scars and 
in flap-tear repairs [6−9]. They should also be consid-
ered in other situations where the muscle tendon will 
be under great tension, such as any inferior rectus re-
cession or resection, especially since the inferior rec-
tus has the highest incidence of stretched scar. If the 
suture will be well covered, such as an inferior rectus, 
braided polyester is excellent. If the suture may be 
exposed, such as with an anteriorly positioned lateral 
rectus, clear polypropylene suture (used in tandem 

with braided absorbable suture for stability) is needed, 
as braided polyester can produce an inflammatory re-
sponse if it is not well covered. Clear polypropylene 
is well tolerated and non-reactive, but the knots must 
be tied underneath the muscle to prevent discomfort 
from cut suture ends. The 6-0 braided polyester and 
6-0 clear polypropylene sutures are commercially 
available with standard strabismus needles.

11.10.2 Intraoperative “Adjustments”

The springback test is useful to estimate balance of 
forces at the end of a repair [16]. The eye is rotated 

Take Home Pearls

Obtain a thorough and well-targeted history. • 
The patient usually supplies most of the 
information needed to manage complex 
strabismus, provided that you listen.

Methodically examine motility yourself.• 

Keep an open mind about diagnosis and • 
surgical approach until all information 
has been received and considered. 
Information gathering also occurs 
under direct visualization in the OR and 
surgical plans should remain flexible 
to allow for unexpected findings.

Allow extra time for surgery should the • 
unexpected arise. If the complex case is 
last on the schedule, there will be less 
time pressure and less chance of having 
to stop before the job is complete.

Critical observation and thinking will lead • 
to success in managing complex strabismus. 
Nomograms and tables will not help if 
the diagnosis is incorrect. If an attempted 
surgical procedure does not produce the 
expected effect, reconsider the diagnosis.

There is no greater reward than seeing the • 
disabled patient, wearing a black patch, 
previously turned away by other specialists, 
returned to full function with carefully 
designed and executed strabismus surgery.

The importance of good history taking • 
cannot be overstressed. This author had 
the good fortune to learn under a master 
of diagnosis in clinical neurology. That 
“genius” could seemingly pull diagnoses out 
of thin air after other experts had exhausted 
all available diagnostic tests and had long 
since given up. His secret was a patiently 
extracted and artfully directed patient 
history. He was such a keen observer and 
listener that in most cases his diagnosis was 
suspected even before the exam. Ancillary 
testing was usually just a confirmation of 
what he already knew he would find.
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into one extreme of gaze and then allowed to spring 
back. It is then rotated into the opposite direction 
and that springback is compared with the first. If 
they appear equally deviated from the midline, the 
forces are about equal. If there is an obvious im-
balance, the muscles and/or tissues may need to be 
repositioned.

Classic adjustable sutures are not useable with 
some scar tissue techniques described previously, and 
are not advised for stretched scar repair, flap tears, or 
high-tension muscles. In some cases, awakening the 
patient in the OR allows measurement of alignment. 
If the deviation is not satisfactory, the patient is then 
reanesthetized and the muscle repositioned directly 
to sclera.

11.11 Postoperative Management

Postoperatively, the use of steroids should be care-
fully considered and not automatic. Patients with scar 
migration, or stretched scar, should not have their 
wound healing further retarded by steroids. Overcor-
rected strabismus after muscle resection may warrant 
topical steroids to try to induce stretch.

Vitamin C deficiency causes powerful weakening 
of scar tissue [6]. Stretched scar patients should be 
advised to maintain good nutrition with special atten-
tion to vitamin C.

When motility restriction is corrected with surgery, 
the patient should exercise motility into extremes of 
gaze regularly; however, if motility restriction is cre-
ated deliberately (inferior oblique anterior transposi-
tion, Faden), or if stretched scar has been repaired, 
the patient should avoid rotating the eyes sharply for 
several months.

Severe motility restriction after trauma may im-
prove with in-office forced duction manipulation of 
the eye several times weekly in addition to the at-
home stretching.

When the repair has not fully corrected the align-
ment, be honest with the patient by saying that more 
may need to be done.
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DSC may represent an atavistic • 
resurgence of the dorsal light reflex 
that emerges when bifixation and 
high-grade binocularity are absent.

Although DVD is usually the most • 
clinically significant component of DSC, 
some patients will manifest a prominent 
DHD with less noticeable DVD and DTD.

DVD, when manifest frequently, can be • 
treated surgically by several different 
approaches including superior rectus 
muscle recession, inferior oblique 
muscle anterior transposition, and 
inferior rectus muscle resection.

DHD is not treated effectively by • 
DVD surgery alone. When prominent, 
DHD requires a specific surgical 
strategy that usually involves 
recession of the lateral rectus muscle 
on the side of the manifest DHD.

Core Messages

The dissociated • strabismus complex 
(DSC) includes dissociated vertical 
deviation (DVD), dissociated horizontal 
deviation (DHD), dissociated torsional 
deviation (DTD), latent nystagmus, 
and sub-normal binocularity.

Dissociated Deviations
M. Edward Wilson
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12.1 Introduction

Dissociated deviations in strabismus have been ob-
served and reported for more than a century [30]. 
The most often quoted early descriptions are from 
Bielschowsky [2]. E.L. Raab (Mount Sinai School 
of Medicine, New York University, New York, N.Y.) 
is credited with popularizing dissociative vertical 
deviation (or more commonly, dissociated vertical 
deviation, DVD) as a descriptive label for this in-
triguing type of strabismus. Many other names, such 
as alternating sursumduction and dissociated double 
hypertropia, have faded from use. More recently, dis-
sociated movements and misalignments have been 
grouped into what is now known as the dissociated 
strabismus complex (DSC) [15, 34, 36, 38]. It is well 
known that these dissociated deviations can be verti-
cal, horizontal, or torsional. DSC obviates the seman-
tic confusion that occurs when referring to a dissoci-
ated deviation as a DVD when the most prominent 
movement, in some patients, is horizontal or tor-
sional. Latent nystagmus and sub-normal binocular-
ity should also be included as parts of DSC.

Within the DCS grouping, vertical movements are 
recorded using the familiar term, dissociated vertical 
deviation (DVD). Horizontal movements are recorded 
as dissociated horizontal deviation (DHD) and tor-
sional movements are known as dissociated torsional 
deviation (DTD). Examiners are encouraged to use a 
1+ to 4+ scale to rate each of the DCS components 
separately. DVD and DHD can be measured or esti-
mated in prism diopters, but variability exists based 

on the attentiveness of the patient. Often the DVD 
and DHD are larger at times than can be quantitated 
using alternate prism and cover measurements.

The classic DSC pattern is of a nonfixating eye 
slowly elevating, extorting, and abducting upon 
the spontaneous loss of binocular function or with 
cover testing (Fig. 12.1). A reversal of these move-
ments is seen with recovery and refixation. Verti-
cal movements usually predominate, but horizontal 
or torsional movements may be the most noticeable 
manifestation of the complex in some patients. Latent 
nystagmus is also usually seen during the exam, but 
macular binocular vision with high-grade stereopsis 
is never present.

12.2 Etiology

The exact cause of DSC remains unknown, but two 
recent theories have been published. Guyton has pro-
posed that DSC [13] movements serve to damp la-
tent nystagmus by stabilizing the fixating eye. This 
“nystagmus blockage” function, according to Guy-
ton, is a learned response, which helps to prevent a 
decrease in visual acuity that would otherwise occur 
with manifest-latent nystagmus. Using eye move-
ment recordings of patients with DCS, Guyton ob-
served a comitant drift of both eyes with the fixat-
ing eye adducting, depressing, and intorting, while 
the nonfixating eye abducts, extorts, and elevates. 
The horizontal muscles were shown to produce the 
horizontal component of the drift, while the oblique 
muscles produced the cyclovertical drift. According 
to Guyton, these movements produce what we see 
clinically as the slow phase of latent nystagmus. Co-
mitant saccades then occur that compensate for the 
drift of the fixating eye. This produces the fast phase 
of latent nystagmus. In conjunction with the verti-
cal and cyclovertical vergence movements, there is 
an upward vertical version that is necessary to com-
pensate for the depression of the fixating eye caused 
by the vergence movement. This version is produced 
mostly by the inferior oblique muscle of the fixating 
eye and the superior rectus muscle of the nonfixating 
eye. Also, the eye movement recordings documented 
a horizontal version, away from the fixating eye, pre-
sumably to compensate for the collective abduction 
effects of both oblique muscles as they become ac-

Fig. 12.1 Dissociated strabismus complex. The left eye is 
shown, elevated, abducted, and extorted behind cover
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tive in the fixating eye. The combined effect of these 
movements is that the fixating eye stabilizes, but the 
nonfixating eye is driven into a variable state of el-
evation, extorsion, and abduction.

Brodsky [6], in contrast, has stated that any hori-
zontal damping of latent nystagmus is likely an epi-
phenomenon of dissociated esotonus that helps to 
explain the horizontal portion (DHD) of DSC, rather 
than the result of a compensatory adaptation to im-
prove visual acuity. The remaining DSC movements, 
according to Brodsky [4], are the result of an atavis-
tic resurgence of the dorsal light reflex that emerges 
when macular binocular vision and high-grade ste-
reopsis are absent. In evolution, primitive responses 
to external stimuli are suppressed by newer reflexes. 
When newer systems fail, these retained primitive 
reflexes can reappear. Nathan [22] believes that in 
humans the eyes have phylogenetically retained 
some of their primitive organ-balance functions. 
When there is absence of macular binocular vision, 
unequal visual input can induce a central vestibular 
imbalance in which the internal sense of vertical no 
longer corresponds to the gravitational vertical. In 
further support of this theory, Brodsky [5] has shown 
evidence that, in DSC, a subjective sensation of vi-
sual tilt under monocular conditions produces two 
compensatory eye movements: a vertical divergence 
movement to realign the eyes relative to an altered 
internal representation of vertical, and a cycloversion 
(torsion) movement that rotates the eyes to neutral-
ize a perceived visual tilt. In contrast, the horizontal 
component of DSC, known as DHD, is more likely 
related to a dissociation of the esotonus that is needed 
in humans to overcome the anatomical tendency for 
the eyes to be divergent [6].

12.3 Incidence and Associations

The DSC is commonly associated with congenital es-
otropia, but it may also be seen in association with 
other forms of strabismus [14, 35]. In addition, it can 
be seen to develop whenever a child suffers from a 
permanent unilateral vision loss. DVD, the most 
prominent component of DSC, is one of the most 
common types of hyperdeviation seen in a strabismus 
practice. Helveston [14] found DVD in 11.1% of 1000 
consecutive patients with strabismus or nystagmus. 

Among esotropia patients, the incidence was 14%. In 
exotropia, DVD was found in 8.7%, and in hypertro-
pia, DVD co-existed in 7.2%. Wilson and Parks [35] 
found DVD in 62% of 98 patients with congenital es-
otropia who were followed up to, or beyond, 6 years 
of age. Other investigators have reported the associa-
tion of DVD and congenital esotropia in up to 92% 
of patients [23]. Surgery at an earlier age does not 
decrease the incidence of DVD [23, 35]. Incidence 
figures for DSC may depend on how carefully subtle 
findings are sought when examining patients at high 
risk for DSC, such as those who have a history of 
congenital esotropia. In addition, some components 
of DSC may appear to be present during some ex-
aminations and absent during others. DHD is often 
less prominent than DVD; however, DHD prominent 
enough to require horizontal muscle surgery occurs 
in 5% or more of patients with congenital esotro-
pia [10]. In addition, Brodsky [6] found evidence of 
DHD in 50% of a cohort of patients with consecutive 
exotropia after surgery for congenital esotropia. DSC 
also can occur in association with acquired devia-
tions, whether they are esotropia, exotropia, or hy-
pertropia. All conditions have in common an absence 
of macular binocular vision. DSC is not seen when 
high-grade stereopsis (bifixation or macular binocu-
lar vision) is preserved.

Since both inferior oblique muscle overaction 
and DSC occur commonly in congenital esotropia 
patients, the two conditions often coexist. At times, 
however, DVD can simulate inferior oblique muscle 
overaction by becoming manifest in adduction as the 
nose interrupts fixation. Equally confusing is the as-
sociation of a true hypertropia with DVD or a true es-
otropia or exotropia with DHD. As stated previously, 
latent or manifest-latent nystagmus occurs frequently 
in association with the other components of DSC. La-
tent nystagmus is rarely seen in the absence of DSC.

12.4 Ocular Manifestations

The DSC is nearly always bilateral but asymmetric 
[32]. When a unilateral dissociated deviation is de-
tected initially, careful observation over several ex-
aminations usually reveals an asymmetric, bilateral 
DSC, rather than a truly unilateral finding. Dissoci-
ated deviations may be controlled by binocular fusion 
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mechanisms and remain latent, or the deviations may 
manifest spontaneously. When DSC becomes mani-
fest, it does so intermittently, changing as the state of 
attention of the individual changes. Visual inattention 
often produces a larger deviation than can be mea-
sured by even prolonged alternate cover testing and 
variability is the rule. Deviations can appear small 
and well controlled on one visit only to be large and 
manifest spontaneously a brief time later. Although 
dissociated horizontal and torsional movements are 
being recognized with greater frequency, DVD re-
mains the predominant manifestation in most cases 
of DSC.

Placing base-down prisms before the higher eye 
or base-up prisms before the lower eye until all refix-
ation movements are neutralized can quantitate a true 
hypertropia. The alternate cover test reveals these 
refixation movements to be upward in one eye and 
downward in the other eye. The absence of upward 
refixation movements in either eye on alternate cover 
testing usually distinguishes DVD from true verti-
cal tropia. In addition, the upward deviation is very 
slow (2−40°/s) in DVD compared with true hyper-
tropia (200−400°/s) [14]. Movements in DSC do not 
resemble a saccade or pursuit movement but rather 
a slow divergence of a non-fixating eye. In addition, 
one or more of the other components of DSC (DTD, 
DHD, or latent nystagmus) almost invariably can be 
detected in patients with prominent DVD.

When one is attempting to quantify DVD or 
DHD, each eye must be measured separately. Prisms 
are placed before the eye to be measured until it 
no longer drifts behind cover. A true neutralization 
is not reached. The endpoint is when the eye mea-
sured becomes still. Both eyes will not “neutralize” 
simultaneously. Measurements of DSC vary day to 
day − even moment to moment − and tend to increase 
with prolonged occlusion. For these reasons, a sub-
jective 1+ to 4+ scale is sometimes used instead of an 
exact prism diopters measurement to describe each 
component of DSC and the largest deviation seen 
during the exam is usually the one graded. For a DVD 
estimated or measured <10 prism diopters (PD), a 1+ 
designation is often used. Deviations between 10 and 
15 PD are labeled as 2+ , 15−20 as 3+ , and >20 PD as 
4+. If a true hypertropia and DVD coexist, prism and 
alternate cover test neutralization of the hypertropia 
should be made first. The overlying DVD can then be 
estimated or measured. Use a rapid alternate cover 

test to measure the true hypertropia, not allowing the 
hypotropic eye time to dissociate behind the cover. 
The true hypertropia and the more marked DVD usu-
ally are present on the same side.

The DSC can exist as a prominent DHD with very 
little DVD, or as a prominent DVD in one eye and a 
prominent DHD in the other (Fig. 12.2). The DHD is 
distinguished from intermittent exotropia by the slow 
speed of the abducting movement, the association 
of DTD, and the absence of true neutralization with 
prisms. Close inspection also reveals that the DHD 
does not begin to drift until the formally covered eye 
has returned to the primary position and picked up 
fixation. In contrast, exotropia produces simultane-
ous movement of one eye (as it is uncovered) toward 
fixation and the other eye (as it is covered) away from 
fixation. In addition, many patients with DHD will 
reveal a micro-esotropia on rapid alternate cover test-
ing, but slow alternate cover testing (allowing the eye 
with DHD to fully dissociate) reveals the exodeviated 
posture behind cover.

As stated previously, DSC can coexist with oblique 
muscle dysfunction. Wilson and Parks [35] found 
DVD and inferior oblique muscle overaction (IOOA) 
occurring together in 45% of patients with congenital 
esotropia who were observed to at least 6 years of 

Fig. 12.2a,b Dissociated strabismus complex. a DVD most 
prominent in the right eye. b DHD most prominent in the left 
eye
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age. In addition, it is well known that in adduction the 
nose may act as an occluder, allowing DVD to simu-
late IOOA. A true hypertropia present in side gaze 
but absent in primary gaze is evidence that oblique 
muscle dysfunction exists. The adducted eye would 
manifest a hypotropia when superior oblique mus-
cle overaction (SOOA) is present and a hypertropia 
when IOOA exists. The absence of a true hypertropia 
in adduction does not, however, exclude IOOA from 
occurring in conjunction with SOOA. With coexis-
tence of DVD and IOOA, the adducted eye may el-
evate under cover from either disorder. The abducted 
eye, when covered, has opposing forces at work. The 
DVD causes the eye to float upward while the IOOA 
drives the abducted eye downward. A true hypertro-
pia is seen only if the IOOA-stimulated hypotropia 
of the abducting eye overcomes the DVD-stimulated 
hyperdeviation. This reasoning also can be used to 
help verify the coexistence of DVD and either IOOA 
or SOOA. Oblique muscle dysfunction causes the 
DVD to appear incomitant. The IOOA reduces DVD 
in abduction, and SOOA reduces DVD in adduction. 
In other words, if DVD is evident in primary gaze 
but much less elevation is present behind cover when 
either eye is in abduction, bilateral IOOA should be 
suspected and a V pattern sought to confirm the diag-
nosis. If elevation behind cover is much less in ad-
duction, SOOA should be suspected and an A pattern 
sought to verify the diagnosis. Care must be taken to 
anticipate the effect on DVD when coexisting oblique 
muscle dysfunction is treated surgically.

Torticollis has been documented in up to 35% of 
patients with DVD when an ocular fixation prefer-
ence is present [1]. Patients with alternating fixation 
are much less likely to manifest a head tilt second-
ary to DVD. When present, the head tilt usually is 
toward the side of the nonfixating eye with the larger, 
more often manifest, DVD; thus, the DVD usually 
increases with forced tilt away from the eye with the 
more severe DVD and decreases on tilt toward the 
eye with more severe DVD. This tilting pattern is 
opposite from that seen in superior oblique muscle 
palsy, in which the hypertropia increases on ipsilat-
eral tilt and decreases on contralateral tilt. Exceptions 
to this pattern occur when patients with DVD main-
tain a head posture opposite from that predicted and 
show forced-tilt changes more like those of superior 
oblique muscle palsy (Fig. 12.3). Brodsky and co-
workers [7] report that patients in their series who 

tilted toward the side of the nonfixating eye with the 
larger DVD had earlier strabismus surgery and bet-
ter stereopsis than those with a head tilt toward the 
side of the fixating eye. These patients could cali-
brate their head position to modulate DVD in the two 
eyes and stabilize binocular fusion, thus keeping the 
DVD latent. When patients tilt toward the fixating 
eye, it is likely a compensatory postural adaptation 
at the central vestibular level to realign the head to a 
tilted internal representation of vertical. This does not 
serve to stabilize binocular fusion, and when seen, it 
is present despite continuing manifest DVD.

Asymmetrical DVD presents the patient with con-
flicting needs. The head tilted to one side helps the 
binocular fusion and to the other side helps the cen-
tral vertical orientation error. In patients with better 
fusion and stereopsis, the drive to tilt toward the non-
fixating eye with the larger DVD wins out. At times, 
when fusion is poor, the central drive wins out even 
at the cost of more manifest DVD.

The Bielschowsky phenomenon [2] is unique to 
DSC. It can be demonstrated most easily when DVD 
and amblyopia are present. Downward movement of 
the elevated occluded nonfixating eye occurs when 

Fig. 12.3 a Right head tilt shows manifest DVD in the right 
eye. b Left head tilt shows manifest DVD in the left eye
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filters of increasing density are placed before the fix-
ating eye. The eye behind cover may even come to 
rest below primary position. A Bagolini graded red 
filter bar helps elicit the Bielschowsky phenomenon. 
Alternatively, illumination to the fixating eye can be 
progressively reduced by rotating two polarized filters 
on one another to create a darkening filter. Increasing 
illumination to the fixating eye also can produce the 
Bielschowsky phenomenon. The phenomenon has 
also been demonstrated in the horizontal plane when 
prominent DHD is present [36].

12.5 Treatment

Although DSC does not cause symptomatic diplopia, 
it does disrupt binocular vision when it is manifest 
and it can be disfiguring. Even a small DVD can ap-
pear prominent as the eye elevates and sclera begins 
to be visible at the lower eyelid margin. Also, the 
exodeviation produced by DHD rarely avoids detec-
tion and often prompts complaints from parents of 
affected patients, even when the deviation manifests 
infrequently. A prominent abnormal head posture 
also can be an indication for treatment. In some pa-
tients who experience alternating fixation, manifest 
DVD predominates when one eye deviates and DHD 
predominates when fixation switches and the fellow 
eye drifts.

Despite its ability to be disfiguring, most patients 
with DSC do not need treatment. The condition is of-
ten small in magnitude and well controlled. If a DSC 
drift is seen only rarely, with fatigue, reassurance 
and observation is the best course of therapy. Avail-
able treatments are imperfect and none of them can 
eliminate DSC totally. Successful treatment merely 
reduces the frequency and magnitude of spontane-
ously manifest DSC so that it is rarely seen at home. 
Despite treatment, dissociated strabismus can almost 
always still be detected in the office during alternate 
cover testing. No patient is cured of DSC, and recur-
rence of manifest deviations is common even after 
aggressive treatment.

Nonsurgical treatment options to reduce the fre-
quency of manifest DSC have met with only limited 
success. Because DSC is usually asymmetric, switch-
ing the fixation preference to the eye that deviates 
most often may improve the patient’s control of DSC 

and reduce how often the eyes are seen to drift. Op-
tical and pharmacologic penalization techniques de-
signed to blur the eye that has less DSC and switch 
fixation to the eye with more DSC have been reported 
[27, 32]. These treatments are used only when the 
DSC is markedly asymmetric and they depend on a 
fixation switch to the previously nonpreferred eye. 
The Worth four-dot test and a variety of vectographic 
tests can be used to verify this fixation switch.

Most cases of symptomatic DVD or DHD are 
managed surgically. Standard surgical treatments for 
DVD have no effect on DHD [33]; therefore, DHD 
requires specific surgical strategies. The DTD is not 
treated surgically. Latent nystagmus is often also pres-
ent and can become manifest in patients with poorly 
controlled DSC. Treatment that restores DSC control 
and gross binocularity may also result in a manifest-
latent nystagmus converting back to its latent status.

Recession of the superior rectus muscles is the 
most common treatment for DVD. Surgery is usu-
ally performed bilaterally unless the DVD is strictly 
unilateral or dense amblyopia is present. When per-
formed unilaterally, a moderate superior rectus mus-
cle recession of 5−9 mm is typical [3]. A hypotropia 
often is produced that lasts days, weeks, or longer. 
Fewer undercorrections occur when unilateral surgery 
is performed for DVD; however, manifest DVD in the 
previously asymptomatic eye is commonly seen after 
unilateral surgery, even in patients where a switch in 
fixation preference does not occur. Reports advocat-
ing bilateral surgery either symmetrically or asym-
metrically for all patients with DVD have appeared in 
the literature since at least the early 1980s [18].

When performing bilateral superior rectus muscle 
recessions for DVD, I prefer large (7−10 mm) sym-
metric recessions, regardless of the asymmetry in 
DVD severity between the eyes. If a true hypertropia 
coexists with DVD, however, I perform more supe-
rior rectus muscle recession on the hypertropic eye. 
The hypertropia usually is found in the eye with the 
larger DVD, further justifying asymmetric recessions 
for these patients. For surgeons who prefer asymmet-
ric bilateral surgery for DVD, the quantity of surgery 
is determined by the severity of DVD in each eye.

In the past, posterior fixation sutures on the su-
perior rectus muscles, either alone or in combina-
tion with a superior rectus muscle recession, were 
advocated as an effective treatment for DVD [28]. 
Esswein and coworkers [11], however, reported that 
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although the effectiveness of 3- to 5-mm superior 
rectus muscle recessions combined with posterior 
fixation sutures was excellent at 6 months postopera-
tively (87% corrected or improved), a failure rate of 
55% was documented 3 years after surgery. In con-
trast, the success rate of 7- to 9-mm superior rectus 
muscle recessions diminished only slightly over time, 
with 86% corrected or improved at 6 months, 80% 
after 1 year, 77% after 2 years, and 72% after 3 years. 
Posterior fixation sutures for the treatment of DVD 
are not recommended.

Residual or recurrent DVD may still become fre-
quently manifest after superior rectus muscle reces-
sion has been performed bilaterally. Re-recession of 
these muscles is possible if the initial surgery placed 
the muscle <8−10 mm from the insertion; however, 
recession beyond 8−10 mm it is not recommended 
and, in fact, is difficult to accomplish safely. I pre-
fer to secure the recessed muscle directly onto the 
sclera rather than using the hang-back technique. 
Even when the frenulum between the superior rec-
tus muscle and the superior oblique muscle is com-
pletely severed, hang-back recessions are unlikely to 
result in >10 mm of retro-placement from the inser-
tion. To achieve easy exposure of the superior sclera 
8−10 mm posterior to the superior rectus insertion, 
remove the lid speculum and place a Desmarres re-
tractor in its place. Instead of lifting up on the upper 
eye lid and conjunctival tissues, press them down to-
ward the orbital roof and keep the retractor in contact 
with the sclera.

Inferior rectus muscle resection is an alternative to 
re-recession of the superior rectus muscle for residual 
or recurrent DVD. Although rarely done, inferior rec-
tus muscle resections have been shown to be effec-
tive in the treatment of residual DVD after superior 
rectus muscle recessions [24]. My experience has 
been the same. When needed, this operation is very 
effective at dosages of 4−6 mm bilaterally. Some sur-
geons advocate inferior rectus muscle resections as a 
primary treatment for DVD [28]; however, the lower 
eyelid elevation, flattening, and fullness that often re-
sult after this procedure has limited its popularity as 
a first-line surgery.

A modified recession procedure of the inferior 
oblique muscle, known as inferior oblique anterior 
transposition (IOAT), was developed to treat severe 
inferior oblique muscle overaction [9]. This proce-
dure is now also used to treat DVD, especially when 

inferior oblique muscle overaction and DVD co-exist 
(as they often do) [8, 16, 20, 21]. The IOAT procedure 
has been shown to be effective for DVD up to about 
15 PD [8]. Larger DVDs, of 20 PD or more, are not 
well treated by IOAT. The operation works by weak-
ening the inferior oblique muscle and also converting 
it into an antielevator [17]. The term “antielevation” 
implies that the muscle still contracts on attempted 
supra-duction, but in its new location, the contraction 
limits elevation rather than assisting it. The muscle is 
not converted into an active depressor.

Stager et al. [29] studied the inferior oblique mus-
cle’s neurovascular bundle as a new functional origin 
after IOAT. Both the new origin and the new insertion 
of the inferior oblique muscle parallel the inferior 
rectus muscle. This altered anatomy produces a co-
contraction of sorts with the superior rectus muscle. 
The inferior oblique contracts on attempted elevation 
and still has a functional origin and insertion parallel 
to the inferior rectus muscle.

The IOAT procedure is not without its own unique 
set of possible complications. The altered anatomy 
mentioned above helps to explain the frequent occur-
rence of an upgaze deficit when IOAT is used. If the 
muscle is spread too widely and/or re-attached too far 
anteriorly, a characteristic Y or T pattern is produced, 
characterized by elevation deficiency and divergence 
in upgaze and the false appearance of residual infe-
rior oblique muscle overaction [17]. A trade-off ap-
pears to exist in which further anterior placement of 
the inferior oblique muscle corrects more DVD but 
also is more likely to cause an up-gaze deficit and a 
T pattern. Limiting the new anterior insertion of the 
inferior oblique to the level of the inferior rectus in-
sertion reduces the incidence of marked upgaze defi-
cit; however, Gonzalez and Klein [12] have reported 
using inferior oblique muscle resection combined 
with transposition anterior to the inferior rectus inser-
tion with good control of larger DVD. Severe upgaze 
deficit is a risk with this procedure, however.

When marked DVD (>15 PD) coexists with infe-
rior oblique muscle overaction, simultaneous reces-
sion surgery on the four vertical muscles is often very 
effective. This approach is controversial because of 
the uncertain risk of marked upgaze deficiency and 
resulting upper eyelid retraction. Limiting the supe-
rior rectus muscle recessions to 8 mm and the inferior 
oblique recessions to 10 mm reduces, in my hands, 
the likelihood that this combined surgery will pro-
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duce a functionally important upgaze deficit; how-
ever, IOAT has been combined with superior rectus 
muscle recessions of up to 10 mm without producing 
severe upgaze deficits in a limited number of patients 
[26, 31].

The IOAT also has been suggested as a prophy-
lactic surgery for DVD in patients a history of con-
genital esotropia who have inferior oblique muscle 
overaction and are at high risk for developing DVD. 
(The incidence of DVD in congenital esotropia is 
60−90%.) Mims and Wood [21] performed IOAT in 
61 patients with congenital esotropia with bilateral 
inferior oblique muscle overaction. They placed the 
inferior oblique muscle 2 mm anterior to the tem-
poral border of the inferior rectus muscle insertion. 
With an average follow-up of 27 months, only 1 pa-
tient needed surgery for DVD compared with nine in 
a control group of patients with congenital esotropia 
who had not undergone inferior oblique muscle sur-
gery. The IOAT procedure has been recommended 
whenever inferior oblique muscle overaction is pres-
ent in a patient with mild coexisting DVD or when 
the patient is at high risk for DVD.

Other procedures have been reported for the treat-
ment of DVD, but they are not in common use today. 
These procedures include superior oblique tendon 

tuck or resection [25], which can result in Brown syn-
drome, and botulinum toxin injection to the superior 
rectus muscles [19], which invariably leads to ptosis 
lasting several weeks.

Surgical treatment for symptomatic DHD usually 
involves unilateral or bilateral lateral rectus muscle 
recession [36, 37]. For patients with unilateral or 
asymmetric DHD measured or estimated at >15 PD, 
an ipsilateral lateral rectus recession of 7 mm is rec-
ommended. The recession is reduced to 5 mm if the 
DHD measures 15 PD or less. The lateral rectus re-
cession is reduced if the lateral rectus muscle has 
been previously resected. This last reduction is based 
on forced duction testing performed at the time of 
DHD surgery. More reduction is indicated when the 
resected lateral muscle is tight. Bilateral lateral rectus 
muscle recessions carry a higher risk of postoperative 
esotropia unless a true exotropia is also present along 
with the DHD.

When esotropia >10 PD coexists with DHD, the 
lateral rectus recession is limited to 5 mm, or the es-
otropia may be treated concomitantly with the DHD. 
This may entail bilateral medial rectus muscle re-
cession along with unilateral lateral rectus muscle 
recession or bilateral medial rectus muscle posterior 
fixation sutures, in cases of high accommodative con-

Take Home Pearls

DVD can co-exist with hypertropia or • 
hypotropia. Careful examination can 
distinguish these components and help 
determine the appropriate surgical plan.

DVD is usually treated with bilateral • 
surgery even if the deviation is seen 
most often in only one eye.

Large 7- to 10-mm superior rectus muscle • 
recessions are most often utilized for the 
surgical treatment of DVD. The IOAT is used 
for small to moderate DVD when IOOA is 
present. Inferior rectus muscle resections 
are less frequently utilized but are often 
effective for residual manifest DVD.

DHD can co-exist with esotropia or exotropia. • 
Most often, DHD and a micro-esotropia 
associated with monofixation syndrome 
co-exist. In these patients, unilateral lateral 
rectus muscle recession usually improves 
the DHD without worsening the esotropia.

DHD with exotropia usually requires bilateral • 
surgery as opposed to DHD alone, which 
is usually treated with unilateral surgery.

DSC does not occur in patients with macular • 
binocular vision and high-grade stereopsis.
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vergence to accommodation ratio, along with unilat-
eral lateral rectus muscle recession.

When exotropia and DHD coexist or when DHD is 
frequently manifest in either eye as a result of alter-
nate fixation, bilateral lateral rectus muscle recession 
is recommended.

In conclusion, dissociated deviations include 
movements in the vertical, horizontal, and torsional 
axes. The DVD should not be used to refer to the 
entire complex. To avoid semantic confusion, DSC 
should be subdivided into its vertical (DVD), hori-
zontal (DHD), and torsional (DTD) components 
when patient examination data are recorded. Latent 
nystagmus should be included as part of the complex. 
The DVD and DHD require separate surgical strat-
egies but often are treated surgically together. True 
hypertropia, hypotropia, esotropia, or exotropia can 
coexist with DSC. Treatment must be individualized 
for these patients, addressing both the dissociated and 
associated portions of the strabismus.
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13.1 Introduction

Pattern or alphabet strabismus can present in many 
forms including A, V, X, Y, or lambda pattern; of 
these, A and V patterns are the most common. An 
A pattern describes a motility picture where the hori-
zontal strabismus is smallest in upgaze and progres-
sively increases as the eyes move into downgaze. A 
V pattern is the inverse – the horizontal deviation is 
smallest in downgaze and increases as the eyes el-
evate toward upgaze (Figs. 13.1, 13.2) [1–3, 12–15].
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Core Messages

A and V Patterns can be found in • 
association with: (a) “overacting” oblique 
muscles; (b) orbital abnormality; (c) 
adduction deficiency, such as in large-
angle exotropia or with a slipped muscle; 
(d) muscle anomaly, such as lax or missing 
muscle(s); and (e) no apparent oblique 
dysfunction or orbital abnormality.

Optimal treatment of the A/V pattern • 
should account for the etiology causing it.

In general, if there is oblique muscle • 
dysfunction, surgical correction should be 
directed at the offending oblique muscles.

If there is no oblique muscle • 
dysfunction, surgery usually involves 
vertical shifts of horizontal recti.
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Fig. 13.1a–c The V pattern with increasing exotropia in 
upgaze: a downgaze; b primary gaze; c upgaze

Fig. 13.2a–d The A pattern with increasing exotropia in downgaze: a downgaze left; b downgaze right; c,d see next page
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The X-pattern describes eyes where the horizon-
tal deviation is smallest in primary and increases in 
both upgaze and downgaze. The Y-pattern is present 
when the horizontal deviation is smaller in primary 
and downgaze but increases in up gaze. Lambda pat-
tern is the inverse of a Y pattern where the deviation 
remains similar in primary and upgaze and increases 
in downgaze.

Optimal correction of alphabet pattern strabismus 
is influenced by the etiology of the pattern. Several 
etiologies exist, sometimes in combination, to pro-
duce the observed vertical incomitance.

13.2 Causes of A or V pattern

13.2.1 Oblique Muscle Dysfunction 
(Overaction)

The terms inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) or su-
perior oblique overaction (SOOA) are ingrained in 
strabismus language, but they are more descriptive of 
the clinical appearance than the etiology. The terms 
overelevation in adduction or over depression in ad-
duction are more accurately descriptive but also more 
unwieldy to use. We will use inferior oblique overac-
tion or superior oblique overaction to describe this 

clinical appearance when it is not due to other orbital 
or muscle factors (Fig. 13.3) [8].

Bilateral overelevation in adduction will cause a 
V pattern and can be found in association with either 
a primary position esotropia or exotropia. Conversely, 
over depression in adduction will cause an A pattern 
esotropia or exotropia.

Why does this apparent “overaction” occur? There 
is no evidence or even logic to suggest that these mus-
cles are somehow “over innervated” or excessively 
strong. So why do we see the clinical picture commonly 
described as inferior or superior oblique overaction?

Production of a V pattern secondary to IOOA (and 
associated SO underaction) can be caused by inner-
vation anomaly alone as in bilateral acquired supe-
rior oblique palsy resulting from neurotrauma. It is 
noteworthy that the degree of inferior oblique overac-
tion in these clearly acquired cases is usually mild, if 
present at all. The underaction of the SOs and V pat-
tern with esotropia in downgaze may be more appar-
ent than the IOOA.

Congenital superior oblique palsies usually have 
more pronounced IOOA and these are frequently 
found in association with lax SO tendons [10]. This 
suggests the possibility that the apparent IOOA is 
really an “under checking” phenomenon caused by 
the SO tendon abnormality. Clearly, the ultimate SO 
tendon abnormality – absence – is associated with 
marked inferior oblique overaction.

Fig. 13.2a–d (continued) The A pattern with increasing exotropia in downgaze: c downgaze; d primary gaze
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It is also interesting to note that the patients with 
bilateral IOOA associated with the congenital esotro-
pia complex frequently have marked bilateral SO ten-
don laxity (unpublished data). This, however, is not 
always the case, which raises the question about both 
the etiology and importance of this finding. Whatever 
the cause of this clinical association, it is the most 
common scenario for bilateral inferior oblique over-
action and resultant V pattern.

The oblique dysfunction and V pattern can be ap-
parent in early infancy concurrent with the initial on-
set of esotropia, but more frequently is first noted at 
age 3−4 years, or later. It can develop in the years 
following horizontal surgery for the esotropia or can 
become manifest before the horizontal misalignment 
is addressed.

13.2.2 Orbital Abnormality

The prototype anomalies causing usually a V pattern 
with overelevation in adduction are the cranial facial 
syndromes such as Crouzon syndrome (Fig. 13.4) 
[17]. Imaging of orbits in such patients frequently 
shows excyclorotation of the entire orbit including 
all muscles (Fig. 13.5). One can hypothesize that ad-
duction of a medial rectus that is displaced superiorly 
will impart a vertical force vector on attempted ad-
duction. Less dramatic muscle position abnormalities 
are found in patients with displaced muscle pulleys 
without a cranial facial syndrome (Fig. 13.6) [18]. For 
instance, in patients with downward displacement of 
the lateral rectus muscles, it has been hypothesized 
by Clark et al. [18] that the downward vector of a 

Fig. 13.3a–e Patient with large 
V pattern associated with over-
elevation in adduction (inferior 
oblique overaction) in each eye: 
a downgaze; b primary gaze; 
c upgaze; d  upgaze left; e upgaze 
right
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fixating abducting eye with an inferiorly displaced 
lateral rectus will cause a compensatory firing of the 
elevators of the same eye to maintain fixation which, 
in turn (by Hering’s law), causes a firing of the eleva-
tors of the opposite eye, giving an apparent overel-
evation in adduction.

13.2.3 Adduction Deficiency 
with Large Exodeviation

Pattern strabismus which can be an A, a V, or most 
commonly an X pattern can occur in cases of large-
angle exotropia. This is particularly evident when 
there is an associated adduction deficiency as is 

Fig. 13.4 Child 
with craniosynos-
tosis (Crouzon 
syndrome)

Fig. 13.5 a An MR scan of a craniosynostosis patient. Note 
that the orbits are both excyclorotated. b An MR scan of a pa-
tient with incyclorotated orbits and large A pattern. (Courtesy 
of J. Demer)

Fig. 13.6 An MR scan of a patient with pulley displacement. 
Note vertical displacement of horizontal rectus muscles. 
(Courtesy of J. Demer)
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found with slipped medial rectus muscles. In such 
cases, when the patient is asked to look up or down 
with the eye in maximal adduction, a pseudooverac-
tion of the inferior oblique is seen on upgaze and of 
the superior oblique on downgaze (Fig. 13.7) This 
apparent overaction is due to the orbital connective 
tissue anatomy that allows an eye to move further up 
or down when it is not maximally adducted. In these 
cases, the pseudooveraction and X pattern decrease 

when the exodeviation and adduction deficiency are 
corrected.

13.2.4 Muscle Laxity or Anomaly

Overelevation in adduction can be found in associa-
tion with laxity of the superior oblique tendon, as 

Fig. 13.7a−g The X pattern 
exo tropia secondary to adduc-
tion deficiencies. Patient found 
to have slipped medial rectus 
muscles in each eye: a downgaze 
left; b downgaze right; c left gaze; 
d primary gaze; e right gaze; f up-
gaze left; g  upgaze right
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is frequently found in cases of congenital superior 
oblique palsy. Although usually unilateral, this find-
ing can be present bilaterally. The ultimate tendon 
abnormality, absent tendon/muscle, is always accom-
panied by overaction of the antagonist muscle. This 
is usually found in cases of absent superior oblique 
tendon or muscle (Fig. 13.8). Theoretically, the in-
verse of this − over depression in adduction − would 

be found in cases of absent inferior oblique muscle, 
but this is not a common naturally occurring phenom-
enon; however, iatrogenic causes of superior oblique 
“overaction” and resultant A pattern can be found fol-
lowing excessive or inappropriate weakening of the 
inferior oblique(s).

13.2.5 Primary A or V pattern

Some patients can exhibit an A or V pattern without 
evidence of oblique muscle overaction, large exode-
viation, or craniofacial anomaly. Presumably, most of 
these patients have subtle abnormalities of the course 
or insertion of the rectus muscles or their associated 
pulleys.

13.3 Clinical Examination Findings

13.3.1 Presentation

Young children may present with abnormal head pos-
ture, e.g., chin up for an A-pattern esotropia, if the 
assumed posture promotes fusion. Older patients may 
also assume a compensatory head position but will 
frequently complain of asthenopia or even diplopia. 
Misalignment evident only in upgaze is usually not 
functionally significant. Strabismus in the function-
ally important primary and reading (downgaze) posi-
tions will promote symptoms.

13.3.2 Examination

Diagnosis of A- or V-pattern strabismus requires 
prism cover measurements in primary gaze, upgaze, 
and downgaze. Fixation should be for distance when 
the measurements are made. Up- and downgaze 
should be approximately 30º from primary gaze. Von 
Noorden and Olson have further specified that opti-
mum measurements should be made at 35º in down-
gaze and 25º in upgaze [16].

Inexperienced examiners will sometimes misdiag-
nose increased esotropia deviation for near viewing 
obtained in downgaze as a high AC/A ratio, when in 
fact they have encountered a V pattern. This mistake 

Fig. 13.8a–c Typical appearance of marked inferior oblique 
overaction and superior oblique underaction in a patient with 
clinical picture of superior oblique palsy. a The MR shows 
similar patient with absent left superior oblique muscle. b Up-
gaze right; c downgaze right
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can be avoided by ensuring that near deviations are 
measured with the eyes in level (primary) gaze, not in 
the more natural downgaze reading position. 

13.3.3 When Is an A or V Pattern 
Clinically Important?

Any deviation that causes symptoms or a compensa-
tory head posture is clinically relevant, but in general 
and by convention, V patterns greater than 15 prism 
diopters (PD) from up to downgaze and A patterns 
greater than 10 PD are considered significant. Again 
it must be stressed that the threshold for functional 
significance is far more likely to be crossed if the 
largest deviation is present in downgaze rather than 
upgaze.

13.4 Surgical Options

In general, surgery directed at collapse of the A or 
V pattern involves either weakening of oblique mus-
cles or vertical transpositions of horizontal rectus 
muscles. The choice must be made with knowledge 
of the etiology of the pattern for each individual pa-
tient. A basic tenet of surgery for pattern strabismus 
is that surgery should be directed at the oblique mus-
cles when significant oblique “overaction” is pres-
ent and surgery aimed at displacement of the rectus 
muscles perpendicular to their direction of action 
should be used when oblique overaction is not the 
cause of the pattern. This treatment algorithm is ba-
sic, crucial, sometimes overlooked, and not new − it 
was suggested by Knapp nearly 50 years ago [5−7, 
9, 16].

13.4.1 Oblique Muscle Weakening

13.4.1.1 V-pattern Esotropia

In V-pattern esotropia with over elevation in adduc-
tion with no muscle or orbital anomaly, bilateral 

weakening of the inferior obliques is highly effective 
for collapsing the pattern. Weakening can be accom-
plished with myectomy or recession at the surgeon’s 
preference. The amount of deviation decreased seems 
relative to the amount of inferior oblique overaction, 
but 20−25 PD can be expected.

A special circumstance arises when IOOA and 
V pattern is found in association with dissociated 
vertical deviation (DVD). This is usually in the set-
ting of congenital esotropia (ET) complex. Anterior 
transposition of the IO is as effective for decreasing 
IOOA and collapsing the V pattern as myectomy or 
recession procedures, but has the added effect of de-
creasing the DVD. In patients with congenital ET, 
IOOA, and V pattern, our practice is to perform the 
anterior transposition even without manifest DVD 
as a “prophylactic” procedure for the presently inap-
parent DVD. Since the oblique surgery will have a 
negligible effect on primary position deviation, ap-
propriate rectus muscle surgery to eliminate the pri-
mary position deviation should be carried out at the 
same time.

13.4.1.2 V-pattern XT

Intermittent or constant XT with overelevation on ad-
duction and a larger deviation in upgaze is common. 
Weakening of the IOs along with horizontal rectus 
surgery for the primary position deviation is very ef-
fective. These patients frequently maintain excellent 
binocular vision and stereoacuity despite their devia-
tion. A dissociated strabismus complex component is 
rare. Fundus excyclotorsion is usually apparent with 
ophthalmoscopy. Weakening the inferior obliques in 
such cases does not cause problems with subjective 
torsion post-operatively.

13.4.1.3 A-Pattern ET

A-pattern ET is relatively uncommon compared 
with V-pattern ET or XT. When accompanied by 
significant degrees of SOOA and a larger A pattern 
(>25 PD) bilateral SO weakening is effective at col-
lapsing the A pattern. Several weakening strategies 
can work including free tenotomy or guarded teno-
tomy with insertion of a spacer. Concomitant hori-
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zontal rectus surgery should be done for the primary 
position deviation.

Special caution should be exercised when bilateral 
superior oblique weakening surgery is considered 
for a patient with high-grade stereopsis, specifically 
bifixating patients with normal (40 s/arc or better) 
stereoacuity. These patients will likely be sensitive 
to excyclotorsion induced by the superior oblique 
weakening. This can result in debilitating torsional 
diplopia and a very unhappy patient. Fortunately, 
large A patterns and SOOA are rarely found in bifix-
ating patients.

13.4.1.4 A-pattern XT

A-pattern XT with evidence of SOOA will also re-
spond to weakening of the SOs. This will usually be 
found with large amounts of vertical incomitance. 
Appropriate horizontal rectus muscle surgery for the 
primary position deviation should be carried out. The 
same caution regarding SO weakening in bifixating 
patients applies here as described in Sect. 13.4.1.3.

13.4.1.5 A-XT with SOOA and DVD

A special form of strabismus, A-XT with SOOA and 
DVD, is well known and can occur either second-
arily (e.g., consecutive XT following BMR for es-
otropia) or as a primary strabismus triad. Treatment 
is similar as with A XT without DVD except that sur-
gery aimed specifically at the DVD should be added. 
Most commonly this would involve large recessions 
of the superior rectus in each eye. In patients where 
the A pattern and SOOA are small, large recessions 
of the SRs alone will help the DVD and decrease the 
A pattern.

13.4.2 Effect of Oblique Muscle 
Weakening on Primary 
Position Alignment

The tertiary action of the superior obliques is abduc-
tion of the eyes; therefore, bilateral SO weakening 

may cause some eso shift in the primary position. 
This effect is small enough that it is ignored by many 
surgeons, though anticipating a small eso shift of 
0−8 PD may help in determining amounts of con-
comitant horizontal rectus muscle surgery.

There is concensus that inferior oblique weakening 
will collapse a V pattern by decreasing the deviation 
in upgaze and increasing it in downgaze. Although 
the IO has some abducting function, the effect of IO 
weakening on primary position deviation is minimal; 
therefore, any horizontal primary position deviation 
should be addressed by appropriate horizontal rectus 
surgery.

13.4.3 Grading of Oblique 
Muscle Surgery

Grading of oblique muscle overaction is an inexact 
science. Most surgeons use a grading scale of 1+ to 
4+ overaction. For inferior oblique grading, 1+ over-
action means only slight overaction or over elevation 
in adduction. Grade 4+ means the most overelevation 
possible. Grades 2+ and 3+ overaction are the two 
gradations between those extremes. Other authors 
suggest that 1+, 2+, 3+, and 4+ overaction roughly 
translates to 5, 10, 15, and 20 PD of hypertropia on 
far-side gaze, respectively. In terms of how often the 
various grades of IOOA require surgery, Parks pro-
fessed that 1+ was operated rarely, 2+ sometimes, 
3+ frequently, and 4+ almost always. This scheme 
referred to primary IO overaction in absence of other 
more compelling surgical indications such as diplo-
pia, asthenopia, or torticollis.

13.4.4 Inferior Oblique Muscle 
Weakening Procedures

Inferior oblique weakening is most commonly per-
formed via recession or myectomy. Recessions can 
be graded: Parks’ scheme included 10-mm recession 
for mild-to-moderate overaction and 1-4mm reces-
sion for what he termed 3+ overaction. Other prac-
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titioners prefer myectomy for most degrees of IO 
overaction on the theory that myectomy tends to be 
self-adjusting, i.e., greater effects are produced when 
the IO overaction is greater and lesser effects when 
overaction is less. Inferior oblique weakening of any 
sort to decrease a V pattern is discouraged when IO 
overaction is not present.

Most procedures for weakening the inferior 
oblique can be performed unilaterally if indicated 
or different procedures can be chosen for each side 
in asymmetric cases. The exception is that anterior 
transposition of the IO should not normally be per-
formed on only one side because of the relative re-
striction to elevation it produces. This will frequently 
result in a secondary hypertropia of the opposite eye. 
Occasionally, this feature can be used to advantage 
when the hyperdeviating eye has a DVD component 
and has poor vision such as from dense amblyopia. 
In such a case, the deviating eye is likely to never be 
preferred for fixation and the secondary deviation is 
less likely to be manifest.

13.4.5 Superior Oblique Muscle 
Weakening Procedures

There is more variety in methods proposed for supe-
rior oblique weakening, as shown below.

13.4.5.1 Tenotomy or Tenectomy

The strongest weakening procedure of the SO ten-
don is a full-thickness tenotomy nasal to the superior 
rectus. Some practitioners like to excise a section of 
tendon (tenectomy) in addition to transecting it on 
the theory that this will decrease the likelihood of 
recurrent overaction; however, a properly performed 
tenotomy nasal to the SR, completeness of which is 
confirmed with traction testing immediately post-ten-
otomy, is a very effective weakening procedure.

Modifications to the standard tenotomy/tenectomy 
procedure are designed to lessen the weakening effect 
on the SO. Potential modifications are given below.

13.4.5.2 Spacer

A foreign element, e.g., silicone segment or a so-
called chicken suture made of non-absorbable syn-
thetic material can be used to provide a permanent 
connection between the two severed ends of the SO 
tendon. Although the weakening effect of these ad-
juncts should be complete, they can theoretically de-
crease the tendency toward long-term overcorrection 
which can turn the A pattern into a V pattern. In cases 
where the A pattern and SO overactions are large and 
the patient has sub-normal binocular vision, these 
modifications to standard tenotomy may not offer 
compelling benefit.

13.4.5.3 Partial Tenotomy

If a lesser weakening effect is desired, this can be ac-
complished by a partial tenotomy, e.g., seven-eighths 
(or three-quarter) tenotomy. This is performed by 
identifying and disinserting the thin spread out fibers 
of the SO tendon at their scleral attachment on the 
temporal side under the superior rectus. Theoreti-
cally, lysis of these posterior-most fibers should de-
crease the vertical effect of the SO without decreas-
ing much of the torsional effect of the anterior most 
fibers. This can be a useful procedure in cases where 
only mild SO overaction is present or when it is used 
unilaterally to balance a mild asymmetry in SO over-
action, but it is not effective enough for most cases of 
significant A-pattern strabismus. 

13.4.6 Horizontal Rectus Surgery

Patients with A or V pattern and no significant over-
elevation or depression in adduction are best treated 
with vertical shifts of the horizontal rectus muscles 
[16, 19]. Whether the primary position deviation is 
ET or XT, the direction of shift for the horizontal 
recti is the same. Specifically, medial recti are shifted 
toward the apex of the pattern (up for A pattern, down 
for V pattern) and lateral recti are shifted toward the 
open or empty direction of the pattern (up for V pat-
tern and down for A pattern). Some practitioners find 
the pneumonic MALE (medial-apex, laterals-empty) 
helpful to remember the proper direction of shift.
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Typically surgery for pattern strabismus is done 
bilaterally, e.g., a V-pattern ET would be treated with 
bimedial rectus recession with downshift; however, 
the same deviation can be treated with unilateral sur-
gery by recession with downshift of one MR and re-
section with upshift of the ipsilateral LR [4].

The amount of vertical shift is typically half to 
one full tendon width depending on the magnitude of 
the pattern. The recession effect of horizontal rectus 
surgery is not significantly impacted by up- or down-
shifting the muscle.

13.4.7 Vertical Rectus Surgery

The A and V patterns can be diminished by horizontal 
offsets of the vertical rectus muscles. For instance, 
temporal transposition of the superior recti will ex-
pand the closed end of the A pattern. Similarly, tem-
poral transposition of the inferior recti will expand the 
closed end of the V pattern by weakening the adduc-
tion vector of the inferior recti in downgaze. Transpos-
ing the SRs nasally will help close the open end of the 
V pattern in an exotropic patient and transposing the 
IRs nasally will help close an A-pattern exotropia.

Most patients requiring correction of A or V pat-
tern will have a primary position deviation that would 
benefit from horizontal rectus recession or resection. 
Offsetting the horizontal recti vertically at the same 
time makes more sense, is technically easier, and ob-
viates potential complications with eyelid position 
changes and anterior-segment ischemia compared 
with operating on all four rectus muscles concur-
rently. For these reasons, correction of A or V pat-
terns with surgery on the vertical rectus muscles is of 
more theoretical interest than practical utility.

13.4.8 X-Pattern Strabismus

The strabismus pattern marked by increase in the 
deviation of the eye as the eyes move from primary 
gaze toward upgaze and also by increase from pri-
mary gaze toward downgaze is termed an X pattern. 
It occurs almost exclusively in exodeviations and can 
be primary or secondary, the latter usually following 
medial rectus recessions for esotropia.

In these secondary cases of consecutive XT, the 
pattern occurs because of deficiency of adduction 
from either excessive medial rectus recession or in the 
presence of slipped medial rectus muscles. Because 
the eyes do not adduct fully, they appear to overel-
evate and overdepress when the patient is called on to 
elevate or depress the eye while adducted. 

Correction of the pattern does not require weaken-
ing of all four obliques; instead, addressing the ad-
duction deficiency and straightening the eyes in pri-
mary position by advancing the medial recti, fixing 
slipped muscles, and/or recessing restricted lateral 
rectus muscles will diminish the pattern (Fig. 13.9).

13.4.9 Complications of Surgery 
for A and V Patterns

13.4.9.1 Consecutive Pattern

Conversion of an A pattern to a V pattern, and vice 
versa, can occur. This is more likely to occur when 
a strong oblique muscle weakening procedure is per-
formed in a patient with mild oblique dysfunction 
pre-operatively. Trying to strengthen an iatrogeni-
cally weakened oblique is not a satisfying procedure 
to attempt; correction of a symptomatic consecutive 
pattern is more likely to respond to weakening of the 
newly overacting oblique muscles or shifts of the 
horizontal rectus muscles.

It would be unusual to convert a pattern with verti-
cal shifts of the horizontal recti alone.

13.4.9.2 Asymmetric Result

Inducing a hyperdeviation with perhaps diplopia and/
or a compensatory head posture in a patient when none 
was present pre-operatively can occur when asym-
metric surgery is performed (whether intentionally 
or not). One source of this problem is incompletely 
performed weakening of the oblique on one side. In 
the case of SO tenotomy or IO myectomy, complete-
ness of the weakening procedure can be most assured 
at the time of surgery by performing the procedure 
under direct observation followed by confirmation of 
completeness with oblique traction testing.
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Fig. 13.9 a−e Appearance of patient with X pattern. Post-op-
erative: a downgaze left; b downgaze right; c primary position; 
d up left gaze; e up right gaze; f–l see next page
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Fig. 13.9 f−l (continued) f down 
left; g down right. Pre-operative: 
h left; i primary; j right; k up left; 
l up right. Note that the pattern is 
diminished with advancement of 
medial rectus muscles only
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Correction of this asymmetric result usually in-
volves return to the operating room where oblique 
traction testing should help pinpoint the problem 
[11]. If there is no asymmetric residual oblique dys-
function, then standard vertical rectus recession may 
be needed.

13.4.9.3 Surgical Misadventure

As with any strabismus surgery, careful attention to 
surgical planes, fat pads, and basic strabismus princi-
ples must be observed. This is particularly true when 
operating on the oblique muscles. The inferior oblique 
is encased in fat pads that must not be violated and 
the superior oblique has tenuous connections to the 
underside of the superior rectus that must be identi-
fied. Even the levator complex can be violated with 
indiscriminate dissection around the superior oblique 
tendon.
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Take Home Pearls

In general, if the A or V pattern is caused • 
by SO or IO “overaction,” surgery 
should be directed at the obliques.

If there is no significant oblique • 
overaction, surgery should involve 
vertical shift of the horizontal rectus 
muscles in the appropriate direction.

Bilateral inferior oblique weakening • 
can collapse large V patterns when 
significant IO overaction is present.

In patients with V pattern and IOOA in • 
association with congenital esotropia 
complex, consideration should be given 
to performing IO anterior transposition, 
even if DVD is not obvious.

Correction of X pattern with apparent • 
overaction of all four oblique muscles in 
association with large-angle exotropia 
can be accomplished with correction of 
the horizontal deviation alone without 
surgery on the oblique muscles.

Bilateral superior oblique weakening can • 
collapse large A patterns up 30−40 PD 
or more. Bilateral IO weakening is not 
expected to collapse as large a pattern.

Bilateral SO weakening should not be • 
done in patients with normal binocular 
vision, i.e., bifixators with high-grade 
stereopsis (40 s/arc stereo or better).
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Core Messages

Improve ocular movement into the • 
field of the paretic muscles either by 
increasing the action of the involved 
muscle through a resection or tuck-
type procedure, or by creating an 
alternate force vector (often necessary 
in complete paralysis) by an extraocular 
muscle transposition procedure.

Create matching weaknesses of movement • 
in the yoke muscles of the other eye. 
Since it is generally impossible to 
restore normal function to the paralytic 
muscle, the “normal” eye needs to be 
matched to whatever resulting function 
can be achieved in the involved eye.

Minimize the creation of new deviations • 
by selecting appropriated surgical options.

The direction of greatest deviation • 
determines which muscles are operated 
and the quality of the remaining 
duction (good, fair, poor) helps 
select what operation to perform.

M. E. Wilson et al. (eds.), Pediatric Ophthalmology, 
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-68632-3_1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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14.1 Introduction

Paralytic strabismus is challenging to treat because the 
amount of ocular misalignment varies depending on 
the direction of gaze [1−3]. This incomitance makes 
it impossible to manage these situations successfully 
with prisms or standard strabismus techniques that 
work best when the size of the deviation is the same 
in the major gaze positions. The problem becomes 
more complicated if multiple muscles are affected. 
This is especially true with third cranial nerve palsies 
where both horizontal and vertical muscles are pa-
retic. In such circumstances, both types of deviations 
need to be addressed to get a satisfactory result. In pa-
tients with fourth cranial nerve palsies there may also 
be a torsional issue that can be an extremely bother-
some, and failure to eliminate the torsion can result 
in an unsatisfactory outcome. Finally, in patients who 
have had a long-standing paralysis, the ocular mo-
tility defect may have a restrictive component. The 
most common type of restriction is a contracture of 
the antagonist muscle. The more profound the mus-
cle weakness, the more likely a restriction will result. 
Recognition of this phenomenon is paramount in de-
signing a successful surgical procedure.

The incomitance of paralytic strabismus must be 
treated with surgical procedures which produce an in-
comitant result [4−19]. What is necessary to restore 
useable binocular function is an operation which has 
a greater effect in one field of gaze than in another. 
Developing the appropriate “incomitant” strabismus 
surgery can be achieved by taking three fundamental 
principles into consideration:
1. Improve ocular movement of the involved eye.
2. Balance yoke muscles (create matching weak-

nesses in the other eye).
3. Minimize the creation of new incomitant devia-

tions.

While the first two principles may seem obvious, 
avoiding or anticipating the “creation” of a new in-
comitant deviation is not always appreciated until it 
unexpectedly occurs. The “unexpected” part is rela-
tive because almost always it was predictable. It is 
important to consider the gaze positions where this 
new deviation may be created by the proposed surgi-
cal intervention and to use another approach or use 
the creation of a new deviation to assist in the overall 
surgical plan.

In most cases the one gaze position where the eyes 
are aligned prior to any surgical intervention is lo-
cated in the opposite direction to the field of action 
of the paralytic muscle. (A patient with right sixth 
cranial nerve palsy often sees singly in left gaze.) 
Strengthening or tightening the paralytic muscle 
will limit ocular rotation in the opposite direction 
creating a deviation where none existed before the 
surgery. The choice of surgical options should take 
into account what new deviations may be created. 
A recession may result in a new deviation since the 
muscle is now weaker or a resection may restrict the 
ocular movement in the opposite direction. Planning 
for, and dealing with, these predictable outcomes will 
help in obtaining the widest field of useable vision. 
This is an extremely important point. Often patients 
are extremely distressed when the previous area of 
single binocular vision is eliminated in an attempt to 
improve the diplopia in other fields of gaze. This be-
comes especially disconcerting if the resultant field of 
single binocular vision is extremely narrow, or if the 
diplopia changes direction with small gaze changes 
(i.e., esotropia in one field and exotropia in another).

14.2 Surgical Planning

In addition to the foregoing principles, when plan-
ning the actual surgical procedure it is important to 
take into consideration two additional factors: (a) the 
amount of residual muscle function that is present in 
the paretic muscle(s); and (b) the direction of gaze 
where the deviation is the greatest.

The amount of residual muscle function helps 
in determining how the muscle should be modified. 
Good to moderate function responds best to simple 
strengthening procedures such as resection, weak-
ening the antagonist muscle, or the opposite yoke 
muscle. Poor or absent function requires some alter-
native force or very large resections. The direction 
of gaze where the deviation is the greatest helps in 
selecting which muscles should be modified. If the 
deviation is greatest in the field of the antagonist, 
then this muscle needs to be weakened as opposed to 
the opposite yoke. By combining these factors with 
the three general principles listed above, a surgical 
approach can be proposed to achieve the optimum re-
sult (Table 14.1).
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14.3 Good Muscle Function 
(Mild Duction Limitation)

The most important factor to consider when design-
ing a surgical procedure to correct paralytic strabis-
mus is the amount of residual muscle function pres-
ent in the paretic muscle(s). In patients with a mild 
duction limitation (slightly decreased movement in 
the muscle’s field of greatest action), the deviation 
can be improved equally by either strengthening the 
function of the paralytic muscle (resection), weaken-
ing the overacting yoke muscle (recession), or weak-
ening the antagonist muscle (recession). Mild duction 
defects can be associated with fairly large deviations 
in the primary position; therefore, it is not the size of 
the deviation in primary position, but the ocular rota-
tion that the muscle can achieve, that is important to 
assess. The actual choice of procedure depends on the 
second factor, the gaze position where the deviation 
is the greatest (Fig. 14.1). If the deviation is greatest 
in the field of the paralytic muscle, then strengthen 
the muscle and/or weaken the yoke. If it is greatest in 
the direction of the paretic muscle’s antagonist (i.e., 
the antagonist is overacting such as an overacting 
inferior oblique in superior oblique muscle palsy), 
weaken the antagonist.

14.3.1 Fourth-Nerve Palsy

A patient with a right fourth cranial nerve palsy has 
a right hypertropia worse on left gaze. If the devia-
tion is worse up and left, then a right inferior oblique 
recession is performed (weaken the antagonist). 
If the deviation is worse down and left, then either 
strengthen the right superior oblique muscle (tuck) 

Fig. 14.1 Strategy for designing a surgical procedure for pa-
tients with a paralytic muscle taking into account the muscle’s 
residual function and the field of greatest misalignment

Table 14.1 Isolated muscle paresis surgical strategy. MR medial rectus muscle, LR lateral rectus muscle, SR superior rectus 
muscle, IR inferior rectus muscle, IO inferior oblique muscle, SO Superior oblique muscle
Muscle Mild Moderate Severe
Medial rectus Recession-yoke LR ± 

resection MR
Resection MR plus recession LR Resection MR (transposition IR/

SR with small resection)
Recession-yoke LR

Lateral rectus Recession-yoke MR Resection LR plus recession-yoke MR Transposition IR/SR
Recession-yoke MR

Superior rectus Resection SR 
or recession-yoke IO

Resection SR plus recession IR Transposition MR/LR
Recession contralateral SR

Inferior rectus Resection IR 
or recession-yoke SO

Resection IR plus recession SR Transposition MR/LR
Recession/faden contralateral IR

Superior oblique Recession IO 
or recession-yoke IR

Recession IO plus recession-yoke IR Tuck SO plus recession-yoke IR

Inferior oblique Recession-yoke SR Recession SO plus recession-yoke SR Recession SO
Recession-yoke SR
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or weaken the contralateral yoke (left inferior rectus 
muscle recession; Fig. 14.2).

In patients whose paretic muscle function is still 
good, it is often better to weaken the yoke muscle 
since this minimizes the chances of creating a new 
deviation in the opposite direction.

14.3.2 Sixth Cranial Nerve Palsy

A patient has a mild esotropia due to right sixth cra-
nial nerve palsy (Fig. 14.3a). The deviation is great-

est in right gaze. Surgical treatments could include 
resection of the right lateral rectus muscle, recession 
of the left medial rectus muscle, or recession of the 
right medial rectus muscle. If the field of greatest de-
viation is in right gaze, then resection of the right lat-
eral and/or recession of the left medial rectus muscle 
are necessary (Fig. 14.3b). In some circumstances, 
the preferred approach is to weaken the action of the 
other eye.

14.3.3 Partial Third-Nerve Palsy

A patient has a mild inferior rectus muscle weakness 
of the right eye (Fig. 14.4a). There is a hypertropia 
on down gaze, but none in the primary position. 
Strengthening the involved muscle or weakening its 
antagonist (superior rectus muscle) will create a de-
viation in primary gaze. The preferred option is to 
weaken the contralateral yoke (left inferior rectus 
muscle) using the fadenoperation (posterior fixation 
suture; Fig. 14.4b).

The concept of creating a matching weakness in 
the uninvolved eye (Principle 2: Balance the yoke 
muscles) is fundamental to achieving a wide range 
of single binocular vision in patients with paralytic 
strabismus.

14.4 Moderate Decreased Duction

A moderate decrease in duction implies that the 
ocular rotation is reduced as much as 50−75%, but 
function is definitely still present. The treatment of a 
moderate paresis requires a strengthening procedure 
on the paretic muscle (Principle 1: Improve ocular 
rotation) in combination with either a weakening pro-
cedure of the ipsilateral antagonist, a weakening pro-
cedure of the contralateral yoke, and/or a weakening 
of the contralateral yoke’s antagonist. Weakening the 
antagonist muscle alone will result in improvement 
in the primary position alignment but a very limited 
range of binocular field since both muscles are now 
poorly functioning. In most circumstances it is better 
to weaken the contralateral yoke as opposed to the 
ipsilateral antagonist (Principle 2: Balance the yoke 
muscles).

Fig. 14.2a,b Patients with a right fourth nerve palsy. a Note 
marked over action of the right inferior oblique on left gaze. 
Treatment should include a right inferior oblique weakening 
procedure. b Patient has marked under action of the right su-
perior oblique muscle. Treatment should include either a tuck 
of the right superior oblique or a recession of the “yoke” left 
inferior rectus
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14.4.1 Fourth-Nerve Palsy

A patient with a right fourth-nerve palsy has a hyper-
tropia worse in down and left gaze (Fig. 14.2b). Since 
the deviation is greatest in the field of the involved 

right superior oblique muscle, a strengthening proce-
dure (tuck) is appropriate. To minimize the creation 
of an iatrogenic Brown syndrome, weakening the 
contralateral yoke (left inferior rectus muscle), alone 
or in combination with the tuck, is also an option. 

Fig. 14.3a,b Patient with a right sixth nerve palsy. a Preoperative appearance with good right lateral rectus function. b After 
recessing the yoke left medial rectus. This approach takes advantage of Hering’s Law. Note there is no exotropia created on left 
gaze.

Fig. 14.4a,b Patient with vertical diplopia on downgaze but 
no deviation in primary gaze. a Note limitation of downward 

movement of the left eye. b After right inferior rectus fadenop-
eration, the down gaze diplopia is eliminated
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A recession of the right inferior oblique muscle will 
usually be the least helpful since there is almost no 
deviation up and to the left in its field of action.

If the antagonist muscle is contracted, then the re-
striction should be addressed necessitating a loosen-
ing procedure of that muscle. This will create a new 
deviation in opposite gaze for which treatment will 
be required (Principle 3: Anticipate problems).

14.4.2 Sixth-Nerve Palsy

A patient has large right sixth-nerve palsy with a 
tight right medial rectus muscle on forced duction 
(Fig. 14.5a) which will require a recession of the 
tight right medial rectus muscle along with a resec-
tion of the paralytic right lateral rectus muscle. If the 
deviation preoperatively was comitant and there is a 

moderate esotropia in left gaze, then this will yield 
a satisfactory result; however, if the field of greatest 
deviation is in right gaze and there was little or no 
esotropia in left gaze, an exotropia will occur post-
operatively in that direction (Fig. 14.5b). To address 
this problem, a left lateral rectus muscle recession 
(on adjustable suture) can be entertained, either at the 
time of the original surgery or as a second procedure. 
When performed at the time of the original surgery, 
it allows for the placement of the right medial rec-
tus muscle in the best position to achieve as much 
movement on right gaze as possible, without worry-
ing about an exodeviation being created in left gaze 
since that can be adjusted for by recessing the left 
lateral rectus muscle.

The importance of minimizing the creation of a 
new deviation in the one field of gaze where the pa-
tient previously had single vision cannot be empha-
sized enough.

Fig. 14.5a,b Patient with a right sixth nerve palsy and a tight 
right medial rectus muscle. a Note marked limitation of abduc-
tion of the right eye. There is no deviation on left gaze. b Mo-
tility after a recession of the right medial and resection of the 

right lateral rectus muscles. Note that the patient now has an 
intermittent exotropia in the primary position and an exotropia 
on left gaze. This will require a left lateral rectus recession
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14.5 Absent Muscle function

A severe duction limitation usually indicates no func-
tion of the muscle, except if significant restriction is 
also present, and on ocular rotations the eye cannot 
be moved into the field of action of the muscle. An 
example of a severe limitation is a sixth nerve palsy 
with no abduction of the eye past midline, negative 
forced duction testing, and sluggish response to an 
OKN drum rotated temporal to nasal with the viewing 
eye in adduction. The OKN drum elicits an abducting 
saccade which, if weak or absent, provides indirect 
evidence of severe muscle function impairment. If 
there is no muscle function then some form of alterna-

tive force needs to be created. There are basically two 
options for this: a large resection (or tightening of the 
involved rectus muscle) or a transposition procedure.

In an example of sixth-nerve palsy, a patient has 
complete right sixth-nerve palsy (Fig. 14.6, top). 
Since there is no abduction of the right eye a trans-
position procedure was performed, moving the right 
superior and inferior rectus muscle to the right lateral 
rectus muscle. A residual esotropia persists in right 
gaze (Fig. 14.6, middle). Transpositions or resec-
tions will not normally result in full movement and 
a weakening procedure of the contralateral yoke will 
be necessary to enhance the effect (Principle 2: Bal-
ance the yoke muscles; Fig. 14.6, bottom).

Fig. 14.6 Patient with a right sixth nerve palsy. a Right gaze 
shows severe limitation of ocular movement to the right. 
b Post-transposition procedure with improved movement but 

still esotropic on right gaze and now exotropic on left gaze. 
c After a left medial and lateral rectus muscle fadenoperation
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While recession is generally used to weaken the 
yoke muscle, another effective way is the use of the 
fadenoperation (Fig. 14.6). This procedure is espe-
cially effective in lateral rectus muscle paresis and 
can provide an additional enhancement [1]. In pa-
tients with mild limitation and a small deviation in the 
primary position it can be combined with a recession. 
In more severe limitations it can be used to expand 
the field of single binocular vision in the direction of 
the paralytic muscle since its major advantage is that 
it does not increase the risk of an unwanted deviation 
on opposite gaze (Principle 3: Anticipate problems).

If the ipsilateral antagonist muscle is contracted or 
tight, then a recession of this muscle will be neces-
sary and can be assessed at the time of the original 
transposition procedure. If anterior segment ischemia 
is a concern, Botulinum toxin can be injected into the 
antagonist muscle to achieve a temporary weaken-
ing and can be performed at the time of or before the 
transposition surgery. If injected prior to the surgical 
procedure, it can assist in assessing residual muscle 
function of the paralytic muscle.

Patients usually develop a deviation on opposite 
gaze after transposition procedures combined with re-
cession of the antagonist muscle or after large resec-
tions of the paralytic muscle (Figs. 14.5, 14.6). This 
deviation can be proved or eliminated by a recession 
of the contralateral antagonist of the yoke. Often this 
requires a fairly large recession to control. If the eyes 
are straight in the primary position and the deviation 
is only present in one direction, then a fadenoperation 
on the muscle can be used (Fig. 14.6).

Large resections can be substituted for a transpo-
sition procedure if the muscles to be transposed are 
also poorly functioning. This is typically the case 
in partial third cranial nerve palsies where multiple 
muscles are involved. Transposing an already weak-
ened muscle usually accomplishes little and limits 
further surgical options because of anterior segment 
vascular supply considerations. In such situations 
very large resections can be used with good results 
(Fig. 14.7). These resections may need to be repeated 
as they tend to “loosen” with time since the muscle 
has no real function.

14.6 Multiple Muscle Paresis

In patients who have more than one paretic muscle, 
the outcome goals need to be altered, as it is usually 
impossible to return the patient to full function. Em-
phasis should be placed on aligning the eyes centrally 
and in the down-gaze position. Alternative forces are 
usually necessary and will require either a transpo-
sition or a large resection. Each muscle is assessed 
independently with the results combined to design a 
unified surgical approach.

In an example of third cranial nerve palsy, a 
65-year-old patient has a right third nerve palsy. The 
patient is unable to elevate and adduct the right eye 
(Fig. 14.8). He shows an exotropia that appears rela-
tively similar in all horizontal gaze positions and a 
marked right hypotropia. He will need an alternate 
force for the right superior rectus muscle because 
there is no function, and a resection of the right me-
dial rectus muscle with either a right lateral rectus 
muscle recession or a left lateral rectus muscle re-
cession. Since a transposition can be combined with 
a resect/recess procedure, the entire surgery can be 
performed on his right eye, involving only two of the 
rectus muscles. The medial rectus muscle is resected 
and transposed superiorly to the medial border of 
the superior rectus muscle, and the lateral muscle is 
transposed to the lateral border of the superior rectus 
muscle and then recessed with reference to the spiral 
of Tillaux. A fadenoperation on the left inferior rec-
tus muscle was performed in anticipation of a greater 
vertical problem on downgaze after the above sur-
gery. Post-operation he had an improved field of 
single vision (Fig. 14.8b).

Other combinations of partially functioning mus-
cles can be approached in the same manner. The un-
derlying general principles are to improve ocular ro-
tation whenever possible and to weaken overacting 
yoke muscles. Surgery on antagonist muscles can be 
used to enhance the resection effect but runs the risk 
of creating a deviation in a field where one did not 
previously exist. If this is necessary, then surgery on 
the contralateral antagonist will also be needed.

In another example, A 40-year-old man has left 
third cranial nerve palsy. The patient is unable to el-
evate, depress, and adduct the left eye (Fig. 14.9a). 
He will need either a large resection of the left me-
dial rectus muscle or an alternate force (transposi-
tion) for the left medial rectus muscle because there 
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Fig. 14.7a,b Patient with bilateral third-nerve palsy. a Preop-
erative motility. Since there is no elevation and depression, 
transposing the superior and inferior muscles medially will 
not help with adduction. Large resections of the medial rectus 
muscles are the only possibility and can be performed without 

also weakening the lateral rectus muscles. b Post-operative 
motility. Note excellent alignment in the primary position with 
some horizontal movement. Excessive weakening of the lat-
eral rectus muscles would have resulted in marked limitation 
of movement in all directions
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Fig. 14.8a,b Patient with right partial third-nerve palsy. a Note 
marked inability to elevate and adduct the right eye. There is 
a very mild limitation of depression. b After transposition of 
the right medial and lateral rectus superiorly. The medial rectus 

was also resected for the exotropia. Note that the depression 
weakness would be exaggerated due to the elevation effect of 
the transposition. This was treated with a fadenoperation on 
the left inferior rectus

is no function. Since the superior and inferior are also 
not functioning well, a resection of the left medial 
rectus muscle was performed (Principle 1: Improve 
function). In addition, a large recession of the yoke 
right lateral rectus muscle (Principle 2: Balance the 
yoke muscles) and a recession of the right medial rec-
tus muscle plus a fadenoperation on the right inferior 
rectus muscle was performed (Principle 3: Anticipate 
problems) (Fig. 14.9b).

Care should be exercised in recessing the antago-
nist muscle, especially in vertical deviations in third-
nerve palsies which appear to have only an isolated 
muscle involved. Sometimes there is asymmetric 
involvement with one of the vertical muscles more 
paretic than the other. A recession of the “normal 
functioning” vertical muscle may result postopera-
tively in a more than anticipating underaction of this 
muscle. If at all possible, recessing the contralateral 
yoke muscle will obviate this complication.
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Fig. 14.9a,b Patient with left third-
nerve palsy secondary to orbital trauma. 
a Note severe limitation of adduction 
and elevation of the left eye. Some 
depression exists. b After a large resec-
tion of the left medial rectus, and a 
recession of both the medial and lateral 
on the right. Note markedly improved 
horizontal movement. He is also now 
elevating and depressing better with the 
eye stabilized in the primary position. 
A fadenoperation on the right inferior 
rectus was performed in anticipation of 
a vertical defect on downgaze
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Take Home Pearls

A successful surgical procedure for • 
paralytic strabismus must give the patient 
a sufficiently large area of single binocular 
vision to allow them to function without 
diplopia over a range of at least 20°.

A careful analysis of the ocular motility • 
deficit with particular attention to the 
amount of residual ocular rotation is 
extremely important in selecting a procedure 
which will yield the maximum benefit.

Whenever possible, improve the eye • 
movement in the field of action of the 
paretic muscle(s) (Principle 1).

Always consider weakening the • 
partner yoke muscle (Principle 2).

Anticipate creating new deviations with • 
your surgery and use that to help correct the 
incomitant strabismus or plan to add additional 
procedures to address it (Principle 3).

Assessing residual muscle function determines • 
how the muscles should be modified.

– Good function: strengthen the 
muscle (resection or weaken the 
antagonist) or weaken the yoke.

– Poor Function: alternative force.

The field of greatest deviation helps determine • 
which muscles should be modified.

– Opposite gaze: weaken the antagonist 
and/or weaken the yoke.

– Same gaze: strengthen the muscle 
and weaken the yoke.

– No difference: strengthen the muscle 
and weaken the antagonist.

Avoid just weakening the antagonist muscle • 
in patients with paretic muscles which 
are poorly functioning. This will create a 
very small binocular field since the eye 
will not move well in either direction.

Very large resections can be very useful • 
in situations where there is poor or no 
muscle function; these may have to be 
repeated to achieve long-term success.

The OKN drum can be helpful in • 
differentiating paresis from restriction. 
Have the eye gaze in the direction opposite 
the paresis and rotate the drum toward 
that direction. This will elicit a saccade in 
the direction of the paretic muscle which, 
if brisk, indicates that the ocular rotation 
limitation has a restrictive component.
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15.1 Syndromes Primarily Associated 
with Horizontal Duction Deficits

15.1.1 Duane Retraction Syndrome

Duane retraction syndrome (DRS) is a usually unilat-
eral, and almost always congenital, disorder of ocu-
lar motility that usually occurs on a sporadic basis. 
Its signature features are the presence of abnormal 
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Core Messages

Children with duction deficits and • 
abnormal head posture are likely to have 
an identifiable ocular motility syndrome.

Most defined motility syndromes • 
present with a spectrum of clinical 
appearance and severity.

Clinical history, along with careful • 
evaluation of versions and ductions, 
will usually reveal the correct diagnosis. 
Ancillary testing, such as forced 
ductions or estimates of generated 
muscle force, will sometimes be 
required in planning treatment.

Surgical intervention can usually • 
improve the strabismus and eliminate 
the abnormal head posture, but ocular 
motility is rarely restored to normal.

Diagnosis and Surgical Management 
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horizontal eye movements, usually a deficiency of 
abduction, and some degree of globe retraction in ad-
duction. This is most easily identified by a narrowing 
of the palpebral fissure, which develops or worsens in 
adduction. Abnormal head posture is common, as are 
up-shoots and down-shoots of the globe. If the fellow 
eye has normal ocular motility, patients will almost 
invariably assume a head position to allow binocular 
vision.

The etiology of most cases of DRS is believed to 
be maldevelopment of the sixth cranial nerve nucleus, 
fascicle and nerve, with subsequent misinnervation 
of the lateral rectus muscle by a branch (or branches) 
of the third cranial nerve [25, 42]. The underlying pa-
thology is hypoplasia of the motor neurons in the six 
cranial nerve nucleus, with sparing of the internuclear 
neurons [42]. This finding helps explain why DRS 
manifests as unilateral duction abnormalities, rather 
than as a horizontal gaze palsy, as seen in internuclear 
ophthalmoplegia. Rare acquired cases suggest that a 
supranuclear basis is also possible [1].

DRS can be associated with other ocular and non-
ocular abnormalities; however, it most often presents 
as an isolated disorder. Rather than a single entity, 
DRS should be viewed as a spectrum of ocular dys-
motility, with precise clinical findings determined by 
the degree of lateral rectus muscle paresis and patterns 
of dysinnervation of the lateral rectus and sometimes 
other extraocular muscles. Although binocular vision 
is frequently maintained in DRS, about one half of 
cases require a compensatory face turn to maintain 
orthotropia. Most reports demonstrate diplopia out-
side a relatively small field of single binocular vision 
[50]. Surgical treatment is most often performed to 
correct a strabismus in primary gaze (and associated 
compensatory face turn), but it is occasionally indi-
cated to treat cosmetically objectionable globe retrac-
tion, diplopia, up-shoot and/or down-shoot, or ocular 
discomfort.

15.1.1.1 History and Epidemiology

While first described by Heuck in 1879 [24], and 
later by Stilling and Turk [66, 69], Alexander Duane 
is usually credited for describing the characteristic 
constellation of impaired horizontal eye movements 
based on a review of 54 patients with this disorder 
which bears his name [14]. These findings consisted 
of globe retraction, narrowing of the palpebral fis-

sure, and oblique eye movements in attempted adduc-
tion. Duane retraction syndrome, or Stilling–Turk–
Duane syndrome, is now a commonly recognized 
abnormality of ocular motility. It is usually sporadic 
in occurrence, but inherited cases have been reported 
[8]. Familial DRS is inherited in an autosomal-dom-
inant pattern [49]. Several phenotypes have been de-
scribed, with genetic loci identified on chromosomes 
2, 8, and 20 [2, 3, 7]. Occasionally, associated find-
ings in DRS include ocular anomalies, such as iris 
dysplasia, cataract, and other dysinnervation disor-
ders including Marcus Gunn jaw wink and “crocodile 
tears” syndrome [63]. Non-ocular findings, including 
radial dysplasia and auricular abnormalities, occur in 
about 30% of cases [49]. DRS is specifically known 
to occur in association with Goldenhar syndrome and 
Klippel–Feil syndrome, and has been described fol-
lowing fetal exposure to thalidomide [40]. For this 
reason, and the high prevalence of associated sys-
temic malformations in the DRS patient, it has been 
proposed that normal innervation of the extraocu-
lar muscles is susceptible to disruption between the 
fourth and fifth weeks of embryogenesis [11, 21].

DRS represents approximately 1% of all strabis-
mus cases [13]. Multiple published series of DRS 
have confirmed that its occurrence is greater in fe-
males (nearly 60%) and in the left eye (58–72%) [13, 
50, 62,]. Approximately 20% are bilateral [13]. Curi-
ously, there may be a male preponderance in bilateral 
cases [30]. As a practical matter, over one-third of all 
DRS cases seen in clinical practice occur in the left 
eye of females. This may alert the physician to sus-
pect the diagnosis of DRS in uncooperative children 
or cases where the motility findings are not perfectly 
clear.

15.1.1.2 Clinical Findings 
and Classification

While the clinical manifestations of DRS may vary, 
reflecting the continuum of extra-ocular muscle dys-
innervation, classification is still probably a worth-
while endeavor. The basic findings tend to be stereo-
typed, with some variability in severity of individual 
features, such as the horizontal duction deficit and 
up-shoot or down-shoot of the globe. While not in-
tuitively obvious, most vertical phenomena can be 
explained by aberrant innervation of the lateral rectus 
muscle.
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Several classification schemes have been pro-
posed, but the one described by Huber in 1974 is 
still commonly used (Table 15.1) [26]. It is based on 
original data from medial and lateral rectus muscle 
electromyography in DRS patients; however, other 
studies have shown variability in the patterns of dys-
innervation across DRS types [60]. It may therefore 
be equally useful for surgical planning to classify 
patients based on primary-gaze alignment (esotropic, 
exotropic, etc.), combined with the magnitude of the 
primary-gaze deviation and severity of associated 
findings, such as globe retraction [33, 34].

In addition to the three Huber types, other patterns 
of DRS-like motility disorders have been described, 
including a vertical variant that may reflect dysinner-
vation of the superior rectus and/or inferior oblique 
muscles [74]. DRS should be distinguished from 
other forms of extraocular muscle dysinnervation, 
which occasionally occur on a congenital or acquired 
basis but do not involve co-contraction or narrowing 
of the palpebral fissure in adduction.

15.1.1.2.1 The Huber Classification of DRS

Huber described three types of DRS based on clini-
cal findings and electromyographic data recorded 
from the extraocular muscles in different positions 

of gaze; however, these types may blend together 
and the distinctions may sometimes appear arbitrary 
(Table 15.1). For this and other reasons, the Huber 
classification is not necessarily helpful with regard 
to planning treatment – its use is mostly limited to a 
convenient clinical shorthand.

Type-I DRS

Type-I DRS is the most common clinical presentation 
and includes approximately 85% of cases. It is char-
acterized by limited abduction, sometimes mimick-
ing sixth cranial nerve palsy (Fig. 15.1). Adduction 
is normal or only modestly reduced and associated 
with globe retraction and narrowing of the palpebral 
fissure (Fig. 15.2). Electromyography shows little or 
no electrical activity of the lateral rectus muscle in 
abduction, but paradoxical activity in adduction. This 
is thought to result from anomalous innervation by 
the third cranial nerve [4, 26].

Approximately one-half of patients with type-I 
DRS are orthotropic in primary-gaze position in child-
hood [50], and virtually all of the remainder is esotro-
pic. The deviation is usually less at near viewing. A 
compensatory face turn towards the involved eye is 
often present and permits sensory fusion. Amblyopia 
or loss of binocularity is therefore uncommon [68].

Table 15.1 Classification of Duane syndrome
Type Essential clinical features Pathophysiology Ocular alignment Frequency
Huber I Limited abduction Abducens nerve paresis;  

abnormal lateral rectus 
muscle innervation

Usually esotropic Common 
(85%)Co-contraction in adduction

Up- and down-shoots may occur
Huber II Limited adduction Abducens nerve may be 

intact or hypoplastic;  
abnormal lateral rectus 
muscle innervation

Usually exotropic Uncommon 
(15%)Co-contraction in adduction

Limited abduction (variable)
Up- and down-shoots common

Huber III Limited abduction and adduction Abducens nerve paresis;  
abnormal lateral rectus 
muscle innervation

Usually orthotropic Rare (1%)
Co-contraction in adduction  
(often severe)
Up- and down-shoots common

“Splits” Same as type II, except mild co-con-
traction in adduction and DRS eye 
abducts with lateral gaze of normal eye

Unknown, but likely similar 
to type II

Always exotropic Rare

Vertical Limited vertical gaze Unknown Variable Rare
Co-contraction in opposite gaze
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Type-I DRS may need to be distinguished from 
both congenital sixth cranial nerve palsy and congen-
ital esotropia. In sixth cranial nerve palsy, globe re-
traction and eyelid findings are absent; in congenital 
esotropia, abduction is normal or near normal and the 
deviation in primary-gaze position is generally large. 
Furthermore, the deviation in type-I DRS is rarely 
greater than 30 prism diopters, even when the abduc-
tion deficit is severe or both eyes are affected [13, 
27]. This discrepancy between primary-gaze devia-
tion and the abduction deficit allows a virtually cer-
tain diagnosis (and obviates the need for intracranial 
imaging) in infants where co-contraction may not be 
clinically apparent. Finally, in type-I DRS, the limita-
tion in abduction typically improves with elevation 
or depression (Fig. 15.3), which is not true of other 
“look-alike” diagnoses.

Type-II DRS

Type-II DRS is a far less common presentation, oc-
curring in about 10% of cases. It is characterized by 
limited adduction with normal or slightly limited ab-
duction. Globe retraction and palpebral fissure nar-
rowing on attempted adduction are common, and 
may be severe. Up- and down-shoots of the involved 
eye in adduction are frequently present (Fig. 15.4). 
This pattern is thought to arise when the lateral rec-
tus muscle receives innervation from the sixth cranial 
nerve in addition to anomalous branches of the third 
cranial nerve. Originally thought to be characterized 
by an intact sixth cranial nerve, a recent imaging 
study showed that type-II DRS may also be associ-
ated with sixth cranial nerve hypoplasia [12].

Nearly all patients with type-II DRS are exotropic 
in primary position [50]. A compensatory face turn 
away from the DRS eye will normally permit sensory 
fusion. As might be expected, the exotropia is typi-
cally greater at near than distance viewing.

Type-III DRS

Type-III DRS is a rare presentation that may be 
viewed as a combination of the preceding two types. 
There is marked limitation of both abduction and ad-
duction. It occurs in approximately 1% of cases, but 
the distinction from type-I DRS may be arbitrary in 
cases where the limitation of adduction and abduc-

Fig. 15.1 Continuum in type-I DRS. This disorder may re-
semble congenital sixth cranial nerve palsy when aberrant in-
nervation is limited

Fig. 15.2a−c Boy with typical bilateral type-I Duane retrac-
tion syndrome (DRS). There is marked limitation of abduction 
in both eyes, narrowing of the palpebral fissures in adduction, 
and a small-angle esotropia in primary gaze position. The es-
otropia usually decreases at near viewing. Surgical treatment 
was not recommended. (From [79])
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tion is symmetrical and not severe. This pattern is 
thought to arise when there is little or no sixth cranial 
nerve activity, and the lateral rectus muscle is largely 
innervated by anomalous branches of the third cranial 
nerve. Since the involved eye moves poorly, these pa-
tients are usually well aligned in primary position and 
fuse without (or with minimal) head posture; how-
ever, globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing 
in attempted adduction are often severe and usually 
the reason patients seek ophthalmologic treatment.

Synergistic Divergence

Often colorfully termed “the splits,” this is a rare 
but well-recognized variant of type-II DRS, where 

there is sufficient anomalous innervation of the lat-
eral rectus muscle to cause an abduction movement 
on attempted opposite gaze, resulting in a startling 
“wrong way” duction. For example, with left eye in-
volvement, when the patient attempts left gaze, the 
left eye moves left; but when right gaze is attempted, 
the eye again moves left. These patients are always 
exotropic in primary gaze, which is their position of 
least strabismus.

Vertical DRS

Occasionally, a retraction-like syndrome will occur 
with a reduced vertical duction and globe retraction 
in the opposite position of gaze. If congenital in ori-

Fig. 15.3a,b Patient with type-I DRS in the left eye shown in attempted left lateral gaze. Note the improved 
abduction in elevation (also present in depression)

Fig. 15.4a−c Severe up-shoot of the left 
eye in adduction in a boy with exotropia 
and type-II DRS. Abduction is normal in 
both eyes. (From [79])
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gin, this may properly be considered a DRS variant, 
however rare. It is not known whether vertical DRS 
results from infranuclear cranial nerve misdirection, 
a supranuclear disorder, or even structural abnor-
malities within the orbit or extraocular muscles [37]. 
Acquired vertical (or horizontal) motility disorders 
due to trauma (such as blowout fracture of the orbit), 
which may have a similar clinical picture, are not 
properly considered DRS, since they are not associ-
ated with dysinnervation of the extraocular muscles.

15.1.1.3 Management of DRS

The DRS rarely is associated with amblyopia [68], al-
though clinically important anisometropia does occur 
in approximately one-fourth of cases [13, 31]. This 
should generally be treated with glasses and/or patch-
ing prior to consideration of surgical intervention. 
Hyperopic glasses occasionally produce enough ocu-
lar realignment to avoid surgery. Many cases of DRS 
cannot be improved or do not need to be treated sur-
gically, which is generally the preferred management 
in young children; however, surgical intervention is 
warranted in cases with a chronic face turn, mani-
fest deviation in primary-gaze position, large up- or 
down-shoots, and painful or cosmetically unaccept-
able globe retraction. Forced ductions are almost al-
ways restricted, often severely so, making strabismus 
surgery technically challenging.

While some general principles apply, surgical 
treatment is always tailored to a specific patient 
(Tables 15.2, 15.3). The expectations of surgical cor-
rection must be tempered with the fact that DRS can 
never be entirely corrected, and the risk of adverse 
surgical outcomes is real. Rectus muscle resection in 
customary dosages can worsen the globe retraction. 
It is therefore not commonly performed in an attempt 
to restore primary-gaze alignment or improve duc-
tions.

Most cases of type-I DRS with esotropia and ipsi-
lateral face turn respond well to unilateral or bilateral 
medial rectus muscle recession. Generally, an esotro-
pia of up to 15 prism diopters can be managed with 
a single medial rectus muscle recession of 6 mm or 
less. Larger recessions typically worsen the adduc-
tion deficit, often dramatically so, especially in the 
context of marked co-contraction. Large recessions 
also risk producing a consecutive exotropia, essen-

tially converting a type-I into a type-II DRS, particu-
larly if the patient has reduced saccadic velocity in 
adduction [46]. Selected patients with unilateral DRS 
will benefit from bilateral surgery, allowing a smaller 
medial rectus muscle recession in the DRS eye. If 
there is a mild limitation to abduction, the use of a 
posterior fixation suture on the contralateral medial 
rectus muscle may help to equalize ductions [58]. Bi-
lateral DRS should be approached with caution and 
the surgical dose reduced; the measured strabismus 
in primary gaze may actually represent a secondary 
deviation because of bilaterally restricted abduction. 
Alternating up- and down-shoots in adduction are 
caused by lateral rectus muscle co-contraction and 
are treated with recession or “Y-split” of the lateral 
rectus muscle, depending on clinical circumstances 
[52].

The preferred treatment for type-II DRS is uni-
lateral or bilateral lateral rectus muscle recessions, 
sometimes accompanied by recession of the medial 
rectus muscle if the co-contraction is severe. Surgi-
cal dosing typically needs to be greater than in type-
I DRS. The A and V patterns, if present, may result 
from aberrant innervation of the lateral rectus muscle 
and therefore are improved with lateral rectus muscle 
recession.

Transposition surgery has been effective in man-
aging DRS, particularly type-I cases. Full or partial 
tendon transposition of the vertical rectus muscles 
to the lateral rectus muscle insertion, with or with-
out augmentation with posterior fixation sutures, can 
improve abduction by approximately 10−15° and re-
lieve the compensatory face turn in over half of cases 
[18, 44, 70]; however, transposition procedures can 
be unpredictable. In particular, they can restrict ad-
duction and worsen globe retraction, and cause post-
operative vertical strabismus in up to 15% of cases 
[44]. For this reason, horizontal rectus muscle reces-
sions are generally preferred as the initial treatment 
(Table 15.4).

15.1.2 Moebius Syndrome

First described by Moebius in 1888 [43], Moebius 
syndrome, a congenital sequence, refers to the con-
stellation of horizontal ocular motility disorders and 
seventh (facial) nerve palsy [41]. Most commonly, 
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Table 15.3 Basic surgical approach for Duane retraction syndrome 
Type Most common problems Primary intervention Secondary intervention
Huber I ET with face turn

VRT with or without posterior 
fixation

≤ 15 PD Ipsilateral MR recession (up to 6 mm)
> 15 PD Bilateral MR recession (up to 9 mm 

of contralateral MR)
Co-contraction in adduction

Ipsilateral LR recessionMild to moderate Ipsilateral MR recession (up to 6 mm)
Severe Ipsilateral MR and LR recession  

(up to 6 mm MR, 10 mm LR)
Pseudo-IOOA Ipsilateral LR recession Ipsilateral IO weakening
Up- or down-shoot Ipsilateral LR recession, at least to the 

equator
Ipsilateral LR Y-split  
(recession not required)

Huber II XT with face turn
Contralateral LR recession≤15 PD Ipsilateral LR recession (6–9 mm)

>15 PD Bilateral LR recession
Co-contraction in adduction

Ipsilateral LR recessionMild to moderate Ipsilateral LR recession
Severe Ipsilateral small MR recession  

and large LR recession
Pseudo-IOOA Ipsilateral LR recession Ipsilateral IO weakening
Up- or down-shoot Ipsilateral LR recession  

at least to the equator
Ipsilateral LR “Y-split”  
(recession not generally 
required)

Huber III Co-contraction, pseudo-IOOA,  
and up- or down-shoot

Ipsilateral MR and LR recession Ipsilateral LR Y-split

“Splits” Large XT with paradoxical  
movements

Inactivation of ipsilateral LR Nasal transposition and resec-
tion of vertical recti

ET esotropia, PD prism diopters, MR medial rectus muscle, VRT vertical rectus muscle transposition, LR lateral rectus muscle, 
IO inferior oblique muscle, IOOA inferior oblique muscle over action, XT exotropia

Table 15.2 Principles of surgical management of Duane retraction syndrome 
Rectus muscle recession is the simplest and most predictable method of correcting primary gaze alignment and eliminating 
abnormal head posture
Avoid rectus muscle resections, unless co-contraction is negligible
Large MR recessions tend to cause adduction deficits when performed on the DRS eye and potentially convert a type-I pat-
tern with esotropia into a type-II pattern with exotropia
Bilateral surgery is often preferred to unilateral surgery, and may improve the field of single binocular vision if used to create 
a balancing duction deficit in the normal eye; however, the creation of “fixation duress” can potentially worsen co-contrac-
tion and other dysinnervation symptoms
Aberrant vertical movements, including up- and down-shoots and A or V patterns, usually result from co-contraction of the 
lateral rectus muscle, rather than oblique muscle “overaction” or anomalous innervation of vertical rectus muscles. Oblique 
muscle weakening is generally not effective as an isolated treatment
More aggressive surgical management aimed at improving the field of single binocular vision has greater risk of producing 
unwanted and unacceptable outcomes. “Minimalist” interventions are usually preferred in children who are at risk for devel-
oping suppression and amblyopia

MR medial rectus muscle
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the presentation includes bilateral sixth cranial nerve 
palsy; however, the spectrum of clinical presenta-
tion can include unilateral abducens nerve palsy or a 
horizontal gaze palsy [23]. Most cases are sporadic; 
however, autosomal-dominant inheritance has been 
reported [76]. It is commonly associated with sys-
temic abnormalities, including other cranial nerve 
palsies, limb malformations, mental retardation, and 
orofacial defects [19, 53].

15.1.2.1 Clinical Findings

The Moebius patient presents early in infancy with 
difficulty feeding, incomplete eyelid closure, and 
mask-like facies. Tongue hypoplasia will often se-
cure the clinical diagnosis. In contrast to DRS, the 
esotropia may be large angle; however, relatively 
straight eyes with deficit horizontal movement is 
also a frequent finding. In infants with early-onset 
esotropia, the deviation is often 50 prism diopters 
or greater. Although it is important to differentiate 
this presentation from congenital esotropia, the as-
sociated orofacial abnormalities make the diagnosis 
fairly straightforward.

15.1.2.2 Management of Moebius 
Syndrome

The management of Moebius syndrome primarily re-
quires careful monitoring for exposure keratitis. In 
addition to the facial nerve palsy, these patients can 
also present with fifth cranial nerve dysfunction with 

resultant corneal hypoesthesia or anesthesia. In some 
cases, tarsorrhapy is required to protect the cornea. 
The esotropia is generally responsive to large bilat-
eral medial rectus muscle recessions, though this ap-
proach may further limit horizontal ductions. Lateral 
rectus muscle resection or transposition procedures 
may be required in some cases [64].

15.2 Syndromes Primarily Associated 
with Vertical Duction Deficits

The evaluation and management of patients with cy-
clovertical strabismus presents a unique challenge for 
the clinician. Vertical duction deficits associated with 
hyper- or hypotropia may be associated with a va-
riety of unrelated conditions, including supranuclear 
pathology, cranial nerve palsy, extraocular muscle re-
striction, or periocular scarring. Clinical examination, 
however, will almost always yield the correct diagno-
sis. It is usually evident when paying close attention 
to duction deficits, presence and degree of vertical 
strabismus in different positions of gaze, assessment 
of restriction or extraocular muscle weakness, and 
occasionally other ancillary findings (Table 15.5). It 
is critically important to distinguish abnormalities of 
ocular versions (e.g., inferior oblique muscle “under-
action”), which are assessment of relative (binocular) 
eye movements, from abnormalities of ocular duc-
tions, which are assessment of monocular eye move-
ments. Ductions are best assessed with the fellow eye 
occluded.

Table 15.4 Transposition surgery for type-I Duane retraction syndrome
Feature Horizontal rectus muscle 

recession preferred
VRT preferred

Younger child Yes −
Improving binocular visual field of paramount importance − Yes
Previous rectus muscle recession(s) with residual face turn − Yes
Forced ductions positive in abduction Yes −
Forced ductions negative in abduction − Yes
Prominent co-contraction Yes −
Prominent up- or down-shoots Yes −

VRT vertical rectus muscle transposition
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15.2.1 Brown Syndrome

Originally described by Harold Brown, Brown’s “su-
perior oblique tendon sheath syndrome” is now known 
to be associated with failure of normal movement of 
the superior oblique tendon through the trochlea [5]. 
Because of the tethering of the globe’s normal move-
ment in the orbit, a characteristic constellation of 
findings occurs which normally makes the diagnosis 
straightforward. Forced ductions, which are typically 
performed in the operating room under general anes-
thesia, are unequivocally positive. The restricting su-
perior oblique tendon causes a characteristic and usu-
ally unyielding limitation of elevation in adduction.

Brown syndrome is almost always congenital in 
etiology but can be inflammatory, post-traumatic, or 
even the presenting sign of sinus infection [6, 9, 20, 
38, 54, 57, 65]. Superior oblique tendon tuck can also 
produce a virtually identical clinical picture, although 
usually not as severe and mostly self-limited [20, 22]. 
There is no known laterality or gender predilection, 
but it can occasionally be familial [48, 77]. Approx-
imately 10% of congenital cases are bilateral [75]. 

Brown syndrome can be intermittent (so-called click 
syndrome), and approximately 10% of cases undergo 
spontaneous resolution [10, 73, 75].

15.2.1.1 Clinical Findings

The signature clinical finding of Brown syndrome 
is monocular limitation of elevation, worse in ad-
duction and better in abduction. When versions are 
tested, there is a straight-line descent of the involved 
eye as it moves from an elevated/abducted position 
to an adducted position (Fig. 15.5). If elevation is 
compromised near primary position, there will be a 
compensatory chin-up head posture, often with a face 
turn to position the involved eye in abduction (away 
from the restriction). Upgaze saccades will be normal 
outside the restricted gaze positions.

Children with congenital Brown syndrome often 
present for management of torticollis, and occasion-
ally with the complaint that the fellow eye makes ex-
cessive upward movements in abduction. It is rarely 
associated with ocular torsion or “overaction” of the 
ipsilateral superior oblique muscle (i.e., the eyes are 
straight in all downgaze positions). This allows easy 
distinction of Brown syndrome from other entities, 
such as inferior oblique muscle palsy, adherence syn-
drome, or primary over action of the superior oblique 
muscle, which may also be associated with some el-
evation deficiency in adduction. A particularly useful 
clinical finding is the presence of globe proptosis in 
attempted elevation (Fig. 15.6), which tends to re-
lax the restricting superior oblique tendon [59]. This 
finding is often striking, and partially accounts for 
the widening of the palpebral fissure seen when these 
patients attempt to look up. Pseudo-Brown syndrome 

Table 15.5 Differential diagnosis of non-traumatic monocular 
upgaze deficiency
Dysthyroid orbitopathy
Brown syndrome
Superior rectus muscle palsy
Inferior rectus muscle fibrosis
Orbital adherence syndrome
Monocular elevation deficiency (both infra- and supra-
nuclear)
Orbital space-occupying mass

Fig. 15.5a−c Girl with severe Brown syndrome in the right eye. Note the characteristic “straight line” descent of the right eye as 
the patient looks from up right gaze to up left gaze
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from inferior rectus muscle restriction, ocular adher-
ence after multiple strabismus procedures, or blowout 
fracture of the orbit, will not exhibit this positional 
globe proptosis (Table 15.6).

15.2.1.2 Management of Brown Syndrome

Patients with Brown syndrome may be candidates for 
surgical treatment if there are important symptoms or 
cosmetic issues interfering with daily life and there 
is little prospect for spontaneous improvement. Most 
often, the reason for surgery is a primary-gaze hy-
potropia with a compensatory chin-up head posture 
and/or face turn. The elevation deficit, particularly 
in adduction, can be cosmetically objectionable 
and associated with diplopia; however, weakening 

the superior oblique muscle always carries the risk 
of producing an iatrogenic superior oblique muscle 
palsy, which can occur in up to one half of operated 
cases [17, 72]. In some cases, the iatrogenic post-
operative strabismus can be more debilitating than 
the Brown Syndrome [56]. For this reason, patients 
without spontaneous torticollis and preserved eleva-
tion above the horizontal meridian are best left unop-
erated. Prophylactic weakening of the ipsilateral in-
ferior oblique muscle at the time of superior oblique 
tendon tenotomy has been proposed [17, 48], but has 
unpredictable results. This should be reserved as a 
secondary procedure if symptomatic superior oblique 
muscle palsy develops.

Except for rare cases of acquired inflammatory 
Brown syndrome, which can be treated with locally 
injected steroids or systemic non-steroidal anti-in-

Fig. 15.6a,b Globe proptosis in attempted up gaze is common in Brown syndrome and virtually diagnostic 
of this condition. It is caused by the location of the trochlea anterior to the superior oblique tendon insertion. 
This allows greater elevation of the eye when the globe moves forward in the orbit. Similar findings were 
found on forced duction testing

Table 15.6 Diagnosis of Brown syndrome
Always present Usually present Rarely present
Limitation of elevation, worse in 
adduction

Normal upgaze saccades away 
from restriction

Positive forced ductions referable 
to superior oblique tendon tether

Resolution of restriction 
with superior oblique tenotomy

Primary gaze hypotropia with com-
pensatory chin-up head posture

Widening of palpebral fissure with 
globe proptosis on attempted elevation

Down-shoot of globe in adduction

V-pattern strabismus

Normal sensory status

Superior oblique muscle “overaction”

Associated horizontal strabismus 
(except V pattern)

Pain in restricted gaze positions
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flammatory agents, the preferred treatment is surgi-
cal. This almost invariably involves lengthening of 
the superior oblique tendon between the trochlea and 
the scleral insertion. The most useful surgical proce-
dures are tenotomy, spacer (silicone band or suture), 
and for some borderline cases, posterior tenectomy 
[71]. Alternative procedures, designed to shorten the 
path of the superior oblique muscle and tendon by 
avulsing the trochlea from the orbital wall, have also 
been described; however, these involve anterior orbi-
totomy and are not commonly performed [45].

Prior to surgery, forced ductions need to be per-
formed carefully to confirm the clinical diagnosis. 
The restriction to elevation is not subtle. The tight 
superior oblique tendon is easily appreciated like a 
“knife edge” as the globe is passively moved from ad-
duction into elevation, and then abduction. Once the 
superior oblique tendon is transected, forced ductions 
are immediately improved or normalized, which is a 
useful method of confirming successful tenotomy; 
however, repeated manipulation of the globe, force-
fully moving the tendon through the trochlea, may 
temporarily improve ductions until after the patient is 
awakened from anesthesia and the Brown syndrome 
reappears, largely unchanged.

Most long-term successes occur in patients with 
some residual duction deficit post-operatively. This 
tends to improve with time, as does the residual 
“underaction” of the inferior oblique muscle. The 
presence of any post-operative hypertropia in the 
operated eye is a bad omen. It usually predicts the de-
velopment of symptomatic superior oblique muscle 
palsy with inferior oblique muscle over action, posi-
tive Bielschowsky head tilt test, and compensatory 
torticollis. In most cases, ipsilateral inferior oblique 
muscle recession will resolve the problem but obvi-
ously requires a second surgery.

15.2.2 Monocular Elevation Deficiency

Monocular elevation deficiency is an uncommon 
strabismus disorder, which is almost always congeni-
tal, but may have a number of pathophysiologically 
distinct etiologies [39]. It has been described in the 
past as “double elevator palsy,” implying that the 
severe elevation deficiency was necessarily caused 
by weakness in both the superior rectus and inferior 

oblique muscles. This name is actually a misnomer, 
since the inferior oblique muscle accounts for little 
of the elevation observed in normal patients, even in 
adduction [51]. Furthermore, inferior rectus muscle 
restriction, either primary or secondary, can appear 
clinically similar to superior rectus muscle weakness, 
making a more nosologically neutral term preferable. 
Monocular elevation deficiency should therefore 
be considered a clinical presentation, rather than a 
unique diagnosis.

15.2.2.1 Clinical Findings

Monocular elevation deficiency is typically noted 
during infancy, when the child is noted to adopt a 
chin-up head posture. In forced primary gaze, a hy-
potropia is present, with variable degrees of elevation 
deficit in attempted upgaze (Fig. 15.7). Unlike Brown 
syndrome, the elevation deficit is usually worse in 
abduction. Nonetheless, the distinction can occasion-
ally be difficult in young children (Table 15.7).

Most, but not all, cases of monocular elevation de-
ficiency can be explained by unilateral superior rectus 
muscle weakness, which can be an isolated finding or 
combined with ipsilateral ptosis (50%). Such cases 
may result from congenital abnormalities in the third 
cranial nerve nucleus [55]. Inferior rectus muscle re-
striction is usually present (70%) [61] and may sug-
gest the alternate diagnosis of primary congenital fi-
brosis (see Sect. 15.2.3). While ptosis is common in 
both, there is not usually diagnostic confusion, since 
the latter diagnosis is typically bilateral, familial (au-
tosomal dominant), and may involve multiple extraoc-
ular muscles. In addition, forced ductions tend to be 
less restricted in monocular elevation deficiency, and 
a modest elevation limitation is the rule in second-
ary inferior rectus muscle contracture. Occasionally, 
monocular elevation deficiency will be supranuclear 
in etiology [28], in which case a Bell’s reflex may be 
present and clearly establishes that diagnosis.

15.2.2.2 Management of Monocular 
Elevation Deficiency

Treatment is often undertaken during early child-
hood to relieve a chin-up head posture. This al-
most always involves recession of the inferior rec-
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tus muscle. Even in children with evidence of slow 
upgaze saccades, it is usually preferable to perform 
inferior rectus muscle recession (typically 5–7 mm) 
first and reevaluate primary-gaze alignment and head 
posture post-operatively. Larger recessions, or even 
free tenotomy, will be necessary in cases of primary 
congenital fibrosis but may cripple downgaze or pro-

duce severe lower eyelid retraction. Vertical trans-
position of the medial and lateral rectus muscles can 
be considered as secondary procedures, if required 
(Fig. 15.8) [32]. When upgaze is only moderately 
limited, a large recession of the contralateral supe-
rior rectus muscle can cure a residual hypotropia and 
help symmetrize upgaze.

Table 15.7 Distinguishing Brown syndrome from monocular elevation deficiency
Clinical feature Brown syndrome Monocular elevation deficiency
Limitation of elevation Worse in adduction Often worse in abduction
Primary gaze hypotropia Usually small or absent Small to large
V pattern with positional globe proptosis Usually present Absent
Slowed upgaze saccades Absent Usually present
Inferior rectus muscle restriction Absent Usually present
Ptosis Absent Often present

Fig. 15.7a,b A 3-year-old girl with persisting monocular elevation deficiency in the right eye after right 
inferior rectus muscle recession. a The right superior rectus muscle is paretic and the elevation deficiency 
is worse in right gaze. b At the time of repeat surgery, forced ductions revealed secondary contracture of 
the right inferior rectus muscle. The globe is restricted to elevation in abduction (left), but not in adduction 
(right)
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Fig. 15.8 a A 12-year-old boy with congenital monocular elevation deficiency, left hypotropia, left upper 
eyelid ptosis, and Marcus Gunn jaw wink. b There is marked limitation of elevation of the left eye. c Same 
patient shown 6 months after treatment with autogenous fascia lata brow suspension, inferior rectus muscle 
recession, and vertical transposition of the horizontal rectus muscles in the left eye (Knapp procedure)
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15.2.3 Congenital Fibrosis Syndrome

Considered to be a primary dysinnervation syn-
drome, congenital fibrosis of the extraocular muscles 
(CFEOM) is characterized by fibrous replacement 
of extraocular muscle and Tenon’s capsule resulting 
in moderate-to-severe limitation of ductions. There 
is almost always associated strabismus. The clinical 
presentation depends on the specific muscle involve-
ment. The underlying disorder in CFEOM is believed 
to be primary dysinnervation of the oculomotor and/
or trochlear nerves [16]. The histopathological find-
ing of fibrous replacement of the extraocular muscles 
is thought to be a secondary effect. It has been sug-
gested that the different phenotypes are manifestations 
of different congenital anomalies of innervation.

15.2.3.1 Clinical Findings

The syndrome has been previously described as the 
congenital presentation of limitation in elevation or 
depression, limitation in horizontal movement, eyes 
fixed in a depressed position, and associated ptosis 
and chin elevation (Fig. 15.9) [36]. The CFEOM may 
present sporadically, but three phenotypes have been 
described [15, 67]. The CFEOM 1 is the most com-
mon and presents with bilateral ptosis, eyes fixed in 
a depressed position, and variable horizontal duction 
deficits. This phenotype follows an autosomal-dom-

inant inheritance pattern. The CFEOM 2 is inherited 
in an autosomal-recessive pattern and presents with 
bilateral ptosis and a large-angle exotropia, with as-
sociated vertical duction deficits. The CFEOM 3 has 
a more variable presentation and can present with 
unilateral disease. It is inherited in an autosomal-
dominant pattern.

15.2.3.2 Management 
of Congenital Fibrosis

The primary goal in these patients is to correct chin-
up head posture, manage any associated amblyopia, 
and keep the visual axes clear. There is little hope of 
curing the strabismus. Extraocular muscle surgery is 
technically difficult and can challenge the abilities of 
even a seasoned strabismus surgeon. Very large re-
cessions or even free tenotomy of the inferior rectus 
muscles can be required [78]; however, realigning the 
eyes behind ptotic eyelids may actually worsen the 
patient’s disability. Ptosis repair is usually required, 
but is potentially hazardous due to corneal exposure, 
since ocular motility is limited and there is no Bell’s 
reflex. For this reason, the upper eyelid should be 
elevated only to the upper pupillary border. Overall, 
these patients are quite difficult to manage, and care-
ful discussion with the parents of the inherent limita-
tions of surgical treatment is essential.

Fig. 15.8 (continued) d There is good primary gaze alignment, and elevation of the left eye is improved. 
Follow-up has been 25 years without recurrence of the ptosis or hypotropia
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Fig. 15.9 a A 10-year-old girl with congenital fibrosis of the 
extraocular muscles (CFEOM 2) and bilateral ptosis with 
compensatory chin-up head posture. b There is no elevation 
and minimal depression. The eyes paradoxically adduct on at-
tempted elevation and abduct in depression
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Fig. 15.10 a  A 2-year-old girl with an unanticipated right hypertropia following inferior oblique myectomy 
in the left eye for congenital left superior oblique muscle palsy. There is now a 30-prism-diopter left hypotro-
pia in primary gaze and a larger secondary deviation (right hypertropia) when fixating with the left eye.  Note 
the marked limitation of elevation of the left eye, worse in adduction (pseudo-Brown syndrome). b There is 
no globe proptosis on attempted elevation of the left eye. c The Bielschowsky head tilt test shows increased 
right hypertropia on right head tilt, which is an artifact of surgical overcorrection (i.e., does not indicate the 
presence of a right superior oblique muscle palsy [80])

15.2.4 Ocular Adherence Syndrome

First described by Johnson [29], the diagnosis of ocu-
lar adherence syndrome encompasses a range of re-
strictive strabismus entities related to abnormal con-
nections among and between the extraocular muscles 
and the surrounding orbital tissue.

15.2.4.1 Clinical Findings

The classic fat adherence syndrome, described by 
Parks as a complication of inferior oblique muscle 
myectomy, is an acquired restriction following vio-
lation of posterior Tenon’s capsule [47]. Prolapsed 
orbital fat induces inflammation and fibrosis, and 
causes adhesions to the sclera and extraocular mus-
cles. This results in a restrictive hypotropia, typi-
cally worse in adduction, and positive forced duction 
testing (Fig. 15.10); however, manipulation of the 
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globe does not reveal the unyielding superior oblique 
tendon found in Brown syndrome, nor does one see 
proptosis in attempted elevation.

Adherence syndrome has been observed follow-
ing strabismus surgery on other extraocular muscles, 
as well as following retinal surgery and periorbital 
trauma. Kushner has described specific characteristics 
of the inferior oblique muscle adherence syndrome, 
which typically presents with a restrictive hypotropia 
similar to fat adherence syndrome; however, the ab-
normalities of ocular motility can be traced to incar-
ceration or scarring of the inferior oblique muscle to, 
or near, the inferior rectus muscle following inferior 
rectus surgery or scleral buckling [35].

15.2.4.2 Management of Ocular 
Adherence Syndrome

The best management of adherence syndrome is pre-
vention. Careful surgical technique to limit the poste-
rior dissection of the muscle sleeve and avoid penetra-
tion into Tenon’s capsule will significantly reduce the 
incidence of adherence syndrome. When it does occur, 
surgical management primarily involves meticulous 
removal of the fat adherence and, if possible, closure 
and reinforcement of the defect in Tenon’s capsule. In 
addition to release of adherent tissues, successful treat-
ment of the strabismus almost always requires surgery 
on additional extraocular muscles (Fig. 15.11).

Fig. 15.11 Same patient as Fig. 15.10 a At the time of surgery, forced ductions localized the restriction to 
the inferior orbit. Surgical exploration revealed adherence of Tenon’s fascia to the globe at the site of the 
previous myectomy (arrow). b Seven months post-operatively, freeing of adhesion in the left eye and a large 
recession of the right superior rectus muscle has resulted in good primary gaze alignment and improved 
elevation of the left eye
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16.1 Introduction

Strabismus surgery is by no means an exact science. 
The outcome of surgery depends partly on measure-
ments, partly on the experience and intuition of the 
surgeon, and very much on the healing capacity and 
fusion status of the patient. The goal of surgery is 
to align the eyes with fewest procedures; however, 
the surgeon may encounter surprises when the patient 
recovers from surgery. The same amount of surgery 
for the same angle of deviation will yield different 
results in different patients, often for no obvious rea-
son. This is especially true for long-standing compli-
cated strabismus, reoperations, innervational abnor-
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Adjustable sutures provide a • 
second chance to improve the 
outcome of first surgery.

Adjustable sutures may reduce the • 
need for reoperations but add to the 
time and complexity of surgery.

Ideal candidates are patients in • 
whom the standard strabismus 
dosages may not apply.

Adjustable sutures make intellectual sense, • 
but solid data of the advantage are lacking.
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malities, restrictive myopathies, or following injuries 
to the eye. 

A search for improved accuracy in strabismus sur-
gery led to an approach which allowed adjustment 
during the early postoperative period. Adjustable su-
ture strabismus surgery was first described by Claude 
Worth in 1908 [8]; however, the first modern account 
of adjustable suture surgery was presented by Jam-
polsky in 1975 [13, 14]. He described a two-stage 
adjustable suture technique with surgery under gen-
eral anesthesia and adjustment of the ocular position 
under local anesthesia on the morning after surgery 
or on the same day after 4−8 h, when the patient was 
fully alert.

The basic principle of the adjustable suture tech-
nique is to secure the extraocular muscle to the sclera 
using a temporary or sliding knot. After the patient 
has recovered from anesthesia, the alignment of the 
eyes is checked. The length of suture between the at-
tachment site and muscle may be shortened or length-
ened to fine-tune the alignment in an awake patient. 
The adjustments are usually performed within 24 h of 
the primary surgery. The goal of this extra step is to 
decrease the need for reoperation.

A number of surgeons have used adjustable sutures 
in adults to improve immediate postoperative align-
ment. They have described their experiences with ad-
justable sutures [3, 17, 22, 26, 30, 31, 32,], but there 
have been no prospective randomized controlled trials 
that directly compare non-adjustable with adjustable 
sutures for strabismus surgery in adults [29]. There 
are very few reports on the use of adjustable suture 
surgery in children [5, 6, 10, 27]. This is most likely 
because of the difficulty obtaining the cooperation of 
a child for postsurgical manipulations.

In this chapter, we describe current approaches to 
adjustable suture surgery, with an emphasis on our 
preferred techniques.

16.2 Indications

The ideal candidates for adjustable suture strabismus 
surgery are patients in whom the standard strabismus 
surgical dosages may not apply (Table 16.1). Patients 
with combined horizontal, vertical, and torsional de-
viations are also thought to benefit from the adjustable 
suture technique. Adjustable sutures are particularly 
useful when the aim of surgery is to regain binocular 

single vision and when the patient has a risk of post-
operative diplopia. In these cases the ability to adjust 
after surgery provides reassurance to the patient.

It is our practice to use adjustable sutures on all 
muscles of all adults, even those with comitant stra-
bismus and no prior surgery. We also use adjustable 
sutures in selected children who meet the standard 
indications mentioned in Table 16.1.

16.3 Patient Selection

The adjustment procedure can cause some discom-
fort and can evoke substantial anxiety in patients; 
therefore, patient selection is crucial if the suture ad-
justment is to be performed without sedation. Most 
surgeons recommend the technique in children older 
than 12 years; however, we have found that it can 
be performed in cooperative children as young as 
5 years. Dawson and co-authors found that the su-
pervised, active participation of a parent or caretaker 
was a key feature in the success of completing the 
adjustment [5].

Many surgeons perform the “Q-tip” test to identify 
patients who will be suitable for the adjustment pro-
cedure. This test consists of touching a cotton swab 
or twirled tissue end to the medial and/or lateral as-
pect of the unanesthetized bulbar conjunctiva. If the 
patient is able to tolerate manipulation of the bulbar 
conjunctiva, then he or she should do well with the 
adjustment procedure. If the patient fails the Q-tip 
test, then it may be best to either perform non-adjust-
able surgery or to arrange for backup sedation.

In young children, the use of the adjustable suture 
technique may require two stages of anesthesia. The 
surgery is carried out, the child is assessed when fully 
awake, and then more sedation is given, if required, 
to allow the suture to be adjusted.

Table 16.1 Standard indications for adjustable suture strabis-
mus surgery
Restrictive strabismus (thyroid ophthalmopathy, scleral 
buckle, or anesthetic myotoxicity)
Previous trauma or surgery
Slipped, lost, or disinserted muscles
Incomitant deviations (Duane syndrome, myasthenia 
gravis, or paralytic strabismus)
Any long-standing complex strabismus
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The adjustable suture technique can be used with 
either a recessed or a resected rectus muscle. Adjust-
able suture surgery has also been successfully per-
formed on the superior oblique tendon [9].

16.4 Anesthetic and Analgesic 
Considerations

The choice of anesthesia is important if the suture ad-
justment is to be performed on the day of strabismus 
surgery. There are three key anesthetic considerations 
in adjustable suture surgery: (1) recovery of extraocu-
lar muscle function in time for assessment and adjust-
ment; (2) patient comfort, alertness, and cooperation 
for postoperative motility assessment; and (3) seda-
tion protocol for suture adjustment in patients unable 
to cooperate for adjustment.

16.4.1 Recovery of Extraocular 
Muscle Function

For general anesthesia patients, extraocular muscle 
function recovers to normal by the time the patient 
has recovered sufficient alertness for postoperative 
assessment. When local anesthesia is used, long-
acting local anesthetics, such as bupivacaine, should 
also be avoided due to the lasting effect on extraocu-
lar muscle function. When shorter-acting local anes-
thetics, such as lidocaine, are used, a minimum of 5 h 
is required for motility to recover.

16.4.2 Patient Comfort, Alertness, 
and Cooperation 
for Postoperative 
Motility Assessment

16.4.2.1 Premedication

One of the most commonly reported side effects of 
strabismus surgery is postoperative nausea and vom-
iting (PONV). Some studies have reported the inci-

dence to be two times greater in children than adults, 
ranging from 48 to 85% [11, 23]. It is imperative that 
the anesthesiologist attempt to minimize this risk to 
facilitate the postoperative eye examination and su-
ture adjustment and to reduce the risk of aspiration 
and patient discomfort. Factors that influence PONV 
include the preoperative anxiety of the patient, an-
esthetic agents administered, and the use of opioids. 
Anesthesiologists can reduce the risk of PONV by 
avoiding emetogenic agents such as volatile anesthet-
ics, nitrous oxide, opioids, etomidate, ketamine, and 
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, and by administering 
anticholinergics, anxiolytics, and antiemetics.

16.4.2.2 Induction and Maintenance

Induction with intravenous propofol is recommended 
[4, 33]. Maintenance of anesthesia should preferably 
be maintained with short-acting intravenous agents, 
such as propofol or dexmedetomidine, because vol-
atile anesthetics, such as halothane, isoflurane, and 
sevoflurane, may prolong emergence and/or cause 
emergence agitation and delirium [4, 33].

Muscle relaxants are not necessary during surgery, 
but they may facilitate the strabismus correction it-
self by making it easier for the surgeon to manipulate 
the extraocular muscles. If a muscle relaxant is used, 
a short-acting agent, such as mivacurium, which is 
rapidly metabolized by endogenous plasma cho-
linesterases and therefore does not require reversal 
agents, is recommended [33]. Longer-acting muscle 
relaxants may have residual neuromuscular blockade 
effects on the patient without the administration of 
reversal agents thereby delaying postoperative ex-
amination. The use of longer-acting muscle relaxants 
require reversal with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors 
and anticholinergics, which may also increase the in-
cidence of PONV [11].

16.4.2.3 Analgesia

Analgesia for strabismus surgery has presented an-
esthesiologists and ophthalmologists with several 
dilemmas. These patients clearly require analgesia 
both intraoperatively and postoperatively, but many 
opioid analgesics cause sedation, which makes ac-
curate postoperative examination nearly impossible. 
In addition, narcotics such as morphine increase the 
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incidence of PONV [11, 19, 24]. The administra-
tion of short-acting local anesthetics, such as topi-
cal tetracaine prior to emergence from anesthesia, 
may provide adequate analgesia without any associ-
ated side effects of narcotics [1]. Long-acting local 
anesthetics should be avoided, as noted above. If a 
parenteral opioid must be used, we recommend re-
mifentanil, alfentanil, or fentanyl, which have a rapid 
onset and are short-acting. In patients with normal 
renal function, our preference is to use intraoperative 
ketorolac, which minimizes postoperative pain with-
out concomitant sedation or PONV [19]. Ketorolac 
is probably most effective if given at the start of the 
procedure, but if there is concern about increased in-
traoperative bleeding, it may be given 30 min prior 
to the end of the surgery. For patients who will not 
require additional anesthesia for the suture adjust-
ment, oral or rectal analgesics, such as acetamino-
phen in conjunction with an enteral opioid such as 
oxycodone, improve pain with less sedation and/or 
PONV than intravenous opioids [24].

Some anesthesiologists recommend using 65% 
nitrous oxide, although it can contribute to PONV, 
along with other intravenous anesthetics for mainte-
nance of anesthesia during strabismus correction to 
reduce the use of other anesthetic agents that may 
prolong emergence [4, 11]. Anticholinergics admin-
istered preoperatively or at the time of induction, 
such as scopolamine, glycopyrrolate, or atropine, 
may provide several benefits both intraoperatively 
and postoperatively [12, 23]. They delay gastric dis-
charge minimizing secretions, and may prevent the 
oculocardiac reflex. More importantly, administra-
tion of anticholinergics may decrease the incidence 
of PONV due to their antimuscarinic actions. High 
doses of anticholinergic agents may cause undesirable 
side effects, such as blurred vision, restlessness, and 
hallucinations. Benzodiazepines, such as diazepam, 
lorazepam, and midazolam also have many benefi-
cial effects on the patient undergoing strabismus cor-
rection [4, 23]. They may not only decrease anxiety 
helping to facilitate either the insertion of peripheral 
venous catheters or the mask induction of anesthesia, 
but they may reduce the incidence of PONV as well. 
Benzodiazepines should be administered judiciously, 
because high doses may also cause undesirable seda-
tion postoperatively.

16.4.2.4 Postoperative Nausea 
and Vomiting

Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) is a ma-
jor problem in some patients. Ondansetron, a 5-HT3 
antagonist, is a very effective antiemetic with very 
few side effects, and therefore it should be given 
prophylactically to prevent PONV [25]. Additional 
antiemetics should also be considered for use both 
prophylactically and for symptomatic treatment of 
PONV [11]. For example, dexamethasone, a potent 
synthetic glucocorticoid, may augment the antiemetic 
effects of ondansetron. Metoclopramide, a dopamine 
agonist and prokinetic, can also be used as an anti-
emetic after strabismus surgery, but in high doses it 
may cause extrapyramidal side effects including ocu-
logyric crisis. Hydroxyzine, an antihistamine, may 
also provide relief of both perioperative anxiety and 
PONV, and therefore may also be considered during 
the perioperative period.

16.4.3 Sedation Protocol 
for Suture Adjustment

For patients, mainly children, who will be unable to 
remain still during the suture adjustment, the anesthe-
siologist should be notified in advance of the possible 
need to provide additional anesthesia. These patients 
should be in a monitored setting such as the postan-
esthesia care unit or operating room. A quiet location, 
such as an isolation room or procedure room, away 
from the noise and bustle of a recovery room may 
help calm the patient and provide needed privacy. 
The recommended ASA standards for basic anesthetic 
monitoring and airway management should be strictly 
adhered to for patient safety regardless of the adjust-
ment location.

Short-acting intravenous anesthetics that facilitate 
rapid emergence with minimal side effects, such as 
propofol, should be used. Often a full induction dose 
of propofol (1−3 mg/kg) is required to allow inser-
tion of the eyelid speculum and manipulation of the 
adjustable sutures. Topical anesthesia with propara-
caine or tetracaine is an important adjunct [1].
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As with any general anesthetic administration, the 
anesthesiologist should remain at the bedside until 
emergence.

16.5 Surgical Technique

The surgery is performed under general or local an-
esthesia per surgeon preference. The adjustment is 
performed when the patient is fully awake or after 
the local anesthetic has worn off and the function of 
the muscle has returned to normal.

16.5.1 Limbal vs Fornix Approach

The limbal approach provides broad exposure during 
the surgery and suture adjustment. This approach re-
quires conjunctival closure, as it is difficult to cover 
the suture knot with the conjunctiva after the adjust-
ment.

The fornix approach includes a hidden incision 
underneath the eyelid with less scarring, thus produc-
ing excellent cosmetic results in most cases. Expo-
sure is limited, which may increase the technical dif-
ficulty of surgery and suture adjustment. The fornix 
approach is more comfortable for the patient, as the 
sutures are covered. In some cases, no conjunctival 
closure is required.

16.5.2 Technique

There are two main methods for muscle reattach-
ment:
1. Bow-tie technique (Fig. 16.1a). The sutures are 

passed through scleral tunnels and they are tied 
together in a single loop bow tie as with a shoe-
lace. At adjustment, the bow is untied, the muscle 
position adjusted, and the bow retied. Once the 
desired alignment is obtained, the bow is cut and 
converted to a square knot.

2. Cinch or sliding-noose technique (Fig. 16.1b). The 
sutures are passed through scleral tunnels emerg-
ing less than 1 mm apart. A noose is created by 
tying a separate piece of suture around the scleral 

sutures. The ends of the noose suture are tied to-
gether to provide a bucket handle for manipulation 
of the noose during adjustment.

The surgeon has the option of adjusting the sutures in-
traoperatively, or postoperatively from 1 h to 1 week 
after surgery. Intraoperative adjustment allows for 
immediate correction of a major postoperative mis-
alignment but is less likely to allow for more refined 
adjustment, which requires an alert patient. Adjust-
ment is generally performed within 24 h because of 

Fig. 16.1 a Bow-tie technique: The sutures are tied 
together in a single-loop bow tie like a shoelace. 
b Sliding-noose technique: A noose is created by 
tying a separate piece of suture around the scleral 
sutures
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irritation caused by the untied sutures protruding 
from conjunctiva. The exact timing of adjustment be-
tween 1 and 24 h is a matter of local logistics and sur-
geon preference. When the surgeon is satisfied with 
the adjustment, the sutures are firmly tied together 
to permanently secure the muscle. Surgeons who use 
larger conjunctival incisions often preplace the con-
junctival sutures during the primary surgery and tie 
them off after the final adjustment [21].

16.5.3 Adjustable Sutures in Children

A variety of adaptations of the adjustable suture tech-
nique for use in children have been described. The su-
tures can be adjusted under topical anesthesia on the 
morning following surgery [3] or in the afternoon on 
the same day of surgery [5]. The “Releasable adjust-
able” suture technique allows the suture adjustment 
on the next day as an office procedure, using intra-
nasal Midazolam and topical lidocaine 2% jelly [10]. 
The modified adjustable suture technique eliminates 
the necessity of further manipulation in children who 
do not require adjustment [6].

16.5.4 Semi-Adjustable Sutures

Muscle slippage is more likely when surgery is per-
formed on the inferior rectus muscle, with an inci-
dence of between 7 and 41%. This has been observed 
both in adjustable and non-adjustable cases [35]. 
Kushner described a “semi-adjustable” technique 
in an effort to secure the muscle more firmly to the 
globe, thus reducing the incidence of muscle slip-
page while preserving the potential for adjustment 
[16]. The process involves suturing the corners of 
the muscle firmly to the sclera and placing the center 
of the muscle on an adjustable suture (Fig. 16.2). A 
trade-off of this procedure is that it limits the poten-
tial to increase the amount of recession at the time 
of adjustment. By targeting an initial overcorrection 
with placement of the corner sutures, this downside 
is limited.

16.5.5 Adjustable Superior 
Oblique Suture Spacer

The “superior oblique suture spacer” is a modification 
of Knapp’s [15] and Wright’s [34] technique which 
allows partial, reversible, and intraoperatively adjust-
able superior oblique weakening [28]. The technique 
uses a non-absorbable suture to separate the cut ends 
of the superior oblique tendon with precision. This al-
lows the separation to be adjusted in a graded manner 
intraoperatively according to the exaggerated traction 
test and fundus torsion.

Fig. 16.2 Semi-adjustable sutures showing that the 
corners of the inferior rectus muscle are sutured firm-
ly to the sclera and the center of the muscle is placed 
on an adjustable suture. (From [16])
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16.6 Advantages and Disadvantages

The major advantage of adjustable suture strabismus 
surgery is that it is believed to reduce the rate of re-
operations by providing a chance to refine alignment 
in an alert patient; however, the surgery is complex, 
involving greater operating time plus the logistics of 
scheduling the adjustment. The procedure increases 
the amount of suture material left in the eye after the 
adjustment. There is increased patient anxiety, though 
the discomfort is generally minimal. Some patients 
are unable to cooperate for adjustment. To the great 
disappointment of patient and surgeon, despite all of 
the care taken to perfectly align the eyes at adjust-
ment, there may still be a change in alignment as the 
eye heals, giving an unsatisfactory result.

16.7 Complications

Complications following the adjustable suture tech-
nique are rare. Intra-adjustment complications in-
clude nausea, vomiting, and ocular pain. An ocu-
locardiac reflex and possible bradycardia may be 
associated with muscle manipulations; thus, some 
patients may experience syncope, lightheadedness, 
diaphoresis, or sense of temperature change. The risk 
can be reduced with reassurance, topical anesthesia, 
supine positioning, and avoiding an eyelid speculum. 
Cardiac monitoring during adjustment is not needed 
except in cases of heart disease and heart block.

Suture breakage and inability to adjust the muscle 
can occur. There may be persistence and irritation 
of the suture knot after adjustment, which cannot be 
safely removed until around 3 weeks after the surgery. 
Mocan and Azar [20] have reported four patients who 
developed severe conjunctival dehiscence, requiring 
amniotic membrane transplantation, after strabismus 
surgery with adjustable sutures. Eustis and colleagues 
[7] found a more robust tissue response to surgery in 
patients with adjustable sutures, with 4 of 30 (13%) 
patients developing suture granuloma and 2 (7%) pa-
tients with a sub-conjunctival infection.

16.8 Our Preferred Surgical Technique

In this section, the senior author’s preferred tech-
niques for adjustable suture surgery, including the 
“short tag noose” suture, will be detailed. There are 
not necessarily any studies to support these prefer-
ences, but these are the approaches that have evolved 
through experience with mentors, colleagues, stu-
dents, and, of course, patients.

The adjustable suture recession or resection surgery 
is performed under general anesthesia in all patients, 
if medically permissible. Despite excellent retrobul-
bar anesthesia, many patients are still quite uncom-
fortable with the sensation of pulling on the muscle. 
General anesthesia allows for assessment of the posi-
tion of the eyes under anesthesia, a valuable tool in 
surgical planning in some cases [2]. It also allows for 
forced duction testing without concern for causing 
discomfort. Finally, general anesthesia obviates the 
need to wait for local anesthetic to wear off, allowing 
for earlier suture adjustment on the day of surgery, 
thus simplifying the logistics of the procedure.

In patients not medically appropriate for gen-
eral anesthesia, subtenon’s irrigation of lidocaine is 
used. With this approach, the eye is anesthetized with 
proparacaine and prepped and draped. Four percent 
lidocaine hydrochloride (Xylocaine, Astra Zanaca, 
North Ryde, NW Australia) is drawn up into a 3-cc 
syringe capped with an irrigating (Randolph) can-
nula. The patient is sedated and a lid speculum is 
placed. A sharp Westcott scissors is then used to open 
the conjunctiva in the quadrant near the muscle. The 
cannula is advanced deep into the quadrant and 2 cc 
of anesthetic is injected.

Care is taken during surgery to maximize patient 
comfort in the postoperative period. Hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose (Goniosol, Ciba Vision Ophthal-
mics, Duluth, Ga.) is placed over the cornea at in-
tervals during the surgery to prevent the cornea from 
drying without need for frequent applications of nor-
mal saline. A fornix incision is preferred, keeping the 
incision size as small as possible. A Guyton muscle 
hook allows the muscle to be manipulated through a 
conjunctival incision as small as 1 cm. At each step, a 
minimum of tension is placed on the incision.

We prefer the sliding noose adjustable suture ap-
proach. The muscle is secured with a double-armed 
6-0 polyglactin 910 (Vicryl, Ethicon, Somerville, 
N.J.) suture and disinserted from the sclera. The mus-
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cle insertion is identified and grasped with 0.5 Cas-
troveijo forceps. Spatulated needles from the sutures 
are passed one after the other, through the original 
insertion, at half-thickness depth. The needles are 

passed in a “V” configuration (Fig. 16.3). For reces-
sions, the scleral passes are separated by 1−2 mm 
when they enter sclera, but are nearly touching where 
they exit (Fig. 16.3a). For resections, where the mus-
cle may be pulled up to the insertion at adjustment, 
this “V” separation is exaggerated to 3−5 mm at the 
entry site, but the sutures still nearly touch at the exit 
site (Fig. 16.3b).

For an adjustable recession, the standard hang-
back approach and surgical dosages are used. For an 
adjustable resection, an extra 1−3 mm of muscle is 
resected. The muscle is then allowed to hang back by 
the same amount. This allows for either advancement 
or recession of the resected muscle at adjustment. It 
also avoids the sometimes unsightly appearance of 
muscle tissue (rather than tendon) at the insertion site 
(Fig. 16.3b).

After the sutures are passed, they are pulled up so 
that the muscle is drawn up to the original insertion. 
These sutures are then secured to each other using 
an overhand knot (Fig. 16.4), with care being taken 
not to allow either pole of the muscle to fall back 
asymmetrically. The extra suture is cut just above the 
overhand knot. These joined sutures are called pole 
sutures. To apply the adjustable noose, the 5-cm frag-
ment of polyglactin 910 suture is used. This piece 
of suture is placed underneath the pole sutures and 
wrapped around a second time (Fig. 16.5). A square 
knot is then tied to ensure a tight noose, which pre-
vents inadvertent slippage. This is critical – the noose 
should be as tight as possible. The ends of this noose 
are tied together in an overhand knot as described 
above, using two needle holders to obtain a noose 
length distinctly shorter than the pole sutures. The 
extra suture above the overhand knot is trimmed. The 
noose is slid forward or back to the desired location. 
If the pole sutures are nearly touching where they 
exit, the noose is placed at the exact desired recession 
(e.g., 5 mm from the exit site for a 5-mm recession). 

Fig. 16.3 a Hang-back recession needs 
lesser “V” separation. b Resection with 
an exaggerated “V” separation

Fig. 16.4a−c Tying an overhand knot. The straight arrows 
show the direction in which the sutures are passed/pulled in a 
sequential manner. a The empty needle holder is looped 360° in 
a clockwise direction around the sutures. b The suture ends are 
then grasped with the same needle holder and pulled through 
the loop. c The knot is tightened by pulling the suture taut
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If the pole sutures are separated where they exit, an 
additional “fudge factor” is added (e.g., 5.5 mm for a 
5-mm recession if the pole sutures exit 1 mm apart). 
The new muscle position is confirmed by measuring 
its distance from the scleral insertion.

A 5-0 polyester (Mersilene, Ethicon, Somerville, 
N.J.) traction suture is often placed, as it helps in ma-
nipulating the globe and retracting conjunctiva dur-
ing suture adjustment. The first pass of the traction 
suture is perpendicular to the muscle insertion above 
the quadrant where the incision was made (Fig. 16.6a, 
pass 1), while the second pass is parallel and anterior 
to the insertion (Fig. 16.6a, pass 2). The two loose 
suture ends are then gathered into the left hand, along 
with the loop between the two passes, and a needle 
holder, held in the right hand, is positioned over the 
sutures (Fig. 16.6b).The loose ends are secured to 
each other with two overhand knots (Fig. 16.6c).

The sutures are tucked under the conjunctiva at 
the end of the surgery. The conjunctiva is not rou-
tinely sutured as the small incision self-seals under 
the eyelid; however, excess Tenon’s tissue should be 
excised to prevent the formation of conjunctival cyst 
or pyogenic granuloma. This can most easily be ac-
complished by copiously irrigating the incision with 
saline, then grasping and excising protruding tissue 
(taking care to avoid any suture material). If the con-
junctival incision has enlarged inadvertently during 
surgery, it is partly closed with a 6-0 fast-absorbing 
gut suture or 8-0 polyglactin 910 suture (Vicryl, Ethi-
con, Somerville, N.J.), burying the knots for comfort. 
The incision must be left large enough to allow for 
suture adjustment even if it is partially closed with 
sutures. An eye patch is not necessary unless there is 
an epithelial defect. Antibiotic/steroid drops are pre-
ferred over ointment to avoid blurring the vision dur-
ing the adjustment. The long suture ends are folded 
and taped over the medial surface of the nose or just 
lateral to the lateral canthus with a half-inch steri-
strip.

For pediatric adjustable sutures where sedation 
will be required for adjustment, two steps are taken to 
avoid the need for sedation in case adjustment is not 
needed. Firstly, no polyester traction suture is placed. 
Secondly, the pole sutures and noose are trimmed and 
tucked under conjunctiva. An overhand knot is placed 
just 2−3 mm away from the suture exit site, allowing 
for an additional 2- to 3-mm recession while not leav-
ing excessive suture material. The noose sutures are 

also trimmed, but no overhand knot is placed so that 
they can be distinguished from the pole sutures. This 
has been described as the “short tag noose” technique 
(Fig. 16.7) [18].

Fig. 16.5a−c Application of the noose. a A piece of suture is 
placed underneath the pole sutures and wrapped around a sec-
ond time. The suture noose is tied using a square knot. c The 
ends of the noose are tied together in an overhand knot
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Fig. 16.6a−c Traction suture. a The first 
pass (1) is perpendicular to the muscle inser-
tion on the side opposite the conjunctival 
incision, while the second (2) is parallel and 
anterior to the insertion. b The two loose 
suture ends are gathered along with the loop 
into the left hand (not shown) and the ends 
are secured to each other using the needle 
holder to create an overhand knot close to 
the muscle. c A second overhand knot further 
secures the distal end of the sutures

Fig. 16.7 Short tag-noose technique shows the 
fornix incision (F), trimmed pole sutures (P), and 
trimmed noose (N) buried under the conjunctiva

16.9 Timing of Adjustment

The adjustment is performed 1−2 h after surgery in 
the recovery room when the surgery is performed un-
der general anesthesia. If local anesthesia is used, the 
adjustment should not be performed until at least 5 h 
have passed to give time for the local anesthetic ef-
fect to wear off. We also perform late adjustments up 
to 1 week after surgery in some cases.

16.10 Adjustment Technique

To initiate the suture adjustment session, the steri-
strips are removed, and debris is cleaned from the 
eyelid. Topical anesthetic drops are instilled at least 
thrice at 2- to 3-min intervals. We prefer proparacaine 
over tetracaine, which causes severe stinging when 
first instilled. To assure that the patient is sufficiently 
alert, we ask the patient to sit without back support 
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on the edge of the bed with legs dangling. The align-
ment is assessed with corrective lenses in place, if 
indicated. If the patient had required prisms preoper-
atively, care should be taken to assure that the glasses 
used during adjustment do not have prism! This can 
be verified by viewing a straight edge passing across 
the centers of the lenses (Fig. 16.8). For patients with 
high refractive error and prism glasses, we will pre-
scribe prism-free glasses at the time surgery is sched-
uled. Those glasses may be used at the preoperative 
visit as well as during and after the adjustment. For 
patients with high refractive error who wear contact 
lenses, the alignment can be assessed by applying 
topical anesthesia and inserting the contact lenses for 
the adjustment session. The lenses are then removed 
and cleaned after the suture adjustment is complete.

Once the patient is positioned, ductions and ver-
sions are carefully assessed. Cover testing is per-
formed at distance and near. Often, a transilluminator 
light must be used as a target if vision is blurred. The 
goal of adjustment in cases of esotropia and hyper-
tropia is to achieve orthotropia. An exception is to 
undercorrect the superior oblique palsy patient who 
has had an inferior oblique weakening procedure 
in combination with a vertical rectus muscle reces-
sion. The goal of adjustment for exotropia cases is to 
overcorrect so that the patient is diplopic at distance 
(ET 10−15 PD) with no shift at 0.33 m. The surgeon 

should take extra time adjusting patients with large 
fusional amplitudes (>50 PD), who have a tendency 
to show a larger early overcorrection due to persistent 
fusional efforts. Non-fusing exotropia patients may 
be overcorrected more, especially cases of sensory 
exotropia. For vertical misalignments, it is harder to 
predict which way the muscle will drift. In our expe-
rience, recessions tend to increase as they heal, while 
resections tend to decrease in effect. Non-absorbable 
(e.g., polyester) sutures may be considered for large 
vertical rectus recessions, especially on the inferior 
rectus muscle if not using the “semi-adjustable” tech-
nique. When non-absorbable sutures are used, the 
patient should be counseled that the knot may even-
tually erode through conjunctiva and have to be re-
moved.

In very young, less cooperative children we main-
tain NPO status in the recovery room with the IV left 
in place. We advise the anesthesiologist in advance 
about the possible need for sedation in the recovery 
room. Many children are initially fearful, but given 
enough time, reassurance, and proparacaine, they 
will eventually cooperate for adjustment. If not, the 
anesthesia team generally administers IV Propofol 
(see Section 16.4.3, Sedation Protocol for Suture Ad-
justment, p. 216).

To access the noose for an adjustment, the pole 
sutures are grasped first to avoid inadvertent sliding 
of the noose. To tighten or decrease the recession, the 
pole sutures are pulled up to draw the muscle anteri-
orly while the patient is asked to look toward the mus-
cle (or, if the patient is sedated, the globe is rotated 
toward the muscle using a traction suture or forceps). 
This traction on the pole suture pulls the noose suture 
up and away from the sclera. The pole sutures are sta-
bilized with a needle holder clamped in front of the 
noose and the noose is slid posteriorly to the sclera 
with another needle holder (Fig. 16.9a). To loosen 
or increase the recession, the pole sutures are again 
pulled forward with a needle holder, this time stabi-
lizing the pole sutures by clamping behind the noose. 
With the second needle holder, the noose is grasped 
and moved away from the muscle (Fig. 16.9b). Once 
the noose is adjusted, the sutures are released and the 
patient is asked to look toward the adjusted muscle 
while the eye held in place (or rotated away from the 
muscle if the patient is sedated). This will retract the 
muscle posteriorly and force the noose firmly against 
the sclera.

Fig. 16.8a,b Straight-edge test to assess for prism in spectacle 
lenses. a No prism present. Note that the table edge forms a 
single, continuous line through and between both lenses. b Ver-
tical prism present. Note the presence of base-up prism in the 
left lens, causing the table edge to appear discontinuous
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We use two approaches to complete the adjust-
ment. To permanently secure the suture, the distal 
overhand knot is cut to separate the pole sutures. 
The sutures are then firmly tied to each other. Care 
is taken not to pull up on the pole sutures while tying 
the sutures, as this may change the position of the 
muscle. Both pairs of polyglactin 910 sutures (pole 
and noose) are trimmed and the polyester traction su-
ture is removed. The conjunctiva generally covers the 
suture ends without the need for closure.

A different completion step is used on the day of 
surgery to allow for readjustment up to 7 days later. 
A second overhand knot is tied on the pole suture to 
reduce its length to 2−3 mm. The noose sutures are 
then trimmed to a 5-mm length (we refer to this as the  
“short tag noose”) with no overhand knot (Fig. 16.7). 
The polyester suture is removed and the suture ends 
tucked under conjunctiva. In our experience, the slid-
ing noose will not move during the healing period as 
long as it has been tied securely with a good square 
knot.

In most cases, we use the short tag noose to al-
low for later suture readjustment. If a non-absorbable 
pole suture is used, or if there is a desire to minimize 
the amount of suture material in the wound, then the 
suture is permanently secured and trimmed.

When suture adjustment is performed more than 
24 h after surgery, it is slightly more uncomfortable 
for the patient than same-day or next-day adjust-
ment. The conjunctiva should be anesthesized with 
a proparacaine-soaked cotton-tipped applicator or 
subconjunctival infusion of a small amount of 2% 
lidocaine. The conjunctival incision will have self-
sealed by the time of the adjustment, so that it will be 
necessary to tease it open with forceps. If the muscle 
is firmly adherent to sclera, a muscle hook may be 
needed to gently separate the muscle from sclera and 
allow the muscle to be pulled forward or recessed. 
This is important to verify, as otherwise the noose 
may slide but the muscle will not move. The younger 
the patient, the sooner the muscle becomes firmly ad-
herent to the globe. We have not been able to adjust 
children more than 2 days after surgery without se-
dation. Elderly patients will tolerate adjustment up 
to 1 week later. We have performed very late adjust-
ments up to 2 weeks after surgery, but only in the OR 
with sedation. After 2 weeks, we do not recommend 
attempting an adjustment out of concerned that that 
the now-dissolving polyglactin 910 suture will break 
before the muscle has re-adhered to the globe.

Some surgeons find it easier to advance the muscle 
when it is over recessed rather than to further recess 

Fig. 16.9a,b Adjustment technique. a To tighten 
or decrease the recession, the pole sutures are 
stabilized with a needle holder (N1) clamped in 
front of the noose and the noose is slid posteri-
orly to the sclera (arrow) with another needle 
holder (N2). b To loosen or increase the reces-
sion, the pole sutures are stabilized by clamping 
behind the noose (N1). The noose is grasped and 
moved away from the muscle (arrow) with the 
second needle holder (N2)
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the muscle when it is under recessed; however, using 
our preferred technique, we have found no difference 
in recession vs advancement.

When deciding whether to perform an adjustment, 
do not ignore our original numbers. It is important 
to recognize when to stop adjusting. Adjustments 
>2 mm should be avoided except in unusual cases 
such as severe restrictive strabismus. If there is no 
change in alignment after an adjustment, then other 
factors, such as orbital restriction or transient muscle 
weakness, are at play and there is no point in trying 
to adjust further.

We recently reviewed the results of our short tag 
noose adjustable technique [18] in 95 patients aged 
2−83 years; of them, 81% had complex strabismus 
(reoperation, muscle restriction, nerve palsy). The re-
operation rate was 14% for horizontal and 20% for 
vertical strabismus. Eighteen percent of patients were 
adjusted >1 day after surgery, with an overall success 
rate of 85% for both horizontal and vertical strabis-
mus and a reoperation rate of 0% for horizontal and 
7% for vertical strabismus in that group.

16.11 Conclusion

Adjustable suture strabismus surgery makes  sense 
intellectually, but validation studies to date are not 
uniformly compelling. Some studies suggest that the 
reoperation rate is as low as 10%. The target of the 
suture adjustment is not always straight eyes – the ex-
act goal for postoperative alignment varies, and must 
be developed with time and experience. Our recent 
results indicate a reoperation rate of 14−20% in a re-
ferral practice of patients with complex strabismus; 
however, statistics may not be able to account for the 
“safety net” effect of being able to adjust when there 
is a big postoperative surprise. Adjustable sutures 
provide practical benefits to both the patient and the 
surgeon and have become preferable for adults and 
many young children. Adjustable sutures do not guar-
antee excellent results, but they can be useful when 
more than usual uncertainty exists about the expected 
degree of the correction.

Take Home Pearls

The Q-tip test helps identify patients who • 
are suitable for adjustable sutures.

Keep the incision size as small as possible for • 
maximum comfort and minimum scarring.

Ensure a tight noose to prevent • 
inadvertent slippage.

Assure the patient is sufficiently • 
alert for adjustment.

The goal is not always straight eyes. • 
Aim for orthophoria in esotropia and 
hypertropia. Overcorrect exotropia.

Do not ignore your original numbers – it is • 
possible to over-adjust back to no effect.

There is no need to tie off a • 
well-done cinch knot.

For pediatric adjustable • strabismus 
suture surgery, use the short tag noose 
approach to avoid the need for sedation 
when postoperative alignment is good.
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17.1 Introduction

Complications following strabismus surgery have 
become less frequent with improvements in surgi-
cal techniques and instrumentation. Spatula needles, 
synthetic absorbable sutures, and direct visualization 
of the muscles with excellent lighting in the operating 
room all contribute to successful surgery. As with all 
surgery, the strabismus surgeon must be able to rec-
ognize and manage intraoperative and postoperative 
problems. Strabismus surgery is not an exact science 
and should not be described as such to patients and 
parents. Unsatisfactory postoperative alignment can 
usually be corrected or improved with intervention 
by refractive error correction, prism therapy, or ad-
ditional surgery [1].

A surgical complication is defined as a deviation 
from the normal postoperative course. Surgery may 
be well executed without any complications but still 
fail. If the original purpose of surgery has not been 
achieved, under correction, overcorrection, or other 
unsatisfactory alignment may result. This is not a 
complication but a “failure to cure” [2]. Failure to 
cure in strabismus may result from variability or in-
accuracy of preoperative measurements leading to 
the performance of inadequate or excessive amounts 
of surgical recession or resection. Other factors may 
predispose to surgical unpredictability, such as poor 
fusion, poor vision, and diplopia. In addition, second-
ary contracture of an operated muscle may result in 
postoperative changes in alignment. Complications 

of strabismus surgery may occur during surgery or at 
a later date, as a result of some intraoperative event. 
Complications can occur after a properly planned and 
well-executed procedure and do not necessarily im-
ply a deviation in the standard of care.

17.2 Intraoperative Complications

The prompt recognition and appropriate management 
of complications that occur during strabismus surgery 
may obviate an untoward postoperative result.

17.2.1 Perforation of the Sclera

During strabismus surgery a needle may penetrate the 
sclera and enter the suprachoroidal space and chor-
oid, or perforate the retina and enter the vitreous cav-
ity. A partial- or full-thickness laceration of the sclera 
proximal to the muscle insertion may occur as the 
tendon is disinserted using scissors. Rarely, vitreous 
humor may be encountered following a full-thickness 
perforation.

A transient hyphema may be produced with deep 
passage of a needle attached to a fixation suture at 
the limbus. Fortunately, most scleral perforations do 
not result in serious injury to the eye and many are 
unrecognized both at the time of surgery and in the 
immediate postoperative period. Consequences of 
scleral perforation, however, may include reduced 
vision secondary to vitreous hemorrhage, retinal de-
tachment, and endophthalmitis.

The true incidence of penetration of the globe 
beyond the sclera or perforation during strabismus 
surgery is difficult to ascertain. Estimates range from 
10 to 2% [3, 4]. Many deep penetrations and perfora-
tions are not recognized when they occur and the low 
rate of serious consequences results in the under-re-
porting of these surgical events. In a recent prospec-
tive study of 217 eyes undergoing strabismus surgery 
by residents and fellows the incidence of scleral pen-
etration was 5.1% and the incidence of perforation 
2.8% [5]. The surgeon’s experience was not related 
to the frequency of these complications. Penetrations 
beyond the sclera or perforations were more likely to 
occur with rectus muscle recessions than resections, 

Findings of endophthalmitis include • 
lethargy, asymmetric conjunctival 
injection, eyelid swelling, and possibly 
fever within 4 days of surgery. The 
diagnosis is made when leukocoria 
secondary to vitritis is recognized.

Anterior segment ischemia is a rare • 
but potentially serious complication of 
strabismus surgery, which occurs almost 
exclusively in adults who have undergone 
surgery on multiple rectus muscles.
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and horizontal rectus muscles were most frequently 
associated with penetrations and perforations when 
compared with vertical rectus and oblique muscles. 
The authors found that the S-24 needle was more 
frequently involved in the penetrations and perfora-
tions than other needles [5]. The S-14 or S-29 spatula 
needles are preferable because they are smaller and 
more suitable for surgery on children’s eyes.

Scleral penetration or perforation is more likely 
to occur in smaller eyes with thin sclera, so younger 
patients are more at risk. The mean age at surgery for 
patients who experienced perforations was 4.8 years 
in one study [5]. Children who have been treated with 
cryotherapy or laser photocoagulation for retinopathy 
of prematurity often have very thin sclera near the 
muscle insertions. The sclera is thinnest in the area 
behind the rectus muscle insertions in all eyes. This 
may be obvious at the time of surgery since retinal 
pigment epithelium may be visible as a blue area 
through the thin sclera. Highly myopic eyes may have 
extremely thin sclera and such eyes are at higher risk 
of perforation. Sudden rupture of a localized area of 
very thin sclera near the insertion in a myopic patient 
during a recession of the superior rectus muscle has 
been reported [7].

Previous extraocular muscle surgery also creates a 
higher risk for perforation [6]. A tight adherent mus-
cle insertion is often found in patients with congenital 
fibrosis of the extraocular muscles, Duane retraction 
syndrome, and thyroid-related ophthalmopathy. In 
these cases it may be very difficult to pass a muscle 
hook beneath the insertion to separate the tendon and 
muscle from the globe. Furthermore, the muscle hook 
elevates the sclera into the path of the scissors and 
may result in a partial- or full-thickness laceration of 
the sclera during tenotomy. Disinserting the muscle 
without using a muscle hook may actually be safer in 
such situations. Passage of a needle beneath the con-
junctiva and lateral rectus muscle to place a traction 
suture may also result in scleral perforation.

17.2.2 Management of Penetration 
or Perforation of the Sclera

Deep penetration through the sclera into the choroid 
or retinal pigment epithelium should be suspected if 

the needle accelerates during passage. At times, the 
thin sclera posterior to the limbus will become darker 
blue in color following passage of the needle, indi-
cating suprachoroidal hemorrhage. Perforation is de-
tected when a visible gap in the sclera at the surgical 
site occurs. This may be associated with a strip of 
pigment or blood, and occasionally the extrusion of 
vitreous humor. Many cases of penetration and per-
foration are not recognized at the time of surgery and 
have no sequelae. A future indirect ophthalmoscopic 
retinal examination may reveal pigment accumula-
tion within the retina or a chorioretinal scar, adjacent 
to the site where the muscle was attached to the sclera 
(Fig. 17.1).

Deep passage of sutures can best be avoided by 
having optimal visualization of the surgical field with 
good lighting and with the use of surgical loupes. 
Some surgeons prefer to grasp the spatula needle 
about one-third of the distance from the tip to al-
low control of the needle during passage through 
the sclera. This requires a release of the needle prior 
to advancement in cases where a long tunnel is pre-
ferred. Other surgeons prefer to grasp the needle two-
thirds or three-quarters back from the tip for a single 
passage. The needle can usually be visualized within 
the scleral tunnel. Positioning of the surgeon’s hands 
in cases of shallow orbits with small palpebral fis-
sures may be difficult. A second muscle hook used to 
spread the muscle insertion is useful when suturing a 
tightly adherent muscle tendon prior to disinsertion. 
Some strabismus surgeons instill 2.5% phenylephrine 
at the beginning of the case both for hemostasis and 

Fig. 17.1 Chorioretinal scar and lo-
calized granuloma 10 years following 
placement of posterior fixation suture 
using 5-0 braided Dacron. (Courtesy of 
R. Saunders)
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dilation of the pupil in case indirect ophthalmoscopy 
is required during strabismus surgery.

If perforation is suspected, visualization of the 
retina is important. Recognition of penetration or per-
foration on indirect ophthalmoscopy warrants careful 
follow-up with repeat retinal examinations. Retinal 
consultation is helpful, particularly if elevation of the 
retina with fluid surrounding the surgical site is found 
[8]. Children have a formed vitreous and are unlikely 
to develop a retinal detachment following retinal in-
jury during strabismus surgery. Larger lacerations 
of the sclera are more likely to result in a detached 
retina and require immediate intervention to close the 
wound. In some cases with uveal tissue prolapse, a 
scleral patch graph may be necessary [6]. In cases in 
which scleral perforation is recognized, local (topical 
and subconjunctival) and systemic antibiotics or even 
a drop of dilute povidone iodine may be administered 
to re-sterilize the wound.

17.2.3 Lost Muscle

During or following strabismus surgery a detached 
muscle may slip back and be “lost” posteriorly in the 
orbit. Plager and Parks reported that 67% of lost su-
perior, inferior, and lateral rectus muscles were re-
trievable, while only about 10% of lost medial rectus 
muscles were located [11]. This complication can oc-
cur when the muscle or tendon is disinserted from 
the globe or during a resection when the muscle is 
transected. The preplaced sutures may not have in-
corporated sufficient tendon or muscle tissue and 
may release spontaneously or be cut inadvertently. A 
thin tendon or muscle may be released or cut with a 
muscle hook or may rupture spontaneously anywhere 
along its course. This most often occurs at the muscle 
tendon−junction. Rupture with mild traction is re-
ferred to as the “Pulled-in-Two” syndrome (PITS) 
[12]. The PITS is more likely to occur in a patient 
with a tenuous attachment from previous surgery or 
in an elderly individual where there is atrophy of the 
tissue.

A lost muscle is most likely to occur during a 
resection procedure, particularly on the medial rec-
tus muscle. Although any muscle may be lost, the 
inferior oblique muscle usually does not retract 
when it is disinserted and remains in the proximal 

Tenon’s capsule. It can usually be distinguished by 
its fleshy appearance. The superior rectus muscle 
may be transected during a planned superior oblique 
tenectomy procedure when direct visualization is 
not achieved. A muscle may also be lost following 
surgery if it detaches from the sclera because of in-
adequate suture attachment or unrecognized suture 
weakness or placement of the suture within the mus-
cle capsule without securing the tendon or tissue with 
a locking knot.

17.2.4 Management of a Lost Muscle

Once this complication is recognized intraoperatively, 
planned steps must be taken to attempt to recover the 
muscle. This is the time for the surgeon to collect his 
thoughts, draw on his experience and overcome the 
anxiety or panic inherent in this situation. The medial 
rectus muscle in particular will most likely retract 
through Tenon’s capsule, particularly if dissection 
of the intermusclar membrane, check ligaments, and 
capsule have been extended posteriorly during prepa-
ration for muscle resection or detachment. Enlarging 
a limbal incision or converting a fornix incision to a 
limbal incision will aid in visualization. It is impor-
tant to understand that the muscle will often retract 
into Tenon’s capsule along the orbital wall, and not 
“hug” the globe posterior to the equator. The rectus 
muscle pulley system and orbital check ligaments ac-
count for this. The conjunctiva is reflected and the 
Tenon’s capsule grasped and advanced carefully with 
forceps. Using good overhead lighting and perhaps 
a head light, the global surface is visually inspected 
and the connective tissue carefully manipulated in an 
attempt to locate the potential space where the mus-
cle capsule penetrated Tenon’s capsule. It is wise to 
avoid excessive dissection posteriorly, as violation of 
the orbital fat pad will result in excessive posterior 
scarring and adherence. Evoking bradycardia (ocu-
locardiac reflex) following grasping and tugging on 
suspected muscle tissue may indicate that the muscle 
has been found [13]. Although immediate retrieval is 
desirable, a less experienced surgeon might decide to 
close the conjunctival incision and refer the patient 
to a strabismus surgeon experienced in the retrieval 
of lost muscles. During the postoperative period, the 
severed muscle may attach to the sclera posteriorly, 
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particularly if there was minimal dissection to isolate 
the muscle prior to it being “lost.” The absence of 
hemorrhage and edema may make the tissue planes 
more distinct when reoperation takes place approxi-
mately 1 week after the initial surgery.

If the retracted muscle is reattached to the sclera, 
it should be secured proximal to the original inser-
tion. If it cannot be found, a transposition procedure 
is an option. A partial tendon transposition, such as 
an augmented Hummelsheim procedure or a modi-
fied Jensen procedure, will preserve anterior segment 
circulation [14]. Botulinum toxin injection to the an-
tagonist of the lost muscle can further obviate operat-
ing on another rectus muscle. Surgical weakening of 
the antagonist is usually not necessary if the transpo-
sition procedure is done at the time the muscle is lost 
or shortly thereafter, since contracture has not yet oc-
curred. Anterior transposition of the inferior oblique 
muscle has been used successfully to replace a lost or 
damaged inferior rectus muscle [15].

A lost muscle may be recognized in the postopera-
tive period if there is a large deviation with limited 
or absent ductions in the field of action of a recently 
operated muscle. The sutures used for attachment to 
the sclera may detach spontaneously or rarely follow-
ing trauma. Patients may also present with clinical 
findings suggestive of a lost muscle and a history of 
strabismus surgery. In these circumstances, a surgical 
plan including preoperative orbital imaging may be 
of some benefit [16].

Demer and co-workers devised a strategy to im-
prove the retrieval of a lost or transected muscle uti-
lizing orbital imaging to visualize the anatomy and 
function of the extraocular muscles [17]. Multipo-
sitional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demon-
strates contraction and relaxation by comparison of 
the muscle’s cross-sectional area in various positions. 
If contractility can be demonstrated, the authors sug-
gest performing an orbitotomy along the adjacent wall 
if the muscle is located posteriorly, or a direct con-
junctival approach if the imaging localizes the muscle 
anteriorly. If there is no contractility demonstrated, a 
transposition procedure may be a better option [18]. 
Alternatively, computed tomography (CT) images ob-
tained with 2-mm-thick coronal and axial cuts using a 
spiral scanner may help to localize a lost muscle. 

A technique to locate a lost muscle using a 3-di-
mensional image guidance system (LandmarkX Sys-
tem, Xomed, Jacksonville, Fla.) originally designed 

for neurosurgical procedures has been described. 
The CT images are loaded into the image guidance 
system. Using a transnasal endoscopic approach, 
the guidance probe is used to locate the muscle. The 
muscle can be secured with sutures and reattached to 
the globe [19]. It is important to understand that this 
type of surgical manipulation may disturb the retro-
orbital fat and connective tissue, resulting in postop-
erative scarring with limitation of muscle function 
even when the muscle is found and reattached.

17.2.5 Slipped Muscle

A previously operated muscle may slip posteriorly 
from its intended attachment site during the postop-
erative period. The muscle retracts within its capsule, 
while the muscle capsule remains attached to the new 
insertion site. This complication may result if the su-
tures do not adequately secure the tendon or muscle 
prior to tenotomy. The suture may only include mus-
cle capsule if the full-thickness locking passes do not 
include muscle tissue. Postoperative trauma to the 
surgical site may also result in a slipped muscle [20].

A typical patient will present with muscle weak-
ness and an unexpected postoperative strabismus. 
There is a duction deficit with limited rotations and 
reduced saccades in the field of action of the involved 
muscle. The duction limitation is not as pronounced 
as in a case of a lost muscle (Fig. 17.2). The result-
ing over-correction of the strabismus is usually not 
anticipated by the surgeon. Reoperation is usually 
necessary to correct the problem, and to prevent ad-
ditional retraction and contracture of the antagonist 
muscle. It is difficult to confirm the location of the 
muscle with imaging. Intraoperatively the translucent 
muscle capsule may be identified as being attached to 
the sclera at the intended insertion site. There may be 
partial slippage of the muscle tissue within the cap-
sule resulting in an asymmetric attachment. During 
surgical exploration the capsule should be followed 
posteriorly since muscle tissue or tendon may be con-
tained within it.

Jampolsky described a “see-through test,” in which 
a muscle hook is easily visible behind a muscle cap-
sule from which muscle tissue has detached [21]. The 
capsule may present as a pseudotendon and only with 
gentle posterior placement of an additional muscle 
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hook will the true insertion of the slipped muscle be 
localized. Sutures may be passed and locked through 
the capsule while the true tendon is searched for if 
there is difficulty identifying the muscle. Sliding a 
muscle hook posteriorly between the capsule and the 
sclera is another useful technique to locate muscle 
tissue. Using this “step test” a bump or step is found 
at the junction of the muscle capsule and true tendon 
[21]. Once found, the slipped muscle is secured and 
advanced. The actual reattachment site may vary ac-
cording to the surgeon’s preference and the measured 
deviation. Additional strabismus surgery may be re-
quired in the future as there is less predictability of 
results following repair of a slipped or lost muscle.

17.2.6 Operating on the Wrong 
Muscle or Performing 
the Incorrect Procedure 
on an Extraocular Muscle

Strabismus surgery may be performed on a muscle 
not included in the original surgical plan. There may 
be an anomalous extraocular muscle insertions or 
agenesis as is found in some patients with cranio-
synostosis [22, 23]. Improper placement or lack of 
a traction suture may result in rotation of the globe 
such that the anatomic muscle insertions are rotated. 
In such a case the surgeon may incorrectly believe 
that he or she is operating on the intended muscle. 
The superior oblique tendon may be confused with 
the superior rectus tendon and the wrong muscle op-
erated on especially with poor visualization of the 
operative field.

Lack of attention to detail may result in a muscle 
being resected when the intention is to perform a re-
cession, or vice versa. These events are all less likely 
to occur if the surgeon confirms the planned proce-
dure during the preoperative “time out” which is be-
ing utilized in most operating rooms to avoid operat-
ing on the wrong eye or perhaps the wrong patient.

The surgeon should analyze the causes for an un-
expected result and explain to the patient that in many 
cases, reoperation can correct an untoward result.

17.3 Immediate Postoperative 
Occurrences

In the immediate postoperative period a corneal abra-
sion can produce severe pain and should be treated 
with patching. A retained foreign body (suture, cot-
ton fiber, eyelash) can cause postoperative pain and a 
foreign body sensation.

Hemorrhaging into a muscle may produce a tem-
porary underaction or spasm with a resultant limita-
tion in the field of action of the involved muscle. This 
may mimic a slipped or lost muscle, but local hem-
orrhagic edema will help in recognizing this occur-
rence. Normal ductions will usually return in a few 
days once the edema and hemorrhage subside.

Fig. 17.2 a Child with slipped muscle postopera-
tively showing a right face turn following reces-
sion of left medial rectus muscle. b The same pa-
tient with a left exotropia present in primary-gaze 
position. c Poor adduction of the left eye in right 
gaze indicating a slipped left medial rectus mus-
cle. d Normal horizontal versions in right gaze
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17.4 Postoperative Infections 
and Inflammation

Signs of mild conjunctivitis may develop within the 
postoperative period. The etiology may be bacterial, 
viral, or allergic. Sensitivity to topical medications 
or suture material may produce conjunctival vascular 
injection and a serous or mucoid discharge. Appropri-
ate topical medications will help to alleviate the signs 
and symptoms in these cases. In 1991 Ing surveyed 
63 strabismus surgeons regarding the incidence of in-
fection they found following strabismus surgery and 
their use of preoperative and postoperative antibiotics 
to prevent or treat infections. Cellulitis was reported 
in 1 of 1900 cases and endophthalmitis at a rate of 1 
per 30,000 cases. Infection was not entirely prevented 
by either preoperative or postoperative topical antibi-
otics. Twelve surgeons reported using no antibiotics 
but did not report higher rates of infection than those 
who did use them [24].

17.4.1 Orbital Cellulitis

Infections following strabismus surgery occur infre-
quently. Orbital cellulitis may develop on the second 
or third postoperative day and may be preseptal or 
postseptal. Clinical signs include proptosis, edema 
of the eyelids, chemosis, and restriction of ocular 
motility in a febrile patient. The infection usually 
responds well to systemic antibiotics [25, 26]. Signs 
of postseptal involvement necessitate parenteral an-
tibiotic therapy. Indirect ophthalmoscopy should be 
performed to rule out endophthalmitis. A single case 
of visual loss from orbital cellulitis in a 56-year-old 
patient following strabismus surgery has been re-
ported. Loss of vision occurred despite orbital sur-
gery including orbital decompression [27].

17.4.2 Myositis

Orbital myositis is an idiopathic inflammatory condi-
tion that rarely occurs following strabismus surgery. 
Clinical findings include orbital pain, eyelid swell-

ing, focal hyperemia, and chemosis over the affected 
muscle. There is a limitation of extraocular motility 
in the field of action of the affected muscle or in the 
opposite field. Computed tomography scanning dem-
onstrates enlargement of the involved muscle. Symp-
toms of myositis may develop from 4 days to 4 weeks 
following strabismus surgery, and are more likely in a 
previously operated muscle. A rapid resolution after 
treatment with systemic corticosteroids can be con-
sidered pathognomonic for this condition. In their 
series of 4 cases, Wolf et al. postulated that painful 
postoperative inflammation involving a quadrant fol-
lowing muscle surgery may be falsely attributed to a 
“suture reaction” when it is indeed myositis in many 
cases [28].

17.4.3 Necrotizing Scleritis

Necrotizing scleritis belongs to the same spectrum of 
idiopathic orbital inflammatory disease as extraocu-
lar muscle myositis. This may occasionally occur 
after strabismus surgery and presents with diffuse 
conjunctival injection, ocular or orbital pain, head-
ache, and acute change in refractive error. Absence 
of muscle thickening on CT scanning differentiates 
necrotizing scleritis from myositis. Bilateral anterior 
necrotizing scleritis has been recently reported in a 
19-month-old girl following a postoperative infection 
after strabismus surgery (Fig. 17.3) [29].

A granulomatous inflammation of the sclera fol-
lowing strabismus surgery may occur months or even 
years later. This condition has been termed primary 
surgically induced necrotizing scleritis (SINS) and is 
often associated with autoimmunity in adults [30].

17.4.4 Endophthalmitis

Endophthalmitis following strabismus surgery is a 
very unlikely occurrence but is associated with loss 
of vision in most reported cases. The incidence is es-
timated to be between 1:30,000 and 1:185,000 [10, 
24]. The typical findings include lethargy, asymmet-
ric conjunctival injection, eyelid swelling, and possi-
bly fever within 4 days of surgery [30]. The diagnosis 
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is made when leukocoria secondary to vitritis is rec-
ognized. Hypopyon may be present. The importance 
of viewing a normal red reflex sometime during the 
7-day period following strabismus surgery in a child 

with fever, lethargy, and excessive postoperative ocu-
lar inflammation cannot be overemphasized.

The issue arises whether scleral perforation pre-
cedes endophthalmitis following strabismus surgery. 
Recchia and co-authors reported six cases of en-
dophthalmitis after pediatric strabismus surgery. The 
ages of the patients ranged from 8 months to 6 years. 
The authors state that in none of their cases were 
scleral perforations reported. They conclude that “the 
development of endophthalmitis neither requires nor 
implies that perforation of the globe occurred” [30]. 
Cases have been reported where endophthalmitis oc-
curred in association with both recognized and sus-
pected scleral perforation [31]. Various organisms 
have been implicated as causing endophthalmitis 
following strabismus surgery. Reported organisms 
include Staphylococcus epidermidis, Streptococcus 
pneumoniae, and Hemophilus aegyptius [32−34].

Regardless of the etiology, the outcomes pertain-
ing to vision following endophthalmitis are gener-
ally poor in spite of heroic efforts to save these eyes. 
Most eyes that undergo vitrectomy are lost. There are 
case reports where eyes were saved following intra-
vitreal antibiotic and steroid injections. The author 
has treated a case of delayed endophthalmitis (pre-
sentation 10 days following strabismus surgery) with 
peribulbar injections of antibiotics and corticoster-
oids coupled with systemic antibiotic therapy. Useful 
vision was maintained in this patient.

Risk factors for endophthalmitis might include sur-
gery on small eyes with thin sclera as in very young 
children. In spite of its infrequency, this remains the 
most serious complication following strabismus sur-
gery since it usually results in loss of vision.

17.5 Anterior Segment Ischemia

Anterior segment ischemia may occur following 
strabismus surgery on three, or at times two, rectus 
muscles. The seven anterior ciliary arteries traversing 
within the rectus muscles and the two long posterior 
ciliary arteries provide the blood supply to the ante-
rior segment. Two anterior ciliary arteries run forward 
within each rectus muscle, except in the lateral rectus 
muscle where there is only one, although anatomic 
variations are common. It is important to note that the 
vessels do not always lie along the muscle borders, 

Fig. 17.3 a Child 1 week after bilateral 
superior rectus muscle recession for dis-
sociated vertical deviation with cellulitis 
of her left upper eyelid. b Subsequent 
examination under anesthesia revealed 
scleral necrosis with large retinocele be-
hind the original superior rectus muscle 
insertion (arrow). The globe is positioned 
in down gaze with a forceps, and the cor-
neal limbus is visible near the lower eye-
lid. c Same patient 3 months after scleral 
patch graft. She retained good vision in 
the operated eye. (Courtesy of R. Saun-
ders)
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particularly when performing surgery to split a rectus 
muscle for transposition [35].

The relative contributions of these vessels have 
been elucidated by the iris fluorescein angiography 
studies by Hayreh and Scott [36]. Tenotomy of one 
or both of the horizontal rectus muscles produced no 
appreciable circulatory disturbance in the iris, but 
tenotomy of the superior or inferior rectus muscle 
produced circulatory delay in the superotemporal or 
inferotemporal sectors. Tenotomies of a horizontal 
and one or two vertical rectus muscles combined pro-
duced a delay in filling in the iris in the vertical rectus 
muscle region only. Blood supply of the nasal half of 
the iris was usually not disturbed by tenotomy of the 
vertical and/or medial rectus muscle. Their findings 
indicate that the blood supply of the iris is segmental 
and suggest that operating on the two vertical rectus 
muscles along with the lateral rectus muscle increase 
the risk of developing anterior segment ischemia. The 
implication is that the long posterior ciliary arteries 
provide most of the blood supply to the medial and 
nasal areas of the iris, while the vertical rectus mus-
cles assume the major role in supplying the superior 
temporal and inferior temporal regions of the iris.

The clinical findings of anterior segment ischemia 
may vary but usually include postoperative pain de-
veloping a few days after strabismus surgery. The 
pain may be moderate but can be severe in cases of 
impending necrosis. The affected eye may develop 
microcystic edema and corneal stromal thickening 
and corectopia (Fig. 17.4). Aqueous flare and cell and 
nonpigmented keratic precipitates are seen on slit lamp 
examination. The early changes may resolve sponta-
neously or rarely, progress to sector iris atrophy, cor-
neal neovascularization, cataracts, or phthisis bulbi. 
There is do definitive treatment for anterior segment 
ischemia. The finding of anterior chamber flare and 
cell often results in the clinician administering sys-
temic and topical corticosteroids, and topical atropine 
1% drops. deSmet and co-workers successfully used 
oxygen administered in a hyperbaric chamber to treat 
ischemia in a 62-year-old dysthroid patient following 
a two vertical rectus muscle procedure [37].

Patients have been reported to develop anterior 
segment ischemia following full tendon transposi-
tion of the superior and inferior rectus muscles 9 
and 20 years after they underwent horizontal rectus 
muscle surgery. Ipsilateral carotid artery ligation 
and hyperlipoproteinemia may have been contribu-

tory factors [38]. A 62-year-old woman with thyroid 
ophthalmopathy after simultaneous surgery on both 
vertical rectus muscles was reported to develop an-
terior segment ischemia [39]. Simon and colleagues 
reviewed the records of 34 eyes in 26 patients who 
underwent surgery on three or four rectus muscles. 
Only one patient, with thyroid disease, developed 
mild signs of anterior segment ischemia. They con-
cluded that surgery on three or four rectus muscles in 
healthy patients is probably safe when performed in 
a staged fashion [40]. Full tendon transfer procedures 
combined with recession of another rectus muscle 
have been reported to produce anterior segment isch-
emia [43].

An attempt may be made to preserve the anterior 
ciliary arteries by dissecting them from the muscle 
and tendon. The muscle and tendon are recessed or 
resected while the vessels are left undisturbed. This 
meticulous surgery, usually performed using a micro-
scope, may help to avoid the development of anterior 
segment ischemia [41, 42].

Fig. 17.4 a Striate keratopathy, corecto-
pia, and anterior chamber cell and flare 
following full tendon transposition of 
the vertical recti and medial rectus mus-
cle recession in 30-year-old man with 
Duane’s syndrome. b Iris fluorescein 
angiography 10 days postoperatively 
shows delayed iris filling with leakage 
inferiorly. (Courtesy of R. Saunders)
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17.6 Delayed Postoperative Reactions

Chronic inflammation and delayed healing following 
strabismus surgery may compromise an otherwise 
satisfactory result in alignment. Recognition of the 
etiology and appropriate treatment produces an opti-
mal final surgical result in most cases.

17.6.1 Foreign Body Granuloma

A foreign body granuloma may develop on the surface 
of the conjunctiva or sclera near the site where the 
sutures were placed to attach the muscle to the sclera. 
These probably represent a granulomatous reaction 
to suture material, retained eyelashes, cotton fiber or 
glove powder. A hyperemic pedunculated tender mass 
may become evident within a few weeks following 
strabismus surgery (Fig. 17.5); these may respond to 
topical steroids but often require surgical excision. 
The mass can be removed by placing a small scissor 
below the granuloma which is usually attached by a 
thin single strand to the conjunctiva or sclera. A single 
snip, following topical anesthesia, will usually suffice 
in a cooperative patient. Local pressure on a closed 
eyelid for 2 min is often necessary for hemostasis. 

17.6.2 Prolapse of Tenon’s Capsule

Leaving Tenon’s capsule exposed near the limbus 
may produce an inflammatory reaction and ultimately 
a granuloma. It can also serve as a nidus for infection. 
Upon completion of conjunctival closure, irrigation 
of the operative field with balanced salt solution will 
cause any exposed Tenon’s capsule to “fluff up.” This 
can easily be distinguished from conjunctival tissue 
and can be resected or reposited.

17.6.3 Allergic Reactions

Suture material may produce an acute allergic reac-
tion within 24 h of surgery. The patient may complain 
of ocular discomfort and itching and signs include 
conjunctival hyperemia, chemosis, and eyelid edema. 
Treatment of an acute allergic reaction consists of 

topical corticosteroids and cold compresses. Such re-
actions were far more common when cat-gut sutures 
were used. The near exclusive use of synthetic ab-
sorbable sutures has greatly decreased the likelihood 
of this occurrence. Topical medications that contain 
neomycin are associated with a high rate of sensitiv-
ity and may prolong the healing period.

17.6.4 Conjunctival Inclusion Cysts

Inadvertent enclosure of conjunctival epithelium into 
the wound may result in the production of a conjunc-
tival inclusion cyst. These cysts appear as nonin-
flamed translucent masses several days to weeks after 
surgery (Fig. 17.6). Attempts to drain these cysts with 
a needle puncture are usually unsuccessful as they re-
fill with serous fluid. Cure usually requires surgical 
excision of the entire cyst down to bare sclera.

17.6.5 Subconjunctival Cysts

Kushner reported six patients operated on for large 
subconjunctival cysts that developed up to 35 years 
after strabismus surgery. In four of these patients the 
cyst was located between the anterior edge of the 
muscle and the site to which the muscle had been su-
tured during previous surgery. The muscle was found 
to be attached to the posterior wall of the cyst and 
not to the sclera. In two patients a sudoriferous cyst 
was found that had originally been mistaken for an 
abscess when excision was attempted [44].

Fig. 17.5 A hyperemic, pedunculated granuloma 
has formed 2 weeks following strabismus sur-
gery
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17.6.6 Dellen Formation

Dellen are small areas of corneal thinning with a 
shallow depression near the limbus. They result from 
perilimbal elevated tissue, such as heaped-up bulbar 
conjunctiva, which prevents the eyelid from resurfac-
ing the cornea with tears during blinking. Fluorescein 
dye may pool in the corneal depression. This painful 
complication is more likely to occur following a lim-
bal approach and when excessive tissue is advanced 
during a resection of a muscle. Artificial tears or other 
ocular lubricants may help to control the signs and 
symptoms. Patching may be necessary during the 
postoperative period. Once the conjunctival elevation 
lessens, the dellen will resolve. Rarely, surgery will 
be required to reduce the amount of perilimbal tis-
sue.

17.6.7 Adipose Tissue Adherence 
Syndrome

Surgical penetration of Tenon’s capsule near the fat 
pad where the extraocular muscles penetrate may re-
sult in the anterior prolapse of orbital adipose tissue. 
This can result in a scar composed of fat and fibrous 
tissue which becomes evident in the postoperative 
period. The resulting adherence syndrome will limit 
motility and produce incomitance. Future attempts to 
remove the scar may produce further restriction of 
motility. Recognized rents in Tenon’s capsule should 
be closed with an absorbable suture after the orbital 
fat is reposited during initial strabismus surgery. This 

complication is more likely to occur during surgery 
on the inferior oblique muscle, because of its poste-
rior location and proximity to Tenon’s capsule. Isola-
tion of the inferior oblique muscle under direct visu-
alization helps to avoid this complication.

17.7 Restrictive Strabismus

A major problem following strabismus surgery, par-
ticularly in reoperations, is the development of post-
operative adhesions. Scar tissue may involve the con-
junctiva, Tenon’s capsule, intermuscular membrane, 
orbital fat, sclera, and extraocular muscles. The scar 
tissue may result in a restrictive strabismus which can 
negate the effects of the strabismus procedure. Vari-
ous materials and therapeutics have been used in an 
attempt to prevent the development of surgical adhe-
sions. Sodium hyaluronate [45], and antimetabolites 
including mitomycin C [46] and 5-fluorouracil [47], 
have been used with mixed results. A bioabsorbable 
membrane composed of sodium hyaluronate and car-
boxymethylcellulose has been used experimentally 
as a sleeve or barrier to prevent surgical adhesions in 
strabismus surgery [48]. This material holds promise 
when placed between the muscle and conjunctiva in 
preventing scar formation.

17.7.1 Eyelid Position Changes

Surgery on the vertical rectus muscles may produce 
an unacceptable narrowing or widening of the palpe-
bral fissure. Eyelid displacement occurs in the same 
direction as the shift in the insertion of the muscle. 
This results from inadequate dissection of the fascial 
connections between the inferior rectus muscle and 
the lower eyelid retractors, or between the superior 
rectus muscle and levator muscle complex. Eyelid 
changes are most likely to occur following recession 
of the inferior rectus muscle, because posterior dis-
section is limited by the attachment of the inferior 
oblique to the inferior rectus muscle (Lockwood’s 
ligament; Fig. 17.7) [10]. As little as 4−5 mm of 
surgery can alter the lid position unless the inelas-
tic cords that extend between the muscle capsule, 
lower eyelid tarsal skin, and inferior orbital septum 
are completely severed. As a general rule, all inter-

Fig. 17.6 A conjunctival inclusion cyst at the in-
ferior temporal fornix incision site, 10 days fol-
lowing inferior oblique muscle recession
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muscular and fascial connections should be severed 
back to at least 12 mm when operating on the verti-
cal rectus muscles. Retractor lysis and advancement 
and reattachment of the capsulopalpebral head may 
prevent eyelid retraction after inferior rectus muscle 
recession. Patients with thyroid ophthalmopathy are 
particularly prone to lower eyelid retraction follow-
ing inferior rectus muscle surgery (Fig. 17.8) [49]. 
Proptosis may become more pronounced following 
extraocular muscle recessions particularly in patients 
with thyroid ophthalmopathy [9].

17.7.2 Advancement of the Plica 
Semilunaris and Conjunctiva

The plica semilunaris may be advanced inadvertently 
during strabismus surgery. The edge of the semilunar 
fold may be mistaken for the edge of the conjunc-
tiva and may be advanced and sutured to the sclera. 
Advancement may also occur following a large me-

dial rectus resection. This will produce protuberant 
chronically inflamed tissue and sometimes corneal 
dellen formation (Fig. 17.9). Additional surgery may 
be necessary to recess the plica and conjunctiva.

17.7.3 Adjustable Suture Issues

Complications can occur during or following an ad-
justable suture strabismus procedure. The sutures 
may detach from the sclera during postoperative 
adjustment. If recognized, the patient may need to 
be brought back to the operating room for reattach-
ment.

A common problem following adjustable su-
ture procedures is exposure of a large suture knot 
(Fig. 17.10). Every attempt should be made to cover 
the knot with the conjunctiva. An exposed knot may 
produce a painful foreign body sensation and inter-
fere with postoperative healing. Topical corticoster-
oids may be useful, although excision of the knot 
may be necessary once the muscle has attached to the 

Fig. 17.7 a Right hypotropia in child with congenital fibrosis of the inferior rectus muscle. b Retrac-
tion of the right lower eyelid shows widening of the palpebral fissure of the conjunctiva of the right 
eye, following recession of the right inferior rectus muscle in patient in Fig. 17.8a

Fig .17.8 a A preoperative right hypotropia is shown in adult thyroid patient with Grave’s ophthal-
mopathy. b A postoperative right lower eyelid retraction with conjunctival exposure following a 
recession of right inferior rectus muscle in the patient illustrated in a
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sclera. Occasionally a patient may not tolerate the ad-
justment and experience syncope from a vaso-vagal 
nerve response. The administration of an intravenous 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent, such as ketoro-
lac tromethamine, prior to adjustment works well in 
most cases.

17.7.4 Changes in Refractive Error

Surgery on two horizontal rectus muscles in one eye 
may produce a temporary change in the refractive 
error. Newly induced with-the-rule astigmatism fol-
lowing strabismus surgery usually resolves in a few 
months [50].

17.7.5 Complications Related 
to Anesthesia

During strabismus surgery, hooking and traction on 
an extraocular muscle may cause bradycardia. This 
oculocardiac reflex can produce asystole. Frequently, 
the anesthesiologist will ask the surgeon to release 
the traction on the muscle as he monitors the heart 
rate. Intravenous atropine may need to be adminis-
tered during the procedure. This reflex is unpredict-
able and can occur following traction on any rectus 
muscle.

Malignant hyperthermia is a disease characterized 
by extreme heat production which may be triggered 
by inhalational anesthetic agents, muscle relaxants, 
and some local amide anesthetics. A hypermetabolic 
state occurs as intracellular calcium stimulates mus-
cle contracture. A shift toward anaerobic metabolism 
results in lactate production and acidosis.

The earliest signs of malignant hyperthermia in-
clude tachycardia and elevated carbon dioxide. Tem-
perature rise and respiratory and metabolic acidosis 
follow. This condition can be fatal due to cardiac 
arrest if diagnosis and treatment are delayed. Early 
treatment includes hyperventilation with oxygen and 
intravenous dantrolene which prevents the release of 
calcium from the muscle cells. The surgical proce-
dure should be terminated as the anesthetic agent is 
discontinued.

The incidence of malignant hyperthermia is greater 
in children with strabismus, ptosis, and other muscu-
loskeletal abnormalities. This extremely rare condi-
tion can occur as an isolated case or as a dominantly 
inherited condition with incomplete penetrance. The 
mortality rate from this condition is about 10%. Ma-
lignant hyperthermia susceptibility testing is avail-
able to screen for this condition [51].

Fig. 17.9 Protuberant chronically inflamed con-
junctiva following resection and advancement of 
the left medial rectus muscle in a patient who un-
derwent a reoperation

Fig. 17.10 Visible knot and sutures following 
an adjustable recession of the superior rectus 
muscle
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18.1 Introduction

Eye care professionals are among the most common 
to evaluate infants and children with involuntary ocu-
lar movements, producing anxiety in the medical care 
provider as well as the family. This is due to the fre-
quent association of nystagmus with strabismus. Ny-
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Core Messages

The three most common forms of • 
nystagmus in childhood begin early 
in infancy and are not congenital, and 
include infantile nystagmus syndrome 
(old “congenital nystagmus”), 
fusion maldevelopment nystagmus 
syndrome (old “latent” nystagmus), 
and spasmus nutans syndrome.

Nystagmus associated with neurological • 
or vestibular disease can usually 
be suspected due to associated 
neurological signs and symptoms.

Eye movement recordings now provide the • 
clinician with a way to diagnose, classify, 
and understand the pathophysiology of 
nystagmus in infancy and childhood.

Medical and surgical treatments • 
aimed directly at decreasing or 
improving the ocular oscillation 
of nystagmus is now available.

Nystagmus in Infancy and Childhood
Richard W. Hertle
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stagmus comes from the Greek word nystagmos (to 
nod), drowsiness, and from nystazein (to doze); prob-
ably akin to Lithuanian snusti (also to doze). It is a 
rhythmic, involuntary oscillation of one or both eyes. 
Using the information obtained from a complete his-
tory, physical examination, as well as radiographic 
and oculographic evaluations, over two dozen types 
of nystagmus were organized and classified accord-
ing to a National Eye Institute supported collabora-
tive effort by interdisciplinary national experts and 
is called the Classification of Eye Movement Abnor-
malities and Strabismus (CEMAS; Table 18.1) [1]. 
Some forms of nystagmus are physiological, whereas 
others are pathological. Although the nystagmus is 
typically described by its more easily observable fast 

(jerk) phase, the salient clinical and pathological fea-
ture is the presence of a slow phase in one or both di-
rections. Thus, clinical descriptions of nystagmus are 
usually based on the direction of the fast phase and 
termed horizontal, vertical, or rotary, or any combi-
nation of these. The nystagmus may be conjugate or 
dysconjugate or predominantly pendular or jerky, the 
former referring to equal velocity to-and-fro move-
ment of the eyes, and the latter referring to the eyes 
moving faster in one direction and slower in the other. 
Involuntary ocular oscillations containing only fast 
phases are “saccadic oscillations and intrusions” and 
not nystagmus (see CEMAS classification). It is well 
documented that these differences may be difficult, if 
not impossible, to differentiate clinically. Recent ad-
vances in eye movement recording technology have 
increased its application in infants and children who 
have clinical disturbances of the ocular motor system 
[2, 3]. Estimates of its incidence range from 1 in 350 
to 1 in 6,550 [4−6]. It is difficult, if not impossible, 
to give accurate prevalence/incidence on all types of 
nystagmus combined, but it is known that up to 50% 
of the infantile strabismic population will either have 
infantile nystagmus syndrome (INS) or fusion malde-
velopment nystagmus syndrome (FMNS). This could 
increase the prevalence of nystagmus up to 0.5% of 
the population.

18.2 Etiology

Although the theoretical neuronal mechanisms of 
nystagmus are constantly evolving and beyond the 
scope of this chapter, it is important to state that cen-
tral ocular motor control areas are either primarily or 
secondarily responsible for generation of the anoma-
lous ocular motor signal(s). These signals include the 
pursuit system, vestibular system, and a part of the 
vestibular nuclei responsible for gaze holding called 
the “neural integrator.”

The pursuit system, previously thought to have 
only a dynamic function, provides a major input for 
fixation stability (e.g., pursuit at “0 velocity” is stable 
fixation) [7]. The vestibular system maintains a con-
stant resting firing rate that tends to drive the eyes 
contralaterally. This tendency is counterbalanced by 
the vestibular system on the opposite side unless the 
balance is changed by head rotation. The counterbal-

Table 18.1 Classification of eye movement abnormalities 
and strabismus (CEMAS) classification of nystagmus types. 
(From [1])
Classification of eye movement abnormalities and strabis-
mus involuntary ocular oscillations

Peripheral vestibular imbalance 
  Menière, drug toxicity

Central vestibular imbalance 
  Downbeat, upbeat, drug toxicity

Instability of vestibular mechanisms 
  Periodic alternating nystagmus

Disorders of visual fixation 
  Vision loss, See-saw nystagmus, drug toxicity

Disorders of gaze holding 
  Gaze evoked, acquired pendular, drug toxicity

Acquired pendular nystagmus 
  Central myelin, oculopalatal, Whipple, drug toxicity

Saccadic Intrusions and Oscillations 
   Square wave jerks, macro-saccadic oscillations, opsoclo-

nus, flutter, pulses
Miscellaneous eye movements 
  Superior oblique myokymia, ocular motor neuromyotonia

Infantile nystagmus syndrome 
   “Congenital,” “motor,” “sensory,” idiopathic, nystagmus 

blockage
Fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndrome 
  Old “latent, manifest latent,” nystagmus blockage

Spasmus nutans syndrome 
  Without optic pathway glioma 
  With optic pathway glioma
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ance is lost with unilateral vestibular damage and 
the eyes tend to drift toward the affected side. Most 
forms of acquired nystagmus are due to disease of 
the vestibular system (centrally or peripherally). Eye 
movement recordings show various combinations of 
uniplanar or multiplanar, simple pendular, linear, or 
decelerating velocity slow phases [8].

The neural integrator is a theoretical neuronal sys-
tem that changes the resting firing rate of the extraoc-
ular muscles in order to overcome the viscoelastic 
forces of the orbit and maintain a position of eccen-
tric gaze. The exact location of the neural integrator 
is unknown, but much of its function resides in the 
nucleus prepositus hypoglossi located just caudal to 
the abducens nucleus [8]. With integrator leak, the 
firing rate of the extraocular muscles is inadequate 
to overcome the viscoelastic forces of the orbit and 
maintain the desired eccentric position of gaze. This 
results in a slow drift of the eyes toward the primary 
position of gaze and a corrective saccade back toward 
the desired eccentric position. “High gain” instability 
is an engineering term used to describe the theoretical 
neurophysiology explaining the slow-phase velocity 
observed in ocular motor recordings of infantile nys-
tagmus syndrome (“gain” is the ratio of output to in-
put) [3, 9]. In this form of nystagmus the slow phase 
accelerates away from the desired position of gaze. 
These patients’ ocular motor systems’ “output” is un-
stable due to improper calibration with “input” from 
the afferent system (vision). This calibration normally 
occurs in the first few weeks to months of life. The 
pathophysiology of FMNS (old latent/manifest latent 
nystagmus) is different from and less well understood 
than INS [10]. Since it commonly is associated with 
the infantile strabismus syndrome (infantile esotro-
pia), it may be related to the documented persistence 
of naso-temporal motion processing asymmetry that 
is also characteristic of the syndrome [11].

18.3 Clinical Features

Distinguishing the “acquired” from the “benign” neo-
natal/infantile forms of nystagmus is important be-
cause of the implication for underlying neurological 
disease in acquired nystagmus. The term “congenital 
nystagmus” has become synonymous with the most 
common form of neonatal nystagmus characterized 

by an accelerating slow phase on eye movement re-
cordings [12]. We replace that term with infantile ny-
stagmus syndrome (INS) as defined by the National 
Classification of Eye Movement Abnormalities and 
Strabismus (CEMAS) [1].

In general, a clearly documented history of onset 
of any form of nystagmus in the first months of life 
should put the examiner at ease. Such history is not 
usually available since neonatal-onset nystagmus is 
frequently not noticed until later in life; however, two 
forms of neonatal nystagmus, INS and latent/FMNS, 
are so typical that they can be assumed to have begun 
in the neonatal period. A summary algorithm is pre-
sented in Fig. 18.1 to help the clinician in distinguish-
ing the more “benign” forms of nystagmus in infancy 
and childhood.

18.4 Infantile Nystagmus Syndrome

Familiarity with the clinical features of infantile ny-
stagmus syndrome (INS; previously congenital “mo-
tor” nystagmus or “CN”) is essential. The INS is 
an ocular motor disorder of unknown etiology that 
presents at birth or early infancy and is clinically 
characterized by involuntary oscillations of the eyes 
(see Table 18.2 for distinguishing features). The INS 
can occur in association with congenital or acquired 
defects in the visual sensory system (e.g., albinism, 
achromatopsia, and congenital cataracts) [4, 13]. The 
cause and precise mechanism of INS has not been 
elucidated. Children with this condition frequently 
present with a head turn, which is used to maintain the 
eyes in the position of gaze of the null point (point of 
minimum nystagmus). Head oscillations are common 
in INS but are not used as the strategy to improve vi-
sion, except in those rare patients with abnormal gain 
of their vestibulo-ocular reflex. Oscillopsia is almost 
never present in INS. Accurate and repeatable clas-
sification and diagnosis of nystagmus in infancy as 
INS is best accomplished by a combination of clini-
cal and motility findings; in some cases, the latter are 
indispensable for diagnosis (Fig. 18.2).

In an infant diagnosed with INS ocular motility 
analysis can also be helpful in determining visual 
status. Analysis of binocular or monocular differ-
ences in waveforms and foveation periods reflect 
development of the afferent visual system. The INS 
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may result from a primary defect (e.g., familial 
X-linked), ocular motor calibration, or from abnor-
mal cross-talk from a defective sensory system to 
the developing motor system at any time during the 
motor system’s sensitive period. The primary ocular 

motor instability underlying INS is the same, but its 
clinical and oculographic expression are modified by 
both initial and final developmental integrity of all 
parallel afferent visual system processes. Visual loss 
should be highly suspected in any infant or toddler 

Fig. 18.1 Clinical algorithm to assist with clinical differentiation of nystagmus associated with visual 
system disease from neurological disease and additional work-up if neurological disease is suspected

Table 18.2 CEMAS criteria for infantile nystagmus syndrome. (From [1])
Disease name Infantile nystagmus syndromea

Criteria Infantile onset, ocular motor recordings show diagnostic (accelerating) slow phases
Common 
associated 
findings

Conjugate, horizontal−torsional, increases with fixation attempt, progression from pendular to jerk, family 
history often positive, constant, conjugate, with or without associated sensory system deficits (e.g., albi-
nism, achromatopsia), associated strabismus or refractive error, decreases with convergence, null and neu-
tral zones present, associated head posture or head shaking, may exhibit a “latent” component, “reversal” 
with OKN stimulus or (a)periodicity to the oscillation. Candidates on chromosome X and 6. May decrease 
with induced convergence, increased fusion, extraocular muscle surgery, contact lenses, and sedation

General 
comments

Waveforms may change in early infancy, head posture usually evident by 4 years of age. Vision prognosis 
dependent on integrity of sensory system

a Old congenital nystagmus and “motor and sensory” nystagmus
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with onset of nystagmus after early infancy, since 
mild-to-moderate visual loss may not be readily ap-
parent in the preverbal years. If a child with nystag-
mus has suspected visual loss, but a normal ocular 
examination, an afferent and neurological system 
work-up is necessary since retinal dysfunction may 
be detected even in the absence of pigmentary de-
generation.

18.5 Fusion Maldevelopment 
Nystagmus Syndrome

Fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndrome 
(FMNS; previously “latent” nystagmus) is a benign, 
jerk nystagmus that begins in early infancy and is 

easily observed under monocular viewing condi-
tions. It is bilateral and conjugate, with the slow 
phase toward the covered eye and the fast phase 
toward the viewing or suppressed eye. Strabismus, 
usually in the form of esotropia, is almost always 
present (Table 18.3). It may be difficult to distin-
guish from INS since patients with INS, esotropia, 
and a “latent” component appear clinically identical 
to patients with FMNS. The only sure way to di-
agnose FMNS is by ocular motor recordings [4, 5, 
10−12, 14]. The FMNS can appear to be converted 
to “pure” latent nystagmus if the strabismus is re-
paired (Figs. 18.2, 18.3).

With eye movement recordings, mild FMNS can 
usually be detected in those patients who appear to 
have only latent nystagmus clinically. The nystag-
mus simply becomes more prominent when one eye 
is occluded. True latent nystagmus is uncommon. 

Fig. 18.2 Eye movement recording of infantile nystagmus syndrome (INS) with “latent compo-
nent.” With both eyes open there is right-beating nystagmus with increasing velocity slow phases 
(jerk with extended foveation). With the left eye viewing only there is a change in direction to left 
beating with a less stable jerk wave form and with right eye viewing the direction changes to right 
beating again, using the preferred eye. This patient would be clinically indistinguishable from 
one with fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndrome. R right, L left, OD right eye, OS left eye, 
OU both eyes, Deg degrees, Position eye position trace, Velocity differentiated eye position trace 
giving eye velocity signal showing direction of fast phase
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The FMNS tends to dampen on adduction, so pa-
tients with this condition may present with a head 
turn toward the side of the fixating eye. These pa-
tients have an “adduction” null with the fixing eye 

and not a true “gaze” null position. In addition to 
causing the head posture, FMNS can cause the pa-
tient to have much worse monocular than binocular 
visual acuity.

Table 18.3 CEMAS criteria for fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndrome. (From [1])
Disease name Fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndromea

Criteria Infantile onset, associated strabismus, ocular motor recordings show two types of slow phases (linear and 
decelerating) plus high-frequency, low-amplitude pendular nystagmus (dual-jerk waveform), jerk in direc-
tion of fixing eye

Common 
associated 
findings

Conjugate, horizontal, uniplanar; usually no associated sensory system deficits (e.g., albinism, achro-
matopsia), may change with exaggerated convergence (“blockage”), head posture associated with fixing 
eye in adduction, no head shaking, may exhibit “reversal” with OKN stimulus, no (a)periodicity to the 
oscillation. Dissociated strabismus may be present. Decreases with increased fusion (binocular function)

General 
comments

Intensity decreases with age

a Old latent/manifest latent nystagmus

Fig. 18.3 Eye movement recording of fusion maldevelopment nystagmus syndrome (FMNS). With 
both eyes open there is are small-amplitude left-beating movements with linear and decreasing 
velocity slow phases. With the left eye viewing only there is a change in intensity to clinically 
obvious left-beating nystagmus; with the right eye viewing the direction changes to more intense 
right-beating nystagmus because this is the non-preferred eye. This patient would be clinically 
indistinguishable from one with infantile nystagmus syndrome and a “latent” component. R right, 
L left, OD right eye, OS left eye, OU both eyes, Deg degrees, Position eye position trace, Veloc-
ity differentiated eye position trace giving eye velocity signal showing direction of fast phase
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18.6 Spasmus Nutans Syndrome

Spasmus nutans syndrome (SNS) is the third most 
common “nonacquired” oscillation beginning in in-
fancy and consisting of the association of pendular, 
high frequency, small amplitude, dysconjugate oscil-
lations, a head nodding oscillation, and a head tilt. 
This usually becomes less noticeable as the infant 
becomes a toddler. Unlike in INS, the head nodding 
may result in improvement of vision and decrease in 
the nystagmus. The characteristic clinical feature of 
spasmus nutans is the very fine, rapid pendular nature 
of the nystagmus [15]. It may be horizontal, vertical, 
or torsional. Tremendous asymmetry is associated 
with amblyopia of the more involved eye. Spasmus 
nutans may be a completely benign condition that 
may clinically, but not oculographically, resolve 
within 2 years (Table 18.4); however, tumors of the 
diencephalon can cause a condition indistinguishable 
from spasmus nutans. Consequently, neuroimaging 
or careful monitoring for visual, neurological, or en-
docrinological decline is essential.

18.7 Clinical Evaluation

The goal of the history and physical examination is 
to determine whether the nystagmus has been present 
from “birth” (the first few months of life) or acquired 
later (Tables 18.5, 18.6). Information regarding a 
family history of neonatal eye disease, the preg-
nancy, labor, delivery, and growth and development 
since birth should be sought. Vision testing proce-

dures assume special importance. The patient’s “bin-
ocular acuity” should be tested first. Binocular acuity 
is the “person’s” acuity and monocular acuity is the 
“eye’s” acuity; these two are often very different in 
patients with nystagmus. If present, the patient must 
be allowed to assume their anomalous head posture 
(AHP; which is often impossible if a phoropter is be-
ing used). During the examination of visual acuity 
in nystagmus patients with an AHP it is imperative 
to observe the direction of the posture over a 5- to 
7-min period. Up to 17% patients with INS (and up 
to 33% with albinism) have a periodicity to the direc-
tion of their fast phase [16]. This manifests clinically 
as a changing head posture in the direction of this 
fast phase.

In older children a subjective refraction is the 
foundation for any type of refractive therapy. The 
best way to do this is to fog the eye not being re-
fracted with only enough extra plus to decrease the 
vision in that eye one to three lines. In many patients 
with coincidental strabismus (about 50% of the child-
hood nystagmus population) they can often fix well 
enough with one eye at a time, and be subjectively 
aware of this, that no fogging is necessary. Now your 
usual routine for subjective refraction can be accom-
plished. In those patients in whom there is a different 
refraction under cycloplegia, record both subjective 
and objective refraction for decision making regard-
ing spectacle prescription.

Complete clinical evaluation of the ocular oscil-
lation also includes fast-phase direction, movement 
intensity, conjugacy, gaze effects, convergence ef-
fects, and effect of monocular cover. The amplitude, 
frequency, and direction of the nystagmus in all di-

Table 18.4 CEMAS criteria for spasmus nutans nystagmus syndrome. (From [1])
Disease name Spasmus nutans syndrome
Criteria Infantile onset, variable conjugacy, small-frequency, low-amplitude oscillation, abnormal head posture 

and head oscillation, improves (“disappears”) during childhood, normal MRI/CT Scan of visual pathways; 
ocular motility recordings – high-frequency (>10 Hz), asymmetric, variable conjugacy, pendular oscilla-
tions

Common 
associated 
findings

Dysconjugate, asymmetric, multiplanar, family history of strabismus, may be greater in one (abducting) 
eye, constant, head posture/oscillation (horizontal or vertical), usually no associated sensory system defi-
cits may have associated strabismus and amblyopia, may increase with convergence, head bobbing, head 
posture may be compensatory; normal fundus exam; decreases with increased fusion (binocular function)

General 
comments

Usually spontaneously remits clinically in 2−8 years, remains present with eye movement recordings
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rections of gaze can be documented with a simple 
diagram. The clinician can also observe the nystag-
mus while moving the patient’s head. Evaluation of 
associated motility systems (e.g., strabismus, pursuit, 
saccades, and vestibulo-ocular reflex) can be clini-
cally evaluated and recorded separately from obser-
vations of the oscillation. In older children fusional 
and accommodative amplitudes can be measured 
using prisms and a gradient technique, respectively. 
Changes in the character of the nystagmus with con-
vergence or monocular viewing should be noted.

18.8 Ocular Motility Recordings

Electrophysiological analysis using precise eye 
movement recordings have provided a new basis for 
eye movement abnormality classification, etiology, 
and treatment. These electrophysiological investiga-
tions have impacted eye movement systems research 
in much the same way as electrocardiography did 
in the study of cardiac rhythms. The most common 
methods used in clinical practice in order of increas-
ing sensitivity and precision includes “contact” elec-
trooculography, infrared reflectance oculography, 
video oculography, and scleral contact lens/magnetic 
search coils. Practical applications of eye movement 
recording technology in clinical medicine include 
diagnosis/differentiation of eye movement disorders 
and utility as an “outcome measure” in clinical re-
search. Eye movement recordings, by convention, 
display the data during continuous periods of time. 
Position and velocity traces are clearly marked with 
up being rightward or upward eye movements, and 
down being leftward or downward eye movements.

18.9 Treatment

There are a number of signs and symptoms due to ny-
stagmus that are amenable to treatment (Tables 18.7, 
18.8). The first and most obvious is decreased vision 
(central visual acuity, gaze-angle acuity, near acu-
ity). Correction of significant refractive errors with 
spectacles and importantly contact lenses in children 
with nystagmus is the single most powerful thera-
peutic intervention for improving vision and visual 

Table 18.5 Criteria for neurological work-up
History
  Onset of nystagmus after 6−9 months of age
   History of severe prematurely or developmental or genetic 

diseases
  Abnormal pregnancy, labor, or delivery
  Abnormal and/or delayed growth
  Exposure to toxins or drugs
Ophthalmic examination
   Abnormal vision of the eye(s) (e.g., photophobia, delayed 
visual behavior)

   Abnormal structural examination of the eye(s) (e.g., foveal 
or optic nerve dysplasia)

   Nystagmus pattern vertical, asymmetric, dysconjugate, 
or associated with other ocular motor disorders, e.g., de-
creased pursuit, abnormal saccades, and paretic gaze

General pediatric examination
   Pediatrician is concerned with growth, development, 

or patient has manifest “hard” or “soft” focal or diffuse 
neurologic signs

Table 18.6 Extended nystagmus work-up
Ophthalmologic
  Electroretinogram
  Visual evoked response
  Ocular motility recordings
Neurologic
  Pediatric neurologic examination
  Neuroimaging (e.g., CAT scan or MRI)
   ± Brainstem auditory evoked potential
   ± Electroencephalography
Developmental/genetic
  Genetic specialist evaluation (e.g., pedigree, specialized  
  physical exam, chromosome analysis, etc.)
  Pediatric developmental specialist evaluation (e.g.,  
  psychometric, fine and gross motor and cognitive  
  evaluations)
Serum and/or urine for metabolic diseases
  Storage diseases (Neiman Pick C, Gaucher, sialidosis 
  types I and II, Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease, GM2  
  type III
  Amino acidurias
  Leukodystrophies and other degenerative neurologic  
  conditions
  Lipid metabolism disorders
  Amyloidosis
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Table 18.7 Medical treatment of nystagmus
Nystagmus type Treatment
Infantile nystagmus syndrome Fresnell prisms, orthoptics, gabapentin, Baclofen, biofeedback, acupuncture

Acquired pendular nystagmus Fresnell prisms, orthoptics, gabapentin, Baclofen, clonazepam, cannabis, alcohol, car-
bamazepine, 5-hydroxytryptophan, scopolamine, memantine, Botox

Peripheral vestibular Positional exercises, betahistine, cinnarizine, acetazolamide

Downbeat 3,4 Diaminopyridine, clonazepam, gabapentin

Upbeat Baclofen, clonazepam, gabapentin

Periodic alternating Baclofen, Botox

See-saw Baclofen

Saccadic intrusions/oscillations Baclofen, propranolol, clonazepam

Superior oblique myokymia Carbamazepine, propranolol, timolol

Opsoclonus Corticosteroids, propranolol, clonazepam, Baclofen

Ocular motor neuromyotonia Carbamazepine

Voluntary ocular flutter Prism, orthoptics

Chronic internuclear ophthal-
moplegia

Prism, orthoptics

Table 18.8 Nystagmus surgical procedures
Operation 1: Induced convergence (artificial divergence)
  Indication: Binocular function (stereopsis) with observable convergence damping
  Preparation: Prism adapt with 7 BO each eye, not Fresnell
  Technique: Bilateral medial rectus recess 3.0 and bilateral lateral rectus tenotomy with reattachment

Operation 2: Eccentric horizontal null position alone
  Indication: Clinically observable eccentric gaze null with head posture in opposite direction
  Preparation: Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype, no changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Technique:
   Recess lateral rectus 10.0 in the abducted eye and medial rectus 7.0 in the adducted eye with tenotomies and reattachment  
   of the other horizontal recti for turns up to 20°
   Recess lateral rectus 10.0 in the abducted eye and medial rectus 7.0 in the adducted eye 10.0 and resect the medial rectus  
   7.0 in the abducted eye and resect the lateral rectus 11.0 in the adducted eye for turns >20°

Operation 3: Torsional head posture
  Indication: Torsional head posture alone
  Preparation: Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype, no changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Technique: Horizontal transposition of vertical recti one full tendon width (hint: take the vertical recti off, move the eyes  
   in the direction of the head posture, reattach the vertical recti), i.e., right head tilt, RSREC nasal, RIREC temporal, LSREC  
   temporal, LIREC nasal
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function in these patients. Refractive etiologies of 
decreased “vision” include either one or a combina-
tion of conditions, e.g., myopia, hyperopia, astigma-
tism, and anisometropia. These refractive conditions 
can contribute significantly to already impaired vi-
sion. The second is an eccentric gaze, convergence 

null, or adduction null [17−20]. The eccentric gaze-
null is due to INS or acquired nystagmus (e.g., chin-
down in down-beat nystagmus), the adduction null 
due to FMNS (manifest strabismus with the preferred 
eye fixing in adduction), convergence damping due 
to INS (“nystagmus blockage”), and a periodically 

Table 18.8 (continued)
Operation 4: Chin-up head posture
  Indication: Chin-up head posture alone, nystagmus changes intensity in upgaze
  Preparation: Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype, no changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Technique: Bilateral superior oblique 5.0 mm tenectomy nasal to the superior rectus plus bilateral inferior rectus 4.0  
  recessions

Operation 5: Chin-down head posture
  Indication: Chin-down head posture alone, nystagmus changes intensity in downgaze
  Preparation: Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype, no changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Technique: Bilateral inferior oblique myectomy plus bilateral superior rectus 4.0 recessions

Operation 6: Head posture for Nystagmus and Strabismus
  Indication: Head posture plus strabismus
  Preparation:
  Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype or esotropia with fusion maldevelopment and adduction Null, i.e., no  
  changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Determine fixing eye (eye driving the head posture)
  Technique: Straighten the head with prism correction over the preferred eye, neutralize the resulting strabismic deviation  
  with prism over the non-preferred eye. Perform bilateral recess/resect on each eye’s respective measured prism correction

Operation 7: Multiplanar head posture
  Indication: Combination chin up/down and face turn
  Preparation: Rule out aperiodic or periodic infantile subtype or esotropia with fusion maldevelopment and adduction null,  
  i.e., no changing posture over 10 min of observation
  Technique: Three muscles each eye. Combine respective oblique plus vertical recti (above) for chin up/down with 10.0  
  recess of lateral rectus of abducting eye and 7.0 recess of medial rectus of adducting eye

Operation 8: Nystagmus and Strabismus
  Indication: Nystagmus and horizontal strabismus with no head posture
  Preparation: Treat refractive errors
  Technique: Recess/resect of all four horizontal recti for the total deviation or bilateral recess for the total deviation plus  
  tenotomy with reattachment on the remaining two horizontal recti

Operation 9: Nystagmus alone (about 15% of INS population)
  Indication: INS with or without periodicity and no strabismus, static anomalous head posture or fusion with convergence  
  damping
  Preparation: Rule out strabismus, static head posture or convergence damping
  Technique: Bilateral horizontal recti tenotomy with reattachment or bilateral horizontal rectus recession (lateral recti recess  
  10.0−12.0 and bilateral medial recess 8.0−10.0)
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changing head posture due to (a)periodic alternating 
nystagmus. The third is oscillopsia, which is usually 
due to either acquired nystagmus or a change in the 
sensory/motor status of patient with INS. Other less 
common associated signs and symptoms include hy-
poaccommodation and photophobia. General medi-
cal and eye muscle surgical treatment guidelines are 
outlined in Tables 18.7 and 18.8. The data collected 
from many surgical studies on these patients support 
the hypothesis that surgical manipulation of the ex-
traocular muscles in patients with oculographically 
diagnosed INS “improves” the oscillation and vi-
sual functions [21−24]. Although patients will have 
absolute improvement in visual acuity, this is in the 
range of one to three Snellen lines. Other “measures” 
of visual function are improved after surgery, and 
probably contribute to the visual “well-being.” These 
“measures” include vision in eccentric gaze (gaze-
dependent visual acuity), absolute recognition time, 
and improved depth and breadth of the null zone and 
binocular field [21−24]. The clinical and electrophys-
iological consequences of extraocular muscle surgery 
in patients with INS may be due to interruption of 
the afferent proprioceptive loop, producing a damped 
peripheral ocular−motor response to the nystagmus 
signal [25].

The prognosis of all these ocular oscillations de-
pends on the type of underlying ocular and systemic 
disease. In general, infantile forms improve with time 
unless they are associated with a degenerative ocular 
or systemic disease. Acquired forms are more visu-
ally disturbing and follow the course of the underly-
ing neurological disease.
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often associated with, but not caused by, 
other diseases in the visual system.
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nystagmus are no longer correct terms, 
as the motor oscillation of infantile 
nystagmus with or without associated 
afferent system disease is due to the same 
abnormality in the pursuit system.

Early diagnosis and treatment of the • 
various types of nystagmus and associated 
visual system abnormalities improves the 
prognosis for vision and visual function.
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19.1 Congenital Ptosis

19.1.1 Anatomic Considerations

The normal upper eyelid margin forms a curved arch 
and overlies the superior 1−2 mm of the cornea. The 
peak of this curve is approximately 1 mm nasal to 
the center of the cornea. Strands from the external 
levator aponeurosis attach to the skin and form the 
upper eyelid crease [1]. In conditions with abnormal 
levator development, such as congenital ptosis, the 
upper eyelid crease is reduced or absent. The orbital 
septum defines the anterior boundary of the orbit and 
overlies orbital fat. The orbital septum is important in 
eyelid anatomy. In Caucasians’ upper eyelids the or-
bital septum and levator aponeurosis fuse at approxi-
mately the superior tarsal border 10 mm above the lid 
margin; however, in Asian eyelids the septum inserts 
much lower into the levator aponeurosis resulting in 
inferior displacement of orbital fat and a lower eyelid 
crease [2]. Posterior to the levator aponeurosis is the 
underlying Muller’s muscle.

The upper eyelid tarsus is approximately 10 mm 
in its vertical height in the adult and proportionately 
shorter in children. The medial canthal tendon at-
taches to the anterior and posterior lacrimal crest and 
the fascia of the lacrimal sac. The lateral canthal ten-
don attaches to the lateral border of the tarsus and to 
Whitnall’s tubercle inside the lateral orbital rim. The 
normal lateral canthus is slightly above the medial 
canthal tendon in the horizontal plane.

The levator muscle originates from the lesser wing 
of the sphenoid. It runs posterior to anterior along the 
superior orbit. Just inside the superior orbital rim the 
levator muscle crosses and fuses with Whitnall’s liga-
ment, which provides support to the levator muscle 
and its aponeurosis. Turning inferiorly at Whitnall’s 
ligament, the levator aponeurosis spreads out hori-
zontally to form a fan-shaped structure. This struc-
ture attaches to the periosteum medially and laterally 
forming the medial and lateral horns. The levator 
aponeurosis also inserts broadly across the anterior 
surface of the upper eyelid tarsus with fine strands of 
the levator aponeurosis inserting into the eyelid skin 
and forming the eyelid crease.

Muller’s muscle complex arises from the posterior 
aspect of the levator muscle, lies along the posterior 
surface of the levator aponeurosis, and inserts into the 

superior border of the tarsus. The superior division of 
cranial nerve III innervates the levator palpebrae su-
perioris muscle, while Muller’s muscle is innervated 
by the sympathetic nervous system.

19.1.2 Developmental Considerations

Congenital ptosis of the upper eyelid is typically seen 
in association with an abnormal development of the 
levator muscle complex. Although typically sporadic, 
familial ptosis is linked to chromosome 1p [3]. It is 
now believed that the primary defect in congenital 
ptosis is an abnormality in the development of a part 
of cranial nerve III responsible for innervation of the 
levator palpebrae superioris. Because the extraocular 
muscles require innervation to develop properly, a 
developmental abnormality of innervation results in 
a muscle with reduced muscle fibers and a variable 
degree of reduced levator muscle function. This is a 
more limited presentation of what occurs in congeni-
tal fibrosis syndrome [4, 5], where ptosis of the upper 
eyelid is a common component. Congenital ptosis oc-
curs either unilaterally or bilaterally. Superior rectus 
muscle weakness can occur in association with con-
genital ptosis.

Dysfunction or interruption of the ocular sympa-
thetic nerve causes ptosis, miosis, and anhydrosis. 
This triad of signs is known as Horner syndrome [6].

Ptosis of the child’s upper eyelid is most often 
present from birth. Ptosis in the child is occasionally 
due to congenital myasthenia, muscular dystrophy, 
syndromic associations, or to acquired abnormalities 
such as trauma or loss of innervation to Muller’s mus-
cle. It is usually due to an isolated abnormality in the 
neuromuscular development of the levator palpebrae 
superioris; however, mechanical factors can contrib-
ute to ptosis such as relative enophthalmos following 
an orbital fracture. Congenital ptosis that occurs in 
the Marcus Gunn jaw-winking phenomenon is a re-
sult of aberrant innervation of the levator muscle with 
nerves normally directed to the muscles of mastica-
tion. Typically, with contralateral jaw movement the 
ptotic eyelid elevates. This is often noticed in infancy 
when the child seems to “wink” while nursing or tak-
ing a bottle (Fig. 19.1).
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19.1.3 Evaluation

Careful history should be taken as to the variability of 
the ptosis. While most patients with congenital ptosis 
report slight worsening with fatigue, this variability 
is typically minor and the ptosis is always present. 
A history of a normal eyelid position after sleep fol-
lowed by significant ptosis when the patient is fa-
tigued should raise a concern for myasthenia gravis. 
In the young child, sufficient cooperation to assess 
fatigability may not be possible. Tests, which can be 
performed to establish the diagnosis of myasthenia 
gravis, include the ice test, rest test, and the tensilon 
test and neostigmine tests. Tests for acetylcholine re-
ceptor antibodies are rarely positive in isolated ocular 
myasthenia gravis, especially in childhood. If pres-
ent, acetylcholine receptor antibodies are strongly 
indicative of the presence of myasthenia gravis [7]. A 
positive tensilon test, abnormal single-fiber EMG re-
cordings, and therapeutic responses to anticholinest-
erase medicines or corticosteroids establish this diag-
nosis. If myasthenia is strongly suspected, then a trial 
of mestinon or corticosteroids is indicated. All cases 
of acquired Horner syndrome and selected cases of 
congenital Horner syndrome should be evaluated for 
an underlying neurologic etiology, such as a neuro-
blastoma involving the ocular sympathetic pathway. 
Other causes of congenital and acquired ptosis should 
be considered, including third cranial nerve paresis, 
Kearns-Sayre syndrome (Fig. 19.2), orbital tumors 
and trauma.

All patients with congenital ptosis require repeated 
visual acuity testing and determinations of refractive 
error. Frequently, amblyopia occurs due to induced 
astigmatism, and less commonly due to occlusion of 
the line of sight [8]. The presence of a chin elevation 
may allow for peripheral fusion but does not exclude 
the presence of amblyopia [9].

Treatment of uncomplicated congenital ptosis is 
dependent on the amount of ptosis present in the pri-

Fig. 19.1 a Left Marcus Gunn jaw wink ptosis. b Sucking results in elevation of the ptotic eyelid

Fig. 19.2 Kearns-Sayre syndrome. Patient with severe ptosis 
and nearly complete external ophthalmoplegia
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mary position, as well as the amount of levator muscle 
function. Patients with unilateral or bilateral ptosis 
often use their frontalis muscle to elevate the eye-
lids; therefore, it is important to position the brow in 
the normal position prior to measuring the amount of 
ptosis. The lid margin-reflex distance (MRD) should 
be measured. The MRD is the distance from a cor-
neal light reflex to the upper eyelid margin with the 
patient’s eyes in primary gaze. The amount of levator 
function also should be measured. This can be dif-
ficult in younger children and infants. In congenital 
ptosis the amount of ptosis inversely correlates with 
the amount of levator function. Repeated examina-
tions help the surgeon obtain reliable measurements 
of the amount of ptosis and levator function. Leva-
tor function is measured by firmly fixing the brow to 
immobilize the frontalis muscle. The millimeters of 
eyelid margin movement from full downgaze to full 
upgaze is then determined. A full examination of the 
extraocular muscles should be performed. In addition 
to a determination of the superior rectus muscle func-
tion, one should check the Bell phenomenon (upward 
deviation of the eye during forced lid closure). A 
normal (present) Bell phenomenon is important be-
cause lagophthalmos is common following repair of 
congenital ptosis [10]. When superior rectus muscle 
function is reduced, a surgeon should be more con-
servative in the amount of surgery performed to cor-
rect the ptosis. Because reliable Schirmer testing is 
difficult in the child, examination of the tear film and 
careful evaluation of the cornea for any signs of ex-
posure both pre- and postoperatively is necessary. In 
addition, one should determine the corneal sensitiv-
ity. Patients with diminished corneal sensitivity due 
to innervation abnormalities are at increased risk of 
exposure keratopathy following surgical correction 
of congenital ptosis. The surgeon should be cautious 
and avoid surgery or reduce the amount of ptosis cor-
rection if abnormal corneal sensitivity exists.

In addition to measuring levator function, the eye-
lid should be assessed with its response to phenyleph-
rine. One drop of 2.5% phenylephrine is instilled into 
the lower cul-de-sac in younger children and infants. 
Re-measure the MRD after approximately 5 min. If 
the eyelid elevates to a near-normal position, tighten-
ing or resection of Muller’s muscle is considered for 
ptosis repair.

In patients with Marcus Gunn jaw-winking pto-
sis, the amount of eyelid retraction with movement 

of the jaw should be evaluated. If significant retrac-
tion is present, extirpation of the involved levator 
muscle combined with a frontalis suspension should 
be performed. Failure to extirpate the involved leva-
tor muscle will result in persistent wink. If only mild 
retraction occurs, ptosis repair should be undertaken 
using standard amounts of surgery. An external leva-
tor resection is the usual procedure.

19.1.4 Timing of Surgical Intervention

In most situations congenital ptosis is repaired be-
tween the ages of 4 and 5 years. Occlusion amblyopia 
from severe ptosis is rare. When recognized, surgical 
repaired should be performed. Most ptosis-associated 
amblyopia is caused by induced astigmatism. If a sig-
nificant astigmatism develops, spectacle correction 
and amblyopia therapy should be instituted.

19.1.5 Surgical Procedures

There are several options for the surgical manage-
ment of congenital ptosis. The two main surgical 
procedures are the external levator resection and the 
frontalis suspension procedure. The Muller’s muscle 
procedures (Fasanella Servat and Mullerectomy) may 
be used for the correction in mild ptosis, and works 
especially well in neurogenic ptosis associated with 
Horner syndrome.

19.1.5.1 Levator Muscle Procedures

Levator aponeurosis/muscle shortening procedures 
are performed in cases of mild to moderate ptosis 
(Fig. 19.3). Although classic levator aponeurosis de-
hiscence can be encountered in the pediatric popula-
tion, more commonly decreased levator function and 
levator muscle dysgenesis is encountered. A more 
generous resection of the levator muscle aponeurosis 
is required in children than in the adult. The amount 
of resection is dependent on the amount of levator 
function measured (Table 19.1). In cases of severe 
congenital ptosis, supramaximal levator muscle re-
section can produce satisfactory eyelid height in pri-
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mary position; however, the lagophthalmos created 
by this procedure is usually much greater than that 
created with the frontalis suspension procedure.

The surgical approach is through the eyelid crease, 
dissecting through skin and then through orbital sep-
tum. The underlying levator aponeurosis is exposed 
beneath the preaponeurotic fat. The levator aponeu-
rosis is separated from the tarsal plate and dissection 
in the plane between Muller’s muscle and levator 
aponeurosis is carried superiorly to expose and sepa-
rate the levator tendon (Fig. 19.4). In cases where a 
large resection is anticipated the lateral and medial 
horns of the aponeurosis are cut. Three partial thick-
ness sutures are placed in the anterior tarsal surface 
3−4 mm below the superior border of the tarsus. These 
sutures are then placed through the levator aponeuro-
sis. Because the patient is usually under general an-
esthesia, the amount of resection needs to be deter-
mined prior to surgery. Sutures are tied with a single 

throw knot on the anterior surface of the aponeurosis 
and are replaced and retied until the surgeon is satis-
fied with the eyelid height and contour. Square knots 
are then tied and the levator tendon distal to the su-
tures is resected. The eyelid crease may be formed 
with separate sutures between the levator tendon and 
the eyelid skin, or by incorporating bites of the leva-
tor tendon into the skin closure.

19.1.5.2 Frontalis Suspension

Frontalis suspension procedures are used in unilateral 
or bilateral cases of severe ptosis with very poor leva-
tor function (Fig. 19.5) [11]. Autogenous fascia lata 
can be obtained from the leg of the child. Typically, 
children are 3−4 years of age before an adequate 
length of fascia lata is obtainable. Banked irradiated 
fascia lata is available; however, autogenous fascia 

Fig. 19.3 a Moderate congenital ptosis of the right upper eyelid with moderate levator muscle function. b Improved eyelid height 
following 10-mm external levator muscle resection

Table 19.1 Assessment of levator function
Levator function 4-mm ptosis 3-mm ptosis 2-mm ptosis 1- to 2-mm ptosis + 

phenylephrine test
Poor  (< 4 mm) Frontalis suspension − − −
Moderate  (5−7 mm) − ELR 17−22 mm ELR 12−15 mm −
Moderate  (8−10 mm) − ELR 15−17 mm ELR 10−12 mm −
Good  (10−13 mm) − − ELR  6−9 mm −
Excellent  (> 14 mm) − − − Mullerectomy
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lata has a lower rate of recurrent ptosis. Newer non-
resorbing materials are available such as mersilene 
mesh, supramid suture, and expanded polytetrafluo-
roethylene (ePTFE). Synthetic supramid suture can 
be used for temporary elevation of the eyelid but 
may result in recurrent ptosis within 18 months [12]. 
Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) is now 
available in strips specifically designed for use in 
ptosis repair (ptose-up, FCI Ophthalmics, Marshfield 
Hills, Mass.).

In cases of severe unilateral ptosis, bilateral fron-
talis suspensions have been performed in order to 
provide a symmetric eyelid appearance, particularly 
in downgaze where lagophthalmos is most notable; 
however, if unilateral frontalis suspension is per-

formed and postoperative asymmetry is an issue, the 
fellow normal eyelid can be operated subsequently. 
In instances of asymmetric bilateral ptosis, requiring 
a frontalis suspension procedure on the more severely 
affected side, bilateral frontalis suspension typically 
results in the best cosmetic result. 

The double rhomboid technique provides excel-
lent results (Fig. 19.6). The brow of the child is the 
most mobile section of the forehead and allows for 
both adequate elevation of the eyelid as well as good 
closure of the eyelid. Some surgeons prefer a central 
knot higher on the forehead. While this provides ex-
cellent contour and suspension to the upper lid, the 
more fixed superior forehead does not allow as much 
dynamic eyelid movement.

Fig. 19.5 a Severe bilateral congenital ptosis. b Improved eyelid height following bilateral frontalis suspension using the double 
rhomboid technique

Fig. 19.4 a The aponeurosis of the levator muscle has been 
dissected off of the tarsus and underlying Muller’s muscle and 
conjunctiva. b Sutures placed in the Tarsus and passed through 

the levator aponeurosis; Muller’s muscle is seen at the superior 
border of the tarsus. c The sutures have been securely tied and 
distal portion of the levator aponeurosis resected
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19.1.5.3 Tarsal Muller’s Muscle Procedures

Tarsal Muller’s muscle procedures are excellent pro-
cedures in those patients with excellent levator func-
tion and mild ptosis, especially for those patients who 
have a congenital or acquired Horner syndrome.

19.1.6 Complications of Ptosis Surgery

The primary complications of ptosis surgery are un-
dercorrections, overcorrections, and lagophthalmos 
with exposure keratopathy. Other complications in-
clude abnormal eyelid crease, ectropion, entropion, 
conjunctival prolapse, infection, and bleeding. Blind-
ness is a rare but devastating complication. Under-
correction is common in congenital ptosis, while 
overcorrection is unusual. Evaluation for exposure 
keratopathy should be performed for at all postop-
erative examinations. Lubrication with ointments and 
artificial tears is used postoperatively until the cor-
neal examination is stable.

19.2 Other Eyelid Disorders

19.2.1 Blepharophimosis Syndrome

Blepharophimosis syndrome is an autosomal-domi-
nant syndrome whose characteristic features include 

ptosis, epicanthus inversus, telecanthus, blepharophi-
mosis (a short horizontal palpebral fissure length), 
and variable lower eyelid ectropion. Each of the in-
dividual abnormalities is addressed surgically, either 
simultaneously or at separate sessions.

19.2.2 Anophthalmos 
and Microphthalmos

True anophthalmos is extremely rare, and most cases 
of clinical anophthalmos likely represent severe mi-
crophthalmos. Microphthalmos represents a range 
of ocular developmental abnormalities from nearly 
complete absence of identifiable ocular structures to a 
small normally formed eye, a condition referred to as 
nanophthalmos. Microphthalmos often is associated 
with abnormal or reduced orbital bony size because 
the eyelid and orbital development are dependent on 
ocular development. Eyelid deformities also result 
and include a shortened horizontal palpebral fissure 
length. Treatment involves serial prosthetic conform-
ers to enlarge the cul-de-sacs. In more severe cases 
the orbital volume can be expanded using dermis fat 
grafts, orbital implants, and orbital expanders [13]. 
Soft tissue growth parallels bone growth. Using these 
various techniques an acceptable cosmetic appear-
ance is often achieved.

Fig. 19.6a−c Frontalis suspension using the double rhomboid 
technique. a Three brow incisions and three eyelid incisions 
are made. Two strips of ptose-up (FCI Ophthalmics, Marsh-
field Hills, Mass.) are passed using the Wright fascia needle. 

b Each strip is used to make a rhomboid. c Each strip of ptose-
up is tied to itself, secured with a permanent suture, and then 
buried in the medial and temporal brow incisions
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19.2.3 Cryptophthalmos

Cryptophthalmos is an extremely rare condition in 
which there is complete failure of development of 
the eyelid folds. A distinct feature of cryptophthal-
mos is failure of the brow to develop normally, re-
sulting in fusion of the hairline and brow. This is 
distinct from an abnormal separation of the eyelid 
folds. Without development of the normal eyelid 
folds, the underlying cornea and conjunctiva do not 
normally form usually resulting in a severely mal-
formed anterior segment of the eye. The posterior 
segment of the eye is sometimes disorganized. If 
an attempts is made to separate the eyelids, corneal 
transplantation to close the anterior segment defect 
and mucous membrane grafting to form conjuncti-
val cul-de-sacs will usually be required. Preoperative 
evaluation with an electroretinogram, visual evoked 
potentials, imaging studies, and ultrasound provides 
insight into the structure and function of the under-
lying eye. Despite reconstructive surgery useful vi-
sion is rarely achieved. Fraser syndrome should be 
considered when cryptophthalmos is associated with 
cutaneous syndactyly, malformations of the larynx 
and genitourinary tract, craniofacial dysmorphism, 
orofacial clefting, mental retardation, and musculo-
skeletal anomalies [14].

19.2.4 Congenital Eyelid Coloboma

An eyelid coloboma is a congenital defect involv-
ing absence of a portion of the eyelid margin. This 
may occur in the upper or lower eyelid and may 
vary in size from a small eyelid marginal defect to a 
near complete absence of the eyelid. Colobomas are 
more common in the nasal aspect of the upper eyelid. 
Large colobomas can result in corneal exposure and 
ulceration.

Eyelid colobomas may result from abnormal mi-
gration of ectoderm and mesoderm causing an abnor-
mal development of the eyelid margin. Colobomas 
may also result from a mechanical disruption of eye-
lid development such as seen with amniotic bands or 
facial clefts. Eyelid colobomas can be seen in asso-
ciation with other abnormalities including Goldenhar 
syndrome, dermoids, cleft lip, microphthalmia, and 
ocular coloboma.

Treatment of upper-eyelid coloboma is initially di-
rected at maintaining lubrication and protection of the 
ocular surface (Fig. 19.7). Surgical correction is not 
emergent if adequate protection of the corneal sur-
face is achieved. Larger coloboma may require more 
aggressive lubrication and perhaps occlusive dress-
ing prior to surgical closure. For smaller colobomas 
surgical repair during the latter half of the first year 
of life is preferable to allow for tissue growth. De-
fects less than 25% of the horizontal width of eyelid 
may be directly closed after excision of the defect. 
The edges of the defect are excised to form a pen-
tagonal defect and then the tarsus is closed with three 
interrupted absorbable sutures. The eyelid margin is 
closed with sutures anterior to the gray line, through 
the gray line, and posterior to the gray line. The skin 
is approximated with interrupted sutures. Larger de-
fects up to 40% of the eyelid margin can be closed 
by adding a lateral canthotomy and cantholysis with 
medial rotation of the lid. Even larger eyelid defects 
require a free tarsal conjunctival graft. Eyelid-shar-
ing procedures (Hughes procedure), which temporar-
ily occlude the eye, are contraindicated in children 
because of the induced amblyopia.

19.2.5 Pseudo-Coloboma

More commonly, pseudo-colobomas of the lower lid 
are seen in craniofacial synostosis (Treacher–Collins 
syndrome). With these pseudo-colobomas the eyelid 
margin is intact, but there is a facial cleft laterally 
which results in an inferior and lateral displacement 
of the lower eyelid. Simple soft tissue tightening 
and elevation of the lateral canthal tendon is often 
ineffective in correcting the lateral dystopia of the 
eyelid because there is often an absence of vertical 
and horizontal eyelid tissue. For this reason transpo-
sition flaps from the upper to lower eyelids are use-
ful in addition to re-suspension of the lateral canthal 
tendon.

19.2.6 Ankyloblepharon

Ankyloblepharon is a condition of failure of eye-
lid separation or may result from an abnormality 
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in the migration of the mesodermal elements of the 
eyelid. Ankyloblepharon filiforme adnatum may be 
isolated, demonstrating fine bands of tissue between 
the upper and lower eyelids, or it may be seen with 
trisomy 18 [15], Hay-Wells syndrome [16], or other 
chromosomal abnormalities [17]. The treatment of 
ankyloblepharon is entirely surgical. The bands of 
the eyelid are separated and the eyelid margins are 
reformed as necessary.

19.2.7 Distichiasis/Trichiasis

Distichiasis occurs when a developmental abnormality 
results in cilia formation in association with metaplas-
tic meibomian glands. Although often asymptomatic, 
these lashes may cause superficial corneal irritation 
and abrasion. When acquired, distichiasis can be seen 
with chronic eyelid inflammations such as blephari-
tis, trachoma, and Stevens-Johnson syndrome.

Trichiasis refers to an acquired eyelash abnormal-
ity resulting from normally located but misdirected 
directed cilia. Chronic eyelid inflammation is the 
most common cause for trichiasis.

Treatment of eyelash abnormalities is not required 
in the absence of any abnormality of the corneal sur-
face. Electrolysis or split thickness eyelid resections 
can be used to remove the lash follicles [18]. In addi-
tion, direct excision of the lash follicles is possible.

19.2.8 Congenital Ectropion

Congenital ectropion is rarely found in isolation. 
When involving the lower eyelid, it is often part of 
the blepharophimosis syndrome or Treacher–Collins 
syndrome. Also, congenital eyelid ectropion may be 
seen in patients with neonatal erythroderma (collo-
dian baby) [19]. When secondary to an insufficiency 
in the vertical extent of the skin and orbicularis lay-

Fig. 19.7 a Congenital coloboma of the left upper lid with severe corneal scarring and visual loss 
from exposure. b The defect is excised to expose edges of the tarsus. c The tarsus and skin are re-
approximated. A lateral canthotomy is required to facilitate closure of the defect. d Postoperative 
appearance
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ers, a full-thickness skin graft or transfer flap is usu-
ally required in addition to a lateral tightening of the 
eyelid. When ectropion is associated with a shortened 
horizontal fissure (blepharophimosis), tightening of 
the lower-lid tarsus alone usually results in recurrent 
ectropion (Fig. 19.8).

Congenital eversion of the upper eyelid is rare and 
usually responds to repositioning of the eyelid and a 
brief course of pressure patching (Fig. 19.9) [20].

19.2.9 Congenital Entropion 
and Epiblepharon

Epiblepharon results from an extra fold of pretarsal 
lower lid skin and orbicularis, which rotates the lower 
eyelid cilia and margin inward. Epiblepharon is more 
common in Asian eyelids. Downward pressure over 
the excess skin allows the eyelid margin to assume a 
normal appearance. This condition is typically self-
limiting and resolves with facial growth. Although 
most children are relatively asymptomatic, a small 
ellipse of subciliary skin and orbicularis can be re-
moved if more significant corneal surface changes 
occur. Lower-lid retraction is avoided by removing 
only a minimal amount of skin.

Congenital lower-eyelid entropion is caused when 
preseptal orbicularis muscle overrides the pretarsal 
orbicularis muscle (Fig. 19.10). In addition, there 
may be laxity of the lower-lid retractors, allowing a 
true inward rotation of the lower eyelid. Correction 
requires reattachment of the lower eyelid retractors 
to the lower border of the tarsus, elimination of hori-
zontal eyelid laxity when present, and resection of 
overriding skin and orbicularis.

Congenital horizontal tarsal kink results in entro-
pion of the upper eyelid and may be associated with 
congenital levator aponeurotic disinsertion. More im-
portantly, corneal ulceration occurs in 50% of cases 
[21].

19.2.10 Congenital Eyelid Retraction

Congenital eyelid retraction, especially of the lower 
eyelid, may occur in isolation or secondary to struc-
tural anomalies resulting in very shallow orbits and 
proptosis. Upper-eyelid retraction occurs transiently in 
some infants; however, persistent superior sclera seen 
in the absence of a structural cause warrants a medical 
evaluation for thyroid disease or neurological disease. 
Options to correct eyelid retraction are Mullerectomy, 
levator recession, and occasionally spacer grafts.

Fig. 19.8 a Blepharophimosis syndrome. The patient subse-
quently underwent bilateral frontalis suspension with supr-
amid suture and bilateral lateral tarsal strip ectropion repair 
all at another institution. b Appearance at age 2 years. Note 
the more severe lower eyelid ectropion and retraction as well 

as the recurrent ptosis. Surgical correction will require skin 
grafting or tissue transfer to correct the vertical insufficiency 
of the lower eyelid as well as repeat frontalis suspension to 
correct the ptosis
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19.2.11 Euryblepharon

Euryblepharon is a condition characterized by in-
creased vertical separation of the temporal aspect of 
the palpebral opening such that the palpebral con-
junctiva is not in apposition with the eye. The lateral 
canthus is usually displaced inferiorly. Treatment re-
quires a lateral canthoplasty as well as a skin graft into 
the lower lid to provide additional vertical height.

19.2.12 Epicanthus

Epicanthus consists of a fold of skin in the medial 
canthal region overlying the medial canthal tendon. 
This condition can occur in isolation or it can be as-
sociated with multiple genetic disorders such as tri-
somy 21 and the blepharophimosis syndrome. Epi-
canthal folds are generally classified as being one of 
four types: epicanthus supraciliaris; epicanthus inver-
sus; epicanthus palpebralis; and epicanthus tarsalis. 
When severe, epicanthal folds can be corrected with 
a variety of techniques, including a Y−V plasty, the 
Mustarde [22], and Roveda procedures, all of which 
have been described.

19.2.13 Telecanthus

Telecanthus refers to a wide intercanthal distance. 
This is to be differentiated from hypertelorism, which 
describes an increased interorbital bony separation. 
Telecanthus is often associated with epicanthus and 
blepharophimosis. When associated with epicanthal 
folds, telecanthus may be corrected utilizing the same 

Fig. 19.10 Lower eyelid entropion with inward 
rotation of the eyelid margin. Note that the pre-
septal orbicularis muscle overrides the pretarsal 
orbicularis muscle

Fig. 19.9 a Congenital eversion of the upper eyelid associated 
with edema, erythema, and prolapsed supratarsal conjunctiva. 
The eyelid eversion persisted despite treatment with topical 
antibiotic/steroid and taping of the eyelid. b An MRI sagittal 

view of the affected eye, the radiologic interpretation was for 
a capillary hemangioma of the superior conjunctiva. c Appear-
ance 2 days after intralesional steroid injection; the “lesion” 
and eyelid eversion did not recur
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procedures that are used to treat epicanthus; however, 
medial canthoplasty and/or transnasal wiring may be 
necessary in more severe cases.

19.3 Eyelid Neoplasia

19.3.1 Benign Lesions

19.3.1.1 Capillary Hemangioma

Capillary hemangioma is the most common eyelid 
and orbital tumor in the infant. It is composed of ab-
normal capillaries with proliferation of endothelial 
cells. Clinically, capillary hemangiomas present as 
superficial or deep lesions, and are soft and compress-
ible. Superficial lesions have a bright-red appearance 
during the rapid growth phase and will blanch with 
compression. Deeper hemangioma may give a red-
dish or purple hue to the overlying skin. (Fig. 19.11). 
These neoplasms rapidly enlarge during the first sev-

eral months of life and may continue to enlarge un-
til 18 months of age. Rapid enlargement may lead to 
areas of necrosis or ulceration as the lesion outgrows 
its blood supply (Fig. 19.12). Most hemangiomas 
regress completely without residua. Involution typi-
cally occurs slowly and is complete by 3−7 years of 
age. During the involution the tumor color slowly 
changes to gray and the surface epithelium changes 
to a more normal skin appearance; however, residual 
skin thinning and wrinkles may occur.

Hemangiomas of the cervicofacial region may be 
a part of the PHACES syndrome. This includes he-
mangiomas in association with posterior fossa mal-
formations, arterial anomalies, cardiac anomalies, 
eye anomalies, and sternal and abdominal clefting.

While larger tumors can cause occlusion amblyo-
pia, refractive amblyopia from induced astigmatism 
is more common. As little as 1.5 diopters of astigma-
tism increases the risk of amblyopia [23]. Spectacle 
correction is frequently required along with amblyo-
pia therapy.

Fig. 19.11 Periocular capillary hemangioma. The most super-
ficial components are bright red. The deeper portions of the 
tumor (inferior and temporal) impart a gray hue to the overly-
ing eyelid skin

Fig. 19.12 a Extremely rapid growth of this capillary 
hemangioma resulted in central necrosis. b The same 
patient 2 years later. Treatment modalities included 
oral and topical steroids as well as superficial laser ab-
lation
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19.3.1.1.1 Evaluation

For larger lesions and lesions involving the orbit, 
or when the hemangioma appearance is not typical, 
CT or MRI are valuable imaging techniques. The CT 
scanning demonstrates an enhancing soft tissue le-
sion with irregular borders. The MRI is often better 
at differentiating capillary hemangioma from lymp-
hangiomas. The MRI scanning may show the “choco-
late” cyst of lymphangiomas that are not typical of 
capillary hemangiomas.

19.3.1.1.2 Management

Most commonly, observation alone is all that is re-
quired as these lesions typically involute spontane-
ously. Periocular capillary hemangiomas are more 
problematic, as they have a higher incidence of am-
blyopia and eyelid deformities. In cases of occlusion 
amblyopia from large periocular hemangiomas, more 
aggressive intervention needs to be considered. Op-
tions to slow the growth or decrease the size of a pe-
riocular capillary hemangioma include intralesional 
corticosteroids, oral corticosteroids, topical corti-
costeroids, superficial laser ablation, surgical exci-
sion, and systemic alpha interferon. Pulsed tunable 
dye laser (PDL) is effective for bleeding or ulcerated 
hemangiomas; however, a randomized trial showed 
no benefit to early PDL treatment in preproliferative 
or early proliferative capillary hemangiomas [24]. 
If fact, patients treated with laser showed greater 
skin atrophy and depigmentation. In general, cor-
ticosteroid therapy is the primary modality used in 
the medical treatment of hemangiomas. Intralesional 
corticosteroid injections for periocular capillary he-
mangiomas were described by Kushner [25]. Typi-
cally, a combination of long-acting and short-acting 
corticosteroids is injected in one or multiple sites 
into the lesion. The total steroid dosage per injection 
should be in the range of 3−5 mm/kg [26]. Follow-
ing injection with both long-acting and short-acting 
steroid agents, a repeat injection may be required in 
4−6 weeks. If short-acting agents are used in isola-
tion, then subsequent injections, if necessary, may be 
repeated at 2- to 4-week intervals. Complications of 
steroid injection include eyelid necrosis, subcutane-
ous fat atrophy, and very rarely, central retinal artery 
occlusion [26, 27]. The potential complication of reti-

nal artery occlusion is extremely rare and might be 
minimized by injecting under low pressure, reducing 
the chance of retrograde flow of particulate steroid 
material. In addition, direct intravascular injection 
should be avoided. Additional complications that 
have been described include adrenal suppression [28]. 
The pediatricians and the parents should be warned of 
this potential complication. Consideration should be 
given to measurement of circulating glucocorticoids. 
Despite these concerns, Addisonian crisis has not 
been reported following steroid injection for capil-
lary hemangioma. Oral corticoid steroids are used as 
either a primary modality by many practitioners or a 
secondary modality when intralesional steroid injec-
tions have produced little benefit. Oral corticosteroids 
are administered at 1−4 mg/kg every 1 or 2 days. The 
length of treatment depends on the size and response 
of the tumor. In general, this may last for 6−12 weeks 
with a tapering of the steroid dosage.

Alternatives therapies include topical clobetasol 
propeniate [29]. In more systemic life-threatening 
hemangiomas alpha interferon has been used; how-
ever, significant side effects, including neutropenia 
and neurological toxicity, have been reported.

Finally, surgical excision of hemangiomas has 
been advocated for select cases [30]. This may be 
better for small isolated lesions rather than large dif-
fuse lesions. Excision is particularly useful for those 
lesions that are very anterior and well circumscribed. 
Since hemangiomas interdigitate with normal eyelid 
structures surgical excision must be done with par-
ticular attention to the anatomy in order to avoid the 
creation of secondary problems such as ptosis. More 
commonly, surgery involving correction of eyelid 
crease abnormalities, ptosis, eyelid contour abnor-
malities, or removal of excessive skin is utilized once 
regression of the hemangioma has occurred.

19.3.1.2 Lymphangioma

Lymphangioma is a tumor that presents in a fashion 
similar to that of capillary hemangioma but does not 
undergo spontaneous involution. While more com-
monly involving the orbit, it can present as a mass 
of the eyelid or conjunctiva. Lymphangioma are 
composed of endothelial-lined channels, collections 
of lymphocytes, and occasional blood-filled cysts. 
These lesions may increase in size with upper respi-
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ratory tract infections. More dramatic enlargement 
occurs with hemorrhage into a cyst. Management is 
challenging, as complete surgical resection is rarely 
possible. Use of the CO2 laser facilitates the surgical 
excision of these lesions. Unlike capillary heman-
giomas, corticosteroids are ineffective in the manage-
ment of lymphangiomas.

19.3.1.3 Nevus Flammeus/Port-wine 
stain/Sturge-Weber syndrome

This congenital, non-progressive vascular lesion is 
present from birth and does not spontaneously invo-
lute. This cavernous hemangioma is typically unilat-
eral and most commonly occurs in the distribution 
of the fifth cranial nerve. When the upper eyelid is 
involved, ipsilateral glaucoma and diffuse choroidal 
hemangiomas should be suspected. Likewise, ipsi-
lateral leptomeningeal hemangiomas may occur. The 
cutaneous component may be treated with laser or 
with cosmetics.

19.3.1.4 Periocular Dermoid Cysts

Dermoid cysts occur most commonly in the perio-
cular region overlying the fronto-zygomatic suture, 
fronto-lacrimal, or fronto-maxillary sutures. These 
cysts are firm, smooth, non-tender masses present 
from birth. The skin overlying the cysts is freely mo-
bile and the cyst is usually affixed to bone. Enlarge-
ment is typically slow. Rupture secondary to trauma 
can expose the cystic contents to the subcutaneous 
tissue and result in significant inflammation and per-
manent scarring. A CT scan demonstrates the der-
moid cyst to be a characteristically well-demarcated 
lesion. The surrounding bone frequently shows some 
molding around the cyst. Occasionally, a lateral der-
moid cyst may have a barbell appearance with an in-
traorbital and extraorbital component. A CT scan is 
not necessary unless an internal cystic component is 
suspected.

Treatment of dermoid cysts involves surgical ex-
cision performed at about 1 year of age (Fig. 19.13). 
With increasing mobility the risk of traumatic rupture 
increases. Care should be taken to avoid rupture of 
the dermoid cyst during surgery. If rupture occurs, 
attempt to completely remove the contents of the cyst 
and the cyst capsule. Remnants of the dermoid can 

cause significant inflammatory reaction with fibrosis 
and scarring. Excision may be approached through 
either the eyelid crease incision or a sub or supra-
brow incision.

19.3.1.5 Plexiform Neuroma

Plexiform neuroma is most often seen in the setting 
of neurofibromatosis type 1, causing an S-shaped 
deformity of the upper eyelid. The lid may have a 
bag-of-worms sensation to palpation. Plexiform neu-
roma interdigitate with normal tissues and enlarge 
with age. Surrounding bone may show absence or 
hypoplasia of the greater wing of the sphenoid. This 
tumor frequently causes mechanical ptosis, astigma-
tism, and amblyopia. If significant ptosis or induced 
astigmatism is present, surgical debunking of the tu-
mor may be necessary; however, gradual recurrence 
is expected.

19.3.1.6 Nevi

The nevus develops as a benign proliferation of the 
epidermal melanocytes and can be congenital or ac-
quired. Due to the fusion of the eyelids during fetal 
development, a nevus may be present on correspond-
ing areas of both the upper and lower lids (kissing 
nevus). Surgical excision for improved cosmesis or 
due to concern for malignant transformation may be 
considered.

Fig. 19.13 Surgical excision of a periocular der-
moid cyst
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One form of congenital pigmentation is that of 
oculodermal melanocytosis (nevus of Ota). The skin 
as well as the ocular surface and conjunctiva have a 
slate-gray pigmentation. The uvea of the affected eye 
may also have increased pigmentation. While more 
common in Asians, when seen in Caucasians there is 
an increased risk of uveal melanoma.

A type of nevus that is of greater concern is the 
giant hairy nevi. Prophylactic excision of these nevi 
is recommended because of the 5% risk of malignant 
transformation [31].

19.3.1.7 Pilomatrixoma

Pilomatrixoma is a benign proliferation of hair matrix 
cells. These lesions tend to occur in children and have 
the appearance of a solid subcutaneous nodule.

19.3.1.8 Juvenile Xanthogranuloma

Juvenile xanthogranuloma is a proliferation of non-
Langerhans’ cell histiocytes. These lesions in the skin 
are yellow-red rounded papules and nodules. When 
they occur on the iris they may be associated with 
spontaneous (non-traumatic) hyphema. Since sponta-
neous resolution does occur, surgical excision of skin 
lesions is rarely necessary.

19.3.1.9 Chalazia

Chalazia are common lesions of the pediatric eyelid. 
A chalazion results when obstruction of a meibomian 
gland occurs, resulting in rupture of the oil gland into 
the surrounding soft tissue forming a pseudocyst. The 
inflammatory reaction creates an erythematous nod-
ule in the eyelid. Typical treatment includes warm 
compresses and eyelid hygiene. Topical antibiotic 
ointment may be used in combination with topical 
corticosteroids to reduce the inflammatory compo-
nent of the chalazion. Intralesional corticosteroids 
are sometimes used. Care should be taken to avoid 
steroid injection into darkly pigmented skin, as this 
may cause a focal area of hypopigmentation. For per-
sistent chalazia, where the inflammatory process is 
quiescent, incision and drainage may be necessary. 
For younger children this is usually done under gen-
eral anesthesia.

19.3.1.10 Milia

Mlia are cystic accumulations of keratin within the 
pilosebaceous units. These are extremely common in 
neonates and usually regress in the first 3−4 weeks of 
life. No treatment is required.

19.3.1.11 Pyogenic Granuloma

Pyogenic granuloma are bright red friable papules 
or nodules that and may occur on any cutaneous or 
mucosal surface. Periocular pyogenic granuloma is 
usually associated with prior ocular injury, surgery, 
and trauma, or in association with a chalazion. Larger 
lesions are simply excised and the base cauterized. 
Smaller lesions may respond to topical corticoster-
oids.

19.3.1.12 Syringoma

Syringomas are benign tumors of the eccrine duct 
structures. They are 1- to 3-mm translucent papules 
most commonly seen on the lower eyelid. The inci-
dence is increased in Down’s syndrome.

19.3.1.13 Xantholasma

Xantholasma are typically yellow-colored papules 
and plaques seen on the upper eyelids near the me-
dial canthus. While rare in children, any child with 
xantholasma deserves an evaluation for disorders of 
lipid metabolism. 

19.3.2 Malignant Lesions

19.3.2.1 Basal Cell Carcinoma

Malignant eyelid lesions are rare in the childhood. 
Basal cell carcinoma has been reported on the eyelids 
of children, but usually in association with nevus se-
baceous, xeroderma pigmentosa, or basal cell nevus 
syndrome.

Basal cell nevus syndrome is an autosomal-dom-
inant disorder with features that include jaw cysts, 
rib and vertebral abnormalities, calcification of the 
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falx cerebri, agenesis of corpus callosum, palmer 
and plantar pits, ovarian fibromas, cardiac fibromas, 
and medulloblastomas. Ocular features may include 
cataracts, glaucoma, coloboma, microphthalmia, and 
strabismus.

19.3.2.2 Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Squamous cell carcinoma is rare is children and is 
most typically seen in patients with xeroderma pig-
mentosa. Xeroderma pigmentosa is an autosomal-
recessive disorder characterized by defective DNA 
repair under conditions of UV exposure.

19.4 Infectious Eyelid Disorders

19.4.1 Preseptal Cellulitis

A common infectious eyelid disorder in children is 
preseptal cellulitis. Preseptal cellulitis is limited to 
the skin and subcutaneous tissues anterior to the or-
bital septum. While the outcome is typically good 
in preseptal cellulitis, systemic sepsis and meningi-
tis can occur. Preseptal cellulitis may be secondary 
to sinus infection, upper respiratory tract infections, 
or trauma. Occasionally, preseptal cellulitis can re-
sult from an infection of a chalazion or spread from 
dacryocystitis. Patients with proptosis, pupillary 
changes, and limited extraocular motility should be 
evaluated for orbital cellulitis. Treatment of preseptal 
cellulitis includes antibiotics and surgical drainage of 
abscesses. If a foreign body is suspected, then surgi-
cal removal of the foreign body is necessary for the 
infection to clear.

Necrotizing fasciitis is an infection caused by 
aerobic or anaerobic microorganisms, which spread 
rapidly through soft tissues. This condition has a high 
mortality rate. In the setting of necrotizing fasciitis 
aggressive surgical debridement and broad-spectrum 
antibiotics are necessary.

19.4.2 Blepharitis

Chronic blepharitis is common in children. Inflam-
mation of the glands of the eyelid margin occurs with 

collarettes and crusting on the cilia. Secondary cor-
neal vascularization and scarring can result. Treat-
ment consists of warm compresses, lid hygiene with 
baby shampoo scrubs, and topical antibiotics. Treat-
ment is continued for several weeks. Blepharitis may 
be chronic in children, despite treatment. Oral eryth-
romycin has been effective in children with severe 
blepharokeratitis [32]. Oral tetracycline, minocyline, 
and doxycyline, while effective in adult blephari-
tis, are avoided in children due to the risk of dental 
enamel discoloration.

19.4.3 Herpes Simplex

When primary herpes simplex occurs in children it 
is usually asymptomatic. Periocular involvement in 
primary herpes simplex usually manifests as vesicles 
on the eyelid margin. This infection is self-limiting, 
but topical antibiotics may be used to prevent sec-
ondary bacterial infection. Latent herpetic infection 
may persist throughout life and be activated by many 
nonspecific stimuli. The most common ocular mani-
festation involves the cornea, but the lids may be in-
volved in a recurrent infection. Herpetic blepharitis is 
characterized by the formation of yellow-crusted skin 
vesicles. Treatment involves the systemic administra-
tion of antiviral agents.

19.4.4 Herpes Zoster

Herpes zoster ophthalmia is unusual in childhood, 
but the upper or lower lids may be involved if the 
first or second division of the trigeminal nerve is af-
fected. Vesicles along the side and tip of the nose 
should alert the clinician to the possibility of keratitis 
and uveitis. Systemic treatment with antiviral agents 
is used along with topical antibiotics to prevent sec-
ondary bacterial skin infections.

19.4.5 Molluscum Contagiosum

Molluscum contagiosum is a disorder caused by a 
poxvirus. The lesions are 2- to 4-mm papules and may 
be isolated or multiple. When present on the eyelids 
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they can be associated with a chronic follicular con-
junctivitis. Infection with this agent is self-limiting 
and resolves in 6−18 months. When conjunctivitis is 
associated with molluscum contagiosum, the mollus-
cum lesions near the lid margins should be excised or 
curetted. Asymptomatic children do not necessarily 
need treatment.

19.4.6 Pediculosis

Louse infections of the lids cause severe itching and 
irritation. The pubic louse has an affinity for the eye-
lids. Diagnosis is made easily on slit lamp examina-
tion when the ova and adult crab louse is observed. 
Treatment consists of improving the patient’s per-
sonal hygiene and application of bland antibiotic 
ointment that suffocates the louse. Head and body an-
tilouse shampoos are used along with home hygiene 
measures.

19.4.7 Contact Dermatitis

The skin of the eyelids may resemble crepe paper but 
becomes markedly erythematous and swollen after 
contact with inciting agents. Common irritants in-
clude topical medications (e.g., atropine), cosmetics, 
nail polish, soaps, poison ivy, and sumac. Treatment 
consists of removal of the inciting substance. Symp-
tomatic relief may be obtained by using systemic an-
tihistamines and local corticosteroid preparations.

19.5 Eyelid Trauma

In any child who has sustained a periocular injury the 
nature and history of the trauma should be elicited 
to the fullest extent possible. Blunt trauma with pe-
riocular ecchymosis will require careful evaluation 
of the eye and orbital structures. Apparently minor 
periocular trauma may be associated with orbital 
fractures and muscle entrapment in children [33, 34]; 
therefore, ocular motility testing should assessed and 
appropriate imaging studies performed when neces-
sary. A thorough eye examination including a retinal 
examination should be included in the evaluation, as 

the history of the injury may be inconsistent with the 
physical findings. 

19.5.1 Eyelid Lacerations

Simple eyelid skin lacerations where a foreign body is 
not present and which do not involve the eyelid mar-
gin should be closed directly. Only the skin is closed 
and care is taken to avoid vertical eyelid skin tension 
that can create eyelid retraction and abnormal eyelid 
contour. The orbital septum need not be closed for 
the same reason. Even in severe injuries, such as seen 
with dog bites, it is rare to have missing eyelid skin.

In cases where the lid margin has been violated 
the tarsus is closed primarily and followed by skin 
closure. In full-thickness eyelid lacerations, the tar-
sus is closed with interrupted 6-0 absorbable sutures. 
These are preplaced and positioned such that a slight 
eversion of the lid margin occurs when these sutures 
are securely tied. In the younger child, closure of the 
lid margin is performed with absorbable interrupted 
sutures.

Medial canthal reconstruction with canalicular re-
construction can be managed with a silastic intuba-
tion of the canalicular system (Fig. 19.14). Careful in-
spection utilizing cotton-tipped applicators to retract 
the injured tissues will typically reveal the medial 
portion of the lacerated canaliculus that is recognized 
by the glistening epithelium. Avoid grasping the lac-
erated medial canthal area with toothed forceps when 
searching for the torn edge of the canaliculus. Once 
located, silastic intubation of the torn canaliculus is 
performed. Once the tube is in place the epithelium 
of the canaliculus is closed with at least two 6-0 vi-
cryl sutures. Monocanalicular tubes self-seat in the 
punctum and do not require intranasal suture fixation. 
Similarly, a bicanalicular tube can be secured to itself 
within the lacrimal sac, thus avoiding intranasal fixa-
tion. Usually these tubes are removed in the office 
after 4−6 months.

19.5.2 Burn Injuries

Burns may result from caustic chemical exposure or 
from thermal injuries. Lye burns are more serious 
than acid burns. While base (alkali) penetrates deeply 
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by causing protein dissolution, acid burns cause pro-
tein coagulation, which limits the depth of acid pen-
etration. The immediate treatment of chemical burns 
is thorough lavage with water or saline. The cul-de-
sacs should be included in the irrigation and all par-

ticulate matter should be removed. Scarring may lead 
to lagophthalmos, entropion, or ectropion. If scarring 
and contracture are severe, surgical lysis of the adhe-
sions, excision of the scar tissue, and full-thickness 
skin grafting may be necessary.

Fig. 19.14 a Severe upper eyelid avulsion and lower eyelid laceration. Child was thrown from a 
moving vehicle. b Appearance following medical canthal reconstruction, upper and lower eyelid 
canalicular repair, and repair of multiple skin lacerations. Residual ptosis was present and required 
further surgery. The corneal scarring on the right eye is due to the trauma

Take Home Pearls

When levator muscle function is less • 
than 4 mm, frontalis muscle suspension 
procedures are usually preferred.

Lagophthalmos is often more severe following • 
large levator muscle resections compared 
with frontalis muscle suspensions.

Congenital ptosis may be associated with • 
reduced superior rectus muscle function. 
Testing the Bell’s reflex (superior deviation of 
the eye with forced eyelid closure) is easily 
observed when instilling dilating eye drops.

The more ptotic eyelid usually does not close • 
as much as the normal eyelid. The ptotic 
eyelid often appears more open under general 
anesthesia. Marking the affected eyelid in the 
preoperative area avoids wrong-site surgery.

Eyelid sharing procedures are avoided in • 
children with eyelid defects (colobomas) 
because of the risk of occlusion amblyopia.
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The symptom that is most useful in • 
distinguishing NLDO from other causes 
of epiphora is the lack of photophobia.

In-office probing of younger patients with • 
NLDO and operating room probing of 
older patients are acceptable treatments.

Recognition of different types of NLDO • 
is useful in guiding management:

– Most NLDO is due to membranous 
obstruction of the distal NLD and is 
relieved with simple NLD probing.

– Some children with NLDO have 
diffuse stenosis of the distal NLD, 
which may require more than simple 
probing to treat effectively (either 
balloon catheter dilation or stents).

– A small number of children with 
NLDO (particularly infants with 
mucoceles) have cysts or other 
abnormalities of the distal NLDO.

Nasal endoscopy is a useful • 
adjunct to treatment of children 
with complicated NLDO.

Core Messages

Nasolacrimal duct obstruction (NLDO) • 
is one of the most common abnormalities 
in pediatric ophthalmology.

NLD often resolves spontaneously.• 
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20.1 Epidemiology, Etiology, 
and Natural History

Nasolacrimal obstruction (NLDO) is one of the most 
common problems encountered in pediatric ophthal-
mology, affecting approximately 6% of newborns 
[10]. The tears are produced in the lacrimal gland, 
flow across the eye to the lacrimal puncta, travel 
through the lacrimal sac and duct, and empty into 
the nares beneath the inferior turbinate. Embryologi-
cally, the distal lacrimal system develops from a solid 
sheet of ectodermal tissue that projects into the na-
solacrimal groove between the frontonasal and lac-
rimal prominences in the 42-day-old embryo [4, 33]. 
Canalization of this tissue, which begins on day 60, 
results in formation of the lacrimal sac and nasolac-
rimal duct. The most common site of obstruction in 
NLDO is at the valve of Hasner, where the nasolac-
rimal ducts enter the nares. It usually results from in-
complete canalization, rather than acquired obstruc-
tion, of the distal duct.

Two primary signs result from NLDO. The first 
sign is epiphora. Because the tears are unable to pass 
through the duct, they back up (in similar fashion to a 
clogged pipe) through the lacrimal system to the tear 
lake on the eyelid. Marked blockage results in frank 
epiphora, with tears spilling spontaneously onto the 
cheeks. This may appear as if the infant is crying. 
Milder blockage may produce an increased tear lake 
(which gives the appearance that the infant is about to 
start crying) with intermittent epiphora. The epiphora 
is usually exacerbated by conditions that stimulate 
tear production, such as cold weather or brisk winds. 
The second sign is chronic discharge and periocular 
crusting. This results from bacterial infection of the 
lacrimal sac. Bacteria from normal flora are present 
in the tears, but they usually do not cause infection 
because they are rinsed through the lacrimal system 
into the nares. Patients with NLDO have stasis of 
tears in the lacrimal sac, producing an environment 
conducive to bacterial growth. The typical infection 
has the appearance of a low-grade, chronic dacryo-
cystitis. Both epiphora and dacryocystitis are exacer-
bated by upper respiratory infections, due to swelling 
of the nasal mucosa that worsens the obstruction of 
the distal duct. Except for newborns with nasolacri-
mal duct cysts (see below), affected patients do not 
have swelling or erythema overlying the lacrimal sac. 

If the NLDO is marked, patients may develop ery-
thema and maceration of the skin around the eyes.

Interestingly, most infants with NLDO do not ap-
pear to be particularly bothered by their disorder. 
With the exception of patients who have skin irrita-
tion due to marked obstruction, parents usually report 
that their affected infants only intermittently rub their 
eyes. The history is important, because if the parents 
describe significant photophobia, one should look for 
other etiologies of epiphora. Corneal abnormalities 
in particular may cause increased tear production. 
Glaucoma is the most important entity that may be 
mistaken as NLDO by primary care physicians, who 
may attribute the epiphora that occurs in glaucoma to 
NLDO. Glaucoma is usually easily ruled out by an 
ophthalmologic examination that includes evaluation 
of corneal size and clarity, measurement of intraocu-
lar pressure, and examination of the optic nerves. An-
other disorder in the differential diagnosis of NLDO, 
particularly in Asian children, is epiblepharon with 
corneal irritation due to misdirected eyelashes. Chil-
dren with this condition often produce excess tears, 
and may also have a mucoid discharge; therefore, in-
spection of the lid margins should be included in the 
evaluation of children with suspected NLDO.

The natural history of NLDO is one of spontane-
ous resolution. The symptoms usually begin within 
the first few weeks of life, and most infants improve 
within the first few months. This continues during the 
first 9−12 months of life, with resolution of symp-
toms in approximately 90% of infants [29]. At around 
9−12 months of age, however, most studies show that 
the rate of spontaneous improvement decreases [27].

20.2 Conservative Management

Because most infants with NLDO spontaneously 
improve, the initial treatment should be conserva-
tive. Most primary care physicians are familiar with 
NLDO, and the initial treatment is done under their 
direction. Infants with mild symptoms often require 
no treatment at all. If the symptoms are more sig-
nificant, treatment options include nasolacrimal mas-
sage, topical antibiotics, or both.

If topical antibiotics are used, it is important that 
parents understand that the antibiotics will not cure 
the obstruction, and that it is common for symptoms 
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to recur when the antibiotics are stopped. Antibiotics 
may be used intermittently to decrease ocular crust-
ing and discharge, until either the obstruction sponta-
neously resolves or the child undergoes surgery.

The concept behind lacrimal massage is that com-
pression of the tear sac causes fluid to be forced 
through the lacrimal duct, which may cause the ob-
struction to open by hydraulic pressure [6]. Although 
commonly recommended, the effectiveness of lacri-
mal sac massage has never been proven. This is be-
cause the natural history of NLDO is one of spontane-
ous improvement, so that any intervention performed 
early in the course of disease could mistakenly be in-
terpreted as being beneficial; however, there are some 
studies that strongly suggest that lacrimal massage is 
beneficial [16, 35].

If lacrimal massage is recommended, it is impor-
tant to demonstrate the proper technique to the pa-
tient’s caregivers. Because the lacrimal duct is mostly 
covered by bone, the only access to the system is at 
the site of the lacrimal sac beneath the medial canthus. 
One can demonstrate this to parents by having them 
place their fingers at the inside corner of the eyelid. 
The medial canthus can be palpated, and feels like 
a small BB beneath the skin. Gentle pressure with a 
finger at this site causes compression of the lacrimal 
sac, while simultaneously obstructing the canaliculi, 
giving the desired effect.

20.3 Surgical Management

20.3.1 Simple Probing

If NLDO does not spontaneously resolve, patients 
may require a surgical procedure to relieve the ob-
struction. There are two main approaches to this 
condition. Some ophthalmologists prefer to perform 
NLDP on awake infants in the office. This may be 
performed as early as 1 month of age, but usually at 
4−6 months of age [34]. The main advantages of this 
approach are: (1) general anesthesia is avoided; and 
(2) the problem is resolved at a younger age. The pri-
mary disadvantages are: (1) the procedure is uncom-
fortable; (2) there is an increased risk of creating a 
false passage in an awake infant who is moving; and 
(3) the procedure is performed on some infants who 
would spontaneously improve with time.

The second approach is to wait until the children 
are older (9−12 months of age) and perform the pro-
cedure in the operating room under general anesthe-
sia. The main advantages of this approach are: (1) a 
number of children will improve spontaneously by 
waiting until a older age, thus avoiding the need for 
surgery; (2) the operating room is a more controlled 
environment, the patient is not moving, and addi-
tional procedures (e.g., endoscopy, stent placement) 
can be performed if necessary; and (3) pain control. 
The primary disadvantages are: (1) the symptoms 
persist longer; and (2) the risk of general anesthesia. 
The overall success of NLDP is usually very high 
(>90% in my experience) for both in-office and op-
erating room probing. Given the relative advantages 
and disadvantages discussed above, neither approach 
can clearly be considered superior to the other [14, 
17].

As the debate between in-office and operating 
room probing demonstrates, the high success rate for 
infant lacrimal surgery in general makes it difficult 
to scientifically establish an optimal treatment para-
digm. Statistically, when two different treatments are 
very effective, large numbers of patients are neces-
sary to establish one as statistically better than the 
other. In practical terms, such studies are probably 
not necessary, because NLDO is usually successfully 
treated regardless of which procedure is used. Given 
that NLDO is not a sight-threatening problem, and 
the cost of a large-scale, multi-center, prospective 
trial of different treatments would likely be prohibi-
tively expensive, it is unlikely that such studies will 
be performed. The Pediatric Eye Disease Investiga-
tor Group has utilized an alternative approach, which 
has some of the merits of a large-scale study but at 
considerably less expense. In these studies, a large 
number of individuals each contribute small numbers 
of patients to a common data collection center. This 
has proved very successful in the study of amblyo-
pia [28, 37], and similar information may be obtained 
from this group by studying NLDO. For the pres-
ent, individual decisions regarding which method of 
treatment to select will be based on factors such as 
personal experience, local practices, the availability 
and safety of pediatric anesthesia, and family prefer-
ences.

In addition to probing alone, some authors have 
advocated placement of stents in all children at the 
time of initial NLDP, reporting a success rate of 96% 
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with this procedure [8]. Although this success rate is 
very high, in the author’s opinion it does not justify 
adopting routine stent placement in all children with 
NLDO. If one assumes that approximately 90% of pa-
tients are successfully treated with NLDP alone, then 
this practice would result in 90 children out of 100 re-
ceiving stents unnecessarily in order to successfully 
treat the six children who would have required stents. 
It is arguable as to whether the benefit outweighs the 
potential risks, and more intense follow-up is required 
for patients who have stents placed [30].

20.3.2 Older Children and Children 
with Persistent Symptoms 
After Initial Probing

In the past, there has been some debate regarding the 
efficacy of NLDP in children who present for treat-
ment at an older age (most commonly defined as age 
18 months and older). Some studies suggest that the 
success rate of probing decreases as patients grow 
older [15, 24, 27]. Other studies report success rates 

with simple probing in older children that are nearly 
equal to those performed at a younger age [18, 31]. 
The practical implication of this debate involved the 
treatment of older children. If the success rate of 
surgery was less, then most authors advocated addi-
tional treatment (typically stent placement) in order 
to increase the rate of successful outcomes. If there 
were no difference in success, then stents would be 
unnecessary.

The likely answer to this controversy involves the 
recognition that there is more than one type of na-
solacrimal obstruction [11, 18, 19]. The most com-
mon type, simple membranous obstruction of the 
distal valve of Hasner (Fig. 20.1), is treated with a 
high success rate with simple nasolacrimal probing, 
regardless of whether the probing is performed at an 
early age or an older age. The second type involves 
diffuse stenosis that extends along the distal nasolac-
rimal duct (Fig. 20.2). Studies that recognize this dis-
tinction provide evidence that simple NLD probing 
has a lower success rate in this group [11, 13, 18, 
19].

The different types of obstruction can be recog-
nized intraoperatively based on palpation of the na-
solacrimal system as the probe is passed into the distal 

Fig. 20.1 Typical membranous obstruction at 
distal valve of Hasner (arrow). (From [19])

Fig. 20.2 Diffuse stenosis extending along distal 
nasal lacrimal duct (arrow). (From [19])
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duct. Typical membranous obstruction is encountered 
near the end of the probe passage with a distinct pop-
ping sensation as the probe passes through the mem-
brane. The probe can then be freely manipulated up 
and down in the distal duct with minimal resistance. 
Diffuse stenosis of the distal duct is distinctly differ-
ent. The obstruction in this form of obstruction is en-
countered earlier, often just as the probe passes from 
the lacrimal sac into the duct. The obstruction pro-
duces a gritty, crunchy sensation as the probe moves 
through it, and this usually requires more force than 
that needed during a typical probing. The sensation 
feels similar to passing the probe through a vial of 
gritty sand. This palpable stenosis continues until the 
probe passes into the nares, and there is often a re-
sidual gritty sensation even after the probing is com-
plete.

Based on this distinction, a rational approach to 
older children with NLDO is to perform a probing 
with the ability to add additional procedures based 
on the type of obstruction encountered [19]. If typi-
cal membranous obstruction is palpated and relieved 
with probing, no additional procedures need be per-
formed. If diffuse stenosis is encountered, balloon 
catheter dilation (BCD) or stent placement should 
be considered. In BCD, a probe with a deflated cath-
eter is passed into the distal duct and inflated to a 
pressure of 8 atm [1]. The balloon extends along the 
entire length of the distal duct and allows greater di-
lation than that of a probe alone. An alternative to 
BCD is stent placement, which also works well in 
these patients. The primary advantage of BCD is that 
stents, with their increased cost and morbidity, can be 
avoided. The primary disadvantage is the cost of the 
equipment.

The second group of children with NLDO who 
require additional treatment is the 5−10% who have 
persistent symptoms after their initial probing. Treat-
ment options for this group of patients include repeat 
simple probing, BCD, and probing with stent place-
ment. Similar to older children discussed above, the 
failure of initial probing in many of these patients 
may be due to diffuse stenosis of the distal duct, and 
the treatment considerations are the same as for the 
older group.

In addition to the distinction between simple and 
diffuse obstruction, another form of anatomic varia-
tion may be present in children with NLDO. In most 

patients, there is no visible abnormality of the distal 
NLD when it is viewed from the nares, because the 
obstruction is internal to the duct. In approximately 
7% of older children and children with persistent 
symptoms after initial probing, an intranasal abnor-
mality can be visualized endoscopically [20]. These 
abnormalities include relatively thick cysts (discussed 
below under mucoceles), translucent membranous 
obstructions, and enlarged, edematous nasal mucosa. 
The presence of such abnormalities may be suspected 
if metal-on-metal contact cannot be palpated during 
surgery between the probe in the NLD and a probe 
passed beneath the inferior turbinate in the nares. The 
use of endoscopy to recognize and remove such ab-
normalities is a useful adjunct to treatment [20].

The treatment of children with NLDO that per-
sists despite the treatments discussed above usually 
required dacryocystorhinostomy. A discussion of this 
procedure is beyond the scope of this chapter.

20.4 Special Forms of NLDO

20.4.1 Neonates with Mucocele

Approximately 1−2% of children with NLDO will 
present in infancy in a manner that is distinctly dif-
ferent from typical NLDO [9, 29]. These children 
have a blue-tinged swelling overlying the lacrimal 
sac that is present at or shortly after birth, variously 
called mucocele, dacryocystocele, dacryocele, and 
amniotocele. The swelling results from distention of 
the lacrimal sac, presumably due to a one-way valve 
effect, in which fluid can enter, but not exit, the sac 
through the valves of Rosenmuller, combined with 
obstruction of the distal NLD. The primary differen-
tial diagnosis for this condition includes encephalo-
cele and capillary hemangioma. The distinction from 
encephalocele is usually clear, as encephaloceles 
present above the medial canthus, while mucoceles 
present below the medial canthus. Hemangiomas 
typically have a blue-tinged appearance similar to a 
mucocele, but they also usually have visible vascular 
patterns that are not seen on mucoceles (Fig. 20.3). 
In addition, hemangiomas are not usually present 
immediately after birth, but appear after the first 
1−2 weeks, and they feel spongy on palpation, rather 
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than fluctuant. If a mass is present in the expected 
location below the medial canthus, and particularly 
if there are symptoms of epiphora and/or dacryocys-
titis, imaging studies are usually not necessary to 
verify the diagnosis.

In addition to the swelling that is noted at or shortly 
after birth, another important distinction between 
mucoceles and typical NLDO is the presence of acute 
dacryocystitis. Typical NLDO is characterized by an 
indolent, recurrent, low-grade chronic dacryocystitis, 
not accompanied by visible swelling overlying the 
lacrimal sac. In contrast, if a mucocele becomes in-
fected, the area becomes inflamed and erythematous 
(Fig. 20.4). Purulent material is often not spontane-
ously noted, due to the one-way valve effect of the 
valves of Rosenmuller, but frank pus may sometimes 
be expressed with pressure over the sac.

A third important distinction is the nearly universal 
presence of a nasolacrimal duct cyst in children with 

mucoceles (Fig. 20.5). The etiology of these cysts 
presents the “chicken-and-the-egg” question. Does 
the cyst, with its marked obstruction, cause the muco-
cele to develop, or does the presence of the mucocele 
cause the cyst to develop? A plausible etiology is that 
two conditions must be present for cysts to form: (1) 
Rosenmuller valves that have a strong one-way valve 
effect, creating increased pressure within the lacrimal 
sac; and (2) a more-resistant-than-normal membrane 
at the distal valve of Hasner, which expands to form 
a cyst.

In addition to the lacrimal symptoms, nasolacri-
mal cysts may cause breathing problems if they are 
large enough to obstruct the nasal passages [7, 22]. 
Subtle symptoms of this may be raspy breathing. 
More significant symptoms include difficulty feeding. 
This may occur because infants are obligatory nasal 
breathers. If their mouths are occluded with bottles 
or nipples and cysts obstruct their nares, they may be 

Fig. 20.5 Distal nasal lacrimal duct cyst (arrow). 
(From [20])
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Fig. 20.3 Hemangioma with vascular markings. 
(From [40])

Fig. 20.4 Neonatal mucocele with swelling and 
erythema overlying lacrimal sac. (From [39])



unable to breathe. The most severe symptom is frank 
respiratory distress, in which case urgent treatment is 
indicated.

The initial treatment of non-infected mucoceles is 
conservative, typically with warm compresses, gentle 
massage to the swollen area, and topical antibiotics. 
If the sac becomes infected, surgical treatment is in-
dicated. These infants have more severe infections 
than those in typical NLDO. Because these infections 
occur within the first few weeks of life, when infants 
have relatively immature immune systems, there is 
an increased risk of systemic infection; therefore, 
systemic antibiotics should be used if acute dacryo-
cystitis develops.

Because mucoceles are uncommon, it is not pos-
sible to discern an optimal treatment based on the lit-
erature. The author’s approach is to treat non-infected 
mucoceles conservatively for the first 1−2 weeks of 
life [32]. If the mucocele does not resolve by this 
time, if the mucocele becomes infected and acute 
dacryocystitis develops, or if the patient has respi-
ratory distress, then surgery is performed. Intrave-

nous antibiotics are given intraoperatively due to 
the young age and more severe infections. The NLD 
probing is performed in the same manner performed 
in older children. Nasal endoscopy is performed rou-
tinely because of a relatively high rate of recurrence 
with probing alone [25], particularly if dacryocystitis 
is present [2]. A nasolacrimal cyst has been present in 
every case treated by the author (Fig. 20.6) [20]. The 
cyst is removed with an alligator forceps under endo-
scopic visualization. Frequently, frank pus comes out 
of the sac once it is penetrated (Fig. 20.7), and this 
is removed with suction. After the cyst is removed, 
the stent can be clearly visualized in its normal lo-
cation. The success rate for this procedure has been 
95% [20].

20.4.2 Trisomy 21

Children with trisomy 21 have a number of ocular 
problems that occur with increased frequency, one of 

Fig. 20.6 Nasal lacrimal duct cyst beneath in-
ferior turbinate in infant with mucocele. (From 
[39])
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Fig. 20.7 Purulent material present within cyst 
opened with alligator forceps. (From [39])



which is NLDO. In general, the success rate for treat-
ing such patients is less than in other children [5, 21]. 
There are probably several reasons for this. Firstly, 
children with trisomy 21 have a higher incidence of 
blepharitis, which may be difficult to distinguish from 
NLDO due to the common symptoms of increased 
tearing and mucoid discharge. Secondly, one of the 
systemic features of trisomy 21 is midfacial hypopla-
sia, which includes the bony structures that surround 
the nasolacrimal system, making anatomic abnor-
malities more likely. The third reason is hypotonia, 
which is a systemic manifestation of trisomy 21. This 
is likely the most important reason for decreased suc-
cess. Proper function of the lacrimal system relies on 
a pump mechanism generated by the orbicularis mus-
cles [12, 26]. The hypotonia in trisomy 21 patients 
decreases the effectiveness of this pump, creating 
relative stasis of fluid within the lacrimal sac, which 
increases the likelihood of infection. Children with 
trisomy 21 may also have typical NLDO, which can 
be successfully treated with NLDP; however, NLDP 
does not improve the lacrimal stasis and, therefore, 
symptoms are more likely to persist.

Because of these factors, the author’s approach to 
children with trisomy 21 and NDLO is now similar to 
that of older children with NLDO. A previous study 
was performed utilizing BCD in all such patients, 
[21] but this is no longer used routinely. A regular 
probing is performed, as well as endoscopy. BCD is 
performed if diffuse stenosis is present or if fluid irri-
gates poorly following the probing. There is a higher 
incidence of palpating minimal or no obstruction dur-
ing probing in children with trisomy 21, which sup-
ports the contention that hypotonia contributes to the 
etiology of NLDO in these patients. 

There is a higher rate of NLDP failure in patients 
with trisomy 21. Even when the condition improves 
following surgery, patients often have some residual 
symptoms. Despite repeated procedures, it is often 
difficult to completely eradicate all of these symp-
toms, due to the factors discussed above. Preopera-
tive counseling regarding the prognosis for NLDP in 
children with trisomy 21 is important. If the symp-
toms improve after surgery, the author’s usual prac-
tice is to accept minor residual symptoms, and not to 
perform repeat surgery with the often-elusive goal of 
achieving complete resolution of symptoms.

20.4.3 Punctal and Canalicular 
Abnormalities

Other anatomic abnormalities of the nasolacrimal 
system may produce symptoms that are similar to 
those of NLDO. One of these symptoms is absence 
or maldevelopment of the puncta or canaliculi. Chil-
dren with this problem develop epiphora, because the 
tear lake does not have access to the lacrimal system. 
An important historical and examination finding in 
these patients is the absence of dacryocystitis. The 
lacrimal sac does not become infected in these pa-
tients, because bacteria cannot gain access to the sac 
itself.

When examining patients with symptoms of 
NLDO, it is important to inspect the lacrimal puncta 
for evidence of maldevelopment. It is relatively easy 
to inspect the lower puncta by gently everting the 
lower lid in the office. Evaluation of the upper puncta 
is more difficult and may not be possible in an unco-
operative infant. Preoperative recognition of punctal 
abnormalities is helpful for parental counseling and 
operative planning. The type of abnormality ranges 
from a simple membranous obstruction overlying 
the puncta (in which case the puncta itself may look 
normal), to complete agenesis of the canaliculus (in 
which case the eyelid margin may be completely flat, 
without any discernible dimple in the area where the 
puncta is normally located (Fig. 20.8).

The true incidence of punctal and canalicular 
maldevelopment is unknown. This is because if only 
one of the upper or lower canaliculi is abnormal, the 

Fig. 20.8 Congenital absence of lacrimal puncta. 
(From [40])
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other canaliculus may provide enough drainage that 
epiphora does not develop. This abnormality may 
therefore be more common than is realized, because 
patients have no symptoms and are therefore never 
examined.

Treatment of membranous punctal obstruction is 
straightforward, even if the membrane is not recog-
nized until the patient is in the operating room. Punc-
turing the membrane with a punctal dilator usually 
successfully treats the problem. Treatment of true 
canalicular agenesis is more difficult. If there is no 
visible punctal tissue, a linear incision can be made 
through the lid margin between the site where the 
puncta normally is located and the medial canthus, 
looking for canalicular tissue. This is often unsuc-
cessful [23]. Patients with canalicular agenesis and 
chronic epiphora may require Jones tube placement 
to improve their symptoms, and this is often deferred 
until an older age [23, 38].

Many patients who present with symptoms of 
NLDO and who are found to have punctal and canali-
cular abnormalities also have typical membranous 
obstruction of the distal NLD [23]. This is particu-
larly true if the patients have dacryocystitis, because 
this indicates that there is a connection between the 
eyelid and the lacrimal sac. If punctal agenesis is 
present on only the upper or lower eyelid, a simple 
probing through the patent puncta has a high rate of 

success in such patients, and is recommended as an 
initial treatment before considering more extensive 
canalicular surgery.

20.4.4 Lacrimal Fistualae

Another unusual anatomic abnormality of the lacri-
mal system is a lacrimal fistula. In this disorder, an 
accessory tract develops between the lacrimal sac and 
the skin overlying the medial canthus. This may be 
recognized as a small dimple in the skin at this site 
(Fig. 20.9), but a fold of skin sometimes obscures this. 
The opening is so small that it may not be brought 
to medical attention in the absence of symptoms. If 
the fistula is patent, patients may develop epiphora 
from the site. Occasionally the fistula is not recog-
nized until during surgery for NLDP, at which time 
fluid emerges from the tract during irrigation of the 
lacrimal system.

No treatment is necessary if patients are asymp-
tomatic. Surgery is indicated if bothersome epiphora 
or an infected fistula tract is present. There is a high 
rate of recurrence with simple cauterization of the 
tract. Successful treatment usually requires excision 
of the tract and ligation of the fistula where it joins 
the lacrimal sac (Fig. 20.10) [3, 36].

Fig. 20.9 Dimple at site of lacrimal fistula. 
(From [40])

Fig. 20.10 Surgical excision of lacrimal fistula
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Take Home Pearls

Spending a few minutes explaining the • 
etiology and management of NLDO 
to parents of infants is useful. They 
should understand that topical antibiotics 
will not cure the obstruction, and that 
it is normal for symptoms to recur 
when antibiotics are discontinued.

Attention to palpation during probing • 
may help guide surgical decisions:

– The presence of diffuse stenosis of 
the distal duct may require more than 
simple probing to cure (either balloon 
catheter dilation or stent placement).

– The failure to palpate metal-on-metal 
contact between a probe in the NLD 
and a probe in the nares may indicate 
the presence of a nasolacrimal duct 
cyst or other anatomic abnormality.

It is often difficult to eradicate symptoms • 
of NLDO in children with trisomy-21. 
A significant improvement in symptoms 
may be an acceptable outcome.

Infants with mucoceles almost • 
always have nasolacrimal duct cysts. 
Removal of these cysts may increase 
the success rate of surgery.

Children with punctal agenesis of one • 
eyelid and symptoms of NLDO often 
improve with simple NLDP through 
the eyelid with the patent canaliculus.
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21.1 Embryology of the Eye

As a group, congenital malformations of the eye con-
stitute a significant source of visual morbidity and 
are often a sign of malformation syndromes and of 
hidden brain or other organ abnormalities. Malforma-
tions result from a variety of chromosomal or single 
gene defects, or they may be caused by in utero expo-
sure to exogenous teratogens.

In order to evaluate congenital malformations, one 
needs to have an understanding of the embryology of 
the eye. Here we provide a brief overview of eye de-
velopment. The reader is referred elsewhere for more 
detailed discussions [14, 129]. The three embryonic 
layers include ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. 
Anterior ectoderm differentiates into neural ectoderm 
that gives rise to the eye and the brain. The first evi-
dence of the developing eye is observed on day 21 of 
gestation when the optic sulci, also known as optic 

pits, appear. These invaginations can be found on the 
inner surface of anterior neural folds of neural ecto-
derm that will later form forebrain (prosencephalon). 
At the same time, the neural folds start the fusion pro-
cess that results in neural tube formation. Neural crest 
cells are found at the junction of the neural ectoderm 
and overlying surface ectoderm. They play an im-
portant role in eye development. These cells migrate 
beneath the surface ectoderm to different areas of the 
embryo, and specifically to the area of optic sulci. 
There they serve as precursors to many eye structures 
including corneal stroma, iris stroma, ciliary muscle, 
choroid, sclera, and orbital cartilage and bone. It is 
worth mentioning that although throughout the rest 
of the body the connective tissue and bone structures 
are derived from mesoderm, the orbital bone and con-
nective tissue are derived from neural crest cells. In 
the eye the mesoderm is responsible only for the stri-
ated muscle of the extraocular muscles and vascular 
endothelium.

As the neural tube closes anteriorly and the fore-
brain vesicles are formed, the optic sulci develop as 
bilateral evaginations of neural ectoderm on the fore-
brain vesicles. This expansion results in the forma-
tion of optic vesicles at gestation day 25. The optic 
vesicles are connected to the forebrain by the optic 
stalk, a precursor of the optic nerve. At day 27, the 
surface ectoderm overlying the evaginating optic ves-
icles thickens to form the lens placode. Subsequent to 
lens placode formation, the placode and underlying 
neural ectoderm start invaginating. The neural ecto-
derm invaginates on itself forming a double-layered 
optic cup, the inner layer of which will become the 
neurosensory retina and the outer the retinal pigment 
epithelium. The invagination process results in an in-
feriorly positioned optic fissure, also known as the 
embryonic or choroidal fissure. The tissue lining the 
fissure is of neural crest origin and gives rise to the 
hyaloid artery that courses from the optic stalk to the 
developing lens derived from the surface ectoderm. 
The hyaloid artery is a branch of the primitive oph-
thalmic artery. After the fissure closes at 6 weeks, 
primitive ciliary epithelium derived from neural 
ectoderm starts secreting aqueous fluid that creates 
intraocular pressure (IOP) and aids in expansion of 
the optic cup [22, 129]. Failure of the fissure to close 
results in microphthalmia and typical (in location) 
colobomas.

Ocular malformations can be isolated • 
or part of complex multisystem 
syndromes. Certain ocular malformations 
are harbingers of serious “hidden” 
abnormalities in other organs such as 
the heart, brain, or vascular system.

Ocular malformations cause vision loss • 
directly by interfering with media clarity 
or integrity of ocular structures, or by 
causing diseases such as amblyopia, 
glaucoma, or retinal detachment that 
in turn result in loss of vision.

The management of patients with • 
ocular malformations includes 
making an accurate diagnosis, 
identifying any potentially associated 
syndromes or malformations in 
other organ systems, optimizing 
visual function, and anticipating the 
occurrence of other problems such 
as glaucoma and amblyopia.
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The lens is formed from the lens placode, which is 
derived from surface ectoderm. One important step in 
lens formation is the detachment of the lens vesicle 
from the surface ectoderm. Anterior lenticonus, ante-
rior capsular cataracts, and anterior segment dysgen-
esis with keratolenticular adhesions in Peters’ anom-
aly may result from faulty keratolenticular separation 
[129]. The hyaloid vessels form a network around the 
posterior lens capsule and then anastomose anteriorly 
with a network of vessels in the pupillary membrane 
anterior to the lens capsule that contains vessels 
and connective tissue. The vascular network that is 
formed around the lens is termed tunica vasculosa 
lentis and it regresses at 4 months of gestation along 
with the hyaloid artery. Mittendorf’s dot is a 1- to 
2-mm area of fibrosis on the posterior capsule and 
is likely to represent an incomplete regression of the 
hyaloid artery at its attachment site. An incompletely 
regressed pupillary membrane is called persistent pu-
pillary membrane (Fig. 21.1).

The surface ectoderm forms the corneal epithe-
lium, whereas both corneal stroma and endothelium 
are derived from neural crest cells. In addition, neu-
ral crest cells form anterior iris stroma, the ciliary 
muscle, and most structures of the iridocorneal an-
gle. Aqueous draining is observed by 17–18 weeks 
of fetal life and gradually increases during develop-
ment [67]. Increased IOP occurs in many disorders in 
which the anterior chamber angle structures do not 
develop properly and in which aqueous drainage is 
impaired; these conditions include Axenfeld-Rieger 
syndrome, iridogoniodysgenesis/iris hypoplasia, Pe-
ters’ anomaly, primary congenital glaucoma along 
with cornea plana, sclerocornea, megalocornea, and 
congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy [48].

The retina’s cellular differentiation progresses in 
the form of a wave from inner to outer layers and 
from central retina to peripheral retina. Ganglion 
cells appear first. Amacrine, horizontal, and cone 
cells appear at approximately the same time, but none 
before the first ganglion cell [16]. Macular differen-
tiation occurs relatively late [45], and it is only after 
birth that the ganglion and bipolar cells completely 
vacate the fovea centralis. The central retinal artery 
is derived from the portion of hyaloid artery within 
the optic stalk. A benign small tuft of glial cells that 
emanates from the center of the optic disk is termed 
Bergmeister’s papilla (Fig. 21.2) and is a remnant of 

the hyaloid system of blood vessels and associated 
tissues. The central retinal artery forms temporal and 
nasal retinal arcades, with the latter reaching the pe-
riphery first. Thus, a newborn can have an immature 
partially avascular area in the temporal periphery 
[129].

The vitreous develops in three stages. The primary 
vitreous is a highly vascularized gel that is replaced 
by the avascular secondary vitreous. The tertiary 
vitreous serves as a precursor of the lens zonule. At 
birth, most of the posterior vitreous gel is secondary 
vitreous with the vitreous base and zonule represent-
ing tertiary vitreous. Cloquet’s canal is an atrophied 
primary vitreous that persists as an optically clear 
zone emanating from the optic nerve to the posterior 
aspect of the lens [129].

The optic stalk that connects the optic vesicle to 
the forebrain serves as a precursor to the optic nerve. 
The ganglion cells of the developing retina send their 
axons through the optic stalk at week 6. The optic chi-
asm consists first of all crossed fibers and only later 
do the uncrossed fibers reach the optic chiasm. The 
first ganglion axons reach the dorsal nucleus of the 
lateral geniculate body at week 9. At month 5 of ges-
tation, axons start becoming myelinated in the area 
of lateral geniculate body. It takes about 3 months for 
the wave of myelinization to reach the globe. My-
elinization stops at the lamina cribrosa at 1 month 
after birth. Anomalous myelination of nerve fibers is 
clinically obvious as a flat, feathery, glossy sheen on 
the surface of the retina and has been associated with 
high myopia and amblyopia in some cases (Fig. 21.3) 
[32, 112].

Fig. 21.1 Few strands of remnants of the papillary 
membrane attach to a small fibrous piece of tissue on 
the anterior lens capsule
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21.2 Anophthalmia and 
Colobomatous Microphthalmia

21.2.1 Anophthalmia

Anophthalmia refers to the unilateral or bilateral ap-
parent absence of the globe in an orbit with normal 
adnexal elements. Rudiments of optic vesicle-derived 
structures and structures derived from mesoderm 
and/or neural crest may be found on histopathologic 
sectioning of the orbit in consecutive or degenerative 
anophthalmia (clinical anophthalmia), but not in pri-
mary or true anophthalmia. The orbit is shallow and 
orbital volume remains small with increasing age, 
presumably because of absence of the trophic action 
of the globe on the orbit. True or primary anophthal-
mia is extremely rare and results from failure of the 
optic vesicle to bud from the cerebral vesicle; the 
optic nerves and tract are usually absent. In second-
ary anophthalmia there usually are associated severe 
forebrain malformations, such as holoprosencephaly, 
and affected fetuses are usually aborted. Consecutive 
or degenerative anophthalmia results from regression 
or degeneration of the optic vesicle. Inherited isolated 
anophthalmia is usually autosomal recessive. Ano-
phthalmia can be present in a number of syndromes 
such as the Lenz microphthalmia syndrome and with 
a variety of chromosomal rearrangements. More re-

cently, mutations in the SOX2 gene on chromosome 3 
were found to account for a significant proportion of 
cases of anophthalmia [35]. Treatment of anophthal-
mia consists of maintenance of orbital volume and 
conjunctival forniceal depth by insertion of ocular 
prostheses of increasing sizes into the orbit.

21.2.2 Colobomatous Microphthalmia 
and Typical Uveal Coloboma

In microphthalmic eyes there is variable reduction in 
the volume of the eye. The corneal diameter is usu-
ally less than 10 mm and the anteroposterior globe 
diameter is less than 20 mm. The incidence of mi-
crophthalmia/clinical anophthalmia is 0.22 per 1,000 
births; the incidence of coloboma is 0.26 per 1,000 
births. The diagnosis of microphthalmia can gener-
ally be made by inspection of the eye. The cornea 
is small, but may be of normal size in posterior mi-
crophthalmos. Microcornea can occur in the absence 
of microphthalmia as a dominant or recessive trait. 
There may be a coloboma of the iris (Fig. 21.4), chor-
oid, and/or optic nerve (Fig. 21.5). Cataracts may be 
present. Microphthalmic eyes usually have high hy-
permetropic refractive errors but may be myopic. The 

Fig. 21.2 Remnant of the hyaloid system on nasal 
aspect of optic disk, Bergmeister’s papilla

Fig. 21.3 Extensive myelination of the nerve fiber 
layer associated with high myopia and amblyopia in 
this patient
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diagnosis of borderline cases can be confirmed by 
measuring the diameter of the eye using ultrasonog-
raphy. The normal adult eye measures between 21.50 
and 27.00 mm.

Microphthalmia can be unilateral or bilateral and 
may or may not be associated with uveal coloboma, 
hence its general classification into colobomatous and 
non-colobomatous. Asymmetric reduction of the vol-
ume of the eyes is common in bilateral cases. Large 
colobomas may produce a white reflex from the pupil 
(leukocoria) and have been confused with retinoblas-
toma. Rare complications of colobomas include sub-
retinal neovascularization and retinal detachment.

Colobomas result from failure of closure of the 
embryonic fissure in the invaginated optic vesicle, a 
process completed by week 6 of gestation. “Typical” 
colobomas are inferonasal and may involve iris, cili-
ary body, inferior choroid, and/or optic nerve head. 
Eyes with colobomas may be of normal size but are 
generally microphthalmic. A cyst may form in the 
area of defective closure, producing microphthalmia 
with cyst (Fig. 21.6). Patients with this condition usu-
ally present with a bulging of the inferior lid and su-
perior displacement of the globe by the cyst.

The coordinated expression of a large number of 
developmental genes is necessary for normal ocular 

Fig. 21.6 Coronal MRI section demonstrating right mi-
crophthalmia with cyst. These are typically inferior to the 
globe and cause a bulge in the lower lid

Fig. 21.4 Left and right eyes of a patient with typical uveal colobomas. The right iris shows a full 
thickness defect inferonasally and a keyhole pupil while the left eye has a round pupil and only 
thinning of the inferior iris

Fig. 21.5 Very large typical inferior chorioretinal 
coloboma that has involved the entirety of the optic 
nerve head. Note the yellow luteal pigment in the up-
per right of the figure; this area corresponds to the 
fovea
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and optic nerve development and the pathways and 
interactions between these genes are currently being 
elucidated. Mutations in any of these genes can theo-
retically result in microphthalmia and/or coloboma.

Microphthalmia can be isolated or familial, or can 
occur in a number of single gene, chromosomal, and 
embryopathic multisystem malformation syndromes. 
About a quarter of patients with microphthalmia/
coloboma have the CHARGE association (Fig. 21.7) 
[10]. There is extreme variable expressivity in fa-
milial cases, with some family members exhibiting 
severe microphthalmia and others only small asymp-
tomatic uveal colobomas in normal-sized eyes; hence 
the importance of ocular examination of all family 
members. CHX10 on chromosome 14q24.3 is one of 
the genes associated with microphthalmia [36].

Errors of refraction should be corrected. Cataract 
extraction is performed if the retina is attached and 
the size of the eye is not extremely small. Prostheses 
are fit over very small blind eyes for cosmetic pur-
poses. Genetic counseling should be provided after 
examination of all available family members to de-
termine the possible mode of inheritance in familial 
cases. The empiric risk of recurrence in a sibling is 
2% if both parents are unaffected and increases to 
14% if one parent is affected. The yield of chromo-
somal studies is poor for isolated microphthalmia/
coloboma but increases significantly if there is asso-
ciated mental retardation and at least one other con-
genital malformation.

21.3 Congenital Disorders 
of the Anterior Segment

Anterior segment anomalies can result from distur-
bances of neural crest cell, ectoderm, or global ocu-
lar development. The anterior segment consists of 
the cornea, iris, anterior chamber angle, and lens. 
Research in Drosophila melanogaster and murine 
and other animal models has identified several tran-
scription factor genes that play a vital role in normal 
development of the anterior segment. PAX6 has the 
most panocular expression and has been implicated in 
aniridia [42], Peters’ anomaly [42], Axenfeld’s anom-
aly [5], keratitis [73], optic nerve malformations [6], 
and foveal hypoplasia [123]. Foxc1 (Fkhl7), Pitx2 

(Rieg1), and Lmx1b are some of the developmental 
genes expressed in neural crest cells. The former two 
have been implicated in such forms of anterior seg-
ment dysgenesis as iridogoniodysgenesis anomaly, 
iris hypoplasia, Axenfeld-Rieger anomaly, Axenfeld-
Rieger syndrome, and congenital glaucoma [56, 58, 
69, 74, 80, 87, 103]. Foxe3 and Maf are expressed 
within the developing lens and are involved in cata-
ract formation and anterior segment ocular dysgenesis 
[49, 102, 120]. Additionally, the CYP1B1 gene that is 
not a transcription factor but encodes an enzyme has 
been implemented in congenital glaucoma [110].

Abnormalities of neural crest cell development in 
the eye result in posterior embryotoxon, iris hypopla-
sia and iridogoniodysgenesis, the Axenfeld-Rieger 
anomaly and Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome, primary 
congenital glaucoma, and iridocorneal endothelial 
syndromes.

21.3.1 Posterior Embryotoxon

Isolated posterior embryotoxon denotes an anteri-
orly displaced and prominent Schwalbe’s line. It is 
present in a small percentage of normal individuals 
and generally does not require treatment. However, it 

Fig. 21.7 Patient with CHARGE association. Left eye is mi-
crophthalmic. Note hearing aid and abnormally shaped ear
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should be recognized that posterior embryotoxon can 
be part of the Axenfeld-Rieger anomaly and hence 
eyes that display it are predisposed to glaucoma. Ad-
ditionally, it has been associated with Alagille syn-
drome, a condition characterized by hepatic ductular 
hypoplasia, with neonatal jaundice, pulmonic val-
vular stenosis as well as peripheral arterial stenosis, 
abnormal “butterfly” vertebrae, decrease in inter-
pediculate distance in the lumbar spine, absent deep 
tendon reflexes, poor school performance, and pecu-
liar facies [1, 95, 127].

21.3.2 Iris Hypoplasia 
and Iridogoniodysgenesis

First described by Berg in 1932, hypoplastic irides 
have a gray/brown color that represents the pig-
mented iris epithelium showing through hypoplastic 
iris stroma that is derived from neural crest cells. The 
iris appears flat and lacks the normal crypts and vari-
ations in thickness. Iris vessels may be prominent. 
It may or may not be associated with a prominent 
Schwalbe’s line. Iris hypoplasia can be associated 
with angle maldevelopment–iridogoniodysgenesis 
and thus be part of the autosomal dominant iri-
dogoniodysgenesis anomaly (type I iridogoniodys-
genesis) that is characterized by iris hypoplasia and 
goniodysgenesis with frequent juvenile glaucoma, 
and that maps to 6p25 [68]. A group of dominant dis-
orders involving changes in the anterior segment of 
the eye associated with glaucoma (Axenfeld-Rieger 
anomaly, iris hypoplasia, and iridogoniodysgen-
esis) maps to 6p25 and results from mutations in the 
FOXC1 gene [80].

Type II iridogoniodysgenesis is also an autosomal 
dominant disorder characterized by iris hypoplasia, 
goniodysgenesis, and increased IOP, but is caused 
by mutations in the PITX2 gene on chromosome 4q-
25-q26, the same gene that causes classic Axenfeld-
Rieger syndrome indicating that iridogoniodysgene-
sis and Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome are allelic variants 
of the same disorder [3, 56].

An autosomal recessive form of iridogoniodys-
genesis has been reported to be associated with con-
genital glaucoma, skeletal anomalies, and peculiar 
facial appearance [93].

Ophthalmologists caring for patients with iri-
dogoniodysgenesis should be acutely aware of the 
glaucomatous component of the disorder, and IOP 
should be periodically checked in these patients.

21.3.3 Axenfeld-Rieger Anomaly 
and Axenfeld-Rieger Syndrome

Axenfeld-Rieger anomaly (ARA) clinically is char-
acterized by posterior embryotoxon with iris strands, 
corectopia, iris hypoplasia, and abnormalities of 
the anterior chamber angle. Iridocorneal adhesions 
cause pupil displacement or corectopia and iris at-
rophy can be so severe that it results in pseudopo-
lycoria (Fig. 21.8). The anterior angle abnormalities 
include high insertion of the iris root on the trabe-
cular meshwork, resultant adhesions over the angle, 
and excessive connective tissue deposition [61]. The 
consequence of these ocular abnormalities is a 50% 
lifetime risk of glaucoma [61].

The systemic manifestations of Axenfeld-Rieger 
syndrome (ARS) are extremely variable. They in-
clude cranio-dento-facial findings such dental hy-
poplasia, anterior teeth crowding, and underdevel-

Fig. 21.8 Anterior segment of patient with Rieger’s 
syndrome. The pupil is displaced inferiorly. The su-
perior part of the iris is thin. There is an anteriorly 
displaced Schwalbe’s line (mostly in the inferior part 
of the cornea in this patient) with strands of iris ad-
herent to it in some locations
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oped maxilla [50]. Patients often have failure of the 
periumbilical skin to involute, sensory hearing loss, 
congenital heart defects, skeletal abnormalities, and 
rarely anal stenosis [23, 52, 61].

Currently there are two genes associated with ARS 
and at least two more incompletely defined genetic 
loci [61]. PITX2 (RIEG1) is located on chromo-
some 4q25 and FOXC1 maps to 6p25. The genes for 
loci 13q14 and 16q24 have not been identified.

Treatment depends on the patient’s presenting 
symptoms. Pupilloplasty might be required for pa-
tients with severe pupillary stenosis. Glaucoma 
should be treated medically first; surgery appears to 
have a lower success rate than that in primary con-
genital glaucoma. If medical treatment fail, enhanced 
filtering surgery is recommended [113]. It is impor-
tant to remember that glaucoma drugs have a higher 
risk of systemic effects in pediatric patients. Para-
sympathomimetics and β-blockers can be used. Car-
bonic anhydrase inhibitors, prostaglandin agonists, 
and sympathomimetics are usually used as second-
line pharmacologic interventions [113].

21.3.4 Primary Congenital Glaucoma

Glaucoma in an infant can be part of a syndrome. For 
instance, patients with ARS have greater chance of 
developing glaucoma [104], as do children with neu-
rofibromatosis type 1, Sturge-Weber syndrome, Lowe 
syndrome, and Peters’ anomaly [7, 65]. Primary con-
genital glaucoma (PCG) arises as an independent en-
tity with evidence of isolated trabeculodysgenesis. It 
usually presents bilaterally with buphthalmos (ocular 
enlargement), photophobia, epiphora, and blepharos-
pasm and can be associated with corneal edema [7]. 
Untreated or poorly responsive cases go on to develop 
significant corneal opacification (Fig. 21.9). Formerly 
believed to be caused by the persistence of a mem-
brane (Barkan’s membrane) over the angle structures, 
it is now considered to be due to developmental arrest 
of the trabecular meshwork. The trabecular meshwork 
has been shown to have thickened trabecular beams 
and uveal cords with narrow trabecular spaces [7]. An 
examination under sedation or general anesthesia is 
frequently required for establishment of definitive di-
agnosis. Since PCG responds poorly to medical treat-
ment, surgical intervention is often required [7]. A 

technique combining trabeculotomy with trabeculec-
tomy has been reported to be a successful for treatment 
of PCG with corneal opacity [64]. Goniotomy surgery 
can be attempted if corneal clarity is preserved, but 
often a repeat procedure is needed [96]. The use of 
adjunctive mitomycin C in trabeculectomy is con-
troversial for, although it results in higher number 
of successful outcomes, it has been associated with 
increased incidence of late-onset endophthalmitis [8, 
38, 106]. Aqueous shunt devices should be used with 
caution [20, 33] and cyclodestruction is generally re-
served to be the last option [7].

Genetic studies have identified CYP1B1 as the 
gene associated with the GLC3A locus on chromo-
some 2p22-p21, and the gene responsible for the 
majority of cases of primary infantile glaucoma. The 
CYP1B1 protein belongs to the cytochrome P450 su-
perfamily of enzymes that have the ability to metabo-
lize a variety of substrates. It has been hypothesized 
that this form of cytochrome P450 might be respon-
sible for producing a compound necessary for normal 
development or for removing a substrate that might 
inhibit development of the trabecular meshwork [98].

21.3.5 Iridocorneal Endothelial 
Syndromes

Iridocorneal endothelial (ICE) syndromes include 
three clinical entities such as progressive iris atro-
phy, Chandler’s syndrome, and iris-nevus syndrome 

Fig. 21.9 Bilateral total opacification of enlarged corneas in a 
young boy with congenital glaucoma
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(Cogan-Reese syndrome). All three share the char-
acteristic findings of the iridocorneal adhesions and 
the corneal endothelial abnormality. The iris findings 
differentiate the three syndromes for progressive iris 
atrophy presents with marked corectopia, ectropion 
uvea, iris atrophy, and hole formation [105]. On the 
other hand, Chandler’s syndrome has normal iris or 
mild to moderate degrees of corectopia, ectropion 
uvea, and iris atrophy with no hole formation [17]. 
A Cogan-Reese syndrome iris can range from normal 
to severely affected. This syndrome is characterized 
by pigmented nodules on the iris stroma [18]. ICE 
syndromes are usually unilateral, affect women more 
commonly than men and present in early to middle 
adulthood. The corneal endothelium abnormality 
presents as a beaten silver appearance by slit-lamp 
biomicroscopy, and by specular microscopy the en-
dothelial cells are pleomorphic in size and shape with 
virtually pathognomonic intracellular dark spots. On 
electron microscopy one sees areas of multilayered 
endothelium as well as areas of scant endothelium 
and abnormal accumulation of connective tissue un-
der the intact Descemet’s membrane [104].

Pediatric patients usually do not require corneal 
grafting, but might need it as adults. Complications 
of glaucoma are treated first medically and then sur-
gically.

21.3.6 Peters’ Anomaly 
and Peters’ Plus Syndrome

Peters’ anomaly is characterized by a central corneal 
leukoma (Fig. 21.10), lack of the posterior corneal 
stroma and Descemet’s membrane, and a variable de-
gree of iridocorneal and keratolenticular attachments, 
with the most severe being of a lens adherent to the 
corneal stroma. Eighty percent of cases are bilateral, 
50–70% are associated with glaucoma, and 25–50% 
with microphthalmia [130]. Other ocular features 
include cataracts, colobomas, and aniridia [42, 117, 
128].

A variety of genes have been associated with Pe-
ters’ anomaly including PAX6, FOXC1, PITX2, and 
CYP1B1 [30, 42, 47, 122]. However, the disease 
pathogenesis remains unclear. Recently, a study 
identified biallelic truncating mutations in the β1,3-

galactosyltransferase-like gene (B3GALTL) in pa-
tients with Peters’ plus syndrome. This would impli-
cate glycosylation defects in the pathogenesis of the 
disorder [60]. Peters’ plus syndrome is autosomal re-
cessive and includes short stature, brachymorphism, 
cupid bow of the upper lip, broad hands and feet, 
round face, abnormal ears, and developmental delay 
in addition to ocular findings [63].

The management of patients with Peters’ anomaly 
is focused on the provision of sufficient clear cornea 
to allow vision and the early detection and treatment 
of glaucoma. Depending on the size of the opacity, 
the treatment varies from observation to optical iri-
dectomy to penetrating keratoplasty. Postoperatively 
refractive correction and occlusion therapy are al-
most always needed [130]. The rate of graft survival 
is the greatest among the initial grafts as compared to 
the second, third, or fourth grafts. The initial grafts 
are most likely to fail during the first two postop-
erative years, with more than half of all failures oc-
curring within the first three postoperative months 
[131]. Glaucoma represents a major comorbidity of 
Peters’ anomaly and its treatment is usually surgical. 
The commonly performed surgeries to lower IOP in-
clude cyclocryotherapy, trabeculectomy, goniotomy, 
and valve implantation [130]. Visual outcome is 
guarded.

Fig. 21.10 Bilateral Peters’ anomaly, more severe in the right 
than the left eye in this young girl with no other malforma-
tions
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21.3.7 Aniridia

Aniridia is a misnomer that refers to the congeni-
tal absence of some or most of the iris (Fig. 21.11). 
The extent of vision deficit varies similarly [51]. It 
is caused by a mutation in the PAX6 gene on 11p13 
and can be associated with other ocular malforma-
tions including cataract, lens subluxation, foveal 
hypoplasia (Fig. 21.12), optic nerve hypoplasia, and 
nystagmus [34]. If there is a chromosomal deletion 
of the 11p13 region that involves adjacent genes, pa-
tients have an increased risk of developing Wilms’ 
tumor since the deletion might include the Wilms’ 
tumor gene, WT1 on 11p13. The WARG syndrome 
is a combination of Wilms’ tumor, aniridia, mental 
retardation, and ambiguous genitalia, genitourinary 
abnormalities, or gonadoblastoma. The WARG syn-
drome is one of the best-studied “contiguous gene 
syndromes,” since aniridia, Wilms’ tumor, and prob-
ably mental retardation are determined by separate 
genes [91 101]. In the Gillespie syndrome, aniridia 
is associated with cerebellar ataxia and mental retar-
dation [121].

Aniridia patients should undergo genetic testing 
and have repeated abdominal ultrasounds. If an in-
tragenic PAX6 mutation is identified, then the risk 
of Wilms’ tumor becomes nil as there is no chromo-
somal deletion in such patients. The great majority 
of familial aniridia cases are due to intragenic mu-
tations, hence Wilms’ tumor is almost exclusively 
detected in isolated cases who have chromosomal 
deletions. Glaucoma occurs in 20–75% of patients 
and is treated with medications, goniotomy, or glau-
coma drainage device placement [4, 118]. Aniridic 
keratopathy is the major cause of acquired vision 
loss in patients with aniridia. It is characterized by 
vascularization of the peripheral cornea, so-called 
pannus (Fig. 21.13), conjunctival invasion of the 
corneal surface, corneal epithelial erosions, and 
epithelial abnormalities, which eventually result in 
corneal opacity [88]. It has been shown that pene-
trating keratoplasty has a very low success rate in 
aniridia patients due to the lack of limbal stem cells 
that rely on a normal PAX6 function for development 
and maintenance. Keratolimbal allograft is a stem 
cell transplantation technique that has been gaining 
popularity [46].

Fig. 21.13 Peripheral keratopathy (“pannus”) in a 
patient with aniridia. This is caused by an absence of 
normal-functioning limbal stem cells that depend on 
a normal PAX6 gene

Fig. 21.11 Near-total absence of the iris in this pa-
tient with aniridia. Note indistinct limbus and super-
ficial opacification superotemporally

Fig. 21.12 Foveal hypoplasia in a patient with anirid-
ia. Note flat foveal area with small vessels reaching 
the center of the fovea
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21.4 Congenital Disorders 
of the Cornea

21.4.1 Dermoids

Limbal and corneal dermoids are choristomas that 
typically occur on the temporal limbus. They con-
sist predominantly of ectodermally derived elements 
(Fig. 21.14). They can be associated with Golden-
har’s syndrome that is characterized by hemifacial 
microsomia with ipsilateral deformity of the exter-
nal ear and vertebral anomalies [11]. Other associ-
ated anomalies include ipsilateral lid coloboma and 
Duane’s syndrome.

21.4.2 Megalocornea

Megalocornea is defined as a cornea with a horizontal 
diameter greater than 13 mm. When it is present as 
an isolated defect, it is inherited in an X-linked man-
ner and is mapped to Xq21.3-q22 [62]. Examples of 
systemic associations include Marfan syndrome and 
megalocornea–mental retardation syndrome [21, 79]. 
Patients with X-linked megalocornea have a poste-
rior crocodile shagreen abnormality of the cornea and 
develop presenile cataracts [113].

21.4.3 Microcornea

Microcornea refers to a cornea with a horizontal di-
ameter less than 10 mm. Microcornea can be associ-
ated with microphthalmos or with multiple systemic 
disorders including but not limited to Nance-Horan 
syndrome, Warburg Micro syndrome, and Ehlers-
Danlos syndrome [44, 77, 126]. The presence of mi-
crocornea in patients with congenital cataracts indi-
cates a small eye and may be a poor prognostic sign 
for visual outcome.

21.4.4 Cornea Plana

Cornea plana is a cornea with curvature less than 43D. 
When caused by a mutation in KERA gene on chro-

mosome 12q, it is inherited as an autosomal recessive 
trait. Interestingly, autosomal recessive cornea plana 
is most prevalent in northern Finland likely due to the 
founder effect in the population that arrived in those 
regions approximately 400 years ago [37]. It has also 
been reported in a large number of patients from Saudi 
Arabia and other parts of the Middle East. Autosomal 
recessive and autosomal dominant forms are geneti-
cally and clinically distinct [85, 111]. Both can lead 
to hyperopia, hazy corneal limbus, and arcus lipoides 
at an early age. However, the recessive form is more 
severe. A round opaque central corneal thickening of 
about 5 mm is a common finding in recessive cornea 
plana, but is never present in the dominant form. Ad-
ditionally, in the recessive form there are iris mal-
formations as well as a slit-like pupil and adhesions 
between the iris and cornea (Fig. 21.15) [111].

21.4.5 Sclerocornea

Sclerocornea can be a part of the cornea plana syn-
drome. It is characterized by indistinct scleral and 
corneal limits. When inherited in a dominant form, 
it is milder than when inherited as a recessive trait. 
Sclerocornea totalis occurs when the whole cornea 
is involved. Microscopically, there is thinning of the 
peripheral cornea, lack of Bowman’s layer, irregular 
stromal lamellae, stromal vascularization, markedly 
underdeveloped or absent Descemet’s membrane, and 
marked attenuation of the endothelium [28]. Sclero-
cornea can occur as a part of a syndrome such as the 
MIDAS syndrome that stands for microphthalmia, 

Fig. 21.14 Limbal dermoid in a typical inferotempo-
ral location
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dermal aplasia, and sclerocornea [43]. Observation 
or keratoplasty are used for most patients, depending 
on the degree of opacification. The success rate of 
penetrating keratoplasty in these patients is less than 
50% [72]. The cornea can clear substantially in the 
first weeks of life, hence it is not wise to rush into any 
surgical intervention before several weeks of age.

21.4.6 Corneal Dystrophies

Corneal dystrophies can affect any layer of the cor-
nea with characteristic clinical presentation patterns 
that depend on the level of anatomic involvement and 
the underlying pathology. Thus, dystrophies of epi-
thelium and Bowman’s layer present with recurrent 
erosions of the cornea along with diminished visual 
acuity resultant from epithelial irregularity and scar-
ring. The decreased visual acuity in stromal dystro-
phies is due to deposition of various substances in 
keratocytes and extracellular matrix. Corneal edema 
due to a malfunctioning endothelial pump is the 
cause of vision problems in Descemet’s membrane 
and corneal endothelium dystrophies [2]. The main 
corneal dystrophies presenting at birth are congenital 
hereditary stromal dystrophy, Fleck corneal dystro-
phy, congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy, and 
posterior polymorphous dystrophy.

Both congenital hereditary stromal corneal dystro-
phy and Fleck dystrophy affect the stroma. Only a few 
reports of a true congenital hereditary stromal corneal 

dystrophy (CHSD) have been published. CHSD is an 
autosomal dominant disorder characterized by opaci-
ties, which were equally pronounced in all areas of 
the cornea. There are no signs of vascularization and 
corneal sensitivity is normal or slightly reduced. The 
patients usually do not have other ocular symptoms, 
especially corneal erosions or photophobia. How-
ever, refractive errors, amblyopia, and strabismus 
are commonly observed in the affected individuals. 
Congenital stromal dystrophy of the cornea is caused 
by a mutation in the decorin gene [13, 81]. Fleck cor-
neal dystrophy is characterized by tiny white flecks 
that can be found on all corneal levels; they present 
early and progress minimally. Congenital hereditary 
endothelial dystrophy and posterior polymorphous 
dystrophy are dystrophies of Descemet’s membrane 
and the corneal endothelium. Congenital hereditary 
endothelial dystrophy (CHED) can be autosomal 
dominant or recessive with the recessive form being 
more severe and presenting with corneal clouding at 
birth and complicated by nystagmus. It has been re-
ported that mutations in SLC4A11 gene, a member of 
bicarbonate transporter proteins, are associated with 
the autosomal form [124]. Posterior polymorphous 
dystrophy (PPMD) is an autosomal dominant disor-
der with highly variable expressivity and mutation de-
scribed in VSX1, COL8A2, and TGF8 genes. It is rare 
and involves a metaplasia and overgrowth of corneal 
endothelial cells. Endothelial cells in PPMD mani-
fest in an epithelial morphology and gene expression 
pattern and thus produce an aberrant basement mem-
brane, and, sometimes, spread over the iris and nearby 
structures increasing the risk for glaucoma [54].

All three types of congenital corneal dystrophies 
can be confused with glaucoma. The differentiating 
features of CHED and PPMD are normal horizontal 
corneal diameter with increased corneal thickness, 
and normal IOP measurements. Treatment of corneal 
dystrophies has changed in recent years with the in-
troduction of phototherapeutic keratectomy (PTK). 
In PTK an excimer laser, similar to the one used in 
photorefractive keratectomy, is utilized. PTK can be 
used only on anterior corneal dystrophies including 
Meesmann corneal dystrophy, Reis-Bücklers syn-
drome, Thiel-Behnke syndrome, granular dystrophy, 
lattice dystrophy, and central crystalline dystrophy of 
Schnyder. It has been previously shown that the rate 
of recurrence of corneal dystrophies after lamellar or 
penetrating keratoplasty is significant [70]. Excimer 

Fig. 21.15 Autosomal recessive cornea plana. Note 
very flat and small, rather than curved cornea. The 
anterior chamber is extremely flat and the iris is mal-
formed. The limbus is indistinct
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laser can be used on grafted and non-grafted corneas 
and can be repeated more than once. Although PTK 
offers a less-aggressive, safer alternative with faster 
recovery, it is still not devoid of recurrences of corneal 
dystrophy [26]. Other treatment options for anterior 
corneal dystrophies include diamond burr polishing 
of Bowman’s membrane [119]. Corneal dystrophies 
with involvement of endothelium and Descemet’s 
membrane are usually treated by performing a pen-
etrating keratoplasty or deep lamellar endothelial ker-
atoplasty (DLEK) [83]. DLEK provides faster visual 
rehabilitation, with better spherical equivalents and 
less astigmatism [114]. Conservative management of 
patients and avoidance of penetrating keratoplasty ex-
cept in cases of severe reduction of vision is advised.

21.5 Congenital Cataracts

The reader is referred to the other chapters in this text 
book that cover congenital cataracts in more detail 
(Chaps. 22, 23). Congenital cataracts can be unilat-
eral or bilateral, inherited, idiopathic, or caused by 
intrauterine infections. Depending on the etiology, 
a cataract can be nuclear, posterior, or lamellar with 
nuclear cataract usually present at birth and non-pro-
gressive and lenticular cataracts developing later and 
progressing faster [133].

Bilateral cataracts are mostly idiopathic. When 
inherited, cataracts are inherited mainly as auto-
somal dominant, but also as autosomal recessive and 
X-linked traits [133]. Rarely cataracts can be caused 
by metabolic disorders such as galactosemia [9]. 
Cataracts can also arise from intrauterine infections 
such as toxoplasmosis, which is also associated with 
chorioretinal scars. Rubella virus affects lens devel-
opment and results in cataract formation, usually in 
the form of a nuclear cataract, but possibly total. In 
congenital and neonatal herpes conjunctivitis, kera-
titis, iridocyclitis, iris atrophy, posterior synechiae, 
and cataract have been described. Congenital cata-
racts are also associated with varicella-zoster virus 
and syphilis and are rarely found with cytomegalovi-
rus infection [71].

Cataracts can be one of the presenting signs of a 
syndrome such as trisomy 21 or Turner’s syndrome 
and multiple other inherited entities [133]. Unilat-
eral cataracts as a rule are idiopathic. They can be 

associated with lenticonus/lentiglobus and persistent 
fetal vasculature as part of the persistent hyperplas-
tic primary vitreous spectrum [133]. In order to pre-
vent the development of amblyopia, cataract surgery 
with or without intraocular lens (IOL) placement is 
recommended. Surgery should be performed within 
2 months of birth. Optical correction and patching 
are required in postoperative follow-up. Opacifica-
tion of the visual axis and secondary glaucoma are 
significant complications of infantile cataract surgery 
[133].

21.6 Persistent Hyperplastic 
Primary Vitreous/Persistence 
of the Fetal Vasculature

Persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) is a 
complex ocular malformation disorder in which the 
predominant abnormalities result from persistence of 
elements of the fetal vasculature mostly in the ante-
rior segment of the eye (Fig. 21.16), but also in the 
vitreous and around the disk area. The persistence 
of these remnants leads to secondary complications 
such as retinal traction, ciliary process tractions, and 
abnormalities in the posterior capsule of the lens. In 
its most classic form there is a fibrovascular stalk/
membrane extending from the optic nerve to the pos-
terior lens capsule, with contraction of the posterior 
capsule/membrane and dragging of the ciliary pro-
cesses toward the center of the posterior lens capsule. 
The eye in severe PHPV cases is smaller than aver-
age. In its mild forms, there may only be a posterior 
lenticonus or polar cataract, with a very thin remnant 
of the hyaloid vessels. Other forms are described el-
egantly in Goldberg’s review on the subject [40].

21.7 Congenital Anomalies 
of the Optic Nerve

Congenital abnormalities of the optic nerve are prob-
ably some of the most commonly seen ocular malfor-
mations and can involve one or both eyes. Patients 
with poor vision due to optic nerve anomalies should 
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be managed by treating refractive errors, occlusion 
therapy in selected cases, and screening patients for 
possible associated central nervous system malfor-
mations such as pituitary hypoplasia and moyamoya 
disease, that may jeopardize their lives in some in-
stances. [31]

21.7.1 Aplasia of the Optic Nerve

Aplasia of the optic nerve is a very rare congenital, 
non-hereditary condition of unknown etiology. These 
patients lack optic disk, optic nerve, retinal ganglion 
cells, and retinal vessels. The electroretinogram 
(ERG) is usually flat, but if present shows diminished 
a and b waves. Optic nerve aplasia can be associated 
with other ocular abnormalities such as microphthal-
mia, enophthalmos, ptosis, smaller corneal diameter, 
and absent Descemet’s membrane and endothelium. 
A small or absent chiasm is a common CNS abnor-
mality [116].

21.7.2 Hypoplasia of the Optic Nerve

Optic nerve hypoplasia (ONH) is characterized by a 
reduced number of optic nerve axons from the time 

of birth, with otherwise normal glial and supportive 
mesodermal tissue. ONH is among the three lead-
ing causes of childhood blindness along with corti-
cal visual impairment and retinopathy of prematurity 
[108].

Ophthalmoscopically and in its most classic form 
ONH is characterized by a peripapillary hypopig-
mented halo around a small optic disk (Fig. 21.17). 
The peripapillary double-ring might be absent. The 
retinal vessels are present, but tend to have a tortuous 
course. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can show 
not only the reduced size of the optic nerve, but also 
associated brain abnormalities. It is useful to calculate 
the ratio of the distance from the center of the optic 
disk to the centre of the macula/optic disk diameter for 
diagnostic purposes (with a value of 4 or more giving 
a definite diagnosis) [31]. Visual acuity can be normal 
in mild cases. Abnormalities of the visual evoked po-
tential are observed in approximately 35% of cases, 
with findings suggestive of transsynaptic degenera-
tion. A normal ERG can be helpful in distinguishing 
ONH from Leber’s congenital amaurosis.

Optic nerve hypoplasia is a non-progressive spo-
radic disorder and is associated with a number of 
possible underlying etiologies. It is believed that pa-
tients with ONH have excessive apoptosis of axons 
in utero, and not primary failure of axon differentia-
tion [57]. ONH is more common in children of young 
first parity mothers with a positive history of smok-
ing, history of type I diabetes, and preterm birth with 
complications. It is a feature of the fetal alcohol syn-
drome and of septo-optic dysplasia (ONH, pituitary 
gland hypoplasia, and midline abnormalities of the 
brain), a condition linked to the HESX1 gene in some 
patients [25].

Patching can improve vision in patients with su-
perimposed amblyopia, and refraction and spectacle 
prescription is beneficial. Children with ONH should 
undergo evaluation for possible associated CNS and 
endocrinologic abnormalities [39].

21.7.3 Optic Disk Coloboma

Optic disk coloboma should be differentiated from 
the morning glory disk anomaly and peripapil-
lary staphyloma. Ophthalmoscopically, optic disk 
coloboma presents as an inferior bowl-shaped ex-

Fig. 21.16 Anterior segment of a patient with persis-
tence of the fetal vessels and PHPV. There are numer-
ous iridohyaloid vessels. A retrolental membrane is 
visible in the center. Elongated ciliary processes can 
be seen superonasally
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cavation with missing neuroretinal rim that has oc-
curred due to faulty closure of the embryonic fissure. 
In coloboma, the only feature that relates to visual 
outcome is the degree of foveal involvement [82].

Colobomas can be complicated by optic nerve 
sheath-derived cysts that can communicate with sub-
arachnoid space and rarely lead to compressive optic 
neuropathy [94]. Retinal detachments have also been 
observed as well as spontaneous reattachments [31].

Colobomas can be inherited in an autosomal dom-
inant manner or occur sporadically [31]. They can 
also be a part of many syndromes, such as papillo-
renal syndrome characterized by optic nerve colobo-
mas, vesicoureteral reflux, and renal anomalies, 
and are related to a mutation in the PAX2 gene [97]. 
CHARGE syndrome includes coloboma of the eye, 
heart anomaly, choanal atresia, mental retardation, 
genitourinary abnormalities, ear abnormalities, and/
or deafness [84]. Other syndromes with a retinochor-
oidal and/or optic nerve ocular colobomatous com-
ponent include Walker-Warburg, Goltz focal dermal 
hypoplasia, Goldenhar’s syndrome, and Aicardi’s 
syndrome [116].

As in other congenital malformative ocular disor-
ders, patching and optimal refractive correction are 
indicated in the appropriate patient.

21.7.4 Morning Glory Disk Anomaly

Morning glory anomaly is named so because its ap-
pearance is reminiscent of the flower with the same 
name; there is a conical excavation of the posterior 
fundus including the optic disk, filled with white 
glial tissue, and surrounded by a raised annulus of 
pigmentary chorioretinal changes (Fig. 21.18) [31, 
116]. This usually unilateral anomaly is also associ-
ated with an increased number of retinal vessels that 
run in a straighter course from the papilla, and with 
occasional arteriovenous malformations near the op-
tic disk. A unique phenomenon of contractile move-
ments of the optic disk has been reported that can 
possibly be accounted for by a cuff of smooth muscle 
tissue identified within the terminal optic head [31].

Patients with morning glory anomaly can have 
substantial visual deficits. Complications commonly 
include retinal detachments and occasional subretinal 
neovascularization under the fovea and peripapillary 
retina [31].

Morning glory disk anomaly can be an isolated 
finding of unknown pathogenesis or it may be asso-
ciated with transsphenoidal encephaloceles [53] or 
more commonly vascular abnormalities of the inter-
nal carotids such as moyamoya disease [59]. It has 
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Fig. 21.17 Optic nerve hypoplasia. There is a dou-
ble-ring sign, mild tortuosity of the retinal vessels, 
and an incidental choroidal nevus

Fig. 21.18 Most typical morning glory disk anoma-
ly. The scleral opening is large with radial vessels, a 
central tuft of glial tissue, and a peripapillary ring of 
variably pigmented tissue



been postulated that failure of the posterior sclera and 
the lamina cribrosa of the optic nerve head to form 
lead to herniation of the intraocular contents through 
the defect which results in the characteristic conical 
formation [116].

Careful refraction and treatment of associated 
strabismic or anisometropic amblyopia is indicated. 
Occlusion treatment should be continued only in pa-
tients with documented improvement in vision. Reti-
nal detachments occur in 30% of cases and have poor 
visual outcome even in cases of successful surgical 
reattachment [116]. Magnetic resonance or computed 
tomographic angiography are indicated to rule out 
moyamoya or other intracranial vascular disease that 
occurs in up to 40% of cases.

21.7.5 Peripapillary Staphyloma

Peripapillary staphyloma is characterized by a nor-
mal or temporally pale optic nerve located within 
an excavated defect of the sclera lined by retina and 
choroid. The optic disk and retinal vessels are normal. 
There has been occasional observations of contractil-
ity [31]. The differentiation between peripapillary 
staphyloma and morning glory anomaly can be diffi-
cult. Peripapillary staphyloma has a deep cup-shaped 
excavation as opposed to the tapering funnel-shaped 
excavation of the morning glory anomaly. Addition-
ally, the disk structure is normal in staphylomas, and 
there is no central glial tuft as observed in the morn-
ing glory anomaly [116].

Vision in patients with peripapillary staphyloma 
ranges from normal to markedly reduced and is ac-
companied by centrocecal scotoma, myopia, or em-
metropia. Peripapillary scotoma is usually a rare uni-
lateral isolated finding and is presumed to result from 
abnormal posterior scleral development.

21.7.6 Optic Pits

These are cavitary malformations of the optic nerve 
head that are characterized by an oval depression in 
the rim, most often located in the temporal aspect of 
the nerve head (Fig. 21.19). They are usually solitary, 
but up to three pits have been described in one nerve 
head. They are gray or greenish in hue and can be 
very small or occupy almost all of the nerve head. 
There may be a communication with the subarach-
noid space that leads to the accumulation of subretinal 
fluid in the macular area, so-called macular schisis. 
Another possible source for the macular fluid is liq-
uefied vitreous. Vision is normal, but can be reduced 
in cases with macular detachment [86].

21.8 Congenital Disorders 
of the Retina

21.8.1 Retinal Dysplasia

Retinal dysplasia is more of a pathologic than a clini-
cal term and refers to maldevelopment of the retina 

Fig. 21.19 Left optic 
pit. Note that left optic 
nerve head is larger than 
the right
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with either poor differentiation of retinal cells such as 
photoreceptors or poor laminar organization of retinal 
layers. Retinal dysplasia may be localized to one area 
of the retina or may be generalized. One of the hall-
marks of retinal dysplasia is the rosette formation that 
can also be seen in retinoblastoma. Retinal dysplasia 
is more commonly found in the context of syndromes 
such as Warburg’s syndrome, Aicardi’s syndrome in 
so-called lacunae, and in Norrie’s disease. Dysplastic 
retina clinically appears as a non-transparent or whit-
ish area of the fundus, or may take the form of a fold, 
scar-like formation, or lacuna.

21.8.2 Foveal Hypoplasia

In foveal hypoplasia there is absence of the normal 
umbo in the center of the macula, and this generally 
reflects an abnormality in the underlying retinal ar-
chitecture and distribution of cones and rods. His-
topathologic studies in albinism have shown no dif-
ference in the composition of the retina in the fovea 
from that in the adjacent area. This is also observed 
on optical coherence tomography. Foveal hypoplasia 
is most often encountered in albinism and in aniridia. 
Albinism is discussed elsewhere in this book, and 
aniridia is discussed earlier in this chapter. Oculocu-
taneous albinism is caused by abnormalities of mela-
nin synthesis in skin, hair, and eyes. Patients usually 
present with hypopigmented uveal tract and retinal 
pigment epithelium, nystagmus, iris transillumina-
tion, foveal hypoplasia, and abnormal decussation 
of the optic nerve fibers at the optic chiasm [132]. 
Patients with oculocutaneous albinism often have 
hyperopia with oblique astigmatism. Four genetic 
loci for albinism have been mapped and three genes 
isolated: tyrosinase, an enzyme crucial in melanin 
production, the P gene encoding the tyrosine-trans-
porting membrane protein, and the gene for X-lined 
albinism, OA1 [99].

21.9 Congenital Disorders 
of the Lids and Orbits

Abnormal intercanthal and medial orbital wall dis-
tances as well as lid malformations can be isolated 

physical findings or may be associated with a large 
number of syndromes. For instance, hypotelorism oc-
curs in more than 60 syndromes [29].

21.9.1 Hypotelorism

Hypotelorism is characterized by reduced distance 
between the medial walls of the orbits with decreased 
inner and outer canthal distances. Hypotelorism is 
commonly seen in disorders of brain development 
such as craniosynostosis with premature closure of 
metopic cranial sutures leading to trigonocephaly [92] 
and holoprosencephaly, failure to divide the forebrain 
into left and right hemispheres that is usually accom-
panied by defects in patterning of the midline of the 
face [55]. An extreme example of hypotelorism is 
cyclopia, a centrally located eye. Cyclopia has been 
linked to mutations in sonic hedgehog gene [78].

21.9.2 Hypertelorism

Hypertelorism is defined as an increased distance 
between the medial orbital walls, or interorbital dis-
tance, with increased inner and outer intercanthal 
distances. Clinically, the best way to assess hyper-
telorism is to measure interpupillary distance [29]. A 
flat nasal bridge, epicanthal folds, exotropia, widely 
spaced eyebrows, narrow palpebral fissures, and dys-
topia canthorum can all lead to the incorrect diagno-
sis of hypertelorism [19]. Hypertelorism is associated 
with more than 550 disorders. Three mechanisms of 
hypertelorism development have been proposed. 
First, hypertelorism can be caused by early ossifica-
tion of the lesser wings of the sphenoid and fixation of 
the orbits in the fetal position preventing them from 
moving from 180° position in early development to 
70° at birth, and to 68° in adults. Second, there could 
be a failure in nasal capsule development allowing 
the primitive brain vesicle, a frontal encephalocele, 
to protrude into the space normally occupied by the 
capsule resulting in morphokinetic arrest in the po-
sition of the eyes. Thirdly, hypertelorism can be a 
result of skull base developmental disturbance [19]. 
The examples of the latter include craniosynostosis 
syndromes such as Apert’s and Crouzon’s and midfa-
cial abnormalities such as frontonasal dysplasia. Ap-
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ert’s syndrome is caused by mutation in the gene en-
coding fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2) 
and is characterized by midface hypoplasia, sympha-
langism (fusion between the phalanges of the digits), 
radiohumeral fusion, variable mental retardation, 
protrusion of the eyes, strabismus, and asymmetry of 
the orbits [24]. Crouzon’s syndrome is characterized 
as coronal craniosynostosis that in addition to hyper-
telorism has variable involvement of other calvarial 
sutures, brachycephaly, frontal bossing, proptosis, 
strabismus, maxillary hypoplasia, mandibular prog-
nathism, atresia of the external auditory canals, pre-
mature calcification of stylohyoid ligament, Chiari I 
malformation, hydrocephalus, mental retardation, and 
protrusion of the eyes [24]. Mutations in the FGFR2 
cause Crouzon’s syndrome as well [90].

21.9.3 Telecanthus and 
Dystopia Canthorum

Telecanthus refers to an increased distance between 
the inner canthi. Telecanthus can be associated with 
true hypertelorism or can occur in isolation. Dysto-
pia canthorum is isolated telecanthus with lateral dis-
placement of the lacrimal puncta [29].

Telecanthus also occurs in the context of many 
syndromes, but dystopia canthorum is characteristic 
of Waardenburg’s syndrome type 1 that presents with 
a frontal white forelock of hair, heterochromia iridis, 
white eye lashes, leukoderma, and cochlear deafness 
[125]. It results from mutations in the PAX3 gene that 
is involved in neural crest development.

21.9.4 Congenitally Sunken 
and Prominent Eyes

Sunken eyes result from hyperdevelopment of the or-
bital ridges and walls, microphthalmos, or decreased 
orbital fat tissue as observed with Cockayne’s syn-
drome [29]. Patients with Cockayne’s syndrome 
have poor growth and neurologic abnormalities, sen-
sorineural hearing loss, cataracts, pigmentary retin-
opathy, cutaneous photosensitivity, and dental caries 

[76]. Cockayne’s syndrome results from defective 
DNA nucleotide excision repair of actively transcrib-
ing genes [89].

Prominent eyes are observed in Apert’s and Crou-
zon’s syndromes due to reduced orbital volume. They 
are also observed in cases of midfacial hypoplasia 
found in infants of mothers who consumed such 
drugs as warfarin and retinoic acid and also in such 
disorders as Stickler’s and Schinzel-Giedion syn-
dromes [29]. Stickler’s syndrome is an entity consist-
ing of progressive myopia, premature degenerative 
changes in various joints, hearing deficit, and mid-
facial hypoplasia [109]. Schinzel-Giedion syndrome 
manifests as severe midface retraction, multiple skull 
anomalies, congenital heart defect, hydronephrosis, 
clubfeet, and hypertrichosis [100].

Pediatric craniofacial surgery is the main treatment 
modality for patients with malformations of the orbit 
and requires close collaborations between a multidis-
ciplinary team of physicians that include craniofacial 
surgeons, ophthalmologists, and neurosurgeons.

21.9.5 Eyelid and Palpebral 
Fissure Malformations

Lid differentiation starts at week 6 of gestation with 
fusion at week 8 and complete separation at month 7. 
During the time that the lids are fused, the develop-
ment of the orbicularis oculi muscles, tarsal plates, 
meibomian glands, lacrimal puncta, canaliculi, skin 
appendages, and conjunctiva occurs [29].

21.9.5.1 Epicanthal Folds

Epicanthal folds come in four varieties: epicanthus 
inversus, epicanthus tarsalis, epicanthus palpebralis, 
and epicanthus supraciliaris. Epicanthus inversus, a 
vertical cutaneous fold going from the lower lid to-
ward the internal part of the upper lid, is the only 
epicanthal fold that has syndromic significance and 
is associated with blepharophimosis, a reduction in 
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the palpebral 
fissure. The other types of epicanthal folds represent 
normal variants [29, 41].
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21.9.5.2 Upward Slanting 
oalpebral Fissures

An upward slanting palpebral fissure is an non-
specific but very common finding in trisomy 21 or 
Down syndrome [29]. Downward slanting palpebral 
fissure is seen in Treacher-Collins syndrome, an auto-
somal dominant disorder of craniofacial development 
which results from loss-of-function mutations in the 
gene TCOF1 [27].

21.9.5.3 Cryptophthalmos

Cryptophthalmos is characterized by completely 
fused lids and is seen in Fraser’s syndrome with cu-
taneous syndactyly, malformations of the larynx and 
genitourinary tract, craniofacial dysmorphism, orofa-
cial clefting, mental retardation, and musculoskeletal 
anomalies [107].

21.9.5.4 Ablepharon-Macrostomia 
Syndrome

Ablepharon-macrostomia syndrome is characterized 
by absent eyelids, absent eyebrows, eyelashes and 
hair, fusion defects of the mouth, expressionless fa-

Fig. 21.20 Young child with blepharophimosis syndrome. 
Note blepharophimosis, telecanthus, ptosis, and epicanthus 
inversus

Take Home Pearls

Visual acuity cannot be predicted in the infant • 
with colobomatous microphthalmia or other 
malformations such as optic nerve hypoplasia 
or Peters’ anomaly. One should in general be 
cautiously optimistic about visual function 
unless there is no evidence of light perception.

It is important to differentiate typical optic • 
nerve coloboma from the morning glory 
disk anomaly as their genetics and their 
associated anomalies are very different.

Brain imaging is important in certain • 
anomalies such as optic nerve hypoplasia, 
colobomas of the optic nerve head, and 
the morning glory disk anomaly. Vascular 
imaging of the internal carotid system 
is essential in patients with the morning 
glory disk anomaly who are at high 
risk of having moyamoya disease.

Careful assessment for glaucoma and • 
periodic life-long checking of intraocular 
pressure should be done in patients 
with anterior segment dysgenesis.

Testing for • PAX6 mutations is essential in 
patients with aniridia. Those with intragenic 
mutations are not at risk for Wilms’ tumor. 
Patients with deletions of 11p13 outside 
of the gene are at risk for the tumor.
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cies, rudimentary external ears, ambiguous genitalia, 
absent or rudimentary nipples, coarse dry skin with 
redundant skin folds, and delayed expressive lan-
guage development [66].

21.9.5.5 Ankyloblepharon

Ankyloblepharon is partial or complete adhesion of 
the ciliary edges of superior and inferior eyelids [29]. 
Hay-Wells or ankyloblepharon-ectodermal dysplasia-
clefting syndrome is a rare autosomal dominant dis-
order characterized by ankyloblepharon, ectodermal 
dysplasia, and cleft lip and/or cleft palate [15].

21.9.5.6 Blepharophimosis

Blepharophimosis, as described above, is a reduction 
in horizontal and vertical dimensions of the palpebral 
fissure. It can be associated with various syndromes 
or can occur on its own. Blepharophimosis syndrome 
is characterized by blepharophimosis, telecanthus, 
and epicanthus inversus (Fig. 21.20) [115]. Syndro-
mic associations include Ohdo blepharophimosis 
syndrome, Marden-Walker syndrome, and Schwartz-
Jampel syndrome [75].

Congenital disorders of the eyelids require a 
thorough knowledge of syndromic associations and 
sometimes require surgical intervention [12].
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22.1 Introduction

Cataracts remain one of the most important causes of 
treatable blindness in children. Management of chil-
dren with cataracts is time consuming, but rewarding. 
A thorough preoperative evaluation sets the stage for 
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Core Messages

Pediatric cataract care is complex. The • 
surgery itself is but one step among 
many aimed at achieving normal 
visual function over a long life span.

A comprehensive history and an • 
ocular and systemic examination are 
important for preoperative decision-
making in children with cataracts.

Lengthy discussions between the • 
parents/caregivers and the surgeon 
are common. The outcome is often 
better when the parents/caregivers 
are informed and committed partners 
with the ophthalmic team.

Preoperative examination under • 
anesthesia (EUA) is necessary for most 
children at the time of cataract surgery.
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the decision-making that precedes surgery. A com-
prehensive history, and an ocular and systemic ex-
amination help to address several issues and concerns 
(Table 22.1). It is important to make decisions in 
partnership with the parents. Taking the extra time to 
help parents understand the implications of the cata-
racts their child has and the options for treatment will 
save time later and will promote better compliance 
with medications, glasses, contact lenses, and occlu-
sion therapy. An informed parent is usually a willing 
participant in the treatment of their child. The more 
they understand and accept the necessary steps, the 
better partner they will become in the battle for good 
visual function. Herein, we present our step-by-step 
approach to the assessment of children with cataracts 
who are being evaluated for surgery.

22.2 History

A cataract evaluation begins with a chief complaint 
(Table 22.2) from the parents that may be a white 
spot in the pupil (Fig. 22.1a–c), visual inattentive-
ness, nystagmus, strabismus, asymmetry of one eye 
relative to the other (e.g., microphthalmos), photo-
phobia, ocular injury, or simply because of referral 
from other physician who has identified a possible 
lens opacity. At times, the evaluation is scheduled be-
cause of a family history of childhood cataracts or 
because the child has one of a growing number of 
systemic conditions or syndromes that can be asso-
ciated with cataracts. A detailed history includes de-

Table 22.1 Preoperative assessment: major goals
– Need for surgery
– Timing of surgery
– Cause of cataract
– Association of any ocular or systemic anomaly
– Need for further genetic or laboratory investigations
–  Assumed compliance of child and family to postop-

erative correction of residual refractive error and to 
amblyopia therapy [which helps in deciding whether to 
implant an intraocular lens (IOL) or not and, if implant-
ing, how much residual refraction should be aimed for 
while selecting an IOL power]

–  Estimated postoperative visual prognosis  
(see Table 22.7)

– Making partnership with parents

Table 22.2 History
Identification and demographics:
– Name
– Age
– Gender
– Race
– Date of birth
– Weight
Chief complaint:
– White spot in the pupil
– Visual inattentiveness
– Nystagmus (e.g., eye wiggles)
–  Strabismus (e.g., crossed eyes or abnormal position 

of eyes)
– Asymmetric size of one eye relative to the other
– Photophobia
– Ocular injury
– Referral from other physician
– Family history of childhood cataract
Detail history of present illness:
– Age at onset of symptoms or age at cataract diagnosis
– Birth weight
–  Evidence of maternal infection  

(especially the TORCH infections)
– Rash or febrile illness during pregnancy
–  Any other prenatal and perinatal history that may be 

pertinent (e.g., alcohol, tobacco, drug use, ionizing 
radiation during pregnancy)

–  History of ocular trauma (unless cataract appears to be 
purely non-traumatic)

– Ocular status on previous eye examinations
–  History of corticosteroid therapy (especially in posterior 

subcapsular cataract)
Direct questioning:
– Does your child appear to see well?
–  Do your child’s eyes look straight or do they seem 

to cross or drift or seem lazy?
–  How long have you noticed a change in your child’s 

vision?
–  How well does your child function in a new  

environment?
Family history:
–  Any family history of childhood cataract (especially in 

bilateral cataract)
–  If parents are operated on for cataract, outcome of sur-

gery should be asked
–  In the absence of family history in a case of bilateral 

cataract without any other known reason, slit-lamp 
examination of parents can be requested
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mographic data. Specific information is gathered on 
gender, ethnicity, and date of birth, birth weight, evi-
dence of maternal infection (especially the TORCH 
infections), rash or febrile illness during pregnancy 
(may be suggestive of intrauterine infection), any 
other prenatal and perinatal history that may be per-
tinent (e.g., alcohol, tobacco, drug use, ionizing ra-
diation during pregnancy), history of ocular trauma 
(unless cataract appears to be purely non-traumatic), 
age at onset of visual symptoms, ocular status on pre-
vious eye examinations (can be helpful in assessing 
visual prognosis after treatment), and history of corti-
costeroid therapy (especially in posterior subcapsular 
cataract). Simple questions can help in determining 
the surgical need, the timing or urgency of surgery, 
and the visual prognosis after cataract removal (e.g., 
Does your child appear to see well? Do your child’s 
eyes look straight or do they seem to cross or drift 
or seem lazy? How long have you noticed a change 
in your child’s visual function?). Frequently, even 
with poor vision, a child may be functioning reason-
ably well in a familiar environment. The child will 
be reluctant, however, to explore an unfamiliar area. 
Ask parents how well their child functions in a new 
environment as a useful indicator of vision. Infants 
with complete bilateral congenital cataracts usually 
demonstrate decreased visual interest and experi-
ence delayed milestones. Approximately one third of 
cataracts are inherited, so family history of cataract 
should be evaluated (especially in bilateral cataract). 
Mention to the parents that you may want to look at 
their eyes (Fig. 22.2). Explain that a finding in the 
eyes of the parents may help streamline the evalu-
ation and workup of the child, thus preventing un-
necessary tests.

22.3 Examination

22.3.1 Assessment of Visual Function

The method of evaluating visual function will vary 
according to the age of the child and the level of co-
operation. A communication barrier exists between 
the ophthalmologist and very young preverbal or 
preliterate patients. Parents and caregivers can help 
to break this communication barrier by working to-
gether to encourage the child to perform functional 
testing in the office that can help quantify the visual 

acuity (VA) of the child with cataract as precisely as 
possible. Documentation of the child’s level of coop-
eration with the examination can be useful in inter-
preting the results and in making comparisons among 
the examinations over time. When results are equivo-
cal, repeated office visits may be needed.

Fig. 22.1a–c Cataract presented as white reflex

Fig. 22.2 Unop-
erated cataract 
observed in moth-
er’s eye. Child 
was operated on 
for cataract
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22.3.1.1 Infant and Preverbal Child

The assessment strategy is to determine whether 
each eye can fixate on an object, maintain fixa-
tion, and then follow the object into all directions 
(Table 22.3). The assessment should be performed 
binocularly and then monocularly. This can be done 
by drawing the child’s attention to the examiner’s or 
family member’s face (infants under 3 months) or 
a toy either handheld or at 20 feet. The force with 
which the child objects to alternate occlusion of the 
eyes is useful to judge the relative vision in each eye. 
Fixation behavior is recorded for each eye as “fix-

ates, follows, maintains.” Some prefer the equivalent 
terms “central, steady, and maintained” to describe 
the fixation observed. In an awake and alert child, 
if poor fixation and following are noted binocularly 
after 3–4 months of age, a significant visual loss is 
suspected and searched for.

For strabismic children, an assessment of binocu-
lar fixation pattern is performed in which the exam-
iner determines the length of time that the non-pre-
ferred eye can hold fixation. It can be reported as, 
will not hold fixation with non-preferred eye, holds 
fixation briefly with non-preferred eye, or no fixation 
preference. With a straight-eyed child and those with 

Table 22.3 Examination
A. Assessment of visual functiona

– Fixate (or not) on an object, maintain (or not) fixation, and then follow (or not) the object into all directions
– The force with which the child objects to alternate occlusion of the eyes
– For strabismic children, the length of time that the non-preferred eye can hold fixation
– With a straight-eyed child and those with small angle deviation, the base-down prism induced-tropia fixation test
– Preferential looking techniques (Teller acuity cards) or Cardiff cards
– A sweep visual-evoked response
– ETDRS visual acuity for verbal child
– Fusion and stereoacuity testing at distance as well as near
–  Glare testing (in children with posterior subcapsular cataracts who complain of intolerable glare, but have good  

Snellen VA)
B. Red reflex test
C. Ocular alignment and motility
D. External examination and anterior segment (preferably for both eyes)

– Penlight evaluation: eyelids, eyelashes, conjunctiva, sclera, cornea, and iris
– Pupil: size, shape, symmetry, and reaction to light should be noted
– A slit-lamp evaluation should be carried out if the child is old enough to be cooperative: type and location of cataract,  

 lens subluxation, iridodonesis, aniridia
–  In cases of unilateral cataract, examination of the fellow eye after pupil dilation is essential to rule out asymmetric  

bilateral findings
E. Examination under anesthesia (preferable for both eyes)b

– Intraocular pressure
– Keratometry measurements
– Examine the eye using the operating microscope
– Immersion A-scan ultrasound for globe axial length
– Horizontal corneal diameter
– Fundus examination
– B-scan ultrasound examination (when no view on fundus examination)
– Preoperative cycloplegic refraction

a Child’s cooperation level should be noted
b At the end of EUA and before start of surgery, we visit with the parents to explain the findings of the EUA in brief
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small angle deviation, the base-down prism induced-
tropia fixation test can be used to optically sepa-
rate the two eyes (see Chap. 4). A 20 prism-diopter 
base-down prism is our preferred instrument since 
it displaces the pupillary reflex and the image suf-
ficiently to detect which eye is being used for fixation 
at any time during testing (Fig. 22.3a–c). The prism 
is placed before one eye at a time for approximately 
two seconds and the fixation response is described. 
A scoring system can be used where the responses 
to the base-down prism are noted using a −2 to +2 
scale. In this system, the right eye receives the prism 
first. A score of −2 means that the child fixates with 
left eye only, −1 is when the child alternates at times 
but prefers OS, 0 indicates alternate fixation without 
preference, +1 means that the child alternates at times 
but prefers OD, and +2 indicates that the child fixates 
with the right eye only. The prism is then placed over 
the left eye and it is scored using the same scale. The 
total induced-tropia test (ITT) score is the sum of the 
grades of the right eye and the left eye. Scores of ±3 
or ±4 indicate a strong fixation preference and prob-
able poor vision, whereas scores of 0 or ±1 indicate 
little or no fixation preference and probably better 
vision. The results of the induced-tropia test can be 
recorded simply as alternates or the preferred eye is 
the right/left and non-preferred eye holds well, holds 
briefly, or shows no hold. However, the quantitative 
scoring system is helpful to monitor early postopera-
tive surgical outcome and in subsequent amblyopia 
management (see Chap. 4).

In preverbal children with partial cataracts or la-
mellar cataracts, we also use foot-pedal operated 
“barking dogs” or other noise-making and moving 
toys at the distance within the examination room 
(see Chap. 1). Each toy needs to be mounted on a 
shelf and displaced vertically from one another. As 
the examiner activates one toy and then another us-
ing the foot-pedal switch, the quality of the saccade 
from the child is noted. At 20 feet, a brisk saccade 
to the activated toy from the one simultaneously in-
activated represents sufficient visual function in that 
eye to place into question the need for surgery on a 
partial cataract.

Other quantitative methods such as preferential 
looking techniques (Teller acuity cards) or Cardiff 
cards can be used. A sweep visual-evoked response 
can also quantify VA, but it may not always be read-
ily available.

22.3.1.2 Verbal Child

Quantitative VA assessment in cooperative verbal 
children can be assessed using optotype VA test-
ing (identifying or matching symbols or letters), 
allowing quantification of VA on a Snellen or pref-
erably, a logMAR scale. Distance VA should be de-

Fig. 22.3a–c Base-down prism test
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termined monocularly whenever possible (http://
one.aao.org/CE/PracticeGuidelines/PPP_Content.
aspx?cid=761ac199-5cfe-42f4-b40b-33f9d5f0d364 – 
appendix). The fellow eye should be completely cov-
ered (with adhesive occluder to prevent peeking). The 
test should be performed at a distance of 15–20 feet 
with the eye chart calibrated to the exact measured 
distance from the examination chair to the chart. 
Children should be tested using a linear display of 
letters if possible. Young children may be easier to 
test if isolated optotypes with crowding bars are used. 
We like the HOTV matching game since the letters 
can be called by name or identified by pointing to 
the matching letter on the lap card. The letters HOTV 
are chosen because they avoid right to left confusion 
by being mirror-image letters. In addition to VA, the 
testing distance, type of optotype, whether the opto-
type is presented a line at a time or isolated, and co-
operation level of the child should be documented in 
the medical record.

Fusion and stereoacuity testing at distance as well 
as near may also be helpful when deciding how much 
visual dysfunction is present in a cataract patient. In 
children with posterior subcapsular cataracts who 
complain of intolerable glare, but have good Snellen 
VA, glare testing should be performed to evaluate the 
need for surgery.

22.3.2 Red Reflex Test

The red reflex test can be used to detect the density 
and extent of the opacity in the visual axis. The re-
tinoscope is a very useful instrument for viewing the 
red reflex within the pupillary space to see how much 
of the reflex is blackened by the cataract. In addition, 
the direct ophthalmoscope can be used to perform the 
Bruchner red reflex test where both eyes are viewed 
together and the red reflexes compared. When both 
eyes are viewed simultaneously, potentially amblyo-
genic conditions, such as anisometropia, strabismus, 
and asymmetric cataracts can be identified. The di-
rect ophthalmoscope is focused on both eyes simulta-
neously at approximately 3 feet away.

22.3.3 Ocular Alignment and Motility

Details on strabismus and nystagmus mainly help when 
explaining prognosis to the parents and to prepare 
them for patching or further surgeries. Ocular align-
ment is assessed by using the corneal light reflection, 
the binocular red reflex test (see Sect. 22.3.2), and the 
cover test (http://one.aao.org/CE/PracticeGuidelines/
PPP_Content.aspx?cid=761ac199-5cfe-42f4-b40b-
33f9d5f0d364 – appendix). Cover/uncover and al-
ternate cover tests are performed in primary gaze at 
distance and at near. Accommodative targets are uti-
lized when feasible. These tests require the patient’s 
cooperation and interaction with the examiner in ad-
dition to sufficient vision to fixate on the target. Ear-
lier-onset unilateral cataracts have the highest risk for 
strabismus and late-onset bilateral cataracts have the 
least risk. Also, as a general rule, patients with partial 
cataracts and relatively good preoperative VA have 
less strabismus. Strabismus at presentation is often an 
indication that the cataract is long-standing and that 
significant amblyopia is likely to be present. Infants 
with profound bilateral dense cataracts develop nys-
tagmus at approximately 3 months of age because the 
fixation reflex normally develops by that time. Once 
nystagmus has developed, it is likely to persist even 
if the cataracts are subsequently removed. If mani-
fest nystagmus does develop, the visual prognosis 
is worse. Visual acuity in eyes with nystagmus and 
infantile cataracts is rarely better than 20/100 after 
cataract surgery.

22.3.4 External Examination 
and Anterior Segment 
Evaluation

External examination of the eye with a suspected 
cataract usually consists of a penlight evaluation of 
eyelids, eyelashes, conjunctiva, sclera, cornea, and 
iris. Evidence of blepharitis or any discharge or tear-
ing should be evaluated and, if applicable, treatment 
should be advised prior to the proposed surgery date. 
For pupil, size, shape, symmetry, and reaction to light 
should be noted. Microphthalmia and poorly dilating 
pupils are indicators of arrested developed and in-
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crease the risk of a poor anatomical and functional 
outcome after cataract surgery.

After dilation, a slit-lamp evaluation should be 
carried out if the child is old enough to be coopera-
tive. The slit-lamp examination findings can help 
with the search for a cause of the cataract, help estab-
lish a prognosis, and help plan the surgical strategy. 
The morphology of the cataract may affect prognosis 
and give a clue to the etiology. Unilateral posterior 
subcapsular cataract (PSC) should prompt a careful 
search for evidence of trauma. Bilateral PSC may 
result from chronic uveitis, prolonged corticoster-
oid treatment for chronic disease, radiation treat-
ment for malignancy, or non-accidental injury (child 
abuse). Children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
may have associated band-shaped keratopathy and 
posterior synechiae. Lens subluxation, iridodonesis, 
and aniridia should be looked for. Total cataract in-
volving the whole lens can occur in Down syndrome, 
type 1 diabetes mellitus, in congenital rubella (where 
shaggy nuclear cataracts are more common), and 
posterior lentiglobus. In cases of unilateral cataract, 
examination of the fellow eye after pupil dilation is 
essential to rule out asymmetric bilateral findings. 
Anterior lenticonus is most often associated with 
Alport’s syndrome and should be investigated ac-
cordingly. A sudden onset of total cataract may be an 
indication of unsuspected trauma, diabetic cataract, 
or preexisting ruptured anterior (reported in anterior 
lenticonus) or posterior capsule (reported in poste-
rior lentiglobus).

For children approximately above 5–6 years of 
age, the ability of a child to cooperate for slit-lamp 
examination is also an indirect indicator that the 
child will cooperate for YAG-laser capsulotomy 
if needed. In children above 5–6 years of age with 
an intact posterior capsule and AcrySof intraocular 
lens (IOL) implantation, visually significant poste-
rior capsule opacification (PCO) is known to develop 
18–24 months after surgery. If a child in this age 
range seems to be cooperative for slit-lamp examina-
tion during preoperative evaluation, the surgeon may 
decide to leave behind an intact posterior capsule (as-
suming high odds of getting the child’s cooperation 
for YAG if needed).

Finally, a slit-lamp examination of both parents, 
if possible, helps to establish the presence of familial 
cataracts and cataract-associated conditions. These 

findings can be subtle and the parents may not have 
been told that they have any pathology at all.

22.4 Important Decisions

22.4.1 Indication for Surgery

Indications for cataract surgery include cataracts ob-
structing the examiner’s view for fundus examination 
in the non-dilated pupil or a blackened retinoscopic 
reflex preventing refraction of the patient. Decid-
ing when to remove a partial cataract can be diffi-
cult. Non-verbal children add more difficulties to 
this decision. Individual judgment needs to be made 
for partial cataract. The loss of accommodation after 
the cataract is removed may negatively affect visual 
functioning more than the partial cataract itself. Vi-
sual function evaluation was discussed earlier in this 
chapter (Sect. 22.3.1). For verbal children, cataract 
surgery is contemplated if Snellen VA is 20/50 or 
worse, or if the child is intolerant to glare or resis-
tant to amblyopia therapy with gradually deteriorat-
ing visual function. Since a subjective VA cannot be 
obtained in infants with cataracts, greater reliance is 
placed on the morphology of the cataract, other as-
sociated ocular findings, and the visual behavior of 
the child in order to ascertain whether the cataract is 
visually significant or not. The degree of visual im-
pairment induced by lens opacity differs markedly 
depending on the location of the opacity. Generally, a 
more posterior and more central location of the opac-
ity is more amblyogenic. Generally speaking, a cata-
ract that blackens the retinoscopic reflex for 3 mm or 
more in the center of the pupil is considered visually 
significant.

If a partial cataract is being treated conservatively, 
it is important to carefully follow these children. 
Conservative treatment using mydriatic drops ne-
cessitates the patient wearing glasses for reading if 
any cycloplegic effect is induced. This has not found 
widespread acceptance. Associated glare and loss 
of accommodation are the most common obstacles. 
Visual outcome has also been unimpressive. Despite 
these limitations, the use of mydriatic drops may be 
kept in reserve in eyes with slowly progressive cata-
racts or paracentral cataracts less than 3 mm and, es-
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pecially, in patients for whom cataract surgery needs 
to be deferred for any reason, be it medical (high risk 
for anesthesia), social, or economic.

22.4.2 Timing of Surgery

Deciding on the appropriate timing of surgery is most 
critical during early infancy (Table 22.4). In the case 
of a unilateral dense cataract diagnosed at birth, the 
surgeon can wait until 4–6 weeks of age. Waiting un-
til this age decreases anesthesia-related complications 
and facilitates the surgical procedure. Waiting beyond 
this time, however, adversely affects visual outcome 
[1, 14]. In the case of a bilateral cataract diagnosed 
at birth, a good visual outcome can be achieved if the 
child is operated on before 10 weeks of age [6]. The 
first eye surgery can be offered at 4–6 weeks of age, 
and the second eye surgery after another 1–2 weeks. 
It is important to keep the time interval to a minimum 
between the two eye surgeries. Lloyd and colleagues 
note that they advise patching the first operated eye 
until the second has had surgery, to prevent amblyo-
pia in the second operated eye [8]. This type of occlu-
sion is not commonly done but undue delays between 
surgeries should be avoided. For older children, tim-
ing of surgery is not as crucial. In children beyond the 
amblyopic age, surgery can often be decided based 
on convenience and other logistic issues.

Sequential cataract surgery, more popularly known 
as simultaneous bilateral cataract surgery (SBCS), 
remains controversial. Almost every discussion on 
SBCS either starts or ends with a comment on the 
disagreement surrounding its use. The important 
question is not “can it be done?” but, more properly, 
“should it be done?” Even conservative surgeons, 
who vote against routine use of SBCS in children, 
are more likely to use this approach when anesthesia 

poses more than average risks or the patient lives far 
away and a visit for surgery on the second eye would 
be difficult.

In eyes with penetrating trauma and cataract, pri-
mary repair of the corneal or scleral wound is usu-
ally preferred as the initial step. Cataract surgery with 
IOL implantation should be performed 1–4 weeks af-
ter a complete evaluation of damage to intraocular 
structures (e.g., posterior capsule rupture, vitreous 
hemorrhage, and retinal detachment) with ancillary 
methods such as B-scan ultrasonography.

22.4.3 Aphakic Rehabilitation

Intraocular lens implantation in children has the 
benefit of reducing dependency on compliance with 
other external optical devices (aphakic glasses and 
contact lenses) and providing at least a partial opti-
cal correction. These are important advantages to the 
visual development in amblyopia-prone eyes. How-
ever, concerns about primary IOL implantation are 
the technical difficulties of implanting an IOL in the 
eyes of children, selecting an appropriate IOL power, 
and the risk of visual axis opacification (VAO) after 
implantation. Despite performing primary posterior 
capsulectomy and vitrectomy, the rate of VAO is 
higher in pseudophakic infantile eyes as compared 
with aphakic infantile eyes [7]. On the other hand, al-
though it is possible for an eye with a unilateral infan-
tile cataract to achieve good visual outcome follow-
ing contact lens correction, it has continued to be the 
exception rather than the rule. Both IOLs and aphakic 
contact lenses may support similar VA after surgery 
for unilateral cataract in the presence of good compli-
ance with contact lens wear. However, IOLs support 
better VA when compliance with contact lens wear is 
moderate or poor [2]. For bilateral cataracts, aphakic 

Table 22.4 Timing of surgery
– Unilateral dense cataract diagnosed at birth: The surgeon can wait until 4 – 6 weeks of age
–  Bilateral cataract diagnosed at birth: The first eye surgery can be offered at 4 – 6 weeks of age, and the second eye surgery  

after another 1–2 weeks. It is important to keep the time interval to a minimum between the two eye surgeries
–  For older children, timing of surgery is not as crucial. Depending on age, laterality, and density of cataract, surgery can  

often be decided based on convenience and other logistic issues
–  In eyes with penetrating trauma and cataract, primary repair of the corneal or scleral wound is usually preferred as the  

initial step. Cataract surgery with IOL implantation should be performed 1– 4 weeks after repair
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glasses (Fig. 22.4) and/or contact lens use may be a 
reasonable option. However, for unilateral cataracts 
in infancy, the issue of when to implant an IOL is un-
resolved. We await the results of ongoing multicenter 
clinical trial research to help guide us. For children 
beyond infancy, IOL implantation is less controver-
sial.

22.5 Parental Counseling

In this electronic age, with many having access to in-
ternet information, families often arrive in the office 
with much more knowledge about their child’s condi-
tion than would have been true only a few years ago. 
Parents may come with list of questions (Table 22.5). 
Surgeons who perform pediatric cataract surgery 
should be prepared for sometimes a quite lengthy dis-
cussion with this new breed of parent/patient. A coor-
dinated plan of action can best be developed when the 
parents understand the reasons for, goals of, and the 
advantages and potential complications of cataract 
surgery. When properly informed preoperatively, the 
parents and the physician become partners with the 
common goal of doing what is best for the child. Time 
spent establishing this partnership is not wasted, be-
cause a better-informed family is much more likely 
to comply with the frequent follow-ups, medications, 
patching, glasses wear, etc., that are so essential to the 
eventual visual outcome (Table 22.6). The parents/
caregivers play a critical role in the postoperative care 
of the eye and treatment of amblyopia. They must un-
derstand that a successful visual outcome depends 
on more than the surgical procedure; it also depends 
on their ability to maintain adequate aphakic correc-
tion and follow through with amblyopia therapy. The 
lion’s share of the discussion in regards to pediatric 
cataract surgery will be with issues related to the IOL. 
Before moving forward with IOL implantation, it is 
important to discuss the major pros and cons of the 
available options with the parents/legal guardian. In 
the USA, parents should be made aware that while 
IOL implantation has become the most common 
method used to correct aphakia in children overall, 
it is still considered “off label” by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). This designation means that 
the IOLs implanted in children were tested as part 
of their FDA market approval process, but only in 

adults. It does not mean that the FDA has disallowed 
their use in children. It only implies that the device 
is being used for a purpose or in a patient population 
that is different from the one in which it was tested as 
part of the market approval process [13].

Parents should be made aware that surgery is only 
one component of the treatment. A child operated on 
for cataract requires regular scheduled care for the first 

Fig. 22.4 Aphakic glasses in a child with bilateral aphakia

Table 22.5 Parents’ questions
– What causes cataract in my child?
– How frequent is it?
– Is this cataract ready for removal?
– What will my child see after surgery?
–  How often will my child need to visit the hospital after  

cataract surgery?
– Would you consider implanting an IOL for my child?
– Would you implant an IOL if this was your child?

Table 22.6 Parental counseling
– Reason for surgery
– Goal of surgery
– Advantages of surgery
– Explain visual prognosis
– Potential complications and consequences of surgery
–  Prepared for frequent postoperative follow-up visits  

and serial EUA (if needed)
– FDA status (for surgery in USA)
–  Importance of refractive error correction and amblyopia 

treatment postoperatively
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decade of life, and then every 1–2 years throughout 
life. However, to achieve the best visual outcome for 
the child, a long-term commitment from the parents 
is required. Visual prognosis can be explained to the 
parent based on preoperative evaluation (Table 22.7). 
The changing refraction will require frequent follow-
up examinations. Glaucoma is known to develop even 
years after cataract surgery. Parents need to under-
stand that their child may need serial examinations 
under anesthesia until the child is cooperative enough 
to be examined in the office. The parents should also 
be informed about treatment of VAO, strabismus, 
glaucoma, and rarely, decentered IOL, synechiolysis, 
or removal of a loose stitch. For eyes operated during 
early infancy, parents should be made aware that the 
first 6-month follow-up is crucial. Despite perform-
ing primary posterior capsulectomy and vitrectomy, 
many infant eyes develop VAO, and most eyes that 
develop VAO, develop it in the first six postoperative 
months. Earlier detection (and treatment if needed) 
can help to achieve a better visual outcome. For eyes 
operated on with an intact posterior capsule, parents 
should be made aware that the child would require 
a secondary procedure for PCO. Parents of children 
with lens implants are also made aware that glasses 
will likely still be needed postoperatively even when 
an IOL is implanted. In addition, glasses power may 
need to be changed frequently after surgery, because 
of changing refraction. Useful web resources for par-
ents are http://www.pgcfa.org/cataract.htm and http://
www.ich.ucl.ac.uk/factsheets/families/F020023/ (in-
formation for families with cataract).

22.6 Next Steps

The surgeon may elect to prepare for surgery but 
delay the final decision on surgery until the time of 
the EUA. We routinely perform an EUA during the 
same session as the cataract surgery. However, to do 
an EUA as a separate session is also an acceptable 
approach. As preoperative preparation for surgery 
we prescribe topical medications: on check-in (ap-
proximately 1 h before surgery), the antibiotic drop 
(fourth-generation fluoroquinolone) is given every 
5 min (4 times) and the dilating drops (peds combo, 
2 mL 2% cyclopentolate, 0.5 mL 10% phenylephrine, 
0.5 mL 1% tropicamide) are also given every 5 min 
(3 times). Dilating drops should be given for both 
eyes. We also advise for any laboratory investigation 
to detect the cause of cataract (see Sect. 22.7) and 
refer the child for preoperative anesthetic workup.

22.7 Laboratory Investigations 
to Detect the Cause of Cataract

As compared to unilateral cataract, laboratory inves-
tigation of bilateral cases is more rewarding. Exhaus-
tive lists of possible laboratory investigations for a 
child with cataract can be found in several text books, 
however, in an otherwise healthy child, most physi-
cians do not advise extensive laboratory and genetic 
investigations. After detailed evaluation, 86% of uni-
lateral and 68% of bilateral cataract have no discern-
ible cause [4]. Based on history and examination, 
customized laboratory investigations can be advised. 
Deciding the list of laboratory investigations to de-
tect the cause can be occasionally based on logistic 
issues, financial considerations, and parents’ enthu-
siasm and willingness to spend time and effort to do 
so. While recommending laboratory investigation, it 
is important to keep in mind that the common causes 
of cataract in children include intrauterine infections, 
metabolic disorders, and genetically transmitted syn-
dromes. Since cataracts can be the presenting sign of 
diabetes, children with acquired cataracts of unknown 
etiology should be questioned about classic symptoms 
of diabetes and evaluation for hyperglycemia should 
be performed. Children with Lowe syndrome have 
hypotonia, mental retardation, aminoaciduria, and an 
abnormal facial appearance with frontal bossing, and 

Table 22.7 Preoperative factors indicating poor prognosis fol-
lowing surgery
1. Longer duration between onset of cataract and surgery
2. Unilateral cataract
3. If bilateral: asymmetrical cataract
4. Any manifest strabismus
5. Presence of nystagmus
6. Severe preoperative visual impairment as per age  
 appropriate standards (e.g., in an awake and alert child,  
 poor fix and following noted binocularly after 3 months  
 of age is an indicator of poor vision)
7. Longer preoperative interocular axial length difference
8. Juvenile idiopathic arthritis-induced cataract, cataract  
 associated with pars planitis, cataract associated with  
 severe ocular anomalies or systemic problems
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chubby cheeks. The lens typically has a reduced an-
terior-posterior diameter [11]. In addition, these eyes 
have frequent association with glaucoma. If Lowe 
syndrome is suspected, the urine should be screened 
for amino acids. If there is a history of maternal rash, 
fever, flu-like symptoms, or neonatal physical signs 
of intrauterine infection, then acute and convalescent 
TORCH titers should be obtained. Developmental 
pediatricians and clinical geneticist are experts in se-
lective investigation based on the characteristics of 
the child. These specialists are invaluable and should 
be consulted when appropriate.

22.8 Examination Under Anesthesia

Intraocular pressure (IOP) should be checked as soon 
as possible after induction of anesthesia (Table 22.3). 
Although we routinely use the Tono-Pen, if in doubt, 
we recheck IOP using the Perkins tonometer. In addi-
tion to high IOP, a difference of IOP between the two 
eyes is alarming. Cataracts and glaucoma are asso-
ciated with congenital rubella and Lowe syndrome. 
The next step for us is to take keratometry mea-
surements. We use the Nidek handheld keratometer 
(Fig. 22.5). However, many other centers uses an au-
torefractokeratometer for this purpose. The remain-
ing examinations listed below can be performed in 
any chronology: examine the eye using the operating 
microscope, immersion A-scan ultrasound for globe 
axial length (Fig. 22.6), horizontal corneal diameter, 

retinoscopy (if possible), and a retinal fundus exami-
nation. Some physicians use a slit-lamp attachment 
to the operating microscope for evaluating location 
of the cataract. Immersion A-scan performed by a 
skilled ultrasonographer helps to reduce the inci-
dence of postoperative refractive surprises. A shorter 
or longer axial length in the eye with the cataract can 
be a sign of poor prognosis. When possible, at least 
the posterior pole of the fundus should be assessed 
by indirect ophthalmoscopy, looking particularly for 
underdevelopment or malformation of the disc or 
macula and the presence of abnormal pigmentation. 
In the case of no view on fundus examination, we 
perform a B-scan ultrasound examination. Although 
it is often not possible to do a preoperative cyclople-
gic refraction of an eye with a dense cataract, an 
uninvolved or less involved fellow eye should be 
refracted. The presence of refractive error in the fel-
low eye may help when deciding on an IOL power. 
In case of congenital anterior lens opacity (CALO), 
anisometropia has been reported to be more amblyo-
genic than the size of lens opacity [3]. Patients with 
CALOs who have anisometropia of 1 diopter D or 
more are 6.5 times more likely to develop amblyo-
pia. At the end of the EUA and before the start of sur-
gery, we visit with the parents to explain the findings 
of the EUA in brief. We explain what findings were 
expected and any that were not expected. We discuss 
any changes in the surgical plan that might be appro-
priate given the findings at EUA. This also gives the 
parents a good sense of how long the examination 
took and how long the surgery will take.

Fig. 22.5 Handheld keratometry in operating room during ex-
amination under anesthesia

Fig. 22.6 Immersion A-scan during examination under anes-
thesia
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22.9 Selection of Intraocular 
Lens Power

Implantation of a fixed-power IOL into an eye that 
is still growing makes it difficult to choose the IOL 
power to implant. IOL implantation at the calculated 
emmetropic power helps to fight amblyopia during 
childhood, but risks significant myopia at ocular ma-
turity. Ideal IOL power should balance the best help 
to amblyopia management in childhood with the least 
possible refractive error in adulthood (Fig. 22.7). 
With a growing eye prone to develop a myopic shift 
of refraction after cataract removal, the surgeon faces 
the decision of what refraction should be the immedi-
ate postoperative aim [5, 9, 10, 12]. Several nomo-
grams have been published in the literature. How-
ever, we do not recommend the use of any published 
table alone for deciding IOL power. These tables are 
only meant to help as a starting point toward appro-
priate IOL power selection, which is a multifactorial 
decision customized for each child based on many 
variables [age, laterality (one eye or both), amblyo-
pia status (dense or mild), likely compliance with 
glasses, and family history of myopia]. Our recom-

Expected immediate
postoperative refraction

High “plus”Near “zero”

Disadvantage:
Adult refraction, High “minus” ( may
require additional surgery: refractive,

IOL exchange)

Advantage:
Near “zero” refractive error during
childhood simplifies battle against
amblyopia (ultimately better visual

outcome)

Advantage:
Adult refraction at or near “zero”
avoids need for second surgery

Disadvantage:
High refractive error during childhood,

may have difficult battle against
amblyopia (ultimately poor visual

outcome)

Compromise between two extremes customized to each child (based on
age, laterality,amblyopia status, family history etc.)

moderate “plus”

Fig. 22.7 Postoperative refractive aim while selecting IOL power

Table 22.8 Expected postoperative residual refraction based 
on patient age at cataract surgerya

Age at surgery Residual refraction 
to minimize late 
myopia

Median residual 
refraction in our 
series

First month + 12 + 8.3
2 – 3 months + 9 + 8.5
4 – 6 months + 8 + 6.0
6 – 12 months + 7 + 4.5
1 – 2 years + 6 + 3.0
2 – 4 years + 5 + 0.9
4 – 5 years + 4 + 0.5
5 – 6 years + 3 + 0.5
6 – 7 years + 2 + 0.1
7 – 8 years + 1.5 + 0.2
8 – 10 years + 1 + 0.1
10 – 14 years + 0.5 0
> 14 years Plano − 0.1

a We do not recommend the use of any published table alone 
for deciding IOL power. These tables are only meant to help 
as a starting point toward appropriate IOL power selection, 
which is a multifactorial decision customized for each child 
based on many variables [especially, age, laterality (one eye 
or both), amblyopia status (dense or mild), likely compliance 
with glasses, and family history of myopia]
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mendations to lessen long-term myopia are shown 
in Table 22.8. It is noteworthy that while analyzing 
471 eyes in our database, we noted that we had se-
lected less undercorrection than is typically advised 
to lessen late myopia (unpublished data). The median 
residual refractions we aimed for are also listed in 
Table 22.8. When implanting IOLs in children with 
bilateral cataracts and no amblyopia, leaving mild, 
moderate, or even a marked amount of hypermetropia 
is reasonable. However, in unilateral cataracts with 
dense amblyopia, less early dependence on glasses 
may help the amblyopia treatment. The late myopia, 
even if marked, may be an acceptable trade for better 
visual outcome from amblyopia treatment. Refractive 
surgery or IOL exchange may be needed in these eyes 
at ocular maturity.
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Take Home Pearls

A cataract that reduces the VA to worse • 
than or equal to 20/50, or blackens the 
retinoscopic reflex for 3 mm or more in 
the center of the pupil is likely visually 
significant enough to consider surgery.

Bilateral cataracts may be associated • 
with metabolic conditions, congenital 
infections, or genetic syndromes. 
A customized investigation is 
recommended based on the 
evaluation by experts in development 
pediatrics and clinical genetics.

A thorough examination of an eye with a • 
cataract, the fellow eye, and the eyes of 
the parents will help define the associated 
findings, the etiology, and the prognosis.

For IOL power selection, several • 
nomograms based on age at surgery 
have been published. However, we 
do not recommend the use of any 
published table alone for deciding 
IOL power. Selection of an optimum 
power of IOL is a multifactorial 
decision, customized to each child.

Cataract surgery in children is but • 
one step on the long road to visual 
rehabilitation, not the end of the journey.
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Core Messages

Surgical management of cataracts in • 
children is markedly different from 
adults. Children have reduced scleral 
and corneal rigidity, more inflammation 
after surgery, and a propensity to develop 
reopacification of the visual axis.

For proper management of the anterior • 
and posterior capsule in children, 
technique changes have been made 
that are unique to pediatric surgery. 
Vitrectomy instrumentation is used 
extensively in childhood cataract surgery.

The best surgical techniques for children • 
will evolve most efficiently with optimal 
cooperation and collaboration between 
pediatric ophthalmologists and adult 
cataract surgeons. This way, new adult-
tested techniques can be selectively 
utilized for pediatric surgery.

The approach chosen to correct aphakia • 
plays an important role in the outcome 
of pediatric cataract surgery. Intraocular 
lens power selection is a complex 
decision based on eye growth projections 
and the management of amblyopia.

When cataract surgery is required in the • 
early years of life, complications such as 
glaucoma and visual axis opacification are 
frequent. These patients must be monitored 
and may need examinations under 
anesthesia during the higher risk years.
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23.1 Introduction

The aim of pediatric cataract surgery is to provide 
and maintain a clear visual axis and a focused retinal 
image. The long-term visual outcome is often nega-
tively affected by the development of amblyopia sec-
ondary to the cataract itself, or due to postoperative 
reopacification of the ocular media. Cataract surgery 
in children remains complex and challenging. One 
of the major challenges for pediatric cataract surgery 
has been the adaptation of techniques used for adult 
cataract surgery. However, pediatric cataract surgery 
is quite different from surgery for cataracts in the el-
derly (Figs. 23.1–23.3). A propensity for increased 
postoperative inflammation and capsular opacifica-
tion, a refractive state that is constantly changing 
due to growth of the eye, difficulty in documenting 
anatomical and refractive changes due to poor com-
pliance, and a tendency to develop amblyopia are 
among the factors that make cataract surgery in the 
child different from that in the adult. In addition, the 
lack of a hard nucleus, vastly reduced scleral and cor-

neal rigidity, and enhanced posterior vitreous pres-
sure demand a surgical approach that differs in many 
ways from the adult procedure.

23.2 Preoperative and Intraoperative 
Medications

It is important to apply antibiotic drops to the eye 
prior to beginning surgery. We begin topical applica-
tion of a fourth-generation fluoroquinolone on check-
in approximately 1 h prior to surgery. The drop is 
given every 5 min for a total of 4 times. While it may 
be ideal to start the antibiotic earlier than 1 h before 
surgery, we have found it logistically difficult and 
have settled for the plan as outlined above.

Dilating drops are also given preoperatively on 
check-in every 5 min for 3 times. We make up a peds 
combination drop that consists of 2 mL 2% cyclo-
pentolate, 0.5 mL 10% phenylephrine, and 0.5 mL 

Fig. 23.1a–e Sequence showing cataract surgery without IOL 
implantation. a Preoperative view of cataract in an infant eye. 
b Vitrectorhexis. c Dense posterior capsule plaque noticed af-
ter removal of lens substance. d Both anterior and posterior 

capsulorhexis. Leave behind adequate size of anterior and pos-
terior capsulorhexis to facilitate secondary IOL implantation 
some years later. e Postoperative appearance of the aphakic 
eye
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Fig. 23.2a–u Sequence showing surgery 
of a posterior subcapsular cataract in 
a 9-year-old child. a Marked caliper 
(3.0 mm or less) to outline the dimen-
sions of the tunnel. b Angled crescent 
knife to make initial groove. c Same 
crescent knife (as in b) was used with 
bevel-up position to make the tunnel. 
d Paracentesis incision was made at 
approximately 2 o’clock from lateral 
edge of the main incision. We use an 
MVR 20-gauge blade for this purpose. 
e Same MVR blade was used to enter 
the anterior chamber through the corneal 
tunnel. Using same size blade as the 
instruments helps avoid leaking of the 
incision. f Healon GV injected into 
anterior chamber. This helps flattening 
the anterior capsule and maintains the 
anterior chamber during intraoperative 
maneuvering. g Small incision capsulor-
hexis forceps for making CCC. This fits 
easily through a paracentesis and will 
allow conversion to vitrector instruments 
when needed without leakage around the 
vitrector handpiece during use. h Hydro-
dissection. i Bimanual irrigation/aspira-
tion allows thorough removal of lens 
substance and avoids anterior chamber 
fluctuations. j Bimanual irrigation/aspira-
tion. k Bimanual irrigation/aspiration. 
l Injection of ophthalmic viscosurgical 
devices (OVD) in anterior chamber 
through paracentesis incision. This helps 
protect corneal endothelium while im-
planting an IOL and also helps maintain 
anterior chamber depth. m In-the-bag im-
plantation of single-piece AcrySof IOL. 
n Push-pull device is used to position the 
IOL. o Main incision or corneal tunnel is 
sutured with 10-0 nylon. p OVD removal 
is accomplished before suturing the para-
centesis incision. q Thorough removal of 
cohesive OVD is very essential to avoid 
IOP spike during early postoperative 
period. Here OVD is removed by going 
behind the IOL optic. r Paracentesis 
incision is sutured with 10-0 absorbable 
suture. s Trimming of suture ends using 
the MVR blade. t In-the-bag fixation of 
the IOL (SN60WF). Notice well-centered 
IOL. u Subconjunctival injection of anti-
biotic and steroid (dexamethasone 4 mg). 
Notice that we used upper quadrant for 
subconjunctival injection
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1% tropicamide in every 3 mL of drops. In essence, 
each drop delivered to the patient contains 1.3% cy-
clopentolate, 1.67% phenylephrine, and 0.17% tropi-
camide. To aid in maintaining dilation of the pupil 
throughout surgery, 0.5 mL epinephrine 1:1,000 so-
lution (Hopsira, Lake Forest, IL) is added to each 
500 mL bottle of irrigating solution prior to its in-
traoperative use during surgery. The intraoperative 
floppy iris syndrome (IFIS) has been reported in 
adults who take systemic alpha-1 antagonist medi-
cations such as tamsulosin (Flomax). IFIS is char-
acterized by progressive pupillary miosis, and a bil-
lowing, floppy iris that prolapses easily into even the 
smallest of surgical entry wounds. It is caused when 
the pharmacological blockage from Flomax causes 
the normal dilator smooth muscle tone in the iris to 
be lost. In children, the dilator smooth muscle tone 
is reduced naturally, especially in infants with imma-
ture microphthalmic eyes. To combat IFIS, pediatric 
surgeons have used epinephrine in the intraocular ir-
rigating fluid for more than 20 years. We recently 
published a pediatric case of IFIS in one eye and no 
IFIS in the other eye as a result of the inadvertent 
absence of epinephrine in the irrigating fluid of the 
eye demonstrating signs of IFIS [42]. We strongly 
recommend epinephrine in the irrigation fluid for all 
pediatric cataract surgeries.

Povidone iodine, diluted to a 5% solution, is ap-
plied to the eye at the end of the surgical skin and 
lash preparation. An additional drop is placed at the 
conclusion of surgery. These drops are not irrigated 
out after application.

23.3 Surgical Steps

23.3.1 Incision

Children have thin sclera and, as mentioned above, 
markedly decreased scleral rigidity when compared 
with adults. Scleral collapse results in increased posi-
tive vitreous pressure (also known as “vitreous up-
thrust”). Collapse of the anterior chamber is much 
more common when operating on pediatric eyes. 
Pediatric cataracts can be removed through a rela-
tively small wound, as the lens has no hard nucleus. 
Therefore, wounds should be constructed to provide 
a snug fit for the instruments that pass into the ante-
rior chamber. When an intraocular lens (IOL) is not 
being implanted, two stab incisions are usually made 
at or near the limbus (Fig. 23.1b). These incisions 
should not be larger than necessary for the instru-
ments being used. For instance, a micro vitreoreti-
nal (MVR) blade can be used that creates a 20-gauge 
opening for a 20-gauge vitrector/aspirator to enter the 
anterior chamber. A 20-gauge blunt-tipped irrigating 
cannula can also be used through a separate MVR 
blade stab incision. If the instrument positions need 
to be reversed, the snug fit is maintained. If 23-gauge 
or 25-gauge instruments are used, an MVR for that 
gauge opening can be utilized. While some surgeons 
prefer phacoaspiration (aspiration utilizing a stan-
dard phacoemulsification handpiece), a bimanual 
technique using an irrigating handpiece and a sepa-
rate aspiration handpiece is preferred by the authors 
(Fig. 23.1c). Anterior chamber stability is maintained 

Fig. 23.3a–e a In-the-bag implanta-
tion of IOL. b In-the-bag fixation of 
the IOL. c Pars plana/plicata poste-
rior capsulectomy and vitrectomy. 
d Suturing of pars plana/plicata inci-
sion. e Well-centered IOL
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by limiting wound leak and using a high irrigation 
setting.

When a foldable IOL is being implanted, a cor-
neal tunnel is preferred since it leaves the conjunc-
tiva undisturbed (Fig. 23.2a–c). The corneal tunnel 
should begin near the limbus for maximum healing 
and should be sutured with a synthetic absorbable 
suture. We prefer to use a marked caliper to outline 
the dimensions of the tunnel and utilize an angled 
crescent blade to make a groove and then a tunnel 
(Fig. 23.2a–c). The blade is turned up on its end to 
make the groove and then turned over to continue the 
tunnel (Fig. 23.2c).

Unlike adults, corneal incisions do not usually 
self-seal in children. Our 2001 survey indicated that 
only 20% and 3% of the American Society of Cata-
ract and Refractive Surgeons (ASCRS) and American 
Association for Pediatric Ophthalmology and Stra-
bismus (AAPOS) responders, respectively, left both 
tunnel and paracentesis incisions unsutured [51]. Ac-
cording to one study [3], self-sealing wounds failed 

to remain watertight in children below 11 years of 
age, especially when an anterior vitrectomy was com-
bined with cataract extraction. In older (>11 years) 
children the wounds remained self-sealing. Even in 
these older children, suturing is recommended since 
postoperative eye rubbing is common. The authors 
attribute the poor self-sealing to low scleral rigidity 
resulting in fish mouthing of the wound leading to 
poor approximation of the internal corneal valve to 
the overlying stroma. The recommended closure ma-
terial is a 10-0 synthetic absorbable suture.

In infants, a scleral tunnel is sometimes used be-
cause it heals more transparently than a corneal tun-
nel. In addition, a rigid IOL is implanted occasion-
ally when sulcus placement over a large preexisting 
posterior capsulotomy is desired. In these instances, 
a scleral tunnel is utilized. An IOL exchange may re-
quire a scleral tunnel if the IOL to be removed is made 
of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) (Fig. 23.4). A 
half-thickness scleral incision is made initially ap-
proximately 2 or 2.5 mm from the limbus and dis-

Fig. 23.4a–k Sequence of surgery 
of eye requiring IOL exchange. Notice 
use of scleral tunnel
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sected into clear cornea. It is enlarged to the size 
necessary for IOL insertion. Closure is recommended 
using a 10-0 synthetic absorbable suture. We prefer 
to suture the wounds and use 10-0 polyglactic acid 
(Vicryl) absorbable sutures. It takes 60–90 days to 
completely absorb. Corneal vascularization requiring 
suture removal is less frequent using Vicryl suture, as 
opposed to non-absorbable suture (e.g., nylon). The 
use of non-absorbable sutures occasionally calls for 
an examination under anesthesia (EUA) for suture 
removal. Even when economic issues are a deciding 
factor in choice of suture material, it is better to use 
absorbable sutures rather than subject the child to ad-
ditional anesthesia.

While the temporal wound presents the same ad-
vantages in children as it does in adults, the location 
is more easily traumatized by children. The superior 
approach allows the wound to be protected by the 
brow and the Bell’s phenomenon in the trauma-prone 
childhood years. Both scleral tunnels and corneal 
tunnels can be easily made from a superior approach 
since children rarely have deep set orbits or over-
hanging brows. Positioning the patients on the op-
erating table with a slight chin-up posture also helps 
made the superior approach easier. Locating the site 
of the tunnel according to the preexisting astigma-
tism (e.g., temporally in against-the-rule astigma-
tism) has not been done as often in younger children 
since most of these patients will wear glasses after 
surgery anyway. Whether the preoperative astig-
matism can be altered by the site of the tunnel in-
cision has not been studied well in children. While 
wound-related astigmatism is common immediately 
after surgery in children, due to low scleral rigidity, 
these eyes tend to return to their preoperative state 
by 1 month after surgery.

23.3.2 Anterior Capsulotomy

The anterior capsule in children is highly elastic and 
poses challenges in the creation of the capsulotomy 
[45, 48, 52]. While a manual continuous curvilinear 
capsulorhexis (CCC) is ideal for adults, it is more dif-
ficult to perform in young eyes. Overall, the vitrector-
hexis is most commonly used in the first few years of 
life (Fig. 23.1b, d). Manual CCC is used most often in 
older children. The vitrectorhexis is very stable in the 

very young but can tear out to the equator more easily 
when used in older children (Fig. 23.5).

When performing a manual CCC in a child, the fol-
lowing technical recommendations are offered. Use 
of a highly viscous ophthalmic viscosurgical device 
(OVD) is recommended to fill the anterior chamber 
and flatten the anterior capsule (Fig. 23.2f). A slack 
anterior capsule will be easier to tear in a controlled 
fashion. Re-grasp the capsulorhexis edge frequently 
and begin with a smaller capsulotomy than desired. 
Because of the elasticity, the opening will be larger 
than it appears once the capsular flap is released. In 
order to control the turning of the CCC edge along a 
circular path, the tear must often be directed more to-
ward the center of the pupil than would be necessary in 
an adult eye. If the capsule begins to extend peripher-
ally, stop before the edge is out of sight under the iris. 
Re-grasp the capsule edge and pull directly toward the 
center of the pupil to recover the tear. Converting to 
a vitrectorhexis or a radio frequency diathermy cap-
sulotomy may also be warranted. Using small inci-
sion capsulorhexis forceps (Fig. 23.2g) that fits easily 
through a paracentesis will allow conversion to vitrec-
tor instruments when needed without leakage around 
the vitrector handpiece during use. Recently, modifi-
cations of the manual anterior CCC technique have 
been published and popularized. The most common 
is called the two-incision push-pull (TIPP) technique. 
An MVR blade or a cystotome is used to puncture the 
anterior capsule at the superior and inferior ends of 
the planned CCC. The superior flap is pushed down 
and the inferior flap is pulled up until they meet each 
other. This technique keeps the tearing force directed 
more toward the center of the pupillary space and less 
toward the lens equator. The four-incision technique 
is similar except that four punctures are made initially 
and all of the ends are connected. These modifications 
are designed to allow more control of the CCC when 
the capsule is very elastic [22, 25].

While a CCC using the techniques described above 
is a reasonable option beyond age 4 years, it will be 
more difficult when attempted on children aged 4 years 
and younger. The vitrectorhexis is an alternative ante-
rior capsulotomy method that will be more consistently 
successful than manual CCC in the youngest patients. 
The vitrectorhexis has been tested in both laboratory 
and clinical settings by the authors. This technique has 
proved to be very effective for young children where 
the CCC may be difficult to control [41, 43, 44, 48, 
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52]. When creating a vitrectorhexis (Fig. 23.1b), the 
following surgical caveats are offered. Use a vitrector 
supported by a Venturi pump, if possible. Peristaltic 
pump systems will not cut anterior capsule as easily. 
A bimanual technique with a separate infusion port 
is recommended (Fig. 23.1b). Maintain a snug fit of 
the instruments in the incisions through which they 
are placed. The anterior chamber of these soft eyes 
will collapse readily if leakage occurs around the in-
struments, making the vitrectorhexis more difficult to 
complete. An MVR blade can be used to enter the eye. 
The vitrector and a blunt-tipped irrigating cannula fit 
snugly into the MVR openings. We recommend either 
a 20-gauge Grieshaber irrigation handpiece (Alcon) 
(Fig. 23.6) or a Nichamin cannula (Storz). Disposable 
irrigation handpieces from Alcon-Grieshaber are now 
available as well. These work well and are beginning 
to replace the reusable type of cannula. An anterior 
chamber maintainer can also be used if the surgeon 
prefers. We have found that it is not necessary to be-
gin the capsulotomy with a bent-needle cystotome. 
Merely place the vitrector, with its cutting port po-
sitioned posteriorly, in contact with the center of the 
intact anterior capsule. Turn the cutter on and increase 
the suction using the foot pedal until the capsule is 
engaged and opened. A cutting rate of 150–300 cuts 
per minute and an aspiration maximum of 150–250 
are recommended. These settings are for currently 
utilized Venturi pump machines. Adjustments may be 
needed for other machines, especially those utilizing 
a peristaltic pump.

With the cutting port facing down against the 
capsule, engage the capsule and enlarge the round 
capsular opening in a spiral fashion to the desired 
shape and size. Any lens cortex that escapes into 
the anterior chamber during the vitrectorhexis is as-
pirated easily without interrupting the capsulotomy 
technique. Care should be taken to avoid leaving any 

right-angle edges, which could predispose to radial 
tear formation. The completed vitrectorhexis should 
be slightly smaller than the size of the IOL optic be-
ing implanted. The vitrector edge in very young chil-
dren is very smooth as a result of the elasticity of the 
capsule. In slightly older children, the vitrector cre-
ates a slightly scalloped edge but inspection by both 
the dissecting microscope and the scanning electron 
microscope has revealed that the scallops roll out-
ward to leave a smooth edge. Any capsular tags or 
points created at the apex of a scalloped cut from the 
vitrector are located in an area of low biomechanical 
stress much like an irregular outside-in completion 
of a CCC. These tags do not predispose to radial tear 
formation as demonstrated by finite element method 
computer modeling [16].

A third option for creating an anterior capsulotomy 
in a child is available with the use of high-frequency 
endodiathermy (Kloti radio frequency endodia-
thermy). This instrument cuts the capsule efficiently 
but results in an edge that tears easily if stretched. 
The Fugo plasma blade has also been used to make an 
anterior capsulotomy. Our experience with the Fugo 
blade in children is only a few cases, but the cap-
sulotomy edge created in those cases was not very 
different clinically from that produced by the Kloti 
instrument mentioned above [48].

Fig. 23.5 a Peripheral extension of anterior capsule 
edge. b In-the-bag fixation of IOL in eye shown in a

Fig. 23.6a, b Bimanual irrigation/aspiration 
handpiece
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The use of capsular dyes has also started at-
tracting the attention of pediatric cataract surgeons 
(Fig. 23.7). Visualization of the capsular flap is im-
portant to maintain control of any tears and to ensure 
that the edge is continuous. A report from the Ameri-
can Academy of Ophthalmology has concluded that 
“it is reasonable to consider the use of dye in cataract 
surgery in cases in which inadequate capsule visu-
alization or inexperience with capsule visualization 
may compromise the outcome. The use of dye in 
routine cases cannot be recommended until a lack of 
toxicity is more clearly demonstrated in the event of 
longer duration exposure or posterior segment expo-
sure” [14]. Both trypan blue and indocyanine green 
dyes provide excellent visualization of the anterior 
capsule flap during CCC. The United States Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved use of try-
pan blue dye in December 2004 specifically as an aid 
in ophthalmic surgery to stain the anterior capsule of 
the lens. When injecting under air, the dye should be 
injected after the paracentesis, but prior to creating 
the main incision, to help with anterior chamber sta-
bility. It has been reported that staining under air ver-
sus under OVD has similar efficacy and safety [53]. 
In addition to better visualization, trypan blue has 
been reported to minimize epithelial cell prolifera-
tion in pediatric cataract surgery [15]. Staining the 
anterior capsule with trypan blue affected the density 
and viability of lens epithelial cells (LECs) [24]. The 
use of dyes is not advised when using hydrophilic 
IOLs, to avoid permanent discoloration of the IOL 
[40].

23.3.3 Lens Substance Aspiration 
(Phacoaspiration)

Thorough removal of lens substance is especially 
crucial for pediatric eyes. When any cortical matter, 
which clinically may resemble a harmless strand or 
fiber, is left behind, it actually leaves behind a large 
number of mitotically active cells. These cells have 
the potential to grow and cause a proliferative form 
of visual axis opacification (VAO). The best means of 
reducing the incidence of this is to remove as many 
of these cells as possible at the time of surgery. Since 
VAO is one of the most frequent postoperative com-
plications in pediatric cataract surgery, meticulous 

removal of the lens substance is a crucial step in the 
management of pediatric cataracts.

Pediatric cataracts are soft but they may be 
“gummy.” Phacoemulsification is not needed and may 
be harmful in the setting of chamber instability. Lens 
cortex and nucleus can be aspirated in every case with 
an irrigation/aspiration or vitrectomy handpiece. We 
prefer the bimanual approach using separate irriga-
tion and aspiration. Separate irrigation and aspiration 
help maintain the anterior chamber stability, decrease 
fluctuations of the anterior chamber, and help thor-
ough removal of lens substance. When using the vit-
rector, bursts of cutting can be used intermittently to 
facilitate the aspiration of the more “gummy” cortex 
of young children. The advantage of using the vit-
rector is that it is possible to perform vitrectorhexis, 
irrigation/aspiration, posterior capsulectomy, and 
vitrectomy all with one instrument (the setting needs 
to be changed appropriately) (Fig. 23.1). This avoids 
extra manipulation and repeated entry into and exit 
from the eye. In older children, after a manual CCC 
we prefer 20-gauge bimanual irrigation/aspiration 
handpieces (Fig. 23.6) that are tapered and curved 
(Alcon/Grieshaber 170-01 for irrigation and Alcon/
Grieshaber 170-02 for aspiration). Nearly identical 
disposable irrigation/aspiration handpieces are now 
replacing the reusable instruments mentioned here. 
We have not noted any technical difference when we 
use the disposable Alcon/Grieshaber handpieces.

Maintenance of the anterior chamber is critical 
when removing lens substance. Aspiration of fluid 
from the anterior chamber must be balanced by ad-
equate infusion. Some surgeons also use Aqualase 
(Alcon) for phacoaspiration in children. It may have 
the advantage of better cortical clean-up with fewer 
mitotically active cells left behind. Further study is 
needed.

The addition of 0.5 mL adrenaline to the infusion 
bottle (1:1,000 for cardiac use) helps to maintain my-
driasis and perhaps improves iris tissue tone and de-
creases iris floppiness [42]. Although we do not have 
personal experience of using heparin sodium in the 

Fig. 23.7 Trypan blue for bet-
ter visualization while perform-
ing manual CCC in a child with 
white cataract
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irrigating fluid, reports showing a beneficial role in 
preventing postoperative inflammation have appeared 
in the literature [4, 49]. The use of heparin should be 
avoided in eyes with a compromised blood-aqueous 
barrier (e.g., previous ocular surgery) as they are at 
high risk of developing postoperative hyphema.

Hydrodissection has been thought to be less useful 
in children than in adults. However, one study [39] 
has shown the intraoperative benefits of performing 
multiquadrant hydrodissection. The potential benefits 
are an overall reduction in the operative time and a 
reduction in the amount of irrigating solution used 
to facilitate lens substance removal. A fluid wave can 
sometimes be generated in older children but not reli-
ably in infants and toddlers. Cortical material strips 
easily from the pediatric capsule even in the absence 
of hydrodissection if the proper technique is used 
(Fig. 23.2h). Attempts at hydrodelineation should be 
discouraged in children since it does not aid in lens 
removal and may lead to capsular rupture. Hydrodis-
section should not be done in children with posterior 
polar cataracts because of the fragility of the poste-
rior capsule in these cases.

23.3.4 Posterior Capsulectomy 
and Vitrectomy

In young children who undergo pediatric cataract sur-
gery, posterior capsule opacification (PCO) is rapid 

and virtually inevitable if the posterior capsule is left 
intact (Figs. 23.8, 23.9) [6, 36, 37]. PCO occurs much 
faster and is much more amblyogenic in younger 
children as compared with older children. The advent 
of vitreous suction cutting devices for removing the 
center of the posterior capsule and a portion of the 
anterior vitreous during the initial surgery in young 
children undergoing cataract surgery dramatically 
decreased the need for secondary surgery. A primary 
posterior capsulectomy and anterior vitrectomy dur-
ing IOL implantation in the pediatric cataract gives 
the best chance for maintaining a long-term clear 
visual axis. Neodymium-yttrium-aluminum-garnet 
(Nd:YAG) laser posterior capsulotomies are usually 
necessary in children when the posterior capsule is 
left intact. Larger amounts of laser energy are often 
needed as compared to adults, and the posterior cap-
sule opening may close, requiring repeated laser treat-
ments or a secondary pars plana membranectomy.

As of 2008, primary posterior capsulectomy and 
anterior vitrectomy is common practice while man-
aging younger children with cataract. An important 
question that remains is, when should the posterior 
capsule be left intact? We answer this question look-
ing at several factors (age, association of posterior 
capsule plaque or defect, availability of YAG la-
ser, expected cooperation of child approximately 
12–24 months after cataract surgery for YAG). As a 
rough guideline, in children below 5 years of age, we 
prefer to do primary posterior capsulectomy and vit-
rectomy (Figs. 23.1, 23.3). In children, 5–8 years of 
age, we will do a posterior capsulectomy with or with-

Fig. 23.8a–d Visual axis opacification requiring surgical removal to clear the visual axis

Fig. 23.9a–c Visual axis opacification 
requiring surgical removal to clear the 
visual axis
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out vitrectomy, as needed. In children above 8 years 
of age, we keep an intact posterior capsule more of-
ten (Fig. 23.2). Anterior segment surgeons are often 
more accustomed to, and more comfortable with, a 
limbal (or anterior) approach. Our current strategy is 
to perform these procedures via the pars plana/plicata 
preferentially, whenever we intend to use a primary 
vitrectomy in pediatric eyes receiving IOL implan-
tation (Fig. 23.3). The size of the posterior capsule 
opening should be large enough to help avoid VAO, 
but small enough that sufficient peripheral capsular 
support remains for capsular fixation of an IOL. Even 
if the surgeon is not planning to implant an IOL in a 
specific eye, it is important to leave behind sufficient 
anterior and posterior capsular support at the time 
of cataract surgery to facilitate subsequent in-the-
bag or sulcus-fixated IOL implantation (if needed) 
(Fig. 23.1d) [33, 50]. Ideally, the surgeon should aim 
for a central, circular opening in the posterior capsule 
about 1–1.5 mm smaller than the IOL optic. We use 
a Venturi vacuum pump system, as in our hands it 
cuts the capsule more easily than a peristaltic pump. 
Readers should follow the manufacturer’s instruc-
tion manual for using a specific machine and setting. 
On the Accurus machine (Alcon Laboratories, Fort 
Worth, Texas), an irrigation rate of 30+ cc/min and a 
cutting rate of 600 cuts/min have proven effective at 
our setting. When the pars plana/plicata approach is 
chosen, the IOL should be inserted into the capsular 
bag using OVD, while the posterior capsule is still in-
tact (Fig. 23.3a, b). The OVD can be removed without 
fear of engaging vitreous, because removal precedes 
the posterior capsulectomy. While the irrigation can-
nula remains in the anterior chamber, an MVR blade 
is used to enter the pars plana/plicata 2–3 mm (2 mm 
in patients less than 1 year old, 2.5 mm in patients 
1–4 years old, and 3 mm in patients over 4 years old) 
posterior to the limbus. The vitrector is then inserted 
through this incision and used to open the center of 
the posterior capsule. The endpoint for the vitrec-
tomy is difficult to define. Sufficient vitreous should 
be removed centrally so that the LEC cannot use 
the vitreous face as a scaffold for VAO. Any vitre-
ous that tracks forward past the plane of the posterior 
capsulectomy needs to be removed. VAO after pri-
mary posterior capsulectomy and vitrectomy is often 
blamed on an inadequate posterior capsule opening 
or an inadequate vitrectomy. These assertions have 
not been verified scientifically. In cataract with as-

sociated blood vessel anomalies, such as persistent 
fetal vasculature, vitrectomy instrumentation is used 
to remove the posterior lens capsule, abnormal mem-
brane, and anterior vitreous. Intraocular scissors and 
intraocular cautery are also used as needed.

Intracameral triamcinolone (Kenalog) may have 
a potential benefit in the management of pediatric 
cataract. Kenalog injection into the anterior chamber 
provides the anterior segment surgeon with a means 
to localize and identify any vitreous strands remain-
ing in the anterior chamber which otherwise might 
have gone unnoticed [7]. Sutureless, pars plana vit-
rectomy through self-sealing sclerotomies has been 
reported in the literature [5, 8]. No difference in the 
amount of visible vitreous incarceration between su-
tured and sutureless sclerotomies was reported, using 
ultrabiomicroscopy [19]. However, wound leakage, 
extension, dehiscence, hemorrhage, vitreous and/or 
retinal incarceration, retinal tear, and dialysis have 
been reported with this technique. Difficulty with 
the passage of instruments has also been observed 
when tunnel incisions are used. A case of successful 
removal of PCO in a child using a 25-gauge transcon-
junctival sutureless vitrectomy has been reported 
[21]. Although scleral rigidity in children is lower, 
self-sealing was seen, with the integrity of the eyes 
well maintained.

23.3.5 Intraocular Lens Implantation

Intraocular lens implantation in children has the 
benefit of providing, intraocularly, at least a partial 
optical correction to replace the refracting power of 
the crystalline lens, which is an important advantage 
to the visual development in amblyopia-prone eyes. 
While there is certainly a benefit to IOL implanta-
tion by reducing the dependency on compliance with 
other external optical treatments (aphakic glasses and 
contact lenses), implantation in pediatric eyes has re-
mained somewhat controversial. A general consensus 
exists that IOL implantation is appropriate for most 
older children undergoing cataract surgery. In con-
trast, the advisability of IOL implantation during the 
first year of life is still being questioned. We showed 
a nearly 5-fold increase in the number of the ASCRS 
respondents and more than a 13-fold increase in the 
number of the AAPOS respondents implanting IOLs 
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in children 2 years old and younger from 1993 to 
2001 [51].

It is well known that the majority of the eye’s axial 
growth occurs during the first 2 years of life. This 
rapid eye growth makes selection of an IOL power for 
an infant difficult. Selecting the best IOL power to im-
plant in a growing child presents unique challenges. 
While Gordon and Donzis [11] have documented the 
axial growth pattern of normal eyes in children, the 
axial growth of cataractous eyes is different. In the 
normal phakic child, there is little change in refraction 
(0.9 diopters from birth through adulthood on aver-
age) because the power of the natural lens decreases 
dramatically as the eye grows axially. However, an 
IOL placed in a child’s eye cannot change in power to 
match the growth of the eye. An IOL chosen for em-
metropia in early childhood is likely to leave the pa-
tient highly myopic in adulthood. For children beyond 
the age of 2 years, studies are available to help the 
surgeon predict average growth of the eye. When op-
erating on children, many surgeons have advised se-
lecting an IOL power that will leave mild to moderate 
hyperopia, leaving less hyperopia with increasing age 
(see Chap. 22). Other authors have advocated aiming 
for emmetropia regardless of age when operating be-
yond 2 years of age. This approach avoids potentially 
amblyogenic residual hyperopia but is likely to lead to 
the development of significant myopia later.

When placing an IOL in a child’s eye, in-the-bag 
implantation is strongly recommended. Care should 
be taken to avoid asymmetrical fixation with one 
haptic in the capsular bag and the other in the cili-
ary sulcus. This can lead to decentration of the IOL. 
In contrast to adults, dialing of an IOL into the cap-
sular bag can be difficult in children. Often the IOL 
will dial out of the capsular bag rather than into it. 
This tendency can be blunted somewhat by the use of 
highly viscous OVDs. Foldable hydrophobic acrylic 
IOLs are used increasingly in children. The AcrySof 
hydrophobic acrylic IOL (Alcon Laboratories, Fort 
Worth, Texas) has been shown to be very biocom-
patible for pediatric eyes [13, 46, 47]. The one-piece 
AcrySof is especially suited for small soft eyes and 
can be inserted into the capsular bag with ease. We 
use the AcrySof SN-60-IQ which has a blue-blocker 
chromophore and is designed using Wavefront tech-
nology. It is important to customize the “A”-constant 
after analysis of your own results. The “A”-constant 
on the IOL package is calculated using contact “A”-

scan ultrasound globe axial length measurements. We 
recommend using immersion “A”-scan in children 
because of higher accuracy. The “A”-constant will 
usually be higher (by 0.2–0.3) when immersion mea-
surements are used. We utilize a 118.7 “A”-constant 
for the SN-60-IQ IOL.

While silicone IOLs are infrequently utilized in 
children, the second-generation silicone material ap-
pears to be an acceptable alternative for older chil-
dren. When capsular fixation is not possible, sulcus 
placement of an IOL in a child is acceptable. To avoid 
decentration, a rigid PMMA IOL should be considered 
or when a foldable lens (such as the three-piece Acry-
Sof IOL) is used, optic capture through the anterior or 
combined anterior/posterior capsulorhexis should be 
attempted. Optic capture of an IOL maintained bet-
ter IOL centration but was reported to predispose to 
an increased inflammatory response in one study [36]. 
Some other authors report that although technically 
challenging, it ensured clear visual axis and centration 
[9, 10, 12]. The PMMA IOL we prefer is the MC-
60-BM (Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Texas).

Tassignon and colleagues reported the outcome of 
a surgical procedure they called “bag-in-the-lens” in 
eyes with pediatric cataract [32]. In this technique, 
the anterior and posterior capsules are placed in the 
groove of a specially designed IOL after a capsu-
lorhexis of the same size is created in both capsules 
[31, 32]. The authors reported a clear visual axis in 
all pediatric patients with an average follow-up of 
17 months.

The ongoing development in adjustable IOL tech-
nology may prove very useful in the future of the 
surgical management of pediatric cataracts. The pos-
sibility of a lens that could be adjusted to counter the 
myopia induced by ocular growth is potentially excit-
ing. An ideal pediatric adjustable IOL implant should 
be biocompatible, allow for safe repeatable adjust-
ment procedures performed at any time after cataract 
surgery, and have an adequate refractive error adjust-
ment range. As of today, this ideal adjustable IOL 
does not exist. However, the concept of such an IOL 
is being developed and, after certain modifications, 
such an IOL may become available [26].

The FDA recently approved the Crystalens (Eye-
onics), AcrySof ReSTOR (Alcon), and ReZoom 
(Advanced Medical Optics) IOLs. The Crystalens 
accommodating IOL is engineered with a hinge de-
signed to allow the optic to move back and forth in 
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response to change of focus. It is unknown whether 
the fibrosis that often occurs throughout the pediatric 
lens capsule after surgery would influence the IOL 
movement. This IOL is not recommended when a pri-
mary posterior capsulectomy and anterior vitrectomy 
has been performed. The AcrySof ReSTOR IOL is 
based on the AcrySof design and material platform. 
The ReSTOR is a pseudo-accommodative, apodized 
diffractive IOL with a near add of +4.00 diopters 
built-in. The add results in +3.20 diopters in the spec-
tacle plane. The ReZoom multifocal IOL is a second-
generation refractive redesign (using acrylic) of the 
original silicone Array multifocal IOL. The newest 
multifocal is the Tecnis aspheric optic design multi-
focal IOL which is engineered to reduce the spherical 
aberration of the average corneas.

Each of the multifocal IOLs represents a compro-
mise based on the simultaneous vision principle. Two 
or more images are formed on the retina at the same 
time, one image at near and the other at distance focus. 
The brain selects the image it wants to see. Some loss 
of contrast is inherent to simultaneous vision since the 
available light is split between the near focus and the 
distance focus. Uncorrected refractive error (cylinder 
of more than 1 diopter or the changes in sphere that 
occur with eye growth) may result in more significant 
blur because of the simultaneous vision concept. Al-
ternating vision, which is provided by a monofocal 
IOL and bifocal glasses, results in only one object be-
ing in focus at a time and all incoming light is directed 
to this focus. While the increased use of multifocal 
and accommodative IOLs for implantation during the 
teenage years is predictable, we would caution sur-
geons that these lenses may not be advantageous in 
growing or amblyopic eyes. With residual refractive 
error, especially the myopia that develops after eye 
growth, multifocality may (ironically) result in more 
spectacle dependence compared to a monofocal IOL 
with residual myopia. This deserves further study.

23.4 Postoperative Medications 
and Follow-up

Immediately at the end of surgery, a drop of dilute 
(5%) povidone iodine is placed on the operative eye. 
An antibiotic steroid ointment and atropine ointment 

are placed on the eye. A patch and Fox shield are 
placed over the eye. We prefer to secure the shield 
with two Tegaderm sheets instead of standard tape 
(Fig. 23.10). The patch and shield should remain on 
the eye until the morning after surgery. We remove it 
in the office, examine the eye, and show the parents 
how to apply the postoperative drops. There are some 
variances from the protocol in certain situations. 
With older children, the atropine may be deleted. 
Babies who are left aphakic do not receive the oint-
ment. We use topical drops for these eyes, and rather 
than patching the eye, we apply a Silsoft contact 
lens (usually a 7.5 base-curve and +32 D or +29 D 
power) at the end of surgery. The parents can then 
begin the drops right away. For older children (above 
age 6–7 years) the parents are allowed to remove the 
patch and shield 4–5 h after the surgery and begin 
the postoperative drops. The eye is still examined on 
the first postoperative day. Topical atropine (0.5% in 
children less than 1 year of age, and 1% thereafter) is 
utilized once per day for 2–4 weeks in children up to 
age 6 years. Prednisolone acetate (1%) is used topi-
cally 6 times per day for 2 weeks and then 3–4 times 
per day for an additional 2 weeks. An antibiotic drop 
(the same fluoroquinolone used preoperatively) is 
used for 1 week after surgery. Any residual refractive 
error is corrected after the wound stabilizes and the 
synthetic absorbable sutures dissolve. We rarely use 
oral steroids except in some uveitis patients or some 
trauma cases. We schedule postoperative examina-
tions at 1 week, 4 weeks, 3 months, and 6 months 
postoperatively. We also consider a yearly EUA in or-
der to measure intraocular pressure, examine the pe-
ripheral retina, monitor eye growth using A-scan ul-

Fig. 23.10 A patch and Fox shield are 
placed over the eye. Note that we prefer to 
secure the shield with two Tegaderm sheets 
instead of standard tape
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trasound, examine the position of the IOL, and detect 
any secondary membrane or after-cataract formation. 
Once children become old enough and cooperative 
enough to undergo these examinations awake, the 
yearly EUA becomes unnecessary.

23.5 Special Considerations

23.5.1 Traumatic Cataract

Trauma is a common cause of unilateral cataract in 
children. At the time of presentation after the trauma 
to the eye, primary repair of a corneal or scleral 
wound may be needed along with a complete evalu-
ation of damage to the intraocular structures (e.g., 
posterior capsule rupture, vitreous hemorrhage, and 
retinal detachment). The authors prefer to defer cata-
ract surgery and IOL implantation in traumatic cat-
aract patients, even when anterior lens capsule has 
been ruptured. A delay of 1–4 weeks may be helpful 
to allow corneal healing and to reduce the inflamma-
tory response. Longer delays are avoided in children 
within the amblyopic ages. Implantation of an IOL 
is preferred in the cases of traumatic cataracts with 
corneal injuries, because contact lenses may be dif-
ficult to fit. On the other hand, a rigid gas-permeable 
contact lens may be needed to help with control of 
astigmatism and, if worn, can also provide aphakic 
correction. For this reason, some surgeons are less 
likely to place an IOL primarily in these cases.

Placement of the IOL in the capsular bag is pre-
ferred when capsular support is available. When sta-
bility of the capsular bag is compromised, a capsular 
tension ring (CTR) can be used (Fig. 23.11). Ciliary 
sulcus fixation of the IOL can also be done in the 
absence of adequate capsular support for in-the-bag 

placement, but with a greater incidence of uveitis and 
pupillary capture [27].

23.5.2 Ectopia Lentis

Ectopia lentis is defined as displacement or malposi-
tion of the crystalline lens of the eye. The lens can 
be dislocated (luxated) or subluxated. Subluxation of 
the crystalline lens may occur as an ocular manifesta-
tion of systemic diseases including Marfan syndrome, 
homocystinuria, and Weil-Marchesani syndrome. It 
can also occur as an idiopathic isolated defect. Pro-
gressive subluxation of the lens induces large refrac-
tive errors and loss of accommodation. In addition, 
movement of the dislocated lens can cause the visual 
axis to be partly phakic and partly aphakic leading 
to marked visual disturbances. Surgical removal of 
the congenitally subluxated lens needs to be under-
taken with caution. Although CTRs are useful with a 
moderate loss of zonular support (Figs. 23.12, 22.13), 
eyes with profound zonular compromise or marked 
lens subluxation are best treated with complete re-
moval of the lens and capsular bag using vitrectomy 
instrumentation.

23.5.3 Secondary Intraocular 
Lens Implantation

The vast majority of children undergoing second-
ary IOL implantation have had a primary posterior 
capsulotomy and anterior vitrectomy. If adequate pe-
ripheral capsular support is present, the IOL is placed 
into the ciliary sulcus or in the reopened capsular bag 

Fig. 23.11a–d Use of capsular tension ring in a child with traumatic cataract
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(Fig. 23.14) [33, 50]. Viscodissection and meticulous 
clearing of all posterior synechiae between the iris 
and the residual capsule is mandatory. An all-PMMA 
IOL is ideal for sulcus placement and should be con-
sidered, especially when the amount of capsule rem-
nant is less than ideal. However, these IOLs require 
a larger incision for implantation. The most common 
IOL used in secondary implantation is the three-piece 
AcrySof IOL. It has a posterior angulation that helps 
make it suitable for the sulcus. However, the haptics 
are soft and decentrations can occur, especially in eyes 
with large anterior segments and axial length mea-
surements greater than 23 mm. Prolapsing the IOL 

optic through the fused anterior and posterior capsule 
remnants is very useful in preventing decentration 
and also eliminating the possibility of inadvertent pu-
pillary capture. When inadequate capsular support is 
present for sulcus fixation in a child, implantation of 
an IOL is not recommended unless every contact lens 
and spectacle option has been explored fully. Ante-
rior chamber IOLs and scleral or iris-fixated posterior 
chamber IOLs are used in children when other viable 
options are absent, but the long-term consequences 
of these placements are unknown. Anterior chamber 
IOLs should be of an open-loop flexible design and 
sized appropriately for the anterior chamber. Scleral-
sutured IOLs are usually fixated with 10-0 Prolene 
suture but concerns of biodegradation have surfaced 
as more late (5–15 years after surgery) IOL decentra-
tions have been documented. A new 10-0 polyester 
suture has now been tried. Some surgeons are also 
using 9-0 Prolene. Other suture materials are in de-
sign. Iris fixation is also an alternative in children 
when inadequate capsule is present for sulcus or bag 
fixation. A three-piece acrylic lens can be placed 
through a pharmacologically constricted pupil so as 
to purposefully pupil-capture the optic. The haptics 
are secured to the undersurface of the iris with one 
full-thickness iris suture each. The sutures are placed 
in the immobile peripheral iris. This technique has 
the advantage of a small incision since a foldable IOL 
is utilized. Iris fixation as in the “lobster-claw” style 

Fig. 23.12 a Subluxation of lens. 
b Use of Cionni ring in eye shown 
in a

Fig. 23.13a–d Ectopia lentis and use of Cionni ring

Fig. 23.14 Secondary in-the-bag: opening 
of capsular bag just completed with Som-
merring ring removed
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lenses (Verisyse) are utilized in some children as a 
phakic IOL for high myopia. The aphakic version of 
this IOL is available for compassionate use but must 
be requested through the FDA on a case-by-case ba-
sis. An abbreviated FDA approval process is being 
planned so that the aphakic IOL is easier to obtain.

23.6 Postoperative Complications 
and Visual Outcome

23.6.1 Visual Axis Opacification

Secondary VAO is one of the most common compli-
cations of pediatric cataract surgery, especially when 
the posterior capsule is left intact. PCO is generally 
delayed in eyes with a hydrophobic acrylic IOL as 
compared with a PMMA IOL. VAO after acrylic im-
plantation with an intact posterior capsule is more 
“proliferative” compared to the “fibrous” reaction 
commonly seen in conjunction with the PMMA 
IOLs. After a primary posterior capsulotomy and an 
anterior vitrectomy, VAO is rare in older children 
when an acrylic IOL has been used. When VAO does 
occur, it is usually in a baby operated on in the first 
year of life. When infantile eyes are implanted with 
an IOL, VAO is common despite performing poste-
rior capsulectomy and vitrectomy. Using hydropho-
bic acrylic IOLs, various articles have reported VAO 
averaging 44.0%, while ranging from 8.1% when all 
children under 2 years of age were reviewed to 80% 
when all children operated on below 6 months of age 
were included [18, 28, 35, 38]. Secondary VAO in 
eyes implanted in infancy tends to occur within the 
first 6 months after cataract surgery [35]. Thus, pa-
tients with longer follow-up will not likely change 
the incidence of VAO in infantile eyes. Eyes with 
associated ocular anomalies (e.g., anterior segment 
dysgenesis, iris hypoplasia, or persistent fetal vascu-
lature) are at 9 times higher risk for developing VAO 
as compared to eyes without associated ocular anom-
alies [35]. In children older than 2 years of age at 
the time of cataract surgery, the secondary VAO rate 
after primary posterior capsulectomy and vitrectomy 
varies from 0% to 20.6% with an average of 5.1%. In 
older children, some authors prefer to do only poste-
rior capsulorhexis (without vitrectomy). The average 
rate of secondary intervention in these eyes is 13.8% 

(range 0–68%). With an intact posterior capsule, var-
ious articles have reported PCO ranging from 14.7% 
to 100% (average 25.1%, excluding eyes with 100% 
PCO in children younger than 4 years of age). With 
longer follow-up, even for older children, the aver-
age Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy rate may be higher 
than the 25.1% noted here. Stager and colleagues re-
ported that 70% maintained a clear visual axis after 
a single Nd:YAG procedure, 84% after two Nd:YAG 
procedures, and 88% after three Nd:YAG procedures 
[30]. Surgical intervention to clear the visual axis 
was needed in 8%. The probability of maintaining a 
clear central visual axis after 24 months with a single 
Nd:YAG laser procedure was 35% in children less 
than 24 months of age and 74% in older children.

23.6.2 Deposits and Synechiae

Increased inflammation is reported in eyes with a 
PMMA IOL as compared with hydrophobic acrylic 
IOLs [1, 17]. The incidence of deposits was reported 
as 6.4% [46], 25% [23], 35.9% [38], and 24.1% [35]. 
The incidence of deposits was significantly higher in 
younger age groups (age at surgery less than 2 years 
of age) than in the older groups (P < 0.04) [38]. 
Younger age at the time of cataract surgery also in-
creases the risk for synechiae formation. Vasavada 
and colleagues noted posterior synechiae in 14 eyes 
(13.6%). All except one were operated on during the 
first 2 years of life [38]. The incidence of synechiae 
formation was significantly higher when children 
were operated on before 2 years of age compared to 
the older age groups (P < 0.001).

23.6.3 Glaucoma

In a multicenter retrospective review, Asrani and co-
workers reported a lower incidence (0.3%, or 1 in 377 
cases) of open-angle glaucoma in eyes receiving a pri-
mary IOL implant compared with those that remained 
aphakic (11.3%, or 14 in 124 cases) after cataract sur-
gery [2]. We reported postoperative glaucoma in 3.8% 
(10 of 266) of eyes with an IOL implant and 17% (8 
of 47) of aphakic eyes [34]. However, for patients 
who underwent surgery during the first 4.5 months of 
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their life, the glaucoma incidence was 24.4% (10/41) 
in eyes with an IOL implant and 19% (8/42) in apha-
kic eyes (P = 0.55). The result of our study suggests 
that an IOL is not protective against the development 
of glaucoma [34]. Congenital cataracts that need to 
be operated on early in life are at higher risk for the 
development of glaucoma with or without an IOL. 
Childhood cataracts that develop after infancy are 
usually not associated with microphthalmia, are al-
most always implanted with an IOL, and are at very 
low risk for the development of glaucoma. Since the 
eyes at highest risk for glaucoma are also the eyes 
most likely to be left aphakic, IOL implantation may 
falsely appear to be protective against glaucoma.

23.6.4 Retinal Detachment

Rabiah and colleagues noted that aphakic retinal de-
tachment (RD) is infrequent after pediatric cataract 
surgery [29]. Although we have not analyzed our data 
for pseudophakic RD systematically, we do not recall 
seeing it in eyes with pediatric cataract in the absence 
of a predisposing etiology such as a history of RD, 
trauma, or retinopathy of prematurity.

23.6.5 Visual Acuity Outcome

We reported a median visual acuity of 20/30, with 
median visual acuity of unilateral and bilateral cases 
being 20/40 and 20/25, respectively [20]. Better vi-
sual acuity was associated with bilateral cataract, 
older age at surgery, and normal interocular axial 
length difference. Amblyopia was the major cause of 
residual visual deficit.

23.6.6 Choroidal Effusion

In eyes with Sturge-Weber syndrome, choroidal ef-
fusion can occur postoperatively (Fig. 23.15). The 
visual outcome of these eyes is generally good.
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24.1 Introduction

Childhood glaucomas are a rare, heterogeneous 
group of disorders which, like adult glaucoma, can 
have vision-threatening consequences. Diagnosis and 
management of the pediatric glaucomas present sev-
eral unique challenges. It is often the parent, primary 
care or eye care provider who will first recognize 
glaucoma in this population and it is crucial that they 
are familiar with its clinical features and maintain a 
high index of suspicion when considering this diag-
nosis. In adults, glaucoma is often occult; however, in 
children, strong suggestive signs of glaucoma are of-
ten present. The presentation of infant and childhood 
glaucoma varies with the degree of pressure elevation 
as well as the age of onset. In addition, examination 
of young children can be challenging and treatment 
strategies less familiar than those in adult patients. 
Genetic, pharmacologic, and technologic advances 
in the diagnosis and treatment of glaucoma raise the 
hope that this disease will, in the near future, cease to 
rob children and adults of vision.

24.2 Classification

There have been several classification schemes pro-
posed for the group of childhood glaucomas, each 
with its own merits and advantages [123]. One such 
system divides childhood glaucomas into those of 
primary and secondary origin, where a primary glau-
coma results from an intrinsic disease of the aqueous 
outflow mechanism, often of genetic origin, while a 
secondary glaucoma results from another ocular dis-
ease, injury, drug, or systemic disease (Table 24.1). 
There is considerable overlap between these groups 
and their classification. In addition, there are some 
pediatric glaucomas which may have both primary 
and secondary etiologies (e.g., infantile-onset glau-
coma in Sturge-Weber syndrome, neurofibromatosis, 
and even aniridia). As the genetics of conditions as-
sociated with childhood glaucoma becomes further 
clarified, one may expect that many of the current 
phenotypically driven diagnostic labels will be re-
placed or reorganized based upon their underlying 
genetic abnormalities.

Both primary and secondary pediatric glaucoma 
may be associated with significant systemic condi-
tions. It is therefore important for the ophthalmolo-
gist to accurately interpret eye signs as clues for the 
diagnosis and classification of both the glaucoma 
and the associated systemic disease. It is also help-
ful to classify childhood glaucoma in terms of age of 
onset dividing glaucoma into infantile and juvenile 
glaucoma. Three years of age is often taken as the 
division between infantile and juvenile glaucoma, 
because it is at approximately this age that the eye 
no longer expands in response to elevated intraocular 
pressure (IOP) [29].

24.3 Signs and Symptoms 
of Glaucoma in Children

The signs and symptoms of glaucoma vary greatly 
among children, according to the age of the child and 
the degree of IOP elevation (see also Sect. 24.4).

All children with conditions • 
predisposing to glaucoma should be 
regularly examined for glaucoma.

Medical therapy is appropriate first-line • 
therapy for many secondary glaucomas 
and to help clear the cornea for angle 
surgery in primary congenital glaucoma.

Surgical intervention is essential for • 
primary congenital glaucoma, and is 
often needed for other primary and 
secondary glaucomas inadequately 
controlled on medications.

Successful care of childhood glaucoma • 
requires ophthalmologists experienced 
in treating these rare conditions, 
but ultimately also requires a team 
approach including the family and 
child among other critical members.
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Table 24.1 Classification of childhood glaucomas
Primary glaucomas Secondary glaucomas

A. Congenital open-angle glaucoma A. Traumatic glaucoma
1. Newborn glaucoma (iridotrabeculodysgenesis)  1. Acute glaucoma
2. Infantile glaucoma (trabeculodysgenesis)  a. Angle concussion
 3. Late recognized  b. Hyphema

B. Autosomal dominant juvenile (open-angle) glaucoma  c. Ghost cell glaucoma
C. Associated with ocular abnormalities (anterior segment  
 dysgenesis)

 2. Late-onset glaucoma with angle recession

1. Iridodysgenesis  3. Arteriovenous fistula
a. Aniridiaa B. Secondary to intraocular neoplasm
 b. Congenital iris ectropion syndrome  1. Retinoblastoma
 c. Iridotrabecular dysgenesis (iris hypoplasia)  2. Juvenile xanthogranuloma

 2. Corneodysgenesis (or iridocorneodysgenesis)  3. Leukemia
 a. Axenfeld-Rieger anomaly  4. Melanoma
 b. Peters anomaly  5. Melanocytoma
 c. Congenital microcornea with myopia  6. Iris rhabdomyosarcoma
 d. Sclerocornea  7. Aggressive nevi of the iris
 e. Congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy C. Secondary to uveitis
 f. Posterior polymorphous dystrophy  1. Open-angle glaucoma
 g. Megalocornea  2. Angle-blockage glaucoma

D. Associated with systemic abnormalities  a. Synechial angle closure
 1. Chromosomal disorders  b. Iris bombe with pupillary block

 a. Trisomy 13–15 (trisomy D syndrome)  c. Trabecular endothelialization
 b. Trisomy 18 (Edwards syndrome) D. Lens-induced glaucoma
 c. Trisomy 21 (Down syndrome)  1. Subluxation-dislocation and pupillary block
 d. Turner syndrome (XO)  a. Marfan syndrome

 2. Connective tissue abnormalities  b. Homocystinuria
 a. Marfan syndrome  c. Weill-Marchesani syndrome
 b. Sticklers syndrome  2. Spherophakia and pupillary block
 c. Others (see under secondary glaucomas)  3. Phacolytic glaucoma

 3. Metabolic disease E. Following surgery for congenital cataract
 a. Oculocerebrorenal syndrome (Lowe syndrome)  1. Lens tissue trabecular obstruction
 b. Mucopolysaccharidosis (e.g., Hurlers syndrome)  2. Pupillary block
 c. Others (see under secondary glaucoma)a  3. Chronic open-angle glaucoma associated with angle  

 abnormalities
 4. Phacomatoses F. Steroid-induced glaucoma

 a. Sturge-Weber syndrome (isolated vs with CNS 
involvement)

G. Secondary to rubeosis

 b. Neurofibromatosis type 1  1. Retinoblastoma
 c. Nevus of Ota (ocular melanosis)  2. Coats disease
 d. von-Hippel-Lindau syndrome  3. Medulloepithelioma

a Glaucoma associated with these conditions may also be considered secondary in some cases
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24.3.1 Signs and Symptoms 
of Glaucoma in Infancy 
and Early Childhood

Infants and young children with glaucoma (from any 
cause) usually present for ophthalmologic evaluation 
because the pediatrician or parents have noted some-
thing unusual about the appearance of the child’s eyes 
or behavior. Corneal opacification and/or enlarge-
ment are the most common initial signs of glaucoma 
and both may progress over the first 2 years of life if 
IOP remains elevated (Figs. 24.1–24.3). “Buphthal-
mos” is a term applied to describe the abnormal en-
largement of an infant’s eye secondary to elevated 
IOP; in extreme cases these eyes are vulnerable to 

lens subluxation and even rupture with minor trauma 
(Fig. 24.4). The “classic triad” of findings: epiphora, 
photophobia, and blepharospasm [29] result from 
corneal edema often with associated breaks in De-
scemet’s membrane called Haab’s striae. The occur-
rence of Descemet’s membrane breaks appears to be 
confined to the first 2 years of life; they leave per-
manent evidence of early-onset glaucoma, and vary 
with respect to the associated corneal distortion and 
scarring (Fig. 24.5). Breaks with more vertical orien-
tation may be seen associated with forceps delivery 
[22].

Additional non-specific signs of glaucoma in early 
life include the presence of a deep anterior cham-
ber and optic nerve cupping. In the absence of optic 
atrophy, the optic cup may decrease greatly in size 

Table 24.1 (continued) Classification of childhood glaucomas
Primary glaucomas Secondary glaucomas

 5. Other  4. Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy
 a. Rieger syndrome (Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome)  5. Chronic retinal detachment
 b. Hepatocerebrorenal syndrome (Zellweger syn-

drome)
H. Secondary angle-closure glaucoma

 c. Kniest dysplasia  1. Retinopathy of prematurity
 d. Hallermann-Streiff syndrome  2. Microphthalmos
 e. Michel syndrome  3. Nanophthalmos
 f. Nail-patella syndrome  4. Retinoblastoma
 g. Oculodentodigital dysplasia  5. Persistent fetal vasculature
 h. Prader-Willi syndrome  6. Congenital pupillary iris-lens membrane
 i. Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome  7. Topiramate
 j. Waardenburg syndrome  8. Central retinal vein occlusion
 k. Walker-Warburg syndrome  9. Iris stromal cysts
 l. Cutis marmorata telangiectasia congenita  10.Ciliary body cysts

 11. Cystinosis
I. Malignant glaucoma
J. Glaucoma associated with increased episcleral venous  
 pressure

 1. Sturge-Weber syndrome (isolated vs CNS involve-
ment)

 2. Cavernous or dural-venous fistula
 3. Orbital disease

K. Secondary to maternal rubella
L. Secondary to intraocular infection

 1. Acute recurrent toxoplasmosis
 2. Acute herpetic iritis
 3. Endogenous endophthalmitis

a Glaucoma associated with these conditions may also be considered secondary in some cases
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with IOP reduction, and will enlarge again if control 
of IOP is lost. Optic atrophy which may result from 
chronic or severe IOP elevation is irreversible.

24.3.2 Signs and Symptoms 
of Glaucoma in Older Children

Older children are typically evaluated because of 
decreased vision (usually from induced myopia, 
but sometimes from severe optic nerve damage) or 
circumstances in which secondary glaucoma might 
be suspected. While optic nerve cupping does not 
itself represent a reliable indicator of glaucoma, its 
presence should prompt thorough evaluation of that 
possibility in a child of any age (Fig. 24.6). Older 
children infrequently present with acute glaucoma in-
ducing nauseating eye pain, headaches, and even col-
ored haloes around lights (e.g., secondary to trauma 

Fig. 24.5 Haab’s striae seen in retroillumination in 
an 8-year-old boy with unilateral congenital glauco-
ma diagnosed at the age of 9 months, and treated with 
goniotomy surgery. Note the curvilinear pattern of 
the Descemet’s membrane break, which fortunately 
spared the visual axis, and caused very little astigma-
tism in this eye. The vision in this eye is 20/25, and 
the IOP is normal without medications

Fig. 24.1 Corneal enlargement bilaterally, with clear corneas. 
This infant was 2 months old at diagnosis, and responded 
initially to angle surgery, but subsequently required aqueous 
drainage device implantation in both eyes

Fig. 24.2 Corneal opacification of the right eye in 
a 1-month-old infant with primary congenital glau-
coma

Fig. 24.3 Newborn-onset congenital glaucoma with severe 
bilateral corneal edema and opacification. Despite reduction 
of IOP after surgery, central corneal opacification did not com-
pletely clear

Fig. 24.4 Six-year-old boy with bilateral primary congenital 
glaucoma. The right eye responded well to angle surgery, while 
the left eye was more severely affected, became buphthalmic, 
and required multiple surgeries. Vision is poor in the left eye 
due to residual corneal scarring, and dense amblyopia
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or angle closure as with cicatricial retinopathy of pre-
maturity).

Loss of vision from infant and childhood glau-
coma occurs secondary to pathologic changes in the 
eye such as corneal opacification and optic nerve 
damage. Poor vision may also occur secondary to 
the development of unilateral or bilateral refractive 
errors, which in turn produce amblyopia, often with 
associated strabismus.

24.4 Ocular Examination

While the complete pediatric eye examination best 
evaluates a child with suspected glaucoma, there are 
specific goals of the glaucoma-related examination: 
(a) confirming or excluding the diagnosis of glau-
coma, (b) determining the etiology of the glaucoma 
(if present), and (c) gathering information (including 
any prior glaucoma interventions) vital to planning 
the optimal treatment. Examination under anesthesia 
may be avoided if the diagnosis of glaucoma can be 
confidently excluded (in an infant or young child) 
or if an older child would benefit from a medication 
trial. When indicated, the examination under anesthe-
sia provides a one-stop opportunity for more detailed 

gonioscopy and optic nerve head evaluation, as well 
as measurements such as corneal diameter and pa-
chymetry, axial length measurement, and then any 
needed surgical intervention.

24.4.1 Vision Testing 
(Acuity and Visual Fields)

Optimal vision testing methods will vary with the 
patient’s age and cognitive function; fixation behav-
ior and absent nystagmus are encouraging in infants, 
while older children should perform optotype testing. 
Automated visual field testing, applicable primar-
ily to help assure the stability of older children with 
known glaucoma and glaucomatous field loss, often 
proves challenging for younger children, and children 
with nystagmus or poor vision. Even confrontation 
visual fields can often verify suspected severe nasal 
field loss in children with severe glaucoma and poor 
vision. Newer, faster testing algorithms may allow 
younger children to perform automated (Humphrey) 
visual field testing more reliably [31].

24.4.2 External Examination

External examination helps identify evidence of as-
sociated abnormalities (e.g., neurofibromatosis), 
buphthalmos (especially asymmetry between the 
eyes), photophobia, or nasolacrimal obstruction.

24.4.3 Tonometry

Measurement of the IOP (tonometry), critical to the 
diagnosis and treatment of children with glaucoma, 
belongs as part of the both the office and operating 
room routine. Portable applanation tonometers, such 
as the Perkins applanation tonometry and the Tono-
Pen (a Mackay-Marg-type tonometer), prove very 
useful for IOP measurement in infants and young 
children [68, 115] whose size and attention precludes 
the gold-standard slit-lamp-mounted Goldmann ap-
planation technique.

Fig. 24.6 Severe optic nerve cupping in a 13-year-
old girl whose juvenile open-angle glaucoma was di-
agnosed 3 years after she began wearing glasses for 
myopia. Intraocular pressures were 40 mmHg in both 
eyes, and responded to medications and trabeculec-
tomy
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Intraocular pressure measurements are variably 
lowered by sedatives, narcotics, and inhalation anes-
thetic agents [30, 78, 125], and elevated by endotra-
cheal intubation [29]. Ketamine anesthesia, previously 
reported to elevate IOP [8], has recently compared fa-
vorably with sevoflurane anesthesia in terms of mini-
mally altering measured IOP over several minutes 
after induction [14]. Chloral hydrate conscious seda-
tion, effective only in small children and with careful 
monitoring, reportedly minimally affects awake IOP 
readings [53]. Although IOP measurements taken in a 
sedated or anesthetic state are often less reliable than 
those in a calm, awake child, high preoperative IOP 
measurements generally remain in an abnormal range, 
and asymmetric IOPs between the two eyes usually 
remain so and often signal abnormality. Special care 
must be taken to avoid spuriously high IOP measured 
in the anesthetized child who is in laryngospasm, or 
“light” with eyes rolled either upward or downward 
compared with the midline. The normal IOP in child-
hood, ranging from about 10 to 22 mmHg [29], rises 
from infancy to reach normal adult levels by middle 
childhood [90].

24.4.4 Anterior Segment Examination

Anterior segment findings provide key information in 
the evaluation of the pediatric glaucoma patient. The 
cornea should be inspected and measured (holding a 
ruler in the frontal plane in the office, and using a 
caliper and ruler during anesthetized examination). 
Corneal changes resulting from elevated IOP often 
assist in diagnosing glaucoma with infant-onset, 
while other abnormalities may provide clues to the 
type of glaucoma (e.g., Peters syndrome, Axenfeld-
Rieger syndrome, etc.).

Acute severe IOP elevation produces corneal en-
largement, frequently accompanied by tears in De-
scemet’s membrane (Haab’s striae) than initially 
manifest as corneal edema/opacification, later pro-
ducing variable permanent scarring and refractive er-
rors. Moderate IOP elevation insufficient to produce 
noticeable corneal opacity, gradually enlarges the 
infant’s corneas, sometimes proceeding unnoticed if 
symmetric, while concurrent optic nerve damage pro-
gresses to severe degrees. While the normal newborn 
corneal diameter ranges from 9.5 to 10.5 mm (mean 

10 mm), reaching about 11.5 mm by the child’s 
second birthday, corneal diameters of 12–12.5 mm 
are suggestive of glaucoma in an infant less than 
12 months of age, and a measurement of 13 mm or 
more in childhood strongly suggests abnormality, as 
does asymmetry in corneal diameter between eyes 
[13, 29, 56, 98].

The limbus may be dramatically stretched and 
thinned by ocular stretching in an infant eye with 
glaucoma, and the anterior chamber often deepens. 
Abnormalities of the iris and lens may signal primary 
anomalies or those secondary to other eye diseases 
(e.g., aniridia, Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome, ectropion 
uvea).

24.4.5 Gonioscopy

Gonioscopy, providing vital anatomic information 
about the mechanism of glaucoma in a given eye, can 
be performed both in the office and under anesthesia. 
Indirect gonioscopy with a Zeiss or Sussman gonio-
prism proves simple to perform at the slit lamp in the 
older child, while Koeppe (direct) gonioscopy is use-
ful for infants and in the operating room, facilitating 
detailed inspection of the iris, angle structures (and 
optic nerve head using a direct ophthalmoscope). In 
contrast to the normal adult angle, the normal infant’s 
angle demonstrates a trabecular meshwork which ap-
pears almost as a smooth, homogeneous membrane 
extending from peripheral iris to Schwalbe’s line. 
This trabecular meshwork becomes coarser and often 
increasingly pigmented over time [120].

In the eye with infantile glaucoma, the iris often 
demonstrates an insertion more anterior than normal, 
with altered translucency of the angle face producing 
an indistinct ciliary body band, trabecular mesh, and 
scleral spur. This translucent angle tissue has histori-
cally been dubbed “Barkan’s membrane” [10]. The an-
gle structures may reveal other features suggestive of 
the glaucoma etiology. For example, in glaucoma af-
ter cataract surgery, an open-angle configuration sug-
gests trabecular meshwork dysfunction which might 
be amenable to initial medical therapy, while a closed 
angle and pupillary block may require urgent surgical 
intervention. An abnormally prominent Schwalbe’s 
line, and iris adhesions to the angle structures may 
alternatively confirm Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome or 
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other anterior segment dysgenesis, while peripheral 
anterior synechiae may reveal the cause for IOP ele-
vation in chronic uveitis. The eye with juvenile open-
angle glaucoma often has a normal-appearing open 
angle, with a prominent, lacy uveal meshwork.

Taken together with other findings of anterior ex-
amination (above), the adequacy of the angle view 
and its findings are important guides to the appropri-
ate surgical intervention that may be needed.

24.4.6 Optic Nerve and Fundus 
Examination

The optic nerve head appearance is usually the focus 
of the fundus examination in an eye with glaucoma, 
although abnormalities may help confirm the glau-
coma type (e.g., a stalk in persistent fetal vasculature, 
foveal hypoplasia in aniridia, choroidal hemangioma 
in Sturge-Weber syndrome, etc.), or provide useful 
information for surgical planning (e.g., peripheral 
retinal pathology or vitreous stranding may sug-
gest vitrectomy/peripheral laser along with aqueous 
drainage device placement in aphakia). Large optic 
nerve cups and/or asymmetry between the cupping 
of the two eyes suggests but does not confirm glau-
coma in an infant or child. Shaffer and Heatherington 
reported that most eyes with primary infantile glau-
coma had a cup/disc ratio larger than 0.3 (68% of 126 
eyes) [102], while Richardson noted this degree of 
cupping in only 3% of 936 eyes of normal newborn 
infants [96]. Marked optic cup asymmetry was noted 
in only 0.6% of normal eyes in the latter series, con-
trasted with 89% noted for infants with monocular 
glaucoma.

Indirect ophthalmoscopy with a 28- or 30-diopter 
lens may minimize apparent optic nerve head cupping, 
better appreciated in the older child using binocular 
viewing at the slit lamp, or with a 14-diopter indi-
rect lens or direct ophthalmoscope through a Koeppe 
gonioscopy lens under anesthesia. In infants and 
young children optic nerve cupping can occur rapidly 
with elevated IOP, while reversal of cupping can help 
confirm adequate IOP reduction, provided permanent 
optic nerve atrophy has not yet occurred. The older 
child’s optic nerve cupping may also decrease with 
long-standing IOP reduction, but improved visual 
function unfortunately does not occur.

24.4.7 Other Useful Diagnostic Tests

24.4.7.1 Refraction

Refractive error determination can not only suggest 
possible glaucoma (as when a myopic shift occurs 
rapidly after cataract removal, or asymmetric relative 
myopia occurs in the eye with higher IOP), but also 
serves a critical function in maximizing the visual 
function of the child with glaucoma, in whom high 
myopia, astigmatism, or anisometropia often result 
from IOP-induced corneal scarring and/or ocular en-
largement.

24.4.7.2 Axial Length (Ultrasound)

Measurement of the axial length (measured with ul-
trasound during examination under anesthesia) serves 
as an adjunct to serial corneal diameter determina-
tion for infants and young children being treated for 
glaucoma, since stabilization and even reduction in 
axial length can occur in the enlarged eye with stable 
IOP reduction [56]. This measurement also helps 
determine adequate size when aqueous drainage de-
vice surgery is contemplated (see Sect. 24.8). B-scan 
ultrasound helps confirm retinal status in eyes with 
opaque media, and can help confirm the patency of an 
aqueous drainage device (see Sect. 24.8).

24.4.7.3 Central Corneal Thickness

Ultrasound pachymetry (to measure the central cor-
neal thickness) has become standard in the evalu-
ation of adults with open-angle glaucoma, since 
this variable seems to affect not only the accuracy 
of the measured IOP by applanation tonometry (el-
evated by an unusually thick central cornea, and vice 
versa) [6, 48], but also the potential susceptibility of 
an eye to glaucomatous vision loss at elevated IOP 
[16, 59]. In children, the reported central corneal 
thickness ranges from ~540 μm (6–23 months) to 
~550–560 μm for older children, with thinner central 
corneal thickness reported in white compared with 
black children [26, 27, 34, 47, 49, 52, 74], and stable 
measurements over at least 1 year in normal eyes 
and those on stable glaucoma treatment [75]. Central 
corneal thickness has been shown to be thinner in 
children with congenital glaucoma, and is probably 
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a function of the larger, stretched corneas of many of 
these children [47]. By contrast, eyes with aniridia 
have thicker than average central corneas [17], while 
those with aphakia, and particularly aphakic glau-
coma, have thicker reported central corneas [76, 105, 
106, 113], perhaps an acquired rather than a congeni-
tal feature [76].

The importance of central corneal thickness in the 
evaluation and management of children with glau-
coma remains to be determined at the present time, 
and while this feature is worthwhile to measure and 
to consider when setting the target IOP, the clinician 
should avoid “adjusting” the measured IOP based on 
the pachymetry.

24.4.8 Imaging Techniques: 
Fundus Photography, 
Optical Coherence Tomography

Fundus photography of the optic nerve head has long 
been a mainstay in the evaluation of adults with glau-
coma over time, and is useful in cooperative children 
with clear visual axes and without substantial nys-
tagmus. Other imaging techniques which non-inva-
sively image the optic nerve head (optical coherence 
tomography, for example, see below) may be useful 
in older children with glaucoma, primarily to docu-
ment changes over time, rather than to diagnose glau-
coma.

Optical coherence tomography, a non-invasive im-
aging technique able to measure the thickness of the 
peripapillary nerve fiber layer, as well as the macular 
area and volume, in adults and in children [2, 50, 97], 
may prove valuable to evaluate the thinning of these 
parameters in children with glaucoma [50, 72]. At the 
present time, however, their utility is limited by the 
need for a clear visual axis and steady fixation, as 
well as a wide range of normal values, and lack of 
longitudinal data in children with glaucoma.

24.5 Differential Diagnosis

Many conditions may produce ocular changes that 
could initially suggest glaucoma (Table 24.2). When 
faced with ocular signs or symptoms suggestive of 

glaucoma, the clinician must consider and rigorously 
rule out this diagnosis, cognizant that identification 
of a coexisting disorder does not by itself eliminate 
the possibility of glaucoma.

24.6 Primary Childhood Glaucoma

24.6.1 Primary Congenital/Infantile 
Open-angle Glaucoma

The most common of the primary pediatric glau-
comas, primary congenital glaucoma (PCG) has an 
estimated incidence of only 1 in 10,000–20,000 live 
births in Western countries, as opposed to a much 
higher incidence in the Middle East and Slovak Ro-
many populations, where parental consanguinity may 

Table 24.2 Differential diagnosis: infant and childhood glau-
coma
1.  Conditions sharing cornea enlargement (without other 

corneal pathology)
a. Megalocornea
b. Megalophthalmos
c. Axial myopia

2. Conditions sharing corneal edema or opacification
a. Birth trauma (with Descemet’s membrane ruptures)
b. Congenital corneal malformation (e.g., Peters 

syndrome, sclerocornea)
c. Corneal dystrophy (e.g., congenital hereditary 

endothelial dystrophy, posterior polymorphous 
dystrophy)

d. Metabolic disease (e.g., mucopolysaccharidoses, 
cystinosis, oculocerebrorenal/Lowe syndrome)

e. Infection (e.g., herpetic keratitis, phlyctenular)
3. Conditions sharing epiphora, and “red eye”

a. Congenital nasolacrimal duct obstruction
b. Conjunctivitis
c. Corneal epithelial defect
d. Inflammation (e.g., uveitis)

4. Conditions sharing optic nerve cupping (or abnormality)
a. Optic nerve pit
b. Optic disc coloboma
c. Optic nerve atrophy
d. Optic nerve hypoplasia
e. Physiologic cupping (diagnosis of exclusion)
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play a role in the increased incidence of PCG [86]. 
Most cases (65–80%) are bilateral, without clear gen-
der or racial/ethnic predilection, and >75% present in 
the first year of life. About 25% of PCG presents in 
the newborn, and more than 60% are diagnosed by 
age 6 months [21, 29]. Although PCG always occurs 
early in life, with typical corneal features of enlarge-
ment, Descemet’s membrane breaks, and resultant 
edema usually occurring during the first year of life, 
its phenotypic features vary greatly in severity (e.g., 
photophobia, corneal clouding and enlargement), so 
that its recognition may be delayed in milder cases, 
allowing time for often permanent visual loss to oc-
cur. Prompt diagnosis of glaucoma often relies on the 
sensitivity of parents and primary care providers to 
the significance of these signs and symptoms [121].

While the majority of primary infantile glaucoma 
cases are sporadic (no known family history), those 
which are familial usually show an autosomal reces-
sive inheritance, with variable penetrance from 40% 
to 100% [93, 118]. Several genetic loci have been 
identified associated with PCG. Hence two loci, 
GLC3A, linked to the 2p21 region, and GLC3B, 
linked to the 1p36 region, have been identified, 
and the presence of at least a third locus in the hu-
man genome responsible for congenital glaucoma is 
suspected. Mutations in the CYP1B1 (cytochrome 
P4501B1) gene have been identified in those cases 
of congenital glaucoma linked to GLC3A [99, 100], 
with a variety of CYP1B1 mutations found in fami-
lies with congenital glaucoma worldwide [3, 54, 64, 
65, 77, 80, 85, 95, 107, 109, 110, 117]. The CYP1B1 
gene is hypothesized to play an important role in the 
developing eye [101]. The routine genetic testing 
of children with PCG, a laudable goal for the near 
future, must await better funding of the laboratories 
currently equipped to do such testing, which is con-
suming of time and resources.

Although the pathogenesis of PCG is not fully un-
derstood, the increased resistance to outflow through 
the trabecular meshwork in PCG may well result 
from a developmental arrest of neural crest cell-de-
rived anterior chamber angle tissue, with subsequent 
aqueous outflow obstruction by one or more mecha-
nisms. These may include compression of the trabe-
cular meshwork beams by a high iris and ciliary body 
insertion as well as abnormal development of the tra-
becular meshwork itself [29, 58, 66]. The inherited 
defect of PCG is largely limited to the filtration tis-

sues, with typical gonioscopic abnormalities in this 
disease which include diminished transparency of the 
tissues overlying scleral spur and ciliary body band, 
producing the appearance of a membrane (Barkan’s 
membrane, see Sect. 24.4.5), now thought to repre-
sent the thick, compacted trabecular meshwork itself 
[10].

Surgery constitutes the definitive treatment for 
PCG, with medical therapy reserved as brief, initial 
therapy to help lower the IOP and clear the cornea to 
facilitate surgery, and as an adjunct in those patients 
where IOP reduction is incomplete after surgery. An-
gle surgery (usually goniotomy or trabeculotomy), 
usually the favored initial surgery, is successful in 
the majority of cases, especially those with presenta-
tion between 3 and 12 months of age; surgical suc-
cess drops for those with presentation at birth or after 
age 1–2 years (see Sect. 24.8.2.1). In certain ethnic 
populations, simple angle surgery has lower reported 
success, and experienced surgeons therefore favor 
combined trabeculotomy–trabeculectomy [85, 93]. 
Surgical options for cases of PCG refractory to angle 
surgery include antimetabolite-augmented filtration 
surgery [12, 40, 61, 104], aqueous drainage device 
implantation [25, 35, 39, 69, 71, 104], and cycloabla-
tion [79], with variable reported success, depending 
upon the reported series (see Sects. 24.8.4, 24.8.5, 
24.8.6). Visual prognosis in PCG depends not only 
on the timely glaucoma diagnosis and IOP reduction, 
but also on the secondary corneal, refractive, and op-
tic nerve changes produced by the initially elevated 
IOP [29].

24.6.2 Juvenile Open-angle Glaucoma

By contrast to PCG, this rare disease is an autosomal-
dominant early-onset form of primary open-angle 
glaucoma, which has been linked in several families 
to mutations of the myocilin/trabecular meshwork-
inducible glucocorticoid response gene at the GLC1A 
locus on chromosome 1q21-q31 [111]. Characterized 
by onset of marked bilateral IOP elevation between 
ages 4 and 35 years, the optic nerve cupping and vi-
sual field loss caused by IOP elevation in juvenile 
open-angle glaucoma (JOAG) often remain asymp-
tomatic unless family history prompts surveillance, 
or the child presents with myopia and decreased dis-
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tance vision. Gonioscopy reveals normal-appearing 
angle structures. Treatment is difficult, often begin-
ning with medication, and proceeding to filtration 
or aqueous drainage device surgery, although angle 
surgery may be helpful in some early-onset cases (see 
Sect. 24.8.1.5).

24.6.3 Primary Pediatric Glaucoma 
Associated With Ocular 
Anomalies (Anterior 
Segment Dysgenesis)

There are a number of primary pediatric glaucomas 
that have associated ocular anomalies of the anterior 
segment (Table 24.1), involving neural crest mesen-
chymal tissue. Infantile-onset glaucoma may occur 
in many of these conditions (hence the designation 
primary glaucomas); later-onset glaucoma due to 
secondary angle outflow obstruction may also occur 
in some (e.g., aniridia). In some of these well-recog-
nized disorders, systemic abnormalities may also oc-
cur (Table 24.1). Phenotypic classification schemes 
necessarily have significant overlap between the di-
agnostic categories, some of which probably share 
genetic abnormalities; a brief description of the fea-
tures of more commonly noted diagnoses follows.

24.6.3.1 Aniridia

Children with this bilateral developmental disorder, 
which is characterized by congenital absence of a nor-
mal iris, develop glaucoma in at least 50% of cases, 
often with onset delayed until middle or late child-
hood (Fig. 24.7). Aniridia is associated with multiple 
ocular defects (and sometimes also systemic abnor-
malities), variably manifesting from birth to later 
childhood or even adulthood. Aniridia is inherited in 
an autosomal dominant fashion with almost complete 
penetrance in about two thirds of cases, with the re-
maining cases sporadic. This disorder results from 
abnormal neuroectodermal development secondary 
to PAX6 gene mutations at chromosome 11p13 (locus 
symbol AN2) [84a]. Sporadic aniridia may be associ-
ated with Wilms’ tumor, genitourinary abnormalities, 
and mental retardation (WAGR) resulting from large 

deletions of 11p13, which include both the PAX6 and 
the adjacent Wilms tumor locus [114].

Ocular anomalies congenitally associated with 
aniridia include a small cornea with limbal abnor-
malities, hypoplastic iris leaflet, cataracts, macu-
lar hypoplasia, and angle abnormalities. Eyes with 
aniridia experience progressive ocular abnormalities 
resulting in corneal opacification, lens opacification, 
and glaucoma secondary to increased filtration angle 
dysfunction. Most aniridic eyes with acquired glau-
coma demonstrate progressive trabecular blockage 
by movement of the residual iris tissue in front of 
the trabeculum [44]. Careful gonioscopic monitor-
ing of the angle by serial anesthetic examination is 
recommended in aniridic infants with a strong family 
history of aniridic glaucoma; progressive angle nar-
rowing and closure in these young children has been 
treated with prophylactic goniosurgery by some sur-
geons [24].

Aniridic glaucoma is difficult to treat, once it de-
velops. Medical therapy may delay the need for surgi-
cal intervention. While no specific surgical treatment 
has proven best for aniridic glaucoma, angle surgery 
may be appropriate for early-onset cases (trabeculo-
tomy favored by many surgeons due to the shallow 
anterior chamber and unprotected crystalline lens in 
these eyes). Trabeculectomy may be successful in 
older children, but is particularly challenging due to 
the propensity of these eyes to develop postoperative 
flat anterior chambers. Aqueous drainage device im-
plantation [7] and very careful cycloablation may be 
needed for particularly refractory cases [1, 119, 127]. 

Fig. 24.7 Aniridia in an infant undergoing examina-
tion under anesthesia to allow gonioscopic examina-
tion of the angle structures. Note the limited rim of 
iris, and the clear outer border of the crystalline lens, 
in this eye with normal IOP
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Extreme caution is recommended when performing 
filtration surgery or aqueous drainage device surgery 
in cases of congenital-onset aniridic glaucoma, since 
hypotony can result in flat chambers with subsequent 
corneal and lenticular opacification. Surgical inter-
ventions should maximally protect the cornea, con-
sidering the vulnerability of the cornea to later dec-
ompensation, and the poor response to penetrating 
keratoplasty.

24.6.3.2 Axenfeld-Rieger Syndrome

This condition represents a type of the so-called an-
terior chamber cleavage syndromes, in which there 
are variable abnormalities in the anterior segment 
often involving the cornea, angle, iris, and lens, and 
usually showing evidence of incomplete formation 
of the anterior chamber cavity. The collective term 
Axenfeld-Rieger (A-R) syndrome includes all clini-
cal variations within this spectrum of developmental 
anomalies [103]. Regardless of ocular manifestations, 
all patients with A-R syndrome share the same gen-
eral features: (a) a bilateral, developmental disorder 
of the eyes; (b) a frequent family history of the dis-
order, with an autosomal dominant mode of inheri-
tance; (c) no sex predilection; (d) frequent systemic 
developmental defects; and (e) a high incidence of 
associated glaucoma. The iris may show hypoplasia 
of the anterior stromal leaf, iridotrabecular and irido-
corneal processes, and posterior embryotoxon (previ-
ously termed Axenfeld anomaly). Other deformities 
may occur in the iris, such as corectopia (Fig. 24.8). 

Glaucoma is a common complication, occurring in 
more than 50% of cases, often in middle or late child-
hood. Dental anomalies in the form of oligodontia 
and anodontia, dysplasias of the skull and skeleton, 
and umbilical abnormalities are common.

Regarding genetics, A-R syndrome and related 
phenotypes have been associated with three loci, on 
chromosomes 4q25, 6p25, and 13q14. The genes at 
chromosomes 4q25 and 6p25 have been identified 
as PITX2 and FKHL7, respectively [5]. Axenfeld 
anomaly, Rieger anomaly, Rieger syndrome, iri-
dogoniodysgenesis anomaly, iridogoniodysgenesis 
syndrome, iris hypoplasia, and familial glaucoma 
iridogoniodysplasia all have sufficient genotypic and 
phenotypic overlap that they should, some authors 
feel, be considered one condition [5].

24.6.3.3 Familial Hypoplasia of the Iris

There are some individuals demonstrating congenital 
hypoplasia of the iris without some of the other an-
terior segment abnormalities of the A-R syndrome. 
This autosomal dominant disorder (also termed iri-
dogoniodysgenesis anomaly type I) demonstrates 
iris hypoplasia, goniodysgenesis, and early-onset 
glaucoma, and has been mapped to gene locus 6p26, 
and appears due to mutations in the gene FKHL7. A 
similar condition which includes non-ocular features 
(iridogoniodysgenesis type 2) may be allelic to A-R 
syndrome, mapping to 4q25, and resulting from mu-
tations in the gene PITX2 [84b].

The risk of glaucoma in A-R and related disorders 
is estimated at 50–75%, with most cases presenting in 
childhood and early adulthood, rather than in infancy. 
Outflow obstruction probably results from arrested 
maturation of angle structures. While medical therapy 
may initially provide IOP control, surgical interven-
tion is often needed. Angle surgery, while reasonable 
in infant-onset disease, enjoys lower success than in 
PCG, and other modalities may be needed for refrac-
tory cases (see Sect. 24.8).

24.6.3.4 Peters Anomaly

This congenital anomaly, usually bilateral and spo-
radic, a variation of the so-called anterior chamber 

Fig. 24.8 Right eye of a 22-year-old man with Ax-
enfeld-Rieger syndrome in both eyes. Glaucoma be-
came uncontrolled in high school, and was managed 
with 5-fluorouracil-augmented trabeculectomy
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cleavage syndrome, consists of a posterior defect in 
Descemet’s membrane associated with an opacity in 
that area with variable attachment of the iris to the 
periphery of the corneal leukoma (Fig. 24.9). Lens 
involvement is common in this condition, with cata-
ract and/or lens adherence to the posterior corneal 
defect. Angle abnormalities often accompany Peters 
anomaly, with glaucoma incidence at least 50%. Al-
though often occurring as an isolated ocular disorder, 
a wide range of associated systemic and other ocular 
anomalies have been reported with Peters anomaly, 
leading some to consider this a morphologic finding 
rather than a distinct entity [57]. Nonetheless, Peters 
anomaly can be caused by mutation in the PAX6 gene, 
the PITX2 gene, the CYP1B1 gene, or the FOXC1 
gene [84c].

Glaucoma management in Peters anomaly, ren-
dered difficult by the presence of corneal opacity, 
cataract, and shallow or absent anterior chamber, 
should begin with medication when angle surgery is 
not feasible. Surgical intervention usually includes 
aqueous drainage device implantation or judicious 
cycloablation; repeat glaucoma interventions are the 
rule. Corneal transplant should be avoided in favor 
of optical iridectomy in cases where a visual axis 
can be secured around a partial corneal opacity [42, 
129, 130]. Phthisis and retinal detachment may result 
from a variety of mechanisms in these small, com-
plex eyes.

24.6.3.5 Posterior Polymorphous 
Dystrophy

This autosomal dominant condition includes bilateral 
defects of the cornea at the level of Descemet’s mem-
brane with corneal opacification and variable irido-
corneal adhesions, and may be mild or severe in vi-
sual consequence. Glaucoma occurs in about 15% of 
individuals with posterior polymorphous dystrophy; 
the disorder has been mapped to locus 20p11.2-q11.2 
[84d].

24.6.4 Primary Pediatric 
Glaucoma Associated 
with Systemic Diseases

Primary glaucoma in children may be seen in asso-
ciation with certain systemic diseases in which ocular 
abnormalities are included in the syndrome complex 
(Table 24.1). A few of the clinical entities are briefly 
presented. See also those conditions (e.g., A-R and 
aniridia) listed above in Sect. 24.6.3.

24.6.4.1 Phacomatoses

Sturge-Weber Syndrome

The most common of the phacomatoses, Sturge-We-
ber syndrome (encephalotrigeminal angiomatosis), 
is a sporadic condition characterized by a congeni-
tal facial cutaneous angioma (port wine stain, ne-
vus flammeus) affecting the facial areas innervated 
by the 1st and 2nd divisions of the trigeminal nerve 
(Fig. 24.10). Intracranial involvement may be com-
plicated by epilepsy, paralysis, and visual field de-
fects. Choroidal hemangiomas are present in 40% of 
cases, and 90% of these develop glaucoma, on the 
same side as the facial lesion (Figs. 24.11, 24.12a, b). 
Glaucoma may present at birth (goniodysgenesis sus-
pected), but more often is acquired in childhood (the 
result of elevated episcleral venous pressure) [92]. 
Affected eyes usually demonstrate marked conjunc-
tival and episcleral vascular prominence; gonioscopy 
usually reveals minor angle anatomic changes, often 

Fig. 24.9 Peters anomaly in the right eye of an infant 
during examination under anesthesia. Glaucoma was 
managed with medications in this eye (the fellow eye 
was more severely affected and required surgery), 
and the vision corrects to 20/400
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with blood visible in Schlemm’s canal; the iris may 
show increased pigmentation.

Congenital or infancy-onset glaucoma in Sturge-
Weber syndrome usually requires surgical interven-
tion. Angle surgery, although typically less effective 
than in cases of PCG, may prove useful; IOP reduc-
tion has been reported with both trabeculotomy and 
with combined trabeculotomy–trabeculectomy for 
these cases [60, 81]. Medication is the first-line treat-
ment for glaucoma presenting after infancy, with 

aqueous suppressants the mainstay of therapy. While 
guarded trabeculectomy has been performed in these 
cases, success has also been reported with glaucoma 
implant surgery [19, 45], as well as with careful cy-
cloablation [116]. Due to the presence of choroidal 
hemangioma in Sturge-Weber glaucoma cases, chor-
oidal expansion and hemorrhage may complicate any 
intraocular surgery which rapidly decompresses the 
eye, either during or after the procedure.

Fig. 24.10 This 18-year-old man has a port wine stain involv-
ing the right upper lid and periorbital area, associated with 
glaucoma in the right eye (so-called Sturge-Weber glaucoma). 
See also Figs. 24.11 and 24.12

Fig. 24.11 Closer view of right eye in Sturge-Weber 
glaucoma (same patient as in Fig. 24.10), showing 
the prominent vascular pattern on the conjunctiva and 
episclera

Fig. 24.12a,b Fundus view of patient with Sturge-Weber glaucoma in the right eye. a Right fundus, show-
ing optic nerve cupping and choroidal hemangioma (contrast with color of fundus of normal fellow left eye 
(b). Note the pigmentary changes in the superior macular region, where leaking and macular edema from the 
hemangioma were successfully treated with photodynamic therapy. Vision in this eye is 20/25, and glaucoma 
is controlled medically. b Left fundus, showing normal nerve and pigmentation
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Neurofibromatosis

This autosomal dominant systemic disease may rarely 
first present with congenital or infant-onset glaucoma 
and ectropion uvea, usually with ipsilateral plexiform 
neuroma of the upper eyelid, and often striking ocular 
enlargement of the glaucomatous eye [89]. Neurofi-
bromatosis (NF-1) has been linked to the neurofibro-
min gene, located on 17q11.2 [84e]. Café au lait spots 
of the skin commonly appear by the end of the first 
year of life, with Lisch nodules on the iris usually oc-
curring around puberty. Several possible mechanisms 
may explain the glaucoma in NF-1: direct effects on 
the normal angle development, secondary changes to 
the angle tissue, as well as angle closure by thick-
ened ciliary body and choroid or directly by fibro-
vascular tissue [43]. Treating the glaucoma associ-
ated with NF-1 can be challenging, and should begin 
with medications, since angle surgery is unlikely to 
control IOP. Reasonable surgical options in the older 
child include filtration surgery, aqueous drainage de-
vice implantation, or cycloablation.

24.6.4.2 Metabolic Disease

Lowe (Oculocerebrorenal) Syndrome

Children afflicted with this rare X-linked recessive 
disease (linked to locus Xq26.1) [73, 84f] usually 
have bilateral glaucoma and cataracts, as well as 
associated mental retardation, renal rickets, amino-
aciduria, hypotonia, acidemia, and irritability. Addi-
tional ocular abnormalities of Lowe syndrome often 
include microphthalmia, strabismus, nystagmus, and 
iris atrophy with poorly dilating pupils (which com-
plicate cataract removal). The angle resembles that of 
PCG, and rarely responds to goniosurgery. Medical 
control rarely proves adequate, requiring additional 
surgery in the form of aqueous drainage device im-
plantation and cyclodestructive surgery in refractory 
cases [32, 122].

24.7 Secondary Childhood Glaucoma

Pediatric glaucoma may occur secondary to a wide 
variety of ophthalmic conditions (see Table 24.1). 

While secondary glaucoma is a consequence of an-
other eye disease rather than a primary disorder of the 
aqueous humor filtration mechanism, the true mecha-
nism of glaucoma in some conditions may be both 
primary and secondary (see Sect. 24.6.3).

24.7.1 Trauma

Glaucoma associated with ocular trauma most often 
relates to an acute or secondary anterior chamber hem-
orrhage (hyphema). IOP elevation more commonly 
occurs several days following acute blunt trauma, 
and tends to accompany either rebleeding, or a very 
large initial hyphema; treatment with moderately fre-
quent topical steroid, cycloplegics, and bedrest may 
decrease risk of rebleeding. Various regimens have 
been employed to diminish rebleeding, including 
antifibrinolytic agents (e.g., aminocaproic acid) and 
oral steroids, with variable success [38]. Children 
with sickle cell hemoglobinopathies are especially 
susceptible to optic nerve damage with moderate 
IOP elevation, and should be followed, as should all 
hyphema victims, with serial examination and IOP 
measurement. Initial treatment of elevated IOP with 
medications and gentle anterior chamber irrigation 
usually suffice, since IOP often normalizes after hy-
phema resolution. Eyes with angle recession deserve 
long-term follow-up, since the onset of chronic glau-
coma may be delayed by years to decades.

24.7.2 Neoplasm

Neoplasms rarely produce childhood glaucoma. Ad-
vanced retinoblastoma is the most common etiology 
of such glaucoma, usually due to neovascular glau-
coma and angle dysfunction or closure, rather than to 
tumor cells in the anterior chamber. Medulloepithe-
lioma, a neoplasm of the ciliary epithelium, can also 
induce secondary neovascular glaucoma.

Juvenile xanthogranuloma, a rare systemic disor-
der sometimes associated with histiocytic infiltration 
of the iris, can present with glaucoma from sponta-
neous hyphema or due to the accumulation of his-
tiocytes blocking the trabecular meshwork. Although 
glaucoma medications, along with topical and sys-
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temic steroids usually suffice, difficult cases may re-
quire surgical intervention, made challenging by the 
tendency for continued iris bleeding whenever the 
IOP is lowered.

24.7.3 Inflammation and Steroid-
related Glaucoma

Glaucoma secondary to chronic inflammation often 
presents in association with chronic anterior uveitis 
(e.g., ANA-associated idiopathic uveitis or arthritis), 
and less often with other inflammatory conditions. 
Glaucoma in these cases may occur by a variety of 
mechanisms, either acutely (e.g., trabeculitis, trabe-
cular obstruction, iris bombe and pupillary block) 
or chronically (e.g., peripheral anterior synechiae, 
trabecular scarring/dysfunction, steroid-induced tra-
becular obstruction). Sometimes the diagnosis of 
uveitis-related glaucoma is delayed because steroid 
use is blamed for the IOP rise, but inflammation-re-
lated aqueous outflow reduction masks the true glau-
coma when the steroid use is reduced and the inflam-
mation not well-controlled; judicious use of systemic 
steroid-sparing therapy is often critical to manage-
ment of difficult cases, in conjunction with pediatric 
rheumatologists.

Managing glaucoma secondary to uveitis requires 
control of the underlying inflammation, followed ini-
tially by medical management, provided the anterior 
chamber angle remains open. Angle surgery often 
controls the IOP when medication is insufficient, but 
success is reduced in those eyes with extensive pe-
ripheral anterior synechiae, and after cataract removal 
[41, 51]; tube implant surgery has also been reported 
quite successful in refractory cases [28, 128]. Cy-
cloablation should be used with extreme caution in 
uveitic glaucoma, due to the risk of phthisis.

24.7.4 Lens-induced Glaucoma

Acute glaucoma with pupillary block and angle 
closure may develop in any child with ectopia len-
tis (from a variety of causes, e.g., homocystinuria, 
Weill-Marchesani syndrome, Marfan syndrome), due 

to forward shifting of the lens into the pupillary ap-
erture. Non-surgical treatment can sometimes break 
the angle closure attack, and involves some or all of 
the following: supine patient positioning, manual dis-
placement of the lens posteriorly in the eye, medica-
tion with aqueous suppressants, mydriatics, and anal-
gesics, and subsequent miotic use. Iridectomy helps 
prevent repeat elevated IOP but not anterior lens dis-
placement, and lensectomy may ultimately be needed 
(but is more safely performed with normalized IOP) 
[46].

24.7.5 Aphakic (Pseudophakic) 
Glaucoma

Glaucoma occurs commonly after removal of congen-
ital or developmental cataracts (reported incidence 
from 3% to 41%), and represents a serious cause of 
late visual loss in these eyes. The glaucoma, usually 
of the open-angle type and often asymptomatic, is of-
ten delayed in onset for many years following cata-
ract removal (median onset 5 years) [33, 87]. Eyes 
having cataract removal earlier than 1 year of age, 
those with associated microphthalmia, and those with 
persistent fetal vasculature may be at higher risk for 
glaucoma development. Theories of pathogenesis in 
open-angle glaucoma after cataract removal include 
both mechanical (trabecular collapse due to loss of 
zonular tension on the scleral spur) and chemical 
(postoperative inflammatory trabecular damage and/
or vitreous-derived toxic factors), with no proof of 
either.

While peripheral iridectomy is mandatory and 
often curative in rare cases of angle-closure glau-
coma after cataract removal, medical therapy is the 
first-line treatment in eyes with open angles (albeit 
with typical acquired angle abnormalities) [124]. 
Angle surgery is often disappointing in these cases, 
although 360-degree trabeculotomy sometimes tem-
porizes in cases of early-onset glaucoma (personal 
experience). Trabeculectomy with antiproliferative 
agents should be used with extreme caution in apha-
kic or pseudophakic eyes, due to likelihood of bleb 
scarring and the high risk of endophthalmitis should 
postoperative bleb infection occur. Moderate success 
has been reported with aqueous drainage device sur-
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gery, and cycloablation in selected refractory cases 
[94]. Intraocular lens implantation, either primary or 
secondary, does not protect against glaucoma after 
cataract removal.

24.7.6 Miscellaneous Causes

Secondary glaucoma in children may occur after use 
of steroid eye drops (see Sect. 24.7.3), and as a com-
plication of retinopathy of prematurity. Secondary 
glaucoma results rarely from prenatal rubella virus 
infection, and a variety of other reported causes (see 
Table 24.1). Although there is no consensus on the 
ideal treatment of rare causes of secondary glaucoma, 
determining the etiology in each case assists the clini-
cian in planning reasonable treatment options.

24.8 Treatment

The treatment of pediatric glaucoma varies with the 
type of glaucoma present, although both medical 
therapy and surgery often are needed (Table 24.3). 
Early diagnosis and adequate IOP control, the goals 
of treatment, maximize visual function in children 
with glaucoma.

24.8.1 Medical Management

While surgical intervention is the definitive treatment 
for children with PCG and angle-closure glaucoma 
cases, medical therapy should be initiated for juvenile 
and aphakic open-angle glaucoma, as well as for most 
cases of secondary open-angle glaucoma. Long-term 
medical therapy, which frequently plays an important 
role in treating children with glaucoma, proves chal-
lenging. Among the difficulties encountered when 
using medications in children are ensuring adequate 
compliance, assessing drug-induced side effects, and 
the possible serious adverse systemic side effects of 
protracted therapy. Medications are best used judi-
ciously, with care taken to discard those drugs not 
providing benefit, and periodic reassessment of the 
adequacy of IOP control (i.e., target pressure). Let us 

briefly consider the five main glaucoma drug classes, 
and their particular application to treating pediatric 
glaucoma.

24.8.1.1 Beta-adrenergic Antagonists 
(Beta Blockers)

As effective aqueous suppressants, topical beta block-
ers play an important role in the treatment of children 
with glaucoma. Well tolerated from an ocular point 
of view, these drugs can produce dangerous systemic 
side effects in infants (especially prematurely born) 
and in those children prone to bronchospasm (asthma) 
or cardiac problems [88]. When needed in small chil-
dren, beta blockers should be used at low doses (e.g., 
timolol, or the relatively beta-1-selective betaxolol, 
both at 0.25%), with punctal occlusion when pos-
sible. Topical beta blockers play an important role in 
treating children with glaucoma, and are appropriate 
first-line drugs for many.

24.8.1.2 Carbonic Anhydrase Inhibitors

Carbonic anhydrase inhibitors (CAIs) lower IOP (~20–
35%) by reducing aqueous production, and are avail-
able in both oral (primary acetazolamide/Diamox) 
and topical (dorzolamide/Trusopt and brinzolamide/
Azopt) forms. Acetazolamide lowers IOP more than 
its topical counterparts, is dosed at 10–20 mg/kg/day, 
and often produces metabolic acidosis and notable 
side effects that may include diarrhea, diminished 
energy levels, perioral and finger tingling, and loss 
of appetite and weight; it is therefore reserved for 
especially refractory cases, or those at high risk for 
surgical intervention. Topical dorzolamide or brinzo-
lamide, each used b.i.d. or t.i.d., have minimal risk of 
systemic side effects, and serve as excellent second-
line drugs in many children with glaucoma (and first-
line in those unable to tolerate beta blockers).

24.8.1.3 Miotics

Miotic drugs (cholinergic stimulators) have largely 
been supplanted by newer medications, in the treat-
ment of both adults and children with glaucoma. Pilo-
carpine retains its usefulness to induce and maintain 
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Table 24.3 Treatment strategy in pediatric glaucomas
I. Make the diagnosis

A. If glaucoma suspected but not confirmed, follow carefully as indicated by findings
B. If glaucoma confirmed, begin appropriate treatment

 1. Use medications to temporize/clear cornea in selected cases, and for most secondary glaucomas
 2. Proceed to surgery for many primary glaucomas and when secondary glaucomas uncontrolled on medications

II. Medical therapy
A. Preoperatively, to help clear the cornea for angle surgery
B. To temporize when infant or child is unstable for general anesthesia/surgery
C. To assist in glaucoma control when surgery has inadequately reduced pressure
D. To prolong visual function in cases when surgical options have been exhausted

III. Angle surgery
A. Goniotomy (requires cornea clear enough for gonioscopic view, may repeat one or more times)

 1. Primary congenital/infantile open-angle glaucoma
 2. Other primary glaucomas (generally poorer success)
 3. Selected secondary glaucomas (especially with chronic anterior uveitis, possibly infant-onset  

aphakic glaucoma)
 4. Possible role vs acquired glaucoma in aniridiaa

B. Trabeculotomy (may repeat one time)
 1. Same as for goniotomy, but preferred in the presence of corneal opacification and by surgeons  

more familiar with this approach
 2. Standard with trabeculotome vs suture technique (360 degree)
 3. Perform from the side rather than superiorly unless combined with trabeculectomy
 4. May be combined with trabeculectomy (see below)

IV. Iridectomy
A. Peripheral iridectomy for secondary pupillary block glaucoma
B. Often combined with synechialysis
C. Sector (optical) iridectomy when localized corneal opacity to avoid corneal transplant

V. Filtration surgery
A. Combined trabeculotomy–trabeculectomy

 1. When trabeculotomy cannot be completed (failure to cannulate Schlemm’s canal)
 2. Failed previous angle surgery (≤ 2 goniotomies and/or trabeculotomies)

B. Trabeculectomy (usually with intraoperative mitomycin C)
 1. Any glaucoma in an eye with reasonable visual potential and unscarred conjunctiva uncontrolled  

on medications after angle surgery failure (or unlikely success)
 2. Must have likely faithful follow-up
 3. Not recommended in most infants or for aphakic/pseudophakic eyes

VI. Aqueous drainage device (tube shunt) surgery
A. Infants and aphakic eyes that failed angle surgery (or low success rate with angle surgery)
B. Failed trabeculectomy with intraoperative mitomycin C and reasonable visual potential
C. High risk for complications with trabeculectomy (e.g., Sturge-Weber syndrome)
D. High risk for failure with trabeculectomy from scarring (e.g., after multiple conjunctival surgeries)

a Should be performed only by surgeons very comfortable with goniotomy, given unprotected lens
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miosis before and after goniotomy or trabeculotomy 
for congenital glaucoma. Stronger miotics such as 
echothiophate iodide (Phospholine Iodide) have also 
been useful in selected cases of aphakic glaucoma.

24.8.1.4 Adrenergic Agonists

The topical alpha-2 agonist, brimonidine, while use-
ful in older children with elevated IOP refractory 
to other medications, has produced life-threatening 
systemic side effects in infants (bradycardia, hy-
potension, hypothermia, hypotonia, and apnea), and 
severe somnolence in toddlers [36]. All children on 
brimonidine should be monitored for somnolence, 
and treated with the lowest effective dose (e.g., Al-
phagan P 0.1%). Apraclonidine (Iopidine 0.5%) helps 

minimize bleeding with angle surgery, and may be 
better tolerated than brimonidine for selected younger 
children requiring lower IOP (personal unpublished 
data), especially those intolerant to beta blockers, or 
after corneal transplant to avoid topical carbonic an-
hydrase inhibitors.

24.8.1.5 Prostaglandins

The prostaglandin analogues lower IOP mainly by 
enhancing uveoscleral aqueous outflow. Latanoprost 
has been shown to reduce IOP in some children with 
glaucoma, and may be especially useful in those 
with juvenile open-angle glaucoma [37]. Travoprost 
also reduces IOP in selected cases of pediatric glau-
coma. While these drugs have an excellent systemic 

Table 24.3 (continued) Treatment strategy in pediatric glaucomas
VII. Cyclodestructive procedures (contraindicated in uveitis)

A. Transscleral cyclophotocoagulation (diode)
 1. Failed angle surgery (or angle surgery not possible) and minimal visual potential
 2. Failed trabeculectomy and/or aqueous drainage device with poor central vision
 3. Inadequate pressure control after aqueous drainage device (encapsulated bleb)
 4. Anatomy precluding trabeculectomy or seton (e.g., disorganized anterior segment, very thin limbal tissue)
 5. Gravely ill children, poor follow-up, extremely limited remaining vision, blind in fellow eye from  

complication of intraocular surgery
B. Endocyclophotocoagulation (diode)

 1. May substitute for transscleral cyclophotocoagulation (see above) in any eye with anatomy allowing limbal 
or pars plana approach to ciliary processes (beware cataract in phakic eyes, best in aphakic or pseudophakic 
eyes)

 2. Consider after transscleral cyclophotocoagulation has failed to reduce pressure
 3. May produce less inflammation than transscleral approach

C. Cyclocryotherapy
 1. All other treatment modalities exhausted
 2. Selected cases where anatomic considerations make transscleral or endoscopic laser cyclophotocoagulation 

difficult or unlikely to succeed
 3. Repeat therapy in selected quadrants after previous cyclocryotherapy

VIII. Long-term follow-up
A. Lifetime, even when glaucoma controlled
B.  Treatment of other problems that might cause vision reduction (cataracts, refractive error, corneal opacity, 

potential for retinal detachment)
C. Aggressive treatment of amblyopia
D. Eye protection to avoid blunt trauma, especially for monocular children
E. Appropriate visual and other support services when low vision

a Should be performed only by surgeons very comfortable with goniotomy, given unprotected lens
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safety profile, they do result in thick, dark, long eye-
lashes when used in children; iris color change has 
been reported in one child [18]. Excepting selected 
cases of juvenile open-angle glaucoma with beta 
blocker contraindications, prostaglandin-like agents 
are probably not yet appropriate first-line treatment 
for children.

24.8.2 Surgical Management

Surgical intervention is the indicated treatment for 
PCG, angle-closure glaucoma, and other cases of 
childhood glaucoma where medical therapy has 
failed to adequately control IOP. Although most ex-
perts recommend angle surgery initially to treat PCG, 
they often disagree regarding the optimal surgical 
algorithm for approaching refractory PCG and other 
pediatric glaucomas. Glaucoma surgery in children 
presents additional challenges to those encountered 
in adult surgery, often relating to the buphthalmic 
eye with stretched or distorted anatomy, and to the 
difficulties of postoperative evaluation and care in a 
young child; it is best undertaken by those with sig-
nificant experience (Table 24.4). Since repeat surgery 
is not infrequently needed if outcomes are subopti-
mal, a long-term surgical strategy should preserve 
subsequent options and maximally prolong visual 
and ocular survival.

Pediatric glaucoma surgery can be divided into 
several broad categories: angle surgery (goniotomy or 
trabeculotomy), filtering surgery (trabeculectomy ± 
antifibrotic agents), aqueous drainage device (seton) 
surgery, cycloablation (cryotherapy or using laser), 
and others (such as peripheral iridectomy, combined 
trabeculotomy–trabeculectomy). Enucleation with 
prosthesis fitting may be the appropriate treatment 
for blind, disfigured, and painful eyes.

24.8.2.1 Goniotomy

Goniotomy, the surgical procedure of choice in many 
cases of PCG, involves incising the uveal trabecular 
meshwork under direct visualization. Trabeculotomy 
ab externo (see Sect. 24.8.2.2), an alternative and 
equally effective procedure, can be performed even 

when corneal opacity prevents adequate gonioscopic 
viewing of the angle structures (a prerequisite for 
goniotomy). The finding that approximately 70% of 
children with PCG can be cured by goniotomy (made 
by Barkan in 1942) dramatically improved the prog-
nosis for this disease [9]. Goniotomy has also been 
reported as a prophylactic procedure in selected cases 
of congenital aniridia with progressive angle closure 
[23].

Goniotomy – an elegant, brief procedure which 
nonetheless requires great surgical precision – re-
quires a gonioscopic view of the angle, but spares 
conjunctiva for later surgery, and does not alter the 
globe’s resistance to infection or blunt trauma. Ba-
sic steps to goniotomy include: fixation of the globe, 
magnification and light source (loupes or micro-
scope), operating goniotomy lens, and a sharp in-
strument for incision (goniotomy knife or disposable 
needle). Clearing of the mildly edematous cornea can 
be promoted by administering aqueous suppressant 
treatment (topical or oral carbonic anhydrase inhibi-
tors, and timolol 0.25% in healthy infants/children) 
for a few days, and by application of Iopidine 0.5% 
as well as 5% sodium chloride drops on entering the 
operating room. Scraping the edematous corneal ep-
ithelium has not proved useful to the authors, who 
prefer trabeculotomy if the gonioscopic angle view 
is poor just prior to surgery. Iopidine 0.5% drops also 
minimize intra- and immediate postgoniotomy bleed-
ing, and pilocarpine 2% drops induce miosis to pro-
tect the crystalline lens during the procedure, and to 
place the iris on stretch during and for several weeks 
postgoniotomy.

The authors’ preferred technique utilizes a modified 
Barkan goniotomy lens (with a handle), placed onto 
the cornea on a cushion of Healon. While the surgeon 
sits opposite the angle to be operated on (e.g., on the 
temporal side for nasal goniotomy), with the micro-
scope tilted about 45 degrees, the assistant stabilizes 
the eye with locking forceps placed on the Tenon’s 
insertion near the limbus at 6 and 12 o’clock for a na-
sal or temporal goniotomy. Instead of a tapered knife, 
a disposable, 25-gauge needle on a syringe filled with 
Miochol or viscoelastic is used to enter the periph-
eral cornea on the side opposite to the intended angle 
incision. After the needle has been guided over the 
iris to engage the anterior portion of the trabecular 
meshwork, rotation first in one direction, and then in 
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Table 24.4 Tips for commonly performed surgical procedures in pediatric glaucoma
Goniotomy
1. Ensure adequate angle view: use aqueous suppressants before surgery, apraclonidine 0.5% drops and 5% sodium chlo-

ride just before surgery, place goniotomy lens on mound of viscoelastic, tip microscope ~45 degrees from the vertical, 
tip child’s head toward surgical side

2. Stabilize globe and practice rotation: use locking forceps on Tenon’s insertion (usually 6 and 12 o’clock, place specu-
lum with low profile, try globe rotation before entering eye

3. Optimize wound entry: enter eye only one time using 25-gauge, 1.5-inch needle, make entry into peripheral cornea 
and parallel to iris, pass needle carefully over iris to engage anterior trabecular meshwork

4. Perform effective trabecular meshwork incision: make incision superficial and into anterior trabecular meshwork, pass 
first one direction, then the other, and allow assistant to rotate globe while needle is NOT engaged in the meshwork

5. Avoid injury to lens: constrict pupil with pilocarpine 2% before surgery, visualize tip of needle at all times and main-
tain plane parallel to iris for all movements

6. Minimize bleeding: use apraclonidine drops before incision, incise the trabecular meshwork only, remove the needle 
carefully over the iris and have assistant “relax” any pull on locking forceps at this time, prepare to push on entry site 
with forceps to minimize chamber collapse, refill with balanced salt and filtered air bubble, dissolvable suture to close 
entry site securely

Trabeculotomy
1. Optimize location: unless combined with trabeculectomy, place incision temporal or nasal and just above or below the 

horizontal, to facilitate scleral flap and spare superior conjunctiva for possible later surgery
2. Optimize incision and scleral flap: fornix-based conjunctival flap, triangular limbus-based scleral flap (thick enough to 

facilitate water-tight closure), radial scratch incision to one side of base of flap (to allow a second cut-down if needed)
3. Maximize chances of finding Schlemm’s canal: make radial incision gradually, watching for transverse fibers of canal, 

at sclerolimbal junction, watch for blood-aqueous reflux
4. Minimize chance of false passage: confirm Schlemm’s canal location by passing a blunted 6-0 Prolene suture into the 

canal, either for 360-degree suture technique, or to verify that suture remains parallel to limbus (not in anterior cham-
ber or suprachoroidal space), 4-mirror gonioprism can sometimes visualize suture in the canal, place and rotate metal 
trabeculotome gently and under direct view to avoid tearing iris or stripping Descemet’s membrane

5. Secure wound and minimize bleeding: apraclonidine 0.5% and pilocarpine 2% before surgery, fill chamber with vis-
coelastic before pulling suture for 360-degree technique, and often after first trabeculotome pass before second pass in 
opposite direction, close scleral flap tightly with Vicryl suture, close conjunctiva tightly with Vicryl suture

Trabeculectomy (usually with mitomycin C)
1. Optimize exposure and stabilization: place 7-0 Vicryl suture into peripheral cornea in two places opposite intended 

surgery (e.g., at about 10:30 and 2:30 o’clock for superior site), to avoid corneal suture into thin cornea superiorly 
where view may be obstructed

2. Optimize incision and future bleb morphology: fornix-based conjunctival flap for most cases, except where corneal 
compromised or high risk with flat chamber (e.g., aniridia)

3. Use of antimetabolite: mitomycin C usually indicated (except in older children where 5-fluorouracil may be used 
intraoperatively and postoperatively), apply to broad area of uncut sclera and Tenon’s capsule, but keep away from 
conjunctival edges and cornea, concentration usually 0.2–0.4 mg/ml for 2–5 min

4. Scleral flap preparation, sclerostomy, and iridectomy: cut fairly thick flap with hinge at limbus, rectangular 
(~4×4 mm), enter under flap into cornea with supersharp (after paracentesis elsewhere), punch large (1×2 mm) open-
ing anteriorly placed, not to edges of scleral flap hinge, make iridectomy, avoid ciliary processes if visualized

5. Scleral flap closure: sutures at back corners of scleral flap, and two anterior releasable sutures buried into clear cornea, 
titrated to adequate flow, buried knots

6. Conjunctival closure and hypotony prevention: 8-0 Vicryl on vascular needle to close “wings” of fornix-based inci-
sion, with two horizontal 10-0 Vicryl mattress sutures between, avoid covering releasable corneal portion of scleral 
flap sutures, fill chamber and bleb first with balanced salt then with Healon if left “leaky,” leave paracentesis for office 
refilling in older children
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the opposite direction, produces the desired incision, 
which can be maximally extended to 4- to 5-clock 
hours, via slight globe rotation by the assistant. The 
resultant cleft appears in the wake of the incision, and 

often the peripheral iris moves posteriorly as the an-
gle widens; blood may appear in the angle, especially 
if the chamber shallows after the needle is carefully 
withdrawn from the eye (Fig. 24.13). If used at all, 
a small amount of viscoelastic may be injected just 
as the needle is withdrawn from the eye, the cham-
ber is refilled with balanced salt, and the entry site 
closed with a single 10-0 Vicryl suture. A bubble of 
filtered air may be placed, and helps confirm a formed 
chamber easily in an infant on the first postoperative 
day. Subconjunctival antibiotic and short-acting ste-
roid may be injected, and the eye shielded. Postop-
eratively, antibiotic, steroid, and miotics (except in 
uveitic glaucoma) are used for various time periods 
by different surgeons.

Goniotomy surgery has the highest reported suc-
cess rate, from 70% to more than 90%, in infants 
with PCG diagnosed between 3 and 12 months of 
age. When PCG is of birth-onset, angle surgery of-
ten fails, probably due to a more severe angle defect; 
PCG recognized later in childhood responds less well 

Table 24.4 (continued)
Aqueous drainage device surgery (steps specific to children)
1. Choice of incision: limbus-based incision easiest to perform, consider fornix-based incision for special cases with 

deep chamber and corneal compromise
2. Choice of implant and location: size the device to the eye (e.g., S-2 or FP-7 Ahmed requires axial length at least 

21 mm or place very close to limbus), valved implant if immediate pressure reduction needed, otherwise Baerveldt 
250 mm2 in most cases, superotemporal quadrant usual best location, suture plate 6–8 mm from limbus with 8-0 nylon 
suture

3. Consider lateral rectus recession for exotropia at time of device placement: avoids need for later dissection near bleb
4. Optimize tube position and placement: tube into anterior chamber in most cases, parallel to iris and as far back as 

practical to prevent exposure and corneal-tube touch, almost parallel to superior limbus rather than toward central 
pupil, use 30-gauge “finder” needle on viscoelastic before 23-gauge entry for tube, consider posterior chamber (over 
intraocular lens implant) or pars plana tube location in selected cases (need full vitrectomy if pars plana entry)

5. Wound closure and hypotony prevention: tube completely ligated (6-0 Vicryl) if non-valved device, watertight closure 
of conjunctiva with 8-0 Vicryl (running closure of each wing, with “hood” onto cornea) and 10-0 Vicryl (central), 
chamber filled with viscoelastic unless tube ligated closed (± venting slits with 9-0 nylon needle in tube)

6. Prophylaxis against the encapsulated bleb/high pressure phase: maintain anti-inflammatory treatment for several 
months (topical steroid then non-steroidals) and use aqueous suppressants liberally to keep pressure low

Cycloablation
1. Optimal type of ablation: transscleral vs endoscopic laser initially, cryotherapy rarely
2. Limited treatment with transscleral and endoscopic laser to three quadrants to help avoid hypotony, vs two quadrants 

with cyclocryotherapy
3. Use adequate anti-inflammatory treatment to avoid complications of inflammation
4. Minimize risk of phthisis: keep careful records of prior treatment, rarely allow 360 degrees cumulative treatment
5. Discuss limitations of treatment fully with parents to achieve mutual understanding of risks and alternatives

Fig. 24.13 Gonioscopic view of an eye with con-
genital glaucoma after successful goniotomy surgery, 
demonstrating a goniotomy cleft. The whitish cleft 
appears in the central portion of the view, where the 
angle is notably widened, revealing the ciliary body 
band
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to goniotomy, perhaps because of preexisting damage 
to the outflow system from chronically high IOP.

24.8.2.2 Trabeculotomy ab Externo

This procedure does not rely on a gonioscopic view, 
but instead involves the identification of Schlemm’s 
canal in the bed of a partial-thickness scleral flap 
(usually via careful radial incision); the canal is then 
cannulated and opened from the outside inward, tear-
ing through the poorly functioning trabecular mesh-
work in that area [20, 108]. While standard trabecu-
lotomy uses a stiff curved metal trabeculotome to tear 
through the inner wall of Schlemm’s canal, so-called 
suture trabeculotomy utilizes a 6-0 Prolene suture that 
is pulled taut after being threaded into Schlemm’s ca-
nal for 180- or 360-degrees, opening the respective 
angle. Both goniotomy and trabeculotomy produce 
excellent results in selected cases of infant-onset 
PCG, with neither proven superior in a randomized, 
controlled trial. Advantages to trabeculotomy include 
its similarity to trabeculectomy for surgeons comfort-
able with the prior procedure, and ability to perform 
the surgery in the absence of an angle view. Disad-
vantages include the need to incise conjunctiva and 
sclera, and the possibility of being unable to locate or 
cannulate Schlemm’s canal.

24.8.2.3 Combined Trabeculotomy–
Trabeculectomy

Combined trabeculotomy and trabeculectomy has 
been advocated in cases resistant to goniotomy, or 
in selected populations where birth presentation, se-
verely opaque corneas, and poor prior success with 
primary trabeculotomy have been reported. Excellent 
success has been reported with this technique in se-
lected cases [62, 63].

24.8.2.4 Trabeculectomy 
(Filtering Surgery)

Trabeculectomy promotes filtration of aqueous hu-
mor by removing a segment of the angle tissue un-
der a partial thickness scleral flap, creating a filtering 
“bleb.” Usually reserved for cases where angle sur-

gery has already failed or seems unlikely to succeed 
(e.g., many secondary glaucomas), simple trabeculec-
tomy has a low success rate in children due to their 
healing response. Most pediatric glaucoma surgeons 
use antifibrotic therapy (usually intraoperative mito-
mycin C) and recently have advocated a fornix-based 
conjunctival flap superiorly, citing better bleb mor-
phology and hopefully reduced risk of postoperative 
bleb infection [126]. Intraoperative 5-fluorouracil 
and beta irradiation have also been used with some 
success (Fig. 24.14) [67]. Trabeculectomy has a low 
success rate in infants younger than 2 years of age, 
and in aphakic eyes [12, 40, 112]. All children are at 
risk for bleb scarring and failure, and also for serious 
bleb-related infection, with the latter risk likely cumu-
lative over time. Alternatives to mitomycin-enhanced 
trabeculectomy should be considered especially in 
infants, aphakic eyes, and children at high risk for 
inadequate infection precautions (see Sect. 24.8.2.5).

24.8.2.5 Aqueous Drainage Device 
(Tube Shunt) Surgery

Initially reserved for end-stage cases, aqueous drain-
age device surgery has gained wider acceptance for 
pediatric glaucoma cases resistant to angle surgery, 
and having failed or not appropriate for trabeculec-
tomy surgery. This surgery involves the placement of 
a flexible tube into the eye, which conducts aqueous 

Fig. 24.14 Trabeculectomy in an eye with Axenfeld-
Rieger glaucoma (same eye shown in Fig. 24.8). This 
partly avascular bleb was achieved in a 16-year-old 
boy with intra- and postoperative 5-fluorouracil in-
jections, and has controlled glaucoma throughout 
6 years of follow-up
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humor posteriorly to a reservoir (plate) sewn against 
the sclera, the latter becoming encapsulated to form a 
bleb from which trapped fluid exits into surrounding 
tissues. Several implant types have been widely im-
planted into eyes of children, including the Molteno, 
Baerveldt, and Ahmed glaucoma devices. Reported 
success and complications rates vary widely [25, 35, 
39, 70, 71, 82, 83]. Less severe but more common 
problems include tube malposition or blockage, pupil 
abnormalities, cataract, motility disturbance, and en-
capsulation with elevation of IOP, while more severe 
complications such as retinal detachment (usually lim-
ited to aphakic eyes), epithelial downgrowth, and in-
fection are fortunately fairly uncommon (Figs. 24.15, 
24.16). The final IOP achieved after drainage implant 
surgery is not as low as after successful filtering sur-
gery, and at least 50% of cases require continued 
adjunctive medication. Overall success after aque-
ous drainage device surgery in refractory PCG and 
aphakic glaucoma, approximates 75% at 2 years, but 
falls to ~50% after more than 5 years; success may 
vary with patient age and glaucoma diagnosis. In one 
reported series, drainage implant surgery appeared 
more successful at IOP control than did trabeculec-
tomy, for children below the age of 2 years [11]. The 
specific devices and technique used to implant aque-
ous drainage devices in pediatric glaucoma cases 
should be adapted to the size of the eye, immediacy 

of the need for IOP reduction, and glaucoma type. 
For example, pars plana tube placement and complete 
vitrectomy may be needed for aqueous drainage de-
vice implantation in aphakic eyes.

24.8.2.6 Cycloablation

Cyclodestructive procedures aim to reduce IOP by 
damaging the ciliary processes and thereby the eye’s 
ability to produce aqueous humor; results are often 
unpredictable, and complications frequent. In cases 
refractory to medical and other surgical interventions, 
cycloablation constitutes a valid means of attempting 
control of otherwise vision-threatening glaucoma in 
children. This procedure may be especially helpful as 
an adjunct after aqueous drainage device placement 
with inadequate IOP reduction.

Cyclocryotherapy

Cyclocryotherapy (freezing the ciliary processes from 
an external approach), the oldest cycloablative proce-
dure, should be reserved for extremely severe cases 
of glaucoma where altered anatomy makes laser cy-
cloablation unlikely to succeed. This procedure has 
limited success, requires repeat sessions, and has a 

Fig. 24.16 This 11-year-old girl developed a huge, 
encapsulated bleb over the Ahmed aqueous drain-
age device which was placed in this eye with severe 
glaucoma after penetrating trauma and several prior 
related surgeries. Revision was needed due to the un-
acceptable resultant strabismus

Fig. 24.15 This 8-year-old child had aqueous drain-
age device surgery in his eye at the age of 3 months 
for newborn-onset PCG. Vision is 20/60 with good 
IOP control off medications. Despite the fairly anteri-
or tube position in the chamber, there is evident pupil 
distortion and focal cataract underlying the tube; these 
changes developed over several years after surgery
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significant risk of devastating complications (~15%); 
it should not be applied to more than 180 degrees in 
a single treatment (6–7 freezes of −80°C for 45–60 s) 
[4, 119].

Transscleral Laser Cyclophotocoagulation

Both the Nd:YAG sapphire probe and the diode laser 
G-probe have been used for transscleral cycloabla-
tion in children. Success has been reported at ~50% 
(including many retreatments), with less pain and 
inflammation than produced with cryotherapy, and 
a lower incidence of phthisis/severe complications. 
Problems include loss of effect over time, and inac-
curate transscleral application of the laser energy to 
the ciliary processes [15, 55, 91].

Endoscopic Laser Cyclophotocoagulation

Endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation has the advantage 
of allowing direct application of laser energy to the 
ciliary processes with a 20-gauge probe (Microprobe; 
Endo Optiks, Little Silver, NJ, USA), and perhaps 
producing less inflammation than a transsclerally ap-
plied laser. This procedure has limited reported suc-
cess, with retreatment often needed. Success of en-
doscopic diode cycloablation nonetheless is modest 
(43% in a reported series of 36 mostly aphakic eyes, 
after a mean cumulative arc of treatment of 260 de-
grees, with short mean follow-up time 19 months), 
and complications included retinal detachment, hy-
potony, and visual loss [79].

Take Home Pearls

Infants with glaucoma often present for • 
evaluation because the family or primary 
care provider has noticed signs (corneal 
opacity or enlargement, or tearing) or 
symptoms (photophobia) related to expansion 
of the eye under elevated pressure.

Consider every child with myopia, optic • 
nerve cupping, and conditions associated 
with glaucoma to have glaucoma until 
proven otherwise – check the pressure!

Newer technologies can assist in the • 
evaluation of the pediatric glaucoma 
suspect, but beware “adjusting” the 
measured intraocular pressure based on 
unusually high or low central corneal 
thickness. Use all available data, and if 
in doubt, diagnose “glaucoma suspect” 
and keep under surveillance.

Most children with primary congenital • 
glaucoma retain useful vision if diagnosed 
and treated early, but long-term follow-up 
is critical to maximizing vision and 
maintaining glaucoma control over time.

All eyes are at risk for glaucoma after removal • 
of childhood cataracts, and the risk increases 
over time, so life-long surveillance is needed.

Surgery for childhood glaucoma, although • 
sharing features with adult glaucoma surgery, 
is sufficiently different that it should be 
undertaken by a surgeon with expertise 
and interest in pediatric glaucoma.

It takes a village – optimal care of the • 
child with glaucoma requires a team 
effort, with members often including at 
least one ophthalmologist, as well as the 
family and child, primary care physician, 
school, and community members. Much 
improvement remains to be made in the 
diagnosis and care of these special children.
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24.9 Long-term Follow-up 
of Children with Glaucoma

Every child with glaucoma must have periodic fol-
low-up over his or her entire lifetime. Despite ini-
tial successful surgery or medical therapy, the glau-
comatous eye may demonstrate asymptomatic loss 
of IOP control months or even decades later. Other 
progressive changes such as cataract or corneal dec-
ompensation may likewise occur many years after 
initial presentation of glaucoma, even in eyes with 
continued adequate IOP control. The target pressure 
must be continuously reevaluated, especially if pro-
gressive visual field defects or optic nerve changes 
occur despite previously accepted IOP levels. Eyes 
with functioning filtering blebs or aqueous drainage 
devices must be diligently followed for surgery-re-
lated complications. Young children often lose vision 
from glaucoma despite adequate IOP control, from 
corneal scarring, anisometropia, and resultant am-
blyopia. Children with glaucoma that is controlled 
without medications should be followed at least ev-
ery 6 months, and young children, or those whose 
IOP has been controlled for less than 2 years, should 
probably be evaluated at least every 3 or 4 months. 
In spite of timely diagnosis and optimal treatment, 
many children with childhood glaucomas suffer vi-
sual loss from their disease; there is much room for 
improvement in our current understanding and treat-
ment of these special children.
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Core Messages

Almost seven decades after it • 
was first described, retinopathy 
of prematurity (ROP) remains an 
important threat to pediatric vision.

Cooperative, multicenter, prospective trials • 
(such as CRYO-ROP and ETROP) have 
been useful in establishing screening and 
treatment guidelines for premature infants.

An organized screening program is vital • 
to timely detection and treatment of 
ROP to reduce the risk of vision loss.

Aggressive posterior ROP is an • 
uncommon, rapidly progressing, 
severe form of ROP that 
requires special attention.

Documentation and communication • 
among physicians, staff, and 
parents are important.

Future advances in screening and • 
treatment are forthcoming.
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25.1 Introduction

The search for a cure for retinopathy of prematu-
rity (ROP) has become a priority among research-
ers since the disease was first described by Theodore 
L. Terry in 1942 [68]. ROP is a common disorder, 
and the risk of visual impairment can be minimized 
in the vast majority of affected infants with careful 
management. Despite this, it is estimated that ROP 
accounts for 19% of cases of pediatric blindness 
worldwide [29] and is a leading cause of blindness 
in children attending schools for the blind [63, 66]. 
Continued interest in understanding and eradicating 
the disorder has brought about unprecedented col-
laboration among scientists, ophthalmologists, and 
public health activists in both developed and devel-
oping nations.

25.2 A Brief History

With the introduction of and liberal use of oxygen 
in the neonatal population in the 1930s, rates of “re-
trolental fibroplasia” (as ROP was originally called) 
in premature infants reached epidemic proportions, 
resulting in blindness or severe visual impairment in 
thousands of children worldwide [65]. Strict oxygen 
curtailment subsequently resulted in extensive mor-
bidity and mortality [12]. Oxygen was thereafter lib-
eralized, but monitored, carefully balancing the risk 
of ROP against other factors. Since ROP generally 
afflicts only the smallest, sickest infants, it is not sur-
prising that after decades of decline, the incidence 
of disease again began to rise in the 1970s [31, 44]. 
This was concurrent with advances in obstetrics and 
neonatology that permitted the survival of low birth 
weight premature infants.

In the 1980s the Cryotherapy for Retinopathy of 
Prematurity (CRYO-ROP) study demonstrated a sig-
nificant reduction in the rate of unfavorable visual, 
developmental, and social [49] outcomes in infants 
randomized to cryotherapy of the avascular retina 
in eyes with threshold ROP compared to untreated 
controls [39, 49, 53, 60, 67]. Collaborative spirit 
fueled further clinical trials, including the Supple-
mental Therapeutic Oxygen for Prethreshold ROP 
(STOP-ROP) study [5, 25, 32, 45], which failed to 
demonstrate a significant benefit to the use of supple-
mental oxygen therapy when administered to infants 

with prethreshold ROP; the Light Reduction in ROP 
study [4, 61], which showed no benefit to preterm in-
fants from reduction in light exposure from birth to 
32 weeks postconceptional age; and the Early Treat-
ment for ROP (ETROP) study [36], which demon-
strated that early treatment of high-risk prethreshold 
disease significantly reduced the risk of unfavorable 
outcomes and resulted in the modification of previ-
ous treatment guidelines. Currently, a cooperative 
study is being undertaken to evaluate the utility of 
biochemical cytokine modulators in ROP.

25.3 Risk Factors

Low birth weight and young gestational age are di-
rectly correlated with the most severe ROP [17, 41, 
69]. Other risk factors that have inconsistently been 
linked to ROP severity include hypoxia [15, 75], oxy-
gen administration [74, 75], intraventricular hemor-
rhage [42, 69], surfactant therapy [38], hypotension 
[64], fungemia [43, 47, 50], sepsis [42], and anemia 
[23, 28]. The overwhelming impact of both low birth 
weight and prematurity make establishing the full 
role of other risk factors difficult.

25.4 Pathogenesis

The relationship between premature birth, oxygen 
exposure, and ROP that eluded researchers for so 
long can now be explained on a molecular level, but 
a full appreciation of the pathogenesis of ROP still 
requires a basic understanding of ocular embryology 
and anatomy. Development of the retinal vasculature 
begins at the optic disc at approximately 16 weeks 
gestation, progresses relatively circumferentially 
and anteriorly, and is complete by around 40 weeks. 
Therefore, the proportion of mature retina at birth is 
determined by the degree of prematurity at birth. In 
full-term infants, the retina is generally fully vascu-
larized and ROP cannot occur, but in preterm neo-
nates, especially those born at or before 28 weeks 
gestation, retinal vascularization is incomplete and 
the normal process of development is at risk of being 
interrupted. Exposure to excessive concentrations of 
oxygen during this period can lead to vascular injury 
resulting in arrest of vascular development, oblitera-
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tion of newly formed capillaries, and ultimately in 
the formation of arteriovenous shunts in the retina.

Acute ROP progresses in two main stages. Retinal 
vessels are capable of autoregulation and respond to 
increased oxygen tension after birth by constricting 
[14, 21]. Thus, in the first stage, postnatal hyperoxia 
paradoxically leads to regional ischemia of the devel-
oping retina. Hyperoxia also inhibits the release of 
the vasoactive cytokines, such as vascular endothe-
lial growth factor (VEGF) [15]. In the second stage, 
ongoing ischemia subsequently stimulates release of 
excessive VEGF and other vasoactive cytokines in an 
attempt to reestablish retinal perfusion. Dysregula-
tion of these vasoactive cytokines is thought to be re-
sponsible for the pathologic vascular growth, or neo-
vascularization, seen in ROP [15]. In most cases, the 
fibrovascular tissue that results will involute sponta-
neously with little or no residual retinal damage. Vi-
sion loss and even blindness may occur in a small 
number of infants as a result of contraction of this 
neovascular tissue, leading to retinal traction and/or 
detachment.

Insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1) appears to be a 
critical oxygen-independent factor in the pathogen-
esis of ROP. Recent research indicates that serum 
levels of IGF-1 in premature babies correlate directly 
with the clinical severity of ROP [48, 71–73]. IGF-1 
appears to act indirectly as a permissive factor by al-
lowing maximal VEGF stimulation of vessel growth. 
Lack of IGF-1 in preterm infants prevents normal 
retinal vascular growth in phase I of ROP, despite 
the presence of VEGF [48]. As infants mature, rising 
levels of IGF-1 in phase II of ROP allow VEGF-stim-
ulated pathologic neovascularization to occur. These 
findings suggest that restoration of IGF-1 to normal 
levels might be useful in preventing and/or reducing 
the severity of ROP in preterm infants.

Oxygen free radicals have also been theorized to 
overwhelm antioxidant enzymes and other protective 
mechanisms in the neonate, resulting in damage to 
stem cells and thus interrupting the process of normal 
vessel migration and vasculogenesis [37].

25.5 Classification Scheme

Clinically, ROP can be divided into two distinct 
phases. In the acute phase, normal vascular develop-
ment is interrupted by the proliferation of abnormal 

vessels and fibrous tissue. In the chronic or late pro-
liferation phase of ROP, retinal detachment, macular 
ectopia, and severe visual loss may occur.

Retinopathy of prematurity is generally classified 
according to the International Classification of ROP 
(ICROP) [1, 2, 7]. This classification system uses ret-
inal landmarks to minimize interexaminer variability. 
ROP is classified based on the zone, stage, and extent 
of disease, followed by documentation of the status 
of the vessels in the posterior pole (plus disease).

Zone refers to the location of disease. Three zones 
are centered on the optic disc. (Fig. 25.1) The radius 
of zone I is twice the disk-to-fovea distance in all di-
rections from the optic disk, roughly an angle of 30°. 
This distance is about the same as the viewing field 
of a 30 diopter lens. Zone II extends from the edge of 
zone I peripherally to the nasal ora serrata and con-
tinues temporally along the same radius of curvature. 
Zone III is the residual temporal crescent anterior and 
lateral to zone II.

Stage indicates the severity of abnormal vascular 
changes at the junction of the vascular and avascu-
lar retina. The vascularized retina of premature in-
fants without ROP blends almost imperceptibly into 
the anterior, non-vascularized retina. The junction 
between the vascularized and avascularized retina 
becomes more pronounced with the onset of clini-
cally apparent ROP. In stage 1 ROP, the junction is 
seen as a distinct white line but still lies within the 
plane of the retina. In stage 2 there is elevation of a 
white ridge that extends above the plane of the retina. 
Stage 3 ROP is distinguished by extraretinal neovas-
cularization, with fibrovascular tissue extending pos-
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Fig. 25.1 The location of ROP is designated by zone of in-
volvement in three zones concentric with the optic disc [7]. 
Source: (2005) The International Classification of Retinopathy 
of Prematurity revisited. Arch Ophthalmol 123:991–999
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teriorly from the ridge into the vitreous. Isolated tufts 
of “popcorn” neovascular tissue may lie posterior to 
the ridge, and do not constitute stage 3 ROP. Cica-
tricial changes in this fibrovascular tissue may result 
in subtotal tractional retinal detachment that spares 
(stage 4a ROP) or includes (stage 4b ROP) the fo-
vea. Total retinal detachment is termed stage 5 ROP. 
Staging for the entire eye is determined by the most 
severe manifestation observed.

The extent of disease is recorded in sectors, or 
clock hours each subtending an angle of 30° degrees 
(60° arc total). Severity of the disease process is con-
sidered worse as the number of clock hours involved 
increases.

Plus disease refers to venous dilation and arterial 
tortuosity of the vasculature in the posterior pole. A 
standardized photograph (Fig. 25.2) is currently used 
to qualitatively define the minimum amount of vascu-
lar dilation and tortuosity required to make a diagnosis 
of plus disease. Qualifying changes must be present in 
at least two quadrants. Pre-plus disease refers to arte-
rial tortuosity and venous engorgement that is outside 
normal limits but insufficient to qualify for plus dis-
ease. Progressive vascular disease may also manifest 
as iris vessel engorgement resulting in pupil rigidity.

Threshold ROP, as defined by the CRYO-ROP 
study [54], is defined as ROP characterized by five 
or more contiguous or eight cumulative clock hours 
of extraretinal neovascularization with plus disease 
involving zone I or II. Prethreshold disease was the 
term used by early researchers and clinicians to de-
scribe a constellation of findings associated with an 
increased risk of progression to threshold disease. 

The terms threshold and prethreshold ROP, as used in 
this context, are used less commonly today as newer 
terminology (see below) has come into favor and 
supplanted these older terms in many practices.

Eyes treated at threshold are more likely to have 
an unfavorable outcome than those with milder dis-
ease. Based on the findings of the ETROP study [36], 
eyes are now considered for treatment when type I 
(high-risk prethreshold) ROP is present. In this re-
port, type I ROP is defined as one of the following: 
(1) zone I ROP, any stage with plus disease; (2) zone I 
ROP, stage 3, without plus disease; or (3) zone II, 
stage 2 or 3 with plus disease.

Eyes with type II ROP (low-risk prethreshold) are 
defined as one of the following: (1) zone I, stage 1 or 
2 without plus disease; or (2) zone II, stage 3 without 
plus disease [30]. Eyes with type II ROP (low-risk 
prethreshold) are still at risk for further progression. 
Such patients therefore warrant close observation and 
are typically examined at least weekly until the dis-
ease is observed to be stable or regresses. However, 
more frequent examinations may be prudent in some 
cases.

Aggressive posterior ROP (AP-ROP) is an uncom-
mon, rapidly progressing, and severe form of ROP 
formerly called “Rush disease.” Posterior location, 
plus disease, and ill-defined neovascularization are 
the hallmarks of AP-ROP. Early in the development 
of AP-ROP, the posterior pole vessels usually exhibit 
dilation and tortuosity in all four quadrants. ROP may 
initially manifest as only a flat network of neovas-
cularization at the junction of the vascularized and 
avascularized retina. It may extend circumferentially 
and is often accompanied by a circumferential vessel 
(Fig. 25.3). AP-ROP may rapidly progress to stage 5 
disease without intervention.

Fig. 25.2 Standard photo of minimal 
posterior pole vessel abnormality re-
quired for plus disease [7]. Source: 
(2005) The International Classification 
of Retinopathy of Prematurity revisited. 
Arch Ophthalmol 123:991–999

Fig. 25.3 Aggressive posterior ROP [7]. Source: (2005) The 
International Classification of Retinopathy of Prematurity re-
visited. Arch Ophthalmol 123:991–999
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25.6 Course of Acute Phase

In 1991, the CRYO-ROP study systematically docu-
mented ROP progression using the ICROP system 
[54]. The timing of retinal disease is more closely 
linked to postmenstrual age than postnatal age. The 
median postmenstrual ages of onset for stage 1, 2, 
and 3 disease were 34.3, 35.4, and 36.6 weeks, re-
spectively. Plus disease manifested at a median age 
of 36.3 weeks. The earliest appearance of preth-
reshold disease was at approximately 26 weeks, of 
confirmed plus disease at 31 weeks, and of threshold 
at 31 weeks. Ninety-five percent of all infants who 
reached threshold did so by 42 weeks postconcep-
tional age. The overall incidence and severity of ROP 
in infants was highest in the most premature infants 
with the lowest birth weights.

Repka and coworkers [59] noted that acute phase 
ROP typically began to involute at a mean age of 
38.6 weeks postmenstrual age and that 90% of eyes 
demonstrated onset of involution prior to 44 weeks 
postmenstrual age. Flynn and coworkers [26] reported 
that ROP will last an average of 15 weeks from incep-
tion to resolution in eyes that regress.

Whereas involution generally occurs safely in 
most treated and untreated eyes, it can be marked 
by the development of detrimental vitreoretinal ab-
normalities that result in permanent retinal damage, 
including retinal detachment and blindness in some 
eyes. Remnant myofibroblasts in the vitreous may 
contract for up to 4 months following intervention 
[46], increasing the risk of tractional retinal detach-
ment [40]. Extensive vitreous organization and vitre-
ous hemorrhage were predictive for development of 
a retinal detachment in eyes treated at threshold in 
one retrospective study [18]. Full involution does not 
typically occur in most eyes until two or more weeks 
after laser intervention [18].

25.7 Setting Up an Organized 
Screening Program

An effective screening program identifies the small 
number of preterm infants who require treatment 
for ROP within a much larger population of at-risk 
infants [8, 9] while conserving resources and mini-
mizing the number of stressful (and even potentially 

harmful) examinations required to diagnose ROP re-
quiring treatment. The following screening and treat-
ment guidelines for American hospitals were recently 
proposed [8]. The sensitivity of these guidelines in 
detecting ROP before the disease becomes severe 
enough to result in retinal detachment is predicted to 
be 99% in American institutions.

25.7.1 Infants Requiring Examination

Infants with a birth weight of less than 1,500 g or 
estimated gestational age (EGA) of 30 weeks or less 
and selected infants with a birth weight between 
1,500 and 2,000 g or EGA of more than 30 weeks 
with an unstable clinical course who are believed to 
be at high risk by their neonatologist, should have 
dilated retinal examination performed to detect ROP. 
A single examination is sufficient if it unequivocally 
shows the retina to be fully vascularized in both 
eyes.

25.7.2 Timing of Examinations

Because the onset of serious ROP correlates better 
with postmenstrual age than with postnatal age (that 
is, the youngest infants at birth take the longest time 
to develop serious ROP), the timing of the first ex-
amination should be based on the gestational age 
at birth. Table 25.1 reviews the suggested timing of 
initial examinations. It should be noted that limited 
data are available to support these timing guidelines 
on the most premature babies, such as those born at 
23–24 weeks EGA. Follow-up examinations should 
be conducted based on examination findings and 
risks as assessed by the examining ophthalmologist. 
Table 25.2 reviewed the proposed follow-up recom-
mendations.

25.7.3 Retinopathy of Prematurity 
Requiring Treatment

Treatment should be considered for eyes with type I 
ROP, if the examining ophthalmologist believes 
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treatment is warranted. The decision to withhold 
treatment despite the presence of type I ROP is based 
on clinical judgment after assessing a number of is-
sues including severity of disease, postmenstrual age, 
progression of the disease, and other factors. Addi-
tionally, treatment may be indicated in situations not 
included in the standard recommendations, and such 
treatment must be considered on a case-by-case ba-
sis. Experience of the examiner in the management 
of ROP plays an important role in making these treat-
ment decisions.

25.7.4 Cessation of Examinations

The conclusion of ROP examinations should be based 
on postmenstrual age and retinal ophthalmoscopic 
findings. Findings that suggest that examinations can 
be curtailed include the following: (1) retinal vascu-
larization into zone III without previous zone I or II 
ROP, in infants with a postmenstrual age of less than 
35 weeks, confirmatory examinations are usually 
warranted since vascularization into zone III is less 
common in infants prior to 36 weeks postmenstrual 
age; (2) full retinal vascularization; (3) postmenstrual 
age of 45 weeks and no prethreshold disease or worse 
ROP is present; (4) regression of ROP, and absence of 
abnormal vascular tissue that is capable of reactiva-
tion and progression.

25.7.5 Responsibility

Responsibility for examination and follow-up of in-
fants at risk for ROP should be defined by the neo-
natal care unit. Appropriate follow-up care must be 
available if hospital discharge or transfer is consid-
ered while the infant is still at risk for serious ROP. A 
computer database, dedicated ROP coordinator, and 
committed staff can be invaluable aids. The transfer-
ring primary care physician, after communication 
with the examining ophthalmologist, generally has 
responsibility for communicating eye care needs to 
the infant’s next physician. If this responsibility is 

Table 25.1 Suggested timing of first eye examination based 
on gestational age at birth [8]
Gestational age at 
birth (weeks)

Age at examination (weeks)
Postmenstrual Chronological

22a 31 9
23a 31 8
24 31 7
25 31 6
26 31 5
27 31 4
28 32 4
29 33 4
30 34 4

a This guideline should be considered tentative rather 
than evidence based for infants with a gestational age of 
22–23 weeks because of the small number of survivors in 
these gestational age categories

Table 25.2 Recommended follow-up schedule for infants with or at risk for ROP [8, 9]
ROP severity Recommended follow-up

Stage 1 or 2 ROP: zone I 
Stage 3 ROP: zone II

1-week or less follow-up

Immature vascularization: zone I–no ROP 
Stage 2 ROP: zone II 
Regressing ROP: zone I

1- to 2-week follow-up

Stage 1 ROP: zone II 
Regressing ROP: zone II

2-week follow-up

Immature vascularization: zone II–no ROP 
Stage 1 or 2 ROP: zone III 
Regressing ROP: zone III

2- to 3-week follow-up

Plus disease zone I or II The presence of plus disease in zones I or II suggests that 
peripheral ablation, rather than observation, is appropriate
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delegated to the parents of a discharged infant, par-
ents should be aware of the fact that there is a critical 
time window for evaluation and treatment should the 
disease progress.

25.8 Documentation 
and Communication

Neonatologists and pediatricians caring for a pre-
mature infant should be aware of the child’s risk for 
ROP and should be kept informed by the examining 
ophthalmologist through appropriate documentation 
in the medical record. Optimally, parents of an af-
fected infant should be kept informed about the sta-
tus of their child’s ROP and should have some under-
standing of the condition and how their infant may be 
affected. Mechanisms that may be helpful in facili-
tating communicating with parents include prepared 
written information about ROP, examination reports, 
formal parent lectures, bedside communication, tele-
phone updates, etc. Documentation of such conversa-
tions and communication with parents is desirable, 
when possible, to minimize miscommunication and 
medicolegal disputes.

25.9 Treatment of Acute 
Phase Disease

Though most infants who develop ROP undergo 
spontaneous regression, intervention may be neces-
sary to prevent progression to retinal detachment in 
more advanced cases. Treatment is typically con-
sidered for eyes with type I ROP (see above). The 
number of clock hours of stage 3 disease no longer is 
formally taken into consideration to identify eyes for 
which treatment is considered. Treatment should gen-
erally be accomplished within 72 h of determination 
that treatable disease is present. More urgent treat-
ment may be warranted in selected situations, such as 
the presence of aggressive posterior ROP.

Transpupillary laser photocoagulation delivered 
through an indirect ophthalmoscope has essentially 
replaced cryotherapy as the preferred treatment for 

acute ROP, though this modality is imperfect and 
has known serious complications. A diode or argon 
laser may be used to treat the entire peripheral avas-
cular zone, usually with the aid of scleral depres-
sion, though argon laser may be associated with an 
increased incidence of cataracts [51, 57]. The practi-
tioner may choose to place laser spots approximately 
1–1.5 lesion-widths apart or apply laser in a near-
continuous pattern (Fig. 25.4) [56]. Photocoagulation 
destroys the peripheral avascular retina responsible 
for increased cytokine production, thereby reducing 
the stimulus for neovascularization and the subse-
quent risk of retinal damage and detachment.

Treatment can be accomplished in the intensive care 
unit or operating room and under sedation, retrobulbar 
anesthesia, or general anesthesia [8], depending on the 
preferences of the neonatologist and treating ophthal-
mologist and the medical condition of the baby. Ma-
jor potential complications of laser treatment include 
diminished peripheral vision, cataract formation, 
intraocular bleeding, myopia, and retinal detachment.

25.10 Involution and Monitoring 
of Infants After Treatment

There is at present no reliable means for an ophthal-
mologist to predict which eyes will develop a poor 
outcome despite timely treatment. ROP in the poste-

Fig. 25.4 Use of individual laser spots 
(left) versus a near-continuous laser 
application (right) [56]. Source: Pay-
sse EA, Hussein MA, Miller AM, et al. 
(2007) Pulsed mode versus near-contin-
uous mode delivery of diode laser photo-
coagulation for high-risk retinopathy of 
prematurity. J AAPOS 11:388–392
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rior retina has the worst prognosis and such eyes often 
respond less favorably to laser intervention [3, 53]. 
“Skip lesions” (areas of the retina which have received 
insufficient or ineffective treatment) may be consid-
ered for supplemental laser if residual disease activity 
is noted in the days and weeks after treatment.

No official recommendations exist to guide the 
postoperative management of eyes that have been 
treated for ROP. Practitioners must depend almost 
exclusively on training and experience to guide post-
operative care. In a study on ROP involution after 
treatment of threshold disease, complete involution 
occurred in the majority of eyes within 3 weeks of 
laser treatment and all eyes had fully involuted or 
developed a retinal detachment by 9±3 weeks after 
treatment (Fig. 25.5) [17]. Traction retinal detach-
ments typically did not develop until several weeks 
after treatment, suggesting the need for close and fre-
quent follow-up after treatment. Eyes most likely to 
develop a retinal detachment in this study included 
eyes with zone I disease, marked vitreous organiza-
tion, and marked vitreous hemorrhage [17, 18].

25.11 Treatment of Chronic 
or Late-stage Disease

Few controlled scientific data exist to guide the man-
agement of late-stage disease, so physicians rely in 

large part on experience and clinical judgment to 
gauge the need for surgical intervention in patients 
who develop or who are considered at high risk for 
development of a traction retinal detachment. The 
management of stage 4a disease (extramacular, partial 
retinal detachment) remains controversial and there 
is no consensus as to the best treatment approach. 
Some surgeons may be reluctant to intervene when 
a stage 4a retinal detachment is present for several 
reasons, including fear of causing harm, lack of evi-
dence-based medicine to clearly support intervention 
at this stage, and fear of medicolegal consequences. 
Recognizing the universally poor outcomes associ-
ated with more advanced detachments [27], most 
vitreoretinal surgeons experienced in the manage-
ment of ROP-related retinal detachments do advocate 
treatment of stage 4a disease in selected eyes.

Anatomic and visual outcomes for treatment of 
stage 4a retinal detachments have generally been fa-
vorable in recent limited case series. Surgery at this 
stage is believed to reduce the risk of progression to 
more severe detachment profiles [13]. Lens-sparing 
vitrectomy with or without concurrent scleral buck-
ling has been associated with non-progression of 
detachments beyond stage 4a in up to 90% of eyes 
[13]. Visual outcomes after vitreoretinal surgery for 
stage 4a ROP were excellent in one study which re-
ported a mean visual acuity of 20/58 (range 20/200 to 
20/20) [58]. Recently, early vitrectomy was reported 
as an effective means for preventing retinal detach-
ment in aggressive posterior ROP [55].

Fig. 25.5 Kaplan-Meir analysis of rate of full involution of ROP after treatment of threshold ROP 
in 138 patients [18]. Source: Coats D K, Miller AM, Hussein MA, et al. (2005) Involution of retin-
opathy of prematurity after laser treatment: factors associated with development of retinal detach-
ment. Am J Ophthalmol 140:214–222
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25.12 Prognosis and Comorbidities

Treatment of type I ROP does not assure a favorable 
outcome. The ETROP study reported an unfavorable 
structural outcome in 9.0% of eyes treated at high-
risk prethreshold compared with 15.6% of conven-
tionally managed eyes [30]. The rate of unfavorable 
visual outcome (grating acuity <1.85 cycles per de-
gree, low vision, or blindness) in eyes treated at pre-
threshold in the ETROP study was 19.8% [30]. The 
fact that the visual outcome is less favorable than the 
structural outcome underscores that factors other than 
traction retinal detachment can lead to poor vision in 
premature infants, including optic atrophy, cortical 
(cerebral) visual impairment, and subclinical retinal 
abnormalities.

While most ROP regresses spontaneously by a 
process of involution or evolution from a vasopro-
liferative phase to a fibrotic phase [7], infants with 
ROP are at increased risk of other vision-threatening 
sequelae, even if they did not require treatment for 
high-risk ROP. These comorbidities include, but are 
not limited to, high myopia, strabismus, amblyopia, 
and reduced contrast sensitivity [6, 70]. Potential ab-
normalities associated with more severe ROP include 
macular dragging, cataract, glaucoma, retinal detach-
ment, and blindness.

25.13 Future Screening 
and Treatment Options

The advent of sophisticated imaging technology has 
allowed telemedicine to play an increasingly impor-
tant role in the screening and management of ROP. 
This has been necessitated in part by a lack of will-
ingness of ophthalmologists to remain or become 
involved in the care of premature infants. Semiauto-
mated analysis of retinal vasculature using specially 
designed computer software to detect vessel diameter 
and tortuosity [16, 22, 34, 76] has performed well in 
pilot studies and has shown promise as a potential 
means of increasing precision and reducing interex-
aminer variability in the assessment of plus disease. 
Telemedicine has the potential to impact the deliv-
ery, quality, and accessibility of ophthalmic care for 
infants with ROP, while minimizing strain on the 

limited number of physicians involved in the care of 
ROP. Before image-based screening can be imple-
mented on a large scale, clinical standards, diagnostic 
accuracy, sensitivity/specificity profiles, and reliabil-
ity must be established.

Follow-up procedures must be in place to ensure 
that infants with ROP are seen at the indicated inter-
vals, as failure to follow-up may result in blindness. 
A dedicated ROP coordinator can be very helpful in 
this regard.

Antioxidant therapy with vitamins E [24, 33, 35], 
A [52], and D-penicillamine [20] has been explored 
as a means of reducing oxygen free radical damage 
to prevent or treat ROP and remains controversial. 
Though each has shown some potential, concerns 
over side-effect profiles and efficacy have limited 
their use. Control of exogenous oxygen administra-
tion to maintain oxygen saturation at a level between 
88% and 93%, may help avoid hypoxemia and mini-
mize the risk of additional lung injury caused by ex-
posure to excessive oxygen concentrations [5, 10, 
11]. The finding of reduced levels of severe ROP in 
these studies has led many to recommend judicious 
oxygen use as a means to mitigate development of 
severe ROP [11, 32, 45].

In 2004, it was found that localized inhibition of 
VEGF could block pathologic retinal neovasculariza-
tion without affecting preexisting retinal vessels in 
mouse models of ROP [62], which has fueled trans-
lational research in humans. The upcoming prospec-
tive, multicenter BLOCK-ROP trial will explore the 
utility of the anti-VEGF drug bevacizumab (Avastin) 
as local therapy for severe ROP not responsive to la-
ser ablation.

25.14 Medicolegal Considerations

Medicolegal risk to those who examine and treat 
ROP is high [19]. It remains a fact that despite sig-
nificant advances in both the diagnosis and manage-
ment of severe ROP, infants can and still do suffer 
severe visual complications and even blindness as a 
result of the disease. This can occur despite the best 
of screening programs, the most experienced exam-
iner, optimal timing of diagnosis and treatment, and 
the most skilled surgeon. According to the ETROP 
study, an unfavorable structural outcome can be ex-
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pected to occur in approximately 10% of eyes treated 
at prethreshold [30].

Parents of premature infants are often unrealistic 
both in their understanding of their child’s medical 
condition and their expectations regarding outcomes. 
Parental understanding of ROP can be similarly unre-
alistic. Despite frequent communication with parents 
about the seriousness of the disease and the risks that 
their infant may face, parents are sometimes surprised 
that their child had an unfavorable outcome. Surprise 
over an unfavorable outcome, other medical comor-
bidities, family dynamics, and the financial stress of 
caring for a disabled child can be overwhelming. The 
sympathy elicited by a blind, disabled child is often 
enough to interest a plaintiff attorney in the pursuit 
of medicolegal action, even in a properly managed 
case. Misguided and even frankly unethical ophthal-
mologists are sometimes willing to support claims of 
medical malpractice in these situations, an unfortu-
nate reality that has contributed to a gradual attrition 
of practitioners willing to remain or become involved 
in the care of premature infants.

While the management of ROP cannot be distilled 
into a “cookbook,” medicolegal risks can be mitigated 
through training, experience, general adherence to 
formal ROP screening and treatment guidelines (with 
documented justification for deviations), and com-
munication with the families of at-risk infants.
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Core Messages

Albinism

The various subtypes of oculocutaneous • 
albinism are typically inherited in 
an autosomal recessive fashion, 
whereas ocular albinism is inherited 
in an X-linked pattern.

Decreased visual acuity occurs as a • 
consequence of foveal hypoplasia.

Misrouting of optic nerve fibers is • 
common with temporal retina fibers 
inappropriately routed contralaterally 
instead of ipsilaterally, resulting in 
impaired stereopsis and strabismus.

Congenital X-linked Retinoschisis

Congenital X-linked retinoschisis • 
(CXLRS) is the most common cause of 
juvenile macular degeneration in males.
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Retinal splitting occurs in • 
all layers of the retina.

Foveal schisis is seen in all forms of • 
CXLRS, while lamellar and peripheral 
bullous schisis are variably present.

A selectively reduced b-wave • 
electroretinogram (ERG) is characteristic 
of CXLRS, and is useful in differentiating 
CXLRS from other disease entities.

Apart from foveal schisis, vision may • 
also be compromised by amblyopia 
due to vitreous hemorrhage, a schisis 
bulla which interrupts the visual axis 
or extends through the macula, or a 
combined schisis-rhegmatogenous 
retinal detachment (RRD).

Heredodegenerative Retinal Degeneration

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a • 
heterogeneous group of inherited 
diseases that typically results in 
bilateral, symmetric, progressive 
degeneration of photoreceptor and 
retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells.

Pigmentary changes in the retinal mid-• 
periphery, waxy pallor of the optic nerve, 
retinal arteriolar attenuation, visual 
field abnormalities, and a flat scotopic 
ERG are the characteristic features.

Syndromic causes of RP should be • 
excluded by careful family history, 
medical history, and physical examination.

Best’s disease

Best’s disease is characterized by • 
an abnormal electrooculogram.

The clinical appearance of Best’s • 
disease is highly variable even 
within the same family.

Stargardt’s Disease/Fundus Flavimaculatus

Stargardt’s disease/fundus • 
flavimaculatus (STGD1/FF) is 
the most common recessively 
inherited macular degeneration.

It is characterized histopathologically • 
by the accumulation of lipofuscin 
pigment in the RPE cells.

The phenomenon of lack of choroidal • 
fluorescence (“dark choroid”) during 
the fluorescein angiogram is present in 
at least 50% of STGD1/FF patients.

Familial Exudative Vitreoretinopathy

Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy • 
(FEVR) is a hereditary retinal 
vascular disorder characterized by an 
avascular peripheral retina, exudation, 
and traction retinal detachment.

Eighty-five percent of eyes are • 
bilaterally involved, and asymmetric 
bilaterality is common.

Infants presenting in the first year of • 
life usually have a worse prognosis.

Persistent Fetal Vasculature Syndrome

The term refers to a spectrum of structural • 
changes in which the hyaloid vessels 
and tunica vascular lentis persist in an 
eye following birth, resulting in lens 
and/or posterior pole abnormalities.
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26.1 Introduction

Pediatric retinal diseases often present with striking 
clinical features, and can have a profound impact on 
visual outcome. Alternatively, both clinical findings 
and visual impact can be subtle. Some of these con-
ditions are covered elsewhere in this text: retinopa-
thy of prematurity (ROP) (Chap. 25), retinoblastoma 
(Chap. 27), and pediatric uveitis (Chap. 28). The 
pages that follow will provide practical insight into 
the current thinking and practice regarding the more 
common heredodegenerative retinal disorders, vaso-
proliferative retinopathies, and retinal detachment 
syndromes occurring in children.

26.2 Medical Pediatric Retina

26.2.1 Albinism

Albinism is comprised of a group of clinically and 
genetically heterogeneous disorders characterized by 

Persistent fetal vasculature syndrome • 
(PFVS) is unilateral 90% of the 
time, and the eye may range 
from small to normal in size.

Coats’ Disease

Typically a unilateral retinal vascular • 
disorder occurring predominantly in 
young males in the first decade of life.

Infants presenting in the first year of • 
life usually have a worse prognosis.

Norrie’s Disease

Patients often present as infants with • 
bilateral profound visual impairment, 
retinal dysplasia, and leukocoria.

Sensorineural hearing loss and • 
mental impairment occur in 
approximately 30% of patients.

Incontinentia Pigmenti

Inherited as an X-linked dominant • 
trait typically seen in only females, 
as it is usually lethal in males.

Ocular findings consist of • 
peripheral retinal non-perfusion and 
vitreoretinal neovascularization.

Cutaneous involvement is characteristic • 
with skin vesicles beginning at birth 
and hyper- and hypopigmented papular 
lesions on the trunk and extremities.

Skin, dental, central nervous • 
system, and skeletal involvement 
are associated features.

Pediatric Choroidal Neovascularization

Typically occurs as a complication • 
of infectious conditions, hereditary 
conditions, inflammatory conditions, 
or traumatic choroidal rupture.

Pediatric Retinal Detachment

Though uncommon, pediatric RRD • 
has a high rate of vision-threatening 
pathology in the companion eye.

Non-traumatic retinal detachments • 
in children are often syndromic.

Retinal detachment is usually • 
detected otherwise either on routine 
examination or routine follow-up 
to a prior surgical procedure.
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a congenital reduction in melanin pigment in the eye. 
Prevalence worldwide is in the order of 1/10,000 to 
1/20,000. Oculocutaneous albinism (OCA) affects 
the eye, skin, and hair. Melanin pigment deficiency is 
limited to the eye in the less common ocular albinism 
(OA) [7].

The various subtypes of OCA are typically inher-
ited in an autosomal recessive fashion. The most com-
mon subtypes are OCA1 and OCA2. OCA1 is associ-
ated with a varied deficiency of tyrosinase activity, an 
enzyme important in melanin synthesis. Patients with 
OCA1A have a complete absence of tyrosinase activ-
ity that does not significantly change over their life-
time. Individuals with OCA1B have varying levels of 
tyrosinase activity, tend to develop some pigmenta-
tion later in life, and have milder ocular findings than 
in OCA1A. OCA2, “tyrosinase-positive” albinism, 
is the most prevalent type found worldwide. OA is 
inherited in an X-linked pattern, thereby affecting 
predominantly males. Affected males and carrier fe-
males have abnormal, large melanosomes in melano-
cytes and keratinocytes.

Two potentially life-threatening syndromes as-
sociated with albinism are the Hermansky-Pudlak 
syndrome (HPS) and the Chédiak-Higashi syndrome 
(CHS). HPS is a genetically heterogeneous multisys-
tem disorder with clinical findings of ocular cutane-
ous albinism. Affected individuals have an immune 
defect which predisposes them to life-threatening 
bacterial infections, and an increased susceptibility 
to lymphoproliferative disorders. Patients also have 
a mild bleeding dysfunction due to absent platelet 
dense bodies. CHS patients typically have creamy 
white hypopigmented skin and metallic grey hair. 
Defects in natural killer activity result in recurrent 
pyogenic bacterial infections. Bleeding and neuro-
logic problems also tend to develop.

Clinical Findings

Diagnosis of albinism is typically based on the clini-
cal presentation of ocular and/or systemic findings. 
Both types of OCA1 are born with white hair and 
skin, whereas OCA2 has a variable amount of visible 
pigmentation at birth. Clinically, the phenotype of 
OA is similar to that of the ocular findings observed 
in OCA but with normal skin and hair pigmentation. 
Carrier females of OA, however, may have a fundu-

scopic examination with a mosaic pigmentation pat-
tern. Congenital nystagmus during the first 3 months 
of life may be the initial presenting ophthalmic clini-
cal sign. Iris and fundus hypopigmentation are the 
hallmark diagnostic clinical findings in most OA 
patients. Marked iris transillumination defects and 
a “blonde” fundus are typical findings. Foveal hyp-
oplasia with loss of the normal foveal depression and 
light reflex is characteristic of albinism, and the cause 
for decreased visual acuity in this disorder. Optical 
coherence tomography (OCT) is very useful in the 
diagnosis of foveal hypoplasia in otherwise normal-
appearing patients with OA. Visual evoked potential 
studies demonstrate optic nerve fiber misrouting. 
HPS and CHS diagnosis is based primarily on their 
clinical features, although HPS has available molecu-
lar genetic testing.

Clinical Course and Management

Visual acuity will usually range from 20/40 to 20/400, 
with intact color vision. Misrouting of optic nerve fi-
bers is common with temporal retina fibers inappro-
priately routed contralaterally instead of ipsilaterally, 
resulting in impaired stereopsis and strabismus. Due 
to potentially life threatening complications, patients 
suspected with HPS or CHS should be promptly re-
ferred to a hematologist for evaluation. Referral to a 
geneticist can facilitate DNA diagnostic evaluation, 
and electron microscopic testing of skin or hair bulb 
melanocytes can help in the diagnosis of the type of 
albinism and provide counseling for the family. On-
going care with the ophthalmologist, low-vision spe-
cialist, and dermatologist is important.

26.2.2 Congenital X-linked 
Retinoschisis

Congenital X-linked retinoschisis (CXLRS) is pre-
dominantly inherited in an X-linked recessive distri-
bution. It is the most common cause of juvenile macu-
lar degeneration in males affecting 5,000–25,000 live 
births worldwide. Affected individuals have a 96% 
incidence of a mutation in the XLRS1 gene, result-
ing in expression of an aberrant retinoschisin protein. 
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Mothers are typically asymptomatic obligate carriers 
of the disease with normal retinal examinations and 
normal electroretinograms (ERG), but often have a 
positive family history of male members in the fam-
ily with a history of vision loss [14].

Clinical Findings

Patients may present in infancy with a diagnosis of 
amblyopia, strabismus, or nystagmus, but most pa-
tients will present between 5 and 10 years of age with 
difficulties in school. The disease is characterized 
by structural deficits in the retinal layers resulting in 
foveal schisis and peripheral bullous schisis cavities 
most commonly affecting the inferior retinal periph-
ery. Retinal splitting was previously thought to occur 
primarily in the nerve fiber layer. Analysis of the reti-
nal layers by OCT has revealed that schisis occurs in 
all layers of the retina, most commonly in the outer 
plexiform layer. The finding on OCT of fine, coalesc-
ing extramacular intraretinal schisis cavities is re-
ferred to as lamellar schisis. Foveal schisis is seen in 
all forms of CXLRS, while lamellar and peripheral 
bullous schisis are variably present [11]. Electroretin-
ography (ERG) typically shows an “electronegative” 
waveform, consisting of a normal a-wave amplitude 
and a selectively reduced b-wave amplitude.

Bullous peripheral schisis cavities may cause am-
blyopia when they extend superiorly to interrupt the 
visual axis. Disruption of the thin inner wall of schi-
sis bullae may result in interruption of a retinal vessel 
and amblyogenic vitreous hemorrhage. Rhegmatog-
enous retinal detachment (RRD) is uncommon, and 
may be difficult to diagnose in CXLRS.

Clinical Course and Management

The clinical course is variable with severity in vi-
sual loss ranging from 20/50 to no light perception. 
Currently there is no treatment for foveal or lamellar 
schisis in CXLRS. Vitreoretinal surgery may be nec-
essary when bullous CXLRS results in interruption 
of the visual axis or threatens to extend through the 
fovea, to address an amblyogenic vitreous hemor-
rhage, and to repair combined schisis-RRD. Laser 
retinopexy can create a mechanical barrier to pre-
vent progression of bullous retinal schisis, but there 

is risk of iatrogenic full-thickness retinal break. Cor-
rection of refractive errors and early intervention 
with amblyopia therapy are vital during the entire 
visual development of the child. Low-vision aids in 
conjunction with a low-vision specialist can be in-
valuable as the child gets older. Protective eyewear 
is recommended.

26.2.3 Heredodegenerative 
Retinal Degeneration

Pigmentary retinopathy is a generalized reference 
to a panretinal deterioration of the retina and retinal 
pigment epithelium (RPE). The pigmentary retinopa-
thies can be divided into primary retinitis pigmentosa 
(RP), in which the disorder is exclusively found in 
the eyes without any other systemic manifestations, 
and secondary pigmentary retinopathy, in which the 
retinal degeneration is associated with a multiorgan 
syndrome.

26.2.3.1 Primary Retinitis Pigmentosa

Retinitis pigmentosa is a heterogeneous group of 
inherited diseases that typically results in bilateral, 
symmetric, progressive degeneration of photorecep-
tor and RPE cells.

Inheritance Pattern

Retinitis pigmentosa is a heterogeneous assembly 
of gene mutations affecting various molecular path-
ways, and with diverse inheritance patterns [3]. Auto-
somal dominant (AD) RP has been estimated to com-
prise 10% of cases, is usually the mildest form, and 
is often undiagnosed until the second to fourth de-
cade. Autosomal recessive (AR) RP comprises 84% 
of cases, is often more severe, usually present in the 
first two decades of life with significant loss of pe-
ripheral visual field and visual acuity deterioration to 
worse than 20/200. Forty percent of cases are associ-
ated with some form of systemic syndrome. X-linked 
(XL) cases constitute only 6% of all cases, yet tend 
to have the most severe phenotype of RP. Clinically, 
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affected males show early onset and present within 
the first decade of life with severe retinal degenera-
tion. Carrier females can have no clinical effect to 
severe dysfunction depending on the lyonization of 
their retina and RPE cells [8].

Clinical Findings

Children with RP typically present either asymptom-
atic with a known family history or symptomatic with 
a variety of symptoms and signs: night blindness and 
symptoms of difficulty with dark adaptation, poor vi-
sion, nystagmus, and strabismus are common. The 
scotopic ERG is typically flat. Kinetic (Goldmann) 
visual field (VF) testing may reveal a classic “ring 
scotoma” caused by mid-peripheral rod degeneration 
early in the disease. Central vision is preserved until 
relatively late.

The classic triad of RP is “bone spicule” pigmen-
tary accumulations in the mid-periphery, waxy pallor 
of the optic nerve, and retinal arteriolar attenuation. 
Older patients may develop vitreous cells, cystoid 
macular edema, macular pucker, and/or macular pig-
ment migration. Optic nerve drusen and posterior 
subcapsular cataract may occur as well.

Clinical Course and Management

As the disease progresses, central visual acuity de-
creases as cone function deteriorates. A thorough 
history, including a detailed family history, physical 
examination, ERG, and kinetic visual field testing 
should be performed in the workup of any pigmen-
tary retinopathy. Fluorescein angiography and OCT 
are useful to detect and monitor cystoid macular 
edema, a potentially reversible cause of vision loss 
in RP patients when treated with systemic or topical 
carbonic anhydrase inhibitors. Posterior subcapsular 
cataract may be disproportionately symptomatic due 
to the impact on central vision. Early cataract surgery 
is commonly necessary to maintain visual acuity. 
Periodic monitoring of lens and macular status, se-
rial perimetry, genetic counseling, and working with 
a low-vision specialist are appropriate management 
considerations.

26.2.3.2 Secondary Pigmentary 
Retinopathies

Usher disease is a heterogeneous autosomal reces-
sive disease, and usually manifests clinically as 
initial bilateral sensorineural hearing loss followed 
by vision loss secondary to RP in late childhood or 
adolescence. Total blindness can occur by the third 
or fourth decade. Type I Usher disease patients have 
severe hearing loss with vestibular dysfunction and 
an earlier onset of vision loss compared to type II 
Usher disease patients who have a milder course with 
normal vestibular function. Type III has a variable 
course with regard to onset of vision loss, vestibular 
dysfunction, and progressive hearing loss [6].

Leber’s congenital amaurosis (LCA) presents in 
the first year of life with severely affected vision, 
poor pupillary reactions, and sensory nystagmus. Vi-
sual acuity ranges from 20/200 to no light percep-
tion when older. Clinical findings are varied as well, 
and patients may have a normal-appearing fundus, 
colobomas, bull’s eye maculopathy, peripheral bone 
spicules, or diffuse peripheral fine white dots. Kerato-
conus, cataract, and hyperopia can also be associated 
with LCA. A markedly attenuated or non-recordable 
ERG in an infant is characteristic [1].

The infantile or late-infantile form of neuronal 
ceroid lipofuscinosis (NCL), or Batten’s disease, is 
one of the most common neurogenic lysosomal stor-
age diseases of childhood, and can present with vi-
sual inattention and nystagmus. Hypotonia, seizure 
disorder, developmental delay, vision loss, and poor 
motor control are trademarks of NCL.

Other syndromic causes of RP include Bardet-
Biedl syndrome (polydactyly, intellectual develop-
mental delay, hypogonadism, obesity, renal dysfunc-
tion), Kearns-Sayre syndrome (chronic progressive 
external ophthalmoplegia, ataxia, ptosis, sensorineu-
ral hearing loss, heart block cardiomyopathy, white 
matter brain disease with a mitochondrial inheritance 
pattern), Friedrich’s ataxia (ataxia, sensory loss, cer-
ebellar dysfunction that is associated with vitamin E 
deficiency), and abetalipoproteinemia, also known 
as Bassen-Kornzweig syndrome (characterized by 
ataxia, fat intolerance, sensory neuropathy, and 
acanthocytosis). Patients with abetalipoproteinemia 
should be on a fat-free diet and receive supplemental 
vitamin E, A, and K.
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A detailed family and medical history, and physi-
cal examination should identify systemic involve-
ment associated with a pigmentary retinopathy, and 
the diagnosis needs to be made such that treatable 
and potentially life-threatening systemic conditions 
can be managed.

26.2.4 Best’s Disease

Best’s disease is inherited in an autosomal dominant 
manner with variable expressivity, with phenotypes 
ranging from an opthalmoscopically normal-appear-
ing fundus (seen in 5–32% of carriers) to an orange-
yellow vitelliform lesion to a gliotic macular scar. 
The penetrance of Best’s disease, however, is com-
plete as all patients with the genetic disorder have an 
abnormal electrooculogram (EOG), the hallmark of 
this macular dystrophy. The disease locus has been 
mapped to 11q13, and the defective gene in Best’s 
disease is VMD2, which encodes for the RPE trans-
membrane chloride channel, bestrophin [9].

Clinical Findings

The clinical appearance of Best’s disease is highly 
variable even within the same family. The most char-
acteristic appearance is the orange-yellow “egg-yolk” 
(vitelliform) lesions in the central macula. Vitelliform 
lesions may have a variety of appearances depending 
on the resorption of lipofuscin pigment. Choroidal 
neovascularization (CNV), a well-demarcated gliotic 
scar, and macular RPE atrophy may also occur. Vitel-
liform lesions have been reported in infants as early 
as 1 week old, and may persist into late adulthood. 
Multiple lesions have also been described in the same 
eye, referred to as multifocal Best’s disease.

Fluorescein angiographic findings depend on the 
type of fundus lesion present. Lipofuscin blocks fluo-
rescein transmission early. Resorption of lipofuscin 
in the vitelliform lesion and subsequent RPE atrophy 
results in RPE transmission defects, early hyperfluo-
rescence that fades in the late phase of the angiogram. 
When present, CNV demonstrates typical early hy-
perfluorescence followed by late, expanding leakage. 
Disciform scars will stain with dye in the late phases 
of the angiogram.

Best’s disease is characterized by an abnormal 
EOG (most affected patients have an Arden ratio 
of less than 1.5, as compared to a normal value of 
greater than 1.7), with a normal ERG and dark ad-
aptation. The EOG measures the standing electric 
potential that exists across the RPE, which oscillates 
depending on illumination intensities.

Clinical Course and Management

Vision may be normal or mildly reduced even with 
a large subfoveal vitelliform lesion. Most (75%) pa-
tients maintain 20/40 vision or better in at least one 
eye through middle age. All family members of af-
fected patients should undergo dilated funduscopic 
examination, and be offered genetic testing and coun-
seling. There is no treatment for Best’s disease apart 
from CNV, which is infrequent.

26.2.5 Stargardt’s Disease/
Fundus Flavimaculatus

Stargardt’s disease/fundus flavimaculatus (STGD1/
FF) is the most common recessively inherited macular 
degeneration, affecting roughly 1 in 10,000 people. 
Dominant inherited pedigrees have been reported. 
Although controversial, Stargardt’s disease (STGD) 
and fundus flavimaculatus (FF) are considered as part 
of a spectrum of the same disease entity, STGD1/FF, 
with different allelic expressions. Autosomal reces-
sive STGD is caused by a mutation in the ABCA4 
(ABCR) gene, which encodes the ATP-binding cas-
sette transporter on chromosome 1p. FF maps to this 
same region. The pathologic accumulation of toxic 
lipofuscin pigment in the RPE cells suggests a dis-
order in lipopigment metabolism leading to RPE cell 
dysfunction, subsequent photoreceptor death, and se-
vere vision loss in affected patients [15].

Clinical Findings

Stargardt’s disease/fundus flavimaculatus is typically 
a bilaterally symmetric progressive retinal degen-
eration. The classic Stargardt phenotype is a central 
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beaten-bronze bull’s eye maculopathy with yellow-
white flecks at the level of the RPE or deep retina, 
usually concentrated in paracentral macula and the 
posterior pole. Children with STGD will usually 
present with visual complaints and central macular 
involvement in the early to mid-teens, although on-
set of symptoms typically starts several years prior 
to presentation. Patients with the FF phenotype–par-
acentral and more diffuse peripheral flecks as com-
pared to STGD patients without atrophic macular 
involvement—will typically present in early or mid-
adult life. The peripheral flecks are transitory and 
may appear in the second decade, and disappear and 
reappear over decades. The FF phenotype, however, 
tends to have a more severe deterioration of retinal 
and visual function as compared to patients with the 
STGD phenotype with or without typical central le-
sions.

Fluorescein angiography is often useful for di-
agnosis. The phenomenon of a “dark” or “silent” 
choroid describes the lack of choroidal fluorescence 
during the fluorescein angiogram, and this finding is 
present in at least 50% of STGD1/FF patients. The 
absence of this sign does not exclude the diagnosis of 
STGD1/FF. The dark choroid effect has been thought 
to be due to blockage of the choroidal flush by the 
lipofuscin-laden RPE cells. This theory has been 
challenged by little or lack of correlation between li-
pofuscin concentration and presence or absence of a 
dark choroid on fluorescein angiography. Flecks may 
be hypofluorescent, presumably because of blockage, 
or display adjacent hyperfluorescence secondary to 
RPE transmission defect.

Clinical Course and Management

Early in the disease, loss of central vision may be 
out of proportion to funduscopic examination. Visual 
dysfunction can range from mild to expanding central 
scotoma over time, or have peripheral degeneration 
with accompanying loss of peripheral visual field and 
ERG loss. Visual acuity typically ranges from 20/50 
to 20/200. There is currently no treatment for STGD/
FF.

26.3 Vasoproliferative 
Vitreoretinopathies

26.3.1 Familial Exudative 
Vitreoretinopathy

Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR) is an in-
herited retinal vascular disorder characterized by an 
avascular peripheral retina, extraretinal fibrovascular 
proliferation, exudation, an abnormal vitreoretinal 
interface, and traction retinal detachment. Patients 
with the FEVR mutation may present with an avas-
cular retinal periphery without exudation or vasopro-
liferative findings, or with a clinically normal retina 
(incomplete penetrance although mutation present). 
The disease may be inherited in an autosomal domi-
nant, autosomal recessive, or X-linked manner. Fam-
ily history can be instrumental in making a diagnosis. 
In 55% of cases there is no known family history of 
the disease, though on peripheral fundus examination 
vascular abnormalities are commonly uncovered in 
an asymptomatic parent. Earlier reports of retinopa-
thy of prematurity (ROP) in full-term infants were 
likely, in reality, infants with FEVR and a negative 
family history [18].

Clinical Findings

The clinical manifestations of FEVR include an avas-
cular peripheral retina, neovascular buds at the junc-
tion of vascular and avascular retina, fibrovascular 
proliferation extending into the vitreous, and often a 
characteristic traction detachment producing a retinal 
fold which extends through the macula. Subretinal ex-
udates, dragged retinal vessels, and retinal folds that 
can extend to the lens may also be seen. The clinical 
appearance may mimic not only ROP, but also Coats’ 
disease, Norrie’s disease, incontinentia pigmenti, and 
retinoblastoma. The diagnosis is usually made by 
clinical examination, patient history, birth history, 
and family history. In its most severe forms, a total 
retinal detachment due to exudation and fibrovascu-
lar proliferation can result, and render diagnosis more 
challenging. FEVR is usually, but not invariably, bi-
lateral and asymmetric. Fluorescein angiography will 
often unmask peripheral non-perfusion in a seem-
ingly normal-appearing companion eye.
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Clinical Course and Management

Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy is a chronic 
life-long disease with periods of exacerbation and re-
mission and frequent examinations are necessary for 
appropriate management. Patients who present with 
symptomatic FEVR (strabismus, amblyopia, or leu-
kocoria most commonly) in infancy and early child-
hood often have a poor prognosis. Treatment of FEVR 
depends on the severity of the pathology. Exudation, 
even if asymptomatic, is initially treated with laser 
ablation of the avascular retina. Fluorescein angiog-
raphy can be useful to identify the extent of the avas-
cular retina and guide peripheral ablation. Tractional 
retinal detachment may be managed by vitrectomy in 
some cases. Family members of suspected patients 
with FEVR should have a thorough peripheral retinal 
examination to aid in the diagnosis.

26.3.2 Persistent Fetal 
Vasculature Syndrome

Persistent fetal vasculature syndrome (PFVS), pre-
viously known as persistent hyperplastic primary 
vitreous (PHPV), refers to a spectrum of structural 
changes in which the hyaloid vessels and tunica vas-
cular lentis (TVL) persist in an eye following birth. 
The hyaloid system, or primary vitreous, fills the vit-
reous cavity and is more than just the hyaloid vessel 
connecting the optic nerve to the posterior lens. The 
TVL extends both anterior and posterior to the lens, 
interweaving with the hyaloid system posteriorly and 
the ciliary processes as well. The hyaloid system typ-
ically regresses by 28–30 weeks of gestational age. 
Incomplete hyaloidal involution may result in a pos-
terior lens opacity of variable severity, and a number 
of characteristic potential posterior pole abnormali-
ties. No distinct genetic mutation has been associated 
for typical unilateral PFVS [19].

Clinical Findings

Ninety percent of the time PFVS is unilateral. Eyes 
with PFVS are typically, but not invariably, smaller 
compared to the normal fellow eye, with a posterior 

lens opacity and a stalk that connects the posterior 
lens to the optic disc. Anterior or posterior changes 
may predominate in a given eye. Visual potential is 
most dependent on the extent of posterior involve-
ment (especially optic nerve and peripapillary retina) 
and the size of the eye. Retinal dysplasia is found in 
varying amounts in PFVS, and may limit visual func-
tion as well.

Clinical Course and Management

When an eye is normal in size and leukocoria is the 
prominent ocular finding, the most important differ-
ential diagnostic consideration is retinoblastoma. Ul-
trasonographic and/or radiographic imaging (CT or 
MRI) can be performed to detect intraocular calcifi-
cations and aid in the diagnosis.

Visual evoked potentials (VEP) are useful, com-
paring an affected eye to its normal companion, when 
trying to determine visual potential of the affected 
eye. If the visual evoked potential is positive, it is 
reasonable to consider surgical repair. With minor 
eccentric lens opacity, lens-sparing vitrectomy with 
interruption of the stalk is in order. Peripapillary reti-
nal detachments will often resolve following vitrec-
tomy, and the eye is allowed to grow more normally. 
Anatomic and visual results are variable following 
surgery, and depend not only on preoperative ocular 
anatomy but also timing of surgery, whether the lens 
was removed, and postoperative amblyopic therapy. 
Monocular precautions and the use of safety glasses 
lifelong are standard recommendations.

26.3.3 Coats’ Disease

Coats’ disease is typically a unilateral retinal vascular 
disorder (90%) occurring predominantly (up to 90%) 
in young males in the first decade of life. Inheritance 
is primarily sporadic. Mildly affected individuals 
can present late in adulthood, typically with vitre-
ous hemorrhage in the setting of posterior vitreous 
detachment. Patients who are younger at presentation 
are affected more severely. No racial or ethnic predis-
position or environmental factors have been linked to 
Coats’ disease [12].
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Clinical Findings

Children typically will present with strabismus, 
leukocoria, or poor vision on routine vision screen-
ing. Characteristic funduscopic findings in Coats’ 
disease are focal vascular telangiectasias and “light 
bulb-shaped” aneurysmal dilatations. It is generally 
held that breakdown of the blood–retinal barrier of 
the capillary endothelium causes plasma leakage into 
vessel walls and ultimately form dilatations and te-
langiectasias. Continued leakage into nearby retinal 
tissue results in the characteristic intraretinal and 
subretinal cholesterol exudates, hemorrhage, and 
subretinal fluid.

More severely affected patients have an associated 
serous detachment of the neurosensory retina which 
can be localized or total. Visual compromise occurs 
as a consequence of accumulation of exudative mate-
rial in the macular area, secondary macular changes 
(RPE atrophy or subfoveal fibrosis), exudative de-
tachment involving the macula, and amblyopia.

Clinical Course and Management

If left untreated, eyes with Coats’ disease deteriorate. 
Gomez Morales reported that 64% of untreated pa-
tients who were followed for 5 years developed total 
retinal detachments and 32% developed secondary 
glaucoma [5]. Not uncommonly, advanced unilateral 
Coats’ disease must be differentiated from retinoblas-
toma. Funduscopic (microvascular dilatations), ultra-
sonographic, and radiographic (CT or MRI) findings 
(intraocular calcification) can help in the diagno-
sis when serous detachment or disorganization is a 
prominent feature.

Fluorescein angiography is helpful in juvenile 
Coats’ disease in not only diagnosis but also iden-
tifying treatable areas. Discrete “light bulb-shaped” 
aneurysmal vessels hyperfluoresce early and leak late 
into the subretinal space. In addition, normal-appear-
ing areas of non-perfused retina are more effectively 
identified for treatment.

All abnormal vasculature and areas of non-perfu-
sion are treated with photocoagulation or cryother-
apy ablation. Multiple treatment sessions are often 
needed to adequately treat the abnormal vasculature 
initially. Recurrences may occur long after successful 
treatment. Consequently, children with Coats’ disease 

should be followed every 6 months to monitor for ad-
ditional ablative therapy as needed. In cases of partial 
retinal detachment, scleral buckle may be performed 
with external drainage of subretinal fluid to facilitate 
peripheral retinal ablation and reduce exudative ac-
tivity.

26.3.4 Norrie’s Disease

Norrie’s disease is a rare vitreoretinal dystrophy that 
is inherited in an X-linked recessive pattern. Patients 
with Norrie’s disease often present with bilateral pro-
found visual impairment, retinal dysplasia, and leuko-
coria. Sensorineural hearing loss and mental impair-
ment occur in approximately 30% of patients. Ocular 
findings include retinal dysplasia, traction retinal de-
tachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and persistent fetal 
vasculature. The retina peripheral to posterior pole 
detachment is often avascular. The Norrie’s disease 
gene (NDP), originally known as the EVR2 gene, en-
codes for the norrin protein, a member of the cysteine 
knot proteins, which acts as a ligand in the canonical 
Wnt receptor/beta-catenin signal transduction path-
way. Dysregulation in NDP has led to a unifying clas-
sification system of congenital vitreoretinopathies as 
“NDP-related,” and includes PFVS, Coats’ disease, 
X-linked FEVR, and ROP [20].

Clinical Course and Management

If the patient has visual potential as demonstrated by 
a visual evoked potential, vitrectomy surgery can be 
considered to relieve the traction between the retina 
and the lens. Visual potential is limited to hand mo-
tions to light perception vision, even with resorp-
tion of subretinal fluid, due to the severity of retinal 
dysplasia. Molecular genetic analysis should be per-
formed, and families should receive genetic counsel-
ing.

26.3.5 Incontinentia Pigmenti

Incontinentia pigmenti (IP; Bloch-Sulzberger syn-
drome) is inherited as an X-linked dominant trait. 
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Mutation of the NEMO gene, a defect in the NF-kB 
pathway, is found in 90% of patients with IP. IP is 
typically seen only in females, as it is usually lethal 
in males [4].

Skin, dental, CNS, skeletal, and ocular findings 
may be seen in IP. Cutaneous involvement is charac-
teristic with skin vesicles beginning at birth and hy-
per- and hypopigmented papular lesions on the trunk 
and extremities. Delayed and disrupted dental devel-
opment, delayed intellectual development, seizure 
disorder, strokes, microcephaly, scoliosis, and spina 
bifida are other features seen in IP. Ocular findings 
consist of peripheral retinal non-perfusion and vit-
reoretinal neovascularization. Cataracts, optic nerve 
atrophy, iris hypoplasia, nystagmus, corneal opaci-
ties, retinal folds and detachment, microphthalmia, 
strabismus, and macular ischemia may also be seen 
in IP. The differential diagnosis includes ROP, FEVR, 
Norrie’s disease, and PFVS. Intervention treats the 
underlying pathology: laser or cryotherapy for active 
neovascularization, or vitrectomy surgery for retinal 
detachment.

Clinical Course and Management

Similar to ROP and FEVR, prompt prophylactic 
treatment of avascular peripheral retina should be 
performed to help prevent neovascularization and 
retinal detachment.

26.3.6 Pediatric Choroidal 
Neovascularization

Subfoveal choroidal neovascularization in children 
is a rare event, typically occurring as a complication 
of infectious conditions (e.g., toxoplasmosis, Toxo-
cara canis, rubella retinopathy, ocular histoplasmosis 
syndrome), hereditary conditions (e.g., North Caro-
lina macular dystrophy, Best’s disease), inflammatory 
conditions (e.g., pars planitis, Vogt-Koyanagi-Har-
ada syndrome, serpiginous choroidopathy, multifo-
cal choroiditis, punctate inner choroidopathy), and 
traumatic choroidal rupture. Other etiologies include 
Coats’ disease, pathologic myopia, angioid streaks, 
choroidal osteoma, chronic uveitis, fundus flavimacu-

latus, choroideremia, after photocoagulation, sickle 
cell retinopathy, optic disc drusen, congenital optic 
pits, or idiopathic. Visual acuity may be compromised 
by the subfoveal location of the choroidal neovascular 
complex, exudative macular detachment, subretinal or 
subretinal pigment epithelial hemorrhage, and cystoid 
degenerative changes of the neurosensory retina [13].

The prognosis of subfoveal neovascularization 
in children is reportedly more favorable than adult 
neovascularization from either exudative age-related 
macular degeneration (ARMD) or presumed ocular 
histoplasmosis. Fifty-eight percent of subretinal neo-
vascular membranes in children and adolescents un-
dergo spontaneous involution, with 29% achieving a 
final visual acuity of 20/50. Initial visual acuity is a 
useful predictor of final visual acuity. Nonetheless, 
40% of children with subretinal neovascular mem-
branes progress to disciform scar with loss of central 
vision measured at less than 20/200.

Clinical Course and Management

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) with verteporfin may 
be considered in the pediatric population although 
RPE alterations have been described in some reports. 
Surgical excision can be considered if the subfoveal 
CNV is refractory to medical therapy and tends to 
have a more favorable outcome than submacular sur-
gery in adults for exudative ARMD likely due to the 
location of the CNV anterior to the RPE in children.

Although PDT and submacular surgery is a con-
sideration in patients with worsening vision, their fu-
tures in the era of intravitreal anti-VEGF treatments 
(e.g., bevacizumab and ranibizumab) is uncertain. 
The safety profile of anti-VEGF treatments in chil-
dren is currently not known, and they should be used 
with caution.

26.4 Pediatric Rhegmatogenous 
Retinal Detachment

Though rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (RRD) 
has an incidence of approximately 12.4 cases per 
100,000 population, RRD occurring in the pediat-
ric age group (birth to 18 years of age) accounts for 
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only 3.2–5.6% of the total (approximately 0.38–0.69 
per 100,000 population). However, the rate of vi-
sion-threatening pathology in the companion eye in 
children may be as high as 90% [2]. Pediatric retinal 
detachments in children unrelated to globe-disrupting 
trauma or acute ROP in infancy are seen most often in 
association with myopia (both isolated ocular or syn-
drome-associated) or antecedent intraocular surgery.

Clinical Findings

Poor visual acuity is generally the presenting symp-
tom. Retinal detachment is usually detected other-
wise either on routine examination, or routine follow-
up to a prior surgical procedure. The mean duration 
of vision loss prior to repair may be several weeks, 
ranging from immediate awareness to many months. 
The tendency to late diagnosis has predictable conse-
quences. Pediatric RRD presents more commonly as 
macula-off relative to adults, with proliferative vit-
reoretinopathy (PVR) present at initial presentation 
in nearly half of all eyes. Retinal dialyses are seen 
most often following prior intraocular surgical proce-
dures. Non-traumatic retinal detachments in children 
are often syndromic.

26.4.1 Stickler Syndromes

The Stickler syndromes (hereditary or progressive oc-
uloarthropathy) type 1 and type 2 are the most common 
causes of retinal detachment in children, occurring as 
a consequence of mutation in a collagen gene. Myo-
pia, an “optically empty vitreous,” and retinal detach-
ment are frequent ocular features. The most common 
form, type 1 Stickler’s, is associated with a mutation 
in the type II collagen gene (collagen 2A1) located on 
chromosome 12q13.11-p13.2, and clinically demon-
strates a “membranous” vitreous. The less commonly 
encountered form of Stickler’s syndrome (type 2, due 
to a defect in the collagen 11A1 gene involved in 
type XI collagen production) maps to chromosomal 
locus 1p21. Such patients have a fibrillar or “beaded” 
vitreous. Mutation in the collagen 11A2 gene results 
in a systemic Stickler phenotype without ocular find-
ings (type III), mapping to chromosomal locus 6p21. 
Direct DNA testing is available for all three loci to 
confirm diagnosis or for prenatal testing.

Deafness, orofacial features, and arthritis are as-
sociated components of type 1 Stickler’s syndrome 
[17]. More than 17 mutations have been described 
for the highly penetrant type 1 gene, with consider-
able phenotypic variability. Some patients present 
without associated systemic features, and a fundus 
appearance characterized by a radial perivascular ret-
inal degeneration. The vitreoretinal degeneration of 
type 1 Stickler’s syndrome may be visible in the first 
decade, with retinal holes and tears occurring within 
the lesion and at its margins.

Individuals with type 1 Stickler’s syndrome 
(col2A1 mutation) have a high risk of RRD during 
childhood, in the order of 50%. The RRDs seen in 
Stickler’s syndrome are unusual as multiple retinal 
breaks and giant retinal tears are common.

26.4.2 Marfan Syndrome

Marfan syndrome is due to a mutation in the fibrillin 1 
gene (FBN1, locus 15q21.1). Skeletal, cardiovascular, 
and ocular findings are characteristic of the autosomal 
dominant syndrome. Ectopia lentis with superotempo-
ral displacement, lens coloboma, and axial high myopia 
with scleral thinning are common ocular findings.

Retinal detachment occurs in 5–11% of patients, 
increasing to 8–38% in association with ectopia len-
tis or following lens surgery. Retinal detachment 
typically occurs in the third decade, but can be see in 
childhood. There is high relative prevalence of giant 
retinal tear, bilateral retinal detachment, total retinal 
detachment, macula-off retinal detachment, and PVR 
on initial presentation [16].

Circumferential laser and silicone tamponade are 
commonly employed during RRD repair. Autologous 
plasmin enzyme can be useful as a surgical adjuvant 
to eliminate the need for a scleral buckle by removing 
the pre-retinal scaffold for posterior PVR.

26.4.3 Colobomatous 
Rhegmatogenous 
Retinal Detachment

Colobomata may occur in the iris, lens, ciliary body, 
retina, choroid, and optic nerve and are described 
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as “typical” when present inferonasally. Additional 
ocular findings may include microphthalmia, micro-
cornea, cataract, and retinal detachment. The high 
incidence of associated systemic defects (~40%) un-
derscores the importance of pediatric referral [10].

Optic nerve coloboma occurs as a consequence of 
incomplete closure of the optic stalk in weeks 5–7 
of embryogenesis. Optic nerve coloboma may oc-
cur sporadically, or in association with multisystem 
abnormalities. In general, visual potential in an eye 
with an optic nerve coloboma correlates with foveal 
anatomy. Discerning fovea anatomy may pose a chal-
lenge due to alteration of foveal detail. Chorioretinal 
colobomas are known to predispose to retinal detach-
ment (in the order of 8%). The retina overlying the 
choroidal defect is thin and prone to breaks within or 
along the margin of the coloboma.

Retinal detachments associated with coloboma may 
occur in infancy, but are most typically seen in child-
hood. Rarely, they may resolve spontaneously. Visual 
acuity is typically poor, even with successful repair.

Retinal detachments associated with coloboma are 
uniquely challenging. The retinal break occurs within 
the coloboma. The posterior hyaloid is typically at-
tached firmly at the edge of the coloboma. Repair of 
the retinal detachment is usually by vitrectomy with 
silicone oil tamponade. Laser retinopexy is performed 
around the circumference of the coloboma to achieve 
chorioretinal adhesion. Without retinopexy around 
the coloboma there is significant probability that sili-
cone oil will track into the subretinal space via the 
open break within the coloboma, the same path that 
accounts for the RRD.

Clinical Course and Management

Detachment of the fovea, especially repeated detach-
ment, has a particularly devastating effect on visual 
acuity in children. Primary retinal detachment due 
to a single retinal break or idiopathic retinal dialysis 
with no/low-grade PVR is typically managed with 
a scleral buckling procedure. Predictably, such eyes 
have the best prognosis, with repair rates reported at 
80% or more.

Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment with PVR 
is usually managed by combined scleral buckle and 
vitrectomy. Giant retinal tears are repaired with vit-
rectomy, endolaser, and silicone oil in most instances, 
and the lens is often sacrificed to facilitate meticulous 
vitreous removal. Autologous plasmin enzyme may 
be used to assist vitrectomy in colobomatous detach-
ments and schisis-rhegmatogenous detachment.

The high rate of bilaterality of retinal detachment 
due to giant retinal tear in Stickler’s and Marfan 
syndromes justifies consideration of prophylactic 
retinopexy of the fellow eye in these patients. Laser 
treatment should be circumferential, not focal, as os-
tensibly normal-appearing retina is vulnerable to de-
tachment.

Though the incidence of RRD in childhood is 
quite low, the high incidence of bilateral ocular ab-
normalities is noteworthy. This tendency to bilateral 
ocular disease, and the finding that nearly 40% of the 
repaired eyes have better or equal visual acuity as 
compared to the companion eye at final follow-up, 
make a compelling case for proceeding with surgical 
repair. Often, it will not be “just a spare eye.”

26.5 Conclusion

Pediatric retinal pathology is often challenging with 
respect to both diagnosis and management. Many 
pathologies are relatively uncommon, with diverse 
clinical presentations, frequent bilateral ocular in-
volvement, and concomitant ocular and systemic 
abnormalities. Several pediatric retinal pathologies 
are potentially life-threatening themselves (such 
as retinoblastoma) or by virtue of their associated 
systemic features (Hermansky-Pudlak, Chédiak-Hi-
gashi, Kearns-Sayre, and Marfan syndromes, to name 
a few). Effective management of pediatric retinal pa-
thologies often requires a multidisciplinary team to 
address the systemic, ocular, and visual rehabilitative 
needs of the affected child.
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Take Home Pearls

Albinism

Optical coherence tomography is • 
very useful in the diagnosis of foveal 
hypoplasia in otherwise normal-appearing 
patients with ocular albinism.

Due to potentially life-threatening • 
complications, patients suspected with 
Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome and Chédiak-
Higashi syndrome should be promptly 
referred to a hematologist for evaluation.

Congenital X-linked Retinoschisis

Optical coherence tomography is • 
used to determine the presence and 
severity of both macular schisis and 
lamellar extramacular schisis.

Surgical indications include bullous schisis • 
interrupting the visual axis or if it threatens 
to extend through the fovea, amblyogenic 
vitreous hemorrhage, and combined schisis-
rhegmatogenous retinal detachment.

Heredodegenerative Retinal Degeneration

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) does not present • 
in the first year of life. Consider Leber’s 
congenital amaurosis in the differential 
diagnosis of infants with severe vision loss.

X-linked cases tend to have the most • 
severe phenotype of RP, followed by 
those with autosomal recessive and 
autosomal dominant inheritance.

Periodic monitoring allows prompt diagnosis • 
and management of treatable causes of visual 
compromise (posterior subcapsular cataract, 
cystoid macular edema, and macular pucker).

Best’s disease

Vitelliform lesions may be single or multiple.• 

While the phenotype is variable, all • 
patients with the genetic disorder have 
an abnormal electrooculogram.

Stargardt’s Disease/Fundus 
Flavimaculatus (STGD1/FF)

The peripheral flecks are transitory and • 
may appear in the second decade, and 
disappear and reappear over decades.

Absence of a dark choroid on • 
fluorescein angiography does not 
exclude the diagnosis of STGD1/FF.

Familial Exudative Vitreoretinopathy (FEVR)

Fluorescein angiography will often • 
unmask peripheral non-perfusion in a 
seemingly normal-appearing companion 
eye, and is useful in guiding treatment.

Fundus examination of the parents often • 
uncovers a clinically asymptomatic carrier.

Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy • 
is a chronic vascularly active process 
with sometimes long quiescent periods 
and merits lifelong monitoring.

Persistent Fetal Vasculature Syndrome (PFVS)

Anisometropia is a common hurdle • 
to good visual outcome.

Retinal dysplasia is found in varying • 
amounts in PFVS, and may limit 
visual function and rehabilitation.
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Coats’ Disease

One of the most common diseases requiring • 
differentiation from retinoblastoma.

Fluorescein angiography is helpful not • 
only in diagnosis but also in identifying the 
full extent of the disease for treatment.

Recurrences may occur long after successful • 
treatment and merits lifelong monitoring.

Norrie’s Disease

Visual potential is limited to hand • 
motions to light perception vision, even 
with resorption of subretinal fluid, due 
to the severity of retinal dysplasia.

Incontinentia Pigmenti

Interventions to address the underlying • 
pathology consist of laser or cryotherapy for 
active neovascularization, and vitrectomy 
surgery for retinal detachment.

Pediatric Choroidal Neovascularization (CNV)

Fifty-eight percent of CNV in children • 
and adolescents undergo spontaneous 
involution, with 29% achieving a 
final visual acuity of 20/50.

There is no standardized therapy, although • 
submacular surgery, photodynamic 
therapy, and intravitreal anti-vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
agents are available options.

Pediatric Rhegmatogenous Retinal Detachment

The high rate of bilateral giant retinal tear • 
in Stickler’s and Marfan syndromes justifies 
prophylactic retinopexy of the fellow eye.

In retinal detachments associated • 
with coloboma, the retinal break 
occurs within the coloboma.

Visual potential in an eye with an • 
optic nerve coloboma generally 
correlates with foveal anatomy.
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27.1 Retinoblastoma

Retinoblastoma is the most common primary intraoc-
ular malignancy of childhood, affecting 1/15,000 to 
1/20,000 children [22, 48]. There are approximately 
300 new cases per year in the USA. Over 90% of the 
cases are diagnosed by 3 years of age. Retinoblastoma 
is caused by a mutation of the RB1 gene, a tumor sup-
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Core Messages

The management of retinoblastoma • 
has become more complex in the era 
of primary systemic chemotherapy.

The management of retinoblastoma • 
requires a multidisciplinary team 
composed of an ophthalmologist, pediatric 
oncologist, and radiation oncologist.

Enucleation remains the standard of care • 
for patients with massive unilateral disease 
in which the affected eye has limited visual 
potential and the other eye is normal.

Any eye with limited visual potential • 
in which retinoblastoma cannot be 
excluded should be enucleated.

Retinoblastoma is a systemic disease; • 
germ-line mutations of the RB1 gene lead 
to 30% mortality from second cancers.
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pressor gene, located at the 14 loci on the long arm of 
chromosome 13 (13q14). Retinoblastoma can occur 
in one of two forms, the most common being the uni-
lateral sporadic form that accounts for approximately 
two thirds of the cases. Patients with the unilateral 
sporadic form of the disease are diagnosed on average 
between 18 and 24 months of age. They develop one 
tumor in one eye as a result of two independent muta-
tions in a single retinal progenitor cell. Each mutation 
affects one copy of the RB1 gene deleting the growth-
regulating RB1 protein. As a result the cell enters an 
unregulated pattern of cell growth giving rise to the 
cancer. The second form of retinoblastoma is the he-
reditary or germ-line form of the disease. In contrast 
to the unilateral sporadic form of the disease, patients 
with germ-line mutations are diagnosed much earlier, 
usually by their first birthday. This, in essence, repre-
sents a systemic disease that commits the patient life-
long medical observation. The patient either inherits 
or develops early in utero an RB1 mutation. The RB1 
mutation in turn is propagated through out the body 
as the fetus develops. As retinal progenitor cells di-
vide, mutations in the second copy of the RB1 gene 
lead to multiple tumors in one or both eyes. More 
importantly, the germ-line disease renders the patient 
susceptible to second cancers elsewhere in the body 
as they mature.

27.1.1 Presentation

The most common clinical manifestation of retino-
blastoma is leukocoria, the white pupil (Fig. 27.1). 
Although screened for by pediatricians as part of the 
well-baby check up, leukocoria is most often first de-
tected by the parents as either a cat’s eye reflex or 
film over the eye. Alternatively, the white pupil may 
be seen on photographs and brought to the pediatri-
cian’s attention. Leukocoria is caused by light being 
reflected off the white surface of the tumor rather 
than the healthy retina, which casts a characteristic 
red reflex.

Leukocoria may be seen in varying brightness of 
light and positions of gaze. Leukocoria is best appre-
ciated in dim light with the pupil fully dilated look-
ing through a direct ophthalmoscope. If the tumor 
is located in the macula, leukocoria is seen with the 
child looking straight ahead. However, if the tumor 

is located in the nasal retina the leukocoria may only 
be with the affected eye in adduction. Similarly if the 
tumor is located in the temporal retina the leukocoria 
may only be seen with the eye in abduction. Listening 
to the parents as to when the abnormal reflex is seen 
and examining the eye in those same conditions will 
insure the best possible office examination for leuko-
coria. A chief complaint that includes some descrip-
tion of leukocoria necessitates a dilated ophthalmic 
examination with binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy. 
Although retinoblastoma is the most feared entity that 
causes leukocoria, it is the not the only one. A differ-
ential diagnosis for leukocoria and lesions simulating 
retinoblastoma is provided in Table 27.1 [34, 68].

Retinoblastoma may also present as a strabismus, 
most commonly an esotropia. The children typically 
affected by retinoblastoma are preverbal and cannot 
communicate a loss of vision. As the tumor grows, 
vision deteriorates and the eye most commonly de-
viates inward. Children with strabismus should have 
a dilated eye examination to exclude an intraocular 
tumor. It is also important to keep in mind that older 
children who fail visual screening examinations 
should also be dilated to exclude retinoblastoma.

Advanced cases of retinoblastoma have a more 
varied presentation. Prolonged retinal detachments 
from underlying tumors plus abundant vascular 
growth factors from the tumor itself can stimulate 
blood vessel growth on the iris surface, leading to ec-
tropion uvea, heterochromia, neovascular glaucoma, 
and spontaneous hyphemas. Tumor cells can also en-
ter the aqueous circulation, layering between the cor-
nea and iris to form a pseudohypopyon (Fig. 27.2). 
In very advanced cases of retinoblastoma, the tumor 
may undergo spontaneous necrosis inside the eye, 
triggering a marked ocular and orbital inflammatory 
response. Retinoblastoma must be considered in the 
differential diagnosis of a child who presents with co-
existing orbital cellulitis and panophthalmitis.

Fig. 27.1 Advanced intraocular retinoblastoma present as bi-
lateral leukocoria and esotropia
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In developed countries, the extraocular presen-
tation of retinoblastoma is rare. However, left un-
treated, retinoblastoma can directly invade the orbit 
through emissary canals or by eroding through the 
overlying ocular coats. Massive proptosis will result 
as the tumor fills the orbit, pushing the globe forward. 
Retinoblastoma can also erode through the cornea, 
producing a friable exophytic mass that protrudes 
through the palpebral fissure.

27.1.2 Examination

Cursory ophthalmic examinations may be performed 
in the office with the child awake at the time of diag-
nosis. The history of present illness, the family’s his-
tory of eye disease, and the family’s history of cancer 
are all essential parts of the medical record. Birth 
history, an exposure to dogs, and systemic infections 
should be documented. A brief dilated examination 
coupled with an ultrasound documenting intraocular 
calcifications is sufficient to allow the ophthalmolo-
gist to make a presumptive diagnosis of retinoblas-
toma. During this visit, both these findings and the 
need for a more detailed examination under anesthe-
sia can be discussed with the parents. The office visit 
also provides the opportunity to perform a dilated ex-
amination of the parents and patient’s siblings, look-
ing for evidence of spontaneously regressed retino-
blastoma that might indicate a hereditary form of the 
disease.

Examinations under anesthesia are imperative in 
the diagnosis and treatment of retinoblastoma. The 
ora serrata must be visualized for 360° to assess the 
extent of intraocular disease. The eyelids, adnexa, 

and orbit should first be examined for anomalies. At-
tention is then directed to the conjunctiva, looking 
for circumlimbal inflammation. The diameters and 
clarity of the corneas should be documented. The iri-
des should be inspected for ectropion uvea and neo-
vascularization. The presence or absence of cataracts 
should be recorded, and the intraocular pressures 
should be measured.

Using indirect ophthalmoscopy, the vitreous 
should be studied first, looking for evidence of seed-
ing from the tumor. Attention is then directed to the 
optic nerve and posterior pole of the eye. Examina-
tion of the retina continues until the mid-periphery 
and periphery have been viewed in their entirety. 
Each tumor with its associated clinical features such 
as size, growth pattern, serous retinal detachment, 

Table 27.1 Differential diagnosis of leukocoria and retinoblastoma
Vitreoretinopathy Tumors Infections Congenital

Coats’ disease Medulloepithelioma Toxocariasis Cataract
Persistent fetal vasculature (persis-
tent hyperplastic primary vitreous)

Astrocytic hamartoma Toxoplasmosis Coloboma

Retinopathy of prematurity Diffuse choroidal hemangioma Endogenous endophthalmitis Morning glory disc
Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy Juvenile xanthogranuloma
X-linked retinoschisis
Norrie’s disease
Incontinentia pigmenti

Fig. 27.2 Pseudohypopyon secondary to retinoblastoma. The 
tumor cells are suspended in the aqueous of the anterior cham-
ber. In contrast to a true hypopyon the tumor cells will shift 
with gravity
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subretinal retinal seeds, and vitreous seeds should be 
documented in a detailed fundus drawing.

Retinoblastomas appear as amelanotic masses with 
intrinsic calcifications. Retinoblastomas assume one 
or a combination of three growth patterns. Exophytic 
tumors grow beneath the retina. As the tumor grows, 
subretinal fluid accumulates around the mass leading 
to an exudative detachment (Fig. 27.3). In some cases 
the exudative detachment can be complete obscuring 
visualization of the tumor itself. Exophytic tumors 
may seed the subretinal space, as cells break free of 
the tumor and suspend themselves in the subretinal 
fluid. Exophytic tumors may also erode the overlying 
retina and grow into the vitreous cavity. Endophytic 
tumors grow on top of the retina into the vitreous cav-
ity. It is the endophytic tumor that, in turn, seeds the 
vitreous cavity, as cells break free and suspend them-
selves in the vitreous (Fig. 27.4). Diffuse infiltrating 
retinoblastoma is an extremely rare growth pattern 
found more commonly in older children. The tumor 
grows within the retina and mimics a retinitis. Ac-
companying cells in the vitreous mimic an associated 
vitritis. Patients may be misdiagnosed as a unilateral 
recalcitrant uveitis when they fail to respond to im-
munosuppressive therapy. Diagnostic vitrectomies 
in such cases should be avoided until retinoblastoma 
has been excluded as a possible diagnosis. Failure to 
do so may lead to inadvertent extraocular spread of 
retinoblastoma.

Findings should also be documented with fundus 
photography. Older methods used handheld fundus 
cameras with a limited field of view. Images were 
stored on film, and comparisons between examina-
tions were difficult. Newer imaging modalities, such 
as the RetCam (Clarity Medical Systems, Pleasanton, 
CA, USA), allow for wide-angle contact fundus pho-
tography. Images are digitally stored and are used to 
provide immediate comparisons between visits. The 
technology allows for the detection of the smallest 
change in tumors.

27.1.3 Diagnostic Testing

27.1.3.1 Ultrasound

Ultrasound typically shows an irregular heteroge-
neous tumor with focal areas of high internal reflec-
tively corresponding to the intrinsic calcification 
within the lesion. If the calcification of the tumor 
is extensive, shadowing of the orbit posterior to the 
mass may be seen. Ultrasound can be used to pro-
vide approximate tumor measurements. Calcification 
within the lesion may interfere with the examiner’s 
ability to clearly delineate the borders of the tumor. 
Similarly, a heavily calcified tumor can make assess-
ments of the optic nerve difficult. Ultrasonography is 

Fig. 27.3 Exophytic retinoblastoma with foci of 
calcification, afferent and efferent vessels, dis-
placed luteal pigment, and a cuff of subretinal 
fluid

Fig. 27.4 Endophytic retinoblastoma with a pau-
city of overlying vessels. Parts of the tumor have 
broken off and seeded the vitreous cavity
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most useful when the retinoblastoma is obscured by 
an overlying exudative retinal detachment.

27.1.3.2 Computed Tomography

Similarly computed tomography can be used to dem-
onstrate the intraocular calcifications and to examine 
for extraocular extension. At the same time the brain 
can be examined to exclude both brain tumors and 
brain metastases. The fear of radiation exposure to 
patients with germ-line mutations has led some to 
advocate for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in-
stead in all retinoblastoma patients.

27.1.3.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging can be used to demon-
strate intraocular retinoblastoma [19, 20]. Tumors 
will enhance on T1-weighted images with gadolin-
ium. Although MRI does not show the intraocular 
calcifications, it provides the most reliable method 
for determining tumor size and assessing optic nerve 
involvement. MRI with gadolinium also provides a 
more detailed study of the pineal gland than com-
puted tomography.

27.1.4 Grouping

Once the examination is complete, the eyes should 
be classified by a grouping system. Traditionally, the 
Reese-Ellsworth Classification has been used (Ta-
ble 27.2). Algernon Reese and Robert Ellsworth based 
their classification on their collective experience with 

external beam radiation [22, 48]. Eyes were classi-
fied based on tumor size, number, and location. In 
summary, eyes with smaller and fewer tumors in the 
posterior pole were viewed more favorably than eyes 
with larger tumors anterior to the equator. Vitreous 
seeding was deemed the worst prognostic feature. In 
recent years, systemic chemotherapy has replaced ex-
ternal beam radiotherapy as the primary conservative 
treatment for intraocular retinoblastoma. The Interna-
tional Classification has, thus, been developed to bet-
ter predict a response to chemotherapy (Table 27.3) 
[62]. The International Classification groups eyes 
based on tumor size, subretinal fluid, subretinal and 
vitreous seeding, and neovascular glaucoma. These 
grouping systems should not be confused with a can-
cer staging systems. Grouping systems relate strictly 
to the eye, whereas staging predicts overall extent of 
disease and patient survival. Retinoblastoma staging 
systems have been put forth both by the American 
Joint Commission on Cancer and St Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital [4, 47].

27.1.5 Treatment

The goals in the treatment of intraocular retinoblas-
toma are to: (1) preserve life, (2) preserve the eye, 
and (3) preserve vision. Survival rates for retinoblas-
toma exceed 90% in the developed countries. Treat-
ment decisions are based on the extent of intraocular 
disease, the potential for useful vision, and the sta-
tus of the contralateral eye [52, 53]. An algorithm 
for the treatment of retinoblastoma does not exist. In 
the decision-making process, it must be kept in mind 
that patients with advanced intraocular retinoblas-
toma, massive tumor, and vitreous seeding require 

Table 27.2 Reese-Ellsworth Classification of retinoblastoma. DD disc diameter
A B

I Solitary tumor <4 DD Multiple tumors, none >4 DD
II Solitary tumor, 4–10 DD Multiple tumors, 4–10 DD
III Any lesion anterior to equator Solitary tumor >10 DD
IV Multiple tumors, some >10 DD Any lesion anterior to ora serrata
V Tumor involving 50% of retina Vitreous seeding
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prolonged multiagent chemotherapy, focal consoli-
dation, and, most often, external beam radiotherapy. 
This treatment regimen necessitates not only frequent 
examination under anesthesia but also multiple doc-
tor appointments to monitor the side effects of che-
motherapy. In the end, even with such extensive 
treatments, eyes with advanced disease are frequently 
enucleated [79]. Moreover, the extensive treatments 
can increase the difficulty of the enucleation and im-

pair the cosmetic rehabilitation of the patient [44]. 
Once a treatment decision is made it may be subse-
quently modified based on each successive examina-
tion under anesthesia. Table 27.4 provides guidelines 
for scheduling examinations under anesthesia.

27.1.5.1 Enucleation

Enucleation remains the treatment for massive uni-
lateral retinoblastoma (eyes in Reese- Ellsworth 
group V or in International Classification groups D 
and E). In patients with unilateral disease, the pros 
and cons of conservative therapy must be weighed 
against the pros and cons of enucleation. In devel-
oped countries, enucleation in most cases provides 
definitive treatment. With proper surgical technique, 
the diseased eye can be removed and a deep orbital 
implant placed. Later, a prosthetic eye can be fitted to 
provide an acceptable cosmetic appearance.

Enucleation is best performed by an ophthalmolo-
gist skilled in the management of retinoblastoma. Care 
should be taken to minimize inadvertent perforation of 
the globe. No traction sutures should be placed on the 
eye. Rather, the insertion of the medial rectus muscle 
should be left long (2–3 mm). A hemostat can then be 
used to grasp the insertion and rotate the eye laterally. 
Long Metzenbaum scissors can be passed between 
the eye and the detached medial rectus muscle. Once 
the optic nerve is identified, it can be cut and the eye 
removed with gentle traction on the medial rectus in-
sertion. This approach allows the surgeon to obtain a 
maximum length of optic nerve, usually in excess of 
10 mm. As the cut end of the optic nerve represents 
the margin of tumor resection, it is extremely impor-
tant to obtain as much nerve as possible.

Table 27.3 International classification
Group Characteristics

A Small tumors away from foveola and disc
Tumors < 3 mm
Located at least 3 mm from foveola and 1.5 mm 
from the optic disc

B All remaining tumors confined to the retina
All other tumors confined to retina not in group A
Subretinal fluid < 3 mm from the base of tumor

C Local subretinal fluid or seeding
Local subretinal fluid alone > 3 to < 6 mm from 
tumor
Vitreous seeding or subretinal seeding < 3 mm 
from the tumor

D Diffuse subretinal fluid or seeding
Subretinal fluid alone > 6 mm from tumor
Vitreous seeding or subretinal seeding > 3 mm 
from tumor

E Presence of poor prognosis features
More than two thirds of globe filled with tumor
Tumor in anterior segment or ciliary body
Iris neovascularization, neovascular glaucoma
Tumor necrosis, phthisis bulbi

Table 27.4 Recommended follow up schedule for examinations under anesthesia
Nature of examination Follow up

Unilateral follow up after enucleation < 1 year of age every 6 weeks 
1–2 years of age every 8 weeks 
3–4 years of age every 12 weeks 
4–5 years of age every 16 weeks 
5 years of age+, awake in clinic yearly

During chemotherapy Every 3–6 weeks
After focal treatment 3 weeks
Stable examination 6 weeks, progressively lengthening based on disease and age
After external beam radiation At the completion of treatment 4 weeks thereafter
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The need for adjuvant chemotherapy and external 
beam radiotherapy are considered in those cases with 
high-risk pathologic features [13, 15, 64, 65]. These 
include massive deep choroidal invasion, ciliary 
body and iris involvement, and anterior chamber dis-
ease. Extension past the lamina cribrosa alone does 
not dictate the need for adjuvant chemotherapy pro-
vided the subarachnoid space has not been breached. 
Extraocular extension through the sclera or extension 
to the cut margin of the optic nerve requires external 
radiotherapy to the orbit.

27.1.5.2 Focal Treatments

Unilateral retinoblastoma with small discrete tumors 
may be treated with a combination of lasers, cryo-
therapy, and plaque brachytherapy, with or without 
the additive effect of systemic chemotherapy [22, 
48]. Tumors posterior to the equator are more easily 
treated with laser, either argon or diode. The argon la-
ser is used to encircle the tumor with a discrete double 
row of burns shutting down the tumor’s blood supply. 
Alternatively, the diode laser can be applied directly 
to the tumor surface. Slow sustained treatment using 
a continuous delivery system provides hyperthermic 
therapy to the tumor and is directly cytotoxic. Cryo-
therapy is typically used to treat tumors anterior to the 
equator. A trans-scleral triple freeze-thaw is applied. 
Using direct visualization, the freeze can be seen to 
engulf the tumor and surrounding vitreous.

For discrete tumors too large to treat with laser or 
cryotherapy, episcleral plaque brachytherapy can be 
used [43]. An applicator loaded with one of several 
radioactive sources (I-125, Ru-106, Pd-103, Co-86) 
is sutured to the sclera underlying the tumor. Target 
doses of 40–45 Gy to the tumor apex are prescribed 
by the radiation oncologists. The plaque is left in place 
until the target dose is reached. Patients are reexam-
ined 3–4 weeks after focal treatment to ensure the tu-
mor has responded. Further treatment may be needed 
until the tumor regresses to a flat chorioretinal scar.

27.1.5.3 Chemotherapy

Today, bilateral retinoblastoma, and some cases of 
early unilateral retinoblastoma, are treated by primary 
systemic chemotherapy. Chemotherapy reduces the 
tumor’s size (so-called chemoreduction), allowing 

for later treatment with focal therapies. Single and 
multiagent systemic chemotherapy using a combina-
tion of carboplatin, vincristine, etoposide, teniposide, 
and cyclosporine have replaced external beam radio-
therapy as the primary treatment in these patients [8, 
10, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 37, 41, 45, 53, 57, 58, 63, 80]. 
This is due to the increased risk of second tumors and 
orbital hypoplasia associated with radiation [1]. The 
goal of treatment in these patients is to retain some 
vision in one or both eyes while minimizing any risk 
of metastatic disease.

Chemotherapy typically is administered every 
3–4 weeks for a total of 6–8 cycles. During this 
time, examinations under anesthesia continue to be 
performed every 3–6 weeks. The ophthalmologists 
should judge the response of the tumors to the chemo-
therapy and document the findings. Maximum tumor 
regression is normally seen after the first 2 cycles of 
chemotherapy. As the tumors shrink, the ophthalmol-
ogists can then apply focal therapies. Lasers, argon 
and diode, are typically used to treat tumors posterior 
to the equator. Treatment can be applied to the lesion 
as a whole or to selective portions of the tumor with 
suspected residual activity [32]. The diode laser is 
applied to the tumor surface, providing hyperthermia 
and a direct cytotoxic effect [56]. Newer models of 
the argon green laser can also be applied in a continu-
ous mode to the tumor surface. Power settings should 
be kept low to avoid the liberation of tumor cells into 
the vitreous cavity. Tumors anterior to the equator are 
best treated with cryotherapy. As cryotherapy disrupts 
the blood–retina barrier, it may provide some synergy 
with chemotherapy in the treatment of vitreous dis-
ease by allowing greater diffusion of drugs into the 
vitreous cavity. For tumors too large to treat with laser 
or cryotherapy or for localized tumors that progress 
despite other focal therapies, plaque brachytherapy, 
as described above, can be used [43, 61].

Eyes with vitreous and subretinal seeds remain the 
most challenging in treatment of bilateral retinoblas-
toma [59, 60]. Initially, systemic chemotherapy gains 
access to the vitreous cavity through the incompe-
tent tumor blood vessels. As the tumor shrinks with 
each progressive cycle, these vessels diminish and, 
in turn, so do the concentrations of chemotherapy in 
the vitreous. Subconjunctival chemotherapy allows a 
pulsed concentration of chemotherapy to be delivered 
to the vitreous cavity via scleral diffusion [2, 3]. Car-
boplatin, 20 mg in 2 ml, is the most commonly used 
agent to date and will be studied further in upcoming 
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Children’s Oncology Group trials. Meanwhile, newer 
chemotherapeutic agents such as topotecan are being 
investigated for periocular delivery [11].

27.1.5.4 Radiation Therapy

External beam radiotherapy remains the gold stan-
dard for the treatment of vitreous seeds. For patients 
with bilateral retinoblastoma who have advanced or 
recalcitrant vitreous disease, external beam radio-
therapy is as essential part of their treatment. Exter-
nal beam radiotherapy is also an important tool in 
the management of juxtapapillary and juxtafoveal 
tumors. Laser to tumors adjoining these visually sen-
sitive areas can result in damage to adjacent healthy 
retina and cause visual loss. External beam radiother-
apy is more likely to spare the optic nerve and retina, 
and preserve maximal vision. A consultation with the 
radiation oncologists should be made early in treat-
ment if radiotherapy is deemed likely. Discussions 
should pertain to timing, the dose needed to control 
the intraocular disease, and potential side effects. De-
cisions to proceed with external beam radiotherapy 
should be based on the potential vision of the affected 
eye as well the vision of the other eye.

Newer methods of radiation such as conformal 
radiotherapy and intensity-modulated radiotherapy 
have tightened the field of radiation thereby diminish-
ing exposure to surrounding orbital structures. More 
encouraging is the potential use of proton beam radio-
therapy. The tightly collimated proton beam reduces 
spread to adjacent tissue and its depth of penetration 
is more strictly controlled. The long-term results and 
complications of these newer radiation methods have 
yet to be fully studied in retinoblastoma patients.

27.1.6 Genetic Testing and Counseling

Genetic counseling and testing are integral parts in 
the management of retinoblastoma patients and their 
families. Table 27.5 lists important percentages to re-
member in counseling a retinoblastoma family. Mul-
tiplying these independent variables can approximate 
an overall risk. For example, the child of a retino-
blastoma survivor has a 50% chance of inheriting the 
RB1 mutation from his or her parents. In such cases 

the gene is 90% penetrant, so there is 45% chance 
that the child will have retinoblastoma. Unilateral 
retinoblastoma survivors have a 7% risk of having 
an affected child. Unaffected parents of a child with 
retinoblastoma have less than a 5% chance of hav-
ing another child with retinoblastoma. If two children 
of unaffected parents have retinoblastoma, the next 
child has a 45% chance of having retinoblastoma, as 
one parent is an unaffected carrier of the RB1 muta-
tion.

Genetic testing can better define the likelihood of 
having affected siblings and offspring. Identifying 
novel mutations in patients with bilateral retinoblas-
toma allows the parents to be subsequently screened. 
If they do not possess the detected mutation the like-
lihood of having future affected children decreases 
to less than 1%. Also testing patients with unilateral 
disease allows those with a germ-line mutation to be 
detected. This is important not only in counseling the 
parents regarding future children but in assessing the 
patient’s risk for second cancers. Knowing a patient’s 
exact mutation allows future offspring to be screened 
in utero or at birth. This in turn can better define the 
need and timing for screening examinations. As re-
search continues in retinoblastoma and the array of 
detected mutations increases, it may be become pos-
sible to better correlate genotype with phenotype.

27.1.7 Long-term Follow Up

Long-term follow up of retinoblastoma patients is 
need. Only 5% of retinoblastoma patients will die 
from retinoblastoma; however, it is approximated 
that 30% of patients will die from second, third, and 

Table 27.5 Important percentages in retinoblastoma genetic 
counseling
15% chance of an unilateral retinoblastoma patient having 
an RB1 mutation
50% chance of inheriting an RB1 mutation
90% penetrance
10% chance of having the retinoblastoma gene, but being 
an unaffected carrier
95% accuracy of genetic screening
5% chance of an RB1 mutation being missed
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fourth malignancies [29, 39]. Of these the most feared 
is the primitive neuroectodermal tumor that arises in 
the pineal gland, the pinealoblastoma. The associa-
tion of bilateral retinoblastoma with an asynchronous 
intracranial tumor is referred to as trilateral retino-
blastoma. The median age at diagnosis of trilateral 
retinoblastoma is 23–48 months, and the interval be-
tween the diagnosis of retinoblastoma and the brain 
tumor is usually more than 20 months. The progno-
sis for trilateral retinoblastoma is poor with patients 
dying from disseminated neuroaxis disease within 
9 months. Other malignancies vary from osteosar-
coma and rhabdomyosarcoma in childhood to lung 
cancer, bladder cancer, breast cancer, and melanoma 
in adulthood (Fig. 27.5). Long-term follow up with 
a pediatrician and/or oncologists is needed. Yearly 
screening examinations for second cancers should 
be performed. Diagnostic testing should be symptom 
directed, and geared toward minimizing cumulative 
radiation exposure.

For retinoblastoma patients with unilateral disease 
who undergo primary enucleation, continued surveil-
lance of the remaining eye is needed to assure that 
no tumors develop. This remains true even in the 
presence of negative genetic testing as the possibil-
ity of a false-negative test exists. Intervals between 
examinations under anesthesia can be progressively 
lengthened as the child grows older and eventually 
transition into yearly office appointments. As for pa-
tients with germ-line mutations, close surveillance is 
needed to monitor the development of new intraocular 
tumors as well as to assure that the existing intraocu-
lar disease is stable or inactive. Intervals between ex-
amination under anesthesia can then be progressively 

lengthened until a thorough examination can be per-
formed in the office. Most experts deem this to occur 
somewhere between 5 and 7 years of age.

When appropriate, visual rehabilitation may also 
begin. This can be as simple as prescribing glasses or 
may require more complex approaches such as patch-
ing, cataract surgery, low vision consultations, and 
dry eye management. The individual needs of each 
child must be assessed.

27.2 Coats’ Disease

Coats’ disease is a retinal vascular disease of uncer-
tain origin that is most commonly diagnosed in the 
first decade of life [16, 50]. Boys are eight times more 
likely than girls to be affected. There is no observed 
racial predilection. Over 90% of cases are unilateral. 
In its most advanced form, Coats’ disease manifests 
itself as a complete exudative retinal detachment with 
prominent telangiectatic vessels. The exudative de-
tachment with underlying cholesterol deposits casts 
a “white” reflection through the pupil, often leading 
to an initial diagnosis of retinoblastoma until a more 
thorough examination and complimentary diagnostic 
studies can be performed.

Patients with Coats’ disease most often present 
with leukocoria or strabismus. As with retinoblas-
toma patients, a detailed family and medical history 
should be taken. Premature birth, systemic infections, 
and exposure to dogs or sand boxes are essential as-
pects of the history. A cursory office examination 
may be performed but a more detail examination un-
der anesthesia is needed to determine an appropriate 
treatment.

The clinical examination is variable and depen-
dent on the extent of the disease [69]. In early stages 
of Coats’ disease, examination may show only focal 
areas of retinal telangiectasia anterior to the equator. 
These so-called telangiectasias have a dilated saccu-
lar or bulbar appearance that may be best appreciated 
on fluorescein angiography. Fluorescein angiography 
may also show large areas of capillary non-perfusion 
and arterial-venous shunts (Fig. 27.6a, b). Subreti-
nal exudates with a characteristic mustard appear-
ance may be present. These are cholesterol deposits 
that have accumulated as a result of the incompetent 
vasculature. As the disease progresses, the areas of 

Fig. 27.5 Rhabdomyosarcoma presenting as a left temporal 
fossa in child with bilateral advanced intraocular retinoblas-
toma treated with external beam radiotherapy
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abnormal vessels will enlarge and coalesce. Further 
exudates will leach into the subretinal space causing 
a progressive retinal detachment as well as an overly-
ing cystic retinal degeneration. Patches of retinal pig-
ment epithelium may be seen on the posterior surface 
of the detached retina. In advanced cases iris neovas-
cularization may develop with associated ectropion 
uvea and glaucoma.

Pathology shows irregular dilated retinal blood 
vessels [12]. There is thickening and hyalinization 
of the vessel walls with focal areas of necrosis. The 
vessel endothelium is attenuated. Cholesterol crystals 
appear as negative images in the subretinal exudate 
[31]. Both intraretinal hemorrhage and cystic degen-
eration may be seen. Studies have linked Coats’ dis-
ease to somatic mutation in the NDP gene, postulat-
ing a role for norrin in retinal angiogenesis [9].

Ultrasound of an eye with Coats’ disease mirrors 
the clinical findings. In early cases, low-lying shal-
low retinal detachments may be detected. More se-
vere cases show a total exudative detachment with 
marked retinal thickening. Convection of the choles-
terol in the subretinal space can also be appreciated. 
In contrast to an eye with advanced exophytic retin-
oblastoma no subretinal mass will be seen. Only in 
very advanced cases of Coats’ disease with osseous 
metaplasia of the retinal pigment epithelium will in-
traocular calcifications be seen. This will appear as a 
thin linear mass that conforms to the globe. In differ-
entiating Coats’ disease from retinoblastoma, com-
puted tomography is helpful in excluding the pres-
ence of intraocular calcification. T1-weighted images 

on magnetic resonance imaging show hyperintense 
subretinal fluid [19, 20]. Gadolinium delineates the 
thickened detached retina but does not reveal a tumor 
mass. Rarely, there are eyes in which retinoblastoma 
cannot be excluded. Given the severe consequences 
of spreading extraocular disease with attempted sur-
gery, these eyes are best enucleated.

Treatment for Coats’ disease is based on the se-
verity of disease [70, 82]. In early cases, laser pho-
tocoagulation or cryotherapy to the focal areas of 
abnormal vessels may suffice. More advanced cases 
require drainage of the subretinal fluid in addition 
to laser photocoagulation and cryotherapy. Multiple 
treatment sessions may be needed. Eyes with ad-
vanced disease such as neovascular glaucoma may be 
best enucleated.

27.3 Persistent Fetal Vasculature 
(Primary Hyperplastic 
Primary Vitreous)

Persistent fetal vasculature (PFV), formerly known 
as persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) 
is the entity most commonly mistaken for retinoblas-
toma [34, 68]. PFV is a congenital anomaly, most 
often affecting only one eye [26, 49]. The exact eti-
ology of PFV is not known. Clinical studies have 
linked some cases of PFV to mutations in the Norrie 
disease gene, located on the short arm of chromo-

Fig. 27.6 a Moderately advanced Coats’ disease with yellow subretinal exudates. Abnormal te-
langiectatic vessels can be seen in the inferior nasal quadrant. b Fluorescein angiography better 
demonstrates the abnormal retinal vessels and profound retinal capillary drop out
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some X at position p11.4 [81]. Such mutations have 
also been linked to an array of other pediatric vitreo-
retinopathies including retinopathy of prematurity, 
Coats’ disease, and familial exudative vitreoretin-
opathy. Newer research has linked PFV to somatic 
mutations in the arf tumor suppressor gene in a mu-
rine model [73].

Persistent fetal vasculature can easily be differen-
tiated from retinoblastoma based on history and clini-
cal examination. PFV typically presents shortly after 
birth when the parents or pediatrician notice a small 
eye with a white pupil. The smaller eye of PFV stands 
in contrast to normal-sized eyes with retinoblastoma 
and Coats’ disease. If not clearly evident, the suspicion 
of a smaller eye can be confirmed by measuring both 
the horizontal corneal diameters and the axial length 
of the eye on ultrasound. Anterior chamber depth is 
variable and dependent on the severity of the disease. 
More advanced cases have shallow anterior chambers 
with hypoplastic irides and prominent radial stromal 
vessels. In such cases there maybe a marked increase 
in the intraocular pressure. The hallmark of PFV is a 
prominent fibrovascular plaque that invades the pos-
terior lens capsule accounting for the noted leukoco-
ria. This fibrovascular plaque represents the anterior 
extent of the persistent hyaloid artery. The posterior 
fibrovascular proliferation may detach both the cili-
ary body and the retina (Fig. 27.7). The ciliary body 
detachment is appreciated clinically as anteriorly ro-
tated ciliary processes present in the visual axis [30]. 
The tractional retinal detachment may not be noted 
clinically due to the cataract. Ultrasound is best for 
confirming the suspected retinal detachment.

On ultrasound, the eye with PFV will appear 
smaller. The lens is thin with an irregular posterior 
surface. The retrolental membrane connects to a 
prominent vitreous strand that connects posteriorly to 
the optic nerve head. The vitreous strand represents 
the persistent hyaloid artery and is of variable width. 
Thickened strands are those that incorporate varying 
degrees of retinal detachment. In contrast to retino-
blastoma, intraocular calcifications are rarely present 
and there are no subretinal masses. Both computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging can be 
used to compliment the ultrasound findings [19, 20].

Management of PFV is dependent on the extent 
of the disease [35]. The goal of surgery is to create 
a clear visual axis and release vitreoretinal traction. 
Eyes with marked fibrovascular proliferation and a 

complete tractional retinal detachment have a poor 
visual potential. Surgical success is limited by the 
difficulty in freeing the retina from the fibrovascular 
adhesions [17]. The pros and cons of surgical inter-
vention should be discussed with the family.

27.4 Medulloepithelioma

Medulloepithelioma, or diktyoma, is a tumor that 
arises from primitive medullary epithelium. Most 
commonly they arise from the non-pigmented epithe-
lium of the ciliary body. Medulloepitheliomas appear 
as variably pigmented masses that may compress or 
displace the lens (Fig. 27.8). The lesion may erode 
through the iris root to extend into the anterior cham-
ber. Cystic spaces may be seen on the tumor’s sur-
face. Medulloepitheliomas may also arise from the 
retina or optic nerve [14]. The diagnosis is usually 
made in the first decade of life between the ages of 
4 and 12 years. Presenting signs and symptoms in-
clude leukocoria, strabismus, decreased vision, and 
neovascular glaucoma.

Ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging are 
complimentary diagnostic modalities [6, 74]. Both 
studies may show intralesional cystic structures. 
Discernable areas of calcification within the tumor 
should not be present.

Medulloepitheliomas are classified as non-teratoid 
and teratoid, and may be benign or malignant. Non-
teratoid variants are composed of multilayered sheets 
of poorly differentiated medullary epithelial cells 

Fig. 27.7 Fluorescein angiogram of an eye with 
persistent fetal vasculature. Note the prominent 
retrolental fibrovascular membrane
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arranged in tubular or papillary structures. Homer-
Wright rosettes may be present. Teratoid medulloepi-
theliomas contain heteroplastic tissue elements such 
as cartilage, muscle, and nerve. Differentiating benign 
from malignant tumors can be challenging. Increased 
mitotic rate, increased nuclear pleomorphism, poorly 
differentiated heteroplastic cells, and invasion of the 
ocular coats suggest malignancy.

Management of medulloepitheliomas includes ob-
servation, enucleation, radiation, and resection. As 
these are exceedingly rare tumors and most lesions 
are detected late, enucleation is the mainstay of treat-
ment. Isolated cases reporting the use of episcleral 
brachytherapy have been published, as have cases of 
tumor resection [18]. Treatments strategies should be 
formulated based on tumor size, visual potential, and 
status of the contralateral eye.

27.5 Astrocytic Hamartoma

Astrocytic hamartomas are benign tumors of the ret-
ina and optic nerve typically associated with tuberosis 
sclerosis. Astrocytic hamartomas may also be associ-
ated with neurofibromatosis or acquired independent 
of a systemic disease. Astrocytic hamartomas arise 
from undifferentiated glioneurocytes within the de-
veloping retina. Mutations in the TSC1 and TSC2 
genes, which express hamartin and tuberin, respec-

tively, are thought to interrupt cell growth regulation 
leading to tumor formation [36, 75].

Tumors are normally detected in childhood as 
part of a screening process for tuberosis sclerosis or 
neurofibromatosis [46]. However, some patients may 
present as adults with metamorphosis from acquired 
astrocytic hamartomas that encroach on the fovea 
or leak subretinal fluid into the macula. On clinical 
examination, astrocytic hamartomas have a variable 
appearance, ranging from minimally elevated trans-
lucent lesions to large, elevated, multinodular cal-
cified masses with a so-called mulberry appearance 
(Fig. 27.9). Multiple tumors may be present and can 
be observed to grow and calcify over time. Ultra-
sound confirms the presence of intraocular calcifica-
tions while fluorescein angiograms will show leakage 
into the subretinal space in the later phases.

Lesions detected in the absence of tuberosis scle-
rosis or neurofibromatosis may be difficult to differ-
entiate from retinoblastoma [51]. A careful systemic 
examination may reveal previously undetected stig-
mata of tuberosis sclerosis: ash leaf spots, periungual 
fibromas, or adenoma sebaceum of the face [76, 78]. 
Internal examination including an echocardiogram 
and neuroimage may show tubers affecting the heart 
or periventricular gray matter. The patient should also 
be examined for the presence of café-au-lait spots, 
typical of neurofibromatosis.

In rare cases biopsy may be needed to confirm the 
diagnosis. Management most often consists of close 

Fig. 27.9 Juxtapapillary astrocytic hamartomas 
in a patient with tuberous sclerosis. Note the 
variable appearance of the lesion, the nasalmost 
lesion being translucent and the superior lesion 
being calcified with a “mulberry” appearance

Fig. 27.8 Medulloepithelioma of the ciliary 
body. The tumor is variably pigmented and dis-
places the lens. Portions of the tumor extend into 
the overlying vitreous cavity
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observation. In cases where the tumor growth threat-
ens vision, episcleral brachytherapy may be used [66, 
67]. Reports of giant astrocytomas within the eye are 
rare [42]. Such tumors frequently result in enucle-
ation of the eye as the diagnosis of retinoblastoma 
cannot be excluded.

27.6  Toxocariasis

Toxocara canis is the dog parasite that is acquired 
via fecal–oral transmission [71, 72]. Toxocara is 
more common in puppies. A history of dogs or sand-
box exposures should be specifically asked for when 
considering the diagnosis. Inside the eye, Toxocara 
causes choroidal granulomas with associated vitritis 
[55]. Granulomas are more often found in the periph-
eral choroid, but may be found in the posterior pole 
and peripapillary choroid. The inflammation may 
cause vitreous membranes and tractional retinal de-
tachments. The diagnosis can be confirmed by testing 
the patient’s blood or aqueous for anti-Toxocara IgG 
antibodies.

Patients typically present with leukocoria, stra-
bismus, or decreased vision. Rarely, they may pres-
ent with an incidental peripheral choroidal mass on 
routine eye examination. Acute Toxocara may be 
treated with albendazole and systemic corticosteroids 
[7]. Quiescent lesions with associated vitreous mem-
branes may require vitrectomy to repair associated 
tractional retinal detachments.

27.7 Juvenile Xanthogranuloma

Juvenile xanthogranuloma (JXG) is a self-limiting, 
systemic disease of childhood that manifests as multi-
ple cutaneous reddish papules of the head, neck, trunk, 
and upper extremities [5, 33]. Lesions are composed 
of non-caseating granulomas with prominent Touton 
giant cells. Ocular tumors most commonly present as 
unilateral infiltrative lesions of the iris. A yellowish 
cast may be imparted to the mass. The cornea, ciliary 
body, retina, and optic nerve may rarely be affected 
[14, 74, 77, 83]. The iris lesions are exceedingly well 
vascularized, and may bleed spontaneously causing a 
hyphema and secondary glaucoma.

The diagnosis of JXG is most commonly con-
firmed by biopsy of a skin lesion. JXG responds ex-
ceedingly well to systemic, topical, and periocular 
corticosteroids. If no skin lesions are present, fine-
needle aspiration biopsy of the iris tumor may prove 
diagnostic. Hemorrhaging, hyphema, and glaucoma 
are expected complications in such cases. Alterna-
tively, a trial of systemic or oral corticosteroids can be 
tried under close observation. If there is no response, 
a biopsy should be undertaken before continuing a 
protracted course of corticosteroids. In the presence 
of a hyphema with an impaired view of the retina, it is 
important to exclude the diagnosis of retinoblastoma 
using appropriate diagnostic testing before attempt-
ing an iris biopsy [25].

27.8 Leukemia

Leukemia is the most common type of pediatric can-
cer. The two primary pediatric leukemias are acute 
lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) and acute myelogenous 
leukemia (AML). ALL is the most commonly diag-
nosed malignancy in patients under 15 years of age. 
The peak incidence of ALL occurs before 6 years 
of age. ALL is derived from a B- or T-lymphocyte 
progenitor cell. AML accounts for 15–20% of the pe-
diatric leukemias, and is the most common neonatal 
and congenital leukemia. AML arises from a pluripo-
tent progenitor cell capable of undergoing erythroid, 
megakaryocytic, or granulocytic differentiation. The 
eye is a sanctuary site where leukemic cells can be se-
questered from the effects of systemic chemotherapy. 
As a result, ocular involvement may be the first signs 
of an extramedullary relapse.

Estimates are that anywhere from 30–90% of 
patients with leukemia will have ocular manifesta-
tions [38, 40]. Patients may be asymptomatic or have 
complaints of blurred or decreased vision. Clinically, 
the retina is the most commonly affected intraocu-
lar structure. Leukemic retinopathy is characterized 
by intraretinal and subhyaloidal hemorrhages, cotton 
wool spots and “pseudo-Roth” spots, and white-cen-
tered intraretinal hemorrhages caused by leukemic 
cells or platelet-fibrin aggregates [54]. A combination 
of underlying anemia, hyperviscosity, and thrombo-
cytopenia contribute to the findings. Subhyaloidal 
hemorrhages may break through into the vitreous 
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cavity mimicking vitreous involvement. Vitreous 
infiltration is exceedingly rare. Any leukemic cells 
found in the vitreous cavity are more likely due to 
hemorrhage than direct invasion.

Involvement of the iris and anterior chamber is 
rare, and more commonly seen in patients with ALL. 
Examination may show diffuse thickening of the iris 
with loss of normal iris crypts. Comparison with the 
other iris may be needed to appreciate subtle differ-
ences in architecture. Alternatively, there may be a 
focal area of nodular thickening in the iris. Tumor 
cells can also directly invade the anterior chamber 
producing a pseudohypopyon. Involvement of the tra-
becular meshwork can cause a secondary glaucoma. 
Infiltration of the choroid is rarely detected clinically, 
but is the most common histologic finding. Perivas-
cular infiltrates can cause diffuse or patchy choroidal 
thickening.

Leukemic involvement of the optic nerve is a hall-
mark of central nervous system disease. The leukemic 
cells may invade both the prelaminar and retrobulbar 
portions of the optic nerve. The former appears as an 
edematous, hemorrhagic nerve. Visual acuity may 
be preserved. Retrobulbar infiltrates are more apt 
to compress the nerve resulting in visual loss. Optic 
nerve edema may also arise from raised intracranial 
pressure related to the central nervous system disease. 
When ophthalmic disease is detected, central nervous 
disease must be excluded. The eyes are treated either 
alone with radiation or in conjunction with intrathe-
cal chemotherapy and craniospinal radiation for cen-
tral nervous system disease elsewhere.
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28.1 Pediatric Inflammatory Disease 
Presents Unique Diagnostic 
and Therapeutic Challenges

Chronic and acute ocular inflammation can take a 
particularly severe toll on young patients, due both 
to their highly efficient immune response as well as 
the many potential years of inflammatory damage 

Core Messages

A causative diagnosis is essential • 
to proper treatment.

There may be more than one etiology.• 

There is often corollary pathology: • 
glaucoma, synechiae, cataract, 
and macular edema.

Elimination of all inflammation • 
is the cornerstone of therapy.

Infection should be treated • 
prior to or simultaneous to anti-
inflammatory treatment.

Maintenance therapy, when indicated, • 
should be minimally sufficient.

Eyes must be completely quiet for • 
6 months prior to elective surgery.
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ahead. These patients require aggressive treatment 
and examination schedules as well as the undivided 
loyalty of their parents and guardians. Enlisting the 
assistance of pediatricians and pediatric rheumatolo-
gists is logical from a risk management as well as a 
patient care perspective.

Children with ocular inflammatory disease pres-
ent the clinician with both diagnostic dilemmas and a 
requirement for treatments specifically tailored to pe-
diatric metabolism. The patients are often poor histo-
rians. Parents are generally extremely anxious about 
a condition they poorly understand. Examinations are 
difficult, consume inordinate amounts of clinic time, 
and often necessitate a trip to the operating room for 
an examination under anesthesia. The differential di-
agnosis for children is significantly divergent from 
the adult population. Medication responses are differ-
ent and require far more careful attention to dosage 
than an adult: young patients are truly not just smaller 
adults. Nevertheless, the general principles of diag-
nosis and care are consistent across all age ranges:
1. A causative diagnosis is essential to proper treat-

ment.
2. There may be more than one etiology.
3. There is often corollary pathology: glaucoma, syn-

echiae, cataract and macular edema.
4. Elimination of all inflammation is the cornerstone 

of therapy.
5. Infection should be treated prior to or simultane-

ous to anti-inflammatory treatment.
6. Maintenance therapy, when indicated, should be 

minimally sufficient.
7. Eyes must be completely quiet for 6 months prior 

to elective surgery.

There are exceptions to every rule. Fuchs’ uveitis 
syndrome may never become completely quiet, yet 
patients fare well in the long term with minimized 
but not eliminated anterior chamber cell. Similarly 
Fuchs’ patients usually do well with cataract surgery 
in their desired state of minimized rather than elimi-
nated inflammation. Toxocara uveitis is another ex-
ception in that treatment of the infectious agent with 
antimicrobials can result in massive organism death 
and an overwhelming inflammatory response to the 
sudden hurricane of dead foreign antigen.

Uveitis in the pediatric population has a preva-
lence much lower than the adult population. Uveitis 
in this age group (less than 16 years of age) is rela-
tively uncommon with a yearly incidence of 4.3–6 in 
100,000 population [13, 22, 28, 45]. The prevalence 
has been shown to be 30 cases per 100,000 [13, 28, 
45]. Children account for 5–10% of all uveitis cases 
seen in the tertiary care setting [46]. Historically pos-
terior uveitis accounts for 40–50% of pediatric uveitis 
cases, anterior uveitis 30–40%, intermediate uveitis 
20%, and panuveitis 10%. However, these numbers 
arise from studies conducted at tertiary care hospi-
tals. Other population-based studies [22, 45] have 
suggested that anterior segment uveitis is more com-
mon in ages 0–7 years and posterior uveitis is more 
prevalent in ages 8–15 years. Nonetheless, pediatric 
uveitis as a whole has a disproportionate prevalence 
of posterior uveitis when compared to adult uveitis 
(Table 28.1). This portends a less favorable prognosis 
in general. The etiology depends on a wide variety 
of factors, including the age at presentation and pre-
vious risk factors for exposure to infectious agents 
(Table 28.2).

Table 28.1 Most common causes of pediatric uveitis
Adolescents Toddlers and school children Infants

Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) or juvenile idio-
pathic arthritis (JIA)

Toxocariasis Herpes simplex virus 
(HSV)

Pars planitis Toxoplasmosis Toxocara
Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada (VKH) syndrome Leukemia Congenital lues 

(syphilis)
Toxoplasmosis Vogt-Koyanagi Harada (VKH) syndrome Retinoblastoma
HLA-B27-associated disease and reactive arthritis Diffuse unilateral sclerosing neuroretinitis 

(DUSN)
Sarcoidosis Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA)
Behçet’s disease
Intraocular foreign body
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The incidence is about 2,250 new cases per year 
in the USA with a prevalence of as many as 115,000 
cases [24]. Thus, with over 18,000 ophthalmologists 
in the USA, it is exceedingly unlikely that any one 
practitioner will see a significant number of cases, nor 
develop appreciable expertise without a concentrated 
effort to create a dedicated pediatric uveitis service. 
We find in our clinic that the greatest oversight in pe-
diatric uveitis is undertreatment of the inflammation, 
both locally and systemically, for fear of creating 
medication-induced complications. Just the opposite 
is true, in that adequate treatment allows a lifetime of 
vision, and systemic therapy often mitigates the rav-
ages of accompanying systemic disease.

Diagnostic challenges continuously haunt the cli-
nician tasked with pediatric uveitis cases. Assessing 
visual acuity and obtaining a proper history of pres-
ent illness is hindered by non-verbal patients. Exami-
nation of children in the office creates commotion, 
the often obligatory elimination of stereotyped white 
laboratory garb for the primary examiner, dancing 
mechanical teddy bears, bribery scenarios, foolish 
facial gestures with infantile mouth noises, and the 
recruitment of friends, siblings, staff, and parents for 
cooperation. The office examination is often reduced 
to gross analysis by external examination, digital 
palpation, and a handheld magnifier, retinoscope, or 
indirect ophthalmoscope. Slit-lamp observation often 

Table 28.2 Etiology of pediatric uveitis. There are a few categories with extremely rare forms of uveitis. After the diagnostic 
evaluation and naming step, the most common etiologic groups in children can be conveniently meshed into a differential diag-
nosis from five key categories as shown
Category 1 (anterior non-granulomatous)

Idiopathic
HLA-B27-associated disease:

1. Ankylosing spondylitis
2. Reiter’s disease
3. Psoriasis
4. Inflammatory bowel disease: reactive arthritis

Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) or juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (JIA)
Nephritis
Systemic lupus erythematosus
Herpes simplex virus
Lyme disease
Leukemia
Drug and medication induced

Category 2 (anterior granulomatous uveitis)
 Sarcoidosis
 Inflammatory bowel disease: Crohn’s disease and ulcer-
ative colitis
Lues (syphilis)
Herpes simplex virus (HSV)
 Herpes zoster virus (HZV) or varicella-zoster virus 
(VZV)
 Tuberculosis
 Behçet’s disease
 Multiple sclerosis
 Fungal disease
 Whipple’s disease
 Leprosy

Category 3 (intermediate uveitis)
 JRA or JIA
 Pars planitis syndrome (a diagnosis of exclusion)
 Multiple sclerosis
 Lyme disease
 Sarcoidosis

Category 4 (posterior uveitis, without vasculitis)
 Toxocariasis
 Toxoplasmosis
 Leukemia
 Tuberculosis
 Intraocular foreign body
 Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada syndrome

Category 5 (posterior uveitis, with vasculitis)
 Cytomegalovirus (CMV)
  Acute retinal necrosis (ARN) syndrome and bilateral 
disease (BARN) due to HSV and VZV
 Inflammatory bowel disease
 Lues (syphilis)
 Behçet’s disease
 Systemic lupus erythematosus
 Kowasaki’s disease
 Sarcoidosis
 Polyarteritis nodosa
 Wegener’s granulomatosis
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becomes the last frontier. Younger patients may not 
be able to articulate their symptoms until advanced 
disease is present. All of these factors can contribute 
to a delay in diagnosis. Early diagnosis and the ini-
tiation of treatment from an experienced uveitis spe-
cialist have been shown to directly improve outcome. 
Kump [34] found the length of the delay in referral to 
a uveitis expert at a tertiary care center strongly corre-
lated with both complication rate and degree of vision 
loss. The delay in diagnosis of uveitis in non-verbal 
children accounts for a much higher prevalence of vi-
sion loss in pediatric uveitis when compared to adult 
forms [66]. Tugal-Tutkun [66] found that 26% of pa-
tients with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, 14% with 
idiopathic uveitis, and 10.5% with pars planitis had 
final visual acuities of 20/200 or worse. Prompt treat-
ment helps to decrease structural changes that may 
occur as the result of chronic inflammation, including 
maculopathy, cataract, synechia, and permanent dis-
ruption of the blood–brain barrier. Younger children 
also pose the unique challenge of dealing with am-
blyopia causing irreversible visual impairment long 
after the inflammatory disease is controlled.

Therapeutic challenges also exist when treating 
a pediatric disease. Compliance with oral and drop 
medications can be much lower in this population. 
Periocular injection may often require general anes-
thesia or sedation that can not be performed in the 
office. Long-term steroid and immunomodulatory 
medication use in young children creates the same ar-
ray of potentially life-threatening side effects seen in 
adults, but with the additional risks of growth delay, 
developmental impairment, and fertility loss. These 
unique pediatric issues can serve to further delay or 
hinder treatment.

28.2 Diagnostic Approach 
and the Seven-Step Method

Pediatric uveitis may be classified according to nu-
merous parameters, including patient demographics, 
location and character of the inflammatory process, 
duration, onset, clinical course, and the etiology of 
the inflammation (Table 28.3). The intellectual exer-
cise of consciously identifying each parameter allows 
the clinician to focus on those diagnoses most likely 

attributable to each patient’s disease. Thus, a specifi-
cally tailored, cost-effective uveitis evaluation may 
be obtained to further process the differential for a 
given constellation of parameters.

Below is a method to help the clinician with a di-
rect and logical approach for the evaluation of pedi-
atric uveitis referred to as the “Seven-Step Method.” 
This method [44, 60] provides a useful road map to 
cost-effective and efficient clinical uveitis practice:
1. Clinical evaluation: Data collection
2. Naming: Precise methodical description of your 

findings
3. Meshing: Differential diagnosis ranked by prob-

ability
4. Office testing: Hone your diagnosis at the first 

visit
5. Specific and non-specific laboratory testing
6. Specialty consultations: Recruit help from expert 

colleagues
7. Clinical therapeutic trial: Test your diagnosis with 

the appropriate treatment

Table 28.3 Diagnostic descriptors of pediatric uveitis
1. Patient demographics: age, sex, race, domicile, travel, 

body habitus, immune status
2. Location of the inflammatory process:

a. Anterior
b. Intermediate
c. Posterior
d. Panuveitis
e. Unilateral, bilateral, or alternating

3. Duration, onset, course, and therapeutic  
responsiveness of the inflammation:

a. Acute, chronic, recurrent
b. Sudden vs insidious onset
c. Progressive vs self-limiting
d. Responsive vs recalcitrant or non-responsive

4. Character of the inflammation:
a. Nature of the inflammatory cells
b. Inflammatory deposit (KP) nature:  

granulomatous vs non-granulomatous
c. Keratitic precipitate (KP) distribution:  

classic, Arlt’s triangle, diffuse stellate
d. Presence of nodules: Busacca or Koeppe
e. Presence of fibrin
f. Presence of synechiae

5. Etiology of the inflammation:
a. Infectious
b. Autoimmune
c. Idiopathic
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28.2.1 Clinical Evaluation

A thorough clinical evaluation is the first step in 
evaluating any uveitis patient. Obtaining patient trust 
in a friendly office environment may allow for more 
patient cooperation. Under ideal circumstances, the 
clinical evaluation for the pediatric patient is similar 
to that of the cooperative adult patient.

A complete history of the patient’s disease is im-
portant. Age, sex, race, geographic history, family 
history, social habits, contagious disease exposure, 
travel history, and duration of illness are all neces-
sary elements in evaluation. Each one of these cat-
egories can help the clinician narrow the differential 
diagnosis.

During the physical examination it is important 
to determine the anatomic location of the patient’s 
uveitis (anterior, intermediate, posterior, or panu-
veitis). The cornea should be examined for keratitic 
precipitates (KP) (stellate vs mutton fat), endothelial 
pigmentation patterns, and endothelial or stromal 
changes. Anterior chamber cell or fibrinoid reac-
tion can be observed and graded. The iris should be 
checked for the existence of synechiae, iris nodules 
(Busacca/Koeppe), and areas of atrophy or discolor-
ation. Iris atrophy may be sectorial, diffuse, superfi-
cial, or very subtle with minimal shallowing of the 
crypts. If possible, the iris should also be examined 
by gonioscopy along with the angle structures. The 
vitreous can also be examined for the presence of cell 
and overall haze and graded accordingly. The exis-
tence of snow banks, large white opacities (snow-
balls), or pars planitis should also be noted. Finally, 
the retina should be examined for findings such as the 
presence of masses, serous retinal detachments, areas 
of acute inflammation, necrosis, vessel sheathing or 
macular cysts, macular pigment, or macular edema. 
The optic disc may also show diffuse atrophy or pal-
lor, sectorial atrophy, thinning, neovascularization, 
hyperemia, or edema.

Finally the clinician should look for systemic cor-
relates such as respiratory symptoms, lymphadenopa-
thy, joint pain, gastrointestinal problems, or cutaneous 
manifestations including rash, vesicles, erythema, ec-
chymosis, open ulcers, or signs of trauma.

28.2.2 Naming

The history and the physical evaluation must be 
properly organized to judiciously proceed to a dif-
ferential diagnosis. Additionally, the history and the 
physical evaluation should be well organized using 
medical terminology for potential further discussion 
with other caregivers, including optometrists, non-
ophthalmologist physicians, therapists, and primary 
care providers as well as other ophthalmologists.

The naming process creates a profile or template 
of the clinical case. All of the terms describing the sa-
lient historical and clinical facts referable to the case 
under study should be combined in a detailed clinical 
description of the patient.

Naming example: John is a 9-year-old white 
male from Virginia with a history of chronic, 
intermittent photophobia and unilateral eye pain. 
The boy also complains of sporadic joint pain 
and occasional rashes, but no known history of 
ocular trauma. Examination reveals normal lids, 
ipsilateral injection with diffuse fine KP, a clear 
cornea, no synechiae, mild iris atrophy, mild cell, 
no cataract, and no posterior segment findings.

Naming breakdown: Patient identifier, 
age, race, occupation, duration, character 
of the inflammation, location of the 
inflammation, and symptoms.

28.2.3 Meshing

Meshing is the process of matching up the findings 
in the case in question with the findings that charac-
terize a particular entity. Generally speaking, uveitis 
syndromes are distinct entities. The list of likely 
uveitic entities in the pediatric population is surpris-
ingly small, so the differential also covers the vast 
majority of uveitis cases seen in the general practice 
of adult ophthalmology.

By comparing patient parameters to established 
uveitic entities, similar profiles should be included in 
the preliminary differential diagnosis and then should 
be ranked in order of likelihood. Based on the pre-
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vious clinical example, meshing would provide the 
following differential diagnoses: (1) herpetic uveitis 
without corneal involvement, (2) Fuchs’ uveitis syn-
drome, (3) juvenile rheumatoid or idiopathic arthritis, 
and (4) pars planitis. Additional naming and meshing 
examples are noted below:

Example 1: A 10-year-old white female student and 
musician with bilateral chronic non-granulomatous 
iridocyclitis observed for the past 2 years, manifested 
by minimal eye symptoms and occasional knee pain. 
This initial mesh or differential diagnosis includes 
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and sarcoidosis.

Example 2: An 18-year-old black male student and 
artist with bilateral acute episodic granulomatous 
iridocyclitis and vitritis and symptoms of blurred 
vision and pain over the past 3 months without 
systemic complaints. This initial mesh would 
include sarcoidosis or ankylosing spondylitis.

Example 3: A 7-year-old oriental otherwise 
healthy female student and gymnast with acute 
unilateral iridocyclitis and glaucoma complains 
of photophobia and blurring for the past 
2 weeks. Initial mesh includes toxoplasmosis, 
Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome, or herpetic uveitis.

28.2.4 Office Testing

Many diagnostic tests and procedures can be per-
formed while the patient is in the clinician’s office, 
often during the initial consultation visit. An efficient 
system to utilize para-professional personnel to ob-
tain these tests greatly facilitates the workup while 
freeing valuable physician time:

Delayed hypersensitivity skin testing for: (1) tu-• 
berculosis (purified protein derivative [PPD]), 
and rarely (2) anergy for sarcoidosis (Candida or 
mumps), or (3) histoplasmosis or coccidioidomy-
cosis.

• Behçet’s skin testing (archaic but classic practice).
• Photostress and Amsler grid (macular edema, 

macular retinitis).

Fluorescein angiography (macular edema, vascu-• 
litis, papillitis, choroiditis, retinitis, posterior sc-
leritis).
Tear function testing: • Schirmer’s test and breakup 
time (Sjögren’s syndrome, sarcoidosis, connective 
tissue diseases).
Tear lysozyme or lactoferrin (Sjögren’s syndrome, • 
sarcoidosis).
Conjunctival biopsy (sarcoidosis).• 
Aqueous paracentesis (infection, antibody titer, tu-• 
mor, lens-induced uveitis, eosinophilia).
Visual fields (glaucoma, optic atrophy, papillitis).• 
Contrast sensitivity, color vision (optic neuritis, • 
papillitis).

• Glare testing (cataract, synechiae, capsular opaci-
fication).
Ultrasonography (posterior scleritis, retinal de-• 
tachment, vitreous debris).
Electroretinogram (chloroquine toxicity, opaque • 
media, birdshot choroidoretinopathy, retinitis pig-
mentosa, non-specific).
Electrooculogram (diabetic retinopathy, siderosis • 
retinae, vitiliginous maculopathy, and shallow ret-
inal pigment epithelial detachments).

• Corneal topography (corneal disease seen in her-
petic keratouveitis).

• Optical coherence tomography (OCT) provides 
quantitative data on macular edema or glaucoma-
tous nerve fiber layer changes (optic nerve atro-
phy in papillitis or glaucoma, as well as macular 
changes seen with edema, epiretinal membrane, or 
atrophic maculopathy). This includes other digi-
tal imaging modalities and devices such as HRT 
(Heidelberg) and RTA (Marco).
Conjunctival biopsy (sarcoidosis).• 
Aqueous paracentesis (infection, antibody titer, tu-• 
mor, lens-induced uveitis, eosinophilia).

28.2.5 Specific and Non-specific 
Laboratory Tests

Working with the small list of diagnostic possibilities 
generated by the naming–meshing process, laboratory 
tests can be ordered to systematically evaluate each 
possible diagnosis. Some tests arrive in the physician’s 
office the next day, while other tests may require up to 
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a week. Serologic testing for unusual infections may 
be sent to state health departments, centrally located 
high-efficiency commercial laboratories such as Lab-
Corps, or specialty university laboratories for analy-
sis. Histocompatibility antigens often may be drawn 
only early in the week because lymphocytes must be 
processed in culture over several days to identify sur-
face antigens. Below is a list of commonly used tests:

Bacterial antibody testing: toxocariasis, toxoplas-• 
mosis, Bartonella henselae, brucellosis
Viral antibody testing: • herpes simplex virus 
(HSV), cytomegalovirus (CMV), varicella-zoster 
virus (VZV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), hepati-
tis, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), human 
T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV)
Luetic serology: treponemal tests (• fluorescent tre-
ponemal antibody absorption [FTA-ABS] test, mi-
crohemagglutination-Treponema pallidum [MHA-
TP]) and non-treponemal tests (rapid plasma 
reagin [RPR], Venereal Disease Research Labora-
tory [VDRL] test)
Lyme disease testing: serology, western blot con-• 
firmation, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Leptospirosis serology• 
Fungal serology: blastomycosis, coccidioidomy-• 
cosis, histoplasmosis serum antibodies
Connective tissue disease: • rheumatoid factor (RF), 
antinuclear antibody (ANA), lupus anticoagulant, 
complement, protein electrophoresis, antineu-
trophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA), Sjögren’s 
syndrome antibodies (SS-A, SS-B), and specific 
antinuclear antibodies (single-stranded, double-
stranded DNA, Smith, ribonucleoprotein)
Non-specific inflammation: erythrocyte sedimen-• 
tation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP), high 
sensitivity, low specificity testing, useful for fol-
lowing systemic therapy and vasculitis or arteritis, 
generally lower in children than adults
Feces for parasites: • Ascaris, Entamoeba histolyt-
ica, Escherichia coli, Endolimax nana, Giardia 
lamblia
Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) for sarcoi-• 
dosis
Lysozyme: sarcoidosis, tuberculosis• 
Major histocompatibility antigens: HLA-B27 syn-• 
dromes and HLA-A29 in birdshot chorioretinopa-
thy are by far the most useful clinically
Standard tests: complete blood count (CBC), dif-• 
ferential, clotting factors, chemistry, urinalysis

Cryoglobulins: myeloma and other myeloprolif-• 
erative neoplasms, rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren’s 
syndrome, lupus erythematosus, Waldenström’s 
macroglobulinemia, hepatitis, CMV infections, 
infective endocarditis, mononucleosis, leprosy
Complement levels, interleukin levels, circulating • 
immune complexes
Chlamydial complement-fixation test• 
AIDS tests: enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay • 
(ELISA), viral load, and western blot
Diagnostic imaging:• 
– Chest x-ray: tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, histo-

plasmosis, tumor
– Sacroiliac films: HLA-B27, Reiter’s syndrome, 

ankylosing spondylitis
– Orbital films, CT scan, or MRI: tumor, foreign 

body, thyroid, scleritis
– Skull films: congenital toxoplasmosis
– Joint films: rheumatoid arthritis, HLA-B27, 

JIA, lupus, gonorrhea
– Gallium scan: sarcoidosis
Invasive diagnostic testing:• 
– Diagnostic vitrectomy: acute or chronic en-

dophthalmitis for Propionibacterium acnes, or 
viral antibodies

– Aqueous paracentesis: tumor cells, or adjunc-
tive to vitreous tap

– Vitreous tap: in office abbreviated form of diag-
nostic vitrectomy

– Corneal biopsy: important for Acanthamoeba 
and fungal lesions

– Conjunctival biopsy: sarcoidosis for focal nod-
ules

– Retinal biopsy: viral disease
– Choroidal biopsy: idiopathic focal lesions
– Conjunctival impression cytology: neoplasia, 

severe dry eye

28.2.6 Specialty Consultations

The assistance of colleagues in other specialties is es-
sential for excellence and standardization of medical 
care. Particularly useful collaborations include those 
with specialists in internal medicine, pediatrics, in-
fectious diseases, oncology, rheumatology, radiology, 
nuclear medicine, dentistry, neurology, and derma-
tology.
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28.2.7 Therapeutic Diagnostic Trials

Many times, a diagnosis can be firmly established 
only if the patient actually responds to specific medi-
cal therapy, usually an antibiotic. The most significant 
uveitic diseases responding to antimicrobial therapy 
include toxoplasmosis, Lyme disease, leptospirosis, tu-
berculosis, coccidioidomycosis, cryptococcosis, and, 
of course, infectious postoperative endophthalmitis. 
Many patients with toxocariasis, on the other hand, 
will worsen when given antihelmintic drugs and in-
stead will fare better with only anti-inflammatory 
treatment.

Modern HIV treatment with highly aggressive an-
tiretroviral therapy (HAART) has markedly altered 
the prognosis for HIV infection and the attendant op-
portunistic infections such as ocular toxoplasmosis or 
CMV retinitis. Viral disease leading to uveitis often 
responds remarkably well to concomitant systemic 
antiviral therapy and local ocular anti-inflammatory 
medications.

An entirely new entity of immune recovery uveitis 
can occur with the rejuvenation of immune compe-
tency following successful specific antiretroviral ther-
apy. Patients experience an unwelcomed renaissance 
of their intraocular inflammation with reinvigoration 
of autoimmunity while remaining on previously ad-
equate doses of anti-inflammatory medication. Treat-
ment logically consists of sufficiently increased po-
tency, dosage, and frequency of anti-inflammatory 
medications to control intraocular inflammation.

28.3 Important Uveitis Entities 
in the Pediatric Population

28.3.1 Toxocariasis

Toxocariasis is an uncommon disease in the general 
population, but represents a sizably concerning cause 
of posterior uveitis in the pediatric clinic. Toxocari-
asis is the result of parasitic nematode larvae that 
have been found to live in up to 80% of young dog 
(Toxocara canis) and cat (Toxocara cati) intestines. 
One study showed that 81.8% of patients diagnosed 
with toxocariasis had significant household exposure 
to either puppies or kittens [63]. The disease is usu-
ally contracted by the ingestion of dirt or food that 

has been contaminated by dog or cat feces containing 
the ova. The ova reach the intestine producing larvae 
that enter both the blood and lymphatic circulation. 
From there they reach sites including the liver, lungs, 
and eye. Although largely considered a pediatric dis-
ease, a large study by Stewart found ocular toxocari-
asis in patients aged 1–37 years with an average age 
of 16.5 years and a median of 14 years [63].

Toxocariasis is usually a unilateral disease with 
one study showing 9.1% of cases being bilateral 
[63]. Common presenting complaints include blurred 
vision, photophobia, floaters, eye redness, or stra-
bismus secondary to poor vision. Visual acuity can 
widely vary from normal to very poor depending on 
macular involvement and vitreous clarity. Systemic 
infection with toxocariasis is referred to as visceral 
larval migrans (VLM) and can be associated with 
malaise, fever, poor appetite, or may be asymptom-
atic. Eye manifestations can occur outside of any 
other systemic symptoms, which is the norm. In fact 
most patients with VLM do not have ocular nematode 
disease.

Ocular toxocariasis can present as an intermedi-
ate, posterior, or panuveitis and is not usually seen 
as an isolated anterior uveitis. Toxocariasis can 
typically present with a granuloma located peripher-
ally or localized to the posterior pole and macula. 
Leukocoria from chronic endophthalmitis is also a 
common but unfortunate presentation. Less com-
monly a granuloma on the optic nerve can be seen. 
The location of the granuloma is dependent on the 
entrance arterial vascular access route of the nema-
tode. Entrance via the central retinal artery usually 
results in peripheral granulomas while entrance 
through the short posterior ciliary artery can result 
in posterior pole, macula, or optic disc granulomas. 
This phenomenon is due to lumen diameter restric-
tion of distal arterial flow within the posterior polar 
circulation. Cystoid macular edema and vitreoretinal 
traction creating tension on the macula can occur as 
well and commonly cause reduced vision in these 
patients. Ocular toxocariasis is a common cause of 
pseudoretinoblastoma in the published literature and 
should be considered in the differential diagnosis of 
leukocoria to avoid misdiagnosing pediatric patients 
with retinoblastoma [8].

Diagnosis of toxocariasis is largely dependent on 
fundus examination and a proper patient history that 
includes exposure to pets. Serum ELISA for antibod-
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ies to Toxocara is instrumental in the diagnosis. How-
ever, ocular toxocariasis patients may routinely have 
low to absent serum titers. Therefore, positive serum 
results may help support the diagnosis, yet a negative 
serum antibody does not rule out the diagnosis. For 
VLM, the ELISA cutoff dilution of 1:32 is used to 
indicate a positive result. Since serum antibody levels 
may be much lower or even absent in ocular toxocari-
asis, any antibody titer, including undiluted, should 
be considered significant when there is also a suspi-
cious clinical examination. Aqueous or vitreous fluid 
has been found to yield much higher sensitivity mak-
ing diagnostic vitrectomy or anterior chamber tap an 
option in difficult cases.

Loss of vision is often due to chronic inflammation 
as the body reacts to the larvae. Therefore the main-
stay of treatment in these patients focuses on steroid 
therapy during the acute inflammatory phases. Topical, 
periocular, or systemic steroids are commonly used. 
Other studies have found mixed success with the use of 
cyclosporine A in conjunction with systemic steroids 
[42]. In cases where there is retinal traction or severe 
vitreous opacity, vitrectomy may become necessary. 
In most cases, laser photocoagulation or cryoretin-
opexy of the larvae is not suggested since destruction 
of the nematode may cause a severe inflammatory 
process. The use of antihelmintic medications such as 
albendazole or thiabendazole are common in treating 
systemic disease, but remain controversial with ocu-
lar disease [3]. As with laser photocoagulation, it is 
believed that the destroyed larvae are responsible for 
a severe inflammatory reaction. In the case of periph-
eral lesions that are asymptomatic, simple observation 
may be recommended while host immunity controls 
and eliminates the infection over time.

28.3.2 Traumatic Iritis, Blunt 
Injury, and Hyphema

Blunt trauma is a common emergent presentation in 
pediatrics. Traumatic iritis is generally self-limited, 
but far less symptomatic and persistent when effec-
tively and proactively treated with topical steroids 
and dilation. A wide variety of findings and sequelae 
result from blunt trauma, as indicated in Table 28.4. 
Acute iritis following blunt trauma should be aggres-

sively treated with topical steroids and cycloplegics 
until all cellular response in the anterior chamber 
has disappeared, then topical steroids weaning ju-
diciously in order to prevent rebound inflammation. 
Patients and their family should be informed that the 
injured eye is forever thereafter subject to a litany 
of potential complications, most important of which 
are cataract, glaucoma, and retinal detachment. These 
patients should have regular eye examinations for the 
remainder of their lives to ensure early detection of 
these sequelae. In cases of anisocoria, proper wrist-
band, medical record, and driver’s license documen-
tation of pupillary asymmetry should be ascertained.

Hyphema is also a common result of blunt ocu-
lar trauma in the pediatric population. As many as 
90% of hyphemas occur in boys, in concordance with 
other data regarding blunt and penetrating injury. The 
mechanism of injury can vary widely and should be 
ascertained. Non-accidental trauma in these patients 
should also be ruled out. A hyphema is usually caused 

Table 28.4 Sequelae of blunt ocular trauma
Traumatic iritis
Traumatic iridocyclitis
Traumatic hyphema
Secondary glaucoma due to meshwork inflammation
Secondary glaucoma due to crenated red blood cell obstruc-
tion of the meshwork
Hypotony due to ciliary body inflammation or dislocation
Angle recession and angle-recession glaucoma
Iris sphincter rupture
Temporary and permanent ipsilateral pupillary dilation and 
anisocoria
Traumatic cataract
Traumatic zonular dehiscence, and subsequent lenticular 
dislocation or phacodinesis
Refractive or deprivation amblyopia
Posterior vitreous detachment
Symptomatic syneresis
Retinal detachment
Commotio retinae and optic nerve head hemorrhage
Vitreous hemorrhage
Rhegmatogenous retinal detachment
Orbital blow-out fracture, and subsequent diplopia, fatty 
atrophy, and enophthalmos
Ruptured globe, usually at the muscle insertions or optic 
nerve insertion
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by blunt force that when applied to the eye displaces 
the aqueous fluid out peripherally. This results in in-
creased hydraulic pressure to the iris root and angle 
structures. If this pressure is great enough, bleeding 
will occur from broken vessels usually located within 
the peripheral iris and ciliary body. Such injury may 
also be great enough to cause scleral rupture; there-
fore ruptured globe should always be excluded in 
these patients. Spontaneous hyphema is less com-
mon, but should raise the concern for juvenile xan-
thogranuloma, retinoblastoma, and leukemia. Iris 
rubeosis, clotting disorders, Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome, 
and herpes are also possible causes of spontaneous 
hyphema.

The degree of bleeding can vary from microscopic 
red blood cells visible under the slit lamp to complete 
filling of the anterior chamber, the proverbial “eight-
ball.” Less than 50% of hyphemas will fill greater 
than one third of the anterior chamber and less than 
10% will fill the entire chamber [17]. The prognosis 
of these patients usually is rather good, but largely 
depends on whether the patient develops complica-
tions from the hyphema. The common complications 
are glaucoma, optic atrophy secondary to glaucoma, 
corneal blood staining, uveitis, and rebleeding. Evi-
dence of rebleeding should be of high concern to the 
physician and is a poor prognostic factor of future 
visually acuity. Rebleeding occurs most frequently 
between days 2 and 5.

The first step in treating a hyphema begins with 
a thorough history. The mechanism of injury is im-
portant and the clinician should rule out penetrating 
injury when applicable. The date of injury is helpful 
in assessing the likelihood of rebleeding and to aid in 
determining a proper follow-up schedule. The child 
should be screened for any preexisting eye diseases 
such as glaucoma, corneal diseases, or amblyopia. It 
should also be known whether the child has any clot-
ting disorder, or is on systemic anticoagulation.

All African American patients should be tested for 
sickle cell disease. Sickle cell patients are at risk for 
sickling of red blood cells in the anterior chamber. The 
abnormal red blood cells can inhibit outflow through 
the trabecular meshwork and lead to increased in-
traocular pressure (IOP). Sickle cell patients are also 
at a greater risk for optic neuropathy which has been 
theorized to be due to decreased blood flow to the 
optic nerve head making it more susceptible to IOP 
increases.

During serial examinations, the size of the hy-
phema should be documented and followed for im-
provement. The cornea should be evaluated for evi-
dence of blood staining. The cornea should also be 
assessed for evidence of any preexisting conditions 
that may increase the patient’s risk for blood stain-
ing. The iris and lens should also be examined for 
evidence of cyclodialysis or subluxation. If possi-
ble, the fundus should also be assessed for vitreous 
hemorrhage or retinal detachment. Often, the fundus 
view is obscured necessitating B-scan ultrasound to 
rule out retinal detachment or a mass in the fundus. 
Gonioscopy should be delayed for up to 6 weeks to 
avoid the chance of causing a rebleed. Gonioscopy is 
eventually necessary to examine for angle recession, 
a condition that necessitates closer follow-up for the 
increased risk of open-angle glaucoma. IOP measure-
ment is very important as glaucoma is a common and 
serious complication with hyphema patients and may 
dictate the course of treatment.

Treatment of hyphema begins with having the 
child refrain from physical activity and sleeping with 
the head elevated 35 degrees to avoid obscuration of 
the entire trabecular meshwork circumference. The 
use of a hard eye shield is also helpful to prevent 
further trauma, but employed only for appropriate 
cases. Hospitalization was often used with pediatric 
cases in the past, but has largely fallen out of favor. 
However, hospitalization is still considered reason-
able during the first 5 days of treatment to closely 
monitor for development of a rebleed [23]. Patients 
who are at a high risk for developing complications 
such as children with glaucoma, sickle cell, or who 
have already developed a rebleed during follow-up 
are also good candidates for hospitalization. Bilat-
eral pressure patching to immobilize the eyes during 
the first five critical days post-injury has also largely 
fallen out of favor.

Medical therapy includes long-term dilation with 
either homatropine, Cyclogyl, or atropine which 
helps with patient pain and may reduce the risk of 
rebleed and the formation of synechiae. Prednisolone 
acetate is also used four times per day (q.i.d.) or more 
depending on the degree of inflammation. Oral pred-
nisone has also been used at 0.75–1.00 mg/kg in a 
divided dose and has been shown in some studies to 
prevent rebleed. Antifibrinolytics such as oral amin-
ocaproic acid (Amicar) are well studied and shown to 
prevent rebleed in high-risk patients. While systemic 
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Amicar has well-known systemic side effects includ-
ing vomiting, topical aminocaproic acid gel (Capro-
gel; Ista Pharmaceuticals, Irvine) has been shown to 
significantly reduce the risk of rebleed while avoid-
ing systemic side effects [10–12, 35].

Because elevated IOP can lead to corneal blood 
staining and optic atrophy, patients with increasing 
IOP should be placed on a topical beta-blocker or 
other appropriate topical agent. Carbonic anhydrase 
inhibitors and adrenergics need to be avoided in 
sickle cell patients as these medications can induce 
sickling in the anterior chamber.

Generally, corneal blood staining can occur with 
IOPs that are greater than 25 for a period greater than 
6 days. Blood staining can be seen histologically as 
blood products in the corneal stroma which may take 
from months to years to fully resolve. The clinician 
should always be mindful of earlier development of 
staining, as this would be an indication of surgical 
evacuation of the hyphema. Blood staining may also 
occur earlier or under a lower IOP in patients with 
complete hyphemas or who have preexisting corneal 
pathology. Blood staining in younger children pres-
ents the challenge of dealing with amblyopia. Severe 
staining may necessitate corneal transplantation.

While a hyphema is generally managed medi-
cally, surgical intervention is necessary at times. 
IOPs greater than 35 for more than 2–3 days despite 
medical therapy may lead to corneal blood staining 
and therefore indicate an anterior chamber washout. 
Sickle cell patients who have pressures greater than 
25 for more than 24 h also require a washout. Surgi-
cal washout is usually performed using a simple ir-
rigation/aspiration technique. Vitreous cutting instru-
mentation with aspiration may also be used if a large 
clot does not aspirate well.

28.3.3 Fuchs’ Uveitis Syndrome

Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome (FUS), previously known as 
Fuchs’ heterochromic iridocyclitis, is a condition that 
was first described by the legendary Austrian oph-
thalmologist Ernst Fuchs in 1906. For many years, 
standard terminology termed this condition Fuchs’ 
heterochromic uveitis due to the characteristic het-
erochromia seen in most cases by simple external 
examination. FUS is largely (over 90%) a unilateral, 

chronic iridocyclitis that is usually seen with hetero-
chromia, which may be subtle in early cases. Likely 
because of the paucity of symptoms, FUS is an un-
common presentation in the pediatric ophthalmolo-
gist’s practice. However, in some studies 2–11% of 
childhood uveitis patients had FUS [56]. FUS has no 
racial or sex predilection and can present anywhere 
from late adolescence to adulthood. While some stud-
ies show the average age of presentation at 40 years 
old, pediatric FUS is well reported and should be 
included in any uveitis differential diagnosis. FUS 
diagnosis in the pediatric population is important 
because proper diagnosis may allow the clinician to 
avoid the use of chronic immunosuppressive medica-
tion and the resultant side effects.

Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome is a low-grade inflamma-
tory process that leads to iris atrophy and potential 
secondary glaucoma and cataract. Vitreous opacifica-
tion can rarely occur, but posterior synechiae forma-
tion is unusual. While the cause of FUS is not known, 
several theories exist including infectious and auto-
immune. Multiple autoimmune mechanisms have 
been implicated. Of those theories the most studied 
is with retinitis pigmentosa. In 2000, Chowers et al. 
studied 338 patients with retinitis pigmentosa finding 
a statistically significant connection between FUS 
and retinitis pigmentosa. However, no significant 
positive human leukocyte antigen (HLA) associa-
tions have been found.

The infectious mechanisms that have been theo-
rized to cause FUS include rubella, toxoplasmosis, 
toxocariasis, and herpes simplex. Some studies have 
shown toxoplasmosis to have a significant link to 
FUS [4, 48, 56]. In a 25-patient study by Schwab, 
16 FUS patients had fundus lesions that were suspi-
cious for ocular toxoplasmosis while 13 of these had 
positive serology for toxoplasmosis [56]. Recently, 
rubella has been heavily studied and then implicated 
in its association with FUS. A study by de Groot-
Mijnes confirmed earlier work by Quentin which 
showed intraocular antibodies against rubella virus 
in FUS patients [15, 48]. In 2007, Birnbaum showed 
a statistically significant decrease in the number of 
American-born FUS patients, when compared to 
other forms of uveitis, after the advent of rubella vac-
cination in the USA [4].

Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome is often an asymptom-
atic disease, particularly in younger patients. A pa-
per by La Hey found that none of the studied FUS 
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patients presented with photophobia or eye redness 
[36]. When symptomatic, patients may complain of 
decreased vision secondary to cataracts or vitreous 
haze. The diagnosis is one of exclusion and based 
principally on physical examination. The diagnostic 
triad consists of stellate KP, cataract, and iris atrophy 
leading to heterochromia. The conjunctiva and sclera 
are usually white and quiet; however, vessels may be 
prominent on the sclera or conjunctiva.

The La Hey study showed stellate KP in 86% of 
patients [36]. Although stellate KP is highly sugges-
tive of FUS, these KP are also evident in toxoplas-
mosis, herpes simplex, herpes zoster, and CMV in-
fectious uveitis cases. The anterior chamber may or 
may not show a low-grade cell and flare even in the 
presence of stellate KP. Stellate KP are characterized 
by a diffuse distribution throughout the endothelium, 
without an obvious predilection for Arlt’s triangle 
inferiorly. Furthermore, stellate KP show definitive 
dendritic or stellate projections from a central core 
when viewed at high magnification, unlike the char-
acteristically discoid morphology of the more com-
mon non-granulomatous KP or the globular appear-
ance of granulomatous KP.

Heterochromia can be seen in 82% of patients, but 
in the same Le Hey study, iris stromal atrophy was 
seen in 100% of patients [36]. Normally a lighter col-
ored iris becomes darker when stromal loss causes 
the underlying densely pigmented posterior iris pig-
mented epithelium to show through. Conversely, a 
darker colored iris becomes lighter as the deep brown 
iris stroma slowly melts away leaving more muscle 
fibers and less melanin visible. Koeppe and Busacca 
nodules may also be seen. Posterior synechiae are un-
common in FUS patients. The presence of posterior 
synechiae should in fact lead the clinician away from 
a diagnosis of FUS. Neovascularization of the iris 
and chamber angle can lead to bleeding and hyphema 
during procedures such as paracentesis or cataract 
surgery. A wispy filiform angle hemorrhage after di-
agnostic aqueous paracentesis forms the basis of Ar-
lt’s sign, thought in the early twentieth century to be 
diagnostic for FUS. The vitreous may have opacities 
that at times can lead to decreased vision and neces-
sitate surgical intervention. Cystoid macular edema 
is usually not present differentiating it from other 
uveitis syndromes.

The low-grade inflammation seen in FUS usu-
ally does not require aggressive treatment. How-

ever, periodic flare-ups may require corticosteroids, 
but chronic therapy is not indicated. Many patients 
fare well on a single dose of topical steroid such as 
Pred Forte (prednisolone acetate; Allergan, Irvine) or 
Lotemax (loteprednol etabonate; Bausch & Lomb, 
Rochester). The elimination of all aqueous cell and 
flare should not necessarily be the goal of therapy in 
these patients and may only predispose the patient to 
the complications of chronic steroid use.

The two main complications of FUS stem from 
cataract and glaucoma. A rapidly progressing poste-
rior subcapsular cataract has been found in 80–90% 
of patients. Secondary glaucoma is also another seri-
ous complication seen in 22–59% of patients stud-
ied. Posterior subcapsular cataract, a common com-
plication of FUS, will eventually require surgical 
intervention in every patient, especially in pediatric 
patients in the amblyogenic age group. Studies have 
found these patients do well with small incision, clear 
cornea phacoemulsification with an intraocular lens 
placed in the capsular bag. Pretreatment with pred-
nisolone q.i.d. 4 days prior to surgery and continued 
postoperatively aid in reducing postoperative inflam-
mation. The surgeon should also be mindful that FUS 
patients often have abnormal iris and anterior angle 
vessels which may cause excessive bleeding during 
procedures leading to an iatrogenic hyphema.

Glaucoma in an FUS patient is initially treated 
with topical medications. When medication fails the 
surgical options include trabeculectomy and glau-
coma drainage implant. Laser procedures such as ar-
gon laser trabeculoplasty (ALT) and selective laser 
trabeculoplasty (SLT) are often not effective in these 
patients, but should be attempted prior to surgery. 
The customarily dense meshwork pigmentation seen 
in FUS may be more amenable to SLT therapy. The 
tendency of pediatric uveitis patients to form fibrous 
tissue quickly can lead to the failure of the surgical 
bleb. However, the success of trabeculectomy in the 
pediatric uveitis patient has been increased since the 
advent of antimetabolites. Glaucoma drainage im-
plants are also a common choice for these patients 
where scar formation and bleb failure is a concern.

A small group of patients may experience vision 
loss secondary to vitreous floaters or debris. In these 
patients, pars plana vitrectomy has been shown in 
some studies to be an effective treatment and may in 
theory also protect against inflammatory damage to 
the posterior pole [57]. Planned elective pars plana 
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vitrectomy can be performed at the time of cataract 
extraction and intraocular lens implantation in se-
lected patients.

28.3.4 Toxoplasmosis

Toxoplasma gondii is an obligate intracellular pro-
tozoan parasite that can infect any organ system in 
the human body. It is highly neurotrophic with a pre-
dilection for ocular and brain tissues. An estimated 
13–50% of the world’s population is infected, with 
higher prevalence in areas of South America, Europe, 
and Africa, particularly where raw meat such as steak 
tartare is commonly ingested [18, 33]. However, most 
exposed individuals demonstrate no symptoms of 
disease. More virulent strains have been identified in 
South America and Africa with ocular involvement in 
up to 20% of infected persons [29]. The third National 
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey found a 
seroprevalence of Toxoplasma gondii in the USA of 
23% in 17,658 persons and ocular toxoplasmosis is 
estimated to occur in 2% of seropositive patients. In 
2001 the CDC/American Academy of Ophthalmol-
ogy survey estimated 30,000 visits to ophthalmolo-
gists for ocular toxoplasmosis. These data presume 
as many as 1.26 million Americans could have ocular 
toxoplasmosis, active or inactive [33].

Infection occurs either by ingestion of fruits, veg-
etables, or undercooked meat containing the cystic 
bradyzoite form or through contamination by cat fe-
ces that may contain oocysts. Infected water sources 
have been recently proven a source of infection and 
cause for several epidemics in South America and 
Canada. In the USA most toxoplasmosis is thought to 
be acquired congenitally.

The life cycle of Toxoplasma gondii is complex 
starting with feline hosts where sexual reproduction 
of the protozoa produces oocysts in the intestinal 
tract of the host. These oocysts are quite resistant 
to environmental damage and can remain viable for 
long periods of time. Ingestion of oocysts causes ac-
tivation and transformation into the active tachyzoite 
which replicates quickly, destroying host cells, and 
releasing more tachyzoites into the bloodstream. Im-
mune regulation in immunocompetent hosts controls 
disease in a host–parasite stalemate in which the 
tachyzoite form transforms to the morphologically 

identical bradyzoite form with much slower repli-
cation rates. Bradyzoites can persist in a host for a 
lifetime and evade immune detection in cystic form 
which can also be shed in feces and remain infective. 
Bradyzoites can be released from cysts and trans-
form into actively replicating tachyzoites at any time 
within a host. Reactivation of latent toxoplasmosis 
can occur at any time of decreased host immune con-
trol, such as immune-suppression for transplant pa-
tients, AIDS, severe illness, major trauma, childbirth, 
or general surgery [18, 29, 33].

Congenital toxoplasmosis occurs with primary 
maternal infection and dissemination to the placenta 
with protozoa crossing into the fetal circulation. The 
classic triad of congenital toxoplasmosis is choriore-
tinitis, intracranial calcifications, and hydrocephalus. 
Other signs include anemia, jaundice, rash, hepatos-
plenomegaly, and low birth weight. Infection during 
the first or second trimester can severely affect the 
fetus causing significant morbidity and mortality. In-
fection during the third trimester can have little effect 
with normal-appearing newborns. However, if treat-
ment is not given, children can develop chorioretini-
tis and growth delay. Treatment is recommended for 
all pregnant women who develop toxoplasmosis dur-
ing their pregnancy and to all newborns for a duration 
of 1 year [2, 51].

In the USA an estimated 3,000 newborns are in-
fected with Toxoplasma gondii per year. Approxi-
mately 10% of infected infants have noted chorioreti-
nal lesions soon after birth although new lesions can 
appear at any time. Recent studies of 281 infected 
newborns in Europe showed 17% had developed reti-
nal lesions at the 5-year follow-up mark with nearly 
two thirds having posterior pole lesions and almost 
15% having bilateral posterior pole lesions. Eyes 
with posterior pole lesions had normal vision in that 
eye 52% of the time measured at 3 years of age, and 
84% had normal vision in eyes with only peripheral 
lesions. Patients with ocular involvement had normal 
vision greater than 90% of the time in at least one eye 
and only 9% of patients had vision worse than 20/40 
in both eyes [2, 51].

Ocular toxoplasmosis is thought to occur by para-
site infection breaking down the blood–eye barrier 
with direct infection into the eye. This disrupts innate 
immune privilege within the eye and induces a hyper-
immune response, involving CD4, CD8, along with 
interleukins and cytokines, against the protozoans 
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[29]. This immune response, however, also causes 
collateral damage to uninfected cells within the eye. 
Systemic corticosteroids are therefore necessarily 
used concurrently with antiprotozoan treatment by 
many clinicians to reduce the detrimental effects of 
the host immune response within the eye. Periocular 
injections of steroids, however, are contraindicated 
due to an overwhelming inhibition of host immunity 
and subsequent rampant replication of toxoplasmal 
organisms. Periocular steroid injections have led to 
the loss of infected eyes that may otherwise have 
been saved with systemic steroid and antiprotozoan 
agents [59].

The “classic” appearance of ocular toxoplasmosis 
is a focal necrotizing chorioretinitis accompanied by 
a vitreous inflammatory reaction. Commonly, this fo-
cal area arises from the border of an old chorioretinal 
scar. Immunocompetent patients almost always have 
only one area of active toxoplasmosis on examination 
whereas patients with decreased immunity can have 
several active lesions. The congenital form tends to 
be a bilateral disease with multiple satellite lesions 
located seemingly preferentially within the macula. 
Ocular toxoplasmosis typically involves 8–16 weeks 
of active inflammation then periods of inactivity for 
several years. Recurrence rates vary and in a study 
of 154 patients with ocular toxoplasmosis 79% of 
patients had a recurrence within a 5-year follow-up 
period despite antiparasitic treatment [64].

Optic nerve involvement can have many different 
presentations typified by four presentations: (1) disc 
edema with distant retinal lesions, (2) juxtapapillary 
lesions (Jensen’s disease), (3) serous macular detach-
ment, and (4) rarely with no other active lesions. 
Prognosis is still good with optic nerve involvement 
in 71% of patients showing improvement of vision 
with treatment [21]. IOP can be elevated in many 
cases of ocular toxoplasmosis due to trabeculitis, a 
phenomenon also observed in the other uveitic enti-
ties manifesting stellate KP. Westfall’s retrospective 
review of 61 patients showed IOP >21 in nearly 40% 
of patients and >30 in almost 30% [59]. Ocular toxo-
plasmosis can lead to severe vision loss with about 
one fourth of patients legally blind in at least one eye 
from the disease [64].

Diagnosis of ocular toxoplasmosis can usually be 
made on clinical grounds alone through documenta-
tion of the characteristic funduscopic lesions. If the 
diagnosis is questionable, laboratory tests can be used 

to confirm the initial impression. Typically, serum an-
tibody testing is obtained, but aqueous paracentesis 
specimens are also very useful. Recent comparative 
testing of PCR versus WDC (Goldmann-Witmer co-
efficient) was performed on 189 patients in India, 25 
of these with clinical ocular toxoplasmosis and 164 
controls. Toxoplasma PCR was determined a fast and 
effective test requiring only 50 μL of intraocular fluid, 
with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 59.1%. 
PCR testing takes 5–12 h and is cheaper than other 
tests. WDC requires 100 μL of intraocular fluid, takes 
12–48 h for results, and is 2–3 times more expensive 
than PCR. Specificity of WDC was also 100% with a 
sensitivity of 72.7%, slightly higher than PCR. Toxo-
plasma gondii immunoglobulin titers from peripheral 
blood may also be used when intraocular fluid testing 
is impractical [18].

Many treatment regimens for toxoplasmosis exist 
and usually multiple drugs are used to treat this fas-
tidious protozoa. More studies are needed to compare 
efficacy, ocular disease response, and maintenance 
suppression therapy. Standard or classic treatment 
consists of systemic pyrimethamine and sulfadiazine 
with folinic acid supplementation. However, these 
drugs can have significant side effects including bone 
marrow suppression and Stevens-Johnson syndrome. 
Weekly initial blood counts followed by less frequent 
testing is needed when patients take pyrimethamine. 
Clindamycin can be added to pyrimethamine, sulfadi-
azine, and oral steroids as “quadruple therapy” [33]. 
A recent prospective randomized trial by Soheilian 
compared trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole 960 mg 
(generic Bactrim or Septra) alone for 6 weeks ver-
sus combination therapy with pyrimethamine and 
sulfadiazine, and found both treatments to be equally 
effective. Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole has im-
proved the side effect profile of quadruple or clas-
sic treatment and provides the busy clinician with 
an effective alternative first-line therapy, obviating 
supplemental folinic acid [18].

Atovaquone is an antiprotozoa medication that af-
fects mitochondrial electron transport and has been 
shown to be effective against central nervous system 
Toxoplasma gondii. Atovaquone is generally much 
better tolerated than classic therapy but it is much 
more expensive. Tetracycline antibiotics are also ef-
fective for treating toxoplasmosis with minimal and 
familiar side effects. Young children with immature 
dentition cannot use tetracyclines due to discolor-
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ation of teeth and bone deposition. The macrolide 
antibiotics azithromycin and spiramycin have dem-
onstrated effectiveness, and spiramycin is commonly 
used for pregnant women due to its low fetal toxicity 
[18, 33].

Small case series of patients non-responsive to 
oral medications and with vision-threatening disease 
have shown success with off-label usage of intrav-
itreal clindamycin 1 mg with and without systemic 
steroid use. Systemic corticosteroids are usually 
added either concurrently or within the first few days 
after antimicrobial treatment is initiated to help con-
trol inflammation that can be detrimental within the 
eye. The use of steroids in immunosuppressed pa-
tients is controversial especially since inflammatory 
responses are usually mild [33]. Animal studies have 
shown that supplementation with zinc and melatonin 
could improve chorioretinitis seen in toxoplasmosis, 
although no corresponding human studies have been 
reported [2].

Prophylaxis is usually reserved for significantly 
immunocompromised patients and has been shown to 
reduce recurrences. Specific prophylactic regimens 
for these patients vary by clinician. With so many dif-
ferent accepted treatment options available and a lack 
of controlled trials, recommendations vary widely 
and no consensus has been determined regarding op-
timal treatment for ocular toxoplasmosis [33]. Hope-
fully future research can determine safe and effective 
treatment guidelines for toxoplasmosis, particularly 
in children.

28.3.5 Seronegative 
Spondyloarthropathies

Seronegative spondyloarthropathies (SS) are a het-
erogeneous group of disorders characterized by in-
flammatory joint disease predominantly affecting 
the lower limbs. They are all rheumatoid factor (RF) 
negative, and thus seronegative. The main disor-
ders include ankylosing spondylitis (AS), Reiter’s 
syndrome (reactive arthritis), psoriatic arthritis, ar-
thritis associated with inflammatory bowel disease 
(Crohn’s disease, Whipple’s disease, idiopathic), and 
juvenile-onset spondyloarthropathies. These patients 
also show a common link with a large percentage 

HLA-B27 positive. This major histocompatibility al-
lele was the first ever reported in the literature as a 
risk factor or in association with human disease. The 
relative risk of a person with the HLA-B27 allele for 
developing AS is approximately 85:1, which means 
this person is about 85 times more likely to develop 
AS then a B27-negative individual. This relative risk 
remains among the highest in all of human genetics 
[58].

The high association with HLA-B27 and enteric 
infections has lead to the hypothesis that these dis-
orders are related to a genetic predisposition for im-
mune system dysfunction to form autoantibodies 
after exposure to certain bacteria (Shigella, Campy-
lobacter, Yersinia, Salmonella). Small retrospective 
studies on spondyloarthropathies and HLA-B27-
positive patients showed that the HLA-B*2705 al-
lele, a subtype of HLA-B27, was found in 100% of 
patients with uveitis. The actual gene involved may 
be in close linkage equilibrium with the B27 locus, 
or it may act through molecular mimicry with certain 
foreign genes to initiate an autoimmune response [1]. 
The gram-negative lipopolysaccharide (surface LPS) 
may have highly similar surface antigenicity when 
compares to the B27 gene, thus creating a hit-and-
run scenario wherein the instigating infectious agent 
induces autoimmunity, is eliminated by routine host 
defenses, but initiates a perpetual cascade of inflam-
matory events even in the absence of the initial of-
fending organism [1, 58].

Ocular involvement is common in these disor-
ders and uveitis is one of the most common ocular 
manifestations associated with SS. Other important 
ocular manifestations include band keratopathy, scle-
ritis and episcleritis, blepharitis, secondary glau-
coma, cataract formation, conjunctivitis, posterior 
synechiae formation, macular edema, and amblyopia 
in the pediatric population. Uveitis, seen in 15–25% 
of B27-positive AS patients, presents classically as 
acute or hyperacute recurrent alternating or bilateral 
anterior uveitis with rare posterior involvement. SS, 
along with Behçet’s syndrome, are in the short dif-
ferential diagnosis of non-infectious causes of non-
infectious, atraumatic hypopyon [1, 40]. With such a 
high association with ocular disease, all patients with 
SS should be screened and followed by an eye-care 
professional conversant with the widespread ramifi-
cations of uveitic disease, as complications can be 
avoided with proper early treatment.
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Uveitis associated with SS typically shows ex-
cellent response with topical steroids. Severe cases 
require additional steroids through adjunctive ocular 
injections or systemic therapy. In approximately 10% 
of patients chronic uveitis persists or the side effects 
of steroids are sufficiently prohibitive to their contin-
ued use. Chronic uveitis is frequently due to delayed 
diagnosis, insufficient medication recommendations, 
poor compliance, and resultant permanent damage to 
the blood–aqueous and blood–retina barriers. In other 
successfully treated cases, steroid side effects includ-
ing intractable glaucoma may be sufficiently pro-
hibitive to chronic steroid use. In all of these cases, 
a now vast array of adjunctive non-steroidal immu-
nosuppressants and disease-modifying antirheuma-
tologic drugs (DMARDs) such as methotrexate, cy-
closporine, mycophenolate and the TNF-α inhibitors 
have shown good success in adult populations [49, 
50]. Caution should be taken in the pediatric popula-
tion where newer medications have not been as well 
studied, and these medications should be started only 
by physicians experienced in their use and side ef-
fects. This juncture in the therapeutic decision tree 
clearly involves close collaboration with a pediatric 
rheumatologist or hematologist.

An important point regarding TNF-α inhibitors is 
that they increase the risk of tuberculosis reactivation 
and other infections. One case report of tuberculosis 
uveitis in a patient on etanercept has been reported, 
further emphasizing the need for continued vigilance 
and perpetual suspicion of an infectious etiology in 
patients with atypical presentations. There are several 
case reports of patients with SS on etanercept treat-
ment with either the new development of uveitis or 
exacerbations of preexisting uveitis following etan-
ercept injections. Some have hypothesized that per-
haps etanercept therapy could induce an autoimmune 
uveitis in rare instances, although no animal model or 
human studies have corroborated this theory [49].

Intraocular surgery in patients with SS and a his-
tory of uveitis can be challenging. As with any pa-
tient with recurrent uveitis, surgery should be de-
layed, if possible, until inflammation is completely 
resolved for a period of at least 3 months in adults 
and 6 months in children. Even with adequate con-
trol, these patients are at higher risk of complications 
and recurrence of inflammation. The most common 
uveitis-related postoperative complications of cata-
ract surgery include cystoid macular edema, hypot-

ony, and synechia formation. Patients with immobile 
pupils and synechiae are more likely to have postop-
erative pupillary complications, including anisocoria, 
irregular iris sphincter margins, iris atrophy, transil-
lumination defects, and synechiae formation between 
the sphincter and the anterior capsule [1].

28.3.5.1 Ankylosing Spondylitis

Ankylosing spondylitis is an idiopathic rheumatologic 
disorder of chronic inflammation primarily affecting 
the sacroiliac joints, spine, and entheses (muscle in-
sertions to bone). The male:female ratio is at least 
5:1 and as high as 9:1 in some epidemiologic stud-
ies. The peak incidence is in ages 15–35 years with 
a prevalence of 0.1–2% in different populations, and 
90–95% of patients will be HLA-B27 positive, com-
pared to 8% in the general population. The relative 
risk that a patient with the B27 allele will develop AS 
is approximately 88 times higher than a B27-negative 
patient. This important relative risk for the HLA-
B27 allele was the first ever reported for any genetic 
marker for any disease in the literature. Most patients 
will also have elevated CRP and ESR although these 
do not correlate well with disease activity as in other 
inflammatory conditions [39].

The hallmark of AS is sacroiliitis, with involve-
ment of the lower third of the sacroiliac joints. Ra-
diographic evidence in early disease is best seen with 
MRI of the sacroiliac joints showing early sacroiliitis. 
Early or moderate sacroiliitis can be missed in routine 
hip or pelvis x-rays because the pathology is best seen 
with an angled tunnel view parallel to each sacroiliac 
joint. Disease progression can lead to joint erosion, 
bony formation bridging vertebrae, and ultimately 
complete spinal fusion (bamboo spine) [39, 49, 50].

Because of a characteristically insidious onset, 
diagnosis may be delayed. Primary complaints are 
back pain with rest, especially on awakening, that 
improves with exercise. On examination, tenderness 
of joints and entheses is readily demonstrable, and 
decreased forward lumbar flexion and decreased lung 
expansion may be noted [39].

Rates of uveitis associated with AS range from 
14% to 40%. Uveitis in AS has been associated with 
juvenile disease onset and the involvement of the 
lower limbs, especially the Achilles and plantar en-
theses. Conjunctivitis is the second most common oc-
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ular manifestation in AS, which is typically bilateral, 
non-purulent, and self limited [1, 40, 49, 50, 54].

Besides ocular and joint involvement, patients 
with AS can develop aortic incompetence, cardiac 
conduction disturbances, and pulmonary fibrosis. 
Rarely, aortitis occurs with a significant mortality 
rate when undetected or undertreated [39].

Treatment of AS joint disease has historically em-
ployed physical therapy and non-steroidal anti-in-
flammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Local steroid injections 
to affected joints are frequently recommended as 
well, despite the fact that newer analyses have shown 
good responses to the TNF inhibitors so commonly 
utilized against rheumatoid arthritis [1, 39].

28.3.5.2 Reiter’s Syndrome

Reiter’s syndrome (RS) is a clinically diagnosed dis-
order historically defined by the presence of arthritis, 
non-gonococcal urethritis, and conjunctivitis. A rela-
tively rare disorder, diagnosed RS is seen in ~1–3% 
of men following non-specific urethritis, and 4% or 
more of persons, male and female, after enteric infec-
tions with gram-negative bacteria. RS typically de-
velops within 1 month of preceding infection. A high 
association with HLA-B27 antigen (75–90%) is seen 
with RS, however, the presence of this allele is not 
a part of the diagnostic criteria, so absence of HLA-
B27 does not exclude RS. RS is a spectrum of disease 
with pathology that can be categorized by four sub-
groups of related signs and symptoms: (1) arthritis, 
either acute or chronic, with migratory and asymmet-
ric joint pain, usually involving the lower extremities; 
(2) enthesopathy presenting with localized pain at 
muscle tendon insertion to bone most frequently seen 
as heel pain; (3) sacroiliitis and spondylitis causing 
lower back pain most highly associated with HLA-
B27 antigen; and (4) extra-articular with systemic 
symptoms including ocular symptoms, mucocutane-
ous lesions, and idiopathic inflammation of virtually 
any organ. Highly characteristic but non-diagnostic 
lesions include circinate balanitis of the penis, and 
keratoderma blennorrhagicum, seen primarily on the 
feet [32, 50].

Conjunctivitis is the most common ocular mani-
festation of RS occurring in up to 60% of patients in 
some publications. Conjunctivitis typically presents 
within a month of urethritis and arthritis with bilat-

eral asymmetric mucopurulent discharge, negative 
conjunctival cultures, and non-specific inflammation 
of the eyelids. Conjunctivitis is usually self-limited 
and resolves within 10 days. The second most com-
mon ocular pathology is uveitis, seen in ~12% of RS 
patients. Uveitis most commonly presents as non-
granulomatous anterior disease. Uveitis is more com-
mon in patients positive for HLA-B27 [1, 32, 49, 50, 
54]. Treatment of uveitis in RS includes topical and 
systemic steroids along with other steroid-sparing 
immunosuppressants when necessary. Oral NSAIDs 
have also been used for maintenance regimens. Ad-
ditional reported ocular pathology includes scleritis, 
disc swelling, macular and retinal edema, vasculitis, 
and keratitis, although none of these are typical of the 
disease [32, 50].

28.3.5.3 Psoriatic Arthritis

Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is a chronic systemic inflam-
matory disorder associated with cutaneous psoriasis, 
which in turn afflicts up to 1% of the population. The 
clinical presentations can resemble oligoarticular ju-
venile rheumatoid arthritis. Distinct features of this 
disease are the association with cutaneous psoriasis, 
bony formation seen on radiographs of the distal in-
terphalangeal joints, and dactylitis and psoriatic nail 
changes. Diagnosis can be difficult especially in the 
~13% of patients with PsA who are rheumatoid fac-
tor positive. Spondylitis is seen in ~40% of patients, 
however PsA typically has a more widespread arthri-
tis than the other spondyloarthropathies [37]. The 
presence of skin psoriasis, typically described as 
salmon pink patches with a silver scale on extensor 
surfaces and scalp, is the most distinguishing feature 
although it is not required for the diagnosis. These of-
ten disfiguring cutaneous lesions are especially tragic 
in a young child. HLA-B27 is positive in 20–60% of 
patients with PsA and spondylitis [39, 50].

Uveitis is seen in 10–20% of patients with PsA. A 
feature that distinguishes uveitis in PsA is more com-
mon posterior involvement than other SS [37]. Two 
distinct subgroups of PsA exist: early childhood pre-
sentation and late childhood presentation. In patients 
presenting in early childhood, uveitis is typically 
chronic with insidious onset, bilateral involvement, 
and asymptomatic in a white eye. Because uveitis is 
typically asymptomatic in this group, patients can 
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present later in the disease and have more complica-
tions than symptomatic patients. Uveitis in patients 
with arthritis developing in later childhood is most 
commonly symptomatic with recurrent acute anterior 
uveitis associated with significant fibrin reaction in the 
anterior chamber. Treatment of uveitis is essential and 
visual prognosis is relatively good in these patients. 
Severity of spine involvement is associated with a 
higher likelihood of uveitis. HLA subtyping has shown 
a strong association with uveitis and HLA-DR13, 
however no association was noted for HLA-B27.

The German Uveitis in Childhood Study Group 
recommends ophthalmologic screening every 6 weeks 
in early childhood PsA and every 6 months for late 
childhood presentation where uveitis is usually symp-
tomatic [69].

28.3.5.4 Inflammatory Bowel Disease 
(Crohn’s Disease, Ulcerative 
Colitis, Whipple’s Disease)

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis are autoimmune 
inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) with primarily 
gastrointestinal morbidity including abdominal pain, 
malabsorption, and weight loss. HLA-B27 correla-
tion is not as strongly associated as other disease pro-
cesses, however increased incidence is found in the 
IBD. P-ANCA is positive in nearly 70% of ulcerative 
colitis patients and almost 20% of Crohn’s disease 
patients. There is increasing evidence of a role for 
Mycobacterium paratuberculosis in Crohn’s disease 
and rifabutin and clarithromycin are being increas-
ingly used in treatment [65]. Similar microscopic in-
flammatory lesions to those seen in Crohn’s disease 
have been noted in ~50% of AS on ileoscopy giving 
evidence to speculation that many of these disorders 
involve genetic predisposition and perhaps an incit-
ing enteric infection [49].

Ten to twenty percent of IBD may initially pres-
ent with extraintestinal manifestations prior to the 
onset of intestinal disease. Ocular manifestations are 
reported in 2–12% of patients with IBD and usually 
coexisting with arthritis and erythema nodosum. A 
small cohort study in Turkey found higher rates with 
ocular involvement seen in 60% of Crohn’s disease 
and 23% of ulcerative colitis [49, 65]. Ocular com-
plications in IBD can result in significant morbidity 

as they are underdiagnosed and may present late to 
ophthalmologists.

Episcleritis was the most common symptom 
seen in up to 29% of patients, however, it is often 
underdiagnosed due to a mild and self-limited dis-
ease course. Uveitis is the most commonly diagnosed 
ocular manifestation occurring in as many as 17% 
of patients with IBD. Uveitis is more commonly 
seen in women with IBD and strongly correlates to 
disease activity, improving with treatment for IBD. 
IBD-associated uveitis most commonly is a non-
granulomatous, low-grade, recurrent, acute anterior 
uveitis which accounts for 60% of cases. Ten percent 
of patients have an isolated episode of non-recurrent 
acute anterior uveitis and the remaining 30% have 
panuveitis with associated vasculitis in a majority of 
these patients. Posterior involvement is seen in less 
than 1% of patients with IBD, however they can have 
significant visual morbidity from vasculitis and vitri-
tis. Inflammation typically responds better to topical, 
periocular, and systemic steroids in IBD than other 
HLA-B27 disorders [1, 49, 65].

Whipple’s disease is a rare bacterial infection 
caused by Tropheryma whippelii, affecting mostly 
the gastrointestinal tract although any organ can be 
involved. Ocular symptoms of Whipple’s disease are 
rare (about 5%) and include uveitis, vitritis, retinitis, 
optic neuritis, papilledema, and direct involvement 
of the lens epithelium. Ocular involvement in usu-
ally never seen without concurrent intestinal disease 
[20].

Helicobacter pylori, a gram-negative rod associ-
ated with gastroesophageal reflux disease, gastritis, 
gastrointestinal ulcers, and gastric carcinoma has 
been implicated in the development of uveitis and 
spondyloarthropathies. Significantly higher levels 
of H. pylori antibodies have been documented in af-
fected patients compared with controls. Treatment of 
H. pylori with multidrug regimens may be a therapeu-
tic consideration although more research is needed to 
demonstrate improvement of ocular disease with stan-
dard gastric treatment protocols. Other gram-negative 
rods associated with gastrointestinal infections and 
diarrhea include Salmonella, Shigella, Klebsiella, and 
Yersinia. These organisms have a strong association 
with reactive arthritis and uveitis. A recent survey of 
patients with confirmed Salmonella infection showed 
34% of children with ocular complaints [1].
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28.3.6 Sarcoid Uveitis

Sarcoidosis is an inflammatory disease of unknown 
etiology that can affect virtually every organ in the 
body. Lung involvement is seen in 90% of patients’ 
disease course and can range from asymptomatic to 
severe lung disease. Uveitis is the most common ex-
trapulmonary symptom seen in sarcoid patients with 
incidence ranging from 22% to 47% in various studies 
[5, 39, 53]. Spagnolo et al. studied single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) in patients with sarcoido-
sis, and found a 2.5-fold increase in sarcoid patients 
with uveitis with HSP-70 haplotype 2 compared to 
patients with sarcoid and no uveitis and non-sarcoid 
patients [62].

Additional ocular manifestations include conjunc-
tival granulomas, episcleritis, scleritis, and intersti-
tial keratitis. Inflammatory optic neuritis either ante-
rior with disc edema or posterior without acute disc 
changes can also be seen in sarcoidosis. Extraocu-
lar muscle involvement can lead to painful ophthal-
moplegia and diplopia. Lacrimal involvement in the 
form of adenitis or asymptomatic enlargement can oc-
cur. Chronic inflammation of the lacrimal gland can 
lead to fibrosis and decreased tear production causing 
severe keratoconjunctivitis sicca. Periocular cutane-
ous involvement creating a wide variety of nodules 
may be painful and disfiguring, as well as associated 
with ptosis and other lid deformities [5, 39, 53].

Sarcoidosis is characterized by non-caseating 
granulomatous inflammation seen on biopsy, and 
currently biopsy is required for definitive diagnosis. 
Histologically non-caseating granulomatous inflam-
mation is manifest by epithelioid cells and multi-
nucleated giant cells, Langhans type, with peripheral 
pallisading nuclei. The most common source of a di-
agnostic biopsy is the mediastinal lymph node plexus 
retrieved by mediastinoscopy. Other reliable sources 
include cutaneous nodules, swollen cervical and axil-
lary lymph nodes, brain tissue, kidney and liver spec-
imens, and conjunctiva.

With lung involvement being so frequent, chest 
radiograph is part of the standard workup. Diagnosis 
by transbronchial mediastinoscopic biopsy, a fairly 
invasive procedure, is required when more acces-
sible lesions are not present. For this reason, a search 
for extrapulmonary involvement is performed look-
ing for nodules, lymphadenopathy, or other lesions 

throughout the body. Gallium 67 scanning may help 
identify other areas of sarcoid involvement where bi-
opsy could prove easier and safer [5]. A small study 
in China evaluated the utility of blind conjunctival 
biopsy in sarcoidosis patients. Of the 26 patients en-
rolled 19 had “eye-related problems,” however no 
conjunctival nodules or follicles were noted. Blind 
biopsies, 1×3 cm, were obtained from bilateral lower 
fornices. Biopsy results were positive for sarcoidosis 
in ~37% of patients with sarcoidosis [9]. These re-
sults could prove very useful in diagnosing suspected 
sarcoidosis as conjunctival biopsy is much less in-
vasive with relatively few complications, especially 
when compared to lung and mediastinal biopsy. More 
research needs to be performed, however blind bilat-
eral conjunctival biopsy may be an excellent initial 
test for sarcoidosis diagnosis.

Serum angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) 
level is elevated in 56–86% of patients and is a useful 
test in suspected sarcoidosis. Elevated ACE levels and 
a positive gallium scan are quite sensitive (83–99%) 
for diagnosis of sarcoidosis, however biopsy is still 
currently required for diagnosis [5]. Disease course 
can range from asymptomatic lymphadenopathy to 
life threatening with CNS involvement.

Sarcoidosis can affect people of any age, gender, 
race, and ethnicity. More common presentations in-
clude women, people of African descent, and patients 
in their third and fourth decades. In the USA African-
Americans are at a 10-fold increased risk for develop-
ing sarcoidosis. Population studies have shown sar-
coidosis incidence ranging from 1 to 150 per 100,000 
in various groups [39]. Some regions of the country 
have disproportionately high prevalence levels of 
sarcoidosis, including North Carolina and Virginia, 
leading to the suspicions of an environmental factor 
such as atypical Mycobacteria or pine pollen.

Uveitis in sarcoidosis is classically chronic bilat-
eral granulomatous iridocyclitis with mutton fat KP 
and iris nodules (Koeppe and Busacca), however 
acute anterior uveitis with fine KP can also be seen. 
Intermediate and posterior uveitis can also occur. 
Retinal granulomas can be seen on dilated examina-
tion ranging from small one quarter disc diameter le-
sions to large granulomata up to four disc diameters. 
In adults and older adolescent children, severe retinal 
periphlebitis with exudate, resembling “candle-wax 
drippings” can be seen, the classic “taches de bou-
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gie.” Interestingly, retinal periphlebitis has not been 
described in pediatric sarcoidosis uveitis [5]. Treat-
ment of uveitis involves topical steroids and cyclople-
gia, however systemic steroids and non-steroidal im-
munosuppressants are usually required in advanced 
cases, as inflammation can be difficult to control. 
This is particularly common in advanced cases and 
those presenting late in their course with significant 
permanent damage to the blood–aqueous barrier.

Sarcoidosis in the pediatric population is less com-
mon than adult-diagnosed sarcoidosis, representing at 
most 15% of all sarcoidosis with about a 60% female 
preponderance. Pediatric sarcoidosis exists in two 
distinct forms with differing characteristic features. 
Infantile sarcoidosis, approximately 70% of pediatric 
sarcoidosis, typically is seen in ages 0–5 years and is 
characterized by uveitis, arthritis, and skin rash. An-
terior uveitis is seen in ~77% of patients with infan-
tile sarcoidosis. Blau syndrome is an autosomal dom-
inant autoimmune disorder mapped to the CARD15 
gene on chromosome 16 in most cases. It presents 
with signs associated with infantile sarcoidosis, non-
caseating granulomatous arthritis, uveitis, and derma-
titis, along with camptodactyly, which describes hand 
deformities similar to those seen in advanced rheu-
matoid arthritis. The rash is typically described as a 
tan-colored, scaly, ichthyosiform rash. Recent studies 
have shown that infantile sarcoidosis and Blau syn-
drome are a spectrum of the same disease associated 
with mutations in the CARD15 gene in 50–100% of 
patients studied. More research is being performed 
attempting to establish genetic testing for CARD15 
gene mutations as a less invasive and more accurate 
method for diagnosis of Blau syndrome and infantile 
uveitis compared to biopsy [53].

Sarcoidosis diagnosed in school-aged and an 
adolescent patients, ~30% of pediatric sarcoidosis 
cases, more closely resembles adult sarcoidosis with 
primarily lung involvement and absence of rash and 
arthritis. Anterior uveitis in these patients is seen in 
~30% of patients, about the same prevalence as in 
adult sarcoidosis [53].

In studies of patients with sarcoid uveitis at the on-
set, the most commonly involved extraocular organ 
was the lung in ~35%. Spread to other organ systems 
occurred in ~17% of patients, with a majority of these 
suffering neurosarcoidosis. Treatment of uveitis re-
ported by uveitis referral centers in cohort studies 
showed that ~50% of patients required systemic ste-

roids with ~10% requiring additional immunosup-
pressants [5, 39, 47]. These statistics demonstrate the 
challenges in treating uveitis related to sarcoidosis.

28.3.7 Pars Planitis Syndrome

Pars planitis syndrome is an idiopathic inflammatory 
condition with uveitis characterized by inflammatory 
cellular infiltration over the pars plana and adjacent 
vitreous body. Associated with only mild anterior 
segment inflammation, pars planitis is considered an 
intermediate uveitis. The Standardization of Uveitis 
Nomenclature working group has recommended that 
the term “pars planitis” or “pars planitis syndrome” 
be reserved for “that subset of intermediate uveitis 
associated with snowbank or snowball formation in 
the absence of an associated infection or systemic 
disease” [19]. Therefore, before a diagnosis of pars 
planitis is made, infectious causes must be ruled out, 
including Lyme disease, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) 
infection, West Nile virus, tuberculosis, cat-scratch 
disease, toxocariasis, sarcoidosis, and Behçet’s dis-
ease. Pars planitis is a diagnosis of exclusion.

Pars planitis is a rare disorder with an incidence of 
approximately 1.5–2 per 100,000. It is mostly a dis-
ease of childhood and young adulthood with presen-
tations above 40 years of age exceedingly rare. Pars 
planitis and intermediate uveitis represent 8–22% of 
all uveitis cases and 18–33% of uveitis in patients 
less than 16 years of age. The most frequent symp-
toms include decreased vision and floater, which 
are typically bilateral and asymmetric ~80% of the 
time. Rarely patients may report pain, photophobia, 
and redness. Patients may also be asymptomatic with 
snowballs and vitreous cells noted on routine exami-
nation [14, 19, 27, 52]. Visual acuity is typically well 
preserved with average best corrected visual acuity 
at presentation 20/25 [19]. Anterior uveitis can be 
seen in roughly 30% of cases, however vitreous cell 
is seen in ~90%. Snowbanks describe the typical in-
flammatory pars plana exudates seen in all but very 
mild cases. Snowballs are large aggregates of vitre-
ous cells seen in approximately 75% of cases of pars 
planitis. Peripheral vascular sheathing may also be 
present leading up to snowbanks along with neovas-
cularization in the periphery. These localized lesions 
may require focal laser or cryotherapy.
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Complications of pars planitis are related to the 
chronic inflammation in these patients. Epiretinal 
membranes (ERMs) are seen in almost 50% of pa-
tients, although rarely severe enough to require sur-
gery. Cataract formation, typically posterior subcap-
sular, occurs in a third of patients on average 10 years 
after their diagnosis of pars planitis. Cataract develop-
ment results from the disease itself as well as steroid 
treatment. Cystoid macular edema (CME) is seen in 
roughly 40% of cases in various studies. Control and 
prevention of CME is essential in preserving good 
visual acuity in these patients. Many patients may 
be asymptomatic with 20/20 vision, yet demonstrate 
significant macular involvement by OCT or fluores-
cein angiography. These patients should be treated to 
prevent subsequent macular damage and visual loss 
[14]. A relatively large retrospective review of pediat-
ric pars planitis and intermediate uveitis in the Neth-
erlands noted optic disc edema in 71% of patients, 
although other studies have shown much lower rates 
of 2–20%. Increased IOP occurs rarely and topical 
agents can be used to treat high pressures. Chronic 
inflammation and periphlebitis can lead to neovascu-
larization in as many as 5–10% of patients. Vitreous 
hemorrhage, and even retinal detachment are seen in 
less than 5% of pars planitis cases. Chronic inflam-
mation can also lead to posterior synechiae and band 
keratopathy [14].

Treatment of intermediate uveitis depends on the 
underlying etiology which should be treated accord-
ing to the specific organism or disease process. If all 
testing is negative, then the diagnosis of pars planitis 
can be made. Treatment of pars planitis depends on 
clinical severity. Asymptomatic patients with nor-
mal vision may be observed and no treatment may 
be necessary. These patients still require close fol-
low-up as the disease course can be quite variable. 
Topical, periocular, and systemic steroids can then be 
used as needed, titrated to disease severity [14]. Even 
young patients 5 years of age and over can be taught 
to cooperate for periocular steroid injections, avoid-
ing systemic agents or trips to the operating room for 
sedation.

Oral steroids are usually started at 1.0–1.5 mg/kg 
dose with gradual taper to the lowest effective dose 
and a short-term goal of less than 15 mg per day. 
Cryotherapy or laser therapy to snowbanks can also 
be performed if not improving with steroid therapy or 
when peripheral neovascularization develops. Cryo-

therapy should be avoided in areas of retinal traction 
as this could worsen the traction in treated areas. La-
ser photocoagulation should be employed in these 
instances. Rarely, vitrectomy may be performed for 
inflammation not responding well to steroids. The 
pars plana vitrectomy approach allows separation of 
the posterior hyaloid membrane and endolaser treat-
ment to snowbanks. Vitrectomy can also be used to 
treat non-clearing vitreous cell or debris obscuring 
vision, and repair of tractional retinal detachment and 
non-clearing vitreous hemorrhage [14, 19]. Steroid-
sparing immunosuppressants may rarely be required, 
including methotrexate and TNF inhibitors.

Visual outcome is relatively good in pars planitis 
with three fourths of patients retaining 20/40 vision 
or better in long-term follow-up. Most patients have 
vision in the 20/25–20/30 range, with acuity loss 
usually attributed to ERM, cataract, and CME [19]. 
Worse visual loss is seen in patients with optic nerve 
involvement. The clinical course tends to be less fa-
vorable with younger age of onset in some studies. 
Within the pediatric population, age was not noted to 
be a risk factor for disease severity. This same study 
showed an almost 50% “remission” rate in treated pa-
tients at the 5-year follow-up [14].

Correlation between cigarette smoking and pars 
planitis was noted recently in population studies of 
Olmstead County, MN. Although not noted in pre-
vious studies, recommending smoking cessation to 
patients is worthwhile. Multiple sclerosis (MS) and 
pars planitis correlation has been firmly established 
in many studies with prevalence of 12–16% of pa-
tients with pars planitis diagnosed with MS when 
compared to 0.1% of US population with MS [19]. 
A significant association between HLA-DR2 subtype 
and pars planitis has been determined, which is also 
seen in MS.

28.3.8 Juvenile Idiopathic 
Arthritis and Juvenile 
Rheumatoid Arthritis

Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) is now grouped 
into a broader category of juvenile idiopathic arthri-
tis (JIA), an autoimmune disease that affects 1–2 per 
1,000 children, with incidence ranging from 11 to 14 
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new cases per 100,000 children per year [55]. Early 
diagnosis is important to reduce morbidity from joint 
involvement and to prevent serious complications of 
uveitis commonly seen in the disease. Referral to an 
ophthalmologist is indicated in all patients suspected 
of JRA to rule out uveitis, especially as ocular in-
flammation is usually asymptomatic in JRA. Meticu-
lously frequent follow-up care is mandatory to ensure 
uveitis does not develop. Arthritis-related uveitis in 
children can devastate an eye in short order despite 
the lack of symptoms other than the often-ignored 
unilateral blurring or floaters.

Classifications of childhood arthritis conditions 
are changing as we learn more about these related 
disease processes, while multiple classifications exist 
in different countries and among different specialties. 
In many European countries the term juvenile idio-
pathic arthritis (JIA) is used which encompasses JRA 
along with other autoimmune arthropathies, includ-
ing psoriatic arthritis and ankylosing spondylitis. The 
American College of Rheumatology diagnostic crite-
ria, first established in 1977, defines JRA as a chronic 
arthritis lasting longer than 6 weeks, with onset be-
fore the age of 16 years, excluding other forms of 
pediatric arthritis. JRA is the most common systemic 
disease associated with pediatric uveitis [7, 67].

Three main types of JRA are defined by the sys-
temic symptoms seen within the first 6 months of on-
set. These types are:
1. Oligoarticular (pauciarticular) with <5 joints in-

volved
2. Polyarticular with 5 or more joints involved
3. Systemic onset with arthritis associated with fe-

vers

Pauciarticular JRA (<5 joints) accounts for ~60% 
of JRA cases. There is a strong female sex predilec-
tion with female:male ratio of 5:1. The age of onset 
is usually in early childhood with peak incidence in 
ages 1 through 3 years. Pauciarticular-type JRA is the 
type most frequently associated with uveitis, seen in 
15–20% of cases. Serologic studies show rheumatoid 
factor (RF) to be rarely positive in these patients while 
a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA), on the other 
hand, is found in a vast majority of cases, reportedly 
~75–85% of patients. Many times a negative or low 
titer ANA will rise sharply with subsequent testing 
or a proximal flare in systemic disease. The course 
of therapy as well as the natural history of the dis-
ease process itself can often be followed with ANA 

serology, the ESR, or the CRP. Pauciarticular arthritis 
can persist into adulthood in 40–50% of cases. Many 
children experience a welcome diminution in the se-
verity of their ocular and joint disease as they com-
plete puberty [67, 69].

Polyarticular type (≥5 joints) represents ~30% of 
JRA cases. Polyarticular type can present throughout 
childhood up to the age of 16 years with a peak at 
1–3 years. Once again there is a significantly higher 
incidence in girls with a female:male ratio of 3:1. 
Uveitis is seen in approximately 5% of polyarticular 
JRA cases. Serologic tests show a positive RF in ~10% 
and a positive ANA in 40–50% of cases [7, 69].

Systemic JRA, characterized by multijoint arthri-
tis and fever, is the diagnosis in ~10% of JRA cases. 
Systemic JRA, in contradistinction to the oligoarticu-
lar and the polyarticular forms of arthritis in children, 
is rarely associated with uveitis. Serologic studies 
show RF is rarely positive and a positive ANA is 
found in only 10% of these patients. Sex predilection 
is equal. This is the most severe type of JRA; it can 
cause profound joint destruction and has a mortality 
rate of 0.5–2.0% [7].

Ophthalmologists are rarely the first physician see-
ing JRA patients, particularly in light of the frighten-
ingly negative symptoms produced by even advanced 
ocular disease. Most patients already carry the diag-
nosis since their joint involvement usually precedes 
uveitis, and is more readily apparent and symptom-
atic. Referrals most frequently arise from pediatric 
rheumatologists and primary care pediatricians. 
However, ophthalmology may occasionally be the 
first to see a patient in rare cases of uveitis present-
ing before arthritis or poor school vision screening. 
Any child with idiopathic uveitis warrants referral to 
rheumatology not only for appropriate rheumatologic 
workup of possible systemic disease, but also for as-
sistance in guiding therapy in these notoriously dif-
ficult uveitis patients.

Early detection and treatment of uveitis is es-
sential for preservation of normal vision and ocular 
anatomy. Studies have shown later presentation, and, 
specifically, formation of posterior synechia, is asso-
ciated with worse visual outcomes and earlier cata-
ract formation requiring surgery. Intense screening 
should be performed for JRA and other rheumato-
logic conditions (e.g., ankylosing spondylitis, psori-
atic arthritis) to detect uveitis earlier and prevent the 
manifold complications associated with late presen-
tation [61].
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The American Academy of Pediatrics have devised 
ophthalmologic screening guidelines for patients 
with JRA based on several key factors shown to have 
increased risk and complications due to uveitis. Fe-
male sex, age <4 years, and a positive ANA titer are 
considered high-risk factors for developing uveitis 
(Table 28.5). Recent population studies from Canada 
show a small predisposition for JRA and uveitis asso-
ciated with JRA among patients of European ances-
try and a lower relative risk for children of African, 
Asian, and Indian ancestry. These population studies 
also concluded that female gender showed increased 
risk of asymptomatic uveitis compared to males with 
JRA [6].

Aggressive treatment of uveitis is required in 
these patients and usually only mild cases can be 
treated successfully with topical steroids. Monother-
apy with topical NSAIDs alone has not been effec-
tive in controlling uveitis in these patients, although 
a concurrent topical NSAID can provide sufficient 
anti-inflammatory benefits to reduce the overall nec-
essary dosage of topical steroids. A combination of 
topical and systemic steroids is usually instituted in 
JRA patients with moderate to severe uveitis. High-
frequency topical prednisolone drops along with high 
induction dosages of oral prednisone (up to 2 mg/kg 
p.o. daily) or IV methylprednisone have been sug-
gested. Tapering of steroids to avoid long-term com-
plications of topical and systemic steroid use has 
been successful with adjunctive disease-modifying 
agents, or DMARDs. Methotrexate is the most com-
monly used of these medications as its safety pro-

file in the pediatric population and success is well 
documented. Oral naproxen is also useful in this age 
group, although less potent than the DMARDs. Cy-
closporine, azathioprine, and newer TNF-inhibiting 
drugs like infliximab and etanercept have been used 
in small studies with moderate improvement. Long-
term success and safety data are not as extensive as 
methotrexate in treating these patients, but results are 
extremely encouraging [67, 69].

Long-term studies on JRA patients have shown 
that a majority of the patients had a favorable out-
come. Approximately 50% of patients have persistent 
disease activity and continued joint pain and edema 
with only 14% of patients with continued uveitis [67]. 
On the other hand, JRA-associated uveitis when un-
dertreated or untreated due to delayed diagnosis can 
devastate an eye with permanent cicatricial or inflam-
matory damage.

28.3.9 Herpetic Uveitis

Human herpes virus (HHV) family is a group of eight 
viruses ubiquitous in human hosts due to their char-
acteristic ability to establish a persistent latent gan-
glionic infection. After initial exposure these viruses 
lie dormant in a latency stage within various neural 
cells and are capable of reactivation at any time, usu-
ally during periods of host immune susceptibility. 
The most prevalent pathologic viruses being herpes 
simplex-1 (HSV-1, commonly called oral herpes), 

Table 28.5 Frequency of ophthalmologic examination for patients with JRA; American Academy of Pediatrics Recommenda-
tions
Type ANA Age at onset 

(years)
Duration of disease 
(years)

Risk category Eye examination frequency 
(months)

Oligoarthritis  
or polyarthritis

+ ≤ 6 ≤ 4 High 3

+ ≤ 6 > 4 Moderate 6
+ ≤ 6 > 7 Low 12
+ > 6 ≤ 4 Moderate 6
+ > 6 > 4 Low 12
– ≤ 6 ≤ 4 Moderate 6
– ≤ 6 > 4 Low 12
– > 6 NA Low 12

Systemic disease  
(fever, rash)

NA NA NA Low 12
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herpes simplex-2 (HSV-2, commonly called genital 
herpes), varicella-zoster virus (VZV, virus impli-
cated in chickenpox and shingles), cytomegalovirus 
(CMV), and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). Human her-
pes virus type 8 has been strongly associated with 
Kaposi sarcoma [30].

The herpes viruses are the causative agent in many 
ocular diseases, including blepharitis/dermatitis, con-
junctivitis, dendritic epithelial keratitis, corneal ul-
ceration, stromal keratitis, endotheliitis, trabeculitis, 
episcleritis, scleritis, iridocyclitis, and acute retinal 
necrosis (ARN) syndrome. HSV ocular involvement 
is almost always unilateral with less than 3% of pa-
tients in the HEDS trial having bilateral disease [26]. 
The location of herpetic reactivation can be virtually 
anywhere in the eye, including multiple anatomic lo-
cations, none of which are either mutually exclusive or 
mandatory in combination (Table 28.6). Thus, a wide 
variety of presentations can occur, most commonly 
epithelial keratitis, stromal keratitis, herpetic uveitis, 
and cutaneous vesicular eruptions. Trabeculitis is com-
mon with keratitis or uveitis, creating an elevated IOP 
in contradistinction to most uveitis entities that lead to 
depressed IOP. Other uveitic conditions creating high 
IOPs include toxoplasmosis, Fuchs’ uveitis syndrome, 
and Posner-Schlossman syndrome [26, 30].

Herpetic corneal disease is an important cause of 
blindness, accounting for up to an estimated 500,000 
cases annually in the USA. After active infection, 
herpes viruses lie dormant within the trigeminal gan-
glion or in corneal nerves and may reactivate to pro-
duce any of the many varieties of ocular herpetic dis-
ease [26]. The average age of onset for HSV uveitis 

is 46 years, accounting for approximately 9% of non-
traumatic iritis cases in a referral clinic setting. The 
onset of HSV uveitis generally decreases with age, 
whereas VZV reactivation increases with age. About 
one in four individuals over the age of 80 years will 
suffer a bout of shingles, and one fourth of them will 
have trigeminal zoster. VZV is also triggered by peri-
ods of stress or impaired immunity [41].

Corneal epithelial involvement can be seen as a 
dendrite or pseudodentrite thought to contain active 
virus. Many patients with VZV or HSV uveitis do not 
have any evidence of active or inactive corneal dis-
ease, however, careful examination may often reveal 
a previously undetected subtle postinflammatory cor-
neal scar or ectasia characteristic of herpetic disease. 
Therefore steroids should be avoided in patients with 
active or potentially active severe axial epithelial dis-
ease.

Herpes viruses can damage nerves during active 
inflammation, and decreased corneal sensation can 
be noted acutely or after resolution of corneal dis-
ease. Since the HEDS trial much more information 
regarding the treatment of HSV ocular disease is 
available. Treatment of HSV epithelial keratitis with 
topical trifluridine drops with or without debridement 
can shorten the duration of disease. Herpetic uveitis 
develops in ~10% of patients with epithelial kerati-
tis. The HEDS trial noted no benefit of adding oral 
acyclovir for epithelial disease in preventing devel-
opment of iritis. Corneal stromal involvement can be 
seen with or without epithelial defect and up to 20% 
of patients with epithelial HSV keratitis will develop 
stromal keratitis within 2 years. Stromal keratitis is 
thought to be a non-infectious immune reaction and 
should be treated with topical corticosteroids and ei-
ther topical or systemic antiviral medications. The 
HEDS trial showed a 68% decrease in stromal kerati-
tis progressing to keratouveitis with steroid use, and 
a significant decrease in recurrence of stromal kera-
titis with long-term acyclovir prophylaxis. Topical 
steroids and oral acyclovir is also the recommended 
treatment for herpetic endotheliitis [26].

Herpetic uveitis is most often an acute, anterior, 
non-granulomatous uveitis. A more severe granu-
lomatous reaction, however can cause inflammation 
anywhere in the eye with herpetic reactivation. Her-
pes uveitis needs to be kept in the differential for any 
unilateral uveitis of unknown etiology. Prompt ag-
gressive treatment of stromal herpetic keratitis often 

Table 28.6 Ocular localization of human herpes simplex virus 
may occur in any combination
Eyelids
Periocular skin
Corneal epithelium
Corneal stroma
Corneal endothelium
Trabecular meshwork
Iris stroma
Iris sphincter
Vitritis
Retinitis
Papillitis
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avoids progression to anterior uveitis. Recurrence of 
HSV uveitis is common, occurring in around 70% of 
patients and is more frequent in non-whites. Anterior 
chamber cell can vary depending on severity, and 
hypopyon and hyphema have both been described in 
HSV uveitis.

Patients with anterior uveitis from any of the hu-
man herpes viruses characteristically develop stel-
late KP. These unique lesions are defined by a dif-
fuse homogeneous distribution differing extensively 
from KP from other etiologies. Stellate KP also ap-
pear as wispy dendritic or starfish-shaped deposits 
throughout the endothelium. They are much smaller 
than either granulomatous or non-granulomatous KP 
which themselves are usually far more prominent in 
the inferior one third of the cornea known as Arlt’s 
triangle. Either coincidentally or by a pathophysi-
ologic mechanism, the uveitic entities that create an 
elevated IOP are also those entities that produce stel-
late KP. Thus, stellate KP may result from a fluidic 
pathologic state that simultaneously creates trabe-
cular meshwork congestion and subsequent aqueous 
humor outflow obstruction [26, 30].

Primary infection with VZV, better known as 
chickenpox, can occasionally cause a bilateral, self-
limited, mild anterior uveitis. Reactivation VZV, or 
shingles, causes ipsilateral uveitis, usually concur-
rent with periocular skin involvement. Ocular in-
volvement is said to occur in up to 70% of patients 
with involvement of the V1 or ophthalmic branch of 
the trigeminal nerve. Eye involvement is more likely 
with involvement on the tip of the nose (Hutchinson’s 
sign) indicating reactivation through the nasociliary 
nerve, an inferior branch of V1 traveling through the 
orbit [68].

Herpetic uveitis is associated with iris stromal ne-
crosis leading to atrophy, best seen by slit-lamp ret-
roillumination, and pupillary irregularity as a result. 
Typically VZV iris atrophy is described as sectorial 
while HSV-1 and HSV-2 causes more diffuse iris at-
rophy. Recent reports of aqueous humor samples in 
a small number of patients with VZV uveitis demon-
strated that higher VZV DNA levels detected in aque-
ous samples correlated with more severe iris atrophy 
and pupil irregularity [41, 68].

Glaucoma is an important diagnostic sign in her-
petic uveitis. Unlike most uveitis where IOP is de-
creased due to decreased aqueous production by the 
inflamed ciliary body, herpetic uveitis can result in 

increased IOP resulting from trabeculitis. Chronic 
inflammation can cause scarring of the trabecular 
meshwork and chronic glaucoma. This elevation in 
IOP responds well to corticosteroid therapy. Poste-
rior synechiae are another common outcome of HSV 
iridocyclitis, occurring in 58% of patients. Secondary 
glaucoma association with HSV was seen in up to 
54% of patients and 38% of patients with VZV. This 
increase in pressure can be quite pronounced with 
IOP as high as 50–60 [30].

Intermediate, posterior, and panuveitis uveitis 
are also seen in herpetic ocular disease. Somewhat 
unique to the herpes family of viruses is the devel-
opment of retinitis, particularly in immunocompro-
mised patients. Posterior involvement is more com-
mon with VZV than HSV. Herpes infection (HSV-1, 
HSV-2, CMV, VZV) can cause ARN or bilateral acute 
retinal necrosis (BARN), although VZV and HSV-1 
are most commonly implicated. ARN is a syndrome 
characterized by peripheral necrotizing retinitis and 
vasculitis, accompanied by variable degrees of vit-
ritis, papillitis, and anterior granulomatous uveitis. 
Predominately a disease of healthy people, ARN can 
be visually devastating [25, 26, 41, 68]. Causative or-
ganisms have been identified from vitreous sampling 
in several clinical reports. These studies have shown 
that ARN is most likely caused by VZV or HSV-1 in 
patients over 25 years of age. In patients less than 
25 years old, HSV-1 and HSV-2 were the most likely 
organisms identified [41].

Severely immunocompromised patients can de-
velop peripheral outer retinal necrosis (PORN). This 
rare syndrome reveals significant peripheral retinal 
necrosis, vasculitis, retinal artery occlusions, anterior 
segment ischemia, cranial nerve palsies, orbital in-
volvement, and positive VZV titers in the majority of 
cases [25, 38, 68].

Herpetic retinal necrosis is rapidly progressive 
and visually devastating thus requiring aggressive 
systemic antivirals specifically directed against the 
presumed causative organism. These medications 
include acyclovir, foscarnet, and ganciclovir. Vala-
cyclovir and valganciclovir are newer prodrugs that 
facilitate superior gastrointestinal absorption pro-
files and often allow early outpatient management 
of highly responsive cases. Augmentation with intra-
vitreal injections of ganciclovir or foscarnet or in-
traocular implants of ganciclovir (Vitrasert; Bausch 
& Lomb, Rochester, NY) are also used to halt dis-
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ease and preserve vision. Retinal detachment is fre-
quently caused by the severe retinal necrosis seen in 
herpetic disease. Thus, prophylactic laser photoco-
agulation is sometimes used around areas of necrosis 
to prevent detachment, with variable degrees of suc-
cess [25, 26, 68].

A Goldmann-Witmer coefficient antibody analysis 
(GWC) value >2 has proved to be a useful tool in de-
termining the etiology of infectious uveitis. The sen-
sitivity of these tests has an excellent correlation to 
vitreous PCR, with 91% true positives and 9% false-
negative GWC tests. The accuracy of GWC may suf-
fer in comparison to PCR in immune-compromised 
patients due to impaired antibody production in AIDS 
and other immune deficiencies [16].

Animal and human studies have demonstrated a 
failure to develop delayed-type hypersensitivity skin 
reactions to herpes viruses in patients who have sig-
nificant uveitis or acute retinal necrosis associated 
with either VZV or HSV [31]. This lack of delayed 
hypersensitivity may prove to be a helpful diagnos-
tic tool. Also, this lack of responsiveness may reveal 
more insight regarding the pathophysiologic mecha-
nism and immune dysfunction leading to ocular in-
volvement from these ubiquitous viruses.

Comparison studies between VZV- and HSV-as-
sociated uveitis demonstrated that HSV presents with 
a more recurrent and remitting course whereas VZV 
was more typically a chronic uveitis. Secondary glau-
coma association with HSV was seen in up to 54% of 
patients and 38% with VZV. Periocular and systemic 
steroids were required in 60% of patients with HSV 
uveitis and only 25% of patients with VZV. The same 
study showed approximately 20% of eyes were ulti-
mately legally blind as a result of uveitis in both VZV 
and HSV [30].

Treatment of acute herpes zoster (shingles) with 
oral antivirals (acyclovir, valacyclovir, famciclovir) 
for 7–10 days has been proven to decrease episode 
time, severity, and complications if instituted within 
the first 72 h after vesicles first appear. There have 
been some reports of improvement after 72 h as well. 
The development of new skin lesions may also be an 
indication to start antiviral therapy even after 72 h. 
The use of concurrent systemic steroids in VZV has 
shown decreased pain and increased healing rates of 
cutaneous lesions, and may be considered particu-
larly for severely afflicted patients. Live attenuated 
vaccine to VZV was approved by the FDA in 1995 

and significantly decreased the incidence of VZV and 
subsequent complications. This vaccine, similar to 
the virus itself, can lie dormant in the trigeminal gan-
glion and reactivation can cause zoster in immune-
compromised patients [43]. Rarely VZV can develop 
resistance to acyclovir usually from long-term low-
dose therapy, especially in immune-compromised 
patients. Foscarnet is recommended for this scenario 
[38].

Treatment of herpetic anterior uveitis consists of 
cycloplegics and topical steroid drops with slow ta-
per over weeks to months. Some patients may need 
chronic low-dose topical steroid therapy to remain 
quiescent, especially with VZV. Severe uveitis may 
benefit from systemic antivirals, as demonstrated in a 
small controlled trial. In this trial, patients with her-
petic iridocyclitis using oral acyclovir 400 mg 5 times 
per day showed a trend toward improvement. IOP 
increase can be treated with glaucoma medications, 
although pressure usually returns to normal quickly 
with decreasing inflammation. Many patients who 
present with elevated IOP will return with normal 
pressures simply as a result of improved trabeculitis 
treated with topical steroids alone [30].

Oral acyclovir 400 mg twice daily for 1 year is rec-
ommended in patients who have two or more scarring 
epithelial infections per year or any stromal disease. 
Valacyclovir has recently been proven as effective as 
acyclovir and requires less frequent dosing. Unfortu-
nately, there is no generic equivalent to valacyclovir 
in the USA, markedly increasing the cost [26]. A 7- 
to 10-day course of oral acyclovir, valacyclovir, or 
famciclovir is recommended within the first 72 h of 
a herpes zoster outbreak to reduce uveitis duration 
and severity [38]. Longer therapy may be beneficial 
as studies have shown active virus from cutaneous 
cultures up to 32 days after starting antiviral therapy. 
Adding oral steroids may help with resolution, and 
low-dose tricyclic antidepressants have been used to 
prevent post-herpetic neuralgia. Post-herpetic neural-
gia can be extremely difficult to treat, testing the acu-
men of the managing physician and the psychologic 
fortitude of the patient [38]. A wide variety of treat-
ments are available, including sophisticated pain man-
agement techniques, stellate ganglion and peripheral 
trigeminal nerve blocks, and multiple pharmaceutical 
agents. Post-herpetic neuralgia is less common and 
less severe in younger adults and children when com-
pared to older adults and senior citizens.
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Take Home Pearls

A methodical and reproducible approach to • 
each uveitis patient will improve clinic flow 
as well as cost effectiveness of treatment.

In ocular toxocariasis laser photocoagulation • 
or cryoretinopexy of the larvae is not 
suggested because destruction of the nematode 
may cause a severe inflammatory reaction.

Topical aminocaproic acid gel (Caprogel; • 
Ista Pharmaceuticals, Irvine) has been 
shown to significantly reduce the risk of 
rebleeding during the critical first 5 days 
following blunt trauma causing a hyphema, 
while also avoiding systemic side effects.

In FUS, heterochromia can be seen in 82% • 
of patients. Normally a lighter colored 
iris becomes darker when stromal loss 
causes the underlying densely pigmented 
posterior iris pigmented epithelium to show 
through. Conversely, a darker colored iris 
becomes lighter as the deep brown iris 
stroma slowly melts away leaving more 
muscle fibers and less melanin visible.

Ocular toxoplasmosis responds to a wide • 
variety of therapies including systemic 
steroids and antibiotics. However, periocular 
and intravitreal steroids are absolutely 
contraindicated due to predictably poor 
outcomes resulting from a loss of immune 
control of the intraretinal protozoan parasites.

Seronegative spondyloarthropathies • 
constitute a spectrum of diseases frequently 
associated with the HLA B27 locus. This 
allele, along with HLA B29 associated 
birdshot chorioretinopathy, are the 
two truly useful genetic determinants 
employed in the judicious laboratory 
evaluation of uveitis patients.

Sarcoid uveitis can occur with or without • 
signs of systemic sarcoidosis. High-
frequency topical, injection, or systemic 
steroid administration is often necessary 
in these patients to achieve the universal 
goal of a completely quiet eye. Failure to 
do so leads to permanent breakdown of 
the blood–aqueous barrier and thereby 
chronic flare, cystoid macular edema, and 
expectedly poor surgical outcomes.

Pars planitis syndrome, an idiopathic • 
intermediate uveitis, is a diagnosis of 
exclusion that is often associated with 
multiple sclerosis. However, a wide variety 
of uveitic syndromes may present with 
intermediate uveitis and must be ruled out 
first. These diseases include: Lyme disease, 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection, West 
Nile virus, tuberculosis, cat-scratch disease, 
toxocariasis, sarcoidosis, and Behçet’s disease.

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis associated uveitis • 
is most commonly seen in pauciarticular-
type females who are ANA positive. 
This ocular disease is known also as 
“white iritis” due to the absence of classic 
symptoms including redness. It is frequently 
asymptomatic, necessitating regular screening 
examinations by an ophthalmologist 
familiar with pediatric uveitis.

Herpetic uveitis is not necessarily associated • 
with corneal disease as the herpes virus 
may present in virtually any ocular tissue. 
Trabeculitis frequently accompanies herpes 
uveitis making this one of the few uveitic 
conditions associated with IOP elevation.
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Common Conditions Affecting 
the External Eye
Cintia F. Gomi and David B. Granet

29 

Core Messages

Hordeolum and chalazion are the most • 
common eyelid lesions in childhood.

Nevi are the most common conjunctival • 
pigmented lesion with less than 1% 
of risk of malignant transformation.

The nevus of Ota predisposes to • 
development of uveal malignant 
melanoma, but not conjunctival melanoma.

Besides cosmetic issues, dermoids may • 
cause visual impairment, requiring surgery.

Molluscum contagiosum is a common • 
viral disease that occurs in clusters in 
the skin and may resolve spontaneously 
over the course of several months.

Prophylaxis for neonatal conjunctivitis • 
is mandatory due to well-known 
complications and sequelae.

Acute conjunctivitis is a common • 
cause of pediatric primary care visits. 
Although it is a self-limited condition, 
the majority of cases are infectious and 
contagious, urging for treatment.

Allergy is the most common cause of • 
chronic conjunctivitis, affecting more 
than 15% of the world population. 
Topical combinations of mast cell 
stabilizers and antihistamine drops are 
currently the best choice of treatment.

M. E. Wilson et al. (eds.), Pediatric Ophthalmology, 
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-68632-3_1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009



29.1 Introduction

The “external eye” comprises the eyelids, eyelashes, 
conjunctiva, sclera, and cornea. Several diseases can 
affect and compromise these structures. This chapter 
will update the most common pathologies and their 
treatment.

29.2 Hordeolum/Chalazion

Hordeolum and chalazion are the most common eyelid 
lesions in childhood [1]. They are usually diagnosed 
and treated on the basis of clinical examination alone. 
Hordeolum is an obstruction of the sebaceous gland 
with subsequent infection of the gland and abscess 
formation. It is usually self-limited and subsides with 
conservative treatment. Chalazion may evolve from 
internal hordeolum, but usually arises secondarily to 
non-infectious obstruction of sebaceous gland duct. 
Although these lesions are generally not visually 
threatening, there have been reports of large chalazia 
causing amblyopia due to mechanical ptosis, hyper-
metropia, and astigmatism [2–4].

A study published in 2004 by Dhaliwal et al. [5] 
showed cytopathologic responses of fine-needle 
aspiration smears from chalazia. They found two 
broad patterns of granulomatous reaction with some 
overlapping features. They termed the first group 
“mixed-cell granuloma” and the second “suppurative 
granuloma.” In the first type, the smear showed few 
neutrophils with a predominant population of plasma 
cells, lymphocytes, and macrophages. Fibroblasts 
and capillary fragments (granulation tissue) were 
also present and probably represent the concomitant 
repair process in the evolution of the lesion. In the 
suppurative type, the granuloma contained numerous 
neutrophils in a proteinaceous background. Relative 
paucity of lymphocytes, plasma cells, isolated mac-
rophages, giant cells, and granulation tissue distin-
guished this pattern from the previous one. The au-
thors believe that they represent different stages of 
the inflammatory process of chalazia, thus explaining 
the overlap of features between them. Since the evo-
lution of the lesion represents a continuous process, 
this classification is somewhat arbitrary and depends 
on the relative proportions of the various cell types 
seen in the aspirates.

Classic conservative management of hordeolum 
and chalazion (i.e., warm compresses, hygiene mea-
sures) typically present a high success rate. When 
this approach fails, other interventions include inci-
sion and curettage of contents, and/or intralesional 
steroid injections. Other techniques have been de-
scribed such as chalazion removal with CO2 laser and 
perilesional steroid injection [6, 7].

In their follow-up work from 2005, Dhaliwal and 
Bhatia [8] compared incision and curettage with in-
tralesional steroid injections and, based on the results 
of the chalazion aspiration smears, the suppurative 
granuloma type responded significantly better to 
incision and curettage while the mixed-cell type re-
sponded equally to both treatments.

29.3 Pinguecula/Pterygium

Pterygium (Fig. 29.1) and pinguecula are uncommon 
entities in childhood, although they have been de-
scribed in children as young as 4 years of age.

New research has shown evidence that questions 
if a pterygium really represents a chronic degenera-
tive condition. This research suggests that the patho-
logic mechanism could be an ultraviolet-related tu-
mor rather than degenerative disease [9–13]. Other 
studies report that pterygium could also be associated 
with oncogenic viruses such as human papilloma-
virus virus and herpes simplex virus [14]. Because 
these lesions are relatively uncommon in children, 
masquerade conditions should be suspected and 
pathologic analysis of the tissue should be requested 
on removal.

Fig. 29.1 Fourteen-year-old boy with large nasal 
pterygium invading the limbus
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29.4 Pigmented Lesions 
of the Conjunctiva

Nevi are the most common conjunctival pigmented 
lesion. They are usually congenital and present as a 
variably pigmented, flat or slightly elevated mass. 
They usually remain stationary throughout life with 
less than 1% of risk of malignant transformation. With 
age, these lesions may vary in pigmentation in about 
5% of the cases and in size in about 7% [15]. Peri-
odic observation with photographic documentation 
for comparison is ideal. If suspicious changes occur 
or if growth is observed, local excision of the lesion 
should be considered. When performing the surgery, 
the mass should be removed entirely as one single 
piece using a “no-touch” technique. Cryotherapy 
should be applied at the margins of excision to help 
prevent recurrence of the nevus and also to prevent 
recurrence if the lesion should prove to be malignant 
[15]. The other indication for excision is cosmetic. 
For this purpose, the use of laser treatment has been 
used to treat many pigmented cutaneous lesions by 
dermatologists [16]. Overall it has been found to be a 
safe and effective procedure. Kwon et al. [17] reported 
the results of laser photoablation for conjunctival ne-
vus in carefully selected patients. They performed 
this technique in 30 eyes of 28 patients with good 
results and no scar formation or recurrence during the 
follow-up period. However, long-term outcomes are 
not yet available. The main disadvantage of the laser 
treatment is that it does not allow for histopathology 
and carries the risk of destroying a malignant primary 
lesion without a diagnosis. The authors recommend 
that laser photoablation should be performed only on 
patients with no evidence or suspicion of malignancy 
and for those who refuse surgical alternatives.

Melanosis is a term used to describe excessive 
melanotic pigmentation in tissues, but in the absence 
of a mass. In ocular melanocytosis, the congenital 
increase in pigmentation of the melanocytes can be 
found in the uvea, sclera, episcleral, and orbit; typi-
cally, there is no pigment in the conjunctiva. Some 
cases are also accompanied by hyperpigmentation of 
the dermis of the eyelids and periocular skin, charac-
terizing the nevus of Ota. The nevus of Ota is more 
frequently seen in Asian and African descendents 
than in Caucasians. Both pathologies predispose to 
development of uveal malignant melanoma, but not 

conjunctival melanoma [18]. Cosmetically, the hy-
perpigmentation can be bothersome but the treatment 
for the melanosis has been limited to the skin. Several 
types of laser have been used and reports show good 
results. For the ocular hyperpigmentation, Kim et al. 
[19] reported in 2005 a series of six cases in which 
a flipped scleral flap surgery was performed. In this 
technique, a partial-thickness scleral flap is dissected 
from just posterior to the limbus to the muscle inser-
tion site. The free flap is then flipped and reattached 
to the scleral bed with sutures, hiding the pigmented 
face internally. This results in a less pigmented sur-
face being visible. They performed the surgery on the 
nasal and temporal sclera with a satisfactory outcome 
in all patients during the follow-up period (average 
of 37 months).

29.5 Choristomas

Choristomas are lesions composed of tissue not nor-
mally found in the affected area, whereas hamartomas 
are anomalous development of tissue natural to the 
affected area [20]. Dermoids are the most common 
type of choristomas (Fig. 29.2). Besides cosmetic is-
sues, they may also cause visual impairment due to 
astigmatism, blocking of the visual axis by the lesion, 
or other corneal lesions resulting from the elevated 
mass such as dellen formation, drying, and superficial 
keratitis. When indicated, surgical treatment is still 
the only way to deal with limbal dermoids. Surgical 
techniques include simple excision, excision with 
lamellar keratoplasty, and excision with penetrat-
ing keratoplasty. Although a less complex surgery, 

Fig. 29.2 Two-year-old boy with large 
corneal dermoid affecting the visual axis
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simple excision may cause complications such as re-
sidual opacity, neovascularization, pseudopterygium 
formation, and globe perforation during surgery. Ex-
cision of the lesion with lamellar keratoscleroplasty 
offers good outcome without the problem of vascu-
larization and pseudopterygium seen after simple 
excision or shaving of the dermoid [21]. This tech-
nique is complex and time consuming, as the donor 
tissue has to be dissected to match the host corneal 
bed thickness. In 2005, Shen et al. [22] published a 
series of 10 patients in which a full-thickness corneal 
graft was used in lamellar keratoplasty instead of a 
partial-thickness one. To reduce complications, the 
corneal endothelium from the donor was removed. 
The authors reported that this technique is simpler 
than the customized thickness grafts and suggested 
that, because Descemet’s membrane is not violated, 
it results in a smoother posterior surface providing an 
optically better graft–host interface; also it can pro-
vide additional support for dangerously thin corneas. 
They concluded that this technique provides satisfac-
tory visual and cosmetic outcomes. This technique, 
however, is not exempt from complications such as 
graft rejection.

29.6 Molluscum Contagiosum

Molluscum contagiosum is a common viral disease 
that affects mainly children and immunocompro-
mised patients. It is caused by a large DNA poxvirus 
that produces benign, small umbilicated papules on 
the skin and mucous membranes. Molluscum usually 
occurs in clusters and most lesions resolve spontane-
ously but may take several months to years. In the 
meantime, it can lead to widespread cutaneous dis-
semination, dermatitis, pruritus, discomfort, bacte-
rial superinfection, acute inflammatory and chronic 
granulomatous reactions, and scar formation, and 
most important it is contagious to other children [23]. 
Therefore, treatment is recommended. Medical and 
surgical options exist, with the treatment of choice 
depending on the physician’s and parents’ prefer-
ences. Treatment can be divided into three categories: 
destructive (chemical and physical), immunomodula-
tory, and antiviral [23]. Destructive therapies are the 
most commonly used and include cryotherapy, curet-
tage, topical application of keratolytics or vesicants, 

pulsed dye laser, and photodynamic therapy. Immuno-
modulatory treatments include imiquimod and cime-
tidine. Studies with cimetidine showed inconclusive 
results, but it appears that this drug is more effective 
in atopic children [23–25]. Treatment with antiviral 
medications is available, but rarely used for treatment 
of poxvirus infections in immunocompetent patients; 
however studies suggest that it may play an impor-
tant role in the treatment of immunocompromised 
patients [23, 26].

29.7 Neonatal Conjunctivitis

Neonatal conjunctivitis is usually a hyperacute papil-
lary conjunctivitis that affects infants during the first 
month after birth. The time of the first manifestations 
of conjunctivitis is helpful in suggesting the etiologic 
cause. Conjunctivitis caused by Neisseria gonor-
rhoeae was the single greatest cause of blindness in 
European infants in the nineteenth century [27]. Af-
ter the introduction of prophylaxis, the most common 
etiologic agent in the USA and Europe during the 
1990s was Chlamydia trachomatis [28]. Since this is 
an entity with well-known complications and seque-
lae, prophylaxis is mandatory and widely accepted. 
Several chemical agents have been used, including 
erythromycin, tetracycline, and silver nitrate. Reports 
of outbreaks of antibiotic-resistant bacterial conjunc-
tivitis in neonates pushed for a new prophylactic 
agent that would be effective against the most com-
mon etiologic pathogens without increasing resis-
tance. After a pilot study performed in the USA [29], 
a larger clinical trial conducted by Isenberg et al. was 
performed in Kenya, comparing erythromycin, silver 
nitrate, and povidone-iodine (PVP-I) [30]. The au-
thors concluded that povidone-iodine 2.5% was more 
effective preventing conjunctivitis than the other two 
drugs. Later, they performed another trial to evaluate 
if a second dose of PVP-I applied 24 h after the first 
instillation would achieve better prophylaxis than a 
single drop and concluded that the second drop pro-
vided no further benefit [31]. There are several ad-
vantages of using PVP-I for prophylaxis, including 
the low risk of inducing drug resistance, low cost, 
and broad antimicrobial spectrum for bacteria, fungi, 
viruses, and protozoa. In 2006, Richter et al., in a pro-
spective controlled randomized study, evaluated the 
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effects of the iodine drops on thyroid hormone levels 
and renal excretion. They observed that after instilla-
tion of PVP-I eye drops, both urinary iodine excre-
tion and thyroid-stimulating hormone levels ranged 
within physiological levels. Therefore the authors 
concluded that administration of 1.25% PVP-I eye 
drops in healthy term newborns may be regarded as 
safe. However, they did not evaluate the safety of this 
drug in preterm newborns [32].

29.8 Conjunctivitis

Acute conjunctivitis is a common cause of pediatric 
primary care visits. Most cases of acute conjunctivi-
tis are infectious and therefore contagious. The eti-
ology has been documented as bacterial in 50–75% 
of pediatric cases [33–37]. The fear of spreading the 
disease in day-care centers and schools leading to 
missed classes and absence of parents from work has 
culminated in a pressure for early treatment. This be-
havior raised concern regarding drug-resistant patho-
gens, overprescription, increased cost of health care, 
and increased adverse events related to those drugs. 
Although most cases of infective conjunctivitis are 
self-limited, it can take weeks for the infection to 
clear. Various reports have demonstrated that treat-
ment does help shorten the clinical course, reduces 
contagious spreading, and allows the patient to re-
turn to daily routine earlier [38–40]. Physicians, es-
pecially general practitioners and pediatricians, face 
this dilemma of overprescribing or dealing with the 
pressure of the social impact and morbidity of this 
disease. A recent study conducted by Patel et al. [39] 
in a pediatric emergency department showed that an-
tibiotics were prescribed 83% of the time and were 
correctly prescribed 86% of the time. This high sta-
tistic has been shown before. A survey performed in 
England with 234 general practitioners [41] showed 
that 95% of the physicians prescribed topical antibi-
otics for acute infective conjunctivitis, with 20% of 
those prescribing for every case. In spite of that, in 
the 67% of the practitioners that reported ever col-
lecting a swab sample of the conjunctiva, the major-
ity (84%) did so only in selected cases (less than 10% 
of cases seen).

Streptococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influ-
enzae are the most common etiologic agents isolated 

in bacterial conjunctivitis in children. Several studies 
have shown that both bacteria have developed resis-
tance to some drugs. In a study published in 2000, 
Block et al. [36] performed cultures of conjunctival 
swabs in 250 children with acute conjunctivitis. They 
found that one-fourth of the cases of pneumococcal 
conjunctivitis were resistant to high levels of penicil-
lin and over two-thirds of isolated H. influenza pro-
duce beta-lactamase. It is likely that the resistance 
seen is from the systemic use of antibiotics or the 
chronic use of topicals rather than short courses of 
topical therapy.

The diagnosis of conjunctivitis is straightforward, 
but the differentiation between viral and bacterial is 
clinically difficult, as the signs and symptoms over-
lap. Being a self-limited condition with high sponta-
neous resolution rate without treatment that may also 
be viral, one could argue against the real necessity of 
antibiotic treatment for every case of conjunctivitis. 
However, it is known that the treatment is more effec-
tive if applied in the first few days of infection [40]. 
Bacteriologic examination and cultures are not com-
monly requested for every case due to the costs of 
the examinations and the time delay to get the results 
back. They are especially requested in severe cases, 
outbreaks, neonates, and recurrences. If prescribing 
antibiotics for every case of conjunctivitis becomes 
the exception, not the rule, it is possible that the inci-
dence of bacterial conjunctivitis as a contagion will 
increase, but it should not affect the incidence of viral 
conjunctivitis.

As most practitioners treat those cases empirically 
with topical antibiotics, first-line treatment should 
provide coverage for the most common infective 
agents. The ideal antibiotic would offer broad anti-
microbial spectrum with low dosing frequency, fast 
bactericidal effect, and low rate of adverse effects 
(including risk of resistance). Several drugs are ef-
fective against bacterial conjunctivitis, but fluoroqui-
nolones are the most used ocular drops. It should be 
noted this class of medication is not approved “on 
label” in infants and children less than 1 year of age 
[42, 43]. The American Academy of Pediatrics rec-
ommends that the use of systemic fourth-generation 
fluoroquinolones should be restricted to situations in 
which there is no safe and effective alternative [42]. 
Fortunately this admonition dramatically decreases 
the chance of resistance formation to their topical 
cousins. New drugs and formulations are constantly 
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being developed due to the necessity to overcome 
the resistance to older drugs. For example in 2007, 
some studies have been published regarding new 
ocular formulations for azithromycin [44, 45]. This 
older drug had a wide in vitro antimicrobial spec-
trum against gram-positive and gram-negative bac-
teria. The AzaSite Clinical Study Group conducted a 
phase 3 clinical trial to assess the safety and tolerabil-
ity of a 5-day regimen of AzaSite, a formulation of 
1% azithromycin in DuraSite, a polymeric mucoad-
hesive delivery system (InSite Vision, Alameda, CA), 
and compared it with tobramycin 0.3% ophthalmic 
solution [44]. This technology (DuraSite) allows the 
active component of this medication to stay on the 
ocular surface longer than the conventional aqueous 
eye drops; a potential concern for resistance that led 
to an FDA warning on their package insert regard-
ing the missing of doses. This study showed that 1% 
azithromycin in DuraSite used twice a day for the 
first 2 days, and then daily for 3 days could achieve 
a success profile similar to tobramycin at four doses 
a day for 5 days only if combined with extra drops 
of vehicle in preservative to total four applications 
per day. No significant differences in the overall in-
cidence of adverse events were detected between the 
treatment groups.

The American Academy of Pediatrics Red Book 
and the National Health and Safety Performance 
Standards guidelines suggest that children with bac-
terial conjunctivitis without systemic illness should 
be allowed to return to school once therapy is imple-
mented [46]. The problem with the implementation 
of this guideline is the difficulty to clinically differ-
entiate bacterial from viral conjunctivitis [43].

Thus bacterial conjunctivitis should be treated to 
decrease patient morbidity, allow an earlier return 
to work and school, as well as to prevent contagion. 
Given that conjunctivitis is generally treated by non-
ophthalmic specialists, failure to improve on topical 
antibiotics after a few days of therapy may well in-
dicate a “masquerade disease” such as herpes, iritis, 
corneal abrasion, etc. Thus in the pediatric age group, 
topical therapy should consist of fast-acting, effec-
tive bactericidal treatment with broad-spectrum cov-
erage unlikely to cause resistance, dosed in a manner 
geared to enhance compliance.

Adenovirus is the most common etiologic agent 
for red or pink eye worldwide. It is known to spread 

easily and cause outbreaks. Laboratory tests to di-
agnosis adenoviral infections currently include vi-
ral cell culture with confirmatory immunofluores-
cence staining (CC-IFA), polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR), serologic methods, and antigen detection. 
Cell culture with immunofluorescence staining is the 
gold standard but PCR has shown better sensitivity 
compared to cell culture [47–53]. Despite the avail-
ability of these tests, few physicians order them be-
fore starting treatment. Several attempts to create a 
reliable and easy method to identify adenovirus have 
been done with no success. They proved to be ei-
ther too sensitive, not specific enough, or technically 
challenging to be performed in office. In 2006, Sam-
bursky et al. evaluated a new method to screen sus-
pected cases of adenovirus [54]. The Rapid Pathogen 
Screening (RPS) Adeno Detector (Rapid Pathogen 
Screening, South Williamsport, PA) is based on the 
principle of lateral flow immunochromatography. It 
detects common epitopes on the hexon protein of the 
adenovirus within a conserved region among the se-
rotypes, allowing it to detect all known serotypes. 
The authors reported that it is a rapid test requiring 
10 min for a result and uses a sample of tear fluid. 
They compared the results obtained with the RPS 
Adeno Detector with CC-IFA and PCR. Using the 
CC-IFA as reference, the RPS Adeno Detector dem-
onstrated a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 
91% with overall agreement of 90%. When PCR was 
used as the reference method, the RPS Adeno Detec-
tor showed a sensitivity of 89%, specificity of 94%, 
and overall agreement of 92%. The comparison of 
the two reference methods showed a sensitivity of 
91% and specificity of 100%. The authors believe 
that this test’s ability to provide an immediate result 
will help the practitioner decide the best treatment 
for the patient, thus decreasing the current practice 
of empirically treating every case of conjunctivitis 
with antibiotics. Adenovirus, although self-limited, 
may cause significant morbidity such as persistent 
subepithelial infiltrates, chronic epiphora, dry eyes, 
conjunctival foreshortening, and symblepharon for-
mation. In severe cases, additional treatment is re-
quired. Traditional diagnostic tests require time and 
the delay in treatment could increase the risk of 
complications. Therefore, if a fast and reliable test is 
available, it could help guide the physician on treat-
ment and follow-up schedule.
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29.9 Allergies

Allergy is the most common cause of chronic con-
junctivitis, affecting more than 15% of the world 
population with higher incidence in industrialized 
countries [55, 56]. Over the past 30–40 years, an 
increase in the incidence of atopic diseases was ob-
served [57, 58]. In 1989, Strachan published a possi-
ble explanation for this rise, which became known as 
the “hygiene hypothesis” [59]. This hypothesis was 
later expanded and it is believed that the declining 
microbial exposure is a major cause in the increas-
ing incidence of atopy. However, the mechanism by 
which this reduced exposure to pathogenic or non-
pathogenic microbes results in a higher prevalence of 
allergic disease is of debate [60, 61].

Allergic conjunctivitis presents a peak during late 
childhood and young adulthood. The ocular allergic 
response results from exposure of the conjunctiva to 
allergens. In children, the most common types are 
seasonal/perennial conjunctivitis and less frequently 
vernal keratoconjunctivitis.

Seasonal and perennial conjunctivitis are IgE-
mediated (humoral response) and are induced typi-
cally by airborne allergens. Perennial allergy presents 
with symptoms throughout the year with seasonal ex-
acerbations and it is often less severe than the sea-
sonal type. This type of atopy carries a strong family 
history. The treatment for this condition starts with 
avoidance or elimination of the causative agents. 
Studies have shown that the bedroom is the part of 
the house that often contains more house dust mites. 
Thus, preventive measures should be applied, such 
as removing stuffed toys, duvets, and carpeting from 
the bedroom and washing bedding material more fre-
quently and properly [57].

For symptomatic relief, cold compresses and over-
the-counter lubricant drops can be of mild help. Of 
all the mediators involved in the allergic response, 
the clinical signs and symptoms are predominantly 
caused by histamine. Topical combination of mast cell 
stabilizers and antihistamine drops are currently the 
best choice of treatment. Several drugs are currently 
available, affecting different steps of the humoral al-
lergic reaction when tested in vitro [62]. Azelastine is 
an H1 antagonist, and a study with human cord blood 
stem cell-derived mast cell showed that it inhibits the 
release of tryptase, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α. Epinas-

tine is an H1 and H2 antagonist that showed no ef-
fect on membrane fluidity, and yet inhibits calcium 
uptake and release from intracellular stores and dose 
dependently suppresses calmodulin in guinea-pig 
mast cells. Ketotifen is an H1 and H2 antagonist, and 
studies showed that it inhibits eosinophil oxidative 
metabolism and eosinophil chemotaxis. Olopatadine 
is an H1 antagonist and studies with human conjunc-
tival mast cells showed that it inhibits the release 
of TNF-α and has inhibitory effects on eosinophils 
and neutrophils in tears. A study in vivo comparing 
nedocromil, a drug considered the gold standard mast 
cell stabilizer, epinastine, and olopatadine showed 
that the effect on reducing redness was comparable 
between the three drops. Epinastine and olopatadine 
are also antihistamines, therefore it is expected that 
they would inhibit histamine-mediated vasodilation 
via H1 (and H2) receptor antagonism. All three drugs 
significantly decreased eosinophil infiltration [62].

A post hoc study published in 2006 compared the 
clinical effects of olopatadine with epinastine [56]. 
The results from this analysis suggested that olopata-
dine is more efficacious in treating ocular itching and 
conjunctival redness compared with epinastine even 
as the severity of the reaction increases.

Another study published in 2005 compared olopa-
tadine, ketotifen, and preservative-free artificial tear 
substitutes [63]. They asked physicians to rate the ef-
fect of the active drugs on redness, eyelid swelling, 
and chemosis. While some signs of allergic conjuncti-
vitis were unchanged, both ketotifen and olopatadine 
were more effective in relieving itching and tearing 
than preservative-free artificial tears.

In conjunctival allergen challenge studies, the al-
lergic gold standard test, olopatadine was reported to 
be more comfortable or better tolerated than ketotifen 
[64], ketorolac [65], loteprednol [66], and nedocro-
mil [67].

These recent studies suggest that due to the fact 
that these drug combinations affect different paths in 
the allergic reaction cascade, the treatment for this 
condition might be improved by combining or alter-
nating the different anti-allergic drops. For now the 
initial treatment should be with the drop most likely 
to improve as many of the signs and symptoms of 
allergic conjunctivitis as possible. These would in-
clude: (1) itching, (2) redness, (3) tearing, (4) chemo-
sis, and (5) lid swelling. Further, since these are 
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chronically used, ease of administration and dosing 
profile should be considered. Currently, only olopata-
dine 0.1% is FDA-approved for the signs and symp-
toms of allergic conjunctivitis. The other drugs have 
only received itchy as their indication [68].

In severe cases, steroid drops can be used, but 
have several limitations due to their potential adverse 
effects. Steroids are potent anti-inflammatory drugs 
but carry risks of complications with prolonged use. 
This class of drug does not block histamine receptors 
like antihistamines, but they inhibit the synthesis of 
histamine in the mast cells and also deplete the free 
histamine by increasing the stores of histaminase, the 
enzyme that catalyzes the histamine into an inactive 
metabolite, thus having an anti-allergic role [69]. This 
mechanism plus their anti-inflammatory action would 
make this drug ideal to treat all signs and symptoms 
of allergic conjunctivitis. However, the potential side 
effects of prolonged use make them the last choice as 
first-line agents to treat this condition. New steroid-
based ocular medications have been developed with 
formulations geared to have the same clinical potency 
and yet decreased adverse effects. Long-term studies 
are necessary to evaluate the safety of these drugs as 
first-line choice of treatment.

Another important aspect of seasonal and peren-
nial allergic conjunctivitis is the change in micro-
biota of the conjunctiva. In 2005 a Brazilian group 
analyzed the conjunctival microbiota in patients with 
any type of allergic conjunctivitis with non-atopic 
patients [70]. They found more positive cultures of 
the conjunctival sac of allergic patients than normal. 
The authors hypothesized that rubbing the eyes could 
transfer bacteria from the hands and eyelids/lashes 
to the conjunctiva. However, the increased discharge 
seen in allergic patients could provide a better sample 
for analysis, perhaps creating a bias of the study.

Vernal keratoconjunctivitis (VKC) is a chronic re-
current allergic disease, potentially severe with peri-
ods of exacerbation and difficult control. Visual com-
plications can be due as a result of the condition itself 
or complications associated with treatment. Studies 
have shown that in long-standing cases, topographic 
changes may occur, leading to disturbances in visual 
performance, such as below normal best-corrected 
visual acuity, low contrast sensibility, and subjective 
visual symptoms. Lapid-Gortzak et al. [71] found 
an abnormal pattern of corneal topography in nearly 
71% of VKC patients. They found that those patients 

had more significantly abnormal corneal videoker-
atographic patterns, higher maximal corneal dioptric 
power, and increased superior-to-inferior asymmetry, 
with a tendency to more superior corneal steepening. 
Dantas et al. [72] studied the videokeratography of 
142 eyes from 71 patients with VKC and compared 
with 200 eyes of 100 control patients and found that 
the mean anterior corneal curvature was more accen-
tuated in VKC patients, associated with low corneal 
uniformity index and consequently poor visual per-
formance. They also found that 22% of the VKC pa-
tients had keratoconus diagnosed by corneal topog-
raphy. In these particular patients, the authors found 
that the initial allergic symptoms presented later and 
remained for a longer time when compared to VKC 
patients with no signs of keratoconus, suggesting that 
the chronicity of the condition could be related to the 
severity of the corneal changes. In 2007 Dada et al. 
[73] showed that patients with VKC associated with 
steroid-induced glaucoma presented an increase in 
the corneal curvature, a significant increase in poste-
rior corneal elevation, and a reduction in the central 
corneal pachymetry. They also reported that these 
changes may be reversed by a reduction in the in-
traocular pressure with medical therapy.

Another rare but severe visual-threatening compli-
cation is shield ulcer and plaque affecting from 3% to 
20% of VKC patients [74, 75]. The pathophysiology 
of these lesions is not yet well established but it is be-
lieved to involve a combination of mechanical dam-
age from the giant papillae to the corneal epithelium 
as well as toxic epitheliopathy caused by inflamma-
tory mediators. Inflammatory debris that deposits in 
the base of the ulcer forms a plaque. Shield ulcers are 
difficult to treat and some cases may be unresponsive 
to medical therapy, requiring surgical intervention. 
They also carry a risk of secondary infection and cor-
neal perforation in severe cases.

The standard protocol for treating VKC includes 
antihistamines, mast cell stabilizers, and steroids. 
However, the first two classes of drugs do not per-
form well in severe cases and steroids carry potential 
adverse effects, especially when used for extensive 
periods of time. Several studies have shown that cy-
closporine A may be of great advantage in the treat-
ment of these patients [75, 76]. Cyclosporine A is an 
immunomodulator that inhibits CD4 T-lymphocyte 
proliferation by blocking the interleukin-2 receptor 
expression. It also presents direct inhibitory effects 
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on eosinophils and mast cell activation and release of 
mediators. An advantage of this drug is that it inhibits 
the phagocytic system to a lesser extent than steroids 
do, thus having less impact on wound healing. Fur-
ther, serious ocular side effects, such as cataract for-
mation and glaucoma, and systemic adverse reactions 
have not been reported with prolonged use of topical 
cyclosporine A for treatment of VKC.
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Take Home Pearls

Cytopathology of • chalazion may 
influence type of treatment.

Studies regarding cosmetic laser treatment • 
for pigmented conjunctival lesions 
have shown good short-term results.

A new technique for treatment of • 
dermoid involving the cornea was 
published using full-thickness corneal 
graft instead of partial-thickness.

Destructive therapies are still • 
the most common treatment for 
molluscum contagiosum.

Povidone-iodine has been used for prophylaxis • 
of neonatal conjunctivitis with good results.

Fourth-generation fluoroquinolones • 
are recommended for treatment of 
acute bacterial conjunctivitis.

A new in-office test for quick diagnosis • 
of adenovirus has been developed.

Combination of antihistamine and mast • 
cell stabilizer still is the best choice for 
allergic conjunctivitis treatment.

Vernal keratoconjunctivitis can affect • 
corneal contour and topography, 
causing decrease in visual acuity.
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30.1 Introduction

A child with a visual impairment is one who has im-
paired visual functioning even after treatment and/or 
standard refractive correction, but who uses, or is po-
tentially able to use, vision for the planning or execu-
tion of a task [7]. Training as ophthalmologists in the 
clinical, acute care setting may not provide adequate 
preparation for the evaluations and recommendations 
that are needed in the educational/rehabilitation set-
ting. Every child is a unique individual, with the ad-
aptation for low vision or blindness unique for each. 
In order for the child to receive the maximum benefit 
from educational and rehabilitation services, the oph-
thalmologist must learn how to partner effectively 
with the other members of the educational/rehabilita-
tion team. Without the support, advocacy, and medi-
cal advice from the ophthalmologist, the team will 
not be able to properly individualize the services, in-
terventions, and training to the unique needs of each 
visually impaired child.

30.2 Services Provided 
by a Transdisciplinary Team

30.2.1 The Ophthalmologist’s Role

The ophthalmologist is responsible for the initial 
ophthalmic diagnoses and for the prescribing of med-
ical and surgical interventions for the infant/child 
with low vision or blindness. The ophthalmologist 
is also responsible for referring the child/family to 
appropriate intervention/educational services. Eye 
examination information needs to be communicated 
to the parents and the rehabilitation team by the oph-
thalmologist in a comprehensive and family-centered 
manner. The ophthalmic information combined with 
other pertinent medical information will enable the 
rehabilitation team plan and implement services that 
are specifically designed to meet the child’s individu-
alized needs. The ophthalmologist should provide 
ocular and visual system related medical information 
for the team, but delegate the interventions to those 
who are professionals in the field of education and 
rehabilitation. This should be applied for each child, 
regardless of abilities. The child needs to have ac-
cess to the entire (core) school curriculum, not only 

for literacy (reading, writing, and communication), 
but also to include physical education, arts and music 
education, etc. The final aim is to increase indepen-
dence and improve quality of life.

Expected information from the ophthalmologist in 
regards to the pediatric low vision evaluation is cov-
ered later in the chapter. However, in general terms, 
the following advice is offered so that the ophthal-
mologist can help set the stage for the rehabilitation 
program that will follow.

Be positive in your approach with the child and 
family, they will remember what you say to them for 
the rest of their lives. Allow the family and child time 
to ask and have questions answered.

The ophthalmologist is the expert of, and the best 
teacher of how the ocular pathology and visual system 
and neurological development affect the child’s use of 
vision. Encourage, as appropriate, the attendance of a 
teacher of students who are blind or visually impaired 
(TVI; previously TVI was defined as teacher for visu-
ally impaired), classroom and special education teach-
ers, paraprofessionals, or a therapist at examinations 
with parent and child. This facilitates communication 
among the team, and allows for quicker institution of 
recommendations. Write down the diagnoses and the 
recommended interventions, and anything else you 
feel important for the parents and the team, in clear 
and concise language. A form is helpful.

The more the ophthalmologist knows about the 
educational and rehabilitation services process, the 
better able he/she will be to provide useful medical 
information and help guide the parents and the team.

30.2.2 Educational 
Services/Intervention

Educational services and interventions for the visu-
ally impaired child vary from state to state, and even 
from community to community. In some states a 
Functional Vision Assessment must be completed to 
determine eligibility. Although states are allowed to 
set some parameters about who is eligible, all states 
participating in part C of the Individuals with Dis-
abilities Education Act (IDEA) must provide services 
to children who have an established disability [5]. 
The visually disabled child may have additional mul-
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tiple disabilities which must be planned for when the 
individualized education and rehabilitation program 
is designed.

Family, educators, and therapists are all part of the 
educational team. This may also include community 
health nurses, social workers and case managers, oc-
cupational therapists to assist with feeding issues and 
fine motor development, physical therapists for mo-
bility, TVIs, early childhood special education teach-
ers, and orientation and mobility instructors.

Children who are visually impaired are often clas-
sified into four groups for educational purposes. They 
are: (1) the very young, (2) Braille readers, (3) chil-
dren with low vision, and (4) children with additional 
disabilities [3].

30.2.3 Early Intervention Services 
(Newborn to Age 3)

The group of children with additional disabilities is 
the fastest growing group of infants/toddlers with 
visual impairment. This is influenced by the high 
survival rate of very low birth weight and premature 
infants, as well as increased survival rates of infants 
and children with other types of brain injury. The 
latest statistics from Babies Count [1], the national 
registry for children with visual impairment, birth 
to 3 years, shows out of 2,155 children in the reg-
istry, 26% had cortical visual impairment (CVI) as 
the main reason for visual disability, and 18% had 
retinopathy of immaturity (ROP). In infants and tod-
dlers with CVI, 35% had developmental delay, 61% 
cerebral palsy, and 67% brain injury. In children with 
ROP as the primary cause of visual delays, 48% also 
were diagnosed with developmental delays, and 13% 
with cerebral palsy. The leading diagnosed conditions 
associated with visual loss require a transdisciplinary 
team.

The Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP) is the 
intervention plan for infants and toddlers (birth to 
3 years) with disabilities who are served under part C 
of IDEA (1997) [6]. Part C Infant-Toddler Services 
may provide funding that can be used for vision ser-
vices. In some states, the Infant-Toddler Services 
may be coordinated by the Department of Health 
and Environmental Services, or by the Department 

of Social and Rehabilitative Services. Each state is 
different. IFSPs were first mandated by Public Law 
99-457 in 1986 to assure that families would be in-
cluded in the development and implementation of 
early intervention services. A multidisciplinary team 
that includes the family should develop the IFSP. 
Early intervention services are to be provided within 
the child’s natural environment. This is generally a 
home-based service for the infant and his/her family. 
The pediatrician, family doctor, community health 
nurses, and the ophthalmologists may make refer-
rals to the child/family’s early intervention program. 
Early referral will help direct the team’s interventions 
based on priorities set in partnership with the family. 
These interventions aim to support and promote the 
child’s growth and development. The local team may 
consult a TVI. A TVI is a special educator, with either 
a certification in visual impairment, or with Masters 
or PhD level training, who specializes in consulting/
coaching the early interventionist and the educational 
team. These teachers are typically part of the local 
school system’s regional services centers, coopera-
tives, or are part of the state school for the blind.

The ophthalmologist, at the initial assessment can 
suggest or endorse interventions for the child with 
vision loss, especially those with CVI. Some of the 
adaptations that can be made are reducing visual clut-
ter, increasing or decreasing lighting depending on 
the pathology, and allowing the child plenty of time 
to respond to the stimulation offered. Toys may need 
to be placed in closer proximity, at the level the child 
can see them, and in consistent order. The child needs 
to be encouraged to reach beyond himself/herself and 
to explore and control the environment.

30.2.4 Preschool (3–5 Years)

The federal definition in IDEA states that visual im-
pairment including blindness means impairment in 
vision that, even with optical correction, adversely 
affects a child’s educational performance. This term 
applies to both partial sight and blindness. All chil-
dren with low vision or blindness deserve an Indi-
vidualized Educational Plan (IEP) developed by the 
educational team. The ophthalmologist should ask 
the parent specifically if there has been an IEP, and 
what the team discussed. Be sure the team has the 
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proper information from the medical evaluation, so 
that appropriate interventions can be discussed. The 
child/student’s primary learning modality (visual or 
tactile) needs to be determined.

A 504 plan is another type of plan under IDEA. 
However, it only requires schools to provide assis-
tance to children with disabilities to ensure a safe en-
vironment. It does not mandate educational interven-
tions. Vision issues may not be addressed if there are 
other issues such as cognitive or motor delays, which 
are more obvious to the educational team. The oph-
thalmologist should recommend that the parents ask 
for a TVI to be present for the child’s IEP planning. 
Ophthalmologists can and should be strong advocates 
for their young patients and their families.

Many of our communities have “Head Start” pre-
schools where children with delays or disabilities in-
cluding visual can receive more concentrated educa-
tional interventions. This is a good time for the child 
to be evaluated for low vision devices. The follow-up 
of the effectiveness of these devices can be assessed 
by the TVI in the classroom.

30.2.5 School Age 
(Kindergarten to 12th Grade)

The older child can vocalize what they are able to 
see in the classroom and what services they are re-
ceiving. The IEP is individualized, specialized, and 
has curriculum modifications. There may be experi-
mental learning, and teaching of compensatory skills. 
Parents and professionals can enhance the learning 
opportunities and advocate for the best learning en-
vironments.

30.2.6 Role of Schools for the Blind

The trend in education is from institutionalization 
to integration in the child’s hometown local school. 
However, state schools for the blind, special schools 
for students with visual impairments, continue to 
have a valuable role. Enrollment, at no charge to the 
parents, is recommended by the IEP team with in-

volvement from the child’s local school district, the 
family, and the school for the blind’s evaluation team. 
Placement is time-limited, and designed to return the 
student to their own hometown school district as soon 
as the IEP team determines the student will be aca-
demically and socially successful at the local level. 
The school for the blind provides a highly individu-
alized curriculum and may include: (1) enrollment 
in the range of 2–3 years to build blindness skills 
(Braille, orientation and mobility, access technol-
ogy), (2) short-term programs where children come 
from integrated classroom settings into the school for 
the blind for a week or so to focus on a particular 
skill area such as assistive technology, or (3) outreach 
service to parents and school districts, generally in a 
technical assistance model [4].

30.3 Evaluation 
by the Ophthalmologist 
as a Member of the Educational/
Rehabilitation Team

30.3.1 Introduction and Overview

As stated earlier, the ophthalmologist is an integral 
part of the transdisciplinary team that will determine 
the best rehabilitation plan for each visually impaired 
child. It is crucial that the ophthalmologist provide 
the best possible explanation of the child’s visual 
condition and prognosis. In addition, the evaluation 
and examination may need to be structured differ-
ently than it is for children without permanent visual 
disability. In addition to the information available 
from the standard pediatric ophthalmology exami-
nation note, several special requests will be made of 
the ophthalmologist. The educational/rehabilitation 
team will specifically want to know how secondary 
visual conditions will affect the primary visual con-
dition. An example would be a child with visual loss 
from ROP who also has strabismus or aphakia. The 
ophthalmologist will need to make a statement about 
whether there are any activity restrictions resulting 
from the visual condition. Any advice with regard to 
lighting, positioning, and magnification will be very 
helpful. The ophthalmologist may refer the child to a 
low vision center for further assessment or may feel 
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comfortable providing the initial low vision services 
himself/herself. Medical information from the oph-
thalmologist should be in a form that is legible, and in 
lay terms that parents, educational, and rehabilitation 
teams can understand and utilize.

Another concept to remember is the “four-leaf clo-
ver” of vision. Vision is used for:
1. Communication and interaction
2. Activities of daily life
3. Orientation and moving in space
4. Sustained near vision tasks [7]

This may sound obvious, but in the ophthalmic evalu-
ation, the emphasis may be on treating the disease 
rather than how the disease affects the overall func-
tioning, not only of the eye itself and visual system, 
but also of the entire child.

30.3.2 Pediatric Functional 
Vision Assessment

Visual function does not necessarily correlate with 
visual acuity. Visual acuity measures the function of 
the eye; functional assessment measures the use of 
vision. The clinical eye examination in a child with 
low vision is different than simply assessing pathol-
ogy. Diagnosis, prognosis, and visual acuity may not 
reflect how the child uses his/her vision in the en-
vironment within activities of daily life. The visual 
system is immature at birth, and children’s neurologi-
cal systems, including vision, may develop at differ-
ent rates. Visual acuity, refraction, motility, binocular 
visual acuity, contrast, color vision, visual fields, and 
examination of ocular structures are all important to 
evaluate and record as part of the pediatric functional 
low vision assessment.

Pediatric low vision assessment starts at the time 
of diagnosis or suspicion of delays in visual develop-
ment and continues at regular intervals, independent 
of ocular pathology. At a minimum, low vision evalu-
ations should be at the child’s transition times in the 
educational system. This would start with the early 
intervention services at newborn to age 3, next at ad-
mission to preschool (3–5 years), then at the begin-
ning of elementary school (age 6). In the 3rd and 4th 

grades, print in textbooks gets smaller, and the child 
moves from learning to read, to reading to learn. 
Middle school, high school, and entry into university 
or vocational training are additional transition times. 
The child’s environment is continually changing, so 
the evaluations and modifications to maximize vision 
and learning also need continuous reevaluation.

The pediatric low vision assessment should be 
performed in a consistent manner. The low vision 
assessment is in addition to the comprehensive oph-
thalmologic examination that prescribes medical and 
surgical interventions, and not meant to replace it.

30.3.3 History Taking for the Visually 
Impaired Child

The initial step in any assessment is history. For the 
infant or child with low vision, this should include 
pertinent medical and ocular history as well as social 
and educational histories.

Ocular history should include the age at onset of 
symptoms, as well as results from prior eye examina-
tions. An example would be eye poking, which indi-
cates retinal etiology rather than neurological or optic 
nerve. What are the responses to light? Night blind-
ness may indicate retinal dystrophy. Photophobia and 
light gazing may indicate CVI. What is the response 
to parent’s face, to toys, or other objects? Is the child 
aware of or will they track a favorite color?

Medical history affects the overall development 
of the infant and the visual functioning. Perinatal 
history of the mother and baby are both important. 
For the maternal history, what was the estimated date 
of confinement? How was mother’s general health? 
What drugs were taken either prescribed or illegal? 
Alcohol intake, trauma, multiple births, infections, 
steroids, hypertension, preeclampsia, and nutritional 
status during pregnancy are all important questions. 
History of the baby includes gestational age at birth 
and birth weight. Did the baby move in utero? Was 
the prenatal growth normal or was there intrauterine 
growth retardation (IUGR)? How was the birthing 
process, and was resuscitation required?

The postnatal history adds additional information. 
How was the nursery stay? Risk factors for ROP in-
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clude sepsis, transfusions, unstable nursery course, and 
mechanical ventilation. Risk factors for CVI include 
the same, as well as history of intraventricular hem-
orrhage. What were the findings on head ultrasounds, 
or other forms of neuroimaging (such as CT, MRI)?

Current medical conditions should be identified 
such as seizure disorders, traumatic injuries, con-
genital anomalies, “birth marks,” attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), hearing deficiency, 
or speech delay. Hospitalization, frequent visits to 
the doctor, surgeries, and other diagnoses should be 
noted. What other medications including steroids, 
seizure medications, chronic antibiotics, and other 
chronic medications is the child taking?

Family history may provide more clues to etiolo-
gies of low vision. Specific questions about familial or 
inherited eye diseases should be elicited. This should 
include strabismus, amblyopia, and refractive errors, 
eye patching, or thick glasses as a child. Knowing 
about familial medical problems or disabilities and 
the results of examination of family members may 
help in identifying underlying pathology. An example 
is a history of deafness in relatives. This may help 
identify those with Usher’s syndrome or Waarden-
burg’s syndrome. Children with these diagnoses 
may have combined hearing and vision losses which 
would require modified interventions.

Taking the developmental history is a skill the 
ophthalmologist and his/her office team may have to 
improve on. It is important to identify visual, motor, 
cognitive, and hearing delays. For example, an infant 
may initially raise its head, but this developmental 
milestone may regress in a baby with severe visual 
impairments. Developmental assessments completed 
by professionals on the infant-child teams specifically 
trained in developmental assessments are important 
to gather. The pediatrician may also provide some of 
this information.

Educational history and terminology is an area 
that the ophthalmologist who takes care of children, 
especially with vision loss should become familiar 
with. How is the child performing in school? What 
type of school is the child attending and what is the 
classroom setting? Does the child have an IFSP, and 
IEP, or a 504 plan? Other related or educational ser-
vices the ophthalmologist needs to ask about are: is 
the child receiving occupational therapy, physical 
therapy, and/or speech therapy, vision services by a 
TVI, orientation and mobility instruction? Does the 

child use low vision aid devices, or an augmentative 
communication device? If the child is not getting 
timely low vision evaluations, the optical and non-
optical devices may be outdated for the education 
level and tasks of the child.

30.3.4 General Assessment of the Child

Assess the child’s overall physical appearance. The 
examiner can assess overall muscle tone, head con-
trol, and fixation by holding the infant. Assessment 
of the infant’s vision can be performed by using the 
examiner’s face as a target. Watching the child move 
from lap or chair, or walk in the room is helpful. How 
does the child interact with the environment, with the 
parent, with the examiner? The examination should 
be performed quickly, keeping the child engaged, and 
in a compassionate manner.

30.3.5 Visual Acuity Testing

Visual acuity should not be the only measure to deter-
mine eligibility for service. If the child’s functional 
vision, even with correction, adversely affects his/her 
educational performance, this information should be 
used to determine eligibility and entitlement to edu-
cational services. There is a difference between tests 
of visual acuity and visual function. Testing should 
be age and ability dependent.

There are different types of acuity measurements. 
Always measure the child’s distance and near acuity. 
Try binocular vision first, then separate eyes for acu-
ity measurement. Remember the four-leaf clover of 
vision; near acuity is used for sustained near tasks, 
distance acuity for functioning in the larger environ-
ment and for orientation and mobility.

Recognition acuity consists of Snellen charts 
(which are age, visual acuity, and culture dependent), 
as well as LEA and Lighthouse symbols (Pediatric 
Low Vision Care (LV11), Lighthouse International, 
111 E. 59th Street, New York, USA), the logMar (early 
treatment of diabetic retinopathy study; ETDRS) 
chart, and matching charts using the letters H, O, T, 
and V. These can be used in prereaders or non-verbal 
children if they can perform matching.
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Resolution acuity is often tested using a forced 
choice preferential looking method. These include 
Teller cards, or the less expensive, grating paddles 
(Fig. 30.1).

In general, there is central, steady, and maintained 
fixation by 3 months, binocular vision by 3–7 months, 
and by 3–5 years the visual acuity should reach 20/20 
on a Snellen chart. For infants at birth to 18 months, 
object awareness develops beginning with lighted 
objects and human faces. Preferential looking with 
the Teller cards and grating paddles gives a baseline 
to communicate with the intervention team. For tod-
dlers, 18 months to 3 years, matching or naming ob-
jects such as LEA or Lighthouse symbols, matching 
tests such as HOTV, or Teller acuity cards can be used. 
Grating paddles can be used in young children who 
may not have the communication or developmental 
skills to match or name letters. In preschool, ages 
3–5 years, LEA and Lighthouse symbols, matching 
tests with the HOTV, or naming objects may be used. 
Near acuity can be measured using the same. For 
children with disabilities, including visual disabili-
ties, school age is considered age 5–21. For distance 
visual acuity testing, ETDRS/Lighthouse charts are 
used, and Snellen acuity may be able to be measured. 
For near acuity, Lighthouse cards, HOTV, and num-
bers may be used.

Visual evoked potential (VEP), electroretinog-
raphy (ERG), and electro-oculography (EOG) have 
some usefulness in the assessment of low vision or 

blindness. However, these tests are often inaccessible 
in the average community and may be expensive and 
time consuming.

30.3.6 Refraction

All visually impaired children should have a cy-
cloplegic refraction. Dry retinoscopy or dynamic 
retinoscopy gives a rough estimate only. When us-
ing dilating and cycloplegic drop combinations, 
phenylephrine may need to be left off in a medically 
fragile child. Current nursing manuals for babies in 
the intensive care unit recommend holding feedings 
for 4 hours before dilation because of the anticholin-
ergic effects of the drops. Phenylephrine may cause 
tachycardia and a rise in blood pressure when used 
in the very young. Atropine and cyclopentolate may 
have side effects in children with neurological dis-
ease. Flushing is very common with the use of cyclo-
pentolate, and occasionally children have hallucina-
tions when these drops are administered.

30.3.7 Assessment of Ocular Pathology

For the ophthalmologist, it is imperative to know the 
extent of the pathology of the ocular and visual sys-
tems, to properly evaluate and recommend low vision 
interventions.

For the anterior segment, the direct ophthalmo-
scope is an underutilized tool for rapid assessment. 
The red reflex, clarity of media, pupillary reactions, 
and fixation can be quickly evaluated. The baby can 
be held up to the slit lamp or a handheld slit lamp can 
be used. The indirect ophthalmoscope, with a 20D 
lens used as a simple magnifier, can provide a view 
of the anterior segment. Surgical loupes can also be 
used for this purpose. Intraocular pressure can often 
be measured using a Tono-Pen or a handheld appla-
nation tonometer in the infant while he/she is sucking 
on a pacifier or while being bottle-fed in its mother’s 
arms.

Examination of the posterior segment after pupil 
dilation should always be performed. Indirect exami-
nation of the fundus is performed using a 28D and/or 
20D aspheric lenses. Subtle optic nerve atrophy and 

Fig. 30.1 Grating paddles can be used to resolution acuity in 
infants
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macular dragging from regressed ROP are two com-
mon findings that may affect visual functioning.

30.3.8 Eye Movements

It is important to evaluate for nystagmus. A face turn 
or head tilt may help the child compensate. The ed-
ucational team is often very concerned about these 
mannerisms, and may try to discourage them. They 
need to understand that this is part of the child’s 
compensatory mechanism. Children with torticol-
lis should be evaluated for congenital fourth cranial 
nerve palsy and for nystagmus. Infants may have al-
ready been referred to early intervention programs 
for therapy for the torticollis, when the real problem 
is ocular dysmotility. Shift of gaze, localization of 
objects, fixation on the caregiver’s face, versions and 
ductions, smooth pursuits, and convergence all have 
a bearing on the child’s overall development.

30.3.9 Motility/Binocular Vision

Stereopsis testing, using the Titmus fly, may be per-
formed even at age 1 with coaxing and patience. A 
child with a significant chin up position from con-
genital ptosis may actually have difficulty with trip-
ping over objects, and present as a child with visual 
impairment. A head turn may be a compensatory 
movement for Duane’s syndrome, or other duction 
defects.

30.3.10 Visual Fields

Full visual fields are not present at birth. Test by 
confrontation for a younger child with a face, toy, or 
lighted object. Babies will often follow the light spot 
from a direct ophthalmoscope around the room if the 
examiner makes a game of it. If the child can sit, roll-
ing color balls to the child from his/her peripheral 
field can be used. Older children can do automated 
perimetry. Try automated perimetry early, even by 
age 5. Let the technician introduce the child to the 

perimetry machine. Have a practice session when 
there is no rush for time. Inferior visual field defects 
are often found in children with brain injury, and this 
can affect the approach of all other midline functions, 
such as eating, playing with toys, reading, use of 
communication devices, and mobility. A child with 
an inferior visual field defect may have good visual 
acuity, but require a cane for safe and independent 
travel, or need reading material on a slant board to 
bring into the useful field of vision. Scanning tech-
niques can be taught.

30.3.11 Color Vision

Accurate color vision testing can be usually be 
achieved by age 3. Eight percent of males have diffi-
culty with red/green color vision. This has no bearing 
on visual acuity. Identification is important so the ed-
ucational team can be notified. Color may also impact 
how a child uses vision. Red and yellow may be pre-
ferred colors for children with CVI. The mechanism 
for this is not well defined. Color preference can help 
promote the use of vision in the intervention setting.

30.3.12 Contrast Sensitivity

There are symbol tests for young children to measure 
contrast sensitivity. For infants, an object such as a 
piece of tan-colored cereal on the examiner’s hand 
can be used to measure contrast. This is important in 
the early intervention and classroom setting, as far as 
suggestions for lighting and contrast for reading ma-
terial. The examiner may be able to predict contrast 
difficulties based on the underlying pathology.

30.4 Pediatric Low Vision 
Interventions

Following the assessment, the visually impaired child 
should have appropriate interventions and referrals. 
The ophthalmologist should obtain or design a form 
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for the parent/teacher that has the diagnosis, pertinent 
findings, and recommendations. It is assumed for this 
discussion that the appropriate medical or surgical 
treatment for the underlying ocular or visual system 
pathology is already being addressed. IDEA allows 
states to determine the criteria for what constitutes a 
developmental delay. The areas considered are typi-
cally cognitive, motor, social-emotional, communica-
tion, and adaptive skills [2]. Children with associated 
multiple disabilities should be entitled to the same 
ophthalmic interventions as the typically developing 
child. This includes correction of refractive errors 
and amblyopia therapy. The child with other associ-
ated disabilities may need strabismus surgery or uni-
lateral patching to bring one or both eyes to midline 
for better use of communication devices, and other 
educational materials.

30.4.1 Correction of Refractive Errors: 
A Key Part of Intervention

In pediatric low vision interventions, correction of 
refractive error is a key part of the intervention. For 
children with low vision and especially those with 
additional disabilities, an individualized approach is 
needed. These children do not follow typical guide-
lines for when lenses should be prescribed.

Glasses may benefit children with other develop-
mental delays at lower hyperopic powers than the 
typically developing child. Medications may influ-
ence accommodation. Children with CVI may have 
poor accommodative effort and benefit from bifocals 
or low hyperopic prescriptions. Bifocals may cause 
difficulty in ambulation in some children.

Children with low vision and significant myo-
pia may achieve better function by removing their 
glasses and bringing objects closer. Let the educators 
know this is okay since it increases magnification and 
thus serves as a compensatory mechanism for the low 
vision.

Be creative in your fitting of contact lenses. The 
family/parents must be comfortable with the insertion, 
and the child willing to accept. A child in a wheelchair 
may have great difficulty in keeping glasses on. The 
glasses may be uncomfortable, and if head activated 

devices are used, the glasses with always be out of 
alignment. In a child needing bifocals, contact lenses 
can be fit for near, and glasses used over them for 
distance viewing. Children who swim or participate 
in other sports, and even in recess, have to remove 
glasses, which can cause difficulty in functioning 
visually and may interfere with the treatment of re-
fractive amblyopia and accommodative esotropia. Be 
open to using contact lenses and glasses for visually 
impaired children in a slightly different manner than 
would be routine in typically developing children.

30.4.2 Low Vision Optical 
and Non-optical Aids

Low vision optical aids may include telescopes for 
distance viewing, stand and handheld magnifiers, and 
prism glasses with magnifications for near viewing. 
Adequate spectacle correction needs to be employed 
if indicated. Increased magnification may help if 
there is decreased contrast.

Children should be encouraged to use residual vi-
sion with the use of optical and non-optical aids. The 
use of vision can help the child function in the world, 
even if he/she is a Braille reader. Children with vi-
sual impairment should be evaluated with a Learning 
Media Assessment (LMA) by a TVI. Reading speed 
is important to assess. A child with low vision may 
be able to read Braille at a faster rate than standard 
or enlarged print with a magnifier. Building the skill 
of the student in both Braille and print reading will 
enable the student to choose one method or the other 
depending on the specific reading task.

A low vision specialist (ophthalmologist or op-
tometrist) trained in the proper selection and fitting 
of optical devices should evaluate the child and pre-
scribe the devices. Around age 3–5 is the best time 
to introduce low vision devices. This again varies 
with each child. Abilities (motor and cognitive), ma-
turity, and responsibility determine which low vision 
devices are prescribed and used. Personnel with ap-
propriate training then instruct the child and parent in 
the proper use and care of the optical devices. This 
is typically the TVI or an orientation and mobility 
specialist.
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Low-cost, high-quality low vision devices are 
available. The next question is who will pay for the 
devices? This varies in each school system. The cost 
of the devices may be a barrier. Often older children 
will not use devices because it draws attention to 
them. There may be hesitation to use devices because 
of inadequate initial and on-going training or support 
in the classroom.

30.4.3 Low and High Assistive 
Technology

The learning environment should be adapted to the 
specific diagnosis and to the functional abilities of 
the child. Functional toys can help the child develop 
concepts and skills needed for later learning devices. 
Toys with switches that do something help the child 
with control of the environment.

There is adaptive software available such as JAWS, 
a screen reader that voices printed material. Most cur-
rent computer software has the ability to change font 
size, contrast, and other parameters to improve usage 
for those with low vision.

Closed circuit television (CCTV) can often be 
helpful for appropriate children. These can be cum-
bersome and expensive but the pricing is improving. 
The ophthalmologist and the educational/rehabilita-
tion team need to advocate for children who would 
benefit from CCTV technology to have both a unit at 
home and a unit at school. Loaner programs or grants 
from service clubs may help achieve this goal.

30.4.4 Orientation and Mobility 
Training

Orientation and mobility (O&M) training helps de-
velop the child’s orientation in space, as well as move-
ment and safety in traveling. This is not dependent 
solely on visual acuity. A child with significant visual 
field loss may need O&M training to help adapt to the 
loss of field. Concepts of space and time may need 
to be taught. While this training is often reserved for 

children with very severe visual loss, O&M instruc-
tion may also be very helpful to the mild or moder-
ately visually impaired but multihandicapped child.
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Take Home Pearls

The ophthalmologist is a member • 
of a transdisciplinary pediatric low 
vision team for children with visual 
impairment and blindness.

The ophthalmologist’s chief role is to • 
supply the proper medical information 
in a manner that the educational 
team can understand and utilize to 
maximize outcomes for the child.

When evaluating visually impaired • 
children, the ophthalmologist’s history, 
examination, and treatment decisions 
must be customized with the concepts 
of functional vision in mind.
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Core Messages

Most traumatic corneal abrasions should • 
not be patched. Topical non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs are helpful 
in reducing the associated pain.

Children with sickle cell hemoglobinopathy • 
are at greater risk of developing 
optic nerve ischemia and secondary 
hemorrhages with traumatic hyphemas.

Vitreous hemorrhages in children can • 
cause amblyopia and axial elongation and 
should be treated with a vitrectomy if the 
hemorrhages persist for 1 month or more.

Open globes secondary to lacerations of • 
the cornea generally have a favorable 
visual prognosis whereas open globes 
rupturing after blunt injuries generally 
have an unfavorable visual prognosis.
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31.1 Traumatic Corneal Abrasion

Corneal abrasions are one of the most common oc-
ular injuries occurring in children. The size of the 
abrasion usually dictates the rate of healing, but most 
traumatic corneal abrasions heal within 12–72 h. The 
pain associated with traumatic corneal abrasions can 
be severe and often prevents children from engaging 
in their normal activities. In the past, cornea abra-
sions were often treated with topical antibiotic oint-
ment, cycloplegia, and patching. Many studies have 
shown that patching neither reduces the pain associ-
ated with corneal abrasions nor the healing time [31]. 
Moreover, patching may increase the risk of keratitis 
by decreasing the oxygen supply to the cornea, in-
creasing the surface temperature of the cornea, and 
reducing tear turnover. On the other hand, the topi-
cal application of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs has been shown in many high-quality random-
ized clinical trials to reduce the associated pain [27, 
38, 54]. However, transient stinging may accompany 
their instillation. Low power “bandage” contact 
lenses have also been used in an attempt to reduce 
the pain associated with traumatic corneal abrasions, 
but their efficacy has not been established in a ran-
domized clinical trial. Because of the increased risk 
of developing bacterial keratitis, the use of antibiotic 
ointment is recommended until the corneal epithe-
lium has fully healed.

31.2 Traumatic Hyphema

Traumatic hyphema can occur following blunt or 
penetrating trauma. Although traumatic hyphema of-
ten resolves without sequelae, the potential for severe 

and permanent visual loss should not be underesti-
mated. The diagnosis of hyphema is usually straight-
forward and in most cases can be diagnosed with a 
penlight examination. Hyphemas may be associated 
with increased intraocular pressure, the formation of 
peripheral anterior synechiae, optic atrophy, corneal 
blood staining, and secondary hemorrhage (“rebleed-
ing”). It is important to identify patients with sickle 
cell hemoglobinopathy because these children are at 
greater risk of optic nerve atrophy when the intraoc-
ular pressure is moderately elevated and secondary 
hemorrhage compared to children with normal hemo-
globin [60]. In addition, children with clotting disor-
ders should be identified as they are more likely to 
experience secondary hemorrhage.

31.2.1 Outpatient Versus 
Inpatient Management

The appropriate management of traumatic hyphema 
in children is controversial. It is generally recognized 
that activity should be limited in children with trau-
matic hyphema in order to prevent secondary hem-
orrhage. Strict bedrest with hospital admission has 
often been recommended in the past, but a benefit 
remains unproven. Several studies have shown that 
outpatient management of children with hyphema can 
be safe. In some children, however, bedrest and hos-
pital admission may be preferable, especially when 
adequate supervision is in question, the hyphema is 
large (more than one third of the anterior chamber 
volume), or the child has sickle cell disease or trait. 
The involved eye should be shielded and the head of 
the bed elevated. Aspirin or aspirin-containing prod-
ucts should be avoided [12]. Physical activity should 
be limited for at least 5 days after the occurrence of 
a hyphema.

31.2.2 Medical Therapy

Medical therapy is initiated to reduce the risk of sec-
ondary hemorrhage and intraocular inflammation. 
Although many studies have shown that the oral 
administration of ε-aminocaproic acid (50 mg/kg 

Post-traumatic macular holes in • 
children can resolve spontaneously.

Children with muscle entrapment • 
secondary to “trapdoor” injuries 
of the orbital floor should 
undergo early surgical repair.
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every 4 h for 5 days) can decrease the incidence of 
rebleeding, its use in children remains controversial. 
Several studies have concluded that ε-aminocaproic 
acid is not beneficial in children. Furthermore, it has 
been associated with a high rate of nausea in children 
[28, 58]. ε-Aminocaproic acid prolongs blood clot 
resorption, so its use is not indicated in total hyphe-
mas. Oral prednisone, which has been shown to have 
equal efficacy to ε-aminocaproic acid in preventing 
rebleeding, may be preferable in children [16]. An 
additional advantage to oral prednisone is that it may 
allow for a “no-touch” treatment paradigm, consist-
ing of oral prednisone 0.6 mg/kg/day for 5–7 days in-
stead of topical medications. Topically administered 
steroids are commonly used in children and adults to 
reduce inflammation and to stabilize the blood–aque-
ous barrier. Cycloplegia also reduces iris and ciliary 
body movement thereby facilitating clot stability. 
Several studies have shown that topically adminis-
tered ε-aminocaproic acid is associated with a lower 
rebleeding rate and a trend toward a better visual out-
come. However, it is not currently available in the 
USA [40]. Topical and systemic glaucoma medica-
tions should be administered as needed to control in-
traocular pressure.

31.2.3 Surgical Management

Surgical intervention may be required in children 
with a hyphema if the intraocular pressure cannot be 
lowered with medical therapy or if the hyphema per-
sists long enough to put the eye at risk of developing 
corneal blood staining or amblyopia. Empirical cri-
teria for surgical intervention have been determined 
and are listed in Table 31.1. In some cases a wash-
out of the anterior chamber is sufficient. If a clot is 
present, it may need to be surgically excised using a 

vitreous cutting instrument. Great care must be taken 
to avoid damaging the iris or lens while removing the 
clot. Rebleeding may occur both intraoperatively or 
postoperatively.

31.2.4 Sickle Cell Hemoglobinopathy

Management of hyphema in children with sickle cell 
hemoglobinopathy differs somewhat because of the 
greater likelihood of optic nerve atrophy and second-
ary hemorrhage. Patients with sickle cell hemoglo-
binopathy are more susceptible to vascular occlusion 
when the intraocular pressure is elevated. In addition, 
systemic carbonic anhydrase agents (particularly ac-
etazolamide) and repeated doses of hyperosmotic or 
diuretic agents should be avoided since either treat-
ment can induce erythrocyte sickling by promoting 
metabolic acidosis.

31.2.5 Angle-recession Glaucoma

After a hyphema, children are at increased risk for 
developing angle-recession glaucoma. Intraocular 
pressure should be monitored on a regular basis since 
the onset of glaucoma can occur even months to years 
after the original injury.

31.3 Open Globes

Open globes (full-thickness wounds of the eyewall) 
arise most commonly in children when sharp objects 
penetrate the eye. When the open globe arises from 
a corneal laceration, a hyphema and corectopia are 

Table 31.1 Criteria for surgical intervention of hyphema [14]
1. Intractably elevated intraocular pressure despite medical treatment (greater than 60 mm Hg for 2 days in sickle-nega-

tive patient, or mean intraocular pressure greater than 24 mm Hg over the first 24 h or repeated spikes over 30 mm Hg 
in the setting of sickle cell disease)

2. Intraocular pressure greater than 25 mm Hg for 5 days in the presence of a total hyphema
3. Microscopic corneal blood staining present
4. Persistence of hyphema occupying more than 50% of the anterior chamber volume for more than 1 week
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usually present and uveal tissue may adhere to or pro-
lapse through the wound. Most of these injuries occur 
at home during unsupervised play and are more com-
mon in boys than girls [59]. Open globes caused by 
sharp objects penetrating the eye are associated with 
the best visual prognoses, particularly if the injury is 
confined to the cornea (Fig. 31.1) [3, 34, 57]. Open 
globes can occur as a consequence of objects thrown 
or shot at the eye. Air gun injuries are a serious prob-
lem in young males and are frequently associated 
with poor visual outcomes [35]. One study reported 
that only 14% of eyes with BB gun-related injuries 
achieved a visual acuity better than or equal to 5/200 
and 64% required enucleation [39]. Open globes may 
also arise when the sclera ruptures after blunt trauma. 
The site of rupture usually occurs posterior to the in-
sertions of the extraocular muscles where the sclera is 
thinnest. Signs suggestive of scleral rupture include: 

(1) intraocular or subconjunctival hemorrhage; (2) an 
intraocular pressure <5 mm Hg; (3) light perception 
or worse vision; (4) an abnormally deep or shallow 
anterior chamber; and (5) flattening of the sclera with 
computed tomography (CT) [29]. Open globes sec-
ondary to blunt trauma are associated with particu-
larly poor visual outcomes.

31.3.1 Surgical Management

The defect in the eyewall should be closed surgically 
as soon as possible to restore the structural integrity 
of the globe. A delay in closing the wound may in-
crease the risk of endophthalmitis or result in pro-
lapsed uveal tissue becoming epithelialized. It may 
not be possible to primarily close some catastrophic 
wounds such as those arising from firearms or high-
speed motor vehicle accidents. For this reason, it 
should be explained to parents at the time of the ini-
tial repair that primary enucleation may be necessary. 
Linear wounds are usually easier to close than stel-
late wounds or wounds where tissue is missing. Great 
care should be taken to free all uveal tissue from the 
corneal wound to normalize pupillary function. Uveal 
tissue may generally be repositioned in the eye if it 
has been externalized for less than 24 h. This can be 
facilitated by creating a paracentesis site and filling 
the anterior chamber with a viscoelastic agent prior 
to closing the corneal laceration. For simple lacera-
tions, the viscoelastic agent should be removed af-
ter water-tight closure of the wound. However, for 
complex lacerations it is sometimes better to leave 
the viscoelastic agent in the anterior chamber to pre-
vent the anterior chamber from collapsing during the 
immediate postoperative period as a result of a slow 
leak from the wound. An added benefit of leaving 
the viscoelastic agent in the anterior chamber is that 
usually fewer sutures are needed to close the wound 
thereby minimizing the size of the resultant corneal 
leukoma (Fig. 31.2).

31.3.2 Secondary Enucleation

If the eye is found to have no light perception post-
operatively, secondary enucleation may be indicated 
to prevent the occurrence of sympathetic ophthalmia 

Fig. 31.1 Open globe in a 5-year-old boy following 
an unwitnessed accident (top). The corneal laceration 
was sutured closed 4 days later (bottom). He subse-
quently developed a posterior subcapsular cataract 
and underwent cataract extraction and intraocular 
lens implantation. Two years later, his visual acuity 
was correctable to 20/20 in the injured eye with spec-
tacles
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[13]. Secondary enucleations are performed in about 
10% of children after primary repair of an open globe 
injury. Preoperative risk factors for secondary enucle-
ation include: (1) the presence of a relative afferent 
pupillary defect; (2) the absence of a red reflex; (3) 
an associated lid laceration; (4) a blunt mechanism of 
injury; and (5) a preoperative visual acuity <20/200 
[43].

31.3.3 Intraocular Foreign Body

If a foreign body is present in the eye, the eye is usu-
ally closed primarily, but a reoperation is scheduled 
soon afterward to remove the intraocular foreign body. 
CT is an excellent means of localizing and identify-
ing intraocular foreign bodies, but each scan exposes 
a child to 15–30 millisieverts (mSv) of radiation with 
all of its attendant risks [8]. Ultrasonography can also 
be helpful in identifying intraocular foreign bodies 
and in evaluating the status of the retina [22]. If per-
formed by an experienced ultrasonographer through 
the eyelid, it is safe even in open globes at high risk of 
extruding intraocular contents. Magnetic resonance 
imaging should only be performed if an intraocular 
metallic foreign body has been previously ruled out 
either by CT or ultrasonography.

31.3.4 Endophthalmitis

Traumatic endophthalmitis occurs in about 5% of 
open globes. The presence of an intraocular foreign 
body, a delay in wound closure, an injury to the crys-
talline lens, and the occurrence of the injury in a rural 
setting have been shown to increase the risk of en-
dophthalmitis. The administration of intravitreous or 
oral antibiotics may decrease this risk [17, 53].

31.4 Traumatic Cataracts

Trauma is one of the leading causes of cataracts in 
children. Traumatic cataracts may occur in associa-
tion with an open globe due to a penetrating injury of 
the lens capsule or secondary to a contusion injury of 
the eye (Fig. 31.3). Usually the lens opacifies rapidly 

Fig. 31.2 Corneoscleral laceration in a 9-year-old 
boy who had a rock intentionally thrown at him by 
an older child (top). The wound was sutured closed 
the following day (bottom). The child developed an 
inoperable retinal detachment in the injured eye and 
had no light perception vision. Four weeks later the 
eye was enucleated

once a rent develops in the lens capsule although a 
small rent on occasion will be self-sealing (Fig. 31.4). 
Contusion injuries to the eye often produce capsular 
or subcapsular opacities. In some cases traumatic 
cataracts may not develop for days or longer after an 
ocular injury. Zonular dehiscence and lens sublux-
ation is less common in children than adults.

31.4.1 Cataract Surgery

It is important to have a formed anterior chamber 
when performing cataract surgery. Good visualiza-
tion of the lens capsule is required for placement of 
the intraocular lens in the capsular bag. For this rea-
son, cataract surgery is usually not performed con-
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currently with the primary repair of an open globe. 
The exception to this rule would be a small eyewall 
laceration that can be closed securely prior to cataract 
surgery and that does not interfere with visualization 
of the cataract. If cataract surgery is delayed for sev-
eral weeks, the procedure can be combined with the 
removal of the sutures used to close the corneal lac-
eration thereby minimizing the number of times the 
child has to be anesthetized. If it is uncertain as to the 
visual significance of the cataract, surgery should be 
delayed until the cornea is fully healed and the child’s 
vision can be tested with an optical correction. If the 
cataract is visually significant, cataract extraction 
should not be delayed because of the potential for the 
development of amblyopia and loss of binocularity.

31.4.2 Intraocular Lens Implantation

An intraocular lens (IOL) should be implanted when-
ever possible in children with traumatic cataracts 
even if a rigid gas permeable contact lens will be 
needed postoperatively to neutralize irregular astig-
matism. The IOL will ensure that at least a partial 
optical correction is present at all times. It may not 
be possible to obtain accurate keratometry measure-
ments in an eye with a corneal leukoma following 
the repair of a corneal laceration. In these cases, the 
keratometry readings from the fellow eye are usually 

sufficient. In young children, it is generally best to 
optically undercorrect an eye in anticipation of a my-
opic shift as the child becomes older. IOLs can safely 
be implanted in most eyes with traumatic cataracts 
even if the posterior capsule is damaged at the time 
of the injury [6]. Care should be taken to position the 
haptics of the IOL over the most stable remnants of 
the lens capsule. Suture fixation of IOLs into the sul-
cus should generally be avoided because of the risk 
of these IOLs dislocating into the vitreous chamber 
[37, 41].

31.5 Airbag Injuries

While airbags have been shown to reduce the fatality 
rate and the rate of head injuries arising from motor 
vehicle accidents, they may severely injure the eye 
[56]. Corneal abrasion is the most common ocular 
injury caused by airbag deployment. In some cases 
there may also be generalized corneal stromal edema 
and the permanent loss of corneal endothelial cells. 
Chemical keratitis caused by the combustible pow-
der, sodium azide, in airbags may result in severe al-
kali injuries to the cornea. Deformation of the globe 
by the airbag may also cause hyphema, vitreous hem-
orrhages, angle recession, irido- and cyclodialysis, 
and anterior capsular cataracts (Fig. 31.5). Anterior 
capsular cataracts are believed to be caused by direct 

Fig. 31.4 Focal cataract (arrow) in a 6-year-old boy 
who had a sliver of metal that penetrated through his 
cornea and become lodged in the anterior lens cortex. 
After surgical removal, the child developed a focal 
cataract which has not progressed after 6 years. His 
visual acuity has remained 20/25 in this eye

Fig. 31.3 Traumatic cataract and iridodialysis in a 
boy following a BB injury
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contact between the corneal endothelium and ante-
rior lens surface. The most common retinal injuries 
are retinal breaks at the vitreous base. Children with 
ocular injuries following airbag deployment should 
undergo a careful examination of the retinal periph-
ery using indirect ophthalmoscopy.

31.6 Traumatic Vitreous Hemorrhage

Vitreous hemorrhage can occur in the setting of open 
or closed globe injuries and can preclude good vi-
sualization of the fundus as well as reduce the pa-
tient’s visual acuity and lead to amblyopia. Trauma, 
both manifest and occult, is the most common cause 
of vitreous hemorrhage in children [55, 62]. Ultra-
sonography is invaluable in evaluating children with 
dense vitreous hemorrhage and can be used to iden-
tify retinal detachments and other associated retinal 
pathology [42]. Mild vitreous hemorrhages can of-
ten be treated with topical corticosteroids and safely 
observed. However, dense vitreous hemorrhages as-
sociated with ocular trauma involving the posterior 
segment often lead to poor visual outcomes. Early 
vitrectomy is used to clear the visual axis in infants 
and young children who are at risk for form depriva-
tion amblyopia and myopia. Vitrectomy is also useful 
in identifying and treating underlying pathology such 
as retinal tears, choroidal rupture, and macular holes 
[50].

31.7 Commotio Retinae

Commotio retinae (Berlin’s edema) was first de-
scribed by a German oculist, Rudolf Berlin, in 1873 
as a transient grey-white opacification of the macular 
or peripheral retina that occurs following blunt trauma 
to the eye. There are two variations of commotio reti-
nae. The first, retinal concussion, is a milder injury 
with less dramatic grey-white change and is less fre-
quently associated with hemorrhage (Fig. 31.6). The 
retina usually recovers spontaneously without perma-
nent loss of vision. In contrast, retinal contusion is a 
more severe injury accompanied by dramatic retinal 
whitening and hemorrhage, and is more commonly 
associated with permanent visual loss, especially with 

macular involvement. Histologic studies of commo-
tio retinae in animals and humans reveal disruption of 
the outer segments of photoreceptors. No acute treat-
ment has proven to be beneficial.

31.8 Traumatic Retinal Tears 
and Detachment

Traumatic retinal tears and detachment can occur in 
the setting of both open and closed globe injuries 
[47]. Even though trauma is a leading cause of retinal 
detachment in children [46], it is relatively uncom-
mon for a child to develop an acute rhegmatogenous 

Fig. 31.5 Traumatic mydriasis and a subcapsular cataract in a 
12-year-old following an airbag injury

Fig. 31.6 Mild commotio retinae following blunt 
trauma to the eye. Note opacification of the outer ret-
ina and absence of retinal hemorrhage. This patient’s 
vision returned to 20/20 without intervention
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retinal detachment after blunt trauma because the 
solid vitreous provides internal tamponade to the ret-
ina despite tears or dialyses [45]. Nevertheless, it is 
important to identify tears since vitreous liquefaction 
occurs with age, and traumatic retinal detachments 
have been reported to present as late as 40 years after 
the initial injury [11]. In the population at large, reti-
nal dialysis has been reported to be the most common 
type of break observed after blunt trauma. It tends 
to occur in the inferotemporal and supranasal quad-
rants [15, 21]. However, a recent series pertaining to 
traumatic retinal detachment in children found rheg-
matogenous retinal detachments to be more common 
than retinal dialyses [47]. When a tear or dialysis is 
identified, prophylactic photocoagulation or cryopexy 
is recommended [38]. Traumatic retinal detachments 
are treated with conventional scleral buckling sur-
gery or with vitrectomy. Treatment can be difficult in 
children and poor outcomes are frequently associated 
with postoperative proliferative vitreoretinopathy [9, 
49].

31.9 Traumatic Macular Hole

Macular holes can occur in children following blunt 
trauma to the eye (Fig. 31.7). The pathophysiology 

of traumatic macular hole formation includes some 
combination of contusion necrosis with cystoid de-
generation, subfoveal hemorrhage, choroidal rupture, 
and anteroposterior vitreous traction [18]. Recent 
studies using high-resolution cross-sectional retinal 
images obtained with optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) suggest that there might be two distinct types 
of traumatic macular hole resulting in either immedi-
ate visual loss (caused by primary dehiscence of the 
fovea) or delayed visual loss (caused by persistent 
vitreofoveal adhesion leading to secondary foveal 
dehiscence) [65]. Spontaneous closure of traumatic 
macular holes is not uncommon, especially in chil-
dren, and therefore the timing of treatment is some-
what controversial [67]. If the hole is small, observa-
tion for several months is sometimes recommended. 
Vitrectomy and fluid–gas exchange is the current sur-
gical approach. It has good success both anatomically 
and functionally with many patients achieving vision 
of 20/40 or better [10, 25].

31.10 Choroidal Rupture

Traumatic choroidal rupture in children can occur 
at all ages following blunt injury and has even been 
reported in a newborn infant after forceps delivery 
[18]. Choroidal rupture occurs when the eye is com-
pressed along its anterior-posterior plane, resulting in 
stretching of the horizontal plane with tearing of the 
relatively inelastic Bruch’s membrane. Damage to 
the overlying retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and 
choriocapillaris can also occur. Traumatic choroidal 
ruptures tend to be concentric with the optic nerve 
and vertically oriented [64]. The most common lo-
cation is temporal to the optic nerve and through 
the macula. Single or multiple ruptures can occur 
(Fig. 31.8). Although no immediate treatment is in-
dicated, visual prognosis depends on the severity of 
associated eye injuries, the location of the rupture, 
and the presence or absence of subsequent choroi-
dal neovascular membrane formation. Up to 20% of 
adults with choroidal rupture will develop choroidal 
neovascular membranes, usually occurring in the 
first year after the injury, but often following weeks 
to months of relative visual stability [48]. Risk fac-
tors for choroidal neovascular membrane formation 

Fig. 31.7 Post-traumatic macular hole following se-
vere blunt trauma to the eye
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include increased age, proximity of rupture to the fo-
vea, and length of rupture. Peripherally located chor-
oidal ruptures are less likely to be associated with 
neovascular membrane formation, but are more likely 
to be associated with retinal detachments [4]. Treat-
ment options for choroidal neovascular membranes 
associated with traumatic choroidal rupture include: 
observation, submacular surgery, photocoagulation, 
and photodynamic therapy. Visual outcomes vary, but 
most patients with choroidal rupture do not obtain vi-
sual acuity of 20/40 or better. On the whole, visual 
outcomes tend to be better in children, who are also 
less likely than adults to develop choroidal neovascu-
lar membranes [1, 44].

31.11 Traumatic Chorioretinal 
Rupture (Sclopetaria)

Traumatic chorioretinal rupture (sclopetaria) is a full-
thickness rupture of the retina and choroid that occurs 
when the shock wave from a high-velocity missile, 
such as a BB pellet traveling in close proximity to the 
globe, causes rapid deformation of the globe ruptur-
ing the choroid and retina but sparing the sclera [33]. 
Treatment is unnecessary because the intact posterior 
hyaloid over the chorioretinal rupture prevents acute 
retinal detachment, and subsequently the choroid and 
retina become firmly adherent to the sclera by the 
proliferation of fibrous tissue. Associated retinal de-
tachment is usually due to simultaneously occurring 
peripheral retinal tears.

31.12 Canalicular Laceration

Canalicular lacerations are usually the result of indi-
rect trauma to the eyelids. In children, they frequently 
arise from the lower eyelid being stretched and then 
avulsing in the region of the canaliculus which is gen-
erally the weakest point of the lower eyelid [63]. Dog 
bites are a common cause of canalicular lacerations 
in children (Fig. 31.9) [52]. The canaliculus should 
be repaired soon after the injury. A stent (we pre-
fer the Mini Monika; Fayette & Bernard, Issy-Les-

Moulineaux, France) is first threaded into the puncta 
and then through the distal end of the torn canalicu-
lus. The proximal end of the torn canaliculus is then 
located by direct visualization in the medial canthal 
area. The procedure can often be facilitated by using 
an operating microscope. After placing the stent into 
the proximal end of the canaliculus, the distal and 
proximal ends of the canaliculus are sutured together. 
Last, the lid laceration is sutured closed. The stent 
should be left in place for several months to ensure 
patency of the lacrimal system.

Fig. 31.8 Red-free photograph taken several weeks 
after blunt trauma reveals resolving retinal hemor-
rhage and multiple choroidal ruptures (arrows). The 
ruptures are concentric with the optic nerve and lo-
cated temporal to the optic nerve and through the 
macula

Fig. 31.9 Avulsion of the lower eyelid resulting in a tear of the 
inferior canaliculus in a 9-year-old girl following a dog bite
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31.13 Orbital Fracture

Orbital fractures in children frequently result from 
sports injuries, physical assault, or motor vehicle 
accidents and are more common in boys [23]. They 
most frequently involve the orbital floor (67%) fol-
lowed by combined orbital floor and medial wall 
fractures (14%), isolated medial wall fractures (8%), 
and orbital roof fractures (6%). Orbital roof fractures 
are more common in younger children because they 
have a higher cranium-to-face ratio rendering the 
skull more vulnerable to injury and because incom-
plete pneumatization of the frontal sinuses results in 
less even distribution of force. Signs and symptoms 
of orbital fractures vary. Some patients can be as-
ymptomatic, but most patients will have some degree 
of bruising and swelling. Other signs and symptoms 
include diplopia, enophthalmos, hypoglobus, and hy-
poesthesia in the distribution of the infraorbital nerve. 
Children, because they have flexible and more elastic 
facial bones are particularly susceptible to “trapdoor” 
fractures which occur when an elliptical segment of 
the bony orbit is displaced, while still remaining at-
tached on one side. Muscle entrapment can occur 
(Fig. 31.10) and is frequently associated with nausea 
and vomiting as well as a marked motility restriction 
despite a relatively quiet looking eye (“white-eyed 

blowout fracture”) [5]. Expeditious repair is often 
recommended to prevent tissue ischemia and necrosis 
and bradycardia [51].

31.13.1 Surgical Management

Management of orbital fractures in children includes 
CT to identify fractures and a complete ophthalmic 
examination to rule out associated ocular injuries. 
Patients with orbital roof fractures should also be 
evaluated for possible intracranial injury. Indication 
for surgical intervention is controversial. A conserva-
tive approach is to perform surgery within 2 weeks 
in patients with symptomatic diplopia and positive 
forced ductions, CT evidence of muscle entrapment, 
enophthalmos of 3 mm or more, or large defects 
(>50%) of the orbital floor [26]. More urgent repair 
may be indicated in cases of “trapdoor” fractures or 
globe herniation into the maxillary sinus.

31.14 Traumatic Retrobulbar 
Hemorrhage

Orbital or facial trauma can result in retrobulbar hem-
orrhage which, if left untreated, can cause perma-
nent visual impairment and even blindness. Patients 
generally present with decreased visual acuity, pain, 
proptosis, increased intraocular pressure, and limited 
ocular motility. Other signs include a hard, tense eye, 
optic disc pallor, afferent pupillary defect, pulsating 
central retinal artery and, less commonly, a cherry 
red spot from central retinal artery occlusion. Visual 
loss is thought to result from an orbital compartment 
syndrome leading to ischemic or direct injury to the 
optic nerve [61]. Associated displaced orbital frac-
tures can be protective since blood can drain into the 
paranasal sinuses, thereby avoiding an orbital com-
partment syndrome. Permanent visual loss can oc-
cur 90–120 minutes after hemorrhage, so treatment 
includes both medical and surgical intervention. CT 
or ultrasound can be useful to confirm the diagno-
sis, but should not delay treatment if unavailable. 
Lateral canthotomy and cantholysis can be effec-
tive in producing urgent decompression, but surgical 

Fig. 31.10 This “trapdoor” type fracture of the orbital 
floor occurred in a child following blunt injury. Note 
inferior rectus muscle entrapment (arrow), which is 
likely to result in ischemia and permanent muscle 
damage if not repaired expeditiously
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evacuation of the hematoma is sometimes necessary. 
Medical treatment includes topical intraocular pres-
sure lowering drops, and intravenous corticosteroids 
to reduce inflammation and stabilize cell membranes. 
Diuretics may also shrink the vitreous and reduce in-
traocular pressure.

31.15 Traumatic Optic Neuropathy

Traumatic optic neuropathy results from either di-
rect or indirect trauma to the optic nerve. The most 
common site of injury is in the optic canal where 
the nerve is tethered and confined to a narrow boney 
space. Injury can also occur in the orbit or intracra-
nial space. The optic nerve may be compressed by 
boney fragments or a hematoma or have its vascular 
supply disrupted. In most cases, it results in a retrob-
ulbar optic neuropathy with a normal-appearing optic 
nerve initially. It is not until weeks later that pallor 
of the optic nerve may become visible. The swinging 
flashlight test to check for a relative afferent papillary 
defect is the most helpful clinical sign for detecting a 
traumatic optic neuropathy in a child. The condition 
is usually unilateral and a child may not notice the 
unilateral loss of vision immediately. Traumatic optic 
neuropathy is most commonly caused by motor ve-
hicle accidents, falls, and sports-related injuries [19]. 
High-resolution CT of the orbit is helpful in evaluat-
ing fractures in the optic canal, although CT underes-
timates the true incidence of these fractures.

31.15.1 Treatment

The treatment of traumatic optic neuropathy is largely 
based on retrospective series. An attempt was made 
to perform a randomized clinical trial of traumatic 
optic neuropathy (International Optic Nerve Trauma 
Study), but it was changed to an observational study 
due to low recruitment [32]. High doses of intrave-
nous corticosteroids have been shown to be effective 
in the treatment of acute spinal cord injuries [7], but 
their efficacy in patients with traumatic optic neu-
ropathy has not been established. It remains unclear 
whether intravenous steroids in fact improve visual 
outcome. Nor is it clear how soon after optic nerve 

injury steroids need to be administered. Others have 
recommended decompression of the optic canal, 
particularly when a boney fragment is compressing 
the optic nerve. Decompression can be performed 
through an anterior approach along the medial orbital 
wall, a transnasal endoscopic approach, or intracra-
nially [20, 66]. In a large series from Taiwan, Yang 
et al. [66] reported that the initial visual acuity was 
the most important factor in predicting the visual out-
come. Nonetheless, many children with traumatic op-
tic neuropathy who initially had no light perception 
vision have recovered vision.

31.16 In Utero Trauma

Mid-trimester amniocentesis rarely results in trau-
matic injury to the eye. Injuries are usually due to 
the amniocentesis needle penetrating the cornea or 
the sclera. In one report, a scleral opening plugged by 
uveal tissue was noted in the eye of a newborn with a 
retinal detachment who had undergone amniocentesis 
during the 17th week of pregnancy [2]. Corneal scars 
with peaked pupils have also been reported following 
amniocentesis [36]. The use of high-resolution real-
time ultrasonography and smaller bore needles have 
reduced the incidence of ocular injuries following 
amniocentesis.

31.17 Birth Injuries

Ocular injuries may occur at the time of delivery 
particularly when forceps are used. The injuries may 
include eyelid lacerations, hyphemas, tears in De-
scemet’s membrane, retinal hemorrhages, and chor-
oidal ruptures (Fig. 31.11) [24]. Tears in Descemet’s 
membranes after forceps deliveries are generally ori-
ented vertically and may be single or multiple. These 
eyes frequently present with marked corneal edema, 
hyphema, and ecchymoses of the eyelids. While the 
corneal edema usually resolves in a few days, high 
astigmatic refractive errors often develop. If left un-
treated, these eyes often develop dense anisometropic 
amblyopia. Favorable visual results have been re-
ported when the refractive errors have been treated 
from infancy with gas-permeable contact lenses [30].
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Fig. 31.11 Ocular forceps injury in a newborn (top) 
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and a high astigmatic refractive error
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hypersensitivity 444
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immunocompromised 452
immunomodulatory 452
incidence
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of Blindness 48
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interstitial keratitis 437
intracranial pressure 94, 142
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intraocular lens 318. see also IOL
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intraocular lens power 322
intraocular pressure 321, 472, 473
intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS) 328
intraventricular hemorrhage 376
in utero trauma 481
IOL 317, 476
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IOP 288, 428, 439
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J
JIA 420, 440. see also juvenile idiopathic arthritis
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arthritis
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440
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K
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keratitis 472
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laser 381, 451
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leprosy 421
leukemia 415, 420, 421
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413, 415, 426
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Lockwood ligament 237
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Lowe syndrome 294, 320, 321, 347
low vision 462
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lymphangioma 267

M
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malignant melanoma 451
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medicolegal 383
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microcornea 290, 297, 347, 399
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multifocal IOL 336
multiple sclerosis 421
mutation 290, 292, 293, 295, 296, 297, 298, 301, 

303, 304, 305, 354, 355, 356, 357, 390, 391, 393, 
394, 395, 397, 398, 403, 404, 407, 410, 411, 412, 
414, 438

myasthenia gravis 142, 143, 214, 257
Mycobacterium paratuberculosis 436
mydriasis 9
myopia 381
myositis 233
myotonic dystrophy 8

N
Nance-Horan syndrome 297
naproxen 441
nasolacrimal obstruction 276
nausea 473

Nd:YAG 333
Neisseria gonorrhoeae 452
neomycin 236
neonatal conjunctivitis 452
neostigmine test 257
nephritis 421
neurofibromatosis 346
neutralization 9
nevi 268, 451
nevus of Ota 451
night blindness 8
nitrous oxide 216
non-accommodative esotropia 91
non-compliance 40
non-dominant 101
non-dominant eye 100, 122, 124, 128, 131, 133, 

134
non-physiologic visual loss 9
Norrie disease 396, 405
Norrie disease gene 412
NSAID 435, 441
nystagmus 63, 74, 312

O
oblique muscle dysfunction 165
occlusion 88
OCT 391, 392, 424, 439
ocular torticollis 4
ointment 269, 472
oligoarthritis 441
olopatadine 455
ophthalmia neonatorum 51
opioid 216
opsoclonus 251
optical coherence tomography (OCT) 390, 424, 

478
optical penalization 40, 42
optic atrophy 58, 349, 383, 429
optic capture 335
optic nerve hypoplasia 34, 44, 296, 300, 301, 353
optic neuritis 437
optic pit 302
oral herpes 441
oral ulceration 54
orbital fracture 480
orthoptic exercise 99
oscillopsia 245, 253
OVD 332
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overcorrected exotropia 92
overcorrection 88, 92, 105, 108, 172, 208, 218, 

223, 228, 261
oxygen 376

P
pachymetry 26, 352
pain 423
panophthalmitis 404
panoramic vision 98, 99
panuveitis 420
paracentesis 425
paradoxical 134, 135
paralytic deviation 86
pars planitis 320, 420, 422, 423
pars planitis syndrome 438
patching 37, 38, 41
pauciarticular 440
PCO 320, 333, 334, 339. see also posterior capsule 

opacification, visual axis opacification, VAO, 
after cataract

PCR 444
Pediatric Eye Disease Investigator Group 

(PEDIG) 36, 41, 65, 277
pediculosis 271
PEDIG study 40
peds combo 320
penalization 37, 40
perennial 455
perforation of the sclera 228
perilesional steroid injection 450
perimetry 468
peripheral anterior synechiae 472
persistence of the fetal vasculature 299
persistent fetal vasculature (PFV) 405, 412
persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous 

(PHPV) 299, 405, 412
Peters anomaly 292, 294, 295, 347, 356, 357
Peters Plus syndrome 295
phenylephrine 13, 229, 320, 467
phoropter 12
photalgia 100
photoablation 451
photocoagulation 381, 478
photodynamic therapy 452
photophobia 17, 348, 423, 426, 465
photoscreening 67
photostress 424

phthisis 235, 357, 360, 366, 369, 408
physiologic 138
pigmented 451
pilocarpine 361
pilomatrixoma 269
pituitary hypoplasia 300
plexiform neuroma 268
plus disease 378
polyarteritis nodosa 421
polyarthritis 441
polyarticular 440
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 425
port wine stain 358
posterior capsule opacification (PCO) 317, 333
posterior embryotoxon 292, 293
posterior fixation 92
posterior lentiglobus 317
posterior ROP 382
posterior subcapsular cataract 313, 314, 317, 392, 

430
posterior uveitis 420
povidone iodine 328, 452
poxvirus 452
Pred Forte 430
prednisolone 428
prednisone 428, 441, 473
preferential looking 88
preferential looking technique 35
pregnancy 98, 142, 249, 250, 313, 431, 465, 481
prematurity 376
pre-plus disease 378
preseptal cellulitis 270
prethreshold 378
prevalence

albinism  – 390
amblyopia  – 34
severe visual impairment and blindness  – 49
uveitis  – 420

prism 11, 35, 36, 89, 90, 99, 100, 101, 103, 107, 
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 131, 132, 
136, 138, 142, 223, 251

prism adaptation 91, 120, 121, 143
prism bar 117, 123, 124, 126, 128, 133
prism diopter 86, 98, 100, 108, 118, 121, 123, 154, 

156, 170, 196, 198, 199, 200
prism therapy 228
PRK 25
prolapse of Tenon capsule 236
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Propionibacterium acnes 425
propofol 215
proptosis 201, 204, 209, 210, 233, 238, 264, 270, 

304, 405, 480
prostaglandin 363
pruritus 452
pseudo-coloboma 262
pseudophakic glaucoma 360
pseudopterygium 452
pseudoretinoblastoma 426
“pseudo-Roth” spot 415
psoriasis 421
ptosis 8, 34, 35, 66, 160, 203, 204, 206, 239, 300, 

392, 437, 450, 468
pulsed tunable dye laser (PDL) 267
pupil 1, 2, 5, 9, 13, 14, 17, 25, 26, 27, 43, 62, 63, 

230, 240, 291, 293, 297, 312, 314, 316, 317, 323, 
328, 330, 338, 359, 365, 366, 368, 378, 404, 411, 
413, 434, 443, 467, 481

pupillary block 347
purified protein derivative 424
pursuit vergence 138
pyogenic granuloma 269

Q
“Q-tip” test 214
quadruple therapy 432

R
radiation therapy 410
rebleeding 428, 429
recession 88, 102, 105, 106, 107, 108
red-green glasses 99
red reflex 64
red reflex test 316
Reese-Ellsworth classification 407
refraction under anesthesia 14
refractive surgery 21–31, 38
rehabilitation 462
Reis-Bücklers syndrome 298
Reiter disease 421
Reiter syndrome 433, 435
resection 88, 105, 107, 108
ReSTOR 336
restrictive strabismus 214, 237
RetCam 63
retinal biopsy 425
retinal concussion 477
retinal contusion 477

retinal detachment 90, 150, 340, 357, 369, 377, 
381, 382, 399, 478

retinal dysplasia 302
retinitis pigmentosa 391, 429
retinoblastoma 64, 347, 403, 420
Retinomax 68
retinopathy of prematurity 49, 55, 62, 405. 

see also ROP
retinoscopy 5
retrobulbar hemorrhage 480
retrolental fibroplasia 376
rheumatoid factor (RF) 425, 433
rifabutin 436
ROP 8, 49, 51, 55, 58, 63, 376

aggressive posterior  – 378
plus disease  – 378
pre-plus disease  – 378
prethreshold  – 378
screening guideline  – 63
stage 1  – 377
stage 2  – 377
stage 3  – 377
stage 4a  – 378
stage 4b  – 378
stage 5  – 378
threshold  – 378
type I  – 378
type II  – 378
zone I  – 377
zone II  – 377
zone III  – 377

rotary prism 117, 123, 126
rubella 51, 299, 317, 321, 348, 361, 397, 429
rubeosis 347
rush disease 378

S
saccade vergence 138
Salmonella 436
sarcoidosis 420, 421, 424, 437
sarcoid uveitis 437
Schinzel-Giedion syndrome 304
Schirmer test 424
Schwalbe line 351
scleral buckling 382, 478
scleral necrosis 234
scleral rupture 474
scleritis 437
sclerocornea 297
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sclopetaria 479
scotoma 125, 132, 136, 138, 302, 392

central  – 394
ring  – 392
size  – 133
suppression  – 98, 125, 126, 128, 131, 132

seasonal conjunctivitis 455, 456
secondary intraocular lens implantation 337
seizure 79
selective laser trabeculoplasty (SLT) 430
sensory exotropia 99
sensory fusion 123
seronegative spondyloarthropathy (SS) 433
seton 364
seven-step method 422
Shigella 436
sickle cell 428
sickle cell hemoglobinopathy 472, 473
silver nitrate 452
simple probing 277
simulated divergence excess 98
simultaneous bilateral cataract surgery (SBCS) 318
simultaneous prism and cover test 119
sixth-cranial-nerve 87, 94, 182, 184
Sjögren syndrome 424
skeletal muscle spasticity 9
skip lesion 382
slipped muscle 231, 232
slit-lamp 2, 4, 26, 314, 317
smoking 8, 98
snowball 423
snow fixation sticker 115
sodium chloride drop 364
spacer 170, 172, 203, 218, 264
spasmus nutans syndrome 249
spherophakia 347
spiramycin 433
sport injury 480
squamous cell carcinoma 270
staphyloma 300, 302
Stargardt disease 393
static retinoscopy 9
stellate KP 430
stem cell 296, 377
stent 279
stereoacuity 102, 122, 128, 129, 133, 170, 171, 

314, 316

stereopsis 35, 45, 91, 98, 99, 101, 123, 124, 126, 
128, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 143, 154, 155, 157, 
171, 251, 390, 468

steroid 236, 336, 359, 422, 427, 433, 434, 435, 
436, 438, 439, 441, 444, 456

steroid-induced 347
Stevens-Johnson syndrome 263
Stickler syndrome 8, 304, 398
Stilling–Turk–Duane syndrome 194
strabismus 4, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 

40, 45, 62, 64, 66, 80, 86, 87, 88, 89, 101, 104, 
113, 114, 117, 118, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 
127, 128, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 
138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 
149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158, 161, 
163, 165, 167, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 176, 180, 
181, 182, 190, 193, 194, 197, 198, 200, 202, 203, 
206, 208, 209, 213, 214, 215, 216, 219, 225, 228, 
229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 
239, 240, 243, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 252, 
270, 298, 304, 312, 316, 320, 383, 390, 391, 392, 
395, 396, 397, 404, 411, 413, 415, 426, 464, 466, 
469

Streptococcus pneumoniae 453
Sturge-Weber glaucoma 358
Sturge-Weber syndrome 268, 294, 340, 346, 347, 

352, 357, 358, 362
subconjunctival 230
subconjunctival cyst 236
subjective refraction 12
subluxation 428
subnormal fusion 99
superior oblique muscle overaction 157
superior oblique overaction 165
supplemental therapeutic oxygen for prethreshold 

ROP (STOP-ROP) 376
suppression 34, 101, 132
SureSight 68
surgical intervention of hyphema 473
sustained vergence 138
sympathetic ophthalmia 474
synechia 422
synechiolysis 320
synergistic divergence 197
syphilis 299, 420
syringoma 269
systemic lupus erythematosus 421
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T
tarsorrhapy 200
telecanthus 265, 304
telemedicine 63, 383
tenacious proximal fusion 102
tenectomy 172
tenotomy 172
tensilon test 143, 257
tetracaine 27
tetracycline 270, 432, 452
thalidomide 194
thiabendazole 427
Thiel-Behnke syndrome 298
third-nerve palsy 182
threshold ROP 376, 378
thrombocytopenia 415
thyroid 142, 143, 149, 229, 235, 238, 264, 453
timolol 364
Titmus 129, 468
tobacco 8, 313
tobramycin 454
topical 454

anesthesia  – 216, 218, 219, 223, 236
anesthetic  – 13
antibiotic  – 453
anticholinesterase  – 90
atropine  – 235
corticosteroid  – 235
lidocaine 2% jelly  – 218
phenylephrine  – 90
proparacaine  – 216
steroid  – 152
tetracaine  – 216

topography 26, 424
TORCH 312, 321
torsion 122
torsional diplopia 124, 171
torticollis 157, 171, 201, 202, 468
Touton giant cell 415
toxocara 420
toxocariasis 405, 415, 420, 421, 426
Toxoplasma gondii 431
toxoplasmosis 348, 405, 420, 421, 431
TPF 102, 105
trabeculectomy 364, 365
trabeculitis 442
trabeculotomy 364, 365
trabeculotomy ab externo 367
trachoma 263

traction suture 222
traditional eye remedy 51, 53
transpupillary laser photocoagulation 381
transscleral laser cyclophotocoagulation 369
trauma 318
traumatic cataract 337
traumatic macular hole 478
traumatic retinal tears 477
travoprost 363
Treacher–Collins syndrome 262
trichiasis 263
trifluridine 442
trisomy 21 9, 265, 281, 282, 299, 305, 347
tropicamide 13, 320
true divergence excess 98
Trusopt 361
tuberculosis 421
Turner syndrome 299

U
ulcerative colitis 421, 436
ultrasonography 475, 477
ultrasound 314, 428, 480
undercorrect 476
undercorrected esotropia 92
undercorrection 15, 88, 92, 100, 143, 158, 261, 

323
urethritis 435
Usher disease 392
uveitis 270, 317, 336, 337, 347, 352, 353, 360, 

362, 363, 397, 406, 419–447
anterior  – 420

V
valacyclovir 444
valve of Hasner 276, 278
VAO 318, 320, 332, 334, 339. see also PCO, 

visual axis opacification
varicella-zoster virus (VZV) 299, 421
VEGF 377, 383
Venereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL) 

test 425
VEP 77, 80, 81, 82, 395, 467
vergence training 138
Verisyse 339
vernal keratoconjunctivitis 456
vertex distance 13, 14
vestibulo-ocular reflex 76, 250
visceral larval migrans (VLM) 426
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VISION2020 48, 56
Vision in Preschoolers 35, 66
visual axis opacification 318, 332. see VAO, PCO, 

after cataract
visual field 76, 79, 80, 98, 119, 124, 200, 350, 354, 

357, 370, 391, 392, 394, 468, 470
visual field defect 468
vitamin A deficiency 49, 51
vitamin C 27, 152
vitamin E 383
vitrectomy 431, 477, 478
vitreous hemorrhage 34, 477
vitreous tap 425
vitritis 424
VKC 456
VOF. see virtual operating field
Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada (VKH) syndrome 420, 421
von-Hippel-Lindau syndrome 347
V pattern 86, 163, 165, 169, 170, 173, 199

W
Waardenburg syndrome 304
WAGR 355
Warburg syndrome 303

WARG syndrome 296
warm compress 450
Wegener granulomatosis 421
Weill-Marchesani syndrome 8, 337, 347, 360
Whipple disease 421, 436
Wilms tumor 296, 355
World Health Organization (WHO) 48, 62, 74
Worth 4-dot 124, 125, 126, 127, 133
wrestler 18

X
xanthogranuloma 428
xantholasma 269
xerophthalmia 52
xerosis 53
X-linked 246, 297, 299, 359, 390, 391, 394, 396, 

405
X-pattern 165

Y
YAG 317, 333
Yersinia 436
Y-pattern 165
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